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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

is circumstances have made it impossible for me, cut off from libraries, 
/A to prepare a foil revision of the text of this book, and as a simple 

X i reprint would have been unfair to readers, I have added some 
notes{Addenda* 9*0) to the reprint, in order, as far as I could, to indicate 
the advance of knowledge; some are really revisions of the text. Thev 
represent, not what I would, but what I could; and in two subjects at 
least, the peoples of the nomad invasion of Baciria and new coin-finds, 
tny now e/gc is sadly deficient. To friends who have helped me I am 

2*2Kf1' j°ne neT jOC?k has re®®QtV appeared which covers the 
whole held and a good deal more, Professor Fran* Altheim's fVdt- 
gescktaite Astern im gmehtsehen Zeiiaher (2 vols., 1947, 1948), a book 
of vast learning that is not always matched by the use made of it: for 
my preliminary chapters on the Seleucid Empire Professor M. Rostovt- 

rfr /v6/1** 70fk The S0ciai and Ecowrnk Huiory of the Hellenistic 
! °>ht ? VJkt ’941) is now indispensable. My best thanks are due 
L ^ Syndics of the Cambridge University Press for reprinting this 
book and permitting me to include the 1950 Addenda, and to the Staff 
° i c for the way in which it has been carried our* 

MUIHTOWN HOUSE 

INVERNESS 

January 19^0 

W. W, TARtt 



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

IH A ve dreamt of this book for forty years; it is fortunate for me that 
I had no opportunity of taking it up earlier. No Greek historian has 
yet attempted to handle the subject as a connected whole or to put it 

in its right place as a lost chapter of Hellenistic history. What needs 
saying about the book itself and its plan is given in the Introduction, 
which is meant to be read first; hut I may here anticipate two obvious 
criticisms, I am aware that it is very reprehensible to write a book 
where you have to depend in part on second-hand information, as I 
have had to do on the Oriental side. But it is time that somebody with 
some knowledge of the Hellenistic world tried to get the more important 
Greek ride into order, for one sees how often the Orientalist is hampered 
by not knowing what there is; and it is no use waiting for a scholar 
who shall have a proper and critical knowledge of both sides* or rather 
of all the sides, for he has not yet been bom. And even in using a 
translation one need not entirely abandon oue*s common sense. I am 
also aware that history should be written impersonally. But to write 
this book impersonally was not possible; much of it is spade-work* and 
it had to get written as best it could, other considerations being sub¬ 
ordinated to an effort to make the bearings of the rather complex 
collection of little details clear to the reader. I hope that the numerous 
cross-references may be of use here, for often it has been necessary to 
refer forward for the evidence for some statement, sometimes even on 
a large scale; for example, Chapter virr presupposes a knowledge of 
Appendix t6, and the attempt in Chapter it to get the outline of the 
lost work of the historian whom 1 have had to call *Trogus‘ source" 
presupposes a knowledge of the whole book. 

My manifold debts to the published work of others are acknowledged 
in die notes, but one thing calls for special mention—the brilliant chapters 
in volume 1 of the Cambridge History of India (1921) in which* for the 
first time. Sir George Macdonald and die late Professor E, J, Rapson 
got the subject into a shape which one could understand arid which 
offered a basis for future progress. If* as I venture to hope, I have been 
able to take the matter further than they left it, it must largely be because 
I have had the privilege, in Bentley's phrase, of standing on their 

shoulders. 



KIV PREFACE 

To acknowledge all my more personal obligations is almost im¬ 
possible, for so many people have kindly helped me in one way or 
another; some are mentioned in the notes. 1 desire here to thank 
Monsieur Jean Babelon of the Bibliothetjue Narionale in Paris for 
particulars of the Indo-Greek coins in die unpublished Hackin collection; 
Dr L* D. Barnett of the British Museum for the translation used in 
Appendix 4; Professor E. H. Minns for procuring and making for me 
a synopsis of tlie Russian study mentioned in Appendix 10; Mr ]. Allan 
of the British Museum for a cast of the coin which is no, 7 on the Plate, 
and also for giving me a proof of the Introduction to his Indian Coins 
many months in advance of publication, which saved me a great deal 
of trouble; and also, for help of various kinds, Sir Aurcl Stein, Professors 
H. WV Bailey, Fr. Cumont, E. Herzfeld, and F. W, Thomas* and 
Messrs E. J, Gadd, H. Mattingly, E. S. G. Robinson, and Sidney 
Smith, of the British Museum, To three of my friends I owe a very 
special debt. Professors H. M. Last and A. D. Nock each read a good 
deal of the book in ms. and gave me not only numerous references and 
suggestions but also (a thing which meant much more to me) some 
greatly needed encouragement at a critical time. Professor F. E, Adcock 
read most of the book in MS, and gave me the benefit of his great 
editorial knowledge, beside much other help; he also most generously 
undertook the thankless but beneficent ia.sk of reading a proof. I desire 
to thank the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press both for 
undertaking the publication of the book and also for permitting me to 
use again the beautiful reproductions of the Bactrian coin-portraits 
made for the Cambridge History of India, and to thank the staff of the 
Press for the way in which the publication has been carried out. Lastly, 
1 would take this opportunity to pay a tribute of gratitude, long overdue* 
10 my daughter, 10 whom this book is dedicated, and whose critical 
sense and clear judgment have been my unfailing help in everything 
1 have w'ritten for many years* 

w, w, TARN 

MVIRTOWN HOUSE 

INVERNESS 
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INTRODUCTION 

It may be well to begin with a statement of the plan of this book,* 
Asia under Greek rule, as matter of political history and not of 

distinctions of race or civilisation, may be divided into three parts. The 
first division consists of the countries west of the Euphrates and of the 
Syrian desert, Asia Minor and Syria, which were to become Roman 
and were for centuries to be dominated by Graeco-Roman dvilisation 
before they ultimately returned to the East; with this division this book 
has nothing to do except by way of an occasional illustration. The 
second division, roughly speaking, consists of the countries between 
the Euphrates and the Persian desert, which were subsequently to form 
the kingdom of the Arsacids, known to Greeks and Romans as Parthia; 
from the Greek point of view it may be called the Middle East. The third 
division, which I call the Farther East, comprises Iran east of the 
Persian desert and India so far as it was under Greek rule. This division 
by the Persian desert is a real one, and very old; it is found in one of 
Darius’ lists of die provinces of his empire.5 This book is really con¬ 
cerned only with the Farther East, the story of eastern Iran and 
northern India under Greek rule; it is an attempt to recover what can be 
recovered of the history of a lost dynasty and of a rather extraordinary 
experiment. This story begins with Chapter ur, and from that chapter 
to the end the book (except for art) is meant to be as complete as 1 

can make it. 
But every story has a background, and the background to mine is 

the Middle East; it has seemed advisable therefore to add to the book 

1 In this book, dw name Demetrius alone always means Demetrius of Bactrim, 
and Demetrius H alone always means his son; every other Demetrius, including 
the Sekudds Demetrius 1 and II, always has some distinguishing word unless die 
context renders the meaning unmistakable. Selcuceia alone always means Seteueeia 
on the Tigris. Tire word ‘Greeks’, east of the Euphrates, include* Macedonians, 
untess the latter are particularised; probably by the second century 6.G. the two 
were indistinguishable, and anyhow there are no means of distinguishing them. 
The term ' Indian scholar' (on the analogy of1 Greek scholar*) means one engaged 
in Indian studies and has nothing to do with nationality, 

* Perse polls c § a (F, H. Weisshach, Dk Ktitinstkrifttn der Aehuemaiidtn 1911), 
which after tlte western provinces gives specifically ‘the lands in the East’, those 
east of the desert. 
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an introductory part, Chapters r and ft, which shall sketch certain 
aspects of that background and will, 1 hope, make it easier to see the 
connections between the story of die Farther East and that of the 
Seleudds. This introductory part has not, and is not meant to have, 
any claim to completeness, except perhaps as regards the account of 
the Creek literature in Chapter u. It is not an account of the Seleudd 
realm; it is a sketch only, designed to bring out certain points which bear 
upon facts utilised later, and may be a help to the understanding of them; 
these points are, chiefly, the Seleudd administrative divisions, the nature 
of the Seleudd setdement, the Greek literature of the Middle East 
(which is important on the question of our sources), and the relations 
between Greeks and Asiatics. 

The world east of the Euphrates was the scene of the interaction of 
Greek dvilisation with three other civilisations, those of Babylonia, 
Iran, and India. Of these, India, and Iran in part, belong to my subject. 
But Babylonia does not, and I am not giving an account of Babylonia 
under Greek rule, which would call for a separate study and spcdal 
qualifications. I use Babylonia to illustrate certain matters; dial is 
alb 

It is unfortunate diat in Britain, and I think everywhere, die story of 
the Greeks in India has been treated as part of the history of India alone. 
I'or in die history oflndia the episode of Greek rule has no meaning; 
it is really part of the history of Hellenism, and that is where its meaning 
resides. It is one of the misfortunes of ancient history that we become 
hypnotised into writing as though die importance of a diing were 
somehow proportionate to the amount of information about it which 
has survived; the ppyri, for instance, tend to make the Ptolemies 
seem more important than the Seteucids. If we can manage to avoid 
this perversion of Blinking, we shall recognise that any history of the 
Hellenistic states with the Fartlier East omitted is a sadly mutilated 
history ; for there were not four Hellenistic dynasties—Seleucids, 
Ptolemies, Aniigonids, Attalids—but five, and on any showing the 
Euthydemids, both in the extent of their rule and in what they tried to 
do, were vastly more important than the Attalids, the protegds suc¬ 
cessively of Egypt and of Rome. The Greek empire of Bactria and 
India was a Hellenistic state, with many of the usual characteristics of 
such states but with one very important one ofits own, and its historv 
was a branch of Seleudd history, just as the Euthydemid dynasty was on 
the distaff side a branch of the Seleudd line; as a Hellenistic state it 
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must be treated, and I hope that this book may do something towards 
bringing It back into the sphere to which it belongs. 

This book does not go beyond the end of the Hellenistic period. The 
conventional end of that period in the West is the occupation of 
Alexandria by Augustus in 30 B.C., and by a curious coincidence the 
last Greek kingdoms in India fell about the same time; and anything 
later than the Christian Era is only noticed for its possible bearing on 
what goes before. But die period which I have sought primarily to 
reconstruct is comparatively a short one; it comprises about two and 
a half generations, from 206 bx., the year in which Antioch us III 
quitted the East, to somewhere between t $0 and 145 ax., the death of 
Menander; one may call it the first half of the second century B.c., and 
it is covered by three reigns, die latter part of that of Euthydemus and 
those of his son Demetrius and of Demetrius' son-in-law Menander. 
That half-century is the important matter, and on the success or 
otherwise of my reconstruction of those years everything else must 

depend. 
A word must be said here about die sources, though they will 

sufficiently appear as the book proceeds. They are of course very 
scrappy. But they were not always scrappy. There was once a Greek 
history which covered die Farther East generally, apparently down to 

87 bx. (pp* 4f and theme was another Greek history which also dealt 
with the Farther East, though seemingly only as an appendage to the 
history of Parrhia (pp. 44 and the same thing has happened with 
regard to the Farther East as has happened with regard to another story 
whose historians have perished, that of the early third century in the 
Greek world about the Aegean: the scraps tend to combine* not into 
other scraps, but into at least the outline of a whole. There wLU be 
something to be said about this later (p. 46), but, as there was once 
a tradition* it is somebody** business to attempt to recover the outline 
of it; one is not labouring in a vacuum* Our evidence is of many 
different kinds. On the Greek side* there are fragments of the lost 
historians preserved in several later writers, notably Strabo, Trogus- 
Justin* Plutarch, and Ptolemy die geographer (on whom see Chapter 
yi); various notices and indications in extant Greek and Latin 
writers, book vj of Pliny's Natural is Historia in particular containing 
much valuable Hellenistic material; and in place of the third-century 
inscriptions an almost unique wealth of coins, witich give much more 
historical information than is usually the case with Greek coins. On the 
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Indian side, there are some inscriptions and a little numismatic material, 
a bit of perhaps contemporary chronicle embedded in a later work 
(App. 4), indications of various sorts in literature (including Chinese 
and Thibetan translations of lost Indian writings), the excavations at 
Taxila, and the Milmdapafilia, winch does not look quite the same to 
the Greek as to the Indian scholar and to which I have had to give a 
long Excursus- Towards the end we get a little real history, a rare 
blessing, in the Chinese historians Ssu-ma Chien and Pan-ku 
(App. 20); had China made the acquaintance of the ‘ western coun¬ 
tries* a couple of generations earlier than she did, how thankful we 
should be. 

At present, coins apart, it seems to be only from the Indian side that 
fresh information can be looked for, and I must bear grateful testimony 
to the fact that (so far as 1 can sec) the Indian material has been far better 
prepared for the Greek historian than the Greek material lias ever been 
for the Indian; I can only hope that I have not missed too much of it, 
but the main task is 10 gel the Greek side into some son of order and to 
try to establish a framework which may be of use to others. The coins 
of course are all-important, and one cannot overpraise the work done 
on them by generations of numismatists; it seems to me one of the 
wonders of scholarship. Bur the numismatist as such has sometimes 
been unable to place or explain the facts which he has elicited; naturally 
so, for he is not expected to be a Hellenistic historian. Again I can 
only hope that I have not missed too much; with one or two exceptions, 
my knowledge of the coins has, of necessity, been confined to printed 
publications and the unrivalled collection in the British Museum; one 
is never safe from the unpublished coin in private I lands, and it has 
proved impossible to ascertain what, if anything, there may be at 
Tashkent. Naturally I am nor concerned with the coins as coins, but 
only as material for history. 

It is no part of my purpose to write about art; I am not qualified, 
and the book is long enough as it is. Artistic material is only treated 
where, as in the case of the Buddha-statue in Chapter ix, it lias some 
definite bearing on Greeks and their activities. Much has been written 
of late years, and much more will be written, about those mixed arts 
of the East which originated in the Hellenistic period and especially 
about ‘Parthian’ art, the art which grew’ up in Iran under the rule of 
the Parthian military aristocracy; we are meeting names unknown a 
few years ago, like ' Graeco-Bactrian’ and * Graeco-Sacan' art. All 
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these phenomena, except the art of Gandhara ( which stands on a different 
footing), appear to have one common characteristic: they are native 
arts which borrowed, and sometimes misapplied, a certain modicum of 
Greek form and ornamentation.1 They furnish a subject of very great 
interest in itself; but they have little to do with the history of die 
Greeks of the Farther East, and even less with die Greek spirit. 

1 This iherne runs through Professor Hcrtfeld's Arcfanotogkal History of Iran 
1934; sec t.g. p. to, ‘only the most superficial features of foreign' (f.r. Greek) ‘art are 
taken over; the essential <«es are missed'; and p. 7;, ‘it neither really understands 
nor assimilates the spirit of Hellenism 
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PART I 

THE BACKGROUND IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

CHAPTER I 

THE SELEUCID SETTLEMENT 

The Scleurids, whatever from rime to time they held or did not 
hold in the countries bordering on die Mediterranean, were 
Alexander's heirs in Asia, He had not greatly modified the 

Persian empire which he had conquered: he might separate die three 
powers in the satrapies—civil, military, and financial—but they 
remained the huge Persian satrapies, though they might be governed by 
men of a different nationality. The Seleucid empire in its turn was still, 
in outward shape, very much the empire of Persia under different 
rulers ; the great satrapies still remained, their military nature emphasised 
by die governor of a satrapy being no longer called satrap but ttrwegos, 

‘general'. But something was done to tighten up the reins of satrapal 
government, for in all the lands east of the Euphrates die Seleudds had 
a more complete system of internal subdivision; it was a threefold 
division*—satrapy, eparchy, hyparchy—corresponding roughly to the 
threefold division in Ptolemaic Egypt of nome, topos, village, the 
none, like the satrapy, being under a strategot or general. Tills three- 
fold administrative division in each of the two empires must, one 
supposes, have had a common origin, but what it was is unknown. As 
the smallest administrative unit was in Egypt the village and In the 
Seleucid East die hyparchy—a district which would comprise a number 

Note. Thens is a good modem account of the Seleudd empire by M, Rdstsmwff 
in CAM mi Cli. v (191s), but [lie subject has now to be studied in special works; the 
excavations at Doun, Susa, and Stdeuoeia ate imporranr. IV relevant biblio¬ 
graphies in CAffr11 and viti cover much of tire ground. In this introductory sketch 
I am not always putting rotes 10 well-known matters where touched on. 

1 For all that follows about the eparchies see Tara, SP Siud.§iv, Cf. M, Rostov- 
iiciT in YoU Clafi. Stud, ii p. 48 a. 1, 
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of villages—lh<* organisation of the Sdeucid East was of necessity 
much looser than that of Egypt; the hyparchy, however, for purposes 
of land registration, was again subdivided into fortified posts called 
stathmoP—originally post stations on the main roads, the Selencjds 
having taken over the Persian postal system—each statkmas being the 
centre of a subdivision comprising so many villages. 

The important tiling in die Seleudd administrative division was the 
eparchy, of which each satrapy included a certain number; Applan's 
7z Sdeucid satrapies mean eparchies, for he is using the terminology of 
a later day, though it does not follow' that the number 72 is correct. 
So tar as is known at present, die eparchy was a Sdeucid innovation. 
It ffiay have been Achaemcnid, for a privri the common source of the 
Ptolemaic and Sdeucid subdivision should have been Persian, but the 
actual evidence is very dubious,* and the Alexander-historiatis know 
nothing about eparchies; diey do very occasionally use an eparchy 
name, but that again is probably only the common case of late writers 
using the accustomed nomenclature of a later day. When the Seleudd 
empire broke up, it was die eparchy, not the satrapy, which survived; 
the Seleucid administration was imitated over a large part of Asia, and 
it was imitated on the basis of the eparchy. In the Seleudd Succession 
states, like Bacrrb, Parthia, Elymais, the eparchies became the satrapies, 
he. the primary administrative divisions, of the new kingdoms, while 
states which were not properly Succession states, but were copying 
Seleucid (or, what comes to the same thing, Parthtan) organisation gave 
their satrapies eparchy names; so universal was the practice that it was 
followed even by little states like Adiabene and Charaecne, which had 
themselves only been Seleudd eparchies. One reason for the emergence 
by the first century u.c. of the cpardiy as the general unit of the organi¬ 
sation of a new- Asia was that it had often been a natural division, 

1 The evidence for die itathm&i is from die Parthian period, noubly Isidore and 
Avtoman Pg. t (E, H, Minns-,JHS xxxv, 1917, p. j*); bur Strabo xv, 7*5 
p. S5 n. 1) may show that liiey were Seleucid, 

1 Tam, SP Stud. p. jz; add that in Darius' Behistun inscription, jS-9, Marcus, 
i*. Margate, is under the satrap of Baciria. Tile question of subordinate governors 
of provinces under Persian satraps has since been discussed by O. Lcuze Die 
Satrapimtitung in Syrim 1931 pp. 163-1, f« Syria and Babylonia, who decides that 
no conclusion is possible. It has, however, been suggested to me that the .*™ 
termination in the East might have some connection with die Assyrian -anu 
should that ever be substantiated, the connection could only be via Persia. The 
existence of old Creek city-names in -ijvtj would not affect the (possible) adoption 
of the form in the East under other influences and for other purposes. 
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dictated by the lie of the ground, while the great satrapies were not; 
examples are the Ractrian satrapy, which had included northern 
Sogdiana and Mcrv, countries not geographically connected with 
Ractrta, and the varying arrangements for the government of the hill 
land and the plain land which had both been included in the Persian 
satrapy of Arachosia (App. 9). The eparchies naturally varied greatly 
in size, as do English and Scotch counties, and it is possible that die 
eparchies of a satrapy did not always account for the whole of its 
geographical content; Ptolemy, who is caretul over eparchy names, 
gives tribes in some satrapies as well as eparchies, and though one 
cannot press this, seeing that he so often mixes up items from different 
periods, still we do hear of unconquered hill peoples, like die Ely- 
maeans of Susis, and the great satrapies may have included territory 
which was itiiormally a son of native reserve, the general of die 
satrapy being responsible for keeping die hill tribes in check. Fiiis 
may be why die Seleucid strategas retained his military status while ills 

Ptolemaic counterpart became a civil official. 
The great satrapies almost always bore names ending in -to, Perris 

being the only exception, unless Susis be reckoned; die eparchies most 
often bore names ending in -tjiij or, alter iota, -ow) (-icii'ij). Two 
other forms do also occur among the primary administrative di\ isinns oi 

the Succession states, names (very occasionally) in w and some in 
-Itu, which may be old eparchy forms; a third torra in is 
merely a variant of -qwj when preceded by upsilon, the two being used 
indiscriminately, as Pardiyaia — Parthyene, Gordyaia—Gordyene.1 
The eparchy names had many sources; they might be taken irom a city 
name, as Gabiene, Rhagtane; from a tribal name, as Paraitakerie; or 
from some district name whose origin is lost, as Margiane from Mingus 
(these are probably die majority); in Armenia some landful names are 
found, like Xcrxene, Cambysene. And though other forms might 
sometimes occur, it was the -ijvj (or -mwj) lorm which was the 
typical one and which spread all over Asia; and it is this form which 
has enabled die identification of a number of the Greek satrapies in 
India (Chap. vi). To make diat identification valid, it is of course not 

1 Parthyaia and Panhyene indiscriminately in Strabo Mid Josephus. Gordyene 
always in Plutarch; both fhmis in Strabo, bu t usually Gordyaia. So persona 
names: the astronomer Naburiannu is Nafioypu^^ in Stral^ xvj 7j^ but 
XaBouf,imiv (acc.) in a Babylonian text written in Greek 1 W. b. bcbiloco, Anh.j. 

Onsntfmehmg V, 15328, p* is. 
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enough to show that the majority of eparchies had names in -tjtnj or 
-umtj; it must also be shown that these names, in Greek writers, 
regularly meant either Seleucid eparchies or the primary administrative 
divisions of a Seleucid Succession state or of a state copying the 
Seleucid organisation; this is done in Appendix a, the one or two 
exceptions being negligible among the mass of names extant; in fact, 
looking at the Greek dislike of technical terms, the result is rather 
notable. It must he emphasised that in speaking of the eparchy organi¬ 
sation I am speaking only of the lands cast of the Euphrates (see on 
this App. a), though the countries between the Euphrates and the Halys 
coped it 1 

The Seleucid empire was nothing organic, in the sense that the 
Homan state, up to a point, was organic. The latter resembled a 
vertebrate annpal; it expanded outwards from a solid core, die city of 
Rome. The Seleucid empire resembled rather a crustacean, not growing 
from any solid core but encased in an outer shell; die empire was a 
framework which covered a multitude of peoples and languages and 
cities. What there really was to the empire, officially, was a king, an 
army, and a bureaucracy—the governing and taxing officials in the 
several satrapies. It had no imperial citizenship, as the Roman empire 
had; it hardly even had a unified state worship, for cadi satrapy had its 
oun cult ol die deified kings. Even before the final dissolution, any 
satrapy could easily set up for itself, as Bnctria did for good and Media 
spasmodically, widiout endangering die life of the rest; and in the 
general break-up even eparchies, like Osrhoene, Adiahene, Mesene 
easily became little kingdoms, because the governor of an eparchy’ 
just as much as the governor of a satrapy, had an organisation ready to 
his hand, even to a banUhn or palace residence,1 while the Greek cities 
or settlements in his territory were only separate units and not parts 0f 
a whole. What actually held the empire together was the personality 
of the quasi-ffivine monarch, for the army was Ms and the officials were 
in his hand; how this might work out will be seen when we come to 
Annochus Epiphanes, It had one advantage; the king—com man der¬ 
m-chief head of every service, the fount of iaw-^tood high above die 
clash of nationalities or creeds; he could hold the balance level for he 
had the power, and in particular he could if he chose hold it level 

°lG4iene Strabo xv, 7*3; of Pardiyvne Sush-Tcs 
Artemi dorm tn Steph. t,v. Tofa; of Hyrauik (the Parthian m» A-ta Tl 
proving at Folyb, x, y i. iW ^ Sde°ffl* 
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between the Greek and the Asiatic, But it was not precisely of a level 

balance that the Seleudd kings were thinking. 
Such was the theoretical outline of the monarchy; and it was very 

well understood by the two capable men, Seleueus and his son the first 
Antiochus, who made of the empire what it was to be. They knew the 
weakness of their position over against their vast and strange in¬ 
heritance, and set to work to remedy it in their own way, by filling 
Asia with Greek settlements, I see no reason to believe that they liad 
any deliberate intention of heUenising Asia; their object was not to 
spread Greek culture or rum Asiatics into Greeks, but to make of their 
unwieldy empire a strong state. Certainly they were hard-working, 
conscientious men who meant to govern as well as they could according 
to their lights; but their lights were the commonplace Greek lights of 
Plato and Aristotle—the barbarian was a person who was to be kept 
in his place and ruled by Greeks, though die Seleudd kings added well 
ruled. Alexander had gone for beyond diat, and wc sliall hear something 
later about his ideas and their consequences, but to Seleueus a strong state 
meant the support of his own people: on them the state must be founded- 
The Seleudds did get the support of their own people; the dynasty was 
popular* and the abiding loyalty oi the Graeco-Macedonian settlers 
to the person of the reigning Seleudd became notorious (Chap. v). 

The Greek settlement of Asia was one of the most amazing works 
which die andent world ever saw, for it was not the natural result of an 
overspill of population, as had been the early Greek colonisation ot the 
shores of the Mediterranean; it was undertaken deliberately* and 
though there wss an overspill it was the kings who used and directed 
it. The Seleudd idea was to give to the framework of their empire 
substance and strength by filling it out with Greeks; Greeks were to 
supply its lack of living tissue. Indeed it is conceivable that die early 
kings dreamt of a day when the empire should no longer be a frame¬ 
work at all hut should have become a complex of contiguous and quasi- 
autonomous city states, the whole under a quasi-divine king who 
managed policy and saw to security. This is the period we want to 
know about* the period from 311 to 162 s.c. when Seleueus and his 
son were settling Asia; and we hardly know anything. Some light has 
been thrown upon the Middle East in recent years by excavations, bur 
die light has all fallen upon later times, usually the Parthian period; the 
first half of the third century is sdl! almost a blank* and we liavc to 

deduce what happened as best we can. 
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The basis of the Seleudd settlement was the military colony and not 

toUflflfAS* f!]e^w-T The tw° kings did not, as one used to be 
mid, hll Asia with Greek cities directly; it was largely done indirectly 
This was what enabled it to be done at all, for only the king could 
ound zpolts, and there is a limit to the work one man can do, especially 

under a system where delegation of po^r is imperfectly undeV^ood 
Greek tradition remembered that Sdeucus wtis a hard'worker3 but 
ejen die foundation of a single meant for the king hard work i 
He had to find land for the city, build the wail, supply food 

cattle and tools to give the people a start, remit taxation until die city’ 

and SS3 T 2?“* deClde innumerable housing, economic 
and soc a! questions t give a constitution and get political life started- 
and settle die c,ty law As to the last, he probably ordered the adS 

of some well-known Greek oty code, with any modifications required 

bvSsomi°C| I?WB^dC“;-bc d°uhtk^ 3 d[y ionised for tS king 
by some old Greek city as it kept die gods of its modier-dty, « kept it! 
code also For while the king also had to find settlers, we should 
undoubtedly see, if we had the complete story, that in this he was 
greatly helped by the old Greek dries of Ionia. What is known is that 
Magnesia on the Maeander colonised Antioch towards Pisidia? and 

trh n eris f J1 .th<?,Se1ciJcids> tJ]3t Miletus when under the rule of 
n ^ him Ampdone in Arabia,? and that die Greek 

forPth ' °1 uUSa “c Unik‘0rchoi musE flave come from Ephesus 
It.T ihectty-goddess of Susa, Artemis-Nanaia fp in’) anneynd r 
A«m,s of InWor hot own ,)mbol, as 

The tdlfcdy colony! Roes bode IO AieW„. Traditional! vlii- 
oonded to cities ; but comparatively fro- can be idendfod, and tL 

? Strabo 101,177. * OGIS an. 

t XV> P- it On Pliny vj, [<a. 
On the bee sw Ailoiie de la Fuyes MDP \ xv , 

’ ®erre1' in PW; Tscherikower kc. «*.; 
ano the excellent account in Griffith pp, ,47Jf1 tl’ LAH v” P- i8o; 
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number, right or wrong, includes his military colonies; the same is 
true of many of the ‘cities’ attributed to Seleucus.1 The first Anrigonus 
continued Alexander’s system, as did the early Seleucids, and it is only 
rarely that we know under which king any particular colony was 
founded. The places called Alexandropolis, for example, must be 
military colonies which claimed to go back to Alexander;* Doura and 
GrrhoS are recorded to have been founded under Antigonus l;3 but 
the majority probably belonged to the Seleucid settlement. A military 
colony was settled either with time-expired troops, sometimes mer¬ 
cenaries, or with men able and willing to serve; normally, though by 
no means always, it was located at or beside a native village, and was 
usually, it seems, perhaps always, founded by the provincial governor 
on the king's order, as some of the names show (p. n); the king had 
to provide die land and money required, but he could and did delegate 
the actual work to a subordinate, whereas a subordinate could not 
found a path. Each settler received a flferar, an allotment of land which 
carried with it the obligation to serve in the army when called upon; 
hence the name cleruch, one wrho had a cfarosy the regular name in the 
Hellenistic period for a settler in a military colony/ The succession law 
of Doura* shows that the allotments there were at the start grouped 

1 App. Syr. T7- . .. 
* No evidence; but Alexander could not, without reason, have altered his regular 

rume (Alexandria) in Just two or three cases. 
1 Doura (Isidore i) was founded by Nicanor, who was tm well-known general 

of the upper sairapie* Linder AmSgonus I (Tams CAIf vi p. independently 
Tscherikower p. S8\ though most writers still persisi in cjdffllg him an official of 
Seleucus* no sirch Nkanor being known. Hie Nicanor (Pliny v]^ r 17) sounded 
Orrhoa, later Afinoch-Edessa caHed Arabia (£*.); this Antioch Arabis h not Nisibis 
as Tseherikowcr thougbi p. % for Flsnv had previously given NUfljtf (vi5 41X and 
tlw Onhoti (vJ. Orroci and see vi, 119) extended tnOrrhx, TTicre r, no Greek 
a in borin' for the name ’Opfa, but it follows front the Svrtae form Orhai, which 
ultimately can* back and cm which See A. R. Bellinger and C, B. Weltes, Yd* Cims. 

Stud. V, 1935, p. y<5 n. fi. . , , , . - . , 
t The Hellenistic use of cUtai is 10 be distinguished from the classical use 

(Lenschau, *Aij/w* in PW)t in which derm refers to the division of the dty land of a 
new city among the citizens and lias nothing to do with military service. Tlii3 may 
have still obtained in those new Hellenistic dues which were founded direct, % as 
poku, if tl* Emperor Julian's reference to 10,000 *Ai}po* at Antioch on il* Orontes, 
died by Cumont, JRS xxtv, 19 34, p. tSS, be not a p*cc of archaising. 

' B, 1 hussou I Iter, Rev,Abt. Ju droitfraofou it iirangtt 19ij p. 5 tl; P. Koschaker, 
Sav. Z. xrvi, 1916. p, 197 (belongs to the first dare of the colony betore tamilic* 
were well established}; D. Papputias, *AtttAt^ua Afr)y«>v 2X Nov, 19*9, given by 
L. Wenger, Arch. f. ftp. x, 1912, p- t)<* 
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together into larger units; it cannot be said whether this system was 
general or not, hut the name given in that law to these larger units, 
hekasj has not occurred elsewhere. The reason for this arrangement is 
unknown, but it had nothing to do with the one-time system of land- 
ownership by the genos (die clan, or family tn the widest sense), for at 
first the genos did not exist at Doura;* it might conceivably point to 
some system of collective farming under a head man. The same law 
show-s that from the beginning the cUtos could, on failure of die male 
line, pass to and be held by a woman* doubtless in that case she had to 
provide a man for die army. This elasticity in the law of inheritance, 
and the kekas (if it existed at other places), differentiated the Seleucid 
cUras in the third century B.c. from the better-known Ptolemaic f/tw, 
and may have been one reason, diougb not die principal one, why the 
cleruch system was so much more successful in Asia than in EgyptJ 

The purpose of die military colony was primarily defence; there was 
a chain of seven across Asia Minor to prevent the Galatians attacking 
Ionia;4 those in Bactria-Sogdiana, started by Alexander, were to safe¬ 
guard the frontier against the nomads (Chap. lit); those in Media were 
to bridle the hill tribes;* but those in normally quiet districts like 
northern Syria served the double purpose of settling Macedonians and 
Greeks in Asia and constituting an army reserve. Naturally they were 
walled. At some places in Asia Minor, and presumably everywhere, the 
military colony called itself a kobumf that useful word which did duty 
for almost any form of association from a League to a dining dub; a 
village in old Greece might also call itself a kobian? and by analogy a 
military colony might be referred to as a village.* The elected officials 
therefore of a military colony, like those of any private kobusn, must 
have tended to copy city officials so far as might be, and it had some 

1 A 'itkm is also mentioned in Doure Pg. 1; Fr. Cumont, FouiiUs pp. 29j sq$, 
1 This follows from Kosehater op. eit. p. 300; see further p. 37. 
* See Griffith pp. tSi-j on the fact and the reason. 
4 Names in Tim, HAL Civ? p. 134. 
5 Polyb. x, 17,3. 
* BCH 1S87 p. 466 n. ja, fO! ©wireyifa Af]WlWc; OGIS 190, 

[Ot iwpi .Vd]*p<xR>v Mturi'Soi’f?; ol wept is a usual expression indicating a 
koirsm. L. Robert, Villas J'Asit Mintuit 1957 p. 7j, would restore ".^Jutpaow for 

in OGIS 290, but this does not affect it as evidence for a koinon. For 
examples of a kcteUia being called a koinnn jee Oertel, Katoihn m PW co! ic 

? SEG til, 12. 
* StL'ph, j.v. E&vaBaz Dodmeum a Many instances Ln Oertel Katcikoi 

in PW cot S. 
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power of managing its internal affairs. It was a planned foundation 
and had something which may be called a written charter;1 perhaps a 
stereotyped form existed. In the Mediterranean countries the great 
majority* if not all* of the settlers were no doubt Greeks or Mace* 
donums, but east of the Euphrates this element tended to become 
thinner. There were cases in which Greeks, if there were any at alJ* can 
only have been a small minority, as at Avroman in Kurdistan, where 
the settlers named in the parchments are a]J Asiatics;2 Mysia in die 
Parthian satrapy3 and Pterion in Media* must have been primarily 
settled with Anatolian mercenaries, Mysians and Cappadocians of 
Pteria; Thracian colonies are recorded east of the Tigris^ and we shall 
meet a colony of Pjsidiart mercenaries in India (p* 250); htn probably 
Greek was always die official language, as it still was in the first century 
n.c. at Avtoman. 

The aim of every military colony was to become a inII polisj which in 
the East meant a city, not necessarily of Greek nationality* but of Greek 
organisation and civic forms; there was a steady upward growth of the 
colony into thepothi and it was this which before the end of the second 
century b.c. had filled Asia with "Greek1 cities. It is difficult to define 
the minimum distinction between a military colony and a polls\ the 
real matter was the greater autonomy of the latter. The wall was there 
in any case. It may I think be taken that, to constitute a place a p&iisy 
there would have to be, at the least, a Council, nn Assembly, a division 
of the Greek population into tribes with consequent rotation oi 
pryianies6 and the other phenomena of that division, an elected magis¬ 
tracy, and almost certainly a gymnasium (p. 17). How the change-over 
from military colonv to polls took place is not known." there were 
cases where the king of set purpose enlarged some colony and formally 
made it a polis7 hut usually the settlement itself must have outgrown 
the hobmn form and petitioned for tile change: mere permission from 
the king probably sufficed, but was certainly needed (p, 31). 

1 A woman Pg, jT tv -HJ na)\<uu viyypu^f}; see E H* Minns, JMS xxxvT 1915* 
p* 51; L- Miiteis, Saw Z. xxxvi, 1915, p. 4*** 

* Minns ep« cxf. p, 4^. ' 1 PtoL vit $5 > 
4 Steph. 5 Diodi xix, 17, ?. 
- Common in Asia Minor. An identifiable case* from its name (p. n)p of a 

military colony which became a polh with ptytames is Themisonium, Michel 544, 
? On the very peculiar case of the colony at Magncda-under-Sipylos, QGfS zz% 

see now Griffith pp„ 154 In the Roman period a place might be allowed io call 
itself a dty as a favour; I know of no evidence that this is Hellenisuc. 

J 
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In Asia Minor there are supposed also to have been some Greek civil 
colonies;1 there is not the material for detecting such forms in the East, 
and their existence there is not very probable. But civil colonies of 
another people are heard of. Where the Greek went the Phoenician 
trader followed, as he had followed Alexander to India: rwo important 
dries, Seleuceia and Antioch-Merv (p* 15), contained large bodies of 
1 Syrians', and their presence can be deduced at Susa (p* 29}; doubtless 
there were ‘Syrians’ in every dty important for commerce. But, quite 
apart from their presence in Greek dues, foundations of their own are 
recorded. Eddana on the Euphrates, south of Doura, is mentioned as 
a Phoenidan colony;* another is given in Arabia and they founded 
a Tyre, probably a small one, in India itself.4 There are names too which 
imply civil colonies of other Asiatic peoples, doubtless founded as 
trade settlements; such arc Nisibis in Aria,* which mu*t have been 
settled irom Antioch-Nisibis in Mesopotamia, and Elymaide (if the 
record can be trusted) in India,* a colony from Elymais. As these two 
colonies took the native and not the Greek names of their places of 
origin, it h not likely that they were military colonies, though it is nor 
impossible. 

The military colony at first had no name but that of the native village 
where it was founded, and many kept their native names throughou4 
even when they became pv/ds, as for example Nacrasa„ where this is 
proved by inscriptions;? this was the case with the pofek with native 
names given by Isidore in eastern Iran. But if most of the settlers came 
from one place they often renamed the colony them selves after their 
mother-city; the numerous colonies or cities in nordiem Syria and 
elsewhere with Greek or Macedonian place-names had all named them- 
selves.s Every Greek or Macedonian place-name in Asia implies a 

1 Gerttk hdoikai in PW cols. 7-B. The evidence is from Reman rimes, hut some 
were presumably Hellenistic* 
J SiepthjpF* 

Ptt.lt. VIt js &OiVLKtHV Mtlrfl 7), 
* Srcpk Tu/w, Unfortunately no source is given, but it an lordly be n 

made-up name front Dionysius' Bassmica$ for it does not occur in Naomis* and 
Nonnus lias so much to say about Tyre itself that had he found an Indian Tyre in 
the Mewiritaj his regular source, he was almost bound 10 mention it. 

S Piol. VI, 17, 7. 
* Peu ringer Table (K. Miller, Itiwaria R&manx 1916 p. 7^7), 
7 Before becoming a jw/«, OC1S 190 (see however p, 8, n. 6); after, i*B itfS 

which is Attains UT nor 4 sec Griffith p, 1 f r n, 4. 
* Tsdierikower pp* 123 s$q.; 10 me conduce, I* must have been universal. 
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military colony at the starts and [he same is true of Anatolian names in 
the East; the name Europus, Seleucus1 * birthplace* has been thought to 
be an exception,1 but there is no reason to suppose that it is, or that 
Seleueus ever founded po/eis of that name. East of the Euphrates Greek 
and Macedonian place-names become more rare; Tanagra* and Maltona 
(Methone)3 4 in Persis, Thera, Rhoetea, and possibly Argos in Bactria- 
Sogdiana (p. iao)T Arethusa* Larisa and Chalets on the Arabian side of 
the Persian Gulf * die two Cretan names in India (p, 250}* are about 
a]] which chance has preserved. Other names besides place-names were 
also possible for a military colony. The names ending in -polls, like 
Alexandropolis, Dionysopolis, Macedonopolis, are almost certainly 
names assumed by the settlers themselves, either to claim that they 
went back to Alexander or to honour their god or themselves; and any 
place bearing a nen-dynasrie man's name,5 * like Dodmeum, Zcnodo- 
dump Menedemium, Themisontum,*' was once a military colony which 
had named itself after the official who founded it. Rut unless there are 
inscriptions or coins, which one does not get east of the Euphrates, it 
is difficult to detect a military colony which retained its native name, 
and there were far more of such settlements in the East than are re^ 
corded* The mutations which a name might pass through can be 
illustrated from Nicanor#s iwo foundations already noticed (p* 7, n* 3)* 
Doura at first had only the native name; Seleueus sent new Greek 
set tiers j who in his honour renamed it Europus;7 subsequently some 
Seleudd allowed it to become a poSst which kept she name Europus; 
in Roman times the native name Doura came back, as native names 
usually did sooner or later, OrrhoE had only die native name till 
Seleueus sent fresh Macedonian settlers, who renamed it Edessa after 

1 Tscherikowcr ppT 123 2 PtoL vt* 4, 4. 
3 Ik- vit 4,6; sec Hersfcld* K&o vttq 190s, p. 16; Tam, jEJ xvp 1919, p. n n. 4. 

* Pliny Vi, 159; see p. 66 n. 2. Not, strictly speaking, cast of the Euphrates* 
5 To be distinguished from foundations made by hide dynasts, like Lysias and 

Philomel!nm in Phrygia; see A. Wilhelm, Ntut Barrage 1 4S; Hullcaux, RtvEA 
1915 P- 237- L* Robert, Filler tTAde Afwurt 1935 p. 1 pS n. ju 

* -All are In Tschcrikowcr hut Menedemium, which is PtoL vt ^ 6\ for the 
ep[graphic evidence as to Efodmeum and Dodnms see 3L Robert Rev- Phil* lx, 
1934, p, 267. || \$ at best doubtful whether the Themison who founded ITiemi- 
sonEum woj the minister of Anuochns IIP as given in all the books, most recently 
by W. Huge* Themhcnkn in PW; there is no evidence ai all. Prlma fiat* Pans. x, 

4 shows that Thermsonium existed in 277, bur possibly the name is there used 
proEejjnically; see A* Wilhelm, JJpain-ufd *A&j]vwv %t, 1931, pp< 313-4* 

7 Given plainly In Isidore 1- 
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dieir home town; then some Seleucid made it a polk and officially 
named it Antioch on the Kallirhoe; under the Roman empire the name 
Antioch vanished, and the Syriac Orhai came back alongside the Roman 
name Edessa. 

It has been mentioned that the Ionian cities settled whole new cities 
for the Seleucids, and that many military colonies named themselves 
after their mother-towns. The two processes in combination went 
further, for the new cities themselves sometimes sent out colonies of 
the same name; there were foundations upon foundations. A dear case 
is Artemita on die Arabian side of die Persian Gulf,* which must have 
been settled from the well-known Artemita in the Apolloniatis; another 
is Calliope in India, which must have had some settlers at any rate 
from ‘Calliope’ in Parthia (p, 246); Carrhac on the Persian Gulf1 was 
presumably settled from Catrhae in Mesopotamia. Unmistakcable, 
though not Seleucid, is Ouranopolis in Pamphylia;J it was a colony 
from Ouranopolis in Chalridice, the city founded by Cassander's 
brother Alexarchus (p. no), for two people could never have hit upon 
that extraordinary name independently. One may suppose dial these 
places were military colonies, anyhow at the start; perhaps the Seleucids 
supervised the process. How far it went cannot be said; but the fact 
•hat some new cities themselves were able to send out colonies is 
obviously important (p. 70). 

The recorded nomenclature of the cities has never really been con¬ 
sidered, and it is important for the Farther East. Putting aside for a 
moment the Alexandria* (p. iS) and the foundations of Antioch us IV 
(p. 186), the only places which were founded directly as poleLs from die 
stare were some, probably the majority, of those which bore die four 
Seleucid dynas tic names—Antioch, Settucda, A parties, Laodicea—and 
perhaps (we do not know) one or two towns named after some god, 
ike Heracleia or Artemita. By the middle of die second century ».c.’ 
lowever, every place which ultimately bore a Seleucid dynastic name 
had received dim name and become a polls. But no city was ever 
officially named Antioch or Seleucela alone; the confusion would liave 
been impossible, and some geographical designation was always part 
of die city’s official name/ so that e.g. a Greek of Susa in a’formal 

* Piol. v, !9,7, 1 Stcph, r.v. J pw|. v - 6 
4 OGIS 131, Antioch in PctsIs; ii. 133 I. too, several dties; vn 1 * 

Seleuceta an die Tigris, OG/S 133 and the coins (McDowell, Coins from StbJ& 
on. 94 rf?-); a number of a tics on coins of Antiodiiu IV, BMC Stl 
Much oilier evidence. 

pp. 40-44. 
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document would rail himself not a Sdcueeian but 3 Seleucdan-on-ihe- 
Eulaeus. It was a very clumsy system, and naturally led in popular 
speech to many dries getting secondary or popular names, which may 
be comprehensively called nicknames; these were convenient and found 
their way wholesale into literature, with the result that cast of the 
Euphrates we know the nicknames better than the official names, 
wliich have often been ousted altogether. These nicknames1 were of 
many types; they might allude to some historical event, as Prophthasia 
(p. 14) or Zeds (App. 11); to some peculiarity of construction, as 
Hekatompylos; to virtues and vices, as Charis, Stasis, A pate;1 to some 
feature of the population, as the ethnic names (p. 15); to somediing In 
the dty worship, as Calliope and Soteira;5 even to material objects, as 
Kibotos (the ark),4 Aspis (the shield),5 Perikephalaia (the necklace),5 
Syrinx (the mine),* where the allusion is for us completely lost. As even 
stranger nicknames occur in India, it is necessary, before reaching that 
country, to understand what was happening. One must of course 
distinguish from nicknames those cases in late compilers where they 
copied from their sources the description of a place as though it were 
a name; such are Diadochou,1 the dty of die Successor' ;T Ionaca polls, 
'Greek town’;8 Portus Macedonian, ‘die harbour-town of the Mace¬ 
donians' Asylum Persarum, 'the asylum of the Persians’;10 and even 

Komopolis, 'a village-city'.11 
It is wordi looking at some of these nicknames in eastern Iran, 

drough some lie outside die course of my main story. How completely 
they came to dominate literature is shown by a statement of Appian1* 
that five new dries—Soteiru, Charis, Calliope, Hekatompylos, Achaea 
—were named after Greek cities. There were no such Greek cities; his 
statement refers to the real names, but ivhat he has given is not the real 
names but the nicknames; the real names of the first four are lost, 
Achaea and Calliope I shall come to. Hekatompylos, prior to Mithri- 
dates I, was the Parthian capital; but the word only occurs in Greek as 
Hornet's stock epithet for Thebes 'of the hundred gates', and means 

1 Many of these will be noticed later. 
1 Charis, App, Syr. (7; Stasis, Steph. j.v,; Apite, Pliny vj, jj, 
1 Soteira might refer 10 Soter, tile tide of Amtoehus f. 
* Tlie well-known Apamo Kibotos in Phrygia. Not used separately, 
* Steph. *.*, 'A<mLs, * Polyfe. x, $t; see pp. 15, ». 
7 Steph. i.x. * Ptol. vt, 4, *; see p. 41®. 
I Pliny vt, no; see App. ta. 14 Pliny vi, tj$. 

II Ptol. vt, 1, j, H App. Syr* 57. 
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that the place had men* gates than the stereotyped four of Hellenistic 
town-planning; its real name is unknown, and ‘Hekatompylos’ in our 
lace Alexander-historians is only a case of die usual prolepiic use of 
names of a later day. Whether the dty stood at Damghan or Shahrnd 
need not be discussed here; only excavation can decide. 

Another very important city whose name is lost is Prophthasia in 
Seistan (Drangiane or Zarangiane), though in this case the name can 
be recovered. The old Persian capital of Seistan, known as ‘The 

Zarangians V was on or near the Hamun lake; Alexander founded a 
dty at ‘the Zarangians’ to be die capita! of Seistan3 when he detached it 
from Aradiosia, but the old name, as was usual, came back again; the 
place is Zarin of Isidore Aria of die Peutinger Tabled whence several 
roads started, the mediaeval Zoning. Prophthasia, ‘Anticipation't was 
only a nickname, in allusion to Philotas’ conspiracy; die official name, 
Alexandria, has been preserved by the Chinese historian Pan-ku, who 
called Seistan O-ik-san-li, a word which lias been shown to be Alex¬ 
andria (see p. 347). Thai Prophthasia did stand on or near the Hamun 
lake and not at Farah is bodt certain* and important (p, 49). 

1 Ait. m, jj, S, and all analogy. 
s Anv ii, 
1 Tomasehek, I fiat SS cu, 1KJJ3, p, 106, 
* I gave this in CAM vi pp. 389-90, but necessarily without explanation. 

Modern writers locale Prophthasia at Farah, though Droysen long ago proved that 
tliis was impossible {HtlUnumut3' ill, a, p. aid), Pliny vi, di, after the bematists 
gave the distance from Herat to Prophthasia as 199 Roman miles, say about rS$ 
English miles; Eratosthenes, using the Sclcucid survey (p. jf n, i), gave idea 
scades, say some 100 English miles (Strabo xi, 514), wliilc others £&) made it 
ij« stades, say 187J English miles•, these figures agree well enough with j site on 
tbe Hamun lake, but absolutely exclude Farah, which modem maps make about 
140 English miles from Herat. Farah Is Isidore’s Phra, capital of the Anauoi 
satrapy; this is from tbe Fardtian survey, hui Isidore has added a note that the 
Anauoi country was once pan of the (undivided) satrapy of Aria; Farah therefore 
(this is the point) was never in Zamngiane-Seist&n ai all. Farab*Phm is Pro pasta 
of the Peu Linger Table, a word which has nothing to do with Prophthasia - it mv 
be a Peraan term meaning ‘seen from afar1, Tomasehek, opt cit. p, in. Stephan 

<Ppa&a, says that the old name of Prophthasia was Phrada, wluch I suppose is 
Persian (cf. Aoiopfiradates), and was presumably ibe Iranian name of die vElaim 
when: the Zarangians , Lt, the Persian satrap s palace and fortress, were located - 
it is not Phra. Tlte later Zoning U said to be represented by the ruins at Nad Ali 
(Herafcld, Sativum a. 3); but it does not follow that Nad AJi was the actual site of 
‘the Zarangians1 and Prophthasia (it seems rather fir south), for name* sometimes 
moved a considerable distance, and the Hamun lake has altered its size and 
greatly from dme to &ids* 
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Next, those nicknames which are ethnics* Antioch "the SyrianT 
(MervV and Heraclria "the Achaean i\1 2 refer to large elements of those 
peoples among die settlers* but whether Antioch * the Arabian1 * 5^ 
(Edessa in Osrhocne) refers to an Arab element in the population (it 
was known as "the half-barbarian*)^ or only to the fact that it stood in 
Arab country may be doubtful* and the same doubt applies to the 
important nickname of this class* Seleucda (on die Tigris) "the Baby¬ 
lonian *fS for it had an enormous Babylonian population (p* This 
nickname has been a curse to scholarship, for it contributed to the 
process whereby Seleucda was sometimes called Babylon6 and Seleu- 
ceians more often dian not were called Babylonians £ indeed a G reek 
called a ‘Babylonian1 * * generally means a Scleucdan* though after 
Antiochus IV refounded Babylon as a Greek dey it is sometimes 
impossible to say which city is meant/ 

It was not only later writers who used nicknames by themselves, tor 
Polybius sins in die same way with Iris ‘Calliope1* and "Sirynx*; he 
says expressly that the latter name is a nickname/* It is obviously meant 
to sound like Syrinx* which means either a covered gallery11 or a mine 
used in attacking a town. Antiochus III, coming eastward by the main 
Ecbatana-Hekatompylos road toward Bactra* as soon as he entered 
Hyrcauia came to a town Tambrax, unfortified and containing a palace 
(Le. the seat of the Parthian governor of Hyronia)* and dose to it* 

1 Pliny vi* 47* Syriam* which may be art adjective or perhaps equally well 
a subs ran rive; as Heracleta "tile Achaean" (next note) is twice referred to simply as 
*AchaeaT (Strabo xt* 516; App. Syr* 57)1 so this Andodi could have been called 
*Syria\ precisely as some English writers have called districts if* London * Abatin' 
or "BohemiaK+ 

I Pliny vtt 4®, Heradea called Achaiis. Sirabo xs* jrd, by mistake included 
* Achacap in a list of rides named after their founders* which has given much trouble. 

3 Pliny viT 117* Arabts \ see p, 7 u* 3* 
* MalaJas xvii* 418,1} '\pflupot; he implies dial the epithet belonged to the 

Sdeurid period. 
5 PJitiv Vlp iu. 
*' Stcpk /.v. BajSvktfY; Eustathius in GGM u p> 390* 
7 Strabo xVi* 743, the people ate called Babylonians from die gupo* asro Si rij-s 

Etitvfteiaq I^TTOV* KQ.V ixtWiV tL&i. 

Prior to Antiochus IV □ Greek ailed a Babylonian must, it would seem, be a 
Seleutxian, like Dromon son of Phanademus at Andros in the third century* 
IG xii* 1,713. 

'* In Stepk /.v. So App. Syr. jy, 
I,J Polyb xf jis 6r rq? itfwnyaptvo^rv^v EipvyKn ndAcv. 

II Polyh. xv* 30* 6* 
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ov fiaupdy, a. polls Sirynx, a very strong place; this account puts out of 
court the suggested and attractive identification of Sirynx with Sarakhs.1 
Sirynx was indeed strong, for it had three great ditches1 to keep off 
siege machines, and Antiochus, to take the place, had to use ail the 
resources of Hellenistic siege-craft, gradually sapping his way in behind 
his ‘tortoises’.3 Many cities had one ditch outside the wall, but only 
very great fortresses, like Syracuse, had three ^ what kind of town was 
this unknown place in Hmania that it should be fortified on such 
a scale? I shat! come back to Sirynx, for it helps to solve one of the 
problems of the eastern dues. 

The statements often found in late writers that some king had given 
its nickname to this or that city are merely ridiculous, with one possible 
exception—the name Ducephab given to Alexandria on the Jhelum 
CP- *45), traditionally founded by Alexander on the spot where Buce¬ 
phalus died. Alexander certainly had much affection for the famous 
cl larger which had carried him across Asia, 5 and ir is conceivable tliat he 
did mean die dty to be Bucephalus’ monument and gave the name 
himself, much as T’ai Tsong, the virtual founder of the T’ang dynasty, 
was to set up a monument in honour of the six chargers he had ridden 
in battle. 

The towns of the East which ranked as poleis, cities with Greek 
organisation, appear ro have fallen into two distinct classes. Those of 
the first class were, it would seem, really Greek cities, though they may 
have contained more foreigners than a' city in old Greece; the decree 

' By Henfeldi /trek. Mitt, aus Iran 1 pp, 109-10; Sakmitin pp. jS, 63. Sarakhs 
ii far away on the lower Anus and not in the Parthian satrapy of Hyman ia at at!- 
ir was the chief icwn of Sirakene, Ptd. vi, 9, one of those Parthian satrapies which 
do not cone in Isidore because the main mad did not pass through them, The old 
name of Sarakhs may liave been Sim or Sink, but it is not Isidore's Sirok, which 
was m Pariiiyene; the same name in two or mo re places ts common enough^qjtd all 
th«< names, like die better-known Sirakene in Armenia, must be due; to an in- 
v jr,ion and settlement of Slrerians (on whom see Rostov ceil, CAH xi □ 0.^ 
whether before the Greek period or as port of the Saa invasion of 119 b,c. If tb* 
Greek spelling °f Syrinx as Sirynx be due to die place having been another Siraeian 
settlement, then their invasion (or infiltration} had taken place lone before i!lf- W-, 
»"•*" of r. Kre[„h™«. SM,. in PW, mfc, ofX pSiliS 
of the seventh century b.c. b ■»»ssign 

! Polyb. X, 31, 3, 
> Shields to cover sappers; see Tam, Military Devtfopmmti d. 100 
4 At Sj™ the outer ditch has been partly traced: E. Sd™£RSm. Min. 

XLv P* 3* * Air. ¥> 19, 4-6, 
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of An tioch in Persis/ on the Gulf of Bushire, h no more distinguishable 
from the decree of an old Greek dry than are the decrees of die new 
Greek cities in Asia Minor* and a whole group of cities is known which 
passed similar decrees/ decrees which, having die same object, would 
iollow a common model; they are Seleuceia on die Tigris, Apamea on 
the Seleia (Siibu) in southern Babylonia, Antioch in Siitakene, Alex¬ 
andria (Charax) at die moutii of die Tigris, and the three Sekuceias in 
Elymais—Susa (Seleuceia on die Eulacus), Seleuceia on the Hedvphon, 
and Seleuceia on the Erythraean Sea, Lc* die Persian Gulf (p. 43). These 
cities may be taken as representative of those in die East with dynastic 
names, and all were really Greek; dierc was a Council and Assembly at 
Antioch in Persis, and the Council of 300 at Seleuceia on die Tigris is 
explicitly mentioned,4 as is die popular Assembly/ there was the usual 
organisation by tribes, as there was at Seleuceia in Picria,6 shown by the 
mention of prytanies at Antioch in Perris7 and of a deme (with a 
Macedonian name) at Alexandria-Chanx.® At Seleuceia in Pieria the 
magistrates formed a board or college of archmtes^ as was beginning to 
be tite case in old Greek cities; and as die same diing h found at Susa 
(p+17), it may be taken to have been the same in all the cities of this 
class. At Susa there was a gymnasium and a stadium,10 at Greek 

Babylon a gymnasium11 and a theatre,11 and the same inscriptions show 
1 hat games were held in both cities: we may suppose therefore that 
cities of this class in die East usually possessed a theatre, for in Asia 
Minor a theatre and games were parr of die ordinary equipment of a 
city with a Seleucid dynastic name/3 and it is certain diat they would 

1 OGJS aj3; on Sts location TamT/£^ XV, 1919, p. 11 n. 4. 
* E+g. Midici 543* decree of Ljudkea on the Lycus, 

3 OG/S 133 L ioo, rQj«xW 3* iBofrv (the list fa] lows). The names of Sekuceia 
on the Hedyphon and Alexandria-Ghana are mutilated hut arc certain from the 
grouping. 

4 Tac. Ann. vi, 41; see Streck, Sdtu&tin am Tigris in PWT and on the coins struck 
at Seleuceia with the legend EauAiji McDowell* Coim from Stlamia pp. 104, 224-6* 

5 Sua populo vis (fac. Amt. vt, 41) can only mean tills. 
* SEG vitp 61; see Holleaux, BCH LVii, 1933, p- tft# 
? OG/S 133 II. io1 87, 
* Pliny vi, 1 jS, pagum Pdlaeum- 
5 SEG vn 62; see rlolleaux op. sis. p. 22+ 

ln SEG viu y. 
11 Haussoullk*, KTso nt, 1909, p. |f 1 no. 1* 
li Ft, Koldewcy, Dot vuJer crsteA&uk BaMwi* 191s PP- with inscription. 
IS M kite I 543t Ljodkca on die Lyuu*; L Magnesia 90, Antioch in Gjria. 
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possess a gymnasium, seeing that in Asia Minor even a po& with a 
native name would have a gymnasium.1 We know the importance 
attached to die gymnasium by the Greeks in Egypt; we know that 
Alexander’s Greek settlers in the East complained at first that his system 
was not 'Hellenic life and training';1 and for a Greek city in the East a 
gymnasium, die centre of both physical and intellectual training for the 
common man who did not specialise in the higher learning, must have 
been all-important. 

All these Greek cities must have contained many non-Greeks widtin 
the wall, even if die local natives largely lived in suburbs outside the 
wall, and the quesdon is how die non-Greeks within the wall were 
organised. 1 have supposed elsewhere,3 on the analogy of Alexandria 
in Egypt, that dtey w ere organised according to nadonalities in quasi- 
autonomous bodies or corporations called politeumata or catoetiae 
(MtnjiKiVu.), the latter perhaps the more usual name in the Seleucid 
sphere,* though die namepoliteuma was not confined to the Ptolemaic 
sphere, as there was one of Syrians at Seleuceia.S If this be correct, 
die system goes back to Alexander; indeed it may be doubted whedier 
his Alexandras in Asia, at the start, were properly speaking polek at 
all and not rather a collection of poIiteumatay the Greek one being 
merely the most important; it has been seen that his system was strange 
to his Greek settlers (p. iS n. a). In any case, however, the Alexandrias 
becamepoUis under the Seleudds.^ O ne may take it that, in any ci ty where 
there were enough Greeks, duty were the citizen body who really con¬ 
stituted the city, provided die magistrates, and were known by the city 
name, Alexandrians or Seleuceians or what it might be; certainly that 
was so at Seleuceia on die Tigris and also at Susa, where the inscripdons, 
which go down to a.d. it, represent it as a Greek city widi die usual 
forms, though it is known to have had many other inhabitants, 

1 As Prynuicssus in Phrygia, Michel and century B.c. 
* Diod. xyiu, 7, 1 (From Hkronymus), of the revoEied Greeks; xo&wvrtt ™ 

*jnJ f aytiiyfjir Siairnj', 

3 CAN VL p, 43o; BAL Civ? p. 1151; based on Dikabmam (P. HaL 1) and ihe 
discussions to which ii has given rise. 

4 QGIS 138; Inter* Hit raped* no. in; Strabo mi, 61 j; Oertd, Kat&UwL and 
Swobuda, In PW. 

5 Jos* Am, xvi11, 37a (and cf 378), ZUptuv 01W cAIy^y tq ip^Xirmpcvav 
which is the verb of traAtTCi^^not of voAt? or troAiTqfiv Josephus,, when? he I us 
no axe to grind, is often welMnfarrned on details of the Gtoek and Parthian East 

* Hie only direct evidence is QGIS 133 ]. 114, and 'Afc&kfycux *6X1? in 
Isidore iS (really p* 471)- But ic was inevitable. 
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In contrast with die Greet cities of the first class are the rides of the 
second class, which only had native names; Isidore gives a number of 
them, chiefly in eastern Iran, which must all have been evolved from 
military settlements with the same native names. A polls in the West 
with a native name might be Greek, like Nacrasa and other places in 
Asia Minor; Nacrasa, when a polls, claimed to be Macedonian,1 but then 
the original military colony there fiad seemingly consisted of Mace¬ 
donians.3 But east of the Euphrates there were military colonies winch 
were mixed or even non-Greek, and some at least of die palais in the 
East with native names can have had little that was Greek about them 
but the dvic organisation and the use of Greek as an official language; 
die latter was taken over from the military colony where, as Avroman 
shows, Greek was the official language even when the settlers were 
Asiatics. The type of one of these non-Greek rides is probably exhibited 
by an invaluable inscription of the first century &.C. from a native town 
in Cappadocia, Anisa,* which had become a potisi though not evolved 
from a military colony, and probably the creation oi one of the Cappa¬ 
docian kings, it must have followed the standard model of a non-Greek 
polls, Anisa had a Council, an Assembly which held mondiiy and 
yearly meetings, and prytanies, which show that it was organised by 
tribes; there was the usual college of magistrates, one of whom named 
the year; decrees were passed in Greek, showing that Greek was the 
official language; and the city worshipped two gods with Greek names. 
But its record olfice was its temple of ‘Astarte’ (here probably Ma or 
Analtis), and there was so little that was Greek about it that even those 
of the citizens mentioned in the inscription who had Greek and not 
Cappadocian names Iiad fathers with Cappadocian names; the custom 
of giving children Greek names evidently only started when the place 
was made a polh. 

The interest of this non-Greek type of polls is that, judging by 
Anisa, it shows that Asiatics were attracted by Greek city-forms 3nd 
used them on a considerable scale, and that the Greek language was a 
very powerful official instrument. There seems nothing to show that 
the Seleucids ever created or licensed such a palls, though they might 
sanction towns of old renown, like Tyre or Sardis, turning themselves 
into poUis, naturally with a citizen body which was primarily Asiatic; 

1 ClG 3 sia, 
3 OG/S 290, bur see p. 8 n. 6. 
1 Michel h<1; see Fr, Cumoitt, RevEA xxxiv, 1931- P- ' 311 LAti Xl P■ 
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but, speaking generally, one associates the non-Greek type of polls 

with the non-Greek king. Those known in the East are only heard 
of in the Parthian period (though this may be due to the defects of our 
tradition); it is thought that some king of Cappadocia gave Anisa her 
constitution;1 and Josephus describes tile creation by Herod the tetrardi 
ot a polis, Tiberias on the sea of Galilee, whidi had no Greeks in it at 
ail,1 The excavation of some polls of this non-Greek type in the Farther 
East, should circumstances ever permit, would probably throw much 
fresh light on the hellenisation (or otherwise) of die Asiatic; a good one 
to choose might be Isidore’s Nie in the Anauoi satrapy, for the Hellen¬ 
istic city should lie beneath die great mediaeval ruin-field at Nehd 

Meanwhile wfe appear to have some description of a polls of this type, 
containing only a few Greeks, in the already noticed Sirynx of Polybius; 
one cannot rely on Polybius' use of the word polis, but the fortifications 
of the town show tliat it cannot well have been anything less. The 
defeated Parthian army sought refuge in Sirynx, and the natives opened 
die gates to them; die Greeks, assuming that they favoured Antioch us, 
were therefore not numerous enough either to prevent this or to open 
a gate in turn to the king. When the city was about to fall, the Parthian 
troops massacred all the Greeks and broke out; the Greeks therefore 
were too few to resist successfully, and they were nor in control of die 
citadel (as they would have been in a Greek polls, p. zz), which would 
have given them a refuge. At the same time, it was the Parthian troops 
and not the townspeople who massacred die Greeks, and as diose troops 
had fought Antiochus’ phalanx face to face diev were not Pardiians 
(w ho only fought on horseback) but mercenaries, condottieri of any 
race, who had got out of hand. Native towns are known farther west 
where a small body of Greeks lived among the natives in a Greek 
quarter;'* some of these eastern cities, but for their polis forms, may 
have had some analogy to this system, but the Greeks (this is the point) 
must have lived under die local government of Asiatics. The Sdeucids 
of course had not dug the three ditches at Sirynx, for under their rule 
the only possible enemies were raiders, hill-men or nomads, and it did 

S Ciimont ap* cit* p. 137. 
* Jos- dnu xvni, 37-S; see ftosmvtzeff, Social <W Eton, Hiit. 0f,ie 

Empire p_ b* 30* J 

3 On these ruins see Sir P. Sykes, Ten theusaui miUi in Ptnia p 14 

4 P- C™a fT l' £“ U,?t?OWJl SW A r* WvurSi 
(sc. fisfJBt). Also at Memphis: P. Land. ,, ,o, *V T<lt ^ Sdnibart 
Klx& xf 191a, p. nT ;5 and Wskken, Gruiu^iige t pF xg. """ n' 
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not need three ditches to stop them; the ditches were for defence against 
a siege-tram, and Sirynx had been fortified to meet a Scleucid attack by 

Greek engineers in Parthian service-1 
We have seen, in the steady evolution of military colonies into 

poMt) that under Seleu ci d rule the level of Asia, as regarded civic forms, 
tended to rise; and these non-Greek poleis show that die rising level 
was carrying with it a considerable number of Asiatics. Asia must 
have been affected by a sort of Greek atmosphere; nothing very tangible, 
perhaps, but an outlook on life which made many Asiatics desire the 
Greek polls form, whether merely because it was the fashion or because 
they thought it good in itself. To what extent Greek forms of city 
life mav have become modified in the process cannot be said: on all 
analogy the probability would be that Asia took die form but not die 

spirit. 
In these eastern cities with native names the citizens must largely have 

been Asiatics, or diere would have been no citizens, but die question 
of Asiatic citizenship in the truly Greek cities of my first class is not 
easy; indeed the real distinction between the two classes of folds in 
die East may have been, Was the citizen body primarily Greek or 
primarily Asiatic? h would be tempting to suppose dial the two classes 
were represented by die expressions polls and polls Hcllenisy ' Greek 
city*, in Isidore, but this is certainly not so, for Isidore's usage shows 
that both expressions meant to him exactly the same thing;- die 
Parthian survey accurately entered every town with Greek organisation 
as a polls 7 and why Isidore himself occasionally added * Greek' is 
obscure. The Greek cities must have admitted selected Asiatics to 
citizenship, because even in the third century b.c, old Greek cities were 
sometimes doing that;3 but the question is what happened to the 
generality of the Asiatics within die wall, the politeumata. Logically, a 
politaima should ultimately have received citizenship and become a new 

1 On Parthian adoption of Greek siege technique compare the quarrels i^r die 
fortress catapults found at Parthian Doura: The Excavatkm of Dura^Europoi, 
jrnnJ prtlimhmfy Report 193! p. 7h dlcy are called arrows for hand-bows. 

Bui they are heavy, _ . . . . « . 
1 The five called ttoAif +&A^jjcB|S' are IchnacT Nicephortum, Ansnata- 

Alexandria^Ghami; among those called ^roAs-j only are Apamea at Zeugma, 
Apamea in Chraremr, Rhagl (Enmpus) in Rtagbne, Aktendropd*- Kandahar. 
How could Qiaia be 1 Greekr und not Rfcaai, or Charm and not Wfahar. 

^ Kg. A.pendiis (A. Wilhdm, Ntu* Bwmg* iv p. 61 Segre, Aegyptm xivT 
J934? p. and Sparta (Alexander of Aeiolia in /ivL Pm, VU, 709)+ 
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city tribe; but whether this took place may be doubted Certainly in a 
number of cities in the West one pohteuma, the Jewish, did receive 
potential rights of citizenship, rights however which could nor be 
transmuted into actual citizenship because that would have entailed 
worship of the city gods, U. apostasy;1 * 3 4 but the way in which Jewish 
writers speak of their privilege suggests that it was not shared by the 
po&uumata of other peoples. There is said to have been a Babylonian 
tribe at Charakmoba (Kir of Moab) in Syria;5 * 7 but the known coinage of 
Charakmoba belongs to the reign of Ehgabalus,} so this may be outside 
the Hellenistic period, and in any case * Babylonian ‘ more probably 
refers to Greeks from Sdeuceia. Siratonicea in Caria certainly had 
some Cardan demes, but this was part of a most peculiar and complicated 
arrangement* to which no parallel is known elsewhere and which 
cannot be used as evidence for other dries. On the other hand, the 
Syrianpolirevma at Seleuceia was still a polittuma and not a tribe in die 
first century a.d. (p, iS n. f), and this agrees with what happened at 
Alexandria in Egypt, where the Phrygian poliuumti was still only a 
poliicuma at some period of Roman rule.5 The conclusion from the 
Middle East can only be the negative one that the evidence, such as it 
is, does not prove that thepoiheumota ever became tribes;* that implies 
that if a city was Greek the Greeks meant to keep it Greek, and it 
agrees with this tliat In a Greek city die Greeks kepi the citadel in their 
own hands,? which gave them a certain control and a refuge if required. 
It is unfortunate that the long and fruitful excavations at Doura and 
Susa have thrown no light on this obscure question of Asiatic citizen¬ 
ship in a Greek poles; for more definite evidence wc must wait til! we 
reach India, though that is not evidence for anything but India itself. 

Besides cities definitely founded as paUis, and military colonies 
located at some village, there was a third type of setdement, apparently 
employed where a large Oriental town was 10 be hellentsed. An 

1 A large littranire. $oe Tam, Hetf, Ctr* pp. 
4 Sieph. j.y. VlSopotf ireAts. No sotlroe given. 
3 Sir C - F-1 lill, BMC Arabia tic, pp. xxst 17- rhe coins erilQxt tfaediyPs Fortune 

c in Tani* fem Strabo and the inscription* 
* OGIS 
4 Tim at a very much later time Arab clans were called duAat m f A n 
fliriger and C. B. Welles, Yah C&u. SmL v, p, iyy) does not bear on 

question. 
7 At Susa: SEG vit, ij, Pdyb. v, 4S, 14* Ai Greek Babyttm: QGIS i*. 

Apamea in Syria, Polyb. vt i$p 10, is hardly in point. 
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inscription shows that about the Christian Era there were Greek 
cleruchs at Susa,1 though the town was a Greek /»/«- What must have 
happened, therefore, was that a Greek military colony had been planted 
in Susa, with control of the citadel; ultimately the colony pew, or was 
enlarged by some king, sufficiently for Susa to be turned into a Greek 
polls, hut the cleruchies remained, the point being that the cleruchs, 
though now citizens of a polls, would still be liable to be called up for 
military service.1 The rule then was, once a clenich always a cleruch, or 
better perhaps, once a cleros always a cUros, the obligation to serve 
running with the Iand;3 and dm meant that in every city which had 
grown out of a military colony—and they were certainly the majority— 
there was a body of men who had to serve in the army when required. 
This will partly answer die question whether a Seleucid king could 
rail out the citizens of die new cities. It has sometimes been assumed 
that lie could, but there is no direct evidence either way;* it can now be 
seen that he could at any rate call out some men in the majority of the 
cities, the men who represented the original cleruchs and were in 
possession of dieir allotments. It throws tin light on the general 
question whether the king could call out the citizens of any new* city; 
it ts hard to believe that at cities like Seteuceia or Antioch the capital 
he could do so without the city's consent.* But it will explain both the 
new cities and the enlarged phalanx oi Andochus IV (pp. i8<5 jy-)- 

There is no need for mv purpose to consider the relation of the 
Seleucid kings to the old Greek cities of Asia Minor; at the start it was 
officially a symmachy or alliance, but the amount of freedom the cities 
enjoyed seems to have varied greatly with circumstances, though 
occasionally it might be fairly complete.1. As to the new cities, the 

* SEG vu, 13; see Fr* Curaom, CR Ac- Inter. 1931 p+ J42- 
s On 1 nun being al ihe £*une time rtaroucot and jraAmj-r set Gtilnih p* M !■ 
1 The cUtqs retained the name of its first owner; Doura Pg■ i, Cumorn, Fondles 

P ♦5W. Otto, ZtU d. fi. Ptolemden pp.41, 43 ". i, mate* the tegems Eulaeus and 
w|| out the citizens of Alexandria in Egypt. His reasons have not con- 

vinced me- bin even if correct is is not evidence for A^ii. 
5 The natural supposition would be dial the new dues had an 

with che king,. enUiJing him iu call upon their troops as MchnicaUy * 1 
there is no evidence on the subject (p. 24 n* 0- ^ ^110 r e X*lM' E± tlh* “!§ 
could not call out die citizens of (say) Magnesia without their consent, 
without their consent call out the same men when Magnesia had ininskrred them 
to (say) Antioch in Penis, even if consent could not easily be withheld- 

4 Tile restoration of freedom by Antiodtus U 10 the loman ones, QGIS 
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kings when founding them could impose any terms they chose; hut 
their position is obscure, and it is not known if they were technically 
‘alliesV though that supposition would remove one difficulty (p. 2} 
n. 5), The king could issue rescripts which became part of the city law, 
and lie could express a wish, tantamount to an order, which a citv 
could hardly disobey; but the instances known are small matters—a 
grant of citizenship to some one or the erection of a statue. The new 
cities -were not of course sovereign states; they could neither have a 
policy nor interfere in affairs; none is heard of taking a line of its own 
with the Seleucids as Sciences a was sometimes to do with the Arsacids, 
or even playing the part which Smyrna played towards Seleucus II. 
But neither were they municipalities of the empire, as they were to be 
of the Roman empire: they were a sort of half-way house. They sent 
ambassadors to the king,1 as being states even if subject ones; and it is 
unlikely that the kings interfered much wdth their internal autonomy. 
One is familiar in the Antigonid realm with the royal epistaies or city 
governor, who represented, and was directly responsible to, the king in 
some Greek city. Certainly the epistates is met with in the Seleucid 
realm also; but only three cases are known,J none are earlier than 
Antioch us III, and it cannot just be assumed that they were a regular 
institution or that they existed under the early Seleucids; we do not 
know'. The Antigonid epistatt$ might sometimes control the Assembly,4 
that is, he really did govern the city for the king; but whether this was 
really the function of the Seleucid epiitaies seems to me very uncertain, 
for I think there is no evidence for the Assembly being controlled in 
any of die new cities. 

Jos, Ahk XII, *af Sfj,, must have been complete enough for a time, witness Smyrna 
under his son Sdeucus IIt OGFS 229; TamT ffttl* Civ,1 pB There 1$ a good 
elimination of the position of these dries under Antioch us III by E. Bickermann* 
/farmer i-xvn3 ipps p. 47' hut I hive doubca about his whirling down (pr 59) of 
die original symmachy. 

1 "Hi* only evidence seems 10 be OGIS Ul L 4^ which could equally well mean 
that some were or chat none were, 

3 SEG m, tft. 
3 Seleuoeia in Pierla, SEC vtiT ; Seteuceia on rhe Tigris, Polyk vt 48, 12; and 

Uruh-Ofcbd (pp+ ay Those at Jerusalem and Geridm (U. ifahrstedc, Switch* 
Tenitorhn p. 53 n. 1) seem 10 have been something else. See generally Holism* 
BCM LVTij 193^ pp+ 

4 xh 4’ 1Qn (ThessaJonica); see generally Tartly €AH Via p« 200. The awn 
of cotiLrol ts that the dry's decrees bear at Uidr head die name of rhe tphiata or (if 
he governed several cities) of hU lieutenant in die dry in question, V 
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There is in fact another possibility. The inscriptions from Seleuccta 
in Pieria have suggested that the business of the Seleucid tpistaUs was 
rather to collaborate with the Greek magistrates than to govern the 
city;1 and a reason can be seen for this. Every new dry contained, 
beside Greeks, a number, often a large number, of people of other 
nationalities, In certain respects the Greek magistrates might no 
doubt act tor the entire community; the ag&rancmos would feed Greeks 
and non-Greeks alike, the attytumw would cleanse all the streets with¬ 
out regard to who lived in diem; and the non-Greeks were subject to 
the TroAiTiKoj wpw, the city law.1 But if it came to trouble, it is 
hard to see w hat control the Greek magistrates could have had over the 
non-Greek poRttumata^ or how they were going to enforce order, 
save by club-law; and the primary reason for the Seleucid qpmam 

may have been to ensure that there was someone in the city who, if 
occasion arose, stood above all the nationalities (for he represented the 
king) and liad behind him legitimate force. This suggestion might be 
supported by two things. It was common under Partiiian rule for the 
city governor to be called, not episiaies, but *srraugas and tpistatejV 
strategy meaning here die highest magistrate^ not a military general; 
that is, the Arncids endowed the chief Greek magistrate with powers 
which did give him authority over die non-Greeks as well, perhaps an 
example of their Philhellenisrm Also, of the three Seleucid epistattd 

known, the one at Uruk, under Seleucus IV* was a Babylonian, Anu- 
uballit also called Kephalon; lie is called in a cuneiform inscription 
‘city lord of Uruk*, which, as generally supposed, can hardly mean 

J The suggestion is that of Holleayx, op. cit+ p. 31 (on SEG vuT 61). But he is 
not responsible For my suggested reason which folio1ws in the tcit. It has recently 
been maintained (G* i)atix, Dtlphes lyjtf pp. up Jf.) that part of the business of 
the Actolian governor (tpimsfetes) in Delphi, during the period when Aetolia 
con [rolled that cftsmopoliian dty* was to act as arbiter between Delphian* ana 
non-Detpliiim and preserve social peace* which if correct would be a valuable 
parallel £0 my view. C£ the decree for an Attalid governor in Aegina, QGIS 329. 

1 Dikaitimam (A Hal. t) shows this for Alexandria in Egypt, and on die analogy 
of merles in old Greece it must have been universal. 

1 Doiua: SEG uB ?34, Sn* 815; vn, 361 j for other instances see j. Johnson, 
Dura Studies 1932 $ 11, and Bellinger and Wdlesn Lo/e Class* $tiu£. v, lpjS, p- 1*9- 
Babylon: GGIS 134. Mbieveh: S£G vu, yj. See generally Hotleau* oF* rix. p. 19; 
KjOtuivtueff and Welles, Volt Clots. Stud, ti p. u* _ _ 

4 W+ Schwahn, Strata in PW Supp. Bd. Vtfc 193^ gives a tremendous list of 
Greet towns where one or more magistraies were named smittgot* But tor the 
Sekudds he has not the recen t material. 
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anything bur tpiftattsJ Urufe, under the name Ordioit ranked as a 
Greek city;2 but the Babylonian clement was very strong (p. 5S) and 
may have far outnumbered the Greeks. A Seleudd king could not 
have put the Greek citizen body under the direct rule of a Babylonian; 
so long as things went well, Kephalon, who doubtless possessed special 
influence with his own people, must have been meant to co-operaxe 
with the Greek magistrates and help to maintain good relations be ween 
the wo peoples. One need not therefore suppose that the Sdeudd 
ephtamy where he existed, interfered much with the internal autonomy 
of die dty; the machinery of democracy was in no sense destroyed and 
remained ready to act, for when Parthian rule replaced that of die 
Seleucids the dries seem to have had rather more freedom than before 

(p> 
One thing, as regards the new rides, seems tolerably certain. Though 

in theory the Seleucids were autocrats, they could not afford to ride 
roughshod over the Greeks, and the popularity of the dynasty shows 
that they did not do so. Tile Antigonid, with the Macedonian army 
behind him, could treat Greek dries as he pleased; the Ptolemy, with 
his army of mercenaries, was not dependent on the Greeks scattered 
about Egypt; but the force at the disposal of the Sejeudds was largely 
supplied by die Greeks whom they had settled in Asia, and that put 
them in quite a different position. Whatever that position might be in 
political or philosophic theory, in actual fact their power was anything 
but autocratic; it was, limited by the necessity of respecting the rights of 
riie dries and colonies which they themselves had founded. 

1 h Jordan, Uruk-fFarka 193# p. 41 ;see Hotlcaijx, ^ rrf. p, 30, and RostovwfF, 
Stkatia Bakylania pB who suggested sbai Kephalon might luve been chid 
magistrate, mangas t as well as 1 pis tails* bui a Babylonian magistral? In a Greek 
tiry would open up such a vista that the idea could nor be entertained without 
express evidence (see p. 27 n. 3). Jordan's date made the inscription fall b the reign 
of Scleucns IVT but Professor Rostovtzeff tells me chat a fmh examination [Funfier 
Berta4r p, 15 n. 1) lias shown that she dare k really l to Sd. (101 h.c,), in the reign 
of Antioehus HL 

1 Creek: a great number of Greek sealings found, Rnstovczelf, SdewiJBabylonia 
passim 1 a Sdcudd wall Ivas been discovered dividing two temple precincts* A Nob 
deke, Siebtmer Vwfaufi&cr Bcrichs uinr Jitr sfuigrabungcn m UruJ-fFarka, Berlin 
dkh* no+ 4 p* 40; a long Greek dedication (unpublished) of 1 he second ccnrury 
a.d. was found in 1934, j. Bid?*, MBanges Capan 1933 p. 6ph Many known Greek 
names are listed by Q, Schroeder, Kontrakti dir Sikukidinfiit auj fFarka 191^; 
and see A. 1". Clay, Ba^ionian Ricards in the library of ]. Pit;punt Morgan ri p. 17. 
McDowell, Stamped octets pp. 171-3* argues diat under the Selendds Onchoi had 
more autonomy than Sdencai, 
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It may be useful to give here what sketch is possible of one of the 
new Creek cities in the East, Susa, the 'city of filics”, though most of 
our knowledge belongs to the Parthian period ; for it is most probable 
that two of the Greek centres in the Farther East, Bactra and Pudi- 
kalavari the capital of Gandhara, were dries of the same general type 
as Susa} though they did not start as military colonies. The inscriptions 
of Susa* range from the reign of Anriochus HI to A*o. 21; there are 
none before Anriochus ill, nor is the official Greek name Seleucm 
on the Eulaeus found earlier, so it looks as if Susa only became a polls 
in diat king's rdgn; the earlier military colony there has already been 
noticed. Much of our information comes from a letter1 written in 
Art). 11 by the Parthian king Artabanus JIT to Susa, which quotes at 
length a decree of the dry. It is addressed to ‘Anriochus and Phraates* 
die magistrates and the city*, this last a common phrase for the Council 
and riie People together. Anriochus no doubt was the emstalesy who 
according to Parthian practice would be a citizen; the Parthian Phraaies, 
as he is named second, was of less importance,3 and was probably the 
Parthian official in charge of the great Achaememd palace, + which must 
have been extra-territorial, so to speak, as die burden of its upkeep 
could never have been thrown on the Greek polls and must have been 
borne by the king. 

The letter shows that diere was at Susa a Council and Assembly 
who passed decrees; that magistrates were proposed by the Council but 
elected by the People; that no magistrate could be elected rill after the 
usual SowEpocrm or scrutiny of his qualifications; and that the office of 

1 SEC vnf 1-34. I draw largely on M. Fr. Cumonfs exhaustive studies in 
CR Ac, fnscr* 1930, 1911, 1931* 1933. 

a SEG vti, tm. See Fr. Cumonr in CR At* Imcr. 1931, p. ajS; M. iiostovizeff, 
Scimdtt Lilt, 1933, p, iio, C+ R, Welles, Royal Corrtsp&ndtncc in HAUnhtic 
Period 1934 no, 7^ p+ 199; A. Wilhelm, IPicn An^eiger 1934 p, 45; A. G* Rqos3 
Aintmosynt 1934 p. 106. I have been unable to see Wilhelm's study. 

1 He cannot therefo re be satrap of Suskma, as Cumont suggested- G B. Welles, 
Ri^al Correspondence p+ 303, would see in Anriochus and Pfiraates die eponymous 
archons of ihe dty, though in facr they are distinguished from ihc archomu. This 
raises ibe same question Ptofessor RostovtzefF raised over Kephalon at Uruk, 
p, 16 n. i; and it cannot be supposed that a Parthian was a magistrate of a Greek 
dry unless there be direct evidence. The same consideration applies to RostuvtidFs 
statemeni that *it is evident that Zamaspes was commander of the garrison of Susa \ 
the Greek dmachs {CAN ki p, 117), Ziampes was a Persian and apparently in 
Parthian service; one would indeed need dear evidence for this arrangement, 

* A Seleudd official in charge of die plate is known* SEC vn, 4, on which see 
Ciimotit, CR Ac. hucr, 1931 pp. 173-^ 
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City Treasurer could be held a second rime only after an interval of 
three years. One is familiar in Greece, notably in die Achaean and 
Aetolian Leagues, with offices which could be held again only after an 
interval; and the interval shows, as die SoKtuaala shows, that there was 
no dearth of suitable citizens at Susa to fill die offices. The stadium, 
gymnasium and games have already been mentioned (p, 17); and the 
city set up honorary statues, with metrical dedications on their bases, 
in the regular Greek form,1 A prominent citizen, Hestiaeus, is praised 
in the city's decree for having gone on embassies for the city at his 
own expense,1 one of die regular serv ices to the state in old Greek 
cities in the Hellenistic period for which prominent men received 
decrees of thanks;3 and it is interesting to find in die East the added 
laudation, which has its parallels in honorary decrees in the West, that 
Hestiaeus had neglected his own affair for the public good,4 for it 
points to a single culture-sphere (of which we shall find other indica¬ 
tions) extending from Greece to Susa; all decrees evejywhete follow 
the same forms. An embassy might have been sent by Susa either to 
another dty or to the Parthian king, as the embassy mentioned in the 
decree ofSeleuceiam Pieria was sent to the Seleurid king;5 j[ proves that 
Susa was a state, even if a state subject to Parting* Though the Parthian 
king himself dated by the Arsacid £ni,& Susa still dates by the Seleurid 
Era,? though she also dates by the eponymous magistracy, as was cus¬ 
tomary in older Greek cities; but she exhibits the unique phenomenon 
of dating, not by one eponymous magistrate, as was usual, but by 
two.8 No Greek city did this; but it was die custom at Rome, where die 
two consuls were the eponyms, and presumably the custom was intro¬ 
duced at Susa by Antiochus IV as one of his imitations of Rome (p. 18G),* 

1 SEG vii, if ij. 1 SEG vii, i, L v* 
3 )Eiiianci2i are OG/S 339; Dim1 591; SEG t, 3&S; /. Prime til, nr. 
4 t$v eirtficXtuw twp i&iwt? iv t-or «a£ tA -rijr irdAftu* Trpavpyuxircpa 

There arc parallels to this in IG lWt dj (Epidaiinn), AtL Aim, 1907 p. 
2.61 L 12 (Pergamiim), OG/S 339 L 12 (Ssios), Dim1 391 1. (Lampsacus). 

5 SEG yi% tSi L to, 

* If was this lener which proved that tlie Areacid Era was a real Era. 
1 The date of the receipt of the letter is given in both Eras, shat of the erection 

of HcsEiaeus1 statue in the Seleurid alone- 
h Pctasus and Aristomcncs* 0* 9, 12, 

’ Two eponymous ttmugai ai Ede$$a occur in the Syriac contract of sale of a.d. 
and similar cases of two archons are said 10 be common in the Roman period - 

see Bellinger and Welles, Y*k Our- Stud, v, mh pp, 131, ijin. 47j who Compaq 
the Edessa mougoi to the Homan duovtn. 
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So far we are in a purely Greek city; but other inscriptions show that 
foreign peoples shared Susa with the Greeks. One Greek makes a 
dedication to die Cappadocian goddess Ma,‘ whose presence attests 
that of Anatolians; the vocative 0« in Herodorus' ode (p. >9), else¬ 
where confined to Jewish and Christian texts and to magical texts where 
it probably shows Jewish influence,1 reinforces die known fact? that 
there was a Jewish community; a Babylonian woman frees one of her 
slaves;4 and a Greek epigram addressed to Apollo by the Syrian title of 
Mara, ‘Lord1, and praising a Persian inhabitant of Susa, Zamaspes, for 
something he had done in Parthian service, shows that diedty included 
Syrians and Persians,5 But the borrowing from die native Elymaeans 
was more important. The gods of the Greek settlers had been Apollo 
and Artemis the Tuvins;6 and if Apollo had got himself a Syrian tide, 
he was still at bottom Apollo, who had appeared in person to two 
Greek women of Susa to deliver diem in some trouble.7 But Artemis 
had ceased to be anything Greek and was merely a name for the Elamite 
goddess Nanaia; Nanaia's great temple, called fd "A&ipa, which had 
financial autonomy like the great Greek temples,* stood at Susa, dlough 
possibly outside die wall (App. 7), and Artcmis-Nanaia had become the 
riiy-goddcss of die Greeks, as other mother-goddesses did from 
Ephesus to Push kali van under die name of Artemis; on some coins of 
Elymais of the first century a.d. she does actually appear as the city- 
goddess,9 radiate like Ar tends-Anahira at Bactra(p. 115); the symbol of 
tlie Ephesian Artemis, the bee, was transferred to her (p. 6 n. 8); and 
die Greeks of Susa manumitted their slaves in her temple (pp. 68 jy.). 

1 SEC viij id. 
1 A, D, Nock,JEA xvf 191^ p. 113; HonxrJ Tktoteg. Rev* xxvn* 193^ p* too. 
* Jets lit 9. * 5EG vu, 16. 
S SEG vnT ri. Another Persian, Goras, h mentioned in SEG vnf 13 L 1% where 

his son lias a Greek name, Aristonu Cumoni thought this meant thai Corns had 
married a Greek woman; if so, ii would be of imponance diat die son was named, 

against the rule, from die mother's side- Btit it probably only means dial Coras 

had adopted Gnxk culturej compare die men with Greek names bui Cappadocian 

fiuhera at Aiiisa* Micltci Cp- l9i* die common custom of Asiatics under 

Roman rule giving didr sons Latin names. j 
* SEC vuf 17’ 1S3 jecu deuTTais; on this word 

in OG/S 244 see Cumoni, CR Ac, /user, 1931 pp- 182-3* compare ’ApiApth, 

Kal 'AwohXutvi at Doura, SEG vn, y^ 
* SEG vi ^ 11. 
8 Shown by the terms of the manumission documents* See Cumont, CR Ac. 

Auer. 1931 p. 1^4. 
* Sir G. F. Hid, BMC AraSta pp. chotxilij 153, PL XXXIX nos. 14^ 
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Susa, l ike Seleuceia* may have had more autonomy under the Arsadds 
than under the SeleuridV and the relations of these cities to the 
Parthian kings may be noted. At Susa* when the magistrates and the 
people differed as to the legality of die election of Hcsbaeus to a second 
term of office as city Treasurer, they referred the matter to the arbitration 
of the Parthian king;1 and as the epi$ia&s did not interfere and the 
king acted as arbitrator and did not use his powers, it looks as though 
internal autonomy was subject to little restriction* Hestbeus himself 
was both a dty magistrate and a 'Friend' and 'Bodyguard' of the 
Parthian king ;3 his Court titles gave him an established position should 
he go to Ctesiphon or the king come to the palace at Susa* Seleuceia 
coined the Parthian king's money for hrm and, besides putting Greek 
legends upon it, she dated it by the Seleudd Era which ske used and not 
by the Arsacid Era which the king used; and she sometimes pbyed a 
part in politics, it being apparently her practice in Parthian dynastic 
quarrels for her mercantile aristocracy to support the established line 

while the people, who sometimes had the cooperation of the Syrian 
and Jewish communities in die city, sided with the pretender. It is 
quite impossible, military reasons apart, to suppose that when Midi- 
ridates 1 of Parthia conquered Babylonia he took Seleuceia; after 
conquering the rest of Babylonia he went northward and only appears 
as lord of Seleuceia a year later;* there must have been a treaty, and 
Seleuceia must have accepted his lordship upon terms. It probably 
paid the Arsacid well, in the financial sense, to give good treatment to 
the great mercantile city ; and die extraordinary fact has recently come to 
light that duri ng die latter part of die grea t reign of Midi ridates II 
Seleuceia was issuing a coinage of her own,5 which must have been a 
privilege granted by the king. Susa also may have made terms; the 

1 For Sckuocia see McDow dFs argument, Stamped objects p. iji, 
a SEG vii, i; see Welles, Royal Correspondence p. 304, following a reading (if 

Rost ovtzdTs* 
* For other Greek, citizens with Couri tides under the Arsaeids see B&ura Pgw 

10 3- 3 (RostovtKir and Welles, Y&k Class. Stud. 11 p. 54) and SEG n, Hi 5 for 
Doura; SEG vtr, 3 and perhaps 3 for Susa. 

* Evidence in Tam, CAN IX p. jfco. 

5 McDowdl, Cairn from StkucuI p* type 1 die dates run, with gaps, from 
103-1 to §4-3 b.c. If Mr McDowell gives on explanation I have miised it; but 
looking at what is known of the reign of Mithridates C it cannot, one would 
suppose, mean that Seleuceia was independent, even though the Fortune of the dty 
carries a Victory on her hand, I would sooner connect me privilege in some way 
with wade; in 106 the first through caravan from China had reached Pauhia. 
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Greeks continued to hold the citadel. Neither dty was "free*: absolute 
freedom meant armed revolt, as Seleuceh once revolted for seven 
years;1 but both seem to have had about as much freedom as was 
possible under the rule of a king. It is Eke!/, as will be seen, that their 
position afforded a sort of precedent for that of Greek cities in India 

when under Saca or Parthian rule. 
I must conclude this sketch of the Seleudd settlement with some 

notice of the land system which lay behind that settlement* though some 
of it is well known-1 The greater part of die land in the empire was, 
in theory, the possession of the Sdeudd king for the rime being; 
Seleucus must liave claimed that Asia, so far as it had been Persian, was 
1 spear-won territoryprecisely as Ptolemy claimed Egypt-4 The 
exceptions were the lands of the old Greek dries of Asia Minor which 
liad been there before the Persians, and perhaps the lands of some hill 
tribes who had never acknowledged Persian rule; but it would seem 
that die Selcucids claimed to be overlords of the temple states, old as 
they were. Most of the Seleudd cities and colonies were of necessity 
founded on King's Land, thus greatly diminishing its extent; but one 
city, Antioch towards Pisidia, stood on bud taken from a too powerful 
temple stale, the vast domain of the god Men,5 and there may have been 
others. The Seleuddsj unlike die Ptolemies, also sold land out and out 
on condition that it was joined to the territory of some dty/ which 
helped further to diminish the area of King s Land. In die case of the 
allotments {ckrot} made to the settlers in a military colony, the suc¬ 
cession law of Doura (p. y), daring iron! the earliest days ot die colony 
and undoubtedly laid down by the king, shows that die king retained a 
right of escheat on failure of heirs. He did not therefore entirely part 
with the ownership of the allotment, but as when he sold land to be 
Joined to dty territory he did entirely part with the ownership the dty 
territory must have been in the same position; that is to say, it looks as 
if one of the distinctions between the poiis and the military colony was 
that in the case of die former the king retained no interest in the land, 
while so long as a place was a military colony he did retain an interest* 

1 Tac, Ann. XI, 8^9+ 
5 The foundation work was RostovE»ff's GwdicA/e J. rSmirehen A vlonm* 191 o, 

especially pp. 140-6SJ 9+ See also L Komtinufin, Domantn w PW. 
J For parts of Asia Minor as c^pU^ra see Palyb, xviut 51,4. 
4 Chod. xvm, 43, 1 (from Hieronymus): 8<ipknT7TOf- 
5 References, Tam, HeJL CivA p. 309 n, f* 
4 OGISMl, MS, JJS L r jj. 
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Much of (he knd, however, was not in die king's own hand, but was 
held by great landowners, sometimes probably under grants which 
long antedated Persian rule, the king being their feudal superior. These 
men lived in castles or strongholds1 on thdr estates, which were culti¬ 
vated for them by a serf peasantry, and maintained bodies of mounted 
retainers, who had supplied the cavalry for the Persian armies* It 
seems that in Asia Minor some of them lost their estates and were 
sometimes replaced by Greeks;2 3 * 5 but nothing of the sort is known in die 
East, nor is it known that any city or settlement was ever founded on 
their lands. So far, however, as these landowners were Iranians—and 
taking the Seleucid empire as a whole the majority would be Iranians— 
it would seem that the Seleucids never wron didr conlidence; this is 
dear from die very small amount of Iranian cavalry* in the Seleucid 
armies^ That cavalry was the best in Asia; if the Seteudds did not use 
more of it, it can only have been that they dared nOL Alexander had 
seen that one of the great problems was how to include in one polity 
the Greek dty and the Iranian baron, and he had refused to acquiesce 
in the belie! diat Hellenism and 1nanism were 'perpetual and in¬ 
stinctive enemies L* But the Seleucid kings, for good or ill, had not 
followed Alexander's lead but had come down heavily on die side of 
the Greek dty and of their own nationals. There will be more to say 
about this when we come to Ebcirio, but these few words may serve to 
indicate the problem which faced the Greeks, men from cities who were 
not familiar with feudal systems, though these were Jess strange to their 
Macedonian rulers* 

But toward the peasantry^ the attitude of the Seleudd kings, to their 
honour, was rather different. Speaking generally, the peasantry through¬ 
out the Persian empire were serfs, tied to the soil, bought and sold with 
the land, living in their own villages without any corporate organic 
sation,a class which rarely changed though conquerors might come and 

1 Xcn* Amok yii, 8, ij; PluL Eum. E; OGIS iiy jv |+ 36 (harts) Welles, Royal 
C&Ttep&ndmcE no. 18 3. 1; Jos. Ant. xjii, 

1 Plut. Earn, 8; Smtu vuT i no. i. 
3 The only formations mentioned are iooo Median horse of Antiochus HI at 

Magnesia (Livy xxxvn, 40), and the corresponding 1000 bmfe Nup&l of 
Antkchus IV (Folyb, xsx, 15}- but vrtme of the camphraos of dther king might 
have been Iranian. As to Raphia, Polyb* v> 79 gives no irLformauom 

* The phrase is dial of M. Cuntonu 
5 Besides RoitovndTs K&fenat see E. Kornemann, Bantrmiand, and H. Swoboda 

in PW. 
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go; much of the peasantry must have been there long before the 
Persians, though they probably received an Iranian admixture. The 
peasants in the Persian homeland of Perns itself may have been free 
men belonging to the ruling Persian race, just as the Macedonian 
peasants were free men, for otherwise the Persian foot-archers, the 
mainstay of their early armies, cannot be accounted for-1 Babylonia 
too may have had some system of its own; but the actual cultivation of 
most of die soil of die empire was done by the serfs, whether for king 
or landowner or dty* Even before Alexander some of the Greek 
cities of Asia Minor had begun to improve the condition of their serfs: 
there were places where they were ceasing to be serfs and becoming 
caiocci (K*.rtnjcoi\ hereditary settlers** The Seleucids carried on the 
work. They could not free the serfs in die ma$sT even bad they wished 
to- for one thing, Greek civilisation itself was based upon and made 
possible by slavery, and for another die whole land system of Asia 
would have fallen to pieces. But something really was done. The 
system of special judges for the peasants on the King's land*1 3 though 
only mentioned in Aeolb under Attains I, must have been Seleudd. 
The Seleudd foundations and sales of land turned King*s land into 
city land on a considerable scale, and, once land became city bnd, the 
peasant had a fair chance of ceasing to be a serf* But, apart from the 
cities, the unorganised native village began to approximate to the 
organised and quasi-autonomous settlement,4 and die targe walled 
village, with all that it implied, began to appear. Consideration of these 
walled villages and wliat they meant may be deferred till we come to 
Bactria (p. izi), but it may be noted here that the growth of the native 
village into the settlement shows the same features as the growth of die 
military colony into the poll?; under Greek rule die level of Asia was 
slowly but steadily tending to rise, 

1 Tam* Military Dmlapmam* p. ;i+ The semi-nomad tribes in Perris could 

hardly furnish fooi-arcktrs. 

* /. Prion* no* i ; cf+ JtfS 1904 P- ai (Cyzicus), 
3 Athen. xv, 697 cp d. 
4 On the development of the village in Asia Minor see especially Swobodj. 

ij £iii in PW* 



CHAPTER n 

LITERATURE AND SOCIAL CONTACTS 

What kind of people now were these Creeks whom the 
Seleucid settlement scattered throughout Asia? For the 
third and much of the second centuries MX the answer is 

simple: just Greeks, with all dial that implies. Most certainly they were 
not, as it was once die fashion to suppose, a people of Eurasians and 
Levantines. I have said elsewhere what I have to say about Greek 
"decadence" in the Hellenistic period;1 there is wmll sign of it down to 
about the middle of die second century b.c., and I mm dial* as regards 
the Farther East, readers of tliis book will come to the some conclusion. 
But the later period may need some sped a I consideration, for in the 
latter pan of the second century much of the Greek and Greek-speaking 
world lost its political independence. In 16S Macedonia fell to Rome. 
Between 163 and 141 Iran and Babylonia passed out ofSdeucid hands 
into those of the Parthians. In S46 Greece itself became a Roman 
province, and in 133 Rome took over the Atialid kingdom of western 
Asia Minor. About 130 die Graeco-Bacirian kingdom fell to the Yueh- 
chi, and by about no or even earlier die Saca invasion of Greek India 
had begun. We might therefore expect to find some alteration in die 
first century B.c*, and to a certain extent we do. Leaving the Roman 
provinces aside, there wras a change in Egypt in the direction of mixture 
of blood and of social ideas; but Egypt was not a land of Greek cities 
and offers no analogy with Asia* There was, wre shall se^ a change in 
India; but the circumstances in India which mattered were special to 
that country and cannot be used as an argument for anything else. 
What concerns us at present is die Middle East under Parthian rule, 
and there, so far as can be seen, die loss by the Greeks of their political 
background had the somewhat unexpected result of instilling fresh 
vigour into them and leading to a stronger assertion of thdr Greek- 
hood, if we may judge by what happened in tile sphere of literature and 
learning; and to talk much about Greek decadence prior at any rate to 
the Christian Era would, as I see it, give a very false impression. 

Greek decadence in Asia has usually been assumed off-hand as an 

J In Ntlkftiitk Crvitismim* 
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inevitable result of intermarriage between the Creek and die Asiatic* 
and it may be well to look at this question of mixed marriages. When we 
talk of die unfortunate consequences of mixed marriages as they affect 
the children we are usually thinking of the mating of the European 
with some totally different stock, for example die negro. Such a thing 
did not, and could not* come within the pursuew of die Greeks of die 
Middle East: intermarriage between Greeks and the Asiatic peoples 
there had much more resemblance to intermarriage between members 
of two European peoples to-day, though the analogy goes a little too 
tar. Bur, even so, long-continued intermarriage on any scale would 
have resulted in the absorption by Greeks of non-Greek ideas and out¬ 
look. With Greek settlements scattered diroughout Asia* there must 
always have been occasional mixed marriages, marriages of inclination* 
but t3iat is unimportant when one is considering the race generally, and 
the question is, how much intermarriage was there? The answer once 
given was that it must from die iirst have been, if not universal, at any 
rate widespread, die evidence adduced being Alexander's settlers and a 
couple of sentences in two speeches in Livy purported to be made by 
Roman generals to their troops before action.1 * 3 I need not linger over 
this, for no one to-day would quote those particular speeches as 
evidence for anything: they are Livy's own dramatisation of what he 
thought would be useful arguments to put into the mouths of Roman 
consuls engaged in screwing up their men's morale; and in feet Livy 
himself in a more serious speech, that of the Rhodians before the 
Senate in 190, has recorded a precisely opposite view (p. 37 n. z), 
Alexander's settlers in die East certainly married native women;* but 
by 301 their numbers had been greatly reduced by Frithon’s massacre 
(p, jz) and by the long wars of the Successors, and the setdement of 
Asia as we know it was essentially Seleucid. To-day, I suppose, the 

1 Livy xxxvj, 17, f (191 BhC*)s Syri ct Asbiid Gran* vHmima genera homlniim 
ct scrvituii iuia; xxxviu, i7> 11 (189 b.c.) : Macedunfri, qni Alexandriam in Aegyptn, 
tjiii Srieudam ae Babylonian^ qtikftie alias spanjas per orbem terramm colcmtas 
baberLtj in Syros* Pirtfios, Aegypdos degenerarunt. Note 1 Parthns ■; it took some 
courage to write tliai after Crassus and Antony< Scrviiuti nata h merely taken from 
Aristotle,. Pair ill, 14, iiSfaL it (cf- iT 1* upb ]. 9), Asiatics are slaves by nature; 
writren before Alexander, 

3 V. Qiapoi (MUtams Glctt I,1952, 179 n. 3) has attributed to me [he amazing 

iLucmenr that Alexander sent out (fit txpedier) new colonists, especially women. 
Wlur I did say {CdH vi p. 41^) wm that he "probably meant 10 send out further 

seulcts* and above all European women \ Only he died. 
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evidence adduced would more probably be the inscriptions from 
Doura,1 which reveal some mixed families and also, beside the Greek 
names, a welter of non-Greek names in the dty, drawn from half the 
languages and religions in Asia. That these inscriptions give a picture 
of a dty in decay is true enough; but they belong to the first and second 
centuries a.p.} and the picture they give is of a Parthian rather than of 
a Greek city. Doura had once, no doubt, been a Greek polls. But the 
Doura we know was not exactly a Greek dty under Parthian rule, like 
Susa or Sekuceia; the Parthians had occupied and rebuilt it1 * as a 
frontier post towards Rome, and much of Greek civic and family life 
alike had broken down in the process. It may be doubted whether 
Doura is much evidence for anything but itself, though jt affords 
certain material which will be noticed bier (pp. 37 r$.); but with 
what happened at that late rime this book is not really concerned, 
and for the Hellenistic period we must look for other indications. 

One point is that Greeks, with their dominant civilisation and 
language, could and did absorb a good deal of foreign blood without 
losing their Greekhood.3 Cyrene, for example, was a great Greek dty— 
no one will deny the title to the dty of Callimachus and Eratosthenes— 
but all the original Greek settlers had taken Libyan wives, and the 
Greek women of Cyrene and Sarca continued to observe some of the 
taboos of their Libyan ancestresses.4 Miletus was a great Greek city, 
but it was full of Carian blood. No one calls The mist odes a half-breed, 
or that great organiser Antiochus 1, but both had foreign mothers. 
The saying that nationality depends chiefly on the mother is at best 
barely a half-truth. What happened at Cyrene must have happened to 
Alexander's settlers, for where the father is of a higher civilisation than 
the mother the children are apt to follow his language and dvilisation; 
there is a notorious modem instance and that in an isolated comm unity. 5 

In any case die Seleucid settlement, speaking generally, was undoubtedly 
a settlement of men and women. When late in die third century Miletus 

* $EG n, 7M-814 ( - Cumont, FouiiUs pp. 355 vii, jjt-Beo, 
1 Beside the Reports, cf. N. C Dehevoiae, Amer. J, tf Semitic Language! javn 

1 Note how Plato {Mtwxtnui 14 jd), through the mouth of hoc rates, boasts 
that Athenians are pure Creek and rot half-breeds at bottom IjiticfliipSapot) 
like some cities. J 

4 See CAIf iv p. 10^, 

* Hie children of the mutineers of the Bounty by Tahitian mothers and their 
descendants aft spoke* and became, English. 
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issued a request to die Greek world for colonists to resettle Minis, the 
men who came Brought their women and children,1 and the Seleudd 
settlement must have been of that nature; this is supported by the Susa 
inscriptions, in which, though late, every woman's name but one is 
Greek. No doubt a time was to come when many Greek communities 
in Asia, outside of Rome’s sphere, would take in more foreign blood 
than they could absorb and would ultimately merge in the Asiatic 
world about diem, but that process, though there must have been many 
local variations, did not begin till after die Christian Era and belongs 
essentially to a much later period than the Hellenistic. 

Another point is that though Greeks had not the faintest objection to 
any kind of mixed marriage in itself, they had a great deal of pride in 
their Greekhood, and efforts to keep that Greekhood intact, both in 
blood and civilisation, can be traced: Polybius1 bears witness to this 
generally for the early second century b.c., and Tad ms1 and Pliny* 
are explicit about Seleucda as late as the first century a.d. An in¬ 
scription from Douta of the year 33-a s.c. has revealed the existence 
of ge/vorchj^ heads of die gent (die genos may be called a clan, or 
family in the widest sense); they have been compared to sheikhs, 
but the inscription is too early for that, and in any case they had not 
always been sheikhs. For die succession law at Doura (see ante, 

pp. 8,31), which dates from the inception of the colony and is primarily 
Athenian law, ignores altogether die claim which in Athenian law the 
genos would in certain contingencies have tad to the land;- there were 
therefore, it would seem, no gent at the start at Doura. I hey were 
adopted from die practice of old Greece after the settlement was well 
Under way, and one of the functions of die gentarch must have been to 

* MUtt i, 3, nos. 34-93. , , , 
1 Livy xxxvii, 34, tU (190 b.c., from Polybius): nun, quae id sot# [moda] 

aftfjqmi stmi1 Graeeae magis urbes sunt (fu^n colonist earum* iUinc quuncLLim 
profecuc in Asiam- nee terra muuta muttvh genus j.ui mores- Phrygia -m i Pistdla 
are explicitly rnd uded, 1 r- Tteapeech tread not be Polybiui* com position; 
the matter was unpo ttinE eo Rhodes and the gist of the actu.ti speech of die Rhodian 
envoys might have been preserved by one of ihe Rhodian historians whom I olvbius 
used. 

3 Tac* Ann. vi? 4zM reque in barbamm corrupt*, sed condiioris Sekuct reanens. 
1 Pliny Vi, t ax, liber? htxlie ae sui iurts Macedonunique moris^ 
5 SEC it, S13; on fhe date see Bellinger and Welles, Yak Clast. Stud, v, 1935. 

p, 153 n. 30. 
b Cumont, FwitftJ pp- xxii, 344* 
7 P. Koidiaker, 5av. Z. xlvi* *916* p- 300 n. S+ 
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maintain the Greekhood of the genes y for genes and genearch cannot 
have been artificially introduced for any other purpose.1 For even at 
Doura toward the end of the first century A.D., amid all the mixture of 
nationalities and beside the vulgarised Greek of the lower classes, the 
writing and speech of the upper class, the old Graeco-Macedonians, 
show* (as has recently been said) that after two centuries of Parthian 
rule they still proudly dung to their nationality and their traditions.1 

Finally, we have the tare blessing of one quite definite and con¬ 
clusive piece of evidence on this matter. The well-informed writer, a 
Greek of Carrhae or Seleuceia, who was Plutarch's main source for 
the Parthian chapters oi his Life of Crassus and who wrote between 
50 and 36 B.c. (see p. jt), recorded that the Parthian general Stirenas 
had iw'o half-breeds with hint;3 these men are not only called by a 
special name, ‘mixed Greeks', but are definitely ranked 
with the ‘barbarians'; and they make ptoibynesis (obeisance) to 
Grassus, a Persian habit, not a Greek one. The very rare word 

(I have only found three other instances of it) had been used either as 
an expression of contempt3 or to denote some half-breed community 
who were nor reckoned as Greeks and who might possess a special 
name of their own,’ like die Griquas in Cape Colony, who were not 
reckoned as Afrikanders; and this means that in Mesopotamia, or in 
some Mesopotamian cities, as late as 50 B.c., those men of mixed blood 
who were becoming orientalised were not reckoned as Greeks at all 
bm formed a class apart with a special and contemptuous designation. 
The importance of this fact for die question in hand needs no discussion, 

• On this aspect of the gttwi ai Doura see F. Chape uthitr, E'inflsunct grttme 
i Doura-Eumpat, RrvEA xxxiv, ijjji, p. 74; and cf. Polybius’ reference 10 tile 
genus above (p, 17 n. a). Thai yfveapyTjs was used at a much later time to transtjie 
a Persian term (Herttfeld, Sakastm p. 34) has no bearing on its original institution. 

1 C B. Welles, Sav. 2. Lvi, 193$, p. 101: 'OtTenhar haben die Makedonen. 
noch an ihten Stolzcn Ursprung und ihren Traditionen rreu festgchalien.’ 

5 Pint* Crassia 31: npairoi Si t&v fSapgdpusV dirjjtmyxi* nur&S1J0 ftif cMijvcy 
t>* sail sTpoomwTprav tt.rJ,. They msry have been iwu of Surenas’ tntsrpftlcn,’ 
but the StyAwm? actually mentioned (iS. a*) was an ordinary interpreter for Lathi 

* Po]yb. J, 67, 7: among the Carthaginian mercenaries were a number of iu{- 
tAAijixr, mostly deserters and slaves. f 

JHdtamcus, F.Gr.Hm, 1 p. i»j fr. 71 a, a community of on Lemnos 
called Eonut, whom Hellantcus refers to as Thracians; Dim* 4931. t !0 a 
community in the territory of Olbls. The correlative tenn, p^o^Bapoi is used 
b? ^*°l?lwn C£f*& u> ’-1!) ™ describe the half-breeds who formed the population 
of Ktdptmt in Carla- r 
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and (here I may leave it; In the Middle East the Greek of the first 
century b.c. did not essentially differ from the Greek of the third. 

The sketch of Susa given in the last chapter purposely omitted what, 
to my thinking, is the most important thing about that dty, the existence 
of Greek poems; one still recalls the thrill of learning that Greek poetry 
was being written east of the Tigris near the Christian Era. Four 
poems are now known. Three are metrical epigrams; one celebrates 
the already mentioned Epiphanda of Apollo,1 while the other two,5 
which are of fair length and praise a certain Zamaspes of Susa, furnish 
some pretty historical problems; the later of the two is dated, a.d. 1-2. 
The fourth poem3 is a lytic ode in an intricate metre addressed to 
Apollo by his Syrian title Mara, and is now thought 10 have been written 
not later than the first century b.c.4 The poem may be of importance for 
ihe history of religion—it has been thought to be an early expression 
of the later belief that all deities merge in the Sun—-but what is material 
here is that it is an acrostic, the first letter of each line giving the 
author’s name, * Herodorus son of Arte man a Seleucdan on the Eulaeus*. 
A number of poems are known in the West which give the author's 
name in an acrostic in a similar way;3 in this respect Herodorus* ode is 
one of a class, and that shows once more that a single culture-sphere 
extended from the Adriatic to the Zagros. In view of tile freedom of 
intercommunication across Asia in the Hellenistic period it would be 
astonishing had it been otherwise; we may find reason to suppose that 
in the second century B.c. that culture-sphere extended to Greek India. 

Susa brings us naturally ro the Greek literature and learning of the 
1 SEG vjj, 11. 1 th. li, tj (dated). 
3 lb. J<|. 
4 Cumont's revised opinion, in a letter to M. P, Nilsson, Arch. f. Religionrwiii. 

Jtxr, ijjj, p. n. j. 
J The initial letters of the first aj lines of die 'Avaypa^r, rfjf 'Ehhti&oj of 

Dionysius son of Calliphon {GGM t p. 13S; Dionysius 111 in PW) give Aiontoiov 
tov KoAAi^tLvro?; professedly early third century s.c. There are two acrostics, 
II, 109-14 and f 13—32, in the Ovtov/Unp TrfpuJyijvis ot Dionysius {GGM It 
p. jojj Dionysius 94 in PW col. 917; Graf, Akrostichis in PW, who also mentions 
some others); Hadrian's rime- See further j. U. Powell, Ainr Chapters in the history 
of Greek literature, third senes, 19; j p. joi, who cites two good specimens from 
Kaibel, Epigram***** Graces nos. 979 {late first century s.q.) and 1096. t may add 
two more: (i) the Hymn of Maximus from Ttlttiis in Ethiopia {BCH 1894 p. 1 JO; 
Kaibel, Berlin SB 1890 p, 781 > G. ManKuffet, Eu xxxi, 19*8, p. i8t; cf. A. D. 
Nock, Harvard TMog. Rev. XXVIt, 193,4, p. J9), when: II. 1-21 give Ma&pa* 
Atnovpiiuv typaifia; (a) a Latin Hymn to Apollo from lalmis, Bucheier, Carm. 
Lai. Epigr. 271, cf. Nock op. tit. p- 61. 
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Middle East;1 science apart, it produced four serious writers of some 
importance, three of whom will be frequently referred to as sources in 
this book. The reproach has often been brought against the Sc lend d 
empire that it produced little literature, which in one sense is true: when 
the Middle East began to produce writing which was worth while it 
was no longer Seleudd. Vt hat happened in Asia Minor and Syria under 
Selcucid rule happened in the Middle East also; all men of real import¬ 
ance migrated, as did Poseidonius of Apamea in Syria to Rhodes and 
Diogenes of Sdeuceia to Athens, and most of the lesser men followed 
their example; two Stoics, Apollophanes of Antioth-Nistbis* and 
Apollodorus of Sdeuceia, 3 went to Athens to study under Arts ton and 
Diogenes respectively; Agathocles of Sdeuceia/ called ‘the Baby¬ 
lonian', lived at Cyzicus and wrote that city’s history; Euphranor of 
Sdeuceia5 became a pupil and perhaps a successor of Timon the 
Sceptic. Only two men of any learning are known in the Seleucid 
period who did not move to some old Greek city: Apollophanes of 
Sdeuceia,6 body-physidan to Antiochus III, and a certain Diogenes of 
Sdeuceia, a sort of Epicurean, probably idendcal with the voluminous 
writer of die same name who lived at Tarsus in the second century B.c. 
and who went from city to dty improvising a lecture or a poem on any 
theme given him;7 he spent some time at die court of Alexander Balas, 

iSreai StU^f'Tr'P*? **««•** i" V. C ha pot, Us destmke dc 
I fUUlnisme ati ifId Jt l Etifkfatt, Mdm. ioc. nat, dis aniLfuairis Je France Util! 

1904, pp. 141 iff., and in Ed. Meyer, BUtt undNiedtrgang des Hellenismiu in AsiJi 
i^ij pp. 44 

’ Susemilii 11 p, 75; v. Amim, Apotlophmti 13 in PW. Stephanus, j,y. 'AvrUveut 
no. % shows mix his Aniioch was * 

■ 8,<1 rVl Arilin3> Apaltodoni 66 in PW, doubts his identity with ’A. 
0 E^Mos of Diog, Lae ft. vrt, 39. 1 

hil 5TBihii" P> fY> Si ‘V P* **** £ Scit*™> Agnihnkle* 44 in PW, p«,3 
hiffl before Alexander, wfodl is impossible because (1) 'the Babylonian' mLis 

h't *,?*!?£* AmMS le®endl whieh mak£H Hellenistic, and 
CjJ Athrt. xjv, 6m f (fr. <f) discusses 4 rare word used at Alexandria, If he iw. 
Zetiodoius pupil he was third century b.c, 

‘ Susemihl i pp. 113 n. Hr, rrfi; v, Amim, Euphranor 6 in PW. 
, f^yb . V, yd, iS; Susemihl 1 P. ftu; Wellman*, Apollophanes t, i„ PW 

V corsdusiw. 
V. Amim, Dtogtnes 4<! m PW^dennhes Dtogenes die Epicurean, known fro* 
Diogenes Laertius, wuh the writer of Ta«us but makes a <«paiW person Tf 

t?f Se,eue?? no‘ 17);'! however very common for a man to be 
ll™ **° he was bom in one and workeTV ind 
probably became a ouzen ot the other; see Tim, SAL Civ? p. to. " 
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who collected philosophers and apparently found him amusing.1 There 
had been much valuable scientific and geographical work done under 
the first two Soleucids, but of the known names Berossus was a Baby¬ 
lonian priest writing at the request of Andoehus I, and Megas die ties, 
Pair odes, and Demodamas were Greeks or Macedonians from the West 
who had no successors. The famous Stoic of the second century B.c., 
Diogenes of Seleueeia, called ‘die Babylonian1, became head of the 
Stoic school at Athens, and his reputation drew to that city many other 
Greeks from Asia1—And pater and Archedemus from Tarsus, Boethus 
from Sidon, the before-mendoned Apollodorus from his own city of 
Seleueeia; among his pupils was Panned us of Rhodes, who was to 
surpass his teacher. What is noticeable about this list, so far, is that even 
our very fragmentary tradition has remembered the names of six men 
from Seleueeia who were interested in learning in one way or another; 
the great city was not enrirely given over to money-making, and one 
may recall that its councillors, even at a much later date, were chosen 
for wisdom as well as for wealth.? 

One other Greek who is earlier than die Parthian period must be 
noticed here, the grammarian Herodicus of Babylon;4 in his case this 
means Babylon and not Seleueeia (pp. 251 He migrated to Greece, 
and took part in the controversy between Aristarchus of Saroothrace 
at Alexandria and Crates of Maths at Pergamum; this dates him to the 
reign of Ptolemy VI Phitometor, and that in turn shows that he must 
have been one of the settlers of Andoehus IV when that king refounded 
Babylon as a Greek city; be can hardly therefore be claimed as a Greek 
of the Middle East, but in his well-known epigram? he said that lie had 
two homes, Hellas and Babylon, which is further evidence that 
the Greek culture-sphere embraced Babylonia. His other writings 
were perhaps no great matter, but his epigram may have had the 
honour of being quoted in a poem attributed to Virgil,* and it con- 

1 Athen. v, jn a jot. The actual story of the singing girl may or may not be 
true, tike that of the philosopher Persacus and the singing girl; they rather suggest 
a cliche. 

1 Diogenes and his pupils: Suscmihl 1 pp, 82 «ff-t II pp. da tf}>; primarily from 
Diogenes Laertius. 

J Tac. Ann. vi, 41, opibus aul sapienua deicetu 
* Suscmihl it p. 24, who put him too late; Gudcnwin, Herodikos in PW; 

Christ "Schmid, (Jr, LiuraiurgeJcA* It, 1, 1910, p> *7f. 
J At hen. v, 21*4. , , 
4 In Catolrpton it: Bflchclcr, Rk Mu. xxxvm, 1883, p. *07; Christ-Schmid 

foe. «>.; Gudcmann op. tit. See however Susemihl's argument against this, 11 p. a{ 

5 
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tains a most recondite allusion which will be of use in a later chapter 

(p. 2*3). 
So far, save for the Babylonian Berossus, no actual literary pro¬ 

duction in the Greek Middle East has been met with; and this corre¬ 
sponds to what happened in Syria, where native Greek literature only 
started with Meleager and Philodemus in the anarchy of the last 
Seleucids, while its effective period belongs entirely to the rime when 
Syria was a province of the Roman empire.1 But once the Middle East 
had become Parthian, a process completed when in 141 B.c. Seleuceia 
accepted the rule of Mithridates I, things began to change; it must he 
supposed that the loss of their political background called out in these 
Greeks a more strenuous assertion of their Greekhood, 3 matter quite 
irreconcilable with any belief in their decadence or oricntaJisation, 
Migration to die West seems to have ceased; perhaps Syria under the 
last Seleucids and Greece and Asia Minor under the Roman Republic 
were not so attractive to literary men as they had been. So far we have 
had names from two cities only besides Seleuceia, Antioch-Nisibis 
and Babylon; a number of others now come into the picture—Susa, 
Artemi ca, Antioch in Mcsene (Charm Spa-si nu), Seleuceia on the 
Persian Gulf, very likely Canhae; and it must be emphasised once 
more that we only possess chance fragments from a lost tradition. The 
process began, in the generation that saw the Parthian conquest, when 
Diogenes* pupil Archedemus returned from Athens 10 Babylonia— 
the tradition says to Babylon, but it must mean Diogenes’ home city, 
Seleuceia—and established there a Stoic school ‘with succession’,5 that 
is, a parallel in the East to the schools at Athens and Rhodes (if the 
latter yet existed) in the West; how long the succession lasted is un¬ 
known, but Plutarch’s few jejune words conceal what must have been 
one of the most important events in the history of the Greek East. A 
generation later a rhetorician, Amphfcrates, visited Seleuceia, and the 
people begged him to stay and set up a school of rhetoric there; 9 die 
impertinence of the unimportant man's reply, 'A dish will not hold a 
dolphin', is not bettered by it being a quotation from Euripides,* hut 
what is known of Amphiciates' style, the Asianic style at its worst, S 

1 See Ciimont's brilliant account, CAM xi pp, 64a jjy. 
1 Plot. Afar, 605 a: tfc-rifr Il&ffiav p/emms lv Ttioiktjv Suio&^r 

K*Tt%vt- 1 Ptut. Luculltu ji; early fint century a.t. 

« Dindorf, Potmt Ktnki Graft? p. 711 fr- iota (137). I have rot seen ii gi ven 

elsewhere. * Susemihl )i p. 373. 
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may suggest that Seleuceia did not lose much. But though this story 
presupposes that in the second century B.c. there was no school of 
rhetoric at Seleuceia, it seems certain, from the correct Greek and good 
style of Greek scribes down to a bte period (and perhaps one should 
add from the emergence of Greek historians, p. 44), that under Parthian 
rule proper training in grammar and rhetoric could be obtained in 
some of die Greek dries.1 * 

Production began in the second century with the astronomer 
Selcucus,1 of Seleuceia-on-the-Erythraean-Sea,3 * 5 which stood on the 
north-east shore of the Persian Gulf somewhere between C ha rax 
Spas mu at the mouth of the Tigris and Antioch in Persis (p. 17) on the 
Gulf of Bushire. Strabo calls him a Chaldean,"* but it is incredible, if 
so, that Greek tradition did not preserve his Babylonian name, as it 
did that of every other Babylonian astronomer it knew—Kidenas, 
Su dines, Naburian. Those Greeks, like Artemidorus of Parium, 
Epigenes of Byzantium, Apollonius of Myndus, who came from the 
West to study astronomy and astrology in the Babylonian schools used 
to call themselves Chaldeans as a sort of title of honour; 5 and this no 
doubt is what the word means, though it is always possible that the 
Greeks of Seleuceia on the Persian Gulf were called Chaldeans to dis¬ 
tinguish them from those of Seleuceia on the Tigris who were called 
Babylonians, the designation in either case being territorial; but 
however that may be, Sefeucus was almost certainly a Greek. His 
precise date cannot be given, but he must at any rate have overlapped 
the Parthian conquest. He spent his life maintaining, against Hippar¬ 
chus, the theory of Aristarchus of Samos that the earth went round 
the sun;6 but apparently he had not mathematics enough to correct (as 
Hipparchus could and should have corrected) Aristarchus' mistaken 

1 M, Rcstovticfr, CAN p. tifjcT. C B. Welles, 5av. 2. LVi, 1936, pp. loo-i. 
3 T|te classical references ut ser out in Susemihl t p. 7^3; for modem literature 

see J. Gidez., Zai faciei to us a /at Silct/cid^s7 Opart 

I91tPP- Si-i* 
3 Fr. Cttmomt 5yr« 1917 p. S3 (quite certain). Modem writers: have usually 

called it Seleuceia on ihe Tigris, as W+ Kroll in PW Supp. v still dock. 
* Strabo xvi, 739, 
5 Bide* At. p. 76. Bide* lays stress on the astrology; but Vtmm Valeris (ed* 

Kroll, 1908), AmL re, u, p. 353* names Apollonius as an astronomical source in 
company with Kidefiasp Sudines, and Hipparchus, and the fragments of Epigenes 
given by P- Schnabel, Jfrpjjaj pp* 109 serious enough; it rather looks as if 
astrology were only a second siring* 

6 Plut. Mvr+ rooG c. 
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belief that the earth's orbit was a circle instead of an ellipse. He studied 
the tides of the Persian Gulf, and his theory of h&w the moon made the 
rides1 is of great interest, for he seems to have been groping after 
something which might with luck have led him to the discovery of 
gravitation, especially as Babylonian astronomers already had some 
idea of the smTs attraction;1 * but more important for my purpose is the 
light which he and his work throw upon the nature of this forgotten 
Greek dry on the Persian Gulf* 

I come now to the four writers of die Middle East in the Parthian 
period who are of importance to die modem student, three historians 
and a geographer. The earliest in time seems to have been the historian 
Apoilodoms of Artemiy a Greek city east of the Tigris where the 
main road eastward from Seleuceia bifurcated, die more important 
branch going northward by Ecbatana to Bactria and north-western 
India, the other going southward by Susa to Sdstan and the lower 
Indus* Apoilodoms wrote a history of Pardiia in at least four books,4 S 
which included die story of Greek Bactria dowm to the nomad conquest 
and also the Greek conquest of India; how much more ir may have 
included cannot be said, but die story of the Bactrian Greeks seems 
only to have been incidental to the story of Pardiia,£ just as a history of 
England must include a good deal of the history of France* He had 
evidently travelled widely,6 and he was presumably competent, as lie 
was Strabo's regular source for the Farther East in the second century 
b.c. after Eratosthenes ended; there is much more of him in Strabo than 
the named fragments,7 and his account of die Greek advance to the 

1 Aenusi p, 3B3, Diels; see Tarn, HtU* Civ* p. 170* 
1 Bidca op* di* p* 7S* 

" J Fragments In FHG iv pp. 308 sq* (not yet in R Gr+ HisiJ). MOnzri, Apolbdms 
in PW; Suwmihl II p* 38^ 

* Fr, 7 ■ Alhen* XV, 6Bic. 
S This follows from Strabo's phrasing* xv, &S&6 « fh 6: *A* a rd Unp&ut* tron}- 

ctcht,,fj&fivTjiitve*T Kal t&v fjEAApJ^i-, This fragment 
as given in FHG ts far too long, and should stop at v$' tam-cd ixti¥> the rest (as 
the sense shows) h Strabo, who is here citing Aristobulus (p. 144 n, 3). 

, * Strabo xs, 508, where the writer on P^rthia who knew more of countries and 
peoples than the Ales^der-hisiortans fetaiise he had i€£n mart U obviously Apollo- 
donis. MtLnxel rightly made him travel* 

* Two writers have recently, and justly, ^mpluisised die faci that ihc named 
fragments of a lost historian are no more than a slatting point for reconstruction* 
H.Strasburger* Pwlemaios und Alexander 1934 p* xG: E. Kornemaon. Die AUxtmdtr- 
gtjchkkit Konig* PioUmniOs / von Atgypitn 1935 pr 42. 
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Ganges and Pataliputra can now be compared with an early Indian 
account (App. 4 and Chap, tv)* His date must fall between the conquest 
of Bacrria, c. tjo (Chap, vrt), and the death of Mkhridates II of 
Parthia in 87 b,c. The latter terminus is certain from this, that the classical 
writers we now possess know practically nothing of Parthia between 
Mi tli ri dates IT, down to whose reign they had the Greek historians of 
the East, and die completion of the reconsoHdadon of die empire by 
Pbraates [II in 66 in whose reign contact with Rome was well 
established, Parthian history thenceforth running regularly in Roman 
channels. The Parthian king Sinatruces (77-^70 B*c.) is indeed just 
mentioned from the Roman side when he made contact with Rome,1 
but otherwise diis period is a blank/ merely characterised as one of 
confused civil wars;* only in modem times have the bare names of the 
forgotten kings who filled it been recovered from cuneiform docu¬ 
ments, There is no reasonable doubt that Apollodorus belonged to the 
flourishing period of die reign of Mithridates II, somewhere round 
about too B.C*, the period that saw the Parthian survey of dieir empire 
(p. 55), made of course by Greeks; as two of Strahofs named citations 
from Apollodorus deal with distances** it is conceivable diat he himself 

had something to do with die survey. 
The second historian on our list is more important than Apollodorus, 

and we shall meet him pretty often in this book* It is certain that he is 
not identical with Apollodorus; the two have different accounts of the 
nomad conquest of Ractria,5 and while Apollodorus called a certain 
nomad people Asu, die substantival form, our historian used the 
(Iranian) adjectival form Astani (see pp. 184, 272). Neither his name nor 
his city is known; his very existence lias been forgotten* and I have 
to refer to him throughout by the clumsy appellation of iTrogusi 
source1, meaning the source used by Trogus Pompeius ior Parthia 
and the Farther East- But he survived in other works besides Trogus, 
and there is no doubt that he wrote a comprehensive history of die whole 

1 On the mention of him ln Pseu^-Lucun, Mmtiiii 119* see pT 54 

n- 4- 
1 G+ Rawfftuon in 1^73 headed die Tenth chapter of his SanA Grc&i Orkmai 

Monarchy 1 Dark period of Parthian history V Excepi For the mere (tames From the 
cuneiforms that is soil true. 

* Pint, i-urullus 36; ef# Trogus, Ptoi. XLII+ 
* Strabo 3tl, f 19 = fn 3; 30, P4» omitted in FHG. 

, S Sections a and 3 of Sirabo XT, jl 1 are Apoltodoms beyond question, though 
he is not named; for there is no a3ceniarivet 
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of the Greek and Parthian East*1 I have already mentioned in the 
Introduction the way in which the fragments of our tradition tend to 
combine into a whole* like the fragments in the early tliird century tut:. 
Now this phenomenon in die West was certainly due to the presence 
behind die broken fragments of our tradition of a great lost historian, 
Hieronymus of Cardia, and similarly there most once have been in 
the East, behind our broken fragments, a definite and a comprehensive 
historian, who can be no one but 'Trogus* source1* For i t i% I think, 
a sound canon of historical method in dealing with ancient history that 
sources are not to be multiplied beyond necessity; and this is especially 
true of the Farther East, where one cannot postulate many Greek 
historians* From *Trogus* source' then must ultimately come also, but 
not at first hand, the notices of the Farther East in Plutarch and many 
scattered items In late Hellenistic writers; and on one point the parallel 
with the influence of Hieronymus holds dose. Hieronymus gave to the 
world die gazetteer or satrapy-list of Alexanders empire,2 and tt can 
only have been * Tragus* source* who gave to die world the satrapy 
list, of which such valuable fragments remain in Claudius Ptolemy 
(Chap, vi), of the Indian empire as it existed under either Demetrius 
or Menander; in the case of each historian there is the same doubt 
whether he reproduced an official document or whether, as a historian 
might, he made the list himself. 

Certain facts in our historian's life can be ascertained. He had 
travelled widely; he had seen and admired the first Parthian capital. 
Data in Apavarktikene^ and he had spent some considerable time in 
India. The proof of this is a curious one. Chandragupta the Maury a 
seized the throne of Magadha soon after Alexander's death in 323, and 
if, as usually supposed, his helper Parvataka was Poms, it must have 
been before 318, by which year Porus had been killed by Eudamus;* 
about 321, the last year in which Porus is mentioned as alive,5 is likely 
enough** But Justin,«. "Tragus* source*, says that Chandragupta got 
his kingdom at the time when Seleucus was laying the foundations of his 

1 jusua 3am, i, 1: Parthicis nricrnnH bisque 3£ totius propemodutn orbb rebus 
explicitly Slid of Trogus; but it applies to the source he was following, 

4 Died, xviiij 5 and 6\ TamXLXtl, 1913* p, 93. 
1 Justin xii, ft 1-4 is obviously from the description of one who had seen il 
A Djod, xix, 14, 8. 

* II. xviu# |9j & 
€ This is the date taken in CHI p. 698. 
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future greatness;1 that is die year 31Z, die year in which Scleucus re¬ 
turned to Babylon* the starting-point of the Seleudd Era*3 Now one 
Indian sect, the Jains, had a version of their own about Ghandragupta's 
accession which made the year either 312 or 3 13 (the tradition varies);3 
'Tragus1 source1 therefore knew of the Jain dating, and can only have 
got it from some Greek in India who read Jain literature, unless, as is 
quite conceivable, he could read Sanscrit and Prakrit for himself (p- 381}* 
For Plutarch's story about Menander4 shows that 'Tragus* source1 
not only understood what a stupa was (p. 13 5 ru 3) and not only knew the 
story of Buddha's death as told in the Book of die Great Decease, but 
also knew chat stupas were raised to dead Chakravartins (see on this 
p. 264); he knew therefore a great deal about India and must have 
lived there for some rime; probably to him too goes back the intro¬ 
duction into Western literature of die name of the Pandus of the 
Mahibharata (App* 19), Indeed it seems to me an open question 
whether he was a Greek of Pardiia who had lived for some time in 
India, or whether he was not rather a Greek oflndia who, perhaps late 
in life, settled in one of the Greek cities of Partliia to write his book. 

As regards Parthia,^ his history ran from the origins to the death of 

1 Justin xv, 4, jog Sic adquislto regno Sondr^comiS ea lempescaie qua SeLeucus 
fimjrw* magnitudirtk fundamenrn iadehat Indiam possidebat cum quo facta paction? 
Sefcucus.. .in helium Amigoni descend]t- The form of die second mention of 
Scleucus shows that ea cempestaic goes with adquisiio regno and not with Indiam 
posyidekat, 35 taken by Sourindia Nath Ray, IHQ xi, 1931, p- 211 and by H, C. 
Haychaudhuri, Indian Culmr* lt9 p. f^P wl» are using McCrindkfs tnmsEa* 
tion, rut id ways a safe guide. But it was a Setter from Mr 5* N. Ray in 1934 which 
$cx me on enquiry. 

1 One cannot take it as jit (Ray ojr. err.) or hesitate between die dates (Ray- 
disudhuri tp, rif.) for two rrasons: (1) because in the preceding sentence in Justin 
Sandracotius gets liis kingdom after a war with the Macedonian sarraps, and die last 
one, Peithon of Gandhtia, did not leave India till 31$; and (1) because from jtG 
to 313 Sdeucus was a homeless fugitive, a captain in Ptolemy's service who owned 
nothing bin his sword. Incidentally, the passage proves tlrnt die Seleudd Era known 
10 ‘Tragus' source\ Lt. tliat used In Ractria and India,, was the Macedonian form 
which began in autumn 31a. 

3 Cfl7k 698; N, SL Bhattasali±JRAS iMi p. tn7 who quotes some Jam works, 
р. 184. Tne two datings mean mat Chandragupia seized the down of Magadiia 
с. 311 and completed the conquest or his empire by 31Z; compare the two dates for 
the accession of Pfimaies III, Tam, CAH ix p. 5S7. 

* Plot. Mar. Si 1 0, E; not ai first hand, for he makes Menander king of Bactria. 
See Chap, vi pin 149, a64, 

J From Item onward I am compelled to assume that the reader knows what comes 
later, especially Chapter Vlfl- 
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Mithridates II in 87 b.c., for the panegyric on that monarch epitomised 
by Justin1 must have come from him and have been die formal con¬ 
clusion of his book, just as Arrian's panegyric on Alexander is the 
formal conclusion of his Anabasis ; it shows also that he was living in 
Parthia when he wrote. Further down than 87 b.c. his history cannot 
have gone, for the reasons given in Apollodorus* case, but equally the 
panegyric could hardly have been written during Mithijdates' lifetime; 
the date of the completion of his history may then provisionally be 
supposed to have been shortly after 87 b.c. As regards Bactria, it went 
down to the end of the nomad conquest, with an account of the 
nomads:4 the latest incident mentioned by Trogus is the 'perishing* 
of the Sacaraucae, of which the date is discussed elsewhere (p. 306),3 

and our historian is not likely to have continued the story of Bactria 
under Kushan rule. In India, the latest thing mentioned in Trogus’ 
prologues is the res gestae of Menander,4 though the Plutarch passage 
mentions Menander's death and the distribution of his ashes; but the 
history may not have stopped there, for though Trogus mentions 
nothing further, his prologues are too brief to prove a negative. 
Menander died between 130 and 145 (p. 216), and if the provisional 
placing of the completion of our historian’s book soon after 87 B.c. 
be correct (and it cannot be earlier^ then his sojourn in India must 
have been a good deal later than 145; he was in India at some time during 
the reigns of the two kings who divided northern India in the last third 
of the second century (see Chap, vnt), Amialcidas, who ruled every¬ 
thing between the Hindu Kush and the Jhelum from c. 130 to e. too or 
possibly rather later, and Menander's son Strato I, who ruled the Greek 
possessions east of the jhelum from Menander’s death to c. too B.c. 
or a little later. 

There is a passage in Plutarch5 which bears all this out; the colloca¬ 
tion, of names, if not the whole passage, must go back to 'Trogus* 
source*, since he is the only possible source for the very peculiar 
knowledge displayed, and the passage shows that our historian in¬ 
cluded at least a sketch of die period after Menander's death in his 

1 Justin Xlllr it 3. 
3 Trogus, PmL %u7 xuin 
5 Probably ai followed upon die Parthian capture of MervT between 114 and 

115 b.c, 
4 Trogus, Pro!, xu. 
s Dc JUxtms&i fonuna e^r vinuu 328 F; noi ;n first hand^ as h shown by iftc 

blunder for Jpayyicunf (or conceivably 
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history and that my provisional date for the completion of that history 
is approximately correct. Plutarch says that, but for Alexander’s 
career, five Greek cities in the Orient would not have existed, namely 
Alexandria in Egypt, Seteuceia on the Tigris, Prophdiasia, Bucephab, 
and Alexand ria ol the Caucasus. Prophthasia (i.e. Alexandria in Seistan, 
p. 14) is never mentioned elsewhere subsequently to its foundation, 
and this is die one iiint in Greek literature of its importance. The only 
way to make sense of this perplexing lisr is to suppose that the last 
three names arc in pari manna with the first two, and that what are 
being given are the capitals, or chief Greek cities, of different kingdoms 
at some particular period; and this seems to be true. Alexandria of the 
Caucasus (/.*.% Alexandria-Kapisa, see App. 6) was the capital of the 
western Greek kingdom under Antialcidas w'hen, ex hypothesis ‘Trogus* 
source' was in India; after Antialcidas’ death his kingdom was divided 
(Chap. viu). Bucephala appears bier as (probably) the capital of the 
eastern Greek kingdom in India (p. 526); either the change from 
Menander’s capital Saga la was already made by Strato, or else Buce- 
phala is given for the same reason as Seleuceia—the official capital 
•Sagala was an Indian ettyand not a foundation of Alexander. Seleuceia 
is given as being the greatest Greek city in western (Arsacid) Par thin, 
the actual capital in the first century B.C., Ecbalana, having been an 
Odental capital long before Alexander. Finally, Prophthasia was the 
capital of the Suren’s realm of Seistan, eastern Parthia (Chap, vm), 
which was bier to expand into Indo~Parthia; the Suren cannot well 
have become a (virtually) independent ruler till Mithridates 11 died, but 
die troubles in which that monarch's kingdom broke up had started 
some years before his death,1 and we must suppose that ‘Trogus1 
source' contained some allusion to die new kingdom. What are being 
given, then, are die four civilised kingdoms which at the beginning of 
the first century B.c. occupied what had once been Greek Asia east of 
the Euphrates, nomads being omitted; and tliat this was written soon 
after 87 a,c. is clinched by the extraordinary fact that the Greek city 
which was only second to Alexandria in Egypt, the Sefeucid capital 
Antioch on the Dromes, is not mentioned. To one writing soon after 
87 the omission of Antioch was only too natural, lor it was no longer 
capital of anything; the surviving fragments of what had been die 
Seleucid realm in northern Syria were in complete anarchy, and in 83 

1 Tarn, CAB ix pp- 
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Tigranes of Armenia was to step in. Everything fits; and there is 
certainly no other period in history that it will fit. 

Ttte historv ve are considering was then completed shortly niter 
87 b.c.; and the terminus post quem non is a simple matter. Ptolemy’s 
(temporary) kingdom of ‘Indo-Scythia* must be from 'Trogus‘ source’ 
(p. 233); it can be dated to about the generation from c. no to c. 8o b.c., 
and as the Sacas were in Taxila before but only shortly before c. 77, the 
latest date for the beginning of their advance up die Indus from 
Abiria would be c. So,* But that advance was unknown to Ptolemy, 
i.e. to our historian; the terminus post quern non for the completion of 
liis history is therefore c. So B.c. On the other hand, the Parsii had 
reached Kabul at some time prior to 87 B.c. and Ptolemy's knowledge 
of their presence in the Paropamisadae (Chap, vm), which might come 
from our historian, is consistent with the above dating. The limits of 
die lost history we have been considering are therefore now pretty well 
blocked out,1 and the date of its completion is to be put round about 85 b.c. 

It is unfortunate for us that our knowledge of this historian depends 
to a certain extent on Justin’s Epitome of Trogus, Certainly Justin on 
the East is not quite the same thing as Justin on the West, because he 
ultimately goes back or may go back to a good source and one has to 
weigh carefully what he says. But he has the same faults; he does not 

always summarise correctly, he has no interest in history as such and 
omits whole chapter* of Trogus on die Farther East which to us would 
he invaluable, for Trogus himself gave a comprehensive account;! 
and accuracy to him is of small importance compared with the chance 
of drawing a moral lesson. Certainly 'Trogus* source* has had hard 
measure from Fortune, He may not have been a great historian; but he 
is a great loss. 

The third historian of the Middle East is the unknown Greek who 
was Plutarch’s main source in his Life of Crassus for Crassus’ Parthian 
expedition and who has already been dted. He has been called a Greek 
of Mesopotamia,4 and certainly the number of names which he gives 

1 See Chapter vj pT ajj. Chapter van ppr po t^r3 and Appendix itf. 
1 The general account of ifoe Parihians in Justin xur i to h partly from 

"Trogus* source" and partly Roman mare rial; I need not analyse k hen-- 
1 Justin xuii, 1, r (sec p* 46 n, i)* and die Prologues, 
4 K* Regling, Be belli ParikicL Cranford fantibu* 1S99 pp+ 8-1 Ij first effectively 

investigated this writer and called him an Asiatic Greek, but brought in the now 
discredited Timagcnes theory; W. Otto* Ifyrode? in PW* rightly discarded 
Tlmagenes and said a Creek of Mesopotamia. 
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of citizens of Carrhac, and his knowledge of die advice given by two 
of them to Publius Crassus in the battle just before his death/ point 
strongly to C.urhae as his city; on the other band, his dislike of Surenas 
and his account of Surenas* mock triumph at Sdeucch, which suggests 
an eye-witness, may point to Sdeuceia; one cannot say for certain* His 
date is fixed within narrow limits: lie wrote after the battle of Cardiac 
in 5 3 s.c*, with which he was dearly contemporary, and before Antony's 
Parthian expedition of j6 B.e., which he could hardly have avoided 
mentioning more than once had he known of it. His work, so far, has 
not been shown to be part of any comprehensive liistory;1 it may have 
been simply a monograph on the Roman invasion ofParthia, just as 
Demetrius of Byzantium had once written a monograph in thirteen 
books on the Galatian invasion of Asia Minor. As a lustomn he must 
take high rank* He is very well-informed, and gives us a better account 
of the battle of Carrhae and its preliminaries than we possess of most 
battles of antiquity * also we know what iotA sides were doing* He is 
quite impartial, in that he dislikes the Romans and Surenas* about 
equally, but he does not belittle either Surenasp military genius or the / 
dignity of Crassus1 end; and there is some interesting psychology, 
though dial might partly be Plutarch* The appearance in a Greek city 
of the Middle East about 50 B.a of a man with such a large measure of 
the historical sense throws a good deal of light on the nature of those 

communities. 
It is however advisable to be sure tJiat Plutarch's source was a Greek 

and not, as has been suggested, king Artavasdes of Armenia,4 which if 
true would mean that a king of Armenia in the first century B.c* might 
possess die historical sense, a thing difficult to believe. The theory has 
never been examined* Plutarch says that Amvasdes wrote Greek 

1 Pine. Crassus tf, Hieronymus and Nice machos. 
: I ani not going to spccubie on the idcntliy of the unknown of Livy txt iS, 6. 

}n CAM ix pr 611 I said Rome and Panik-t I think now it was not Parchia 
but Surenas. Sec Crassus 11 , the silly story of the train of concubines with his army, 
the whole point being mobility; 14, Ms effeminacy and foppishness; 30, he ericks 
Crassus; 3a, die shameful mock triumph (note answering GijAih^ra 
in ±4); 33, the mutilation of Crassus' body. He does not belittle Surenas' real 
qualities (at), bin adds what he can to Ms discredit; while in 11 he defends Qrodes 
for taking the Armenian front himself- 

4 pUE forward, very briefly, by A. H. L* Hwefl, ffertueAtt MsiariscAe ScArifitn 
ill, ifiar, p* 41*. hi Ciimoni suggested to me ihaE I ought to examine this possi¬ 
bility, which modem writer* dismiss offhand* 

10^06 
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tragedies and histories;1 it would be strange, if he himself were using 
one of those histories, that he did not liere say so; but it is not impossible, 
and in fact most of the story will fit Artavasdes as well as a Greek, The 
historian's dislike of Surenas fits him better, for he was die brother-in- 
law of Or odes' son Pacorus and as such would sympathise with the 
party of the nobility whom Pacorus represented rather than with that 
of the common man who looked to Surenas;1 but it is not conclusive, 
for any Greek might have disliked Surenas, who had taken Seleuceb 
when Muhridaces 111 stood a siege in it. On the other hand die account 
of Surenas' mock triumph at Seleuceia seems to be from an eye-witness; 
but Artavasdes could have got the story from one. Plutarch's statement 
that the Arsadd kings were the sons of Greek courtesans3 would of 
course be conclusive against Pacorus' brother-in-law if it came from 
the source we are examining; but it is certainly a much later insertion, 
possibly Plutarch's own, for the earlier Arsadds married their half- 
sisters or other princesses, and the first king whose mother was a 

Greek concubine was Vologases 1, A.o. 57-77; the statement cannot be 
earlier than his reign.4 

We want some decisive point, and there appear to be two, both 
decisive against Artavasdes. One is that our historian, as already 
noticed, knew of the advice given by two named citizens of Carrhae to 
Publius Crassus in die battle just before his death; it seems impossible 
that Artavasdes could have known this. The second comes in the storv 
of the performance of a scene from the Bacchae at Artavasdes' Court,S 
w hen Crassus' head was brought in and the Agave, Jason of Tralles, 
took it in his arms instead of Pentheus* mask. This story is die reason 
why Artavasdes was ever thought of, for he was there and our Greek 
could not have been; yet it seems decisive against him. Our historian 
shows that the chotagus altered half a line of Euripides to agree better 
with the new situation.6 Granted that Artavasdes would have read the 

1 Plui. Crasiut jj. 
1 On the two panics in Parchia see Tain, CAM x pp. 49, fo, 71. 
3 End of Cfettut jz; this carries with it the abuse of Surenas just before, 
4 So the mistaken statement in Crosnu 17 that Seleuceia was always hostile to the 

Parchians must be laser than that city's revolt, a.D. 37-4), 
! Crttintt}}. 
6 /A, substitution in L 117S of the direct ttf i$6rtvai for dj d 0o,W«ro irptunt, 

the reading of the single us (Vjtiono;), which was inapposite. The ehoragus is 
echoing Agave's last words in 1. 1177, (Kt&uptr/v) Kir^aww^ «»>, perhaps tin die 
spur of the moment} but he might have thought of it beforehand, if Artavasdes 
really arranged the incident of the head to please Orodes, 
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Batchae, a king could hardly be such a professed and dose student of 
the plav that he would detect,, and record* this trifling and unimportant 
alteration in the performance of a work in a foreign language. The 
people who did notice it would be the Creek actors, who knew the 
text by heart. Among the actors oil the limelight falls on Jason, the 
only one mentioned by name* and he must be the source of the whole 
account; probably it was his best story lor years. He was a strolling 
player; any Greek might have met him or sought him out. But though 
Artavasdes (not necessarily in person) gave Jason a present of money, 
would ihe king of Armenia at the same time have soughi personally 
from a strolling actor another and more minute version of an incident 
which he himself had just witnessed and perhaps even arranged? I do 

not think so. 
The fourth writer is the geographer Isidore oi Charax; that is 

Charax Spasinu (Charax of Hyspaosines),1 the Greek city at the mouth 
of the Tigris which had been successively an Alexandria and an 
Antioch and which in the first century B.c., as the capital of Characene* 
was one of the great trading ports of the East, with a motley population 
of many races and languages, as die names of its kings attest; Isidore 
himself knew Aramaic.* His traditional date is shortly before the 
Christian Era, and this has recently been confirmed by a fresh examina¬ 
tion of the materials He refers to the second attempt ol Tin dates to 

seize the crown of Parthia from Phraates f\ in z6-5 and he 
mentions that the Parthians called Arachosia ‘ White India , which, it 
has been pointed out, is only sense if Arachosia was at the time part ot 
some Indian kingdom in fact the statement can only belong to the 
time of the Azes dynasty (Chap, vm), trom c. jo b.c- to a-d. 19, an 
as Isidore was a well-known man in 1 B.c, his writing must lali in 11<_ 
last quarter of die first century b_c. There is however an apparent 
difficulty. Pseudo-Lucian* speaking of the kings of Characene* quotes 
1 Isidore of Charax the historian*6 as mentioning either the elevent 1 ot 

' For Uysnummn set T^CAff ix p- f7S; for Cta^Aiid^ account mPW. 

* L Kenney, JRAS i9r* p. 10tf: lie 
J Hctxfcld, pp- 5-7, who shows that Pliny knew and used Isidore * 

ZtuBpoL This is independent of his argument p. B from tile kings of CIurihiw 

(see p, f4 n, 1). 
4 See Tarn, Mtitmgei Ckq n pp. Sp _ , , + * 
J HcrzfcLd, Simian p. 98: ‘der Teil des indischen Retriis nut (ten wcisslh 

Bewohnern, der zu Indian gehort/ 
6 Ps^-Lucian* Maerotii 218^19- 
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the tenth1 king of Characene, Artabazus. No Artabazus is known to the 
coins; and as the dated coinage of the kings goes down to a.d, 71-*, 
followed by a gap down to 100-1, Artabazus if historical should come 
in that gap.1 which would put Isidore late in the first century a.d. He 
has recently in fact been so dated;* but this seems impossible, quite 
apart from Pliny’s knowledge of him, for in the Stathmot he knows 
nothing later than Phraates IV (died 3-a b.cJ), and the expression 
* White India* can only belong to the period e. 30 B.C.-A.D, 19. Pseudo- 
Lucian’s source on rise kings of Characene was a late work on Characene 
which passed under the name of Charax' greatest citizen—a thing 
common enough in Hellenistic times—and which ought to be cited as 
Pseudo-Isidoros;* what it does prove is that Isidore's city was Charax 
Spasinu and not Charax in Media. 

Isidore wrote a geographical account of the Parthian empire, which 
is lost, and the invaluable little work called ITo^ofot 
1 Parthian Stations’, wliich has survived; it is a sort of guide to the two* 
great routes across the empire, the one running from Zeugma on the 
Euphrates by Seleuceia to the Parthian outpost of Merv, the other 
going south from Merv by Herat to Scistan and thence north-east to 
Alexandria-Ghazni,* ‘to which Parthian rule extended*. This had been 
so under Mithridatcs II, but was not true for Isidore’s own day; the 
vassal-kingdom of the Surens in Seistan created by Miihridates II had 
become practically independent on that king's death in 87 b.c., and 
Alexandria-Ghazni—perhaps all Arachosia—was in the hands of the 
Spalirises-Azes Saca (Parsii) dynasty (Chap, vtll), whence Isidore’s 
‘White India*. Isidore is, then, reproducing an older document of the 
reign of Miihridates II, and there can be no doubt what it was, for 

1 On the possibility of two different reckonings see Sir G. F. Hill, BMC Araik 
rtc. pp. exevi Herafeld, Sokaitan p. f, makes Artabazus seventh of the dviusrv 
which cannot be right, from the context; Pr-Ludan says Tipaia? A ^0' 
mtr»rt followed by AP?afafa o ^ra Ttptuov ,'£80^. hid he meant 7th 
of the dynasty he must, in that context, have reckoned from Hyspaosines and not 
front TiiiitK. 

"• ’■* "•'*p-fc" t 
J Ftosiovrz£fr iA, 
* Wciribadi {hubmt 20 in PW) suggested that there must have been two 

Isidores. There « no need to suppose that Pseudo-Lucian-s references to W* 
odier than those of Chamcene (Sinatniees, Goilsos) come from the false and no. 
fmm dte true fadm, m. from ha account ofP*thia;on Goaiso* sec Appendix 

* Ghazni, not Kamhihur; stxr Appendix 1 ^ 
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' Stathmoi* was almost a technical term for a book founded on an 
official survey; he is reproducing part of an official survey of the Parthian 
empire made in the gnat period of Mithridates 0, say c. 110-100 B.C.. 
after Parthia had acquired Merv (by 11$ 8.C., p. 281), no doubt in 
imitation or correction of the Seleucid survey.1 He has added some 
instructive notes of his own; but it is the official survey which accounts 
for his peculiar precision in the use of technical terms—polls (city), 
home (village), komopotis (a native town too large for a village but 
without Greek ^ofir-oigani ration). We shall blunder sadly if we do not 
distinguish the survey he is commenting on trout his own comments 
made the better part of a century later. 

A few words must now be said on the relations between Greeks and 
Asiatics. Whatever impression the Greeks made, and they made a good 
deal, on the peoples of Asia Minor and Syria, in the Middle East they 
faced two civilisations which, in their different ways, were too strong 
for them to affect, the Iranian and the Babylonian, It has been men¬ 
tioned how the Scleudds failed to win the confidence of the Iranian 
landowners; they never in fact secured any real hold upon Iran at all, 
as is shown by the manner in which it fell away from them almost 
automatically as soon as the Parthians made it possible; indeed, it is 
conceivable that it was as a bulwark against Itanism that tire Seleucids 
favoured Babylonia. The Parthians were only a small military aristo¬ 
cracy; but they had the sense to adopt the Mazdean religion u( Iran 
from the start, they spoke a related language, and Iran recognised them 
as kinsfolk; that sufficed. Realisation of the admitted failure of the 
Seleucids in Iran itself is necessary for understanding what the Luthy- 
demids accomplished in one part of Iran, Bactria, and how it came about 
that while the Parthians bad no difficulty, so far as die Seleucids were 

1 Alexander's bematists, Baeton and Diognetus, wrote SnSfuArijs 
irapfiw (Athen, x, 442b), (bunded on their measurements of hi* . j™® 
Asia; these were also die foundation of the book of Aroyatas, variously a ui o 
as Vlfr.V, Travel and simply (references 
Suscmihl 1 p. 144). Eraiostlienes used the later Seleucid survey inthe form «-■ 
’Aei,m*0; Era8pm, Strabo xv, 725; Kiessling, Hekatompybs m Pw ««■ *79* 
showed that in places this survey differed from the measurements of the 
and fragments of it have been identified in the Peu ringer Table ( «™™*i 
m<n SB o., <88), p. 14)}. In CAM ix p. 586 n. )I suggested that some of d* 
dincrcpancies in nreasuremciits between Eoto$thencs-SiratK> anc3 PSmy nwg L 
differences between the Seleucid and Parthian surveys; on Plmy s use of lstdore, tx 
the Parthian survey, see now Herafeld, Salomon pp. j *?- 
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concerned, In securing the huge satrapy of Media, they never succeeded 
in holding one foot of ground in Bactria itself. 

Conditions in Babylonia were very different, for Babylonian civili¬ 
sation was a city civilisation like the Greek and not a country one like 
the Iranian; and if it is necessary to keep Iran in mind when we come to 
Bactria, it may be useful to remember Babylonia when we come to the 
city civilisation of India. The Babylonians had welcomed Alexander; 
and after the preliminary troubles of the wars of die Successors, in 
which some Babylonian dries suffered,1 the country settled down con¬ 
tentedly enough under Greek rule, and there was a religious and 
literary revival, aided by die policy of the early Seleueids, following 
Alexander's lead, in restoring native temples.1 Though Babylonian 
kings had once claimed dominion over the four quarters of the world 
there was no political hostility to the Seleudds, like the native revolts 
against the Ptolemies in Egypt; all that Babylonia now wanted was to 
lead her own life, to keep her own dvilisation and laws, to trade and to 
study. She was ready to adopt such Greek practices as might be useful 
to her: she would reckon time by the Seleudd calendar, in a form 
adapted to her own year (p, 64), because it was a better system for 
business than reckoning by die regnal years of kings; Babylonians 
would add a Greek name to their own J and learn Greek,* even to writing 
Babylonian in Greek letters,5 for all these things were useful to mer¬ 
chants in a world where Greek was not only the o(Tidal language but 
a widely spread medium of commerce; diey would add die rescripts of 
die Seleudd kings to their own laws,6 as was proper for subjects to do; 
they might even write books in Greek, for it gave a wider puhlie. 

In fact they went far beyond this; they put at Greek service the 
material they had accumulated and die discoveries they had made in 

* See their complaint; J, Oppcrt, CR At. Auer. 1901 p. 822. 
* See R, Campbell Thompson, CAM in p. 246- Tam, HAL Civ.* p. t r&. The 

recovered chronicles are given by Sidney Smith, Babylonian Hittoritcl Ttxu 1924. 
A temple library formed at Umk; E. F. Weidncr, Studio Oritntaiia 1 (Tallquist 
Festschrift), *925, p, 347. 

5 A. T. Clay, ita/ylnnkin Recordi jv p, 54 no, ;l; P. K-Oscbaker, Stv, 7,, XLVi, 
1926, p. 296; fit, San Nicotb, Beittdgt fur Rtcktigeichkhu im Bcrtitkt skr Ktiktkrifi* 
iitktn Rtckuqudltn 1931 p. $8. 

* Tablets for the use of Babylonians learning Greek: T. G. Pinches, Proe. Sot. 
BiMitoi Ardtaiaio^y xxtv. (901, p. Jo8 (notes by A. H. Sayce &. p. 120 and F.G 
Burkin ii. p. 143); cf. CAM in p. 147, ix p. 720. 

5 W. G. Sdiilcico, Arch.f. Oritniforttkmg v, 1928, p. 11. 
4 San NkolA op. tit. p. 84, citing 9 document of 218 i.c. 
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their own special science, astronomy; some Babylonians translated 
Babylonian astronomical texts into Greek for Greek use,1 and it is 
now well known that Hellenistic astronomy was not purely Greek but 
essentially Graeco-Baby Ionian,a even if some details are still matter of 
acute controversy^ That astronomy is perhaps the one instance in 
antiquity of true scientiiic co-operation between different peoples; and 
by that, even bad there been nothing else, Alexander was justified of 
his work. It must for a time have looked as if Babylonia was going to 
be ftdknised or at any rate was hellentsable, and as if her future might 
lie with the West and not with the East; and some Romans from Caesar 
to Trajan dreamt of pushing forward the frontier from the Euphrates 
to the Tigris and incorporating Babylonia in the Roman empire. 

But tills was only on the surface; beneath it the Babylonian kept his 
civilisation and his religion unaltered and untouched by Greece, That 
civilisation was too andent and had set too hard to be modified: for 
unnumbered centuries Babylonia liad been the home of the highest 
culture in Asia, and Babylon had been to an older world what Rome 
was to become to a newer one. Babylonian law was the one law In 
Western Asia which wras untouched by Greek law,4 and that law still 
governed her commercial transactions; no Greek word so far has been 
found in the mass of Babylonian commercial documents of the Hellen¬ 
istic period,5 though die Greek system of registration of documents'5 
was imposed upon or adopted by Babylonians.7 The cuneiforms lasted 
till 7 B.c, in spite of Greek and Aramaic writing;1* there is even a case in 

1 Fr. Curnom, Astrology and Religion ernen# tka Gnekw and Romans p. tt, and 
further references in Gundd (next note), especially p- tox- 

3 Modem literature dawn to in W, Gundd's Be rich E on Artronom^ 
AjtralrAigian^ Ajtralmydotogk und Astrology 1907-)) in Bui^ixri-Miirwcher, 
JahrtsUrkhzt vol. 142, 1934, ii+ pp. 1-1$1S add QsdcZ Opr CU. [MAanges 

pp, 71 and a good summary in Professor D'Arcy Thompson s Presi dermal 
Address to die Classical Association of Scotland, 1. Nov. 1935 {Proc&rRngs of the 

Association, 1936, p. j3)h 
5 Tlic main dispute has been as to wbeih^rHippardiusdid discover the precession 

of the equinoxes or whether lie took the disco very from tlic Babylonian Kidinnu 
(Kidenas), c. 300 B.c, I need noi go into this; see P, Schnabel, Mtrossos pp. 
and the literature in Gundd op. riu pp. Rf* *4* 9E-9r JOM for later references see last 
note. On balance, opinion now verges toward die claim of Kidicmu. 

< San Nkold op. dr. p. y7, cf- p* l? h ^ S*v- Z■ ^VI1h ^ Koschaker 
tL mx, 1919, pp. 195 jf, 

5 San Nicolft op. ciri (BmrJgd) p- £4* 
* RostovttcfF, SrlritLid Babylonia pp, 5 7-74- . 
* San Ntcolo op. dr. p+ 147, F* Schnabel, Z*f. sasyr. 191$ p. 64. 
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the Sdcucid period of Aramaic being written in cuneiform.’ Docu¬ 
ments from Uruk have shown that the ritual of the old gods continued 
unmodified in all its complexity.1 Even in astronomy itself, though the 
Babylonian gladly gave to Greece, it is not actually known (on the 
assumption that Seleucus the astronomer was a Greek) that he took 
anything from her. It was not Greece that affected Babylonia but 
Babylonia that affected the Greeks, perhaps the only Asiatic civilisation 
which did, if religion be put aside. The total effect was not great, save 
for astrology; but the unique phenomenon is interesting, and merits a 
few words. 

That the Greeks of Seleuceia, though they kept the megaron type of 
house, hutlr it to face north like a Babylonian house instead of south 
like a Greek one3 would probably have happened anyhow in that 
climate, but that they should bury their dead in the walls or under the 
floors of their houses was simply a copy of Babylonian practice^ it is 
believed that Babylonians did this because the arable land was too 
valuable to be used for cemeteries, but this could hardly apply to 
Seleuceia, which must in any case have imported, and could easily 
import, food for some part of its enormous population. The Greeks 
adopted the Babylonian system of the double document, with the 
original sealed up in a day cylinder for reference if required and the 
duplicate outside the cylinder for current use*5 though in Babylonia 
itself the double document in this form had been extinct for some three 
centuriesthey met it somewhere else, perhaps in Syria, brought it 
back to Babylonia, and proceeded to spread it in some form or other all 
over the East. Though Babylonian law was not affected by Greek law, 
it is a matter of discussion whether Greek law was not affected by 
Babylonian; a mortgage deed from Douta,7 which provides for the 
enslavement of the debtor if in default, has been pronounced to be an 
example of Graeco-Hellenistic bw taking up into itself its Oriental 

' Cited by R. P. Dougherty, ]AQ$ xivui, 1928, p. 133. 
5 F. Thureau-Dangin, Riiiutt aeca&tru ipji, 
* Stand Preliminary Rtpon upon tit txcm’aiions at Tat Umar pp, 29 Sq> (N.E. 

Muiajseh). 
4 /L pp. 34, 60 (S. Yeivln). 
I RostoraeflF, Bafyiomar IfiireKluetion; San Nicob ep. cit. pp. m 
* San Hfeolft op, dt. pp, «7-ja rr 
7 Pew* R<ratovizeff and Wdfes in YaU CW SituL n p. 3 0n 

die jnnsne questions arising see especially P. Kosdiaker, A&h. Sntki xLti 
i$%if no. r pp. * 
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parallel and moulding it to its own forms of thought-1 Babylonian 
gods travelled far, and entered Greek dries like Doura. It has been 
claimed that the architecture of the temple of Anu at Uruk, built under 
Antioch us III, shows the influence of Babylonia upon Greece,1 but it 
seems to be only the ordinary case of Oriental architecture adopting 
some Greek forms; however* a Greek at Unit did imitate Babylonian 
practice by dedicating a girl-child in a native temple that she might 
leam a handicraft,3 It does not appear, however, that any Hellenistic 
Greek became acquainted with Babylonian history or literature; 
normally Greeks took Utile account of the literatures of Asiatic peoples, 
and Berossus was as unable to interest them in the older history of 
Babylon as was Manetho in that of Egypt. Callimachus knew of one 
Babylonian fable, though probably not at first hand;* but die earliest 
trace of any Greek knowledge of the Gilgamesh epic seems to be the 
use which was made of one or two episodes by the Alexander-Romance, 
and that belongs to a later time. 

But the real effect which Babylon produced upon Greeks, as upon 
every people with wfiom it came in contact, was through its astrology, 
Berossus* book had lived for Greeks not because of its history but 
because of its astrology and the school of astrology which he sec up 
upon Cos (if indeed that story be true);5 Greeks who went to study 
in die Babylonian schools went pardy for the sake of astrology (p, 43 
and n, 5); a number of horoscopes have been found at Doura,6 and diere 
was a Greek reading public for astrology in the East, as is shown by 
the book of the Babylonian Zachalias? on die astral affinities of precious 
stones, and by die book of rhe * Babylonian* Teucros,3 whose great 

* Kosdmkcr* Say* Z. U, 1930, p. 42% and more fully Ahh< Sticks* Mad. xm 
p+ tfi. But another jurist (E* Sdltinbauer, Arck.f. Pap. % p. 210; Say. Z. ui, 19ji, 
pp.340“i) has argued that it is purely Greek and shows the great cultural strength 
of Greek Hellenistic hw in the East. 

1 J. Jordan, Utuk-Warka 191S pp. 70 
J A. T* Gay, Babylonian Records 11 no. 73. 
4 E, Ebelifig, DU kafyUnlscht Fakcl 1917. 
5 Vitruv. ix, 6, bat see Sdinahers discussion, who doubts itf Beressoi 

B Fr* Cumont, Rev. Arch. 19033 i p. 4373 reviewing Fr. Boll, jpjfcocra, and tn 
L\4nriquit4 Ciasshpu iv, t9jf, p+ 18; W, Gnndel, Ttmrvt and Sttm&tldtr in PW. 
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influence lasted into the Middle Ages and who in place of the old 
constellations introduced a host of barbaric astrological figures which 
for long ruled the skies of Asia. In one sense die astrology which 
flooded the Greek lands was merely one of the half-worlds that 
have always attached themselves to sdencep and some Babylonian 
astronomers would not touch it;1 in another sense it was □ religious 
system, with its star-gods and its doctrine of correspondence between 
heaven and earth< But whatever way men took it, behind it loomed the 
gigantic and terrible figure of the Babylonian Fate* immutable and 
inexorable, neither loving nor hating, which ruled the Universe and 
before which gods and men were alike puppets playing their pre¬ 
determined parts, a figure which outraged the Greek sense of freedom 
dll the history of Hellenistic religion might almost be summed up as 
a series of attempts to .find a way of escape. It may be worth while, 
when we come to India, bearing in mind die difference for Greeks 
between die teaching of Babylon and die teaching of Buddha* 

The most important thing in Babylonia was Selenoeia,3 the greatest 
of all the Seleucid foundations in the East, so often referred to in this 
book. Few cities in history have ever dominated the trade of a continent 
as Scleucria dominated the trade of Asia in the Hellenistic period. The 
city had been built to replace ruined Babylon, and as a centre of com¬ 
merce it more than replaced it; Sdeucus displayed Alexander’s own 
insight in his choice of a site for bis first name-city, ft is now known 
that the ruins with the great double wall which used to be railed 
Seleuceia are really those of Parthian Ctesiphon, on die east of the 
Tigris, for the Tigris then flowed farther to the westward than it docs 
to-day* and formed a natural lake; Seleuceia stood not on the river 
but on the lake, which was her harbour and received shipping coming 
up the Tigris; though far Inland* the city was a deep water port,1 and 

cots. 1413 The daEC of Tcucros is tinknown; probably not before the Christian 
Era. Gundel, following Eisler, thinks he may have come from Babylon near 
Memphis in Egypt* as his work Ids Egyptian affinities; if sop he must have been far 
later dun usually supposed* for in Strabo's own day, xvn, S07 (under Augustus or 
Tiberius), this Babylon was only a fortified post; all oilier references to it are late, 
see Serhe, Bafy&m in PW col, 1700. Probably 1 Babylonianas usual, means 
Seleuiceian. 

1 Strabo xvip 739. 
* For the older literaium* M. Streep StftuJccm unj €ztsipho% and SefcxiMa on 

Tigris in PW„ The site as now known: O, Reuther, Antiquity 1919 p, 434; L, Water¬ 
man, FifTl Pttlirrtmary Report upon the excavations at it/ Umar |«L 

1 Strabo xvt, 739. 
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into the lake debouched also the old Royal Canal, Nahr Malik, which 
gave a waterway to the Euphrates.1 * It has been thought that the 
harbour was controlled directly by the Seleucad kings and not by the 
city magistrates,1 Whether all ocean-going ships could come up, or 
whether cargo had sometimes to be transhipped at Antioeh-Charas 
at the mouth of die Tigris,3 * 5 * is unknown; but the later importance of 
Charax as one of the great trading ports of the southern seas rather 
belongs to Roman rimes, when Seleuceia and Charax were in different 
kingdoms and Charax had direct trading connection with Palmyra/ 
cutting Seleuceia out. Essentially a Greek city, Seleuceia had an 
enormous Babylonian population outside the wall and in the con¬ 
tiguous Opis, the old Babylonian town on die Tigris whose place it 
had taken? and which in the usual way was not destroyed but became 
its * village * unhappily die excavations at Tel Umar did not go far 
enough to show whether Seleuceia and Opts were united or were 
separate entities like Demetrias and Pagasae (p. 98), and we have no 
knowledge of how the Babylonian population was governed; but the 
traditional number of inhabitants in die Parthian period* 600*000/ 
perfectly possible if it refers to Greater Seleuceia with its Babylonian 
population, including Opis, the suburbs, and die harbour, for Opis too 
must have flourished, as it was the centre for the local trade,8 

In Seleuceia, like a nerve centre, met all the great routes across Asia 
south of the Caspian and of the steppes; the most important* which 
traversed the whole breadth of Asia irom the Ganges to the Aegean 
and which is well known from Greek and in parts from Chinese and 
Indian sources, may be noticed here once ior all. Starting irom the 
Mauryan capital Pataliputra (Patna) on die Ganges, it ran across 
northern India by Mathura (Muttra) on the Jumna, Sagala (Sialkot), 
and Taxila (near Rawal Pindi) to Alexandria-Kapisa under the Hindu 
Kush, and thence, turning the mountains (p. 139), to Bactra, and so by 

1 Pliny v, 90; vi, 111; and for the Greek name Polyb. v, 51, 6. 
1 NieDnwdlj Slumped chjtcti p. 174. 
3 The Shau-cl-Aiab did nor then exist, and die Tigris and the Euphrates entered 

the PotLbji Gulf by separate mouths. 
3 Fr. Ciimtmi, CAN xi pp. 631 sq* 
5 For the inscriptions with the name Ak-sak {Lf- Opis), which settled this, see 

Fin 1 Report vn Td Umar p* <5. Most scholars (not all) had recognised for some time 
diat Xenophon had misplaced Opts. 

* Strabo xvi, 73pf 7 Pliny vif 1 
B Strabo i&.t ipirOpiov Til)!' kVkMo romul'. 
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Hekatompylos, Ecbatana, and Artemi ta 10 Sclcuceia; the main route 
Irom Seteuceia westward sometimes varied, but normally it crossed 
die Euphrates and ran up the west bank by Dour a to Nieephorium at 
die mouth of die Belik, where it crossed again and then crossed once 
more at Zeugma; one branch went southward to Damascus and the 
Phoenician towns, another to the Seleudd capita], Antioch. From 
Antioch westward die road was identical with die old Persian Royal 
Road, across the Taurus and through Asia Minor to die great seaports 
of Ionia- while in the first century b.c, there came into use a short cut 
across the Syrian desert from Doura by Palmyra to Damascus and 
Phoenicia. There also came to Seleuceia a road down die Tigris from 
Armenia and northern Mesopotamia, and a route from the lower Indus 
by Kandahar, Scistan, Persepolis, Susa, and Artemi ra, though this latter 
was less important than the sea route from India up the Persian Gulf 
and the Tigris (App. 12). Yet anodier main route came from south 
Arabia: the Gerrhacans1 brought incense and spices by caravan to 
Gerrha on the inner Persian Gulf and thence by sea to Seleuceia. Gerrha 
was never Seleudd, but was Seleuceia’s trade partner in Arabia; even 
Antiochus IN, though at one time he thought of incorporating Gerrha 
in his empire, finally realised die disadvantages of disturbing an arrange¬ 
ment which must have been highly lucrative to both dues.1 It seems 
probable that no commercial changes of importance could rake place 
anywhere in Asia without exerting some reflex action upon die great 
city on the Tigris (see especially p, z6t and n. 3). 

If we survey the vastness of the Seleudd experiment as a whole, it 
is difficult to believe that it can have failed, but fail it ultimately did, 
except w'herc Rome salved it. Of course, as regards the Middle East, 
it produced a good deal of effect for a time. Many Asiatics acquired 
a knowledge of and apparently a liking for Greek dvic forms (p. 19), 
and many must have picked up a certain amount of Greek, the official 
language of dty and settlement alike; that did not mean much, but there 
are traces of a real knowledge of Greek among the upper class, and 
some wxote in it, beside the Babylonian writers on astronomy and 
astrology and apart from the possibility of Jewish writings in Greek in 
Mesopotamia no less than in Palestine^ Artavasdes of Armenia wrote 

* Thai* Gtnka in PW; l^tnJEA xv, 19*9, p. 11. 5 Polyb. xm.p,4-,. 
5 Piuftwor Rustovtzeff has deduced a work written by q Jew of Mesopotamia 

with special reference tt> Adiabcne, used by Josephus {CAM ki p, t3g\. but this 
must ha vi* been brer thin the Chris dm lira. 
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histories and tragedies in Greek (ps 52), a certain Phamouches of 
Antioch-Nisibis wrote a Iristory of Persia/ and one Sudines, who may 
or may not have been the astronomer, wrote what may have been a 
serious and not an astrological treatise on pterions stones, notably 
those of Carmania,1 The attempt to write Babylonian in Greek letters 
was to have a parallel later in the East, for when the Saca language of 
the Kushans was reduced to writing it was written in Greek letters 
(p. 305), though in fact this had already been done with Lyciam Greek 
temples, more or less Greek in architecture, rose in some Graeco- 
Iranian towns* like the one at Conchobar (Kangivar) in Media; the 
renascent art of Iran (s Parthian1 art) adopted a certain amount of Greek 
form* What we do nat find is the “ eulture-Greek1 as known in Syria 
and Asia Mi nor—the Asiatic who no t onl y took a Greek name and spoke 
Greek but 'went Greek\ so to speak, and adopted Greek culture as 
his own;3 but this may merely be due to lack of information* It is 
difficult to believe that in the Greek dries the gymnasia and all that they 
stood for produced no effect; but that again might largely depend on 
whether non*Greeks were admitted to the gymnasium and the ephebe 
training as Italians were at Delos in die first century b,g., and as to 
that nothing is known. 

The Greek dty however stood for law as opposed to mere force, 
and many Asiatics came under, and were affected by, Greek law; there 
are legal documents from Doura (p, 58 n. 7) and Avroman fp. 9 n. 1) 
which are Greek though the parries were Asiatics, but Greek law as a 
whole seems to have produced no such effect upon native law in the 
Middle East as it did in Syria, where the later Graeco-Syrian law book 
bears witness to its great cultural strength. But it must just be noticed 
here, though it is foreign to my subject and is in any case a matter for 
experts, that the Hellenistic law' of Asia has of late years given rise to 
what is much the most important question connected with the Greek 
East; much has been written on it by jurists and much more 1 suppose 
will be* It is a question which concerns the law of Imperial Rome, the 
foundation of so much modem Jaw, and it has been briefly stated thusr* 
the final question about Roman law is, which was stronger* the Italian 
kw of Rome itself or the Hellenistic element; and as to the latter, which 
was stronger, its Greek or its Oriental component 

* Stcph. J.y. \4rru*x«v* no. 3. 1 Suscfflihl l p. Stii; often deed by Pliny. 
3 Conceivably Guos it Sum Cp- *9 n- f ) one. 
* L. Wenger, jfrcA.f* Pop. ix, 1930, p, 359. 
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Two things however seem certain, and one is ihe enormous success 
of that great invention the Sdeueid calendar, wltich swept Asia; it was 
the first attempt on a comprehensive scale to reckon time from an Era, 
a fixed event (in this case Sdeuais' return to Babylon in October 
312 b.cJ), instead of by die regnal yeans of kings or by annual magis¬ 
tracies in cities. The Macedonian or Syrian form of the calendar, with 
the Macedonian months, began 1 Dios (October) 312; Babylonia had 
a form suited to her own year, with the Babylonian months, which 
began on her New Year’s Day, 1 Nisan (March-April) 311 ** The 
Sdeucid calendar was adopted in many countries; beside the Sekurid 
Succession states, like Characene/ Elymafe,1 * 3 Adiabene,4 Osrhoene,5 * 7 
it was used in Bithynia and Ponrus, Armenia, Cappadocia, Judaea, 
Nabataea, and Palmyra;* to some extent it was used in Parthia; its 
fortunes in India will be noticed later (p. 359)- As the Macedonian 
months were lumr months, any system of lunar months could be 
fitted to the new calendar; Babylonia, Judaea, and Osrhoene used the 
Babylonian months, Armenia, Cappadocia, and perhaps other country 
districts besides Kurdistan,? used die Persian, h used to be taken for 
granted that, where the names of the Macedonian months occur, the 
Macedonian form of the calendar was in use, but recently it has been 
strongly argued that die calendar in use at Seleucria was a mixed form, 
with die Macedonian months but the Babylonian year, and that this, 
and not the Macedonian form of the calendar, was the form u$cd by 
Seleuceia on the Parthian coinage which she minted;8 and this view 
might perliaps be supported by the tact that at Nineveh later the 

1 The two forms have been dearly explained by F. K, Guixd, Handhttik der 
matktmathtktfy uni tcdkrweAem CAnmafogte t, 1906, p* 137; also W. Kiibitschek, 
Crwtdrlst dtr amiAe/t Zttirtc&mutg 191B p. 70 (in Muller’s HcmJSueA)w and especially 
W. Kotbe, Bekr&gtfsrjyrutkm undjusfiscAm Gisahkkte 1926 ppr 1 who argued 
diat the Bj by Ionian form was the original one; I gather from Rev. K G* xrvtit, 

p* S9& that E. Bkkerftunn In his forthcorniirg £mJu lur Padnamstradm 
rfUurid* will maintain that there was only one calendar, rhe official Macedonian one 
beginning in autumn, though Orientals might begin with 1 Nisan. Naturally die 
questions involved cannot be discussed here. 

* E. T. Newel], NNM ifl+ 191?, p. n. 
1 The coinage. 
* The MjLcdoniati months in C/G 467a. 
- Bellinger and Welles, Yds Class* Stud, v, 1933, p- go. 
i Ginzc] op. or* in pp. 3 14-16. For Judaea see alw W. Kolbe op. at, 
7 Pg. 1, it the dating be Sdeueid arid nm Areadd; see p+ 65 ti. 

McDowelL Stamped trfjjects pp. Coiiu from Seltucu1 pp. 
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Macedonian months were fitted to yet another year, the Roman.1 The 
question cannot he discussed here; hut whatever die case as regards 
Seleuceia in Babylonia, it seems incredible chat the Seleucid foundations 
generally should liave used anything but the form used by their 
Macedonian creators, while h was certainly the Macedonian calendar 
beginning in October 312 which the half-Seleudd kings of Bactrim, as 
was natural, took to India (p, 47 n. 2), 

Tile Parthian kings imitated die Sdeudd Era with one of tlieir own, 
die Arsadd Era from which they themselves reckoned/ the initial year 
being 248-7 ux., the date of die establishment of die kingdom of 
Tiridates - but even under Parthian rule bodi Babylonia and the Greek 
cities kept to the Seleucid dating, though in Babylonia regular!y\ and 
among Greeks sometimes, both calendars were used as double dating, 
die Arsacid in that ca^e being called by Greeks fcas the king reckons* 
and the Sdeudd "by the former reckoning*;4 no Babylonian or Greek 
document lias yet been found which is certainly dated by the Arsacid 
Era alone,- and there is no trace so far of the Arsacid calendar in India, 
which means that it was probably not used in die east Parthian kingdom 
of the Surens. The tenacity of the Seleucid calendar wras remarkable: 
Doura used it when under Roman rule and Jews down to the eleventh 
century, and it is said to have still been in use among Syrian Christians 
at the beginning of the present century,6 

The other thing which appears £0 me to be certain is die general rise 

1 C/G 4671. % SEG vur 1 j sec p- n* & 
1 List of Babylonian double datings, E. H. Mxxxv, 191 j, p. 3 3/see 

also especially F, X, Kugler, Stemkmdf and Sumdumt m Bst&tf if* ii? 191aT 
pp,43S™. 

4 SEG viiT if 2% 39, 40 (Imcr+jRN [v, it, 1052); Doura Pg* to {Yale £^j.Mi 1 
pp, 4, 39), and 21 (i'av. Z* (,vr p. 101). The phrase 1 the former reclining* occurs as 
fate as AiQi 243 in the Syriac contract already mentioned, iW* Class. Stud vp. 96* 

* One Babylonian document* Stra^maier, Z.f. sfsjyr, in pH 1 no* 1 = J - Kohler 
and A* Ungoad, Hundert auigtwahht Rcckuvskunden no. 94, is dared by die 
Arsacid Era alone, bur is one of such a numerous class of double-dated documents 
dut this is certainly a scribe's omission. The arguments for the Greek jforomw1 Pg. 
1 being dated by die Arsacid calendar are strong (M. Rostovtzeif, Yale Class. 
Stud* 11 pp. 41-2) but cannot amount 10 certainty in die absence of any Greek 
document certainly dated by die Arsadd Era alone. Professor C B. WelleiK R&yal 
Corntfimdma p. 302 n. S, has claimed SAG vnt 1 (Arcabanus* letter ro Susa) as 
^udh a document. But it is not a Greek document; it is a Parthian one, the letter of 
a Parthian king who naturally used Ills own daring; his secretary might just as well 
iiavc been writing in PahJavi as in Greek, had the addressees spoken Pohkvh 

■' Kubiiscisek up. Yu. p. 70- 
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in the level of Asia, not merely the evolution of the settlement into the 
city and of the village into the settlement, but the kind of intangible 
Greek atmosphere, already noticed, which a [fee ted many Asiatics; it 
lias left one literary monument of itself, Ecclesiastes, whose Greek 
atmosphere has been the despair of those scholars who have sought to 
pin it down to some definite source. Even so, in the actual world, that 
atmosphere cannot be pinned down to definite data, but it can be telt 
and occasionally its effects can be seen. Two instances may be given. 
Where the Kurdistan hills come down to the Tigris there had lived in 
Xenophon's day a savage people, the Karduchi. The country became 
successively the Seleucid eparchy of Gordyene and then a little Suc¬ 
cession kingdom; as no Greek settlements are known there the Greeks 
in it must have been few, but by the first century B.c. the Karduchi had 
become die comparatively civilised Gordyeni1 whom we meet in 
Plutarch, merely because a better way of life was in the air and they 
felt it. Another instance, though outside the actual Seleucid bounds, 
is furnished by the Nabataeans, who in the third century B.c. were 
pirates and who by the Oiristian Era had become a civilised state. 

Many causes can be adduced for the ultimate failure of the Seleucid 
settlement of Asia, cast of the Roman boundary. Some provinces were 
not adapted for tile kind of life Greeks liked to five, and there is a hint 
of homesickness in the recurring complaint in Strabo that this or that 
district produced everything needful except olives. Very many districts 
had no access to the sea, and a Greek without die sea was a lost creature. 
All the rulers knew' this. This was why the Seleucids, following out 
one of Alexander's ideas, took such trouble to colonise die Inner 
Persian Gulf in spite of the heat; even our all but vanished tradition 
reveals nine cities or settlements there: in die east Antioch in Persis 
(Bus hire), Sekuceia on the Erythraean Sea, and Andoch-Charax; on 
the Arabian side Arethrsa, Larisa, Chalets, Artemita; and two whose 
situation is unknown, Carrliae and Trapezus.1 This too may be one 

‘ Pliny vi, 44, Carduchi quondam died, nunc Cord Lien i. 
1 Larisa, Chalets, Arethusa: Pliny vi, ifio; Tara, JEA xv p. u. Trapezus; 

Steph. r.v. The others have already been mentioned, L. Robert, Vtilti J'Atie 
Minton p. 154, makes Larisa, Quids, Arethusa on the Persian Gulf in 
Pliny vt, 160 duplicates of the towns of die same name in North Syria which are 
scattered through Pliny v, Si-z. I fear that I cannot agree. Pliny makes strange 
blunders and has strange duplicates, as this book will show, but in this case his 
source knew certain things about these three towns in Arabia which be summarises 
as deleta variis bellis; and that does not apply 10 the towns in Syria. A duplicate 
implies a confusion behind it, and lie could hardly confuse the well-known North 
Syria with peninsular Arabia. 
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reason why* in India, Demetrius was to lead the advance to the sea 
himself but was to entrust that to the capital, Pataliputra, to a general 
Again, the Greet race was getting o!d and very civilised, too old and 
too civilised perhaps for successful colonisation. And though die 
number of Greeks cast of the Euphrates must iiave been much greater 
than used to be supposed, there were not enough for ruling so vast a 
country permanently, while the Seleucid kings for over a century 
dissipated their strength in a senseless struggle with Egypt, though, to 
be fair, Ptolemy II was the original aggressor. Yet again, die Greek 
colonisation began at the wrong end for inland districts: it began with 
dries and potential dries, as though the whole country had been sea- 
coast. But a land, at any rate in antiquity, belonged essentially to diose 
who worked the Land; conquerors might come and go over their heads, 
hut at the end the children of die soil remained. To make a really 
permanent settlement die Greeks would have had to go on the land, as 
did the Angles and Saxons in Britain; that they never did, and once die 
cities had lost their political background and nexus and had become 
enclaves in the Pardiian empire die end was certain. Some cities made 
a good light for their Greekhood and delayed the end for centuries; 
but it had to come, and die destruction of Sdeuceia by die Romans1 
in a.o. idf may have been a symbol rattier than a cause. 

But perhaps the most potent reason was the lailure of die Greeks— 
l am speaking of the Middle East—to produce any real effect upon the 
civilisations of Asia; Iran in particular, backed by a great religion, was 
too strong for them. Individual exceptions apart, the Asiatic remained, 
at bottom, unaffected by Greek civilisation; he had no wish to- become 
a Greek, though lie might take what Greeks could give him; he did not 
regard Greek culture as his culture or Greece as his spiritual home. Amd 
if the Greeks could not hellenise Iran, and were not numerous enough 
to rule her, and were not going to take her into partnership, it was 
obvious what must happen. Considered broadly, what die Asiatic took 
from the Greek was usually externals only, matters of form; he rarely 
took subspnee—dvic institutions may be an exception—and never 
spirit. For in matters of the spirit Asia was quite confident that she 

could outstay die Greeks; and she did. 
I feel no certainty, however, that (putting India aside ior die present) 

the Oriental r^ligtoru had as much to do with the Greek failure as has 
sometimes been supposed- One sees the strength of the appeal made 

1 McDowell, Cmu fmn Sttaicia p. *34. that die damage done was less 
than thz Inerary sources would suggest* 
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by ihose religions when they invaded the Mediterranean world, but it 
is only an assumption that they would have exercised the same influence 
over Greeks who* far from the Mediterranean^ were fighting to main¬ 
tain their Creekhood. Of course these Greeks worshipped Asiatic 
deities; in a polytheistic society you naturally worshipped die god who 
knew the way of die land. And of course many of the names of Greek 
deities met with do not mean Greek deities at ail: Artemis usually meant 
die mother-goddess in one of her numerous forms, Heracles might be 
the rider-god of the ease shrine at Kerefto/ and so on; even in a temple 
at Persepclis the Persian gods received Greek names,1 * But Greeks had 
worshipped an Asiatic mother-goddess for several centuries at Ephesus 
and Magnesia, and were none the less Greek for that. There are things 
which should make one a litde cautious about believing that Greeks 
made such a complete surrender to the religions of the East that it 
tended to orientalise them. For example, there was one Greek deity, 
Athena, who in die Hellenistic period practically never represented or 
was equated with anything Asiatic,3 * * but always remained herself. She 
had played no great part among the Greeks of the Nearer East, except 
at Pergamum. But there were found at Sdeucda a large number of 
sealings made bv the signets of the Greek mercantile community; the 
device on a man's signet probably did express his personal taste or 
feelings, and much the commonest device was Athena^ which may 
mean that the owners were holding fast to their own religion. 

Again, there are the Susa manumission s.5 There was an old form of 
quasi-manumission in Babylonia and Elam (practically a gift) by which 
the owner dedicated the slave to some god and the slave became the 
god’s property,6 7 That had once been so in Greece also-? there grew* out 

1 Tac+ Ann. xu, 13; forthcoming publication by Sir A, Stein. 
a tL Hdrzfdd, ArcAatofogiinl Iliriofy of Iran 1934 p+ 44, 
1 In the temple mentioned in die last note Anaith is said to appear as both 

Artemis and Athena; bur dns does not really affect my statement, for that Analtis 
was usually Artemis is undoubted At a later rime Athena was identified by the 
Nabataeans of Petra with their wamor-goddtss Attach; but that is immaterial here, 

* McDowell, Siamptd objteu pr iifir and Table p. 214. 
s SEG vn, 2 and 1? to 26; see P+ KosdiakerT Abk* atfeA*. Akad* xiii* 193^ 

pp, 74 J99.; M. Sun Nicol-6, W. Z. Lir, 193.1, p. 4-64; L, Robert Rtv+ P&tfM txn* 
1936, pp. 137 and p, 149 on SEG vn5 2* 

Kosdiafccr op* cii- pp. 74 1^. 
7 Tlialhrim, FrAgtlassene, and 1 lepdtng, HUrodaf in PW; Daresie-Haussoull icr- 

Reinaeh, Inter, juruliqucs gnpqt&s 11 p, ^34; Koscbaker op, as. p. 69. These gifts 
never died out; there is one at Susaa SEG vtt, 24, and a number to Ma at Edessa En 
Macedonia, Homan period, wAfh}va xir, 1900* pp. 70-3. 
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of it in Greece (the process is unknown) that form of manumission 
(apdfaw-manumission) in which, though words of dedication were 
still used, the god became not the owner of the slave but only a quasi- 
trustee, so that the slave went free and the god guaranteed his freedom; 
and this form of manumission was still sometimes used1 even after it 
had been largely superseded in the second century D.c* by manumission 
through a fictitious sale to the god. The Greeks of Susa treated Nanai a 
as their city goddess and manumitted their slaves in her temple, but 
they altered the old form to which Nanaia had been accustomed and 
which had made the slave her property; they imposed upon her their 
own more civilised practice of freeing the slave,* fitting on to the words 
of dedication* the appropriate Greek clause in that behalf; and Nanaia, 
for all her power, had to acquiesce in die loss of what would once have 
become her own property, and did in her new position of quasi-trustee 
guarantee the slave's freedom very effectually, judging by the heavy 
penalties which she was entitled to eract from wrongdoers. Tliat is to 
say, Narnia"5 Greek worshippers, far from being orientalised by her, 
compelled her most thoroughly to serve their own purpose, a purpose 
purely Greek. Similarly we shall find, in India, that the one permanent 
mark which Greeks set upon Asia was nothing secular but was a mark 

set upon an eastern religion* 
1 must conclude by asking a question which every reader will ask 

sooner or later: where did all the Greeks come from? At present there 
is no answer; certain points alone can be Indicated* The old cities o( 

1 On die avd^tercf-manumi^sion.3 see A- Caldctini, ImO majiomijfiQtt 15^8 
pp and list p. 438; add a series* Hellenistic, at Coromi*, 33i 
1916, pp+ 118-2,4. Even at Delphi dierc art instances among the sales: SGDf u, 

2071, 2097; SMG IL J07* , . 

1 Now certain: Kosriiaker op, at. pp, 7^ 74 R*ben at. p. 14^ Tbe three 
complete manumissions of a stave girl give her age in every as "about 30 fcwsr w 

I fear time 1 cannot agree with Robert that this is coincidence* It was unusualp 
though not unknown, to give the slave** agp in manumission documents^ lor 
nothing turned on it; there must have been a reason why die age was always given 
at Sura, and in my view* these identical ages point to a legal fiction; it wecou-d 
explain it we should know the process by which at Susa the Greeks mmed dedica- 

non into manumtarion* , 
1 Tile operative word at Susa, d^t^pcv^ev^'consctftire ^ instead of dedicate 

seems unknown in Greece; it is nnt given in Catderinips table* op. tit. p. 438, 
though on p. 442 tie quotes a formula at Chaeranr^, tov tWWMffm 
in which a$i£ptjMmr is sometimes substi fused for aiw«a*r, and though ^ occa¬ 
sionally in d^a^ECF^-manvfnissions the stave is expressed to become Km 
tX^u&ipog instead of iXed&tpas alone. Pcriiaps oiitpcyfl'fr flas no especial signifi¬ 
cance; but might it not be a telle of the old Oriental form ai Susa? 
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Asia Minor were probably more populous than used to be believed/ 
and they certainly played a large part in the settlement. The long 
Seletfrid peace in the interior must have enabled a rapid growth of 
population, especially if, as is possible, there was for a time little or no 
infanticide; for though one regards infanticide as the general rule in 
antiquity/ it always depended on the food supply, and in die vast 
empire of the Seleudds, with many provinces sparsely populated, food 
can hardly have been a problem. Also, as has been seen, there were 
cases of new cities themselves planting colonies, which shows that the 
Greek population <Edgrow rapidly. But this is not enough; neither is 
it enough to say dial people like Thracians, who hellenised easily, 
would probably be reckoned with Greeks.-* We cannot get away from 
the supposition that for a generation before and a generation after 
300 a.c, there must have been a much greater Greek population avail¬ 
able for settlement than we had any idea of; a recent examination of 
mercenary service1 * * * 5 points, I think, on other lines, to the same con¬ 
clusion. It may even turn out that the Macedonia of the Antigonids 
was never more than a shadow of the Macedonia of Alexander, and 
that war and emigration had bled that country too severely for it ever 
to recover.5 One does not envy die man who shall undertake the 
revision of current notions of the population of die Hellenistic Greek 
world; but it is beginning to seem inevitable that such a revision will 
have to be made.6 It is a sound rule in andent history to take the lowest 
figure that will do the work; but it must do the work. 

With this much of prelude I may turn to my main subject. 

1 The inscription in Wicgand, Skbentcr Mda-Btrkkt 1911 pp. i&sqq. from it 
he calculated the population of Miletus early in the second century at nearly 
1OT.000, white Belodst GV„ rv, t, p. 173 n. at made it *about 40^000 at ]caiirt 
I once recalculated 11 in my own way and got a result near 10 Wregand*s. 

1 A. M. Carr-Saundere, JH* Population Problem 1933. 
1 E+g. die non-Lydan population of Apollon La-tow^ifdi-Pkidij seems to have 

been largely Thracian; Sir W. M. Ramsay, JR$ xu ppu 184-6. 
* G+ T. Griffith, The Mttemarfct of the Hellenist fc world 1931* 
5 Perfectly possible. The Highlands of Scotland have never recovered from the 

great emigration when the land was cleared for sheep. 
* Another painter beside Miletus (above) is M* Cumoot'S recent conclusion, 

JRS xxivT tp34, p. 189, that Bcloch's figures for Syria were far too low; see further 
CAff st p- GiS. He gives the arizen body of Apamea in Syria (U>. p. fin) in 
Augustus' reign as 117,000 of both sexes, exclusive of slaves and the labouring 
daw a. 



PART n 

BACTRIA AND INDIA 

CHAPTER III 

EUTHYDEMUS AND BACTRIA 

Hap the story of the Bactrian Greeks survived* it would be 
considered one of the most remarkable of a remarkable dmej 
but though it was treated by two Greek historians of die 

Farther East (Chap* ii), nothing has come down to us directly but 
some fragments and scattered notices and the coins* And there is nor 
evert the help which can be got in India from Indian literature and 
inscriptions and from archaeological research' nothing seems known 
of any native Bactrian literature at this period* and though the brief 
Chinese account of the country- is invaluable China did not get into 
touch with Bactria dll Greek rule had just ended. Moreover* the situa¬ 
tion of the country, which to-day forms rhe northern part of Afghani¬ 
stan* has always precluded archaeological research* There is said to be 
a certain amount of archaeological material in the museum at Tashkent, 
but if so it lias never been made available to European scholars generally* 
A French archaeological mission was able to visit the upper Kabul valley 
in 1913* and permission was obtained for a brief visit to Balkfi; a trench 
was sunk in a mound believed to represent the citadel of Bactra, but it 
got no further down than the fifteenth-century city, the Balkh of the 
Timourids*1 The ruin mounds on the plain of BaUth are said to extend 
for 16 miles,1 and the excavation of Bactra alone would occupy many 
years; that of Susa has been going on for over a generation, and it was 

iVW. On die sources generally see rhe Introductiflftj anti on the principles 
followed with regard to the coins see Appendix 1* 

1 BEFEQ xxiv, 1914, p. 647, 
1 This figure is from W. (V+ V,} Barthold* JivrtemM down to the Mongol mYaj'ion 

1913 p. 70. The first chapter of this book gives a valuable survey of Bactria- 
Sogdiana in Arab times. 
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not til! 1918 that Greek inscriptions began to be found- "While light 
upon Greek rule in India has been slowly growing, it is unlikely that 
for many years yet much new material will be available about Bactria; 
but that does not mean that there is nothing more to be learnt from 
critical handling of what does exist. An attempt will be made in this 
chapter to put together what little can be made out about Bactria under 
Greek rule, prior to the invasion of India. 

When in the middle of the third century B.e, Bactria began to break 
loose from the Scleurid empire there were obviously many Greeks 
settled in die country, but it is not dear how they got there, Alexander 
had left large forces of mercenaries in the Bactrian-Sogdian satrapy_ 
at one time 10,000 foot and 3000 horse—and was supposed to have 
founded there eight, or twelve, unnamed *dties', Le. military colonies; 
but if 23,000 of his settlers in the Farther East, as is supposed, had 
been massacred1 in the defeat of die great Greek rising after his death, 
his whole system of settlement should have tottered; certainly one 
place, Alexandria in Margiane (Mere), was destroyed by nomads,3 Yet 
some twenty years later die satrap Stasanor was able to make a fight 
against Seleucus;3 and as few settlers can have gone out during the 
wars of die Successors, when the contending generals in the West were 
enlisting every available man, it is a possibility that the massacre of 
23,000 Greeks (by only 3800 Macedonians) is a mere mistake in 
Diodorus' transcript, and that the number of killed given else where,** 
3000, is die correct one. Certainly the early Seleucids must have en¬ 
couraged settlement, for by the latter part of die second century die 
country had changed from one almost devoid of towns to one whose 
great number of towns had become a proverb. This will be considered 
later; it suffices to say here that when Diodotus, satrap of Bactria- 
Sogdiana, gradually began to outgrow Seleurid authority he must have 
had a considerable body of Greeks under his control. 

The tradition that Diodotus of Bactria revolted against Antiochus II 
in 230 b.c. lias long been discarded, and his gradual progress to in¬ 
dependence has been traced from the Seleucid coinageJ The coins 
furnish no direct evidence that he ever took the royal title; but there 
seems no reason to doubt Justin's statement that be did,6 and if the 

1 Died, xvm, 7, 3 and 5. ! Pliny vi, 47, 
1 Justin xv, 4, 11, * Difid, xvu, 99, $. 
* CHIPP- 435-8; another coin. Sir G. F. Hill. jVC 1915 p. 10 no. 62. 
s Justin xu, 4, f and 8. 
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cult-name Soter, which he bore alter death/ was used by him as his 
title before lie died, then at die end he must have been king, though he 
has left no named coins, die Diodorus coins being those of his son 
Diodorus IL It cannot be made out that lie ever ruled more than his 
own satrapy of Bactria-Sogdtana; the idea that he also ruled Arachosia- 
Seistan and that Antiochus III had to reconquer these provinces seems 
mistaken,3 It has been thought that the monogram Dio on certain 
Seleucid coins of the period when lie was reaching out towards in¬ 
dependence stands for his name-3 A monogram is usually that of die 
moneyer; but in this case a theory that Dio stands for Diodorus might 
be supported by a reference to those ambitious governors, Aspdsas 
satrap of Susiana4 and Nicodes king of Paphos,* who put their names 
on die Alexander-coinage with results disastrous to themselves, 
Diodotus had better fortune; far from being destroyed by Antiochus 11 
he married his daughter. This quite certain fact, and the equally certain 
fact that Euthydemus married a daughter of Diodotus/ enable us to 
get some dates- In 106 Euthydemus' eldest son Demetrius was 
#fos—about 19 to io3 not more;? Euthydemus therefore married about 
227, or possibly even a year or two later, and his wife* Diodotus" 
daughter by the daughter of Antiochus II, need not have been born till 
24 j or even a little later, though of course she might have been a little 
older. This makes it clear under what circumstances Diodorus married 
the Sdeucid princess. Antiochus II died late tn 247, and Ins son 
Seleucus II was at once faced bv tremendous difficulties, including civil 
war; in 146 his capital was in the hands of Ptolemy HI and die Egyptian 
king was making a military parade to Seleucda to secure the eastern 
satrapies for the party he supported.8 Seleucus II then, about 2461 gave 

1 The Diodorus coins in the pedigree series of Agathodes and Anttmachus 
(App, j), and the Ata&6rov coin given CHI p, 451 (p+ 201). 

5 Herdcld, Sakwim p, 3H. Bur Justin xu, 4, j, toiius Grientis popdi.. .defecere, 
is only a hyperbole for Parihia, as die next sentence shows; and Strabo xi, 
shows dial me movement was confined to those north of (££**} the Taurus, Lt. 
Bwtrians and Pami, as he says. 

J CHI p. 437, and an unpublished study by Professor C A+ Eobimon Jr, 
■ E* ST G. Robinson, NC 1911 p. 37^ 

- E. T. Newell, NC 1919 p. 64, 
* Shown by AgathucW pedigree coin-senes, see Appendix 3. 
7 Polyb, xg 34, 9. It mean$ one who has ceased to be a boy, waij, but is not yet 

a man, owrjp (Fiat* Rip. 413 E), and on ordinary' Greek redtorttng a youth was 
nwjp, a full warrior, when he had finished his ephebe training f19th and 20th years). 

4 CAH ini p* 717. 

7 
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one of his sisters to Diodorus to secure his allegiance, just as he gave 
two other sisters about the same time to the kings of Pontus and 
Cappadocia to secure their alliance,1 It was common enough in all the 
dynasties for kings to use their daughters or sisters as pawns in the 
game^ but these Macedonian girls were often anything but nonentities* 
and die pawns sometimes queened with surprising results; Cleopatra VII 
of Egypt was only the last of a long line who had done what they could 

with lesser opportunities than hers* 
In 246, then, Diodotus was still a Selcudd satrap. His son Diodetus II, 

who took die royal ride, was on die throne in 228 or 127,3 so Diodorus' 
death cannot be put bier than about 230; lie had been satrap under 
Antioch us P and was not young. His coins show Diodorus II as a 
young mao* but the dates make it almost certain dial he was not a son 
of die Seleudd princess; he must have been Diodorus" son by a former 
marriage* He reversed his fathers policy and allied himself with 
Tiridates of Pardiia^ die enemy of the Seleucids, who was then at war 
with Seleucus II; with Seleucusp sister at Diodorus1 Court as Ids father's 
widow the situation must have followed well-known lines. The queen- 
widow married her own daughter to Eudiydemus, presumably one of 
Diodorus* sat raps,and Eu thy demos killed Diodotus 11,7 probably 
with popular support (for the alliance with Pardiia cannot have been 
popular with the Greeks), and took the crowd- At the moment he may 
have appeared to be acting in the Seleueid interest; he told Andochus III 
later that he was no rebel, but that he had killed die son of a rebel8 

The story of independent Bactria is, in its great period, essentially 
that of Eudivdenms and his eldest son Demetrius. Euthydemus was a 
Greek from one of the Magnesias; Sc has been thought that Magnesb- 
under-Sipylos is the more likely because one of his coin-types resembles 
the tvpe of certain cities in the neighbourhood of this Magnesia (not, 
be it noted, of Magnesia itself};^ but it is hard to believe that Polybius 
w ould call a man from die less important of the tw o cities a1 Magnesian’ 

-1 Euseb, (Schoiie) 1 p, ajt j Justin xxxvui, 5, 3, 
1 When Sdcuctu II went eastward* Jusrm XLI, 4, 9; on the date see CAH vil 

P Ttm pp. 4)1-7- 4 BMC PL 1,4-8- cm P. 44a. 
5 Jus sin xj-ip 4* 9, foedus, 
* Why 1k b Vallee-pDUiaifi, p. 253* and Grousseip p, make Ilett^ <atr-ip of 

SogJiana I do not know, 
[ Polyb. Xi7 J4j 2; see CHI p- 440. 
* Polyb. w, 34,1, * Cffl pp. 44a, 443. 
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without any qualification,1 and probably Euthydemus came from the 
great city on the Maemder which had already sent so many of her sons 
to the East (p. 6)p A fine portrait-bust of him, thought to have been 
set up in his native Magnesia* is (or was) in the Torionia museum in 
Romeit shows the strengiJi of the man towards the end of his life, 
but not so successfully as the wonderful coin-portrait of him taken in 
old age. One has only to look at his face to see why he seized the crown r 
he meant to rule because he could* 

It will be well to consider here the Euthydcmid relations hips of die 
earlier period, and die portraits on coins struck in Bactria are such fine 
work that it ought to be possible to use them as evidence.* Three of 
these Bactrian heads, in their stark truth and realism, stand out from die 
rest—that of Euthydemus in old age and diose of his son Demetrius 
wearing the elephant-scalp and of a certain Antimachus wearing a flat 
kausia, both men in the prime of life;* Greek art has bequeathed to us 
no finer portrai ts- These three are certainly the work of one ma n, whom 
I may call Jf, and cannot be very far apart in time. Aiitimachus dien 
belongs to the same generation as Demetrius, and his portrait shows a 
feature which I believe to be all bus unique in Hellenistic art, a peculiar 
half-mocking smile, as of one who did not take himself very seriously; 
those who wish may trace a resemblance to die smile of Monna Lisa. 
It has nothing to do with the vacuous smile, resembling the archaic 
smile, common in late Sdeudd portraits; it is an essential part of the 
man. Now that smile occurs once again in Greek art; it occurs in the 
portrait ofEuthydemus^ on one of Agathodes1 pedigree coins (App. 3). 
This coin is die work of a later artist—let us say school of X—who was 
portraying Euthydemus some twenty years after his death; bur lie 
remembered the smile, diough he could not render it with the same 
subtlety with which X had rendered that of Antimachus. So far as I 
know, that peculiar smile never occurs again anywhere—certainly not 
in the East. Antimachus therefore was a son, of Euthydemus and a 
younger brother of Demetrius* 

■ Polyb. 34, i, tJp d Mdynp-* 
z R. Ddbrilcki Arndt Panrirw PL 19- 
3 Not those struck in India, which can only bo used to corroborate something 

chc* ] liave checked the Roctrbn heads hero used with the ooins, as is very necessary 
if portraiture be in question* and they we amirace. For a contrary LnsEancgp which 
might deceive any one, sec p+ 77 n. 7- 

* See the Plate of coin-portraits in this book* tierdnaficr referred to as Place, 
nos. 1, l, 4- * Plate no. 1, 
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Now I need not have deduced this from the portraits, because it is 
known from other evidence; part of Anri machos* own pedigree exists 
(App, 3) and it shows that he was a son of Euthydemus* But as I am 
going to use Bactrian coin-portraits throughout this book as evidence, 
I gave this deduction of a fact otherw ise known just to show that one is 

on firm ground in using them* 
Whether Euthydemus had a third son beside Demetrius and Anti- 

machus is purely matter of speculation, for Apollodotus has left no 
portrait of himself- He belonged rather to Demetrius1 generation than 
to the next (Chap, iv), and the confidence which Demetrius obviously felt 
in him (p. 166), and the fact that Demetrius* grandson Srrato I imitated 
his regular coin-type,1 would fit well enough with a belief that he was 
Demetrius* youngest brother. But there is nothing to show. He cannot 
have been a mere general, for his regular coin-type on his bronze 
money is the Seleucid type1 of Apollo and tripod, and he therefore 
presumably claimed Seleucid descent; if not Demetrius" brother, we 
must suppose that at any rate he was a collateral of the royal house* But 
as such a collateral would hardly be a Seleucid* his Seleucid type mates 
ir much more probable that he was Demetrius* brother. 

Of the second generation after Euthydemus we are now moderately 
well informed; and there are good portraits of Demetrius* four sons, 
though not done by AT—call them 4 school of X** It bos never been 
doubted that Euthydemus II, on the ordinary rules of nomenclature* 
must be the eldest son of Demetrius, and this is now certain, for a 
comparison of his face* with that of Agathocles* would alone suffice to 
prove that they were brothers; Agathocles' face is practically that of 
Euthydemus II a lew years older. But the new coin of Agathodes1 
pedigree series acquired in 1934 by the British Museum, which bears 

the head of Demetrius,5 proves conclusively that Agathodes* already 
known to be a grandson of Euthydemus, was a son of Demetrius 
(App* 3)* Of the two extant portraits on Pan taleon's rare coinage one 

1 Square bronze with Apollo and tripod; BMC p. 41; CHI PI, VI, j and p* ffa. 
1 Ht±ad of Apollo an A mpod-lebes appear on brontc of Sdeucus I, ill and IV 

and Antsodius II {BMC SeL pp. 7, if$ 32), and the type was imitated by 
Adieus (i£. p. 30). 

1 Plate no* CL the com given by Svoronos, xv, 1913s p[, xviii, 7* 
4 Plate no, 9. 

s J. Allan, NC1935 p. i and PL 111, 1: obv., head of Demetrius in elephant-scalp 
with legend AitfiifrpbMt ivixfnv; rev., Demetrius' type of Heracles standing 
and 00 wrung himidf, with legend fburiXivopras 'AyaBoKMov* 5ticatov* 
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is extremely like Eu thy damns II,1 though die face on die other is rather 
heavier.1 * But Pantalcon, the rarity of whose coins points to a very 
brief reign, cannot be separated from Agathocles, as except for one 
series of Agathodes their coinages are practically identical- Pantaleon 
therefore is another brother, and as the coins show that one must have 
taken die others place and as Agathodes was king when Eucratidcs 
arrived (Chap, v), it must have been he who took Pantalcon ps place, and 
Panta]eon was therefore die elder. The fourth brother is Demetrius ID 
His features have no very great resemblance to those of the oilier 
three brothers; it has been supposed that he was a son of Demetrius 
because his rare Baetrian coinage belongs to that period and because, on 
the rules of nomenclature, Demetrius* second son should have been 
named after himself. This can now be confirmed. The Bactrian coins of 
Demetrius II bear the legend BamArcu? Aijpjrptou, Of King Deme¬ 
trius1, and are distinguished by a peculiar treatment of die floating ends 
of the diadem.4 * In 1923 Mr Whitehead published a unique bilingual 
tetradrachm,^ now in the British Museum, which shows on the obverse 
die head of a young prince, wearing the same flat kausia as Anri mac hus 
wears, and with die ends of die diadem (as he pointed out) treated in 
the same wav as those on the Bactrian tetradrachms of Demetrius II. 
The head has usually been called Demetrius;6 but though the coin was 
struck in India and though one cannot rely upon portraits struck in 
India, the coin is good as Graeco-Indian coins go and the face does not 
bear the least resemblance to die well-known features of Demetrius, 
beside being far coo young; it is to me quite certain that it can only be 
meant for Demetrius II,7 apart from the diadem ends, which are really 

1 Whitehead JVC PL XIV, j. 1 Plane no. 8, 
h Piute no. 6 (two specimens in the British Museum). Tills king was discovered 

by Sir G, Macdonald, CHI p. 44S. 4 CHI p. 448. It Is very marked. 
5 Whitcltrad, NC p. 3 j? no, a, PI, XIV, a: obv., bust of a young king, diademed', 

in {['&i kaujsia, with legend tb'ijfjjTou rev., Zeus standing 
feeing, thunder-bait in r. fciand and long sceptre in L, with Kbaroshthi Itgend 
MaJiar^ja^a apararit^ Demetriya^ U k Plate no. 7. 

41 Whitehead, NC tacm du\ C T. Schman, Gmt edm 1933 p. j. Allan, NC 
1935 p. 2. 

7 if ibe head on PL XIV, 1 in ’Whitehead NC were correct it would be one of 
tin: most beautiful things in antiquity; but ii lias liitde resemblance to the coin, I 
examined the coin itself together with tctradmchms of Demetrius and Demetrius Uj 
and Mr E. S. G. Robinson, who was with me, agreed with me that die free m*i5t be 
meant for Demetrius II, apart from the diadem ends. The face is liker those of the 
other brothers than is die Bactrian portrait of Demetrius U. 
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conclusive. The coin then was struck by Demetrius II, and the type, 
which is not one of Demetrius' types, is his own; but the legend 'Of 
King Demetrius the Invincible' is Demetrius* legend, as is proved by 
the new1 Demetrius1 coin in Agathodes’ series (p. 76 n. s). Demetrius ft 
dien struck this coin on behalf of Demetrius, putting on Demetrius’ 
name and legend bui his own head and type;1 he was therefore at the 
time Demetrius' sub-king,1 that is (from the ages) his son, as die names 
imply, I shall return to this coin and what it means; I only want here 
to get die relationships. 

The four sons of Demetrius, in order of age, are then Euthydemus II, 
Demetrius II, Parttaleon, and Agathodes. In addition, Menander’s 
queen Agathocleia (Chap, vi) was probably his daughter.J It has long 
been known from her use of Euthydemus' coin-type of Heracles seared 
on a rock diat she must have been descended from him, and on the 
dates that can only mean that she was his granddaughter; but if 
Agathodes and Agathodeia were both grandchildren of Euthydemus 
dieir names are strong to show that they were brother and sister. 
If Apollodotus was a son of Euthydemus it would be conceivable that 
she was Apollodotus1 daughter, for her son Strato I uses Apollodotus’ 
type of Apollo and tripod; but he may have used it, not because it 
liad been used by Apollodotus, but because it was Seleucid, and in 
default of exact information it will be assumed in this book that she 
was the daughter of Demetrius, One point to notice about Demetrius’ 
family is that his eldest son Euthydemus II looks rather youngeT on 
his coins than any of his brothers (which means that he coined several 
years before they did), and that none of the four unless perhaps 
Demetrius 11 can have reached the age of thirty; these facts must be 
accounted for in the reconstruction. 

One other relationship of diis period is now known. The publication 
in 1929 of die great Bajaur hoard showed that the Graeco-Indian king 
Antimachus II Nikephoros, whose place and date had been utterly 
uncertain, belonged at latest to the generation after Demetrius,-* it may 
therefore be taken for granted that he was a son of Andmachus. * 

* Similarly some ran: Sdrucid coins struck by Atmochus I when 1 obt-W bear 

Jj rT.Xtf^ ^ °f hiS fadlCf S4!eUCU!; BunWr VC 1SS3 p, % and 

4 On. sub-kings see p. 90. 

5 JGpsm, 190C p. i4j n,p suggested that she was a dj.«hter 
or niece of Demetrius. 6 ^ 

' On this king and the evidence see pp, up 
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Before coming to the kingdom of Euthydemus, it may be useful to 
give some slight indication of the nomad background which always 
threatened Greek Bactria and ultimately destroyed it. That kingdom, 
while it lasted, was to play the same part in shielding the settled world 
of Iran from the semi-barbarism of die northern steppes as Antigomd 
Macedonia played in Europe in shielding Greek civilisation from the 
barbarism oi the Balkan peoples. The true home of nomadism was the 
vast Eurasian steppe, extending from the Danube through Russia and 
the plains north of the Caspian far to the eastward, a reservoir of peoples 
which, as the world then went, seemed inexhaustible. Every nomad 
horde had its own territory within which it moved, pasturing its flocks 
and herds; of various blood and speech but identical way oflife, hordes 
easily coalesced or broke up again, though on die whole die tendency 
seems to have been for the greater hordes to absorb lesser ones. This 
world of nomads had offshoots in more than one direction, and the 
offshoot which concerned Bactria was that which extended southward 
into the great gap between the Aralo-Caspian water system and the 
mountain barrier of the Pamirs and its contiguous ranges. This offshoot 
seems to have been entirely composed of peoples who spoke some form 
of Iranian; I must follow general usage and call diem Iranians, but it 
will be understood that that refers to a common inheritance of language 
and custom and not to blood, which cannot be traced. Through this 
gap between mountain and sea the Iranian peoples had once poured 
southward;1 Medes and Persians, Bactrians and Arachosians, had long 
since conquered and settled the lands of the Iranian plateau, the Ariana 
of Eratosthenes, and liad forgotten that they were ever nomads; but 
behind them there remained layers of die less developed peoples oi the 
Iranian name, sbll largely in die nomad stage, for whom Persians and 
following them Greeks used the general designation ‘Saca , though 
Greek 'writers were apt improperly to call them ‘Scythians', really die 
name of a particular Iranian people in South Russia. One of the brilliant 
results of the explorations of recent years in Central Asia has been die 
discovery and identification of the Saca language,' belonging to the 
North Iranian group which includes Sogdian and Pahlavik (Paidiian 
Pahlavi). The history of the Sacas, so far as rhey had any before the 
second century B.c., had consisted in a great attempt made in the 

1 The most recent account is in E. Herzfeld, ArcAaatbgkaiHistory ofIran ijyS 

pp- 7 Sfq* 
? First identified by H. Ludersn Birim SB 1914 p. 9-T 
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seventh century b.c. to follow thetr kinsmen saudi ward; it was a far- 
reaching effort and one or two of its details will be noticed later. 

When Eratosthenes said that the Jaxancs separated Sacas and Sog- 
dian$f his statement was only true for the Cliodjend district at the great 
south ward bend of that river; for though in his day and later there were 
Saca peoples north of the Jaxartos, a considerable proportion of the 
Saca name lived to the south of it, and diese were the people with whom 
the Bactrian Greeks were primarily concerned. Bactria’s defence 
against the nomads, until the arrival of the Yueh-chi, was a domestic 
matter, a defence against those backward Iranian tribes in the steppes 
to the west and north-west who were perpetually attracted by die rich 
settled jands; it was not altogether a conflict between the desert and die 
so wn, for some of the Sacas were now only semi-nomads. The peoples 
soudi of the jaxaries who principally came in question, and of whom 
more will be heard later, were essentially three, the Datiae, Massageiae, 
and Sacaraucae. The Dahae, who originally came from the Jaxartcs 
steppes,1 were a comparatively small confederacy of dime tribes now 
living on the Caspian northward of llyrcania5 and only semi-nomad; 
dicy occupied some oases, including Dihistan (which long bore their 
name), and though primarily horse-archers were also known as good 
fighters on foot. They had not appeared in Darius' province-lists, but 
had been subject to Xerxes;* whether they were still subject to Persia 
when Alexander came cannot be said.5 Their importance to history was 
that Ode of their three tribes, die Pami, iutd in 148-7, according to their 
own reckoning, founded a kingdom in the Hyrcanian-Parthian satrapy 
but when Euthydemus came to the throne there was nodimg to suggest 
that ‘Panina1 would ever be more dian a local principality! The Saca- 
raucae, the Sacas of ‘Saca-land beyond Sogd’ which Darius I had ruled 
will be described later (p. 191); they occupied the country south of the 
Jaxartes from the Chodjend district westward toward the Oxus, but as 
Ptolemy knows of other Saca peoples between the lower Jaxartes and 
the lower Oxus the Sacaraucae, as we shall meet diem later were 
probably also a confederacy of several tribes. Most important to the 

' St^ *!' **■* (Eratosthenes), 517 (probably not Apollodoms but Strabo', 
own addition). 

* An-, m* iS3 & and 10. 
} Justin XLlf it ioj Sinbu l*lt joS* ? tt* 

* Xerxes' province-fist from PcnscpoMs I. wS, daha: E. Herafeld Ml« 
mu iron vm, i9jfi, pp. jd, tii. 

* "Dial lie recruited Daliae is consistent with either supposition 
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Creeks were the Massagetae, whose name is now supposed to signify 

^ie horde J I hey were a huge confederacy of tribes, lords 
oi die Caspian steppes northward iron the Great Balkan mountains to 
die lower Oxm and die Aral; eastward of the Aral they may or may not 
have extended to die mouth ot die Juxartes, westward of it they 
stretched northward for an unknown distance, possibly to die Aorsi at 
the head of die Caspian. Five of their tribes are recorded—-Derbices,1 
Apasiacae Atrnrii, Chorasmii^ Augasi*^ and we shall meet 
another latere What their confederacy really meant is unknown; the 
tribes apparently often acted independently/ Some of the Massagetae 
fought on foot,? which means that they were agriculturalists; but die 
majority still led a pastoral life and fought on horseback after die 
universal fashion of die nomads, horse-archers led by an aristocracy of 
mailed warriors on mailed horses^ They ruled various subject races, 
including primitive * fish-eaters * in die swamps at the river mouths and 
along the sea shores, some of whose peculiar customs were transferred 
by Greek writers to dieir Saca overlords;9 they had slain the great 
Cyrus and had defied Alexander.10 

One fertile country, a great island in the Saca steppes—Chorasmia 
(Kwariztn) on die lower Oxus—at a later day the seat of a powerful 
monarchy, raises such a difficult problem that it is considered in an 

A. Christensen, DU IranUr 1933 p* j jo (in Ku!turgesthUkt* Jet alun QrUniSj 
driutr Ahsdmitt, ed. W. Quo, 33 pars of Mblkr's E. H* Minns, 

and Greeks 1913 p. in, had previously interpreted it 35 'belonging to the 
great (horde) V The old ini erpre union, * Fish-eater^*, merely perpetuated the partial 
confusion in Herodotus and Strabo of the primitive fish-eaters with chetr Saca 
overlords* 

A. Herrmann, -Muss age mi in PW t$jOf eoi1.1117. 
5 ^raho xr, *rj (both tribes). 
4 Sieph, f.v.; probably they an: the Augaloi of Prol. Vi, ia, 4. 
' fOT the Parsii see pp, 191 and Appendix 9. 

Plus expected the help of die ChorasmEr Curt, virp 4, 6; and that 
people gave asylum to Spitamenes, as did the Apasiacae to TtridaEes I of Parthia, 
Suabo xit 513, 

^ Strabo /Ap dytetfot Ittttotui *-cu rrefoL 
See Tarn, AfifUary Developments pp. 73 j^. 

3 Notably promiscuity and the stock accusation ^awpiDf1 Sirabo 
xi, 513; Greeks* who were not anthropologt-un. called all primitive popples pro¬ 
miscuous, as Aptharchidt? in GGAff pp. 130, 133, 143, 133. For a similar transfer 
ij P™^hve customs to other Iranians see Pint, Afar. jaSc, Alexander taught the 
Hyreanians. marriage. 

Herrmann op- cit. without any warrant makes diem subject 10 Alexander. 
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Appendix (tt), 1 shall have a conjecture to make about it later 

(pp. 293 xy.), but it cannot be more than a conjecture. 
With this sketch of the background, one can now turn to Euthy¬ 

demus and Bactria. So long as the Seleucids were strong, Euthydemus 
confined himself to the rule of wliat lad been the Bactrian satrapy, 
Bactria and Sogdiana; Polybius shows that when Anriochus III attacked 
him in 208 he held nothing east of the Hindu Kush, and his western 
boundary was still die lower Arius (Ochus) river.1 ! need not elaborate 
the oft-told story of that expedition,1 3 as given by Polybius, though 
some of die details will be useful later. Euthydemus tried and failed to 
hold the lower Arius against An tiochus with 10,000 Bactrian horse, and 
then seemingly stood a two years’ siege in Bactra; if the fortifications 
of the capital bore the relation to those of Sirynx (p. 16) which the 
relative importance of the two places demanded, it is readily under¬ 
standable why .Antiochus failed 10 take it after a siege with which only 
one other in the third century can compare for length, the Roman siege 
of Syracuse^ Euthydemus had turned Bactra into one of the greatest 
fortified places known. Finally Euthydemus threatened to call in the 
Saras (p. 117) and pointed out the general disaster which would ensue; 
and Anriochus wisely made peace, left him his kingdom, and concluded 
an alliance. The Polybius fragment does not give the one tiling which 
matters, whether Euthydemus acknowledged Seleurid suzerainty or 
not; but as the first overtures toward peace came from him, and he 
surrendered his elephants, probably he did,4 though it soon became a 
dead letter. Anriochus is said to have promised lum a daughter for his 
son Demetrius; but she can only have been a Jirtle child at die rime, and 
it is quite certain that whomever Demetrius married it was not a daughter 
of Anriochus (p, 201 n. t). The interesting thing is that Anriochus 
should have thought that he saw in Demetrius, young as he was, one 
who both by his bearing and his address was worthy to he a king.} 

The common belief that Euthydemus died about the time of the 
battle of Magnesia, 189 a.c., cannot be far wrong; his portrayal in old 
age on one of his coins, conjoined with the date of his marriage, shows 

1 Doubtless the traditional boundary, for Midiridates l when powerful still 

treated it as the frontier, 
4 See in the last place M. Hollcaux in CAM vm pp. 1 jg 
3 Tlie Roman siege of Capua was, only 3 blockade. 

-4 The of Polyb' xi, J4, 10 is not against this. 
J Polyb, xt, 34, 9- 
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that he cannot have died much earlier, and, had he lived longer, the city 
founded by Demetrius in Axachosta (see pp. 94, 471} must have been 
named Euthydemia and nor Demetrias. After the departure of An- 
tiochus III in 306 he began to develop his kingdom in such directions 
as were open to lum without inviting a fresh attack by the Seleucid; the 
last phase prior to the invasion of India, the incorporation of some 
Seleucid provinces, did not take place dll Anttochus’ power had been 
broken at Magnesia, and was due to Demetrius; but it may be taken 
that (India apart) such traces of expansion outside the Seleucid realm 
as exist belong to the reign of Euthydemus, for after Magnesia Deme¬ 
trius* hands were full with other matters. A connected story of Euthy- 
demus* reign is impossible; one can only take the kingdom as it existed 
when Demetrius crossed the Hindu Kush and go through the several 
provinces. It will be convenient to take the outlying parts first and 
leave Bactria itself, the kernel of the kingdom, to the end, for Bactria 
leads naturally to such account of the nature of Euthydentus* rule as it 
may be possible to give. 

To the northward, Euthydemus, besides Sogdiana, ruled Ferghana, 
a province which in the Greek period was as highly cultivated as 
Bactria itself (App, to); whether its population were Sacas, Sogdians, 
or something older,1 they had definitely ceased to be nomads, if Lfiey 
had ever been so. The boundaries of Seleucid Sogdiana are not known, 
and Ptolemy’s Sogdiana, which includes Chorasmia (never under Greek 
rule) and does not include Fergliana,1 is a patchwork of different 
periods which gives no help; but whether or no Ferghana had ever 
been part of the Persian empire, it was certainly not part of it in 
Alexander's day (App, to). But it was undoubtedly in Greek hands 
before Euthydemus died, whether its acquisition was due to him or to 
the Seleucids; we hear of a mysterious Antioch in Scythia,! which might 
have been the capital of the province, whatever it was, and it so the 
conquest may have been made by Demodamas during the joint reigns 
of Sefeucus and Antioch us I, the period wliich saw die exploration ot 

1 MiHjunt, Umtn'dshtmgtr. ?. Gtsck, von £rnn l p. 3011. tjfS, made its people the 

Barkanu>i (0, I’. Varkina), which ii< thought die sunt word 15 Fetgiwna. But 
Stepluims i.v, definitely makes this tribe neighbours of the Hyttanians; and they 

appear in the army of Darius III (Curt, ill, i,6), who certainly did not rule Ferg¬ 

hana, Herzfeld lias located the Paricani in Ferghana, p. i8( n. 3, 

1 Bmhclot pp. ipr, ipf. 
3 Andoch no. 10 in Stcplunus. But conceivably ii was only Alwcandria-Eidiite 

refounded. 
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the Caspian and the wailing-round of the Merv oasis, for Demodamas 
is known to have been active on the jaxartes.1 The Persian road which 
Alexander had followed from Samarcand only wmt to Cyropolis and 
die loop of die Jaxartes; but in 12B b+c. Chang-k'ien, coming from the 
east, travelled through Ferghana on "postal roads' and found it full of 
4 walled towns V arid Greek rule over the province is not in doubt 
(App+ to), though it cannot be said if they ruled the whole of Chang- 
ks ten's Ta-yuan, which seems to have been larger than die later 
Ferghana; in his day its then Saca lords held the river valleys up to die 
watershed on the Pamirs (*£.). The route through Chinese Turkestan 
to the West most favoured at a somewhat Later rime passed through 
Kashgar and thence ran, skirting rather than crossing the Pamirs, eo 
Irtish ram, where it bifurcated, one branch crossing the Terek pass and 
reaching Ferghana, the other, the later Silk Route, holding on down 
the Alai valley and so ultimately to Bactra;* with Bactria and Ferghana 
in his hands Euthydemus held the ends of both forks of the easiest 
route into Chinese Turkestan. 

There seems no doubt that he conquered and held some part of dial 
country. ApoUodorus says that the conquests of the Greek kings of 
Bactria extended to die Seres and Phryni,4 winch however does not 
necessarily mean that the two peoples were close together. The Seres 
will be considered later. The Phryni are mentioned again, under the 
name Phuni, by Pliny at a later period in association with the Tochari,* 
i.t% the Litde Yueh-ehi (p. 176) who settled in the Tarim basin some¬ 
where between 174 and t6o^ there has been so much confusion about 
this that it may be well to repeat6 the elementary fact that ApoUodorus 
does not mention the Tochari because they were not in the Tarim basin 
in c* 200 b.c., the period he is talking about, and Pliny does mention 
them because they had arrived there in the interval between e. 200 and 
the date of his source, Who the Phryni or Phuni were cannot be said; 
most certainly they were not die Hiung-nu, whose power was not 

* Pliny Yt, 49. 
a Sec Chapter vji p. 107 and also Appendix to, where the references are given. 
X See Sir A. Siein* On ancient iraekt past ike Pamirs, Himalayan journal IV, 

1931, pp. 10 sqq. and map. 
, 4 Strnlbo xiT f 16. 

5 Pliny vit $£f Phuni et Focari; sec also Kicking* Nurmi in PW cols. 
Gutechimd p. 45 n. J ^mended Food io Thocari, but it may be doubtful if this was 
really necessary; s^e Appendix zh 

i Tarn, SP Stud* p, 9, 
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extended into Chinese Turkestan dll after 174.' The Ch’ien-han-shu 
gives the names, in die first century B.C., of a great number of peoples 
and states in Chinese Turkestan, none of which seems to represent 
Phryni; but before they had more exact knowledge the Chinese had 
lumped together the peoples of die Tarim country on their western 
border under the general name of Ki’ang, and in the same way Phryni 
may be a general term for the peoples of the Kashgar-Yarkand or the 
Kiiotan country. Whether any Greek ever crossed into Chinese 
Turkestan by tile more difficult southern route from Badakshan across 
the Pamirs1 * may depend on what follows. 

In some of the Kharoshthi texts of the third century a.i>. brought by 
Sir A. Stein from the Khotan district in Chinese Turkestan there occur 
two Greek words for coins, stater and drachma, and a word milima, 
which is thought to be medimoos (a bushel);3 * also the word Yonu or 
Yona (i.e. ‘ Greek’) used as a proper named These seem certain. Two 
others Itave been suggested; one is diat a word khi is derived from jaw,5 
another measure of capacity, and die other that a word hinajhasya is 
a translation of tjrpatyyiw, ‘general’,6 which has however been thought 
too conjectural to be accepted.7 One cannot suppose that these words 
were brought by traders from Roman Asia in Imperial times, as many 
of the Greek seals from the Khotan country were (pp. 36* r?.), for it 
is impossible to see how they can have brought the word stater. But 
diough no Greek king later than Eucratides coined staters, the word 
survived in India asa measure of weight; it occurs, together widt drachma, 
in two Kharoshthi inscriptions from Taxila of about the Christian era :8 
and another Kharoshthi inscription on a silver saucer from Taxila, early 

1 Tonuschek, {Fieri S.B. cxvi, 188B, p. 769, proposed to read &ovvai OtSn-oi 
of CtHti»s= Huns. I do rot know of anyone who has accepted this; die word 
Outrun is many centuries later than A polled oms, and the lining-nu were not 
in the Tarim basin till some time between rheir final defeat of die Yueh-chi, 176 
or 174, and ijS, when they caught Chang-k’ieit; see p- 479 and also Herzfdd, 
SaJcosran. p. 14, 

* Stdn op. cit. pp. 1 *$}- and map. 
3 F. w, Thorny JRaS 1914 p- P* W for millna,JRAS 1930 p, 104, 

and see T. Burro*., BSOS vu, 1935, p. 7*b 
* Thtmi^JIUS 1914 p* *7i- 5 Burrow, JRAS 193 * p, 
* Burrow, fiSQS vnT 193*, p. 514; cf. Sun Konow, Indkn Culturt h, 193^ 

p. tofj who thought il might even be earlier than the third century. 
7 Tliomas, BSQS vmt 1936, p. 7S9. 
s COT no, sxxvn* 3 and 4 (pp- 9M)? *« &Een Konow, Am QnmmB*vi, 191s, 

p. lib 
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in the first century A.D., gives the signs of all three coins* stater, drachma* 
and obol.1 Now a piece of silk, with a trader’s memorandum written 
on it in Brahmi* which was discovered at a mined watches cation on the 
old Chinese Zimcs9 is said to show that traders from India* coming for 
silk* had already reached the Li/tuts in the latter part of the first century 
b.c.j" while in the first three centuries A-D. there were settlements of 
Indian-speaking people in the Khotan country (p* 365); ^ possible 
therefore that these Greek words thus passed into Chinese Turkestan 
from India in the course of trade,3 in the same way that coins of some 
of die Greek kings—Hermaeus and probably Menander—passed into 
the same country from India,4 

But though this must always be a possible view, I doubt if it be 
the true one. In 1935 Professor F. W. Thomas discovered in these 
Kharoshthi documents from the Khotan district two occurrences of the 
word irapc/jjSoAij, camp.5 This word cannot well have been brought by 
Indian traders, hut points to Greek military occupation* just as ^Chester 
(castra) in English points to Roman military occupation; one recalls 
the TTapcpftoktl near Barygaza (p* 148), and it is possible that Trap*fi/friA?} 
survived in India as a place-name*6 like Chester, It may be therefore 
that all these Greek words in the Khotan country are a deposit from 

Euthydemus1 conquest* The rime-gap is considerable, but hardly a real 
objection; putting -Chester aside* it has been pointed out that old names 
of coins may survive for a very long time* and a case has been cited of 
the use of "ATribal (Sjpa^poQ in Egypt three and a half centuries after 
the last Attic drachma had been coined and over six centuries since the 
last drachma on anything which could be called the Attic standard had 
been struck in Egypt.? One cannot assert that these Greek words do 

1 AS/ 1919-30 pp. 61 no. 46 and fij : Aspavarmasa stmEegra Sa. 10, 1. Dra. 2, 
O. a. (Too late for inclusion in C/L) The known name of ihc itfaUgM Aspavanna 
dates this inscription to near the end of the Azes dynasty* 

1 Sir A- Stein* Asia Major, 1 firth anniv. voL 1913* pp. 367-72. 
1 This seems to be the view of F, W. Thomas, Acta Qricntalia xiv7 jjT 193^ 

p. 109. I had thought so myself prior to Thomas' discovery of *A 
* A silver coin of Hermacus from KargbaliL, Str A. Stein, StnoJla eie p. 1340; 

not counting his ‘Chinese1 copper coin (p. 338). A coin probably Menander's! 
R. Hwrn!e*/j^5i7 lxviti, 1899, pt, i, extra no. i, p. 27. 

s Ada Qmmtm BIT ii p. 109. 
* Professor Thomas suggested to me that the name Uapa:jSdAH* a to wn on the 

Indus, PtoL vit* i, 6t* might be Alexander had left some garrisons 
aJotig the Indus, Ait. AnaL Vt* 17, 1. 

7 J* G. Milne, JEA xx, ^934, p, 193; the 'Arrutal he dtes are from P. 0*y. 
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date from Euthydemus1 conquest; but of the two possibilities this view 

seems to me at present the more probable one. 
One result of this conquest of Euibydemus, wherever it extended to, 

was that nickel, which was not isolated in Europe dlJ 1751* began to 
appear in Bactm. The Chinese used several alloys m which nickel was 
combined with other metals; and since chemical analysis has shown 
that the composition of the Bactrian 4 nicker coins is almost identical 
with that of the alloy known to the Chinese as "white copper'1 there 
can be no doubt that the Bactrian nickel came from China, whether it 
came as an alloy or cdver^dse^TJut Euthydemus himself did not coin 
nickel; and as all the nickel coins known were struck by sub-kings of 
his son Demetrius—Euthydemus II, Pantaleon, and Agathocles—it 
seems dun the penetration of Chinese Turkestan must be placed to¬ 
wards die very end of Euthydemus* reign. Whether lie was seeking 
touch with China, ruled since 201 by die enterprising Han dynasty, 
cannot be said.2 There was certainly no direel trade with China during 
the Greek period, for through caravans from China to Iran only started 
in 106 B.c. as a consequence of Chang-k'ien’s missions;3 such exports 
from China as reached Greek Ehctria were passed along from one 
people to another, as they always had been; in this way came the 
nickel, and m this way the bamboos and cloth from Szechuan which so 
astonished Chang-klezn when he saw them in Bactria,* But when in 
tsS b+g* Ghang-klen first reached Ferghana it is recorded that the 
people there wTere overjoyed, because *they had tried in vain to com¬ 
municate with China V presumably therefore attempts to open up 
through communication had been made from the Greek side, though 
it was the Chinese who finally succeeded in doing it 

In the west, at some time subsequent to 206 Euthydemus crossed the 
Arius and took, from Parthia the Parthian satrapies of Astauenc and 

an j (a.d. ji<S)+ a. Mettle. C. Pi^uk, La ckr^uf d*£%y?v ieP 193 5* BiMiag, 
Papyrw p. 416, for sortie modern instances' in Belgium titc 20 franc piccr if> 
sail tilled a Louis. One mlgtii compare some English nautical terms, like star¬ 

board, foVsIe. , _ h 
^ 1 W, Flight, NC i368 p. 305. White copper, neglecung decimals, tfl 79 P*T «*- 
copper, 16 per cent, nickel, and 4 per cen t, iron; the Baetmn coins are 77 per oent- 
copperT 20 per cent- nickel, t per cent, ironp and a little cobalt, nnt and sulphur. 

Tin; other known Chinese alloys of nickel contain a, good deal of jant 
* ITie Cihas who appear among the retinue of Bhagaoattn-Apollodotus Hi the 

MakdMSnita (B. C. Law, M. Culture «i, 1937, P- 7j0 an hardly be Clunese. 

3 Mirth, pp- 103,13s; Wylie pp+ <$9, 7*+ 4 Hirth p. 98* 5 than p, 9* 
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Apavarktikene and perhaps part of Parthyene, which became (with a 
different division) the Bactrian satrapies of Tapuria (or Tapuruah) and 
Tiaxtane,1 Tapuria being the country of die Tapuri about the upper 
A trek and Traxiane die Kasaf-rud valley widi its capita! at Susia-Tos 
and probably extending northward. The conquest is reflected in Apol- 
Jodorus’ statement that the Arms flows through Bacma,5 and it implies 
a war with Pardiiat though the occasion is unknown. The two new 
satrapies, with die outlying Bactrian samtpy of Margiane (Merv) and 
the country betw een die Margus and the lower Arms (which may have 
been part of the Mery satrapy) to connect rhem,3 were formed into a 
sub-kingdom for Huthydemus' second son Amimachm;* his seat was 
probably Antioch-Morv, as his kingdom appears to have been generally 
known as Margiane. Cunningham, who knew more about die find-spots 
of coins than anybody, has recorded that he would have put Anti- 
machus' kingdom in Margiane^ but for his own theory of the Bactrian 
mints, which has never been accepted by anybody and may now be left 
nut of the question (App. t); and this kingdom of Margiane appears in 
Ptolemy, who, as will be seen later (Chap, vi), has preserved a good 
deal of information about the second century from ‘Trogus’ source' 
(p. 4j)- Ptolemy's divisions of Asia, speaking generally, are the old 
Achaemenid-Alexander satrapies, but he makes Margiane (vi, 10) a 
separate division of Asia as though it had been a satrapy. This it never 
was; under Darius I the Merv district (Margus in Old Persian) was Eart of the Bactrian satrapy and when it revolted it was the satrap of 

actria who was entrusted with its reduction;* Alexander continued 
this arrangement (all his satrapies are known and Margiane is not 
among them), and there is nothing to show that the Seleucids ever did 
otherwise. The name Margiane, from its form, must be that of a Seleucid 

* ?,rakQ **■ ?l?' r$v Tf ’A&nuZnrou ttjV rt Tavpietov^ on which see Tarn 
SP Stud. pp, 1O—4. 1 

with Polybius’ Tayavpiay (X, ; Gutschmid ° conjecture " ii 
certain), which was somewhere east of die lower Anus; see Tam SPStad. o u- 
CAN vui p. 141 n, 1, ? 

' * The facts connected with Anrimachus’ pedigree brought our in Chaoier v 
pp. ioq jy. amply confirm this. r 

* NC 19 (59 p. jj. 
‘ Bchisiun j8-y (F. H. Wetabreli, DU J&ktgnju* drr AtkaemaMt*, 

Darius ends with This t, what I did in Bmna\ The name Margus does rot ££ 
in any of Danu* lists of provinces. 
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eparchy (App. 2), the eparchy of Merv proper (not Ptolemy's Greater 
Margianc); like die other Seleudd eparchies of Bactria, it became under 
Euthydemus a satrapy of the Bactrian kingdom (p. 113) and at a later 
dme a satrapy of die Parthian kingdom,1 

Now Ptolemy in Iran never notices or reflects either the Bactrian or 
the Parthian reorganisation, but gives eparchy names everywhere as 
what they originally were, subdivisions of the old satrapies; his usage 
is consistent throughout. The Parthian* took Merv in the reign of 
Mithridaics II some time between his accession in 124 and 115,1 as parL 
oi die liquidation of the great Sara invasion which began in 129; and as 
no place can be found for Ptolemy's Greater Margiane after diat date, 
its existence must lie somewhere between the reorganisation of Bactria 
by Diodotus or Euthydemus on the one hand and the Parthian conquest 
oi Merv on die odier, which means that Greater Margiane was either 
the kingdom of some Bactrian king or a short-lived Saca kingdom 
somewhere between 129 and 11 f. But die nomad or semi-nomad Sacas 
were hardly likely to have carried out a comprehensive reorganisation 
during their brief occupation of the country, though they possibly set 
up a transient kingdom in Trio;Line (p. 293); it seems certain enough 
that Greater Margiane must belong to the Bactrian period, and, if so, 
no Idng comes in question but Amimachus.J Besides, as will be seen 
(Chap, v), he must have ruled somewhere westward of Bactria itself, as 
he was one of the two sub-kings who bore the first brunt of Eucratides’ 
attack; and he cannot have been far away, as the coin-portrait for his 
tetradrachms was engraved by the artist X (p. 73), who must have 
w-orked in Bactra, and some of his money was seemingly coined in 
Bacim (App, 1), Ptolemy (vi, to) includes in his Greater Margiane the 
lapuri, that is the new satrapy of Tapuria, and Gouriane (p. 88 n. 3) 
between die lowrer Arius and Margos rivers. He also includes the 
Dahae, which may mean diat Antimachus had, or cbimed, rule over 

j Isidore 14. 

Tam,-W'Shei, pp, i j-i S, CAM ix p. 585. By uj I mean the date (Hinfa’s) 
of Qtamg-k ienpa second mkhiont which Hcrzfeld puts in i S&kasiun p, itf, I1 I do not mean thai Ptolemy*3 Margiane necessarily gives die correct boundaries, 
but dim it shows them was stich a kingdom; sec also p. 90 n.1* Of the scanty occur¬ 
rences of [lie word Margiane, Pliny Vlt 46 and Strabo xih 516- u^. yj are the 

Seleurid eparchy; Strabo it, 7** Isidore 14, Justin KXJt 1, iop and the Parthian 
Mnpyiawj coin (BMC Farikia p_ 40) are die Parthian satrapy; Strabo xt, 515, 

a reference 10 die oasis, might be either; Curtins Vlt, to* r* and lx, yf 4 are merely 
unsafe emendations. 

s 
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the southern part of the Caspian steppes/ Ptolemy makes the schematic 
boundary of his Greater Marine much the Caspian just north of 
Elyrcama; but it certainly did not reach the Caspian, or reach it to any 
purpose. This Greater Margiane was also known to one of Pliny's 
sources/ 

We have now got the rough outline of the kingdom of Antimachus, 
and it gives several pieces of information. Undoubtedly he was a 
sub-king under his father Euthydemus, and subsequently under his 
brother Demetrius (Chap, v). The Seleudds had never employed a 
system of sub-kings of their own race; when the heir-apparent governed 
die East he was in theory joint-king with his father of die whole 
kingdom and Babylon dated by the two jointly- Eudiydemus intro¬ 
duced a new state-form, in which a younger son might mte a definite 
pan of the realm not as joint-king or as satrap but as sub-king, with the 
right of coining. We shall meet many such sub-kings again; they 
explain that standing numismatic puzzle, the large number of kings in 
the early period. The Parthians, those supreme imitators, may have 
borrowed the idea of sub-kings; Mithridates III wras seemingly for a 
time a sub-king of his brother Orodes 11,3 and it seems that some of the 
great Parthian feudatories were practically sub-kings in their own 
districts,4 

Antimachus1 regular coin-type of Poseidon and trident on his various 
issues has rightly been held to indicate a naval victory. It was certainly 
not won on the Indus, for he had no connection with India,5 and as 
this type was his regular coin-type from the start the victory must have 
been won early in his reign, long before the invasion of India; it may 
indeed have been the occasion of the grant to him of the royal title/ 
And certainly no Bactrian king reached or used the * unnavigated* 
Caspian; for one thing, Parthia lay between them. A unique bronze 
coin of Antimachus from Sdstan/ showing on one side an Indian 
elephant (the usual adoption of a Seleucid type, p. 213) and on the other 
Nike bearing a wreath and standing on the prow of a galley, one of die 

1 h might merely reflect the fact that the Daltic were in Xerxes' empire (ph 80). 
1 Because Pliny vip 47 refers to jrwnfonx in MargEane: ab huftis excdsis, 
1 FL DnMeh Z. jf! Num* fcXSttt, 1922, p. S7J* 
1 Henfetd, SakAttatt, ntm 

* Cfl Cunningham, NC 1S69 p, 38. 
* As he was die first sub-king, he may for a time have been only 2 eovemor 

before he received the roya! title. 
J BMC pr 164 no. 1. 
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numerous imitations of the Victory of Samothrace, must refer to the 
same victory; but it was not won on the Hamun lake, for at this time 
Seistan was Seleudd and the presence of this one coin there is an acci¬ 
dent of trade, like his coins from Baluchistan (p* p4)+ The only place 
where the ruler of Merv can have won a naval victory is on the Oxtis; 
and what Antimachus did was to defeat a fleet of die Sacas (Massa- 
getae)* The use made of Sacks on Xerxes' fleet shows that among them 
were people acquainted with the water;1 and one tribe of the Massa- 
getae, the Apasiacae, which is Apa-saka, ' Waier-Sacas V3 are said to 
have lived about the middle reaches of the Oxu^ north-westward of 
the effective boundary of die Baeirian kingdom. A century later, when 
Sacas had invaded India, the naval symbolism on die coins of Maues 
and Azcs shows that they had fleets and fought batdes on the Indus 
and the Jhelum (Chap, virr); similarly the Water-Sacas would have 
shipping on the Oxu*,4 presumably combining trade and piracy in the 
usual way* It must be remembered that the Massagetae were not ail 
nomads (p, 8 i). 

But die startling thing on Antimachus’ coins is that he calls himself 
Theos, 'the god'J No king of any of the western dynasties called 
himself Theos on his coins till Antioch us IV, and though Antimachus 
overlapped the first few years of Antioch us (Chap* v), Ms regular 
coinage had certainly begun long before 175, when Antiochus ascended 
the throne; if there was borrowing, which seems unlikely, it was done 

1 See A, Herrmann, S&km in PW cols* 1780, 1784. 
1 Apa-Saka was TomaschcFs interpretation, fPim SB cnf 1833, p. 3u$. It is 

undoubtedly light, and is supported by the form Psacae In Pliny vip yci, which in 
Ptolemy vn, 11 has become fjdaHaL, 

J Strabo xi, yi tqv ^TfCfft&KcLf 
ifyjpri ST 'EpaTQcrQtvT)? t Irti Mncnroyfrqv rotff Ba*- 

rpltyts TTVpU-XfiiT&Qt rrpor Srailr Tap a rtf *Q£dv, That the rtVfarJflglc$S 'ApaxuiTQ&S 
ahoiild be *AnwwKQf is dear from die context. Polybius in Stephanos a.v. 
m&Kai is a little more precise than Eratosthenes; they are an eftwofthe Massage tae, 
who live on the middle Oius. Cf Polyh. 4S. 

* Patrodes called the Oxtts riksiovr (App. 14; Polyb, X, 48 frAqjTtk only 
copies), which might have been suggested by native shipping on it* His eW<Wt 
(Strabo Xi, 507)—the point of view of a man sailing into the Caspian down the 
gulf which stretched towards the Aral—may also indicate native shipping, for the 
use of cftnrAai* just before may show tltat the word mesms mote than simply 
iitfivvTi. And on the Persian side the MUit Ytut J14 refers to the 'broad navi¬ 
gable watersh of the Oxus; Christensen at, p. zi6, (See however p. 479 n. 7-) 

' BMC pP 11, jSamXifA*? &€dv *Amfidxotr. So on his pedigree coins, ii. 
p. 1G4, ^W&Wqktor 'A foot?. 
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by the Seleurid. Tltere is also a Parthian ‘beardless’ coin on which 
some Parthian king called himself Theos,1 a title not used again 
officially by any Parthian king, though Greeks gave it unofficially to 
Ph mates IV j* Wroth tentatively attributed this coin to Phriapitius 
because his son Axtabanus II (Wroth’s Artabanus E) called himself 
0«h7qt*upf 'son of a god but, whichever of the early Arsadds it may 
have been, the title Theos was borrowed from Antimachus. Why did 
Antimachus, a younger son who was only a sub-king of his father 
Eurhydemus when he settled his coin-types, adopt this title? So far 
as Is known, the Euthydemid kings wen* not gods during life, though 
Euthydcmus was deified after death,3 perhaps with the usual state-cult, 
and one has only to look at Antimachus’ face to see that there is no 
overweening pride there; lie is rather amused at himself Now 
Alexander in private had been ironical about his divinity; once when 
wounded he had said to those who called him a god: 'This, you see, is 
blood and not ichor such as flows in the veins of the blessed gods".'4 
And there had been irony enough in the snub once administered by 
Antigonus Gonatas to the poet who called him god;* 1 need not cite 
later cases,6 And irony might be the explanation of Antimachus' 
adoption of the divine title: this is what the great kings think, so let a 
small king say it. Indeed one small king had practically said it before, 

though nor in irony; Atexarchus of Ouranopolis (p, jio) had called 
himself die Sun and had put the Sun on his coins. The more that 
strange man is considered the more important he grows as a forerunner 
of later ideas; we shall meet a king presently (p. a to) who may have 
had him in mind, and one cannot say that his example may not have 
suggested to Anriochus IV the assumption on his coins of the radiate 
crown of Helios the Sun-god and to Antimaehus the assumption on 
his coins of the divine title. However it be, there are the coins of 
Antimaehus the god; and strange enough it is, 

I come now to the south. It has already been mentioned that 
Demetrius’ conquest of die Seleurid provinces of eastern Iran cannot 
have been made till the battle of Magnesia (t8p) and the following 

1 BAIL Punhid pp# JtJtiXj 5, #fo0 'Apadxw. 
1 In the Zamaspes poems from Susa, Phraarcs IV is Seed rntytcpaTopit? SEC vn 

ii, IJ- * 
1 Evfh&^pm $t&v on one of Agaihodes* pedigree coin*, BMC p, io+ 
4 PItit- Afor* 3410, efi n 
* IL 360 c, 
6 The most famous is Vespasian's 1 Vae* puio, deus fro1. 
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peace of Apamea (]S8) had rendered Antioch us HI powerless to inter¬ 
fere, and that Euthydemus must have been dead before the attack was 
made, or Demetrias in Arachosta would have been named Euthydemia.1 
Certainly a few copper coins of Euthydemus were once found in tbe 
Indus at Attock,1 but what they show is what his numerous copper 
coins found in Seistan show,* not that he was alive when Demetrius 
conquered Sds&n, still less when he invaded India, but that Euthydemus' 
money, like that of Eucratides (p. 217) and probably several other 
kings, continued to be struck after his death. The coin-types are im¬ 
portant here. Eutliydemus’ regular type was Heracles seated on a rock, 
resting after his labours] doubtless it was settled after Antiodius III 
retired, and meant that Euthydemus had made of Bactria an important 
kingdom. But Demetrius> regular type was Heracles standing and 
crowning himself; the new king envisaged fresh labours and conquests, 
and may even have thought from the start of invading India just as 
Alexander had of invading Persia. Somewhere between 187 and 184 
or thereabouts Demetrius annexed to his kingdom three Seleurid 
provinces, Aria, Arachosia, and Seistan.1 With Sdstan he acquired the 
locus of a number of important routes which radiated from that centre; 
one going eastward by Kandahar to the Lower Indus; one going 

north-eastward by Ghazni and Kabul to the Paropamisadae, where it 
joined die main Bactra-Kapisa-Taxila route; one going northward by 
Herat to Merv and across the Oxus to Bokhara; and two main routes to 
the west, the land road by Perscpolis and Susa to Seleuceia and Baby¬ 
lonia and, perhaps more important, the route which came to the sea at 
the Gulf oi Ormuz (App. 12), 

Demetrius certainly never conquered Camiania, but Gedrosia pre¬ 
sents a problem, for though it is not in Justin’s list it is possible that he 
held the eastern part; but if so it was probably not annexed till after the 

DmaeLrias in Sind (p. T41) is practically conclusive diar Demetrias in Antchosia 
was named after Demetrius himself and not after some supposed father of Euthy- 
demtis. His latltcr’s name is unknown. 

Cunningham, HC 1869 p. 136. The belief that copper never navels far from its 
place of origin is unfounded; see Appendix i. 

’ Ik p. 138; CHIp. 441* hmtauxi by the Saras of Sdsran; Rapson,/,fl/f,S 1904 
p. 673 no. 

4 Justin XLi, C, 3, a list of the provinces taken by Eucratides from Euthydemid 
sub-kings (p. 199), Strabo xj, jij attributes the conquest of njn tyyvs avrijr 
(Bactria) irdtw 10 of Evdd&fyaoir, but this phrase is quite consistent with 
the conquest of the north by Euthydemus and of the south by his son. 
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conquest of Sind. For among the peculiar notices relating to Gcdrosia 
which we possess (p. 260), one says that Patalene was in Gedrosia* 
and another that the Gedrosians performed the tragedies of Euripides 
and Sophocles,1 which implies some important urban centre; and the 
only way to make sense of these notices is to suppose that eastern 
Gedrosiai had been annexed to the satrapy of Patalene (p. 233) and was 
governed not from Demetrias in Arachosia but from Demetrias in Sind 
(p. 142). If so, this was done for the sake of the spice trade. For barren 
as much of Gedrosia was, it produced one of the tilings which all 
Greeks coveted—spices ;4 and the Bactrian coins found in Baludiistan* 
for die period prior to its annexation by Mitliridates I of Parthia—coins 
of Demetrius, of his brother Andmaehus, of his sons Euthydemus II 
and Pantaleon, of his conqueror Eucratides—may attest a trade in the 
export of spices to Bactria and the West. 

In Arachosia Demetrius founded a city which bore his name, 
Demetrias;6 it was a sign that Seleucid suzerainty over the Euthydemids, 
if it had existed, was at an end, for to found a city bearing your own 
name was a proclamation of independence (p. 208). Isidore, i.e, the 
Parthian survey, places Demetrias on the main route from Seistan by 
AJexandria-Ghazni to Kabul, and somewhere between Seistan and 
Ghazni J The old Persian capital of the combined Seistan-Arachosia 
satrapy, known as ‘the Arachosians', had been somewhere in the 
neighbourhood of Kalat-i-GiIzai, convenient for governing both the 
Seistan plain and the hill country of Arachosia; but Alexander had 
detached Seistan from Arachosia and had left the hill land as a separate 
satrapy, with its capital at his new city of Alexandria-Ghaznt. But in 
Demetrius’ scheme Seistan was again to be united with the Arachosian 
hill land under one sub-king, and therefore neither AJexandria-Pro- 
phthasia (pp. 14, 347), Alexander’s capital of Seistan, nor Alexandria- 
Ghazni was suitably placed for the ruler’s seat; there can be little doubt 
that lie founded Demetrias to be again a joint capital and therefore 
founded it at, or as representing, the old Persian centre, ’ die Aracho- 

1 Marcianos i, ja (GGM 1 p, 534); from some Hellenistic source. 
1 Plut. Mar, jiSu. 
1 On the natural division of Gcdrosia into two halves and the greater importance 

of the eastern half sec Killing, Gtdrosia in PW. Stephan us r.v. Arabia implies that 
at some period eastern Gcdrosia was autonomous j 1 do rot know what it mum 

* Art. VI, 22, 4; Strabo xv, 721. 
5 Rap-urn, NC 1904 pp. 319-21. 4 Isidore 19. 
1 For the whole of this paragraph see Appendix 9. 
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sums'; in the first century B.c, the old town-name, as happened so 
often, came back in the form Araehosia. It was not a retrograde step, 
for the division of the land into at least three Parthian satrapies later1 
shows that Arachosia- with-Seistan formed at least three separate satrapa! 
governments (representing the Seieucid eparchies) under the Euthydemid 
sub-king, Arachosia forming one satrapy and Seistan at least two—- 
Zarangiane, die Hamun lake country, and Paraitakene, die lower 
Helmand,afterwards Sacastene; there may have been a third, Tatakene.1 

There is no real evidence as to who was Demetrius’ sub-king in 
Seistan-Arachosia till we come to Pantaleon and Agathocles (Chap, tv), 
who show that these provinces were a unit of government; but as 
Demetrius cannot have employed his two younger sons before the two 
elder ones, whose dates are reasonably certain, there must have been an 
earlier sub-king. Since die only alternative to Apollodotus would be 
to invent an unknown prince who has left no trace in the coinage, that 
sub-king can only have been Apollodotus; his coins have been found 
there,3 but apparen t] v Euthydemus* copper was still struck as the copper 
currency of die new provinces. What happened to Aria (Herat) is 
uncertain, but it is more probable that it was joined to Antimachus’ 
kingdom than to Seistan-Arachosia; for when the colleague of Mith- 
ridates II, u, the Suren, drove the Saca invaders northward he recorded 
on his coins the conquest of Aria, Traxiane, and Merv,+ which may 
mean dial he was clearing Antimachus’ one-time kingdom before 
dealing with Seistan-Arachosia. What is tolerably certain is that, when 
Eucratides arrived, Antimachus and Agathocles between them were 
ruling all the Iranian provinces westward of Bactria and India, however 

divided (see further Chap, v), 
Tliis finishes the outlying provinces of the Bactrian realm; but before 

coming to Bactria itself something must be said about die extremely 
important country which under the Persians and Alexander had been 
the satrapy of die Paropamisadae,* though it may not have been acquired 

* Isidore 17, i§, 19. It must be remembered dm he does roc give all the Parthian 
satrapies. 1 Plot, vi, 19, 3. 

1 Cunningham, NC 1S69 p, 146, 1870 p, 78; BMC p. xinevii; CHI p. J48. 
« Tam, SP Stud, pp. iG-j8. For die identity of my ‘king of the campaign coins * 

with Herzfdd's Suren see Appendix id. 
1 I follow Strabo's spelling; Atriin'i Parapamisadae looks like an obvious Greek 

alteration. The forms Panipanisadae and Patapanisadae also iiccur. AH I want is 
die name by which Greeks knew tile country; which form is likeliest to be correct 
is guess-work. 
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till after Euthydemus' death. Certainly it by on the Indian side of the 
Hindu Kush; hut at this time it belonged very definitely to the Iranian 
and not to the Indian system, which I understand accords with the 
physical nature of the country. This satrapy had once extended to the 
Indus,1 but in the second century b.g., as doubtless since Alexander's 
time, it only reached from the Hindu Kush to the Kunar river, com¬ 
prising the country which was to be one of the Greek strongholds for 
a century after the loss of Bactria itself—the valleys of die Panjshir and 
Ghorband rivers under the Hindu Kush, some part of Kalins tan, and 
also Laghman, Kabulistan, and the country about the Kabul (Kophen) 
river to the frontier town towards Gandhara, Ptolemy's Nagara- 
Dionysopolis, represented to-day by Jalalabad. (See Map 3.) 

The Paropamisadae, to-day part of Afghanistan, has sometimes been 
politically part oflndia, bur throughout the Macedonian period it had 
been considered to belong to Iran, even though Indian or semi-Indian 
races might extend north and west of the Kunar river; the mixture of 
races is reflected in the fact that the satrapy had no racial name like 
Media or Bactria, but was only know n to Greeks as ‘ the Paropamisadae 
the peoples of the Paropamisus or Hindu Kush; if it had an official 
name it is lost. Alexander had appointed a succession of Iranian satraps 
to the country—Proexes, Tyriaspes, Oxyartes;1 Eratosthenes had ex¬ 
pressly distinguished it from Indiap a number of the old local names 
are said to be Iranian;4 and it had received the regular organisation of 
a Sebucid satrapy, die division into eparchies^ Most of the eparchy 
names can be recovered. Pliny (vt, 91) gives the name Kapisene, with 
Kapisa as its capital; it included die Panjshir valley and Knfiristan, or 
part of it. Step hanus gives the name Opiane6 with its capital Alexandria; 

1 Eratosthenes op. Stmim xv, 713-4. He made die Indus die western boundary 
of India (Strabo xv,689; Pliny vi, 5$), a statement repeated by other ancient writers. 

* H. Bcrvc, Da* Akxandtrreiek, under die several names.' 
J Strabo xv, 713-4. * A, Fcueher,/^ 1931, p. 3,8. 
5 The names, like the corresponding names in GandMra (p. 137), represent 

Demetrius’ division tmo satrapies, but, unlike GandMra, they must have been 
Scleurid eparchies first. Tltat they would be small compared* to those of (sav\ 
Media is naturally no objection: Rutland is a county as mudt as Yorkshire. ' '* ’ 

4 Alexandria no. 3, tv rfj ’Oirttbij ivord njv 'IvSik^v. Opiane is the reeio 
referred 10 in Pliny vr, 9*, dcindc cujus oppidum Alexandria a condicore dictum■ 
the clause, often misunderstood, is quite complete as it stands, regia being under¬ 
stood after dtrindc from the clause before. Pliny’s sixth book ja only a collection 
of notes very briefly transcribed; but vi, 91, the Paropamisadac, is good stuff if 
properly construed- 
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the connecrion of Gpiane with the ruins of Opian near Charikar seems 
obvious, and presumably it also included the country to the southward 
about Ak Serai. Kabulistan was Kophene* with its capital Kophcn 
(Ortospana-Kabul), origin of the Giinese Ki-pin (App- 9), The fourth 
eparchy was the Ghorband valley with Bamyan, extending to the 
boundary of Bactria, wherever 5r was. Its name is unknown, hut it is 
given In Pliny as the regie (province) about Cartana, north of Oplane 
and opposite BacLria,1 an unmistakable description of the district 
through which ran the main route (p, 139) between Bactra and Alex¬ 
andria in Oplane. Last comes Strabo's Bandobene,1 a name found again 
on the Daemon side of the mountains (p* 114); it must be Laghman, 
as no other district is left* To call all this country the upper Kabul 
valley, os is often done* is misleading, especially as In the Greek 
period Kabul was of very secondary importance* and in default of 
better I shall keep the clumsy but expressive Greek name * the Para- 
pamisadae1. 

1 here was a good deal of Greek settlement in die country, and there 
was one city oi considerable importance, the double dry AJexandria- 
Kap]*aT3 capital of the Paropamisadae and gateway of lndia7 which 
stood at the 'rpiohos from Bactra \ die point where the three routes 
over the Hindu Kush (p* 139) from Bacrria met; roughly speaking, the 

wras about the junction of the Pan]shir and Ghorband rivers. 
Alexander had founded Alexandria of the Caucasus, the 'Queen of the 
Mountains* of the Alexander-Romance, on the west side of the united 
Panjshir-Ghorband river near their confluence in what was afterwords 
Gpiarte, faring the old native town of Kapisa on the east side in what 
was afterwards Kapisene. Alexandria was the Greek city, and must 
have had a substantial Greek population, but the chief god of the 
combined city* as die coins show, was the elephant-god of Kapisa who 
lived on Mount Pilusan and was graecised as Zeus (pp. 13S, 213), The 
two towns must have formed one city, but their political relationship 
cannot be guessed* The Hellenistic w^orld was familiar with double 

1 Pliny vi, 91- coming from die north, Car tana oppidum.* .Kmc regia est ex 
adverse BjctrUnorum, Opiane (see preceding note) Lmmedbiefy follows. 

1 Strabo xvp 657, a confused passage; his "Choaspes*, flowing rhrough Bando- 
bene and Gandham, must here mean* not the Kiinar, but the united Fanjshir- 
Ghorband river- Writers so me rimes treated one liver of die Paropamisadae system 
as die main river. Sometimes another (A. Foueher, BSOS vi, 1930-i, p. 347); 
hence a good deal of confusion* 

j On this and what follows see Appendix 6. 
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dries, like Demetrias-Pagasae,1 but it is hardly possible that Kapisa 
should have been a deme of Alexandria as Pagasae was of Demetrias; 
it may have ranked in Greek eyes as its ‘village’, but we really know 
no more how the native dty was part of Alexandria than we do how 
Babylonian Opis was part of Sdcucda on the Tigris. But if a modern 
theory be correct,* there was a close parallel to Alexandria-Kapisa in 
Seleuceia-Ctesiphon (Old Ctesiphon), which was also one dty though 
divided by the Tigris, and which may have been copied from the older 
foundation. Native Ctesiphon must have received some Greek settlers, 
and, though at first a 1 villageperhaps ultimately became, or called 
itself, a polish There is nothing to show that Kapisa ever became a 
separatepolis; but as it was the capital of Kapisene there must have been 
some Greek settlement there. It would be natural to suppose that the 
palace and government buildings, and also the mint, were in the Greek 
dty; but though Alexandria had doubtless been the satrapal seat, it 
does not follow that it was the seat of the Euthydemid sub-kings who 
from rime to rime governed the Paropamisadae. Given the Euthydemid 
native policy, which we shall come to, there are many reasons why these 
sub-kings might have preferred to live in the native dty; Demetrius, 
we shall see, built what was virtually an Indian dty to be his capita], and 
Menander, who carried on the Euthydemid tradition, took for his capital 
the Indian Siigah and not the Greek Bucephak; and apart from policy 
die same motives of convenience may have come into play as those 
which led the later Parthian kings to make Ctesiphon and not Seleuceia 
their capital. Towards the close of Greek rule Alexandria and Kapisa, 
again like Seleuceia and Ctesiphon, were not always, it seems, under 
the same government; and there must have been a branch of the mint 
in both towns, normally using the same types, but each able on occasion 
to function independently, if we could distinguish the two mints 
which at present seems impossible, it would be a great help towards 
reconstructing the story. 

Cartana, nicknamed Tetragonis, must also have been a Greek dty-, 

1 On the situation of these two towns, one on either side of the river Lagoromma 
see now Ptigatm twd Dememtu by Fr. Stahl in, Ernst Meyer, and A. Heidner ioi! 
(map at end). 1 w 

1 McDowell, Coin/ from S(tench pp. 177 1^. 
5 Ctesiphon a Strabo xvi, 743; a iroAtf 'jSWijvfj, Jos. Am. xviil 377. 

The two dty-Fortunes holding hands on some coins of Sdeureia, first century a d 
have been thought to be Seleuceia and Ctesiphon; Allot ie de la Fuye, MDP xx 
l$lS, p. 39 no. 24; McDowell op. etr. pp. t«, 177-9. ' ’ 
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a native place rebuilt on the Hellenistic model,1 for tetragwtos is prac¬ 
tically a technical term for a city laid out on the Hellenistic plan described 
by Polybius,1 four-square with two main roads intersecting at the centre 
of the city. Pliny puts it in the Ghorband eparchy (p. 97) and there 
can be little doubt that it was Bamyan;1 the great Buddhist sculptures 
found at Bamytrn attest its importance later, and it must have been 
equally important in the Greek period from its position on die principal 
route (p, 139) from Baetra to AJexandria-Kapisa and so to India. 
Another Greek dry, Nicaea, perhaps founded by Alexander, is mentioned 
once, somewhere near and apparendy south of Alexandria;1 but it 
cannot be identified and may no longer have existed in the Greek period. 
Alexandria, Cartana, and Nicaea are the only places which can be 
figured as Greek dries; but there must have been a Greek settlement 
in the frontier town of Nagara-Dionysopolis (p. 1J9), and also at 
Kophen-Kabul (App. 9) on die road which ran from Alexandria-Kapisa 
by Alexandria-Ghazni to Seistan, though the French mission found 
Kabul disappointing. There must of course have been some military 
settlements, though they would usually be concealed under nadve 
names. One of Cretans, Asterusia, is recorded ;> an unnamed foundation 
ascribed to Alexander* would be another; Menander, who was a Greek 
of die Paropamisadae, may have been bom in one (p, 141); and Pliny 
gives a tribe Cataces or Cateces, which is only one of his usual mistaken 
transliterations from die Greek and is really Karoutot (catoect), settlers.' 

1 Pliny vx, 9ip postca Teirageims dictum, shows ii was rebuilt, 
1 Polyb. Vlf 31* ip, rcr^ayuiwj^j Strabo Xil, $66, iv nrpayiuvm See 

FP- 4*9 *¥* 
* ff it be Ptolemy1* Carsana* as Cunningham thought (Geog* p. ji), then 

Ptolemy** unnamed river is the GhorbancL 
4 Air. tv, 1 he of course use* the bier name Nicaea prokprioJly, which has 

been misunderstood (55 by Tscherikower p. 104) but i* common enough in Greek 
(*.£. HcLatorapylos in the Alexander-historians) as in English* Nicaca miff At be the 
'other city'* a day's journey from Alexandria, of Piod. xvi!, %j, a; t do hoe see 
bow it could be Kapisa< * Steplianns s*v. 

6 PJiny Vij 9i} ad Caneasum Cadruss* uppidum ah Alejandro conditum* Tliis 
has been much misunderstood, and Cadnisi has been called a city (Tscherikower 
p. 104; Kiessling, GtJrojia in PW* 901). Certainly there were lown-nams in 
India ending in ri, which Greek* sometimes trtm&isteniEed by iota and sometimes by 
eta. But had Pliny meant a town, he would have written, as he regularly does, 
oppidum Cadruri, and on his usage the meaning is dear enough:1 the Cadmri (and 
among diem) a city founded by Alexander/ The Cadrusi are otherwise unknown; 
Kiessling thought it die same word as Gcdiosl. 

7 Pliny iA For a rough list of similar mistakes see p* 481 n. J« 
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The Paropamisadae was not among the provinces ceded by Seleucus 
to Chandragupta. Extravagant views have been put forward as to what 
Seleucus did cede,1 but there is a passage from Eratosthenes, usually 
neglected, which seems plain enough.* It says that, before Alexander, 
the Paropamisadae, ArachosiaQ and Gedrosiaatl stretched to die Indus; 
the reference is to the Achaemenid satrapies, and it implies that in 
Persian times the Paropamisadae and Gandhara were one sat rap v. 
Alexander (it continues) took away from Iran the parts of these three 
satrapies which Say along the Indus and made of them separate nawKim 

(which must here mean governments or provinces); it was these which 
Seleucus ceded, being districts predominantly Indian in blood. In 
Gedrosia the boundary is known; the country ceded was that between 
the Median Hydaspes (probably the Purali) and the Indus, as is shown 
by a later mention of the Hydaspes* as die boundary of Iran in this 
direction. Of the satrapy which Eratosthenes calls Paropamisadae 
Chandragupta got Gandhara, the land between the Kunar river and the 
Indus; this is certain, because Eratosdienes says that he did not get the 
whole, while die thorough evangelisation of Gandhara by Asoka'shows 
that it belonged to the Mauryas. The boundary in Arachosia cannot be 
precisely defined; but, speaking very roughly, what Chandragupta got 
by east of a line starting from the Kunar river and following the water¬ 
shed to somewhere near Quetta and then going to the sea by Kahr and 
the Purali over; that will serve as an indication. The Paropamisadae 
itself was never Chandragupta's. 

When Alexander died, the satrap of the Paropamisadae was his 

‘ The ™ has been that of V, A. Smith (App. F in the 4th ed.J, wlio _ 
Chandn.^pra thc sntntp.es of Gcdraia, Arachoaa, Pampemis.dae mdAria Qn 
strength of Phny Vi, 69, B historical absurdity of unknown origin. 

1 Strabo xv, 1 gave it briefly m CAH vi pp. 4i3-,4. 'flit- whole h 

■"■n> .... ■»“* i»k^ 

“ ^U5aI ** pr 103 ,1- an^ aSm etephaS^ 

4 Kioaiingj Wydaspts a in PW. Oroaius v, i4t £ {Mifhridat« I n -m i f 
the HvdasjX' to the Jnd^, from Uvy, shows tho: it was boJ^Kf Jo™ 
though the eonqocK may have been trafuferred to him fr.-.m #kr> r. 'S 
Parrt iians\ Hertfe[ds Sakusun pT 40 say^ there was no 11 vdasiw& i l ' 'tL'r 
— - Ocosjus Cima.p.f; (»Js£,,S 

graecisetf as Hydaspes seem? to be not Indian but Iranian- C/f/n i^^ne 
pemier,JRAS 1927 p. tif. P- (68; J. Char- 
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father-in-law, the Saurian Oxyartes; he must have become virtually 
independent during die wars of the Successors, though he or his 
successor finally accepted die overlordship of Seleucus. One of the 
best numismatic authorities on these eastern borderlands has held that 
the name Vakhsuvar on a famous coin dated in the year 83 of some era 
is a transcript of Oxyartes and that die era cannot be the Seleucid;1 his 
deduction that Oxyartes founded a dynasty whose members all bore 
the same name and that this is a coin of the dynasty struck in a year 
between the limits 253 and 244 is very attractive, for such a dynasty has 
a certain probability in itself and would agree widi Asoka's inscriptions. 
Another of Alexander's Iranian satraps, Atropatcs, founded a similar 
dynasty in Azerbaijan, 'Media of Atropates’, which lasted long and at 
one lime played some part in history;1 and there is another case beside 
that of Oxyartes where only a single coin remans to testify to a lost 
kingdom (p. 484). The Oxyartes dynasty (if 11 existed) must have 
remained Seleucid vassals down to the rime of this coin, the time which 
saw the hand of the Seleucid slacken in the East and Asoka the Maurya 
at the height of his power. Asoka has recorded that he sent missionaries 
to Greeks on his frontier, which, from their being coupled with the 
Kambojas of Kafiristan (Kapisene), means die Paropamtsadae; but 
whereas at first he calls these Greeks a frontier people,* he afterwards 
treats them as included within his dominions,4 It looks as though, soon 
after die date of the coin, the Oxyartes dynasty ended and Asoka 
established some form of rule or suzerainty over die Paropamisadae, for 
when Antioch us III crossed die Hindu Kush, far from re-establishing 
Seleucid suzerainty over the province, he renewed friendship with 
Asoka’s descendant die Maurya Sophagasenos (p. 130) and merely 
used the occasion to raise the number of his elephants to tyo, an over¬ 
whelming force which, properly handled, should Iiave saved the battle 
of Magnesia by preventing Eumencs from charging. It cannot be said 
whether either Euthydemus or Demetrius acquired this important 
province prior to 184 (Chap, iv), for that Menander, a Greek of the 
Paropamisadae, had already been in Demetrius’ service for some time 
before that date (p. 141) proves nothing; it is possible, but die history 

1 Allmte dc- h Fuyc, Rirv. Ntim, xyns |ip-190 jjy., 1917 p. 31. There are oiher 
explanations of die word, 

8 For Atroparene see Hentfeld, Sakastan p. n and passim• also the story of 
Antony. 

1 Rock Edict 3. 4 Rock Edict 13. 
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of the Paxcpamisadac is a blank between 206 (Antioch us III) and 
Demetrius1 invasion of India. 

I come now to the kernel of Eu thy dermis1 kingdom, Bactria itself, 
including southern Sogdiana, the Samarcand country; for the natural 
Hne of division is said to be the mountains north of Samarcand, and 
whatever the political boundaries might be southern Sogdiana belonged 
to the Qxus basin and northern Sogdiana (para Sugdam)belonged with 
Ferghana to the basin of die Jaxartcs. Apoliodorus says that what 
made the Bactrian Greeks so powerful was the fertility of the country/ 
We have to think, not of the Afghanistan of to-day, but of a second 
Babylonia;1 a land of irrigation canals, where the Oxus and each of its 
tributaries were utilised to the utmost for cultivation where Merv was 
the centre of one vast garden an^ where the Samarcand district, said 
to be the most fertile land in Central Asia, was such a rich complex of 
water-courses and husbandry that its river, from which most of the 
water was drawn off before it could reach the desert, was known to 
Greeks as Polytimetus,1 the most predous1; a land comparatively thick 
with settlement, whatever die nationality of the settlers; a land called 
by Greeks the Jewel of IranJ The goddess of die land, Anahila 4 die 
undefiled1 (AnaMs), who in an old description has a thousand arms and 
a thousand canals, and streams mightily down from the mountains 10 
the Aral Sea, was originally the personiiicadon of the mighty Oxus 
itself;4 Bactria almost was die Oxus, in the sense that Egypt was the 
Nile/ It has been pointed out that, as a general thing, the deserts in 
north-eastern Iran given by Ptolemy are too small to accord with those 
now existing, that in Margiane he locates towns where to-day is only 
sand, and that remains of towns, villages, and cultivated land have been 
found beneath die Kizil-Kum desert in Sogdiana/ as they have beneath 
the Taklamakan, the moving desert of Chinese Turkestan* The 
Achaemenids had always paid great attention to the maintenance and 
development of irrigation,7 a thing inculcated by die Zoroastrian 
religion/ and parts of Iran, which otherwise would have been useless, 

^ Strabo XI* 1 Cf. Bcrthelot p. 
* Apollodorus* phrase (Strabo iA.)p ^ mqitfwqs 'Aptarffc 
4 Ed. Meyer, Jfmmir in Rosdicr. See also on AnahU G. M* Dahon, The tnantre 

pf the Oxuin and ed. iyi6 pp. xxvii a6 no. 103, ji no. ipB+ 
J The Russians to-day dim that die Oxas salt has ihc higher fertilising value of 

the two. 
s Berihdot pp, iSc-wf. and passim* Polyb. x, 
1 Fn Cumont, CR Ac. /riser. 1^31 pp. 249/9, 
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wen? kept in cultivation by a system of underground channels which 
brought water down from the lulls, known to Greeks imovo^ot1 
and to-day called Karexes;1 Greeks, as was vital, continued die Persian 
policy, and two of the most important of the Greek inscriptions from 
Susa allude to die restoration or amelioration of the irrigation channels 
on its territoryJ 

But the wealth of Bactria lay in, and not below, Its soil Certainly 
in the Middle Ages there were three famous mine-fields in north-eastern 
Iran; but I do not know wliether the ruby mines of Badakshan were 
being worked in die Greek period,4 though they were under the Yueh- 
du; and though the turquoise mines of Khorasan were presumably 
worked they were anyhow in Parthia, not in Bactria.* The lapis lazuli 
mines6 in Sogdiana (Yamghan), which were of great antiquity, were at 
work, for Darius I, as his invaluable inscription from die A pa dan a at 
Susa shows, had got lapis from Sogdiana for that building,? and as the 
Greeks continued to work them® they were doubtless a source of 
income; the same inscription may show that Sogdiana produced 
camelian, much used for seals. Badakshan to-day produces some copper 
and iron, and may always have done so; hut Bactria in Greek rimes was 

* Polyb. x, aS, 1 xy* 
1 See on ihese Sir A. Stein, J. R* Amhrop. Irut. lxiv^ 1934, pp- i9B, 196. 
1 SEG vii, to, 
A I I'mvc failed to find our how old the balas ruby is. The earliest 1 have met with 

are those on the Binunn casket, wijich was found with coins of Azcs I and is 
probably not tarlier than c* 30 s.c_; some ruby bends from Taxi la are also not curlier 
than Aiefc, ASI 1915-16 p. 5. For Roman times see Warmington, p. 149, who tells 
me he has not met with the babs ruby in Hellenistic or Greek times* Yet ic Is liard 
to believe that the mine was first opened by illt Yueh-chh 

i One interpretation of L 39 of Darius1 inscription from the Apadim at Susa 
(V. Scheil, mDP xxi, 1919, p. 9) makes him get turquoise from Chorasmb 
(R* G. Kent, J AOS U, 1931, pp. 1S9 Lilt, 1933, p. t); bm other interpretations 
are haematite (Stheil) and grey amber (Herafeld, Arch. Min. eu* Iran iii„ 1931, 
pp. 29 and anyhow C!i uremia* whatever It meant al this time (see AppT 11), 
was not in die Bactrim kingdom. There is a good deal of turquoise paste in the 
jewelry found at Tatila. Pliny xsxvji, 110 speaks of turquoise coming from the 
Sacasj but the notice cannot be dated, so it is impossible to say what it means. 

* 3ec Marco Polo 1, Chapter xxix, with Yule's note, md ed+ p^ 170 (3rd ed. 
p. 16a). 

77 Darius* inscription, U 37- Kent's article o( 1933 (n+1, aiflrt) gh«the literature. 
^ A ring of gold and lapis engraved with a Hellenistic warrior and ascribed by 

Marshall to the second century b.c. was found at Taxila, ASI 1912-13 p* 37* Most 
of file lapis from Taxila belong to die great m^s of jewelry of die nnt century' 
A.D.; ASI 1914-15 ti p. iS, 191 5-16 p- i4t 19*4^? P- 49 ni)i ** 1919-30 p* 60 no+ i s* 
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seemingly poor in precious metals, in Arab times there were rich mines 
of silver at Anderab and also mines in Wakhan,1 but it seems improbable 
that they were worked or much worked in die Greek period, for there 
are signs dial Euthydemus was short of silver; many of his terra- 
drachms were struck upon old coins already in circulation,3 and lie 
attempted at the end of his life to import nickel from China. East of 
the Hindu Kush, however, the silver mines on die Panjshjr river,* 
w hich were to supply the mint at Alexandria-Kapisa, were doubtless 
working to some extent—one of the things which made that city such 
a desirable acquisition. 

As to gold, Bactria-Sogdiana did not produce any, and the fact that 
m Darius' inscription no gold came from Sogdiana shows that die 
Greek name ior the Zarafshan river, Polytimetus *die most precious' 
referred not to gold-washing but to its value for irrigation. Now the 
first and best-known sign of independence, in king or country, was to 
coin gold. Both Diodotus and Euthydemus struck a few gold staters 
but they are said to be rare* and these coinages cannot have been large* 
those of Euthydemus were struck early in his reign* and may have onlv 
meant the putting into tireulation of the accumulated reserve which 
must have existed in Bactria as in every satrapy. But after Euthydemus 
no king of or in Bactria, not even Demetrius, ever coined gold; the 
10-stater memorial piece of Eucratides and his solitary golf] stater 
(p log) were probably struck from the gold he brought from the west 
in his war-chest. There was no real supply of gold in Bactria or coming 
to it, and even in India no Greek or Sam king coined gold;6 one cold 
coin of Taxiia, presumably pre-Greek, is known, ihe only gold cob of 
ancient India itself.? A true gold coinage first occurs with rhe Kushans- 
that L& much later than the period I am consideririg, and their c^old was 
imported from the Western world.8 

’ W. Barthold, Turkman fan to ,kt Mongol mart* i9j8 np. 6, ^ M 
Polo also refers to silver mines in Badak^ian in hfe day. ^ 1 ^ 1X0 

1 Alfortede la Fuyen /fcv* jV^m. 1910 pT i^H 
-1 Vule cp. cit. r. p. 170 (3rd ed. p, 162). 

\ Wirti^he-iLd, NC p. die known total of both kings cannot smoun. m , 

* is a g&ld stater in the British Musetim, without anv IrotTwl mA** 1 l 

i! ‘fees1 owI ”d -SS as*? EBS&SSSe: 
**&££& £* p' * n' it impossible to mai* mrihuHon 

BMC lnjta pp. acxxvn,, ijtSno. 169. Hut Whir eh,, d, p ™ ° \ t 

dicrv are mo or three. Long known. See now p % 
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The gold question in Baetria and India is so peculiar and so illumina¬ 
ting for one point in the history of Euthydemus that it merits closer 
examination* For in the past Baetria had been* in legend and in fact, 
a golden land - from Baetria the Persian empire had drawn its gold, as 
is illustrated by the golden Treasure of the Oxus of the fifth and fourth 
centuries b,c.t Baetria1* neighbour* the Massagetae had also in the fifth 
century possessed gold in such abundance that they used it to make bits 
and trappings for their horses,1 as the Turdetani in Spain made their 
horses" mangers of silver J The Bactrian gold supply Is eplgtaphically 
attested in the inscription already referred to, in which Darius I listed 
the countries which supplied the various materials for building the 
Apadana at Susa; the gold, he says (L 35), came from Sardis and Baetria, 
the silver (L 40) from Egypt, But Egypt has never produced an ounce 
of silver from one end of its history to the other; it was transit silver, 
Egypt being the middleman* and Darius' statement means that the 
satrap of Egypt sent the silver; where it originated is not said-4 In the 
same way the satraps of Sardis and Baetria sent gold; the gold of the 
Pattolus in Lydia is well known* but Baetria, Uke Egypt, was only a 
middlemaru 

There is no mystery as to the source of the Bactrian gold; it came 
to Baetria, as it came to South Russia, from Siberia5—die “griffin-gold' 
whose guardian griffin adorned the coinage of Panricapaeum. This was 
the main Asiatic source of supply; it furnished the gold for the mass of 
Siberian and South Russian gold-work which is the glory of die 
Hermitage Museum in Leningrad* The gold is usually said to have 
come from the Altai mountains* known to die Mongols as * the moun¬ 
tains of gold1; at the beginning of the present century, however, the 
mines of the Altai proper were not producing gold, though to die 
northward in the Kusnetsk region, now being developed as a coalfield* 
there were said to be many alluvial deposits,* But both in antiquity and 
in the Middle Ages mining, in the absence of machinery, was a primitive 
and laborious business, and far more gold was obtained from river- 
washings than from mines even at the beginning of the present 

! Dalton op. etf* p, xvi* In die British Muscum- 
s Herod. 1, 11 y. * Strabo m, t ji+ 

"^The obvious source is Sp^in, v/q Carthage; but if so one would have expected 
it to go to Tyre, nm to Egypt- 

5 See generally Dalion op. rir. pp. xvti-xx. Brit. 1911 j.y. Altai. 
? On this point Strabo in, 14& is as explicit for Spain as is Marco Polo tl 

chaps. 47-58 for Yunnan, 
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century the main Siberian source of supply was from the washings on 
the Lena and Amur,1 and most of the recent discoveries have been in 
the Lena country.1 The Lena may be too distant to have ever supplied 
Iran, and doubtless the bulk of the gold came from washings on nearer 
rivers; both the Obi and Yenisei systems originate in the Kusnetsk 
country, and new gold fields are said to have been discovered about the 
head waters of both rivers.1 Probably gold was obtained over a very 
large district; to the ancient world the supply seemed inexhaustible, and 
it was only a question of being able to tap it; it is claimed to-day that 
Siberia possesses greater resources in gold than any other country.* The 
antiquity of the Siberian washings is shown by die discovery at Tepe 
Missar near Damghan of a gold treasure, with five gold mouflon heads, 
daring from about 1500 h.c.5 In Achaemenid rimes there must have 
been a definite ‘gold route* to Bacma, and all or most of the gold would 
come in the form of gold-dust. 

So far die matter is simple; in Darius* day the Siberian gold was 
coming to Bactria, in Euthydemus* day it was not. But when we turn 
to India the question is more complex. According to Herodotus, 
Darius received every year at Susa 46S0 talents in gold-dust as the 
tribute of his Indian satrapy, a tribute utterly out of proportion to that 
paid, in silver or in kind, by any other satrapy.6 How came it then that 
the Greeks found no gold worth mentioning in India, and that Darius 
sent 10 the distant satrapies of Sardis and Bactria to get gold for his 
Apadana instead of using the great amount which reached Susa every 
year from India? For he did not use Indian gold; the inscription is 
specific that India only contributed ivory (I. 4]) and Gandhara 0. 34) 
Yaka-wood.7 In Herodotus’ story, which he got from Persians who 
had got it in turn from Indians, the Indian gold was ‘ant-gold’, dug up 
by ants in the burning Thar desert,8 Le. just beyond the world he and 

T £nc. Brit- 1911 Siberia. Ii seemed unnecessary id look up the reports of 
the Lena Goldfields Company, 

1 See die map in N. Mikhaylov, SwUt Gtagraphf 1935 p. 29, \ j&a 
4 Mikhaylov etf* p* pa Bis itxi, perhaps Intentionally, h very sketchy as ro 

what the Soviet Government Aovt discovered* But the Russian gold production is 
already (1937) greater than dial of any country except South AJnca. 

ifrrv. Arth- 1933 ip. ioST 
* BcrotL. ill, 94 jf* TTw tribute of the rest of the empire was valued at 9340 talents 

the largest single payment* Babylonia* being iooo talents. 
- On the various interpre cations see Kent op* cit. 1933 p+ iyp 
1 Herod, lit, 101-5. 
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the Persians knew. Megasthenes too was told of 'ant-gold ' by his 
Indian informants, bur, as he knew Rajpumna, the ants were shifted to 
Dardistan,' to the upper gorges of the Indus, i.«. just beyond the world 
he knew. The reference to ‘ant-gold’, pipilika, in the Mahabharata 
shows, as these stories show, that the name was current among Indians 
and was not a Greek or Persian invention. The name in fact came with 
die gold; it has been shown that die ant-gold was only the Siberian gold 
again and that the name is known in Mongolian and Thibetan sagas.1 * 3 * 5 
It has been suggested that tlie name arose from a confusion of the name 
of a Mongolian tribe with the Mongolian word for ant;J but how old 
these words may be I do not know, and as the gold in question was 
gold-dust I would rather suppose that the name was derived from the 
well-known class of folk-tales In which die ant-king and his subjects, 
to help the hero, collect for him a mass of little grains of something 
which he cannot collect for himself;* for it was this meaning which 
ultimately lay behind the story told to Herodotus of the ants extracting 
the grains of gold from the sands of the desert. The application of the 
name to the gold was no doubt due to the middlemen on the gold route, 
who wished to prevent their clients discovering the source of supply.5 
Indians did not know the source of supply, but they knew how the 
gold came to them (whether it came through Bactria or across the 
difficult passes into Gaud him or Kashmir), and they in tu rn were ready 
to tell any story which might put too inquisitive westerners off the 
scent; hence the fairy-tale told to Herodotus of the ants digging up 
grains of gold in die desert, while some skins of the ants were exhibited 

1 Strabo xVp tdj sq.* Art. Ind. 15, 5 jg. 
3 B. Laufeij Die Sage von dsn mldfera&mdkn T'nung P13s s 1908, 

p. 419. Laufcr admitted (p, 444) iliat on chronological grounds the name might 
have travelled from India to Mongolia and not vice versa; but Darius' Susa inscrip¬ 
tion has now made this impossible and has confirmed his view. There is no need 
now to refer to tlie stock explanation of the 'ones*, going hack 10 Humboldt and 
given by many writers, most recently by R. Hefuitg* SA, Mut, txxxr ijji, p. 3,31; 
once the facts are sorted our it is impossible, for rw« separate reasons, 

3 bufer op. at. p. 45 it Shiraighol and shirgol (an ant). 
1 For two ant-str ries of the sort from Khalaise neat Lch see A. H. iLrincke, Ana 

Major 1, 1914, p- <S?. He was aIso shown a large live ant which was called a ' gold’ 
digger1* The name may have sprung from folk-lore; or again il may mean no more 
than the name of the tiny spider which in Britain U called a ‘money-spinner*. 

5 Laufer op. at. pp. 430, 4^1. The story of the griffins was no doubt told by other 
middlemen on the route co South Russia, It has been suggested that the idea of 
* griffins* was due to South Siberian art, IL Hninig, JESb xxvm, p> ^49* 
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to the honest Nearehus, who said that they were very like the skins of 
leopards,1 

Not one ounce of ant-gold ever originated in India, and the Greeks 
got no gold worth mentioning in north-west India because there was 
next to none there1 and the Siberian supply had stopped; the only 
native Indian gold of any account came from the washings on the upper 
Ganges and its tributaries which are referred to by Megasihenes^ and 
Pliny4 and probably (later) by the Brihat SamhitU In fact Indians 
knew next to nothing about gold-mining; Alexander's mining engineer 
Gorgos, who opened a silver mine6 in the Salt Range in Sopeithes’ 
kingdom whence came Sopeithes' unique silver coinage, said that 
Indian ideas of mining and refining were elementary,7 and Megasthenes 
said that they did not even know how to separate gold from dross,* 
Essentially, India's gold was imported and so had to be paid for like 
other commodities; the North-West got its gold from Siberia, the East 
probably imported some gold from the very rich river-washings in 
Yunnan and the neighbouring provinces,9 in either case in die form of 
gold-dust; there were no other source of supply,10 unless in China, and 
in the first century a.d, northern and western India sought to offset the 
loss of the Siberian supply by importing bullion, or coins used as 
bullion, from the Roman world.11 Darius' Indian satrapy may have 
paid its tribute in imported gold-dust, but the prodigious amount 
mentioned by Herodotus could never have been paid for; it is irrecon¬ 
cilable with the facts and with Darius’ inscription, and cannot be true. 

1 Strabo XVj cL Mr. Ind* 15fe 4, 
1 Explicitly stated for Alexanders day* Aft. v> 4, 4. 

1 ^1rab<1 xv> 7”- * ™Y s« Wjrmington p. i(s. 
5 fliis is The north-eastern kanaka nr 'gold region' of the Topographical list in 

[hat work; J. F* Fleer, Ind. Ant. xxn, i8$ij, p. 171. Its topographical indications 
are said to be rone too accurate, bur it gives another ‘gold region' in the Astern 
division, in Aparann (east coasi of die Gulf of Cambaye}, which can only refer to 
the imported gold of the Roman period, when, besides coin from the ftOIl!3n 
Empire, Barygi« was imponing cold from Omana (p. <8j), whether Arabian 
gold re-exported (Penphu jd) or gold from the HyctanJs in Cam-, mb (Plinv vi o«> 

* Strabo xv, 700; the mine is called silver and gold, but obviously it produced 
little -go Id- 

, 700. '■ n>. 706. 
’ Marco Poh., 11 chaps. 4^*8; merchants came to fetch the gold (o’) Chin* 

k'teti found dodi front Yunnan and Szechuan passing through India ic. BactKa 

» *TT:, InJ^ ?JMdPiin^i i7are only referent to Megasthenes' ant-gold 
* Bulliofi* Periptw coins, Warmmgion ml 179-53^ ^ 
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The bearing of this on the most obscure of the few facts recorded 
about Eu thydemus, his expedition to the Seres, seems clear. Somewhere 
between the reigns of Darius I and his own the influx of gold from 
Siberia into Bactria and India had practically ceased,1 not because the 
source of supply had failed, but because some movement of peoples in 
Central Aria had cut the route and destroyed the accustomed machinery 
of the gold trade, just as die old amber route from the Baltic to the 
Mediterranean was cut early in the Greek period and not restored till 
the reign of Nero;3 the golden road to Samarkand was no longer golden. 
Now if Euthydemus, late In life, made conquests in the Tarim basin, it 
is natural to suppose that, bring short of precious metals, he would 
have first tried to deal with a much more important matter, the restora¬ 
tion of the import of gold from Siberia and the re-estabUshment of the 
gold route; inis meant getting into contact with whoever had been the 
middlemen for southern Siberia, as he could not hope to reach the 
source of supply itself, and this is the meaning of Apollodorus1 state¬ 
ment, which I deferred considering (p, 84), that the Greek kings of 
Bactria (w hich we saw could only mean Euthydemus) made conquests 
as far as the Seres. Euthydemus then made an expedition from Ferghana 
into Siberia along what had been the gold route- Since the Koslov 
expedition to Mongolia it has been established that in the second and 
first centuries e.c* there was a northern trade route so China running 
through Mongolia and quite independent of the routes through Chinese 
Turkestan, and evidence now exists of artistic influences exercised by 
Hellenism on the art of Siberia in the second and first centuries B.c+ 
which can only have originated m contact with die Greeks oi Bactria,1 
while in the latter century Greek, Iranian, and Chinese products and 
art motives all met in distant Mongolia.4 The south-western end of this 
northern trade route, which must have reached the Greek sphere in 
Ferghana, must Jiave been closely connected, if not identical, with tne 
old gold route, and it was Euthydemus' expedition which started 

1 The account of the gold of die Massages in Strabo xi, ytj is merely copied 

from Herod- t, iayK and docs not refer to anything liner than the early fifth century 

1 BlGmDCXi Stmzttbt in PW. . * 
1 Dalton op, as. p. \\r and the discoveries of the Rostov expedjuon, published 

only in Russian; on these see W, P. Verts, BuHuigwn Mqgapn* 19*6, pp. idS, 174; 
i/L Rostcvtzeff, Man. Pias mui, pp. i?« Some arudes found me 

thought to have been made in Bactria; $ee p. y 
4 Yetts ap. dz. passim. 
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Hellenic influences and products travelling along this road. But what 
he himself was seeking was obviously die Seres. 

The passage in Apollodorus is the earliest known mention of this 
word.1 Tiie name Seres in the sense of the silk-producing people of die 
extreme East, die Chinese, does not occur before the time of Julius 
Caesar and Augustus;1 knowledge in the West of the Chinese was one 
of the consequences of the opening up of dirough trade between China 
and Iran in \o6 b.c., due to Chang-k’ierTs discoveries. But PHny 
(vi, SB) has preserved one notice of 'Seres’ which, as has long been 
known, has nothing to do with China * ** and is taken, he says, from a 
Ceylonese who had visited them; they were a very tall race with red 
hair and blue eyes, living north of the Himalayas (montes Heraodos), 
whose speech was unintelligible and who traded by silent barter in the 
usual way. The conventional location of Pliny’s blonde Seres has been 
in the Tarim basin, a view wiiich has been developed in modem times4 
by calling them die Tochari (Litde Yueh-cbi) on the strength of von Le 
Coq's identification of the Tochari with the people who have red hair 
and blue eyes in the much later art of Turfan;* but one need not go to 
the Tochari, for a wedge of blondness stretched far into Central Asia 
from Europe, and, while Hippocrates recorded a red-haired strain 
among the Scyths of Russia, one of die tribes of die Hiung-nu (Huns) 
were blondes ” there is said to have been a blonde strain in the Wu-suti. 
and there was a red-haired Sarmatian horde called Roxolani, ‘blonde 

1 Tijpuic in Strabo xv, 693 is not front Nearchus but is Strabo's own com- 
parison (see aim Arr. I mi. id, r), A. Herrmann, Stre, in PW, assigns Strabo's 
Scnca. to Nearchus and Apoliodurus1 Seres to Strabo, creating complete confusion 
in the dating. 

s Seres as Chinese firsr in Augustan literature. The earliest mentions of Chinese 
silk are Caesar 5 alleged silk awnings, the Parthian silken banners at Carrhae and 
Cleopatra a silks (Lucan, Pkar, x, 141-3). Before this all silk in the West came 
from live wild iillcwonii of 'Kestem Asia; f/ou-itffl-jAu chap, fixviu rt £ Gia- 
vannes, 1'tmg Pao nil, 1907, see p. 184; Blunder, Sirica in PW; Tam, Hell. 
t- lVj ppr 

i Flin/s nonce comes frem the father of a man who was an envoy to the 
Lmpemr Claudius, and is therefore, at earliest, later dan the application by Romans 
of the name Seres to the Chinese; but that is not incompatible with the accepted 

* !H Z f- U, i93f, p. 90; A. Herrmann, ii. m, rojS, p. mo 

** °[ bs ™;° “"'P0™ of ““""i and Previously in L pfr ' 
A. von Le Cotu AufHejfa Sputtn m Oritwkuian. ioa6 pwim. (Eng. Trans. 

BuntJ Tracer tjfOxMrr ThrLejM*. See now Ciiap vu. ^ 
L, LI. Minns* StytkiOfti Greeks xpiy p, 
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Alans1 * * 4* 1 feel little doubt that the Seres of Apolludorus and of Pliny, 
the two mentions of die name which are not the Chinese, are connected, 
though they are far apart in time* Professor Herrmann's conjecture 
that Pliny's Seres might be the Wu-sun, or that section of the Tochari- 
Yuch-chi who had remained behind in the Wu-sun country,1 has much 
to commend it. The Wu-sun country at the rime seems to have been the 
district about Lake Issyk Kul and the plains north of the Alexandravski 
range;1 and to a Ceylonese "north of the Hemodi mountains' could just 
as well mean beyond the Tien-shan range as in the Tarim basin south 
of it, Pliny s informant must have called the people he saw Seres 
because they were in a country where he expected to find Seres, Le+ the 
country of Apollodurus' Seres, and traded by silent barter m the same 
way* Who Apollodortis* Seres were cannot be said, because the Chinese 
information does not go back to c. 200 B.cf* but if they lived in the 
Lake Issykul country and were the nearest middlemen to the Bactrian 
Greeks for the Chinese as well as the Siberian trade, it is easy to see 
how, at a later time, the name of the middlemen on the route was 
transferred by Greek or Greek-speaking merchants to the silk-producing 
people at the end of it* 

Presumably therefore Euthydemus' expedition was from Ferghana 
to the Lake Issykui country, which was feasible enough; Seleueus1 
genera] Demodamas had crossed the Jaxartes before him,11 but there is 
no hint of how far he went Apollodorus indeed shows that Euthydemus 
reached his objective, the Seres, but he certainly did not manage to 
restore the gold route; rile Seres can only have been one of a chain of 
middlemen, and the disturbance must have been farther to the norths 
east; naturally he had no diance of reaching the gold-producing 
country itself about the head waters of the Yenisei system. 

Having failed in the north, Euthydemus turned eastward 10 the 
Tarim basin, as already related. His expedition to that country was a 
quest for any metal available; what the Greeks first got wtis a certain 
supply of nickel originating in China, but later they managed to get 

1 Z* f Rassenkund? in pr ico (the second component); and see Chap. vu. 
Bcrthdoi p> ijp seemingly looted Pliny's Seres in Siberia, but made them metal¬ 
workers,, 

*1 See Herrmann* Tanovpa 6pjj in PW, and App. 21. 
j * The Yuch-chi found there a Sacs people called Sai*wang (Chap, vti), hut It 

dues not follow that they were there bn 200 P<c, 
4 Pliny vi, 49. 
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from China some bullion, both gold and silver/ One of the reasons, 
but a very subordinate one, for the Euihydemid invasion of India was 
probably to secure precious metals, but India was as disappointing as 
the north had been; no Greek king m India was able to coin gold, and 
the relative scarcity of die larger silver coins, the tetrad rachms,1 may 
suggest dot even silver was never too plentiful. 

These seetn to be all die indicadons which can at present be got 
about the trade of Bactria with Siberia and China in the reign of Entity- 
dermis; the general question of the Chinese trade will be considered 
Iater(pp. 363 jj.). But from the beginning the trade with India must have 
been of considerable importance, for Bactria lay across the roost used 

route from India to the West, and just after Greek rule ended Chang- 
k’ien called attention to the great markets and bazaars in Baetra itself,* 
which did not grow up in a day; the capital must, under the Greeks, 
have been a clearing-house for the Indian trade, as it was later for the 
Chinese trade under the Rushans, In the first century b.c. Merv was 

an tidier gateway for imports from the Far East (p. j 64 n. 4), and may' 
have been one much earlier. From Bactra the caravan trade followed 
the great road (p. 61) which ran by Hekatorapylos and Ecbatana to 
Seleueeia and so to the West. One diing, however, the Indian trade 
did not do: it did not, in Hellenistic times, go down the O.xus into the 
Caspian and thence up die Cyrus river and down the Phasis. There must 
have been an active trade of some sort down the Phasis to the Black Sea, 
for in the third century b.c. Dioscorias on die Black Sea coast was one of 
the most polyglot of ports/ but it cannot be said if the Caspian, which 
Strabo called ‘ un navi gated */ came into this at all. Some of die trade 
which passed through Media6 may have gone by sea along its western 
coast from die mouth of the Kiril Uzen at the south-western angle of 
the Caspian to that of the Cyrus, but die only reason for supposing this 
would be that Patrodes had followed diat coast from the mouth of 
the one ri ver to the other, and against it of course is die vita] fact that 
no harbour towns at the mouth of either river are known. As to the 
supposed Oxo-Caspian trade route from Bactria westward, the so-called 

* Hirth p. 1 09; Wylk p. 45, 
1 WfiitcncadT NC ppr 303-4* NNM ppr 

Eiirih p. 9S. 
4 Timostbencs of Rhode* in Pliny vi, Strain xi 408* 
5 Strabo Xi* 509+ airAmpff re own \ dpy4f+ 

* For Indian rosde passing through Media northward see Strabo xi, jofi. 
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' northern route’ from India which has played such a parr in text-books 
and in theories,1 * 3 4 there is no evidence that it ever existed and no reason 
whatever for supposing that it did. What happened was that Patiodes, 
sent to explore the Caspian, mistook die mouth of die Atrek, seen from 
the sea, for that of the Oxus * and, believing diat the Oxus flowed into 
the Caspian, reported to Antioch us I that such a trade route could 
easily be made; in due course his report was turned into a statement 
that it existed. The proof is gi ven in Appendix 14. 

With the vanishing of the Oxo-Caspian trade route there vanishes 
the only reason which ever existed for believing that in the Greek 
period the Oxus flowed into the Caspian and that consequently the 
river-system of Bactria and the neighbouring countries was very 
different from what it is to-day. The whole thing originated in the 
already mentioned mistake of Pan-odes; the Ochus (lower Arius) 
became confused with die Atrek and die Ochus-Atrek with the Oxus,* 
producing a tangle which Strabo could not unravel and I sliall not 
attempt to:* Strabo himself, though he duly quotes Patrodes, knew 
that die Oxus entered die same sea as the Jaxartes, U. the Aral;* and 
some valuable Persian evidence has recently been enipitastsed* which 
shows that in the second century a.ci the Oxus flowed by Choresmia 
(Khiva) as it does to-day. No competent person now believes diat the 
Oxus ever discharged bodily into the Caspian, though die belief will 
die hard in semi-popular literature; but there is a widespread and very 
lively dieory that both in the Hellenistic period and long afterwards the 
river sent a branch into that sea. I have considered this theory in 
Appendix 15; here I need only sav that it is a question for science, not 
for scholars. 

The Greek kings divided Bactrta-Sogdiana into a number of satrapies,7 
the satrapies being the Seleucid eparchies, a more manageable arrange¬ 
ment; and their example was followed by every Seleudd Succession 
state, including Pardua, and by states which, though never Seleucid, fell 

1 As recently as 1913 its importance was made one of the foundations of 
W, Schur’s D!t OrienipoiitH da Katttrt Ntre> on which see now J, G. C. Anderson 
in CAH x pp, SSo, 884, 

* Kiessling, Hyrkvwx in PW col. 467. 3 Sirabo xi, ^18. 
* A good specimen of die confusion, if read carefully, is Polyb. x, 48. 
3 Strabo £4., njn aurrjv -rthtvr&v BoM.-nayt The’ Jaxartes could only clunge 

by running up-hill. 
4 E. Benveniste, BSOS vir, ii, 1934, pp. 171 -a. 
1 Strabo xi, jifi. 
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within the sphere of Seleucid or Parthian influence; the Greek kings of 
Bactria were in, fact the originators of wrhst became the almost universal 
organisation of Asia in die fists t century B,c* (pp. a j$.), It is possible that 
the new organisation in Bactria itself might date from Diodotus, but as 
it is not known for certain that he took the royal title this must be very 
doubtful. It certainly antedated the organisation of the Parthians, who 
copied it, but here ag^in it cannot be said whether that organisation 
began with Mithrfdates I or was solely the work of Mithridates II; but 
even MithridatesI was later than Euthydemus, and the probabilities are 
that it was Euthydemus* work. The Bactrian satrapy-list, unlike mose 
for Cappadocia, Armenia, and (to some extent) Farthja, has not been 
preserved; the only satrapy names known are Tapuria and Traxiane 
west of the Arius1 and Bubacene somewhere in Sogdiana;- but it is 
possible that the name for Badakshan was RandobeneS and that Bando- 
bene in the Paropamisadae (p. 97) was taken from it.4 It is tolerably 
certain, from the analogy of India (p* 141), that the satrapies were 
governed by generals, siraugoL^ on the Seleucid model, and the ad¬ 
ministration, speaking generally, must have been modelled on that of 
the Seleudds; but of what modifications may have been introduced we 

know nothing. 
Bactra, 'Mother of cities' and 4 Paradise of the earth', represented by 

the modem Balkh, was the capital, but it has never been excavated and 
little enough is known about it; probably we should think of a city of 
the type of Susa (p* 27). It was the traditional home of Zoroastrianism, 
and its other name, Zariaspa,5 may represen t that of its great fire-temple, 
Azar-i-Asp;6 as Strabo (xt, 516) says that it stood on both sides of the 
river Bactrus, the united stream of the Band^-Emir and the Darrah 
which then reached the Gxus, it is possible that the second name 

1 Strabo xi, 517 and the Traxianc coin, BMC Parthia p. 40; see Tam, SP Stud. 
§ hi. 

* Curtins Viii, y, 1 {the name as usual used pmkptiajly). 
* If diis be the meaning, of QvvvMft<iv$fi in Ptolemy 1^4. 
* Cf. the two eparchies called Farairakene, in Media (Strabo xv, 72^ 726, 744) 

and in Drangiairc-Seistan (Isidore i3). 
J l"he identity is certain from Eratosthenes (Strabo xi3 514) and Apdlc>danis 

(it 37^)* Arrian made of them two different places because one of his sources used 
the name Bactra and another Zuhaspa and he did not know they were the some 
place- Ptolemy often makes two places out of one, pp> aji jy. 

* Cunningham, NC iSdS p. 107. Tomaschek, Baktrvme in PW, refemd the 
name to * gold-cokrured' horses.. 
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Zariaspa was the name of one definite part of It* It had been refounded 
by Alexander as an Alexandria^ a name which curiously enough was 
used by Chinese historians though not by Greek ones-1 it must therefore 
by the rime of Eudiydemus have possessed full Greek city forms and, 
besides being an important clearing-house of trade* had become a very 
great fortress, while die temple of its native goddess Amiris probably 
formed a centre for the native population in the same way as did E-sagiia 
at Babylon and Nanaia’s temple at Susa. The old goddess of the Oxus 
had now developed into a goddess of fertility on the Babylonian model, 
and had acquired Babylonian elements and become equated with Ishtar; 
her worship had been officially promulgated throughout the Persian 
empire by the Achaemenid Artaxerxes II* together with her festival the 
Sacaea during which a mock king held rule, also derived from Babylon*1 
In her temple in Bactra stood a famous cult-image of her wearing a 
golden crown with eight rays and a hundred stars3 and clad in the skins, 
dear to Persians, of thirty heavers ‘of the sheen of silver and gold';4 
she and her crown of rays figure on coins of Demetrius,5 which must 
mean that she was the city-goddess of Greek Bactra as she subsequently 
was of Greek Pusbkalavari (p. 135) and as Nanaia was of Greek 
Susa, 

There is a story told by Onesicritus* that the people of Bactra had 
once reared dogs known as evra^uumiiy 4 en (embers’, who were 
trained to devour the dvring* and that Alexander had abolished the custom* 
Ie might, I suppose, be taken from some real trace of something pre- 

1 Lm-thi (Alexandria) was the capital of the Ta-hia ft*, Bjccria (Hirih p, 98) 
and subsequently, after they occupied Bactria, of the Yueh-chi {Htw~kan-sAu 
chap. 118, tr. Chavanow, T'etmg Paa vm, 1907, p. 167), Probably it is Stephanos’ 
Alexandria w. ttr wrd BdKtpa* E, Spccht, fit 1&97 pp. ifp-tii, first saw that 
Lin-chj was Alexandria De Groot p. 96 makes it Pan-klt^ Kiim-sip which be then 
interprets and Ideates by the aid ot very much Eater Chinese works* a doubtful 
method. Why Qiayannes, Ivc* eu+t and Konow, CJf p< liv, should put the Bactrian 
capital in Badakshan I caunpE guess. Hbtoricnily, Lan-chi cannot possibly be 
anything but Bactra. 

1 Strabo x[„ Ed. Meyer, Anahii in Roschcr; S. Lsn^/Aon^JRAS 1924 p. 6 

Dalton $pf cij\ ppr xxvil sg. and_i6 no* 103; CAN iv pp. 192, ait* vi p, it* 
1 Clem, Alex, Fjw* p. $7; Ai*in Fuji §§116-9 (D^rmestcier's. translation of die 

Zend A vesta in Sacsid Booh vf tkt East xxui p. Si* cf. p. fj}* Many have noticed 
dtat the description was taken from a temple image, 

4 Cf Dalton <^+ eft, p, xxxi* Presumably the skims known 10 the trade as 1 golden 
beaver1. 

* BMC Pi. m, 1 ■ called ^Artemis radiate1* 

* Strabo xi* 517. 
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Iranian;1 but the man who deliberately invented the Queen of the 
Amaxems story cannot complain if one distrusts every other story he 
has to tell,1 and it may be that he met with, and did not understand, a 
word translated to him as Avu^uumu (whatever it really meant} and 
made up a storyJ out of this word, the pariah dogs, and ids own Cynic 
principles; for it was Cynic doctrine that what happened to a man’s 
corpse did not matter and that no care need be taken over its disposal. 

The iirst business of every Greek king of Bactria was to hold the 
gateway of Iran against the semi-barbarism of the north and north- 
west, a task they successfully accomplished till the great upheaval of 
the peoples caused by the migration of the Yueh-chi. The pressure 
upon diem came principally from two quarters, from the north across 
the Jaxartes and from the north-west up the line of the Oxus. As to the 
Jaxartes, the Persian government and subsequently Alexander had 
built and maintained a number of fortified places both to hold the river 
line at the great southward bend by Chodjend and to protect the 
Chodjend country from the nomads of the lower Jaxartes steppes to 
the westward; these the Greek kings of course maintained and perhaps 
added to, and if, as seems certain enough, Euthydemus ruled Ferghana, 
die line he had to hold was longer but perhaps easier. Whether under 
Euthydemus there was much pressure on this frontier cannot be said; 
it must at first have been a matter of local peoples only, such as those 
whom Alexander had found there; the movements which finally brought 
fresh hordes of nomads across the river and ended Greek rule in Bactria 
belong to a later period (Chap. vn). The real pressure at first must have 
come from the north-west, where there was no natural barrier like the 
Jaxartes, the Oxus only providing a roadway; and the frontier on the 
west and north-west must have been a chain of military colonics and 
of fortified posts, some of the latter anyhow going back to Persian 

1 Like the parallel story, Plut. A4or* jiSc: Alexander taught the Sogdians not 
to kill their fathers. See p, Si n. 

1 For hts rtputc as 4 liar see in the last place H. Strasburger, Qwikrito* in PWT 
who thinks {doubtless correctly) that the purpose of the story was to represent 
Alexander a$ a bringer of dvili&riotn 

1 Porphyry, dt tJhrfncrtfia [v, ai ts not independent evidence He uses this story 
and others to prove a point, which is always suspicious; he introduces the sentence 
with tCTopevtrrai y<wt "anyhow the story goes that1, showing that he was merely 
copying, not affirming; and bis statement thar Alexander's Stasanor trier! 
to stop she custom is definitely wrong, for Stasanor did nor become satrap of 
Baciru nil two years after Alexander's death, Died, xvurf 3i tgT (J. It Is a 
hash- up of Onesisrrims. 
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rimes.1 The enemy here was primarily the great Saca confederacy known 
as Massagetae, and secondarily the Sacaraucae (p. 291); ultimately they 
were to break through, but this was not yet. It does not appear that 
the Greek kings ever attempted to subdue the Massagetae and hold 
Chorasmia and the line of die lower Oxus, as die Partisans were to do 
for a little while under Mithridates II ;* they had the Alexander-tradi tion 
firmly in mind and their thoughts of expansion turned In another 
direction. Also these peoples might supply mercenaries, as the Dahae 
had done to Alexander and as, farther west, the Galatae were doing to 
any Greek king who would pay them; indeed, if things were really 
desperate, the nomads might be used as allies, as Nicomedes and Hierax 
had used the Galatae, though the danger was great; we shall meet a 
strange story of this later (p. 34 a). This was die threat which Euthy- 
demus had used to induce Antiochus III to make peace. Naturally the 
Massagetae were watching the siege of Bactra from die frontier, in case 
there might be opportunities, and Enthydemus threatened that, if he 
were driven to it, he would admit them and destroy Antiochus, even if 
he destroyed himself in the process.5 Antiochus could not foresee that, 
when their day did come, die Sacas would kill two Partliian monarehs 
and all but master Parthia; but he had at dlis time a sense of what was 

possible, and he gave way. 
The nomads had been accustomed to put the settled lands to tribute 

on a plan of their own: they granted immunity from casual raids on 
terms that they might plunder unhindered at stated times,4 much as (it 
is said) pilgrims to Mecca used to engage a sheikh to protect them against 
unlicensed marauders on terms that he himself should plunder them 
decently at the end. Naturally the Greek kings would stop this; but 
raids must have been a perpetual danger, and it was to meet the risk of 
these that Antiochus 1 had surrounded the oasis ot Merv with a wall 
187 miles long.5 This wall may not have been the only one. At a later 
time large tracts of country round Bokhara, Samarcand, and Balkh 

* Emhydcmus spoke of admitting I he Sacas, as though through some barrier, 
Polyb. XI, 34, y. One of these fortified posts on the Bactrian frontier is mentioned 
by Arrian, iv, id, 4 ttf, j another on die Sogdian-Massagetae frontier, it. iv, 17,4, 

1 Tam, SP Stud. p. 19. 
J Tile word ‘admit*, in Polyb. XI, 34, ? proves that this was 

Euthydemus' itsl meaning: he was not, as usually supposed, expressing 1 general 
fear of the nomads. 

« Strabo xi, yu, Tovtois r«n xporoiv. 
f Strabo xi, yi<S; cf, Pliny vt, 47, 
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(Bactra) were enclosed by similar vast walls;1 it is likely enough that 
this may go back to the Greek period. 

New settlers must have continued to arrive in Bactria throughout the 
third century: Euthydemus was not the only Greek who came from the 
West. The process is lost, but the consequences of the two centuries of 
Greek rule are well attested: Alexander in 326 found a land of open 
villages, Chang-k ten in 128 found a land of walled towns;1 to the 
Greeks of the Farther East the ‘thousand cities of Bactria’ became a 
proverb, though perhaps not rill after the destruction of Greek rule.* 
What proportion of all this settlement was Greek or European (for 
people like Thracians would soon have become indistinguishable from 
Grreks, as they did in Ptolemaic Egypt) cannot be said, but the story 
of Eucratides (Chap, v) shows that it was substantial: in spite of their 
power and their Indian armies, the position of die Euthydemids was 
not proof against the defection of the Graeco Macedonian military 
colonists. 1 here are however very few indisputably Greek dries known 
The record is miserably defective, but for what'it is worth the onlv 
names recorded by Greek writers in the Euthydemid home kingdom 
are, in Bactria, Alexandria-Bactra and (later) Eucratidcia;-* in Soediana, 
Alexandria-EschateS on the Jaxartes (Chodjend) and the rather dubious 
Alexandria of the Oxus;6 possibly an Antioch in Ferghana (p. 83) if 
it be not Alexandria-Eschate refounded; and Anrioch-Merv It’is 
however tolerably certain that Demetrius founded a name-city Dcme- 
mas in Sogdiana, for a Sanscrit work, existing only in a Thibetan trans¬ 
lation, recorded a dty Dharmamitra,7 and Dharmamita is the (Prakrit") 

,0 Derae.triuS'lnamejIJ the Yuga-purina (App. 4 and p. 178). 
The Thibetan translator has added that this name was the original of 
Tarmita, which is Termedh,* represented by the modem Terser., on 

1 •Stftr c«. p. m. Pre-Muslim mud w,Us with watch-towers round the 

Wnod^r W a* ““ " recently 

P“l* *-•**—-* 

I ^ ..’• 4 ’•Appi”' «* 
! V}* fl> ^ (in Sogdbjia). 
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the north bank of the Oxus; the river of Bactm^ the Bactms, then 
entered the Oxus,1 and there is some later evidence dial when k did so 
it was at a point opposite Termedh*1 Termed h* where the railway from 
Samarcand now comes to the river, was also the location of the crossing 
on the main route from Samarcand and the north to Bactra—Hsiian 
Tsiang crossed at this point;1 there is an island here in the river, and 
possibly the Greeks had a bridge of boats, as there was at a later time; 
and Greek coins are often found in the ruins of the oldest city*4 Deme- 
trias therefore was well placed to gather up both the trade from the 
north and that which came down the Baemis* as well as the local river 
traffic, which was doubtless important on the Oxus just as it was on the 
Nile, The complete shipwreck of our Greek evidence is illustraced by 
the fact that, of the three cities named Demetrias, two—those i n Sogdiana 
and in Smd—are only known now from Indian sources; and no one 

can say that another may not come to light. 
As however the invasion of India and the events to be recorded in 

Chapter v would be incomprehensible without a considerable Greek 
population, it must be supposed that, if die re were few Greek cities,^ 
there were numerous military colonies: Alexander's unnamed group of 
foundations in Ractria and Sogdiaita must have been of this type.S It 
has already been shown (Chap, 1) that the military colony and not the 
city* the polity was the basis of the settlement of Asia beyond the 
Euphrates; but the military colony often defies detection, for normally 
it kept the nati ve name of the village in which it started and might keep 
that name, as Isidore shows, even after it had grown into a dty. In 
Parthia east of the Persian desert some of these names are known from 
Isidore, but his work naturally did not include Bactria, so his invaluable 
help is lacking. There can, however, be no doubt about the general 
outline: the Greek settlement of Bactria was carried out principally by 
means of military colonies, and some of these places grew into dries 
Greek side: (a) by Stephanus, ia mAppnr wAppa.ra, YtfSunjp doubtless a 
confusion of Deraemas-Tenncdh with Defnetrias in Sind; aod fi) in the Peuringer 
Table, where ArjCioch Tliarmata or Tvmmta. (*, IL Tarinata, Tfatmta) is another 
confusion, possibly a conflation of Antioch-Merv and Dcrncirias-Terrnedh which 
has been misplaced (on Antioch Thamaata see K, Miller, luaetria. Rvm&m 1916 
cols. 79 j, 793; Tscherikower p, m). 

1 Strabo xi, $16. 1 Ritter, Efdhmd*, Part Sp book 3, p, at?* 
3 Foucher, Afghanistan pT 178 and his Map 3 facing p. 178. 
4 W, Barthold, Turkcjwm d&wn w iht ftraiW 192ft pp* 71^- 
5 Strabo xi, 517 (eight); Justin xn, j, tj (twelve j Ttuclil prints Gutscfamkrs 

conjecture seven in the text). 
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though they retamed their native names. Two with Greek names are 
known, Thera in Sogdiana and R hoe tea in Bactria,* colonies named 
after their homes by the mercenaries settled there; possibly Argos in 
' Scythia1 may be another;1 but only one other place-name which looks 
as if it might be European has been preserved,3 

But this does not end, or even explain, the matter, for the number of 
military colonies can only have been a limited one. Their chief use was 
to form a military frontier, a limes, against the Massagctae and to guard 
the natural frontier of die jaxartes. Hie Sdeucids in Asia Minor had 
formed just such a military frontier to guard the Ionian cities against 
raids by the Galatae, and seven colonies had sufficed (p, 8); granted 
that the Massagetae were stronger and far more numerous than die 
Galaiae, still the analogy shows die kind of thing die frontier must have 
been, supported of course by a squadron on the Oxus (p. 91). And 
the Greeks in Bactria, even though relatively numerous and even if the 
term included Europeans generally, can only have been a strictly limited 
body in actual fact. But we have to account for the thing already 
noticed which, in the latter part of, or at the end of, the second century 
B.C., is attested both from the Greek and the Chinese side: our two well- 
informed Greek sources call Bactria the land of a thousand cities, and 
Chang-k’ien, an eye-witness and a shrewd observer, says that the people 
dwelt in walled towns. To talk in an easy fashion ol mixed communities 
and a Eurasian population is worse than useless. A military colony in 
the East was no doubt apt to be mixed in a sense; it might for example, 
beside Greeks and Europeans, contain Anatolians (p. 9) or possibly 
men from local hill-tribes, as at Avroman, and possibly some of the 
original settlers might marry native women; hut how far that takes us 
has already been discussed (p. 3y), and die number of military colonies 
was totally inadequate to afford an explanation of the thousand cities. 
And there seems little question of a number of mixed cities, that is 
cities whose citizens were partly native Bactrians.* For what was a 

Stephens under these names. ■ Arvos no. 8 in Stephanos. 
Merupia, P«L vi ,1, 8. I cannot explain «, For I do not propose to bring 

Menapit from die North Sea to Bactna, even though Goths from theVw tula }Uve 
been brought to Indn.fp.2j7 M* Ceminlya column *ith an Indian inscription and 
rehefc wadugup at Ostcnd in tm (Baron de b Pyhic, R<v. Arch. ,848 L. 4iT) 
but do Libs [tils ih*; surccstittn that 11 was ike discards lull , h r .  ; T 
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native Bactrian ? Hie country possessed the ordinary Iranian feud at 
system (p. 52); the land, other than King's land with its serfs, was in 
the hands of those Iranian barons or landowners who play such a part 
in tlie Alexander-history, men who lived in their own strongholds, 
kept a body of mounted retainers of their own race, and had their lands 
cultivated by a serf peasantry living in villages, who were probably in 
part at least pre-Iranian in blood.1 To settle Bactrian5 in cities on any 
scale would have implied either the existence of a free Iranian peasantry, 
which we have no grounds for postulating anywhere except in Persis 
(though some think it did exist in Bactiia), or of a middle class of some 
sort, for there could be no question of settling the serfs. And the only 
germs of a middle class were the merchants who conducted the caravan 
trade—they might be and probably were settled—and the barons' 
retainers; it is not so long since there was no middle class in large parts 
of the Highlands of Scotland, apart from the small and scanty towns. 
As the Greek kings were to make Indians full citizens of the Greek 
dties in India (p. 277)—in India they had large town populations to 
draw upon—it must be supposed that they gave the franchise to what 
Bactrians they could; but these can, relatively, only have been few. 

The explanation of the thousand cities must be sought on other lines, 
of which the beginning can be detected in those measures of the Scleudd 
kings which tended gradual I v to raise the status of the serfs and the 
serf villages (p. 33), Chang-k’ien is not speaking of Greek cities or 
military colonies; what he means is that in Bactiia every native village 
of any size had been walled. After all, he is explicit enough: his descrip¬ 
tion of the Ta-hia is that of an Iranian or Iranianised population, as is 
dearly shown by the reference to their beards and their language-1 He 
describes exactly die same thing in the small kingdom of Ferghana 
(Ta-yuan), once a Bactrian province, and there he gives the number of 
walled towns as 'fully 70';3 but if half-a-dozen military colonies had 
been planted there to watch the jaxanes frontier, that is all there would 
be in that distant land. Alexander had started the system of walling-in 
villages by establishing fortified posts throughout Sogdiana in his 
struggle with Spitamenes,4 which meant fortifying villages at strategic 
points, and doubtless the Seleucids, who built die great wall of Merv, 

1 For the possible survival of a pre-Iranian custom or trait see p- *99. 
1 Hirth p. io8 5$io], 102, Sec p> 29 &. 
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built tittle walls also; the invaluable Parthian survey which Isidore has 
preserved shows the gradual emergence in Media and eastern Iran of 
the large walled village, for die scanty villages noted in the survey are 
of course walled villages only; were it otherwise, some provinces of 
Iran would according to Isidore have possessed no country population 
at all.1 But the Greek kings of Bactria, partly no doubt under the ever¬ 
present threat of the nomads, had carried out this policy on a scale which 
at the rime had no parallel elsewhere. If Chang-k’ien knew of 70 such 
walled villages in the litde province of Ferghana, a round figure of 1000 
for Bactria and Sogdiana, though perhaps exaggerated, might be no 
such great exaggeration, especially as the native population had in¬ 
creased considerably during the two generations of the Seleucid peace; 
even after Eucratides' wars and the nomad conquest Chang-k’ien gives 
the number in Bactria itself (without Sogdiana) as over a million,1 These 
large walled villages were meant 10 protect the peasantry from nomad 
raids till die troops of die king or satrap could intervene, and they 
would accustom the serf population to the use of arms in self-defence. 
But they also acted in another way, which was more important: they 
enabled the germs of communal life to take root and grow. 

And those germs did grow, till by the rime dial Greek rule ended the 
villages of Bactria had sufficient organisation to be capable of a con¬ 
siderable degree of self-government. Chang-k’ien, who saw die 
country when it was derelict, just after die overthrow of the Greek 
government and before the victorious Yueh-chi had established their 
own government (see generally Chap, vtl), said that die people ‘ have 
no great king or ciiief but everywhere the cities and towns have (or 
‘"set up”) their own petty chiefs’and by towns he meant, as we have 
seen, the walled villages. Of course any native village in any country 
might have some sort of a head man, like die komarch of the Armenian 

1 Five villages apiece in three Median satrapies; then Rhagiane jo, Ccimisene 8, 
Hynruiia t(, Astaucne u, Parthyene t, Apavarkiikene x, iHatgiane none. Aria 4, 
Anauoi none, Zarangiam: none, Sacastcne nunc but six near, Lt. in Amlioda. 
Note (be contrast between the northern frontier provinces and the security of 
Seiscin. So Mardantis 1, 11 gives only 17 cities and villages together in Susiane 
(Elymais), GGM 1 p. j)D. 

1 Hirth p. 98 §(o. 

! Hirth p. 97 §48, So in the Ch'ten^m-iku: Wylie p. 40 "were accustomed to 
set up petty chiefs over their cities’, de Groot p, 95 ‘Die Stadte senten vielfach 
kleine Obmanner on , whkh makes it even dearer that some form of magistrate 
is meant. 
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village who plays a part in Xenophon's story;1 but Chang-k’ien would 
know this well enough, and it is not this that he troubled to record* 
What he means—and it is a great tribute to his powers of observation 
that he should have detected it—is that the villages of Bactria had some 
system, each under a single head, which was enabling each one to cany 
on for itself (at the time) without a central government, and even to 
continue trading (p. 19 S); the court try had reached a point in which die 
absence of a central government did not (for a rime) spell anarchy. It is 
known that at a later time, in one part of Syria under the Roman 
Empire—Batanea, Auranitis, Trachonitis—the native villages had ac- 2uired an organisation which in many ways imitated that of a Greek or 

Iraeco-Roman city;3 they had Assemblies and perhaps occasionally 
Councils, communal income and expenditure, boards of officials to 
superintend finance and public works, and in some cases they had at 
their head a single official who was known by different names— 
komarcAosy protoknmetts^ stratcgos^ the strategy might even give his 
name to the year, like the eponymous magistrate of some old Greek 
city- In the late Hellenistic period smtiegos had often been the title of 
the chief magistrate of a Greek dty, and undoubtedly this village 
organisation goes back in origin, though probably in less elaborate 
iorm, to Hellenistic times;4 it was the outcome of the Seleucid policy of 
raising the status of the serf population and so of their villages. It is 
on these lines that one must seek to understand the Bactxian villages 
which Chang-k'ien called walled towns: the serf village had become a 
fortified and quasi-organised township* How* far the organisation had 
progressed naturally cannot be said, but it was far enough to enable the 
villages to cany on for themselves under their own officials after the 
central government had perished* The numbers already considered 
show that by the end of the second century b.c Bactria was in this 
respect far ahead of any country east of the Euphrates, possibly of any 
country in Greek Asia; and if the Sdeucids started the process, the 
credit for the thoroughness with which it had been carried out must be 

1 AnaS, iv, y, to and rqa. 
5 G. McL. Hifper Jr+t Pillage Administration m the Roman Province of Syria, 

Volt Class. Smdr I, 1929, ppH 105 [0 i6E, and especially p. 1 e6 to end (with a 
bibliography of the earlier literature); A- H. M. Jones, JRS xxi, 193it pp* 270 jff. 

5 Siracegos: Harper pj}. cir. pp, 120-1; set? J, Johnson, Dura Studies 1931 p. 
Jones or. pp+ 270-1 nukes the stracegcn'the supreme magistrate in the second 
and early third centuries. 

4 So Swoboch, In PW, Supp. Band iv, 9^7. 
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given to Euthydemus and his son. I make no apology for having dealt 
with this subject at length, for the evolution of the serf village into the 
organised and quasi-autonomous township was the most "important 
work done by the Greeks in Asia; this it was which really affected the 
mass of the native population, fur it must have meant a considerable 
improvement in their conditions of life. And this, as I understand it, 
and not mixed cities or anything else, was die real gift of the Greek 
world to fiacnia. 

One thing is certain about the Euthydemids: to do wliat they did, 
they not only had a large population behind them, but they had the 
support, perhaps the hearty support, of the native Bactrians, without 
which Euthydemus might tave met the fate of Molon; for purposes of 
external policy that would mean the landowners, who with their 
retainers supplied the famous Bactrian cavalry. Eudiydemus' to,ooo 
Bactrian horse sufficiently witnesses to the increase in the population 
during the Seleucid peace; for the trustworthy figures supplied by 
Hieronymus of Cardia as to the amount of native cavalry in the 
Farther East after Alexander's death show that in the time of the 
Successors the Bactrian satrapy could not have raised anything approach- 

ing that figure.’ And the fact that Euthydemus sought to hold the line 
ot the Anus against Antiochus W with (he Bactrian horse alone though 
that was not the way to hold a river line, if it shows (as it probably doS) 
that he had learnt Irom Melon’s fall and was afraid of trying to use the 
Greek settlers against their lawful king (though some may have been 
guarding the Massages* front), also shows that he knew that he could 
count on die loyalty of the Bactrians. Iran had always been die Seleucid s’ 
iailure CfP- 3*t JJ)j and they had never secured any real hold on the 
country, which had fallen away to the Parties at the fust opportunity 
but though Partiua, when her time came, might lop off outlying parts 

ofth^T'n? en^P,rei she never permanently got one foots breadth 
of the soil of Bacma use f. It must mean that in some way Euthydemus 

H X ll'c 0USe *® “d co-operation of the 
Bactrian aristocracy, die thing which Alexander had tried to do by his 

mil W ™!- rn ’f ** ™mb"s *■ «* <"**». The 

al°“ *» Md ”h” 
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marriage with Roxane, and that he went nearer than anyone else to 
solving the problem of how to combine in one polity the Greek dry 
and the Iranian baron, the problem which, as Alexander had seen, by 
at the root of governing Iran. The one name of a satrap of Euthydemus 
which has survived, Aspiones, is Bactrian^ Menander later had a 
Bactrian. on his Counril (Excursus, p, 412); and it was apparently 
during the Greek occupbon that the Sogdian language of the Bac trian% 
a north Iranian speech akin to Pahlavi, was reduced to writing (p. 304), 

We must imagine something like a double state: a state in which the 
Bactrian landowners, while continuing to manage their estates, also 
came to the Court and had their share of the administrative posts, and 
prospered considerably, for that 10,000 horse means a considerable 
increase in the number of their retainers. We have to work with rather 
slight indications, but about die general position there can be little doubt, 
for the policy of the dynasty in Bacrna cannot have differed radically 
trom that which it was to follow in India. Alexander had finally decided 
that die only way to rule Iran was frankly to take her into partnership, 
and Euthydemus in some form took Bactria into partnership; it is our 
loss that we do not know by what means he and his son managed to 
secure the co-opemtion of the landowners while they were at the same 
time transforming the condition of die serfs. It is unfortunate too that 
die Indian material does not enable us to trace the Bactrian5 who must 
have borne their part in die Greek invasion of India; Indian wriiers 
would usually class diem with Greeks under the name Yavana, while 
as die word Bali ilka (Bactrian) was already in use in Indb for some of 
the semirforeign peoples of the Indian North-West (p. 1S9), its occa¬ 
sional occurrence in inscriptions gives no clue as to what kind of 
Bactrian is meant,3 

Connected with this attitude of the Euthydemids may be the fact 
that Euthydemus, besides his tetradrachms on the Aide standard, struck 

1 Strabo xi, $15; see Tam, SP Stud1 pp. 
1 I know only two inscriptions whkh may mention Bacfrians. (t) Ciino. xxvn 

PP' 7°j 77 (Kushan period) - ASI 1913-14, iT p. 13, Urasaka son of Lotafria (or 
wtiatever the name is) the Bihlika (Bactrian)- His ancestor might have come with 
the Kushans, or with die Greeks, or he might just have been a Bhalla (p. 169). 
(a) CII no, xxiv p. tij (r. 41 ii.c., sec p, 391 n- 1), Datiapucrena Thaidurena 
(Theodores), which Biihter (JW, Ant, 1S9S p. 141) and Scnart {JA 1S99 p. 531) 
translated +son of Daii\ the Iranian name Daris (and therefore a Bacirian). But 
F. W> Thomas in Fuiscknft Ernst IF indin'A p. 364 gives it as 4 sort of Daria1, while 
Konow in Cii ad loc* says there Is no certainty that Daria is a personal name. 
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lighter ones on a standard which has been called Persian,1 Phoenician,1 
and purely arbitrary.3 It might have been due to scarcity of silver or 
some other economic reason f but it has also been attributed to a desire 
to please a native population accustomed to coins of lighter weight 
than the Attic.5 His successors all followed his policy, and ultimately 
a lighter standard was to become universal among the Greek kings in 
India. 

The conclusions here come to are not contradicted by the history of 
art. This book is not concerned with art as such, but some slight 
indication must be given here of recent developments and their bearing 
on the general position. Two things, as regards Bactria, have to be 
distinguished, and the first is the art of the Greeks. The great art of the 
coins with their wonderful portraiture is not only purely Greek but 
bears eloquent witness to die vitality of the Graeco-Bactrian State; it 
shows no trace of deterioration down to the Yueh-chi conquest, when 
it is suddenly cut off and never reappears, in India or anywhere else; 
the school of Greek engravers in Bactria was wiped out (p. 301}. But 
it is inconceivable that a man with die gifts of the artist whom I have 
called X should have done nothing in his life but engrave three coin- 
portraits; there must have been a corresponding school of purely 
Greek sculpture, of which nothing can ever be known6 till northern 
Afghanistan, and especially Bactra, be excavated (for the bust of 
Euthydemus was carved in Asia Minor); it cannot be deduced from rite 
Greek pieces found at Taxila (though perhaps the child with its finger 
to its lips is good enough to have been an importation from Bactria), 
because die coin-portraiture shows that none of the great Bactrian 
artists ever reached India; those who did go to that country, whether 
with Demetrius or later, were the second-rate. 

The other thing is the native Bactrians. It used to be pointed out, 

1 P, Gardner in BMC pu lxviiL 
1 Allan? de b Fuyt* Rrv* Num* 1910 p. jifc 
* Whitehead NC ppr 197-S. 
* Whitehead £J- (houghs they made a profit by debasing ibe currency; Cunning¬ 

ham NC i&SB p> 117, who however dated I he new standard too laret more plausibly 
suggested dm it was due lo a rise in the value of gold. I have already discussed 
the scarcity of gold. 

s AJbtie de b Fuyc toe, eii, 
b Conceivably the moulds used for casting the heads of the late statue; from 

Hadda, which look like good Hellenistic wort (sec p, 39B n, 9), are going to bear on 
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rightly enough, that as regards art they might not have existed during 
the period of Greek rule; and we still have no actual knowledge to the 
contrary/ for the one Iranian work of art described for us* the statue 
of Anahica at Baetra (p. 11 j), has Babylonian affinities and might have 
been made for Artaxerxes II by a Persian ardsi- But since Sir A* Steins 
discovery of Kuh-i-Khwaja, the 'castle of Rustam' on the sacred 
Mount Ushidao on an island in the Hamun lake in Seistan/ with its 
Hellenistic ornamentation, a theory has been put forward by Professor 
Hen&feld in a preliminary lecture^ of a Graeco-Bactrian school of mixed 
artT or rather of an Iranian art coloured with Hellenistic ornaments and 
motives; it is a son of parallel to "Parthian* art but is, he thinks, based 
primarily on painting, and though he indicates other remains* Kuh-i- 
Khwaja is essentially the expression of this art. The question is in its 
infancy* and the layman must tread cautiously; Kuh-i-Khwaja is not 
yet fully published* and ultimately there will have to be considered its 
relationship to that form of Graeco-Iranian art which Professor 
RostovtzefT has called "Greco-Sakian*4 and of which the earliest 
examples are connected by him with Bactrim 5 It seems to be becoming 
clearer that, in the Parthian period, from the Euphrates to the Indus a 
considerable revival took place of Iranian art mixed widi Hellenistic 
elements, the relationships and the relative importance of the two 
components not being always the same but naturally witnessing to the 
long contact between the Greek and the Iranian which is known to 
have taken place; but arty specific connection of Kuh-i-Khwaja with 
die Greek kingdom of Bactiia must, it seems to me, for the present be 
very much in die air, Herzfeld dates Kuh-i-Khwaja in die first century 

and compares its (unpublished) painted figures with the portraits 
on the Kushan coinage, which cannot begin earlier than about 50 a*d* 
(p. 35 a) and go on into the second century a.d*; and in this connection 
one is bound to remember that Seistan was ruled by the Bactrian Greeks 
for precisely one generation and no more, from 1S7 B+c+ at the very 
earliest (p. 93) to c. iff bx, at the very latest (p. 123), and that it is 
even doubtful if they ever coined there; and those dates are two cen- 

c For a hypothesis as to metal-work see Rostov raff on 'Greco-Safciarr art, 
n- 4 below. 

* /uncrmojij Asb n chap, xxvi 11, "The sacred lull of Seistan'. 
* AjxAaecbgkal History of /ran 193 j (Schweich Lectures for 1934) PP" 
4 Sernmarhm KombkoVxmwM VI, 1933* PP- 179-85- 
* Ik p.171- 6 op* (t. p. 74* 
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nines earlier than He ref eld's dating of Kuh-i-Khwaja. It seems certain 
enough that an an current started by a people or kingdom may go on 
working long after that people or kingdom has come to an end; but it 
is hazardous work going backwards and deducing anything about art 
in a certain kingdom (nothing else being known about it) from an art 
current two centuries later, however much one would naturally like to 
believe that Graeco-Bactrian art has been discovered. Connecting links 
may be found; certainly there will be much more to be said "about 
Graeco-Iranian art before the subject can crystallise. Its Interest is 
great, but it is an interest in and for itself and for die history of art; it 
seems to me to possess small importance for an attempt, such as is 
made in this book, to recover the outlines of the political and ■r'vial 
story of certain peoples and places, unless we are going to be able to 
detect in it (as in (he Graeco-Indian art of Gandhara) the working of 
some definite idea which has happened to find its expression in art but 
might equally well have found it in some other way, say in literature. 

For let tt be supposed for a moment, since nothing can be known for 
certain about the ait of Bactria under the Greeks till Bactria be excavated, 
that (the view has been taken) there was therefore no art there ar all 
and die coins are just a freak—the most extreme view possible. Even 
this would not, as I See it, affect in the least anything I have written; it 
does not go to the question of die political, military or social valuesW 
either Greeks or Bactiians, for ability to carve a statue is not the only 
or the most important, test of a man. A handful of Macedonians 
conquered and ruled half Asia, and in peace the race was so efficient 
that they fetched, both men and women, a higher price in the slave 
market dian any ocher people, even Italians;1 hut not one of Alexander's 
Macedonians could have engraved a coin or carv ed a statue to save his 
life. What the Greek kings did in Bactria, if we could see it, was pro¬ 
bably rather extraordinary, just as we thall see, even if dimly, that what 
Demetrius and his lieutenants nearly did in India was extraordinary- 
one has only to look at the strengdi of the faces of Eudlvdemus and* 
Demetrius to realise that they were no common men. Those who still 
believe m Greek decadence' in the third and second centuries a c may 
find diem somewhat of a stumbling-block, J 

1 Statistics in Tam,Htlt. Civ* p. 



CHAPTER TV 

DEMETRIUS AND THE INVASION 

OF INDIA 

Great changes had taken place in India since Alexanders day. He 
had found a number of disconnected states and peoples in the 
North-West, and had had no relations with* even if lie had beard 

of* the most powerful of the Indian kingdoms* that of Magadha on the 
Ganges* Soon alter his death the Maurya Chandragupta had seized the 
crown of Magadha* and, perhaps by 312, had extended his rule to 
embrace ail India north of the line of the Vindhya mountains and the 
Nerbudda river. He was succeeded first by his son Bindusara and then 
by his grandson Asoka* under whom the Mauryan empire was expanded 
to include a considerable part of peninsular India; but the southern 
conquests were only temporary and were apparently lost after Asoka 
died* and the empire was essentially a North Indian empire; the capital 
was Pataliputra on the Ganges, The Seleudds and the Mauryas were 
always on friendly terms, and Greeks knew a good deal about the 
Mauryan empire as it bad been under Chandragupta through the account 
of it given by Megastbenes, Seieucus* ambassador at his Court; probably 
they knew as much about it as they had known about the Persian 
empire in Xenophon'S day* while Indians in turn knew a certain amount 
about the Greeks of the Seleucid East* whom they called Yavanas or 
Yonas (p, 417). It is however of some importance to the subsequent 
story to note that the Mauryan empire as most Greeks knew it was that 
of Chandragupta and not that of Asoka, that is, it was an empire of 
Northern India, Asoka made one other very great change in India. He 
became a convert to Buddhism* and through his encouragement and 
missionary efforts that religion attained a position in India such as it 
never held again* though Brahmanism remained strong; in particular* 
he successfully evangelised a good deal of die North-West* Had the 
Mauryan empire continued powerful it might perhaps have done some¬ 
thing to create a sense of Indian nationality in the loose complex of 
subordinate states and peoples which w ent to form it, but after Asoka's 
death it began to suffer the common lot of Oriental empires and gradually 
to decline; little however is really known of his successors* and it is not 
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even certain whether the whole empire remained in one hand, or whether 
the two extant lists of names mean that the dynasty had divided into 
two lines,' one ruling in Pataliputra and one in the North-West, or 
merely reflect the fact that one list is Brahman and one BuddhtsL 
Certainly die Sophagasenos whom Antiochus El met in the Paropami- 
sadae (p. 101) was no local rajah but a Maurya,3 a powerful ruler> with 
whom he renewed the traditional friendship of the two houses. It was 
the ultimate break-down of the Mauryan empire which gave Demetrius 
his opportunity* 

Demetrius, when lie crossed the Hindu Kush, was die third foreign 
conqueror whom north-west India had seen in historical times, not 
counting the unrecorded tribes, proto-Bactrian and other, who prior to 
the Ad in; men id period had made their way over the passes and settled 
in the country. Darius I had conquered Gandhara, Sind, and part of 
the Punjab; whether he had any plan beyond the enlargement of Ills 
empire is not known, but there seems to liave been a good deal of 
Iranian blood in the North-West, which may have had some bearing 
on his actions. These Indian provinces were finally lost in die reign of 
Artaxeixes II- Axrascrxes III (Ochus) was very hazy about the geo 
graphy of the Indus/ and Alexander met no Persian officials east of the 
Hindu Kush. Alexander himself had a double plan: to conquer what 
Darius I had held, which he achieved, and to reach die Eastern Ocean 
which he thought quite close, a tiling now known to have been im¬ 
possible. His success was far more evanescent than that of Darius- a 
few years after his deadi die only traces left of his rule, not counting 
the Paropamrsadae, were two or three of the cities he had founded, 
islands now- in an Indian sea. Demetrius’ invasion was a different 
matter. It followed a plan which neither Darius nor Alexander had 
known enough about India even to dream of, and employed methods 
which Alexander had indeed dreamt of but had only begun, very 
tentatively indeed, to practise when he died, and which might have 
provided possibilities oi permanence in advance of previous attempts- 
in distances traverse^ in territory acquired, the Bactrian Greeks far 
surpassed both the Persian and the Macedonian, and came near to 

1 CHI pp. pi-12; de k Va!1«> Poussin pp, kSv-k. 
* pp. JOj, JI0> ?Q[yhm ^ 

Jum ™ wbch on Gr«k USage (p., U) 0ugh? t0 
Cf. J- Allan in Comb. Shnrur Uuir of India igij pp. g, 

* Alia to l Llhtr intimtati&fie Rose1 fr. ’ 
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success in an undertaking hardly less ambitious and far-reaching titan 
had been Alexander's conquest of the Persian empire. What this plan 
was wil! have to be elucidated by events. But it was a plan wliich could 

only have originated in some definite man's brain, and that man was 
quite certainly Demetrius. 

One filing however must be noticed here which will be elaborated 
later. The Greek ‘conquest’ of India was hardly a conquest in the 
ordinary sense of the word, the sense in which Alexander conquered 
Persia, But in the earlier part of this chapter I shall for convenience use 
the conventional language of conquest, and shall consider in the latter 
part what it was and what it meant. 

That Demetrius was quite consciously (up to a point) copying 
Alexander—that lie regarded Alexander not merely as his supposed 
ancestor (App. 3) but as his model—comes out clearly from his coins, 
and is of die first importance for the story. On his own coins1 he wears 
die elephant-scalp. As elephants live in India, it was inevitable that the 
elephant-scalp should have been taken to refer to his Indian conquests; 
but it is certain diat it does not, for not only does it appear on his 
Bactrian coinage from the beginning of his reign, but it liad been used - 
as a head-dress for Alexander on early coins of both Ptolemy I1 and 
Seleucus I;i yet Ptolemy I had no connection of any kind with India— 
lie neither ruled it nor aspired to rule it—and Seleucus had ceded all his 
Endian possessions to Chandragupta. The tradition behind this portrayal 
of Alexander is unknown, but the elephant-scalp itself must be a symbol 
of power—power tar extended, as his had been; for both Ptolemy and 
Seleucus had every object in representing themselves as successors of 
the man who I lad reached die summit of human greatness. The repre¬ 
sentation of Demetrius in the elephant-scalp then means that he had 
himself portrayed in the guise of Alexander;4 and in fact, apart from 
the general resemblance of his portrait (features excepted) to that of 
Alexander on Ptolemy's coins, the elephant-scalp on the two is identi¬ 
cally treated,! as opposed to its later treatment in art. There will be 
more to say about the elephant-scalp later (pp, 189,106); but meanwhile 

* BMC pp. 6,16), Pi, II, £-11; •« Plait no. j. 
1 BMC PtaltmUs, pp. i-j, PI, 1 nos, i, 1, f, 6, 3, 
1 On some anonymous double ■’.caters (Head1 yjiS) and on a nux copper coin in 

the collection, of E, T, NewelL figured by M. riostov£zdTT ScLuajliJ Babylonia 
PL VI* 3 . ' 6 7 

4 Cf. Rostovtzeff ep. dr- p. 5 y. 
5 Best seen In BMC Ptokmus PL I no. 1* 
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this suffices. Again, Demetrius, presumably after crossing the Indus, 
took the titled^wofros, ‘the Invincible’; it has already been mentioned 
chat he is so called on the bilingual Indian tetradrachm of Demetrius II 
and on die Demetrius coin of Agathocles' pedigree series, and the same 
title occurs on those rare bilingual copper coins of 'King Demetrius 
the Invincible* which have been supposed to be hts copper coinage for 
India.1 No king anywhere before him had assumed this title. It is a 
poetical word, known in Hesiod and the tragedians, but it is occasionally 
used in prose and was so used in a famous story; when Alexander 
visited the oracle of Delphi, the Pythia hailed him d^op-or,1 and this 
story must be the origin of Demetrius’ tide. He wore then the symbol 
of Alexander’s power and used the title conferred upon him by Apollo; 
he was to be a second Alexander. 

Before considering the course of the invasion, one must fix the 
chronology, as near as may be. It has been seen that Demetrius* 
conquest of the Seleucid provinces in eastern Iran, which naturally 
antedates the invasion of India, could not have been begun till after the 
battle of Magnesia, 187 being the most probable year; how long it took 
cannot be said, but Demetrius cannot have crossed the Hindu Kush till 
very distinctly later than 187. The other terminal point is given by the 
account in the Yuga-purana’ of the Gargj Samhita, which says'that 
after the occupation of Patiiliputr^ the Greeks would not stay in the 
Middle Country (say roughly the district between Mathura and Patali- 
puoa) because of a terrible civil war which would break out among; 
themselves; the reference is of course to the invasion of Eucratides 
(Chap, v), because there is no other civil war to which die words 'an 
awful and supremely lamentable strife’ can refer. It was therefore 

* £AfCp. rrfj no. j, PI. XXX, 3. 

; ?"•ir:" **»™.» « **** 
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fore some time in i68, with a possible year’s margin eidicr way. The 
statement duu die Greeks ’will not stay in the Middle Country means of 
course that they will not stay long; and reasons will be given later 
(p- 10) for supposing that a date of c* 175 for the occupation of 
Pataliputra cannot be far wrong. 

That gives the end of the conquest; it remains to dace the beginning 
a little more closely. The date given in the Purana® for the end of the 
Maurya dynasty, 1B4, has been generally accepted by historians of 
India;1 that is die year in which Pushyamitra the Sunga, hereditary 
ruler of Vidisa (East Malvft) and general of the last Maurya king, 
assassinated his master and seized the vacant throne, Whether the 
Maurya dynasty had split into rwo lines and, if so, what were their 
relationships is too obscure a matter to warrant any deductions; we can 
only take 184, the year of Pushyami era’s accession, as signifying the 
end of the Mauryan empire.1 In the tradition (p. 177) Pushyamitra 
proceeded to make his power felt, first near the capital, and then at 
Sigala (Sialkot) in the eastern Punjab, subsequently Menander's capital, 
which must imply some intermediate steps; the Greeks then did not 
take Sagaia for an unknown period after 184, say two or three years at 
the least. On the other liand, there are reasons, which need not be 
anticipated here, for connecting Demetrius' enterprise with the end of 

the Mauryan empire and die accession of a usurper in z 84, a thing which 
fits very well with the dates already obtained for Demetrius; if then it 
be supposed that he crossed the Hindu Kush about cS3 or 182, that 
date cannot be very far out- In any case, die whole of the events to be 
recorded down to the death of Demetrius (Chap, v) must lie between 

184 and itfy as their terminal points. 
The story has been rendered meaningless by the custom of dating 

Menander either in tile second half of the second century or, even 
worse, about t *095 b,c*5 One of the many merits of the late £. j, 
Rapson’s work in die Cambridge History of India was to place 

1 "Ihere seems to be a variant, 11?, 
* For later dcrandams of rile Mauryas see CHI p. JIJ, 
1 Von Gur schmid's dace (G/jteA. /raw p. 104)* though he himscSt called it an 

unsafe calculation- He was going on the list in die Vayd-purdnc which gives eight 
Greek kings of" India—Demetrius, Eucratidk^, ApoSlodoues, Sira to I, Strato 11, 
Zoiiu^p Menander, Dionysius—and puts Menander two generations after his great- 
gnmdsom The sooner this worthless list is allowed to die the better. Even later 
dates for Menander liave been suggested; sec Winiemitz* Eng- Tf« u p* 174 m a, I 
need not consider them. 
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Menander in his correct period;1 this has not been followed by sub¬ 
sequent writers,1 but is so obviously right that it is needless to argue it 
afresh;* everything that follows will'bearitouu Menander’s chronology, 
like that of the Victory of Samotbrace, has been an instructive instance 
of the danger of dating historical events by considerations drawn from 
artistic style. Because his coins are much Inferior in style to those of 
Demetrius and his successors in Bactria, who could be approximately 
dated from Polybius, it was concluded that he must be late, so as to 
give time for the art to become ‘debased’; whereas in reality it means 
that the artists at his disposal in the rather remote eastern Punjab were 
inferior in skill ro those who worked in Bactria. It is as though some 
historian in the distant future should place the reign of George V in the 
Aurignacian period on the strength of some of Epstein’s sculpture. 

Demem us had to make arrangements for the government of Bactria 
during his absence, and he left his eldest son Euthydemus II as king in 
Bacma-Sogdiana; Euthydemus II put his own name and portrait on 
his silver coins,* but on his nickel and bronze issues he used a Scleudd 
type, the head ot Apollo and a tripod-lebes,* The common Hellenistic 
practice when a king was absent had been to leave a son merely as 
governor (p. 218 n. 1), but a parallel to the kingship of Euthydemus If 
can be found later among the Ptolemies: when Ptolemy VI Pbilometor 
invaded Syria and expected to be in thaL country for some time he left 
his son Ptolemy Neos Philopator as king in Egypt.6 As Bactria was 
Demetrius' home kingdom, » is probable that Euthydemus II was not a 
sub-king -that would hardly have suited the circumstances—but a full 
joint-king with his father on the Seleurid model; this would agree with 
what happened later (p. 221). The western provinces of the empire in 

Ira?>M 3^ the rule ofAntimachus in the north 
and ApoIIodotus in the south. 

Demetrius took to India with him his second son Demetrius (H), 

/ pp- UJ con temporary with Dcmerritis. 
1 „tor.° . A‘ Smith1 pp. 119, 135, invj.i 

; CHi] 

p. mMC ’p ’m’3’4t CH/pp' ****'' J- N- **«**tJJJ,AJK XV, ,9,3. 

* fMC£- 8, PI- ni, J, 6. 

OrtOj Zfit d. 6, PtoUn\a£7j p. |j| n, ^ 
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and also his general Menander, of whom much will he heard later. It is 
just possible that die Paropamisadae were his already (p. tot); anyhow 
he took Gandhara, crossed the Indus, and occupied Taxila, which had 
been Alexander's advanced base and must have been his also. It may be 
taken as certain that he occupied Taxila himself, because the line of 
conquest there bifurcated, and had he left Taxila to be occupied by 
Menander, h and not Sagala must have become Menander's capital. 

Gandhara,' the country between the Kunar river and the Indus, 
comprising the modem Bajaur, Swat, Buner, the Yusufzai country, and 
rhe country south of the Kabul river about Pesliawur, was to be one of 
the strongholds of Greek power; it has been called a kind of new Hellas.1 
Asoka had converted much of the country, and it became to Buddhists 
a second Holy Land, where rose three of the four great stupas1 which 
recorded Buddha's charity with his own body in earlier incarnations, 
those of the Body-gift at Manikyala, the Flesh-gift at (probably) 
Giraral in the hills between Peshawur and Buner, and the Eye-gilt; this 
last may have towered aloft on the acropolis of what was to be the 
Greek capital, Pushkalavati (Charsadda), rendering, as has been said, 
* still more striking its resemblance to its more famous Athenian 
counterpart’.4 But Pushkalavati, like Taxila, was only pardally Bud¬ 
dhist ; Siva was still powerful enough there for his hum psd bull to become 
the coin-type of the Greek mint,5 while the Greeks were to worship 
Artemis as their eitv goddess.* But she was not die Greek Artemis; she 
was Analtis (Anahita) of Bactra, lor AnaTds and her crown oi rays 
appear as Artemis radiate on coins of die Saca king Mauesr which are 
sho wn by the humped bull on them to have been struck at Pushkalavati, 

* In the Jdtakas Gandhara includes Taxila; but in litis book I use the jcm in its 
strict Sense, On Gandhara see Foudict, Gandhd/a; R. Gruusset, Sue lei tracta dt 
Bo-jJdha, 1939, chap. vi. 1 Gwtisset ib. p. 96. 

3 siupa. wis 3 Buddhist shrine* circular domed,* usually but not 3lw»iys 
enclosing a. irlicL Buildings, even of stupa form, wliich did nfll enclose a relic 
Wure usually called chjucyas: dc U Vallce-Poussin p. 147- See on siupas, arniaifoltj^y 
apart, Fouchcr 1 chap* I, and die long study by P. Mus, "Bambudur\ BEFEO 
XXXit* I9J2, pp. 269-439, XXXIII pp. 177-$%®* XXXIV pp+ 17^400. 

4 Fcmcher, GtmdAdra p+ Tf# 
5 Thi* certain fact {CHI p. 5 f?) « confirmed by Siva being tno^Ti to Creeks 

as the god of Gandhira: Hesyehius, Vdr&ip&f ■ ° Trap 1 iwif, 
* Copper coins of Pcucolaos, obv. Artemiy itv. the Fortune of some city' with 

mural crown; Eakott Cor. pT 324 no. see CHI p. V* hat identifies the dty 
of these coins with Pushkaliviiil is Manes* mins (nest note)* 

? BMC PL X¥Jf 4™ Lakurt Cat. PL X, to; dSf 19*9-3* P- H nos, m* 
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jusi as m Bactra itself she had appeared as Artemis radiate on a coin of 
Demetrius (p. 115), Unfortunately it is not known whether the Greek 
invaders brought her with them from Bactra, which would throw light 
on Greek relations with Asiatic deities, or whether she had arrived long 
before with one of the earlier streams of invaders whom Indians com¬ 
prehensively called Bahlikas, Le. Bactrians (p. 1^9); the latter possibility 
wou d, if correct, imply an Iranian clement at Pushkalavari, again as at 
Taxila. But, unlike Taxila, Pushkalavat! became a Greek polls (doubt¬ 
less somewhat of the type of Susa, p. ay), as is shown by the Fortune 
ot the city on kings coins;’ the solitary coin of the city itself1 which 
exists to prove that it was once for a time completely independent 
(P; 33<S) shows, beside Siva’s bull, the Fortune of the 'city of lotuses' 
with her mural crown, holding in her hand die lotus of Lakshmu 
Evidently Pushkalavati, when a Greek polu, was no less proud of her 
alien deities than was Ephesus of her alien Artemis, and Siva’s bull is a 
parallel to Artemis’ bee on the coins of the Ionian dty. Pushkalavati 
stood at what was probably then the junction of the Swat and Kabul 
nvers, and as it and not Purushapura (Peshawur) became the Greek 
capital, the regular Greek line of communication westward probably 
dtd not run through the Khyber pass but by the route which Alexander 
had followed more to the northward; it seems unlikely that the Khyber 
was in use till the Kushans made Peshawur their capital * 

n Tuh Gfantdh5ra in his h3nds> Demetrius would be well informed of 
Buddhist teclmg, a matter which was to be of great importance; but 
from the military and political point of view' die acquisition of Taxila 

J3 0JLmOre V“d£y even more important than it 
had been m Alexander s day for it had long been the seat of the 

Mauryan governor of the North-West; though near it stood the fourth 
great stupa, that of the Head-gift, it was only partially Buddhist? and 

. “Jf* PeucolaosfaW). On the Greek name of PushkalJvaiiB 

KtsidattS. C,ty ¥0mMa °n theS** ***** fP‘ 3H n. ,) a* probably 
1 CHI p. and PI, VI, to. 
’ Fouchcr, Ganlkdta p, n, 

-I* Kh}b„ Pi„, ,“d 
like the Rushan masonry at Taxila: but itk a matter wWl 1 - (on>f "itire 
™ the spot by an archa^ogist, l“M*r whth mFaa “^gadon 

Then* are Buddhist inscriptions of the Sara iwriivt r//.» 
xxxi, xxxit. v ^ Ul nos. 11, xm, jucvti, 
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Vishnu was strong there (p. 406); with its famous University, of which 
the buildings have been excavated/ sought by students from many 
quarters* its merchant guilds who struck their own dty coinage/ the 
Iranian element in its population with their Towers of Silence/ its 
balance of religions* its feeling of independence which had led it to 
withstand Poms and to revolt against the Maurya, it seemed destined 
to be the capital of die fordgn invaders. So Demetrius thought The 
dty he found is now represented by the latest stratum of ruins on the 
Bhir mound; he presently built a new dty on Sirkap, now buried 
beneath the remains of the later Parthian city £p. 179). To it he trans¬ 
ferred the population of Old Taxih* as Hellenistic kings in the Wes: 
would transfer the population of some Greek town to one of their new 
foundations* and the city on Bhir came to an end/ tbeTaxila henceforth 
mentioned throughout this book is the city on Sirkap, which will be 
described later. 

Demetrius left his son Demetrius II as his sub-king to govern the 
Paropamisadae and presumably Gandliar^ also, that is, all the country 
between the Hindu Kush and the Indus; his also must have been the 
task of securing and perhaps improving the communications with 
Ehctria. That lie had the royal title is shown by his putting his own 
portrait on the bilingual tetradrachm already referred to (p. 77}. It is 
certain enough (p* 1 ^8} that his seat was Alexandria-Kapisa* the capital 
of the Paropami^dae (App+ 6)* from which Gandhara also could be 
governed* as it was from Kapha in Hsuan Tstangh day. Many reasons 
contributed to the importance of the capital beside its wonderfully 
fertile plain* which has led to it being called a little Kashmir without the 
lake.S i t was near die silver mines of the Panjshir valley and was thus 

1 Sir J. Marshal], A guide to Taxila 191 B p. 71. 
E E. f Fbpson* Indian coins 1E97 p. 14; CL J, Brown, Coins of India 1912 

pp* 15-19; J. Allan, BMC India pp. oexvT cxxviii, and scepf p, t6t n+ i+ 
1 Aristobulus saw there corpse exposed to viiIeui-cs, which he saw nowhere else 

in India, Strabo xv, 714, The Aramaic inscription found them (Li D. Barnett, 
JRAS 1915 p. 540; A+ Cawley, ik p, }4*\ though much esrlkr, tmy support 
this; and a tutelary Yaksha in the region of Ticcita had an Iranian name, S. L#vi* 
JJ 1911 p- 7^ 

4 Sir J. Marshall thinks that Bhir came xo an end with the Greek conquest, the 
two latest strata, being Manryan, ASI1930-4 p. 14£r Sirkap therefore certainly 
Demetrius' foundation, even if he did not finish it, for there is nothing beneath the 
two Hellenistic strata. 

* Foucher, AfgAownm p< z66 (of Kapisa)* But as lie though: Kaptsa h repre¬ 
sented by Begram, I fancy that die plain he describes must be that of Alexandria. 
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well suited to be the principal mint of the province; Kapisa was the 
outlet for Kafiristan, the land of the Knmbojas, who were possibly a 
valuable support to tire Greeks (p. 170)—indeed it has been thought 
probable that Kapisa and Kamboja are the same word;1 and the dual 
city was nearer to Bactra than any other important diy and commanded 
the three routes. The reverse type on the bilingual teiradrachm of 
Demetrius II is Zeus holding a thunder-holt. Zeus, one of the three 
deities of the Alexander coinage, had not before been used, by any 
Bacfrian king, and it ts almost certain, from the types on the silver 
coinages of Pantalcon and Agathodes (p. 158), that the Zeus of this 
teiradrachm is meant for die elephant-god of Kapisa. A few years later 
the god of Kapisa began to be regularly represented as Zeus enthroned f 
but the reason, for representing him as enthroned (p. 21 j) was due to 
other circumstances which had not yet arisen, while the reason for 
representing him as Zeus was a compelling one. For the elephant-god 
had his abode on the mountain Piiusara^ and to Greeks a god who 
lived on a mountain-top could not well become anything but Zeus/ 

Demetrius I! then ruled and coined in Alexandria-Kapisa. But he 
coined for his father, not for himself, as Antiochus I had once done:5 
this Is shown by his putting his father's title ‘Of King Demetrius the 
Invincible’ on his tetmdrachms, while on his square bilingual copper 
coins (which were struck by him and not by his father)® he put not only 
bis father's title but his father's head, the well-known head wearing ihc 
elephant-scalp. The tetradrachms would circulate principally among 
Greeks, who understood the position; hence his own head. But the 
copper coins would circulate, or so it was hoped, among Indians, who 
might not understand; hence his fathers head. Bui die real matter was 
die introduction on the coinage of a Prakrit legend, written in Kharosh- 
thi, beside the Greek legend. The great importance of tills step will be 
considered later; here 1 need only say that diis radical development in 
policy could only have been due to Demetrius himself, not to any sub- 

1 S. Uvi, ]A 191J ii p. 52, * Eucraiido* coin, a« p. 111. 

5 CHI p. 5 56 (from Hsiian Tsinig}. The mountain appears on Eucratidc>t coin. 
* Zeus Kasios is perhaps, rhe best.known instance, hut there are manv; see 

A. B. Cook, Zem 11, App, B, 'The mountain cutts of Zeus'. 

■ Coins with Antiochus1 legend and Seleucus’ head: E. H. Bunbury, JVC i8S» 
pp4 67-71; Head* p. 7jJS. 

‘ Beeattse it* r«t« type {BMC p. iflj no. ,) is the winded thunder-bolt 

which appears in Zcui hand on the tecradmdim and symbolic Zeus and Li 
Therefore the type of Demetrius II, not of his father* 
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king, and proves yet again that Demetrius H was coining to his father's 
instructions. Demetrius himself strode no coins in India; his coins 
nearly all come from Iron, and are practically never found east of the 
Indus,1 * 3 4 though one has come from die excavations at Taxiia,* 

One word as to Demetrius' communications, The Hindu Kush, which 
has never prevented anyone from invading India who had a mind to, is 
said to be a less formidable barrier than it seems; and it has been 
pointed out that the whole story of the Greeks in India presupposes 
fairly easy communication between Taxiia and Bactra J There w ere three 
routes across the Hindu Kush into Bactria,1 all of them commanded by 
Alexandria-Kapisa at the junction of the Panjshir and Ghorband rivers. 
The central route, over one of the lofty Kaoshan group of passes, does 
not come in question; it rises too high, though local tradition believes 
that Alexander used it for one of his crossings. The north-eastern route 
commanded by Kapisa, up the Panjshir and across the longer but lower 
KJiawak pass, had been used by Alexander on his other crossing; but 
though it may have occasionally been used by the Greeks, it led primarily 
to Badakshan, and made the road to Bactra itself very long. The south¬ 
western route commanded by Alexandria, generally used fo-day, 
furnished the most direct road between the capital of the Paropaniisadae 
and Bactra; it runs up the Ghorband by Bamyan and across the Kara 
Kotal pass to the Darrah, the river of Bactra, thus turning the Hindu 
Kush rather than crossing it; die road crosses three passes, but all are 
much lower than the Kiiawak.? This was the regular route in Hsiian 
TJiang’s day, though the pilgrim himself, perhaps for variety, went 
home by the Khawak; and the great Buddhist sculptures found at 
Bamyan attest the importance of die place subsequently to the Greek 
period. 

The French archaeological mission bad no doubt that the Bamyan 

1 Cunningham, JVC p. i^i ; BMC p. nv; Whhehead, AWif n, 15, 
Onthrmi Bhir, ASf 1920—1 Part ] p, it. Also one of Euthydemus from Sirkap, 

it. 1917-8 p. 60, In the Pcarse collection in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, U a 
silver coin ascribed to Demetrius, ASI1918-9 p. 139 no. 4, PL LVI, no, 4: obv. 
youngish head of king, diademed and unentered; iw, Apollo on omphalos, with 
legend fiamXlcus jdjyiijTpiTetr] [orujeifpof, It is obviously rite Selcudd Demetrius I. 

3 A. Feme her, CR Ac. inter, 1917 p. 117. 
4 Cunningham, Geag. p. 18. On the routes of ihe Paropamisadae sec also 

E. Ttinkler, Afgkanii;an, Pefermanns Min. Supp. Bd. 19G, 191S, pp. jp jyy. 
' On the Bamyan route see Foudtcr, Afghanis ;an p, 1^7 and his Map j facing 

P- i?*- 
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route was the usual Greek route,* though apparently no archaeological 
remains, such as foundations of block-houses, were found. I do not 
know their reasons, but there arc two pieces of evidence which are very 
strong: one is the passage from Varro to be presently axed, and the 
other die fact diat Pliny, speaking as though approaching from die north, 
names first the Bamyan-Ghorhand eparchy and then Opiane (p. 97 n. 1), 
that is, he speaks from the point of view of someone approaching 
Alexandria by the Bamyan route. If this were the usual route, it would 
explain why Alexander founded Alexandria on the opposite bank of die 
river to Kapisa instead of utilising the latter city, and would explain 
two other things also: the small importance in Greek times of Kabul, 
cut off from this road by the Koh-i-baba range between Kabul and the 
Ghorband valley, and the tradition of rhe hardships endured by 
Alexander’s army in crossing the Khawak; for dtough Persian armies 
had invaded India before him, if they had used the Bamyan route his 
crossing of die Khawak in force may have been pioneering work. It 
may be supposed that the Greek kings did all they could—road im¬ 
provement, shelters, depots of provisions suggest themselves—-to make 
the route between Alexandria and Bactra as easy as might be, and there 
is one curious bit of evidence that they succeeded. When Pompey 
called for a report on the feasibility of nuking a trade route from India 
via Bacrria and the Caspian to the Cyrus river, Varro says that the 
report stated that goods could be brought in seven days from India 
(presumably Alexandria-Kapisa) to the river of Bactra;* one need not 
insist on the seven days, but it shows that die transit was considered 
tolerably easy, and also that the regular route was that by Bamyan to 
the Darrah river. 

Once in possession of Taxila, Demetrius had two possible lines of 
advance, on either side of the Indian desert: one soudi-eastward along 
the great road across the Punjab and by the Delhi passage to die Ganges 
and the Mauryan capital Pataliputra, the other southward (at first south- 
westward) down the Indus to its mouth and whatever might lie beyond 
Alexander had attempted the two lines successively; Demetrius took 
them concurrently. His own sons, as their portraits show, were as vet 
too young to lead a pat advance; but he was fortunate in commanding 
the services of two lieutenants who must have been very able men his 
brother or kinsman Apollodotus and his general Menander. The two 
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are twice coupled in the classical tradition,1 which indicates some dose 
connection between them,1 but in each case Apollodotus is named first, 
which suggests that he was the more important; doubtless the reason 
is that he was connected with the royal house, while Menander was 
not "Who Apollodotus was has already been considered (p. 76); for 
Menander! must refer to the Excursus (pp. 410 tyJ), He was a Greek from 
the Paropamtsadae, and certainly a commoner; his birth in a village 
might mean that his father was a great landowner, successor to one of 
those Iranian barons who figure so largely in the Alexander story,3 and 
that he was bom in his father's stronghold to which the village was 
ancillary, but it more probably means that he was merely the son of a 
clench in a military settlement; in either case he had risen by his own 
abilities* As he died between ijo and 14 f (p. aid), and as his latest 
coins (so far as portraiture can be relied on in Graeco-Indian coins) 
show a man of advanced years,4 he must have been nearer to the genera¬ 
tion of Demetrius than to that of his sons; and he had certainly seen 
fighting, for Demetrius would not have put an unproved man in 
command of the advance to PltaJiputra* His portraits,3 for what they 
are worth, confirm the fact that he was not a Euthydemid; he has a 
different type of face, and the Euthydemid bull-neck is conspicuously 
absent. An Indian writer remarked later that among the Yavanas slaves 
could rise to be kings;* doubtless he used ‘ slaves' in the Persian sense of 
everyone not royal (p. 355 n. d), and was dunking primarily of the 
career of die most famous of the Yavana monarchs. But it must be 
emphasised that at the time of the invasion Menander was only 
Demetrius’ general, a fact, it would seem, better understood by Indian 
writers of the period (p. 166) than by modem scholars. 

Our two primary Greek sources, taken together, ascribe the conquest 
of Northern India to three men, Demetrius, Apollodotus, and Menander. 
At first sight indeed it looks as if Apcllodoms ascribed the conquest to 
Demetrius and Menander,7 'Trogus* source’ to Apollodotus and 
Menander;* but these brief notices in a fragment of Apollodotus and in 

1 Trogus Prat, xu; Ptriplu* 47. 
1 As E. J. Rapsor has noticed: Ancient In&a 1914 p. 118; CHI p. 547. 
3 See p. jju It is not however known that this ever happened in the Farther East. 
* Lethort Cat. p, ro n. t. 
3 Whitehead NNM PI. VII, 1 is about ihe best. 
b Ldvi, Quiddi Grateit p. 23. 7 Strabo XI, 316. 
8 Trogus Pro!, xli: lndicit quoque res additac, gestae per ApoUadcnua et 

Mcnandrum reges eomtn. 
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Trogus' prologue to a chapter which Justin did not excerpt are in¬ 
clusive, not exclusive- they mean, not that Apollodorus excluded 
Apollodotus or 'Trogus' source’ Demetrius, but that these were the 
three men who between them carried the conquest through. As however 
die secondary sources, Strabo and Trogus, while one selected Demetrius 
tor menu on and the other Apollodorus, both name Menander, and as 
there were certainly two lines of advance, we are justified in taking it to 
mean that one line of advance was Menander’s and that the other was 
shared by Demetrius and Apollodotus; it will appear that the evidence 
agrees with this. 

Demetrius himself was responsible for the conquest of Sind. A 
scholion to the grammarian Patanjali1 (p. 146) mentions a town 
Dattamitri among the Sauviras and says that it was founded by Datta- 
mitra, who is named in the Mahabharata as king of the Yavanas and 
Sauviras and is undoubtedly Demetrius; and the existence of this 
Dementias ill Sind is confirmed by an inscription.1 It was certainly not 
tlie Arachosian Demetrias between Seistan and Ghazni (see App, 9), for 
the Sanvira-Sindhus had nothing to do with Arachosia; at this time 
they were on the lower Indus and occupied its Delta (p. 171), This 
Demetrias is not likely to have been a completely new city. Alexander 
had begun to build great docks at Paiala and must have left a colony 
there; what Demetrius found there is unknown, but Patala was the 
natural port and centre, and undoubtedly Demetrias was Patala re¬ 
founded and renamed Demetrius may have had in mind the creation 
of a port on the Indus which should correspond to that of SeleuceLa on 
the Tigris. Demetrius then followed Alexander's track down the Indus 
to the sea. Alexander had gone by water; Darius I before him had sent 
a licet down the Indus; Demetrius too must have followed the easy and 
natural course of going by water, which would mean that on reaching 
the sea there was a fleet at his disposal. The trident on one of his coins* 

Given by A, ^eber, IndiscA* StudUn v p. i jo ru 

of Dattarmm is only die Sanscrit form of the Prakrit Damtiminyaka of £ b- 

SSfifStfS*> since then E. SeSn has b fact 
read the word in the inscription as Daiimitivaka, Ep. Ind vni „ __ _ £ 

t 4^11VLC J V1*:. P- 7«* II «*"« free from doubt. 

1 
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must imply naval power* but it is a. Bactrim coin and not likely to refer 
to a fleet on the Indus; probably it is connected with the symbolism 
of Aniimadms* coins (p* 90) and refers to the squadron which every 
Bactrim king must have maintained on the Gxus as part of the country's 
system of defence, 

Demetrius himself can have gone no farther. Like the Antigonids, 
the Euthydemids were tied to their northern frontier; as Macedonia was 
die shield of Greece against the barbarism of die Balkans, so Bactria was 
the shield of Iran against the nomads who, as Euthydemus had told 
Antiochus III* were perpetually threatening her, and who were one day 
to overwhelm her; no Bactrim king, for his own safety, dare neglect 
this responsibility* Demetrius, even though he had left a young son to 
guard Bactria, had taken some risk in going himself to Sind. He had 
done what Alexander had done; he must now have handed over the 
command of die advance southward to ApoUodotus and returned to 
Taxila. ApoUodotus, coming from the Aradiosian Demetrias, may 
have joined him on his way down die Indus, or may have been annexing 
eastern Gedrosia, which was seemingly governed from Sind (p_ 94). 

Menander's advance to the south-east is attested both from the 
Greek and the Indian side* Some writers indeed, with no clear idea of 
the two lines of advance, have ascribed all the Indian conquests to 
Menander, a thing which time, space, and Trogu^ mention of Apollo- 
dotus alike forbid* It is a proof of Cunningham's penetration that he 
saw some tiling of the truth as long ago as 1S7Q,1 when he said that the 
campaigns of ApoUodotus and Menander were contemporary but 
distinct, that of ApoUodotus being directed from Sind against Raj- 
putana; but nothing came of his illuminating suggestion* because he 
put botli kings much too late and numismatists subsequently saw that 
ApoUodotus, who still coined on the Attic standard and some of whose 
coins were overstruck by Eucraudes, must be a very early king. The 
first thing is to consider exactly wrhat ApoUodotus does say, before 
coming to the Indian account. 

He says in one passage that the Greeks conquered more of India 
than the Macedonians (Alexander) had done,1 and in another that they 
became (imperfect tense ; that is, they were for a rime) masters oPthe 
Indians"; they overthrew more peoples than Alexander had done (i*e, 

1 AT 1S7& p. 
1 Strabo xvp irAtkv Hjs <Wvouf (the Greeks) fj MartfSawf mora- 

OTpf^Qffffcu AeytiiH. 
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Alexander in India) and most of all Menander* some himself and some 
Demetrius.1 As the words 4 they overthrew’ (sorts t; that is* one point 
of time) apply to iotk men* we get two facts: that Demetrius and 
Menander were acting in concert, and that Menander went farther than 
Demetrius, Strabo adds to this excerpt a note of his own, showing that 
(like some modems) he found it hard to believe: ’at least if Menander 
really crossed the Hypanis (fleas) toward the east and went as far as the 
Isamos V which implies that Apollodoms had said he did, and inciden¬ 
tally implies that Demetrius did not go so far and did rwt cross the 
Hypanis* Most of the Alexander-historiaris call the Bcas, where 
Alexander turned back, die Hyphasis; but one of them, Amtobulus* 
preferred the form Hypams,* and that is die form always used by 
Strabo. For the unknown name Isamos the most usual conjectures are 
the lomanes (Jumna) or the Soamos (Son); if there really be a Prakrit 
name Issumai for the Jumna* it settles the matter, but it is not very 
material For there is one mote passage of Apollodoms, or rather of 
Strabo paraphrasing Apollodoms in his own words* which has 100 
often been overlooked:* it says tliat those who came after Alexander 
advanced beyond the Hypanis to the Ganges and Pataliputra.6 Hie 
language used imports a military expedition and imports also that 

1 Strabo xi, jhSi rfls t* 'Aptirifi mKpmw *oi rtuv famy 
*AtroAAd&ttfpw O rAfTTtfALTi]VGT„ xac -rrAeixu KOrnerTpttjraiFTO ij VI p kc.L 
poAurra ra ptv avrot ta St 

* Ik Kal iw SiijSy trpk; mu (Menander) Aral p+xpi roG 'Impov 
TrpaijXBe, 

* In xvp 686 Srrabo contrasts Apollodorus with some unnamed writer who uses 
the form Hypanis and exaggerates dty numbers in round thousands (Alexander 
had joco dsEes between Hydaspes and Hyparus). In 691, a named fragment of 
Ariatobulus (= F+ Gr* Hm* fr+ 35, ty)F a similar exaggeration of diy number in 
round thousands occurs (the shifting of the Indus made over rooo dties desert). 
Therefore the unnamed writer of 6E6r who uses the form Hypanis, is Amtobulus, 
though the passage is not given as his in F. Gr, Hist, It is morally certain dm the 
Hypanis of 70a is from Arisiobulus also. Strabo took the form from him, 

* hr II, DtuJBQFS xif it ]93°p p' u# is-- But I cannoi make out [f Issumai 
be a real name or if the writer is only suggesting that it would be the Prakrit form 
of Isamos. 

* It is not given among the fragments of Apollodoms in FHG tv, p* 3ofi huz 
there can be no question about it. Apollodoms ra not yet given in F. Gr. Hht+ 

6 Strabo xv, we know India within the Hypanis **i *1 Tim wpoow^nuy 
mptF iKtivov (Alexander) jrp«AfoW« pt^pi tqu Payyov HaMSoOptov. 

The word shows that a military expedition is meant md excludes 
the possibility of die reference being to Megasthenes, who anyhow could not be 
classified under Alexander's successors (u/ier1 JWcfrov). 
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Pataliputra was taken; Strabo could not have put it in that form 
had Apollodoms said that they had tried to take the capital and 
failed. 

The advance of the Greeks to Pataliputra is recorded from the 
Indian side in the Yuga-purana (p. 131); translations of the material 

sections are $vcn in full in Appendix 4, with such discussion as is 
necessary, It remains to take the outline (we cannot get more) of 
Menander’s advance and see the way in which the Greek and Indian 
sources agree with and supplement each other, a conclusive proof that 
the story is true. 

In the tradition (p. 177) Pushyamitia's power reached anyhow to 
Sagala (Sialkot between the Chenab and the Ravi); it is possible, as will 
be seen, that the halt at Taxila, while the ground won was being 
consolidated and Demetrius' fleet was being built, was used to prepare 
Menander’s way with a little propaganda (p, 178). Menander first 
occupied Sagala, known from the Milindapanha to have been his capital 
later (see Excursus), and then, as Apollodorus says, crossed the Beas, 
where Alexander had turned back. The Yuga-purana then mentions 
the Yavanas at Mathura (Muttra) on the Jumna; here comes in Apollo- 
dorus' statement about the Isamos, if it be the Jumna. The Yuga-purana 

then records die Yavanas at Saketa (in Oude) and in the Panchala 
country (the Jumna-Ganges doab), which is followed by Apollodorus' 
statement that the Greeks reached the Ganges. Finally both Apollo¬ 
dorus and the Yuga-purana record the occupation of the capital. The 
latter document savs that the Greeks first took Kusumadjava, which is 
Kusumapurj, the old name of Pataliputra, but which at this time must 
have been separate from, or a suburb of, die Mauryan town, and then 
took the Mauryan capital itself, which was defended by a mud wall, 
necessitating the use of their siege train, as Alexander had had to use his 
siege train against the high mud wall of Cyropolis; it is said that the 
excavations at Pataliputra have brought to light a mud wall of die 
Mauryan period 14 feet thick and flanked with wooden palisades.1 The 
Yuga-purana subsequently treats the Greeks as masters of the country; 
they command, and the kings disappear. 

One point in this account, die taking of Saketa, is further confirmed 
from the Indian side by a statement of the grammarian Patanjali (made 
merely to illustrate the right tense to use for an event which has just 

1 K. F. JaysswaU JBORS xiv, ipaS, p. 417. 
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happened), 'The Yavana was besieging Saketa/1 Patanjali’s date has 
generally been put about 150 s.c. on the strength of his supposed 
reference to Push yami era's horse sacrifice as a contemporary event, and 
the dating so readied has been used to date Menander's advance to 
about ifo. There is nothing in this, for it is generally admitted that 
Patahjail’s grammatical examples are, or in any particular case may be, 
not necessarily his own composition but traditional examples, put 
together before liis own time;1 in fact a recent authority, l venture to 
think conclusively, puts him much later titan tjo.3 What Patahjali does 
show is that the Greek invasion produced such an impression that it 
could be used as a commonplace illustration in grammars. 

Before passing on, one or two points in connection with the Greek 
advance to Pataliputra must he noticed. One need not waste time over 
the belief of some writers that the Greek kings were condottiere and 
their conquests raids, beyond hoping that such writers have clear ideas 
of what a 'raid' from Rawui Pindi upon Patna would mean; but the 
view held in defiance of Apollodonis, that it was Demetrius and not 
Menander who led the advance south-eastward, must be considered. Jt 
was first put forward as a guess in 1911 by Professor D. R. Bhandarkar,* 
because lie very properly saw that the advance must have taken place 
much earlier than the late date which he believed to be that of Menander; 
his reasoning was sound, but now that Menander's true date is known 
it has no further application.S Subsequently in 1913 Dr Sten Konow6 
based a similar theory upon a passage in the Hathigumpha inscription 
of Kharavela, which is supposed to state that Demetrius withdrew 
(from Pataliputra) to Mathura, and this has found some acceptance. It 

1 Cited in many works: sw Levi, QuiJ Graeeu p. 16; CHI p. 544. Weber 
hsJ, StuJiin xiii p. 304, pointed out that tlic verb in the semapx, rnmaJ, means 
‘besiege’ and nothing else, 

1 Weber ep. tit. xiit pp. jn, jif, 319; de la ViU&r-Poussin -p, m 
i De Lt Vallfc-Ptnasin pp. based on PatafljaSi’s mention of the Sacas 

See on these Sacas die theories of Bhandatkar, Indian Culture t, 1934, p, ™ anj 
Konow, ii. ii, 1933, p. 1K9, with de hi ValKe-Pcurssms reply, IL it, 191V p. ,9, 
His argument is unanswerable, unless the mention of Sacas in Rnafifajj be a later 
inrerpotdLian* which no ant hw Higgwwl. 

4 M XI., 1911„ p, I I n. J, 

* The same thing applies lo the adoption of this theory by H, Raychnudhuri 
The Pa/UKct History of Altova India 1913 pp. jo4W, 109. I have been unab'c 
to see this hook, and lake ihe information from L. D. Barnett, Caintla Unit* \ 
1914,?. ljo. 

6 Atm Qriewdia \f 1933, p. 17. 
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t$ fully discussed in Appendix 5; apart from some uncertainty as to 
what die Inscription does say on the matter, it is abundantly clear that 
it has no bearing at all upon the Greek invasion or who led it, though it 
may be important for later events (p. 166). Let me assume that the 
passage means what Dr Konow and the late Dr Jayaswal say it means 
(though they do not altogether agree) and then put the matter in general 
terms. Some king, carrying on widespread operations over an enormous 
territory, is said to have abandoned a certain conquered province. This 
does not imply that he conquered the province in person or abandoned 
it in person or ever set eyes upon it; it may, and probably will, refer 
only to his orders to his generals or governors. Qui facit per aiium focit 
per se. 

We may now leave Menander at Pataiiputra and return to Sind and 
Apollodotus, The evidence for what he did is not so dear as that for 
Menander, the Yuga-puriina being only concerned with Pataiiputra, but 
rather more is known about the ultimate consequences. Doubtless he 
first conquered die coastal provinces where a fleet could help him, and 
the notice of him in southern Rajputana comes later; we may suppose 
that he went round the Rann of Cutch, then possibly a sea-gulf, and so 
southward. Ptolemy (vtt, 60) knows of a Greek city Theophila in 
those parts (p. 134), and his co-ordinates, for what they are worth, 
place it eastward of the Indus delta; he seems to have figured it as on 
the route from Pa tala to Ujjain,1 and its foundation—-it must have been 
an Indian town refounded—would belong to Apollodotus’ activity. A 
woman’s name means a dynastic name, which implies a Greek polis; 
Theophila might have been Demetrius' queen, but the likeliest guess 
would be that Apollodotus mi Demetrius' youngest brother (p. 76) 
and that Theophila was their mother, the half-Seleudd consort of 
Euthydemus. Apollodorus says of this ad vance that not only did the 
Greeks occupy Patalene (the Indus delta country) but also, of the rest 
of the coast land, the kingdom called of Saraostos and the kingdom of 
SigerdisP The former has long been certain; it was Surashtra, Kathia¬ 
war, 3 There seems to have been a foreign element in the province, at 
any rate in the seaports, a thing in favour ot die Greeks; Asoka’s 
governor in Surashtra Iiad had an Iranian name, Tushaspa, and had 

1 Sec the map in BerthcEot facing p. 164, 
~-x .Strabo XI, jiri: <so p&vov &i njjit waresvsi* iWi *eu r^r oUtyr 

ffopnAtiK tt}v tt Ziapaoarov najax/unjr Kfti n)i' ZiyspSiSoj /JatriAe hii1 . 
i CHI p. j+i and eveiy writer. 
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been called a Yavana,’ and Ceylonese tradition knows of a missionary, 
Dhammarakkita, sent by Asoka to A parents (Gujerat), who is called 
a Yona.* The other kingdom, that of Sigerdis, is unknown, but can 
only mean the country between Pataiene and Surastrene, including 
Cutch;3 the provinces however will be discussed later (pp. 2,33 ryy.) and 
1 only want here to get the outline of the conquest. 

The next notice of Apollodotus is in the anonymous Peri plus Maris 
Erythraei (referred to throughout as the Periplus), in connection with 
the great seaport of Baryga2a (Broach) in Gujerat, on the east coast of 
the Gulf of Cambaye fadng Kathiawar. The merchant who wrote the 
Periplus in the middle of the first century a.d.1 * * 4 is not always clear about 
the interior of India, which he did not know; but for the things he 
personally knew and had seen—the coast and the ports—he is good 
authority. He says that in the country about Barygaza there were still 
mementos of Alexander’s expedition—old shrines, foundations of 
permanent camps (or barracks), and very gTeat wells.5 Alexander of 
course was never near Barygaza. Some of rhe Alexandcr-stories belong 
to Islam; but it ftas often been suspected that some are reminiscences of 
the Greeks, and this one, from its date, is certain: the objects referred 
to are mementos of the Greek (Apollodotus’) conquest and of the 

subsequent Greek occupation. The camps are interesting, as showing 
that the troops were camped outside, and not in, a city, but more 
interesting are the wells. Few countries could exist without knowing 
how to dig wells; what the Periplus means is that Greek engineers 
could dig deeper wells than the people of India could. One recalls that 

1 The Rudmman inscription, AV. fmi. vui, 1905—6, p. 46. 
* CHI pp. 499, doj, ftum the Mahavamw, 
1 This, and Theophila, preclude [he idea that Apollodotus might have gone by 

sea 10 Kathiawar; though he may have had a fleet co-operating- 
« On the date of this work see now J. G, C, Anderson in CAM x, 1934, p. 88* 

whose reasoning is conclusive against the Lafer date often adopted; equally 
conclusive against any date near the end of the first century a.d. is it that the 
Kushans ant still in BacirLi and have noi yet occupied Candhlra (Periplus 47} 
Anderson’s date, the early part of die reign of Makhus II of Nabataea, a.d 40X, 
may for practical purposes be railed the middle of the fim century ad as I 
have done throughout; it agrees fairly closely with the date, a.n.,'taken 
by M P. Charleswonh, CQ. xxjl, 1918, p. 91, who rightly said it rW<f not be 
later. 

5 Arv/w 4t: rtiCfTni fii koj rri -rip 'AXtfrvSpcv 
•* Tf tV*4,D fot’ar<1 piyZra On roLT 

ftuptfi^oXai sre p. R6* 
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Alexander had a well-digging expert with his army,' and that when the 
Chinese attacked Ir-shi in Ferghana in ioi u.c. the citadel was saved by 
a ‘man from Ts'tn* who knew how to dig (deep) wells (see pp. 310*7.). 

The Peri pi us further shows that Apollodotus ruled Barygaza—that 
is, it was in his realm—for some years, in the statement that his coins 
and those of Menander were still circulating in that town in the first 
century a.d.1 This is of the first importance. One numismatist has 
indeed denied that the word in question means ‘circulating' and thinks 
it means ‘come to light \i but fortunately there is exact evidence about 
the word which leaves no loophole for doubt;* it means circulating as 
current coin for buying and selling. One may dig up a king's coins in 
places where he did not rule, coins brought thither by merchants, 
changed at the money-changer's, and ultimately buried or lost; but if, 
long after a king's death, his money was still current in trade in some 
town—-which may mean that the town had gone on issuing copies of 
it5—then he must have ruled that town during Ins lifetime long enough 
to make his coinage a well-accepted medium of exchange.6 Conse¬ 
quently Apollodotus' rule in Barygaza cannot be in doubt. 

1 Gfirgffl o (Srrabo xv, 733) was presumably not only a mining 
engineer hut also a water engineer like die charged to open up the 
choked outlets of Lake Copals, id. ntf 407. On Alexander** welhdigging see Arr. 
Anak Vlt IB* 1* 

1 Ptriplui 47: Mrvpl vvp iy Bopuydlots xtclAoku Ttpaxwpa&n itF ypap- 
jLtiiuiv 4j.-'jjcoTs: -ctbr *Ak£(av&pav jSf/SafliAa1- 

Kcmu v pj4nnAAo£d-row koI MeirdvSpQv. This means thu the writer had seen them. 
3 Whitehead* NC p. 306 n, 16, 
4 Sen. Empir. adv* MatL ip 1 d*nrtp yap cv vopiajiaTvs raw 

ff^^owTOf Kara ra iy^utpwv o piv TOVTIp Suvurm Aral nirtv «Wti jj 

ttj ir^Uet £«c£ayfijyaf muttuBm, c St rafra pet} impaBijfdjitwK 
aXXa pS( Ti tfcuvor fcapdfTQwP £a.vTip jvat roihui jUtarcuof 

Ka&tetnjtcw* This is conclusive for die meaning of ttpa^/seiv. It never means 
fcpmc to light \ 

-* * Ol d coins migfu also ksvc been sent there j but the deduction would be the same. 
s Wliitdlead loc, eh* makes the objection that before the wat Indian rupees were 

accepted in parts of the Levant, bin that did not mean that the Levant was an 
appanage of die Indian empire. I see no connection berween die two tilings. The 
rupees (if not taken merely to melt down) were accepted because behind them was 
the credit of die Government of India. But Apollodotus' kingdom was long 
extinct; the acceptance of bis money -was 4 use and wont*, and that could only have 
originated in his rule. I note as a curiosity that about 1841 H. H. Wilson found 
Kush an copper coins in circulation in various Tndi+in cities {Arm* /iftujfiiia p+ H?)i 
and the mi pt among small cliange of 1 copper coin of Cleopatra VII lias recai dy 
been recorded from di£ French Riviera. 
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^ This is the known limit of Apollodotus* advance southward—- 
Kathiawar and part of Gujerat, U. Barygaza and presumably Surat. 
There are indeed die cave inscriptions from die country behind Bombay, 
which will be considered in their place, but they do not go to proving 
Greek rute. More important is the manner In which hts advance t$ 
confirmed by the fragments of a list of the provinces (satrapies) of the 
Greek empire in India preserved by Ptolemy; bur I want to deal with 
Ptolemy's invaluable evidence as a whole, and these fragments will be 
considered in Chapter vj, But one remark may be made here about 
Apollodorus’ phrase, the ‘kingdom called of Saraosros1. Greeks 
adopted from Indians the habit of calling a king bv the name of his 
country or his capital: Saraostos is ‘King Surashtra', the king of 
Kathiawar; Taxilcs of the Alexander-historians is 'King Taxib*, his 
personal name being A rnbhi; the' King Palihothros * of Strabo (xv,toi) 
is the Mauryan emperor for the time being, whose capital was Palibothra 
(Paialiputra); two fresh Indian instances, on coins of the Andhra 
dynasty, have recently been recorded/ The usage is notorious. But 
Paianjalt s 'The Yivana' (p- 146) is not in this category, for Yavana is 
not a territorial designation; the phrase does not mean ;King Yavana' 
but merely ‘the Yavana chief’. There is a similar use in English,1 ’ 

Yt ith Barvgaza Apollodotus had reached what must have been one 
of the Greek objectives, the great port which could give them good 
trade communication by sea with the West; but he had also reached 
something else, for Barygara was the terminus of the main road which 
ran from west to east across India by Ujjain and Vidisa (Bhilsa) to 
Kosambi on the Jumna, and so to the Ganges and PataliputraJ It is 
known that he turned inland, for Patanjali gives one more notice, ‘The 
Yavana was besieging Madhyamika'/ a place identified by Its’coins 
with the strong fortress of Nagari near Chitor in southern Rajputana 5 
It seems certain that he not only besieged but took It, for its coins show 
that in the middle of die second century n.c, it was peopled by 

1 J- PnyliKka ,JIL4S 1519 p. 276, 

* Ct "P- PTy' fVV*&*t*l °f old Mh&t, vr a ride fife •The 
Macbmosh to-day, which is $aid to be English, not Gaelic 

On this mute and *eD™ route {p. ij i) sec T, W. Rhvs Davids, Bud&ht 
“ ’ W» PP’ & ,o;i cm p. S I7i de la VtiUe-Pomsin p. f7J. ’ ' 

; M6un Ulcdto M caused by the BrUtat Samkiid ireniionme 
a ptopk called Madhyanukas in the Middle Country (Fleet, InJ. Aw. xxn 
P* 170). bui ihc coins have cleared that up. J 

s V. A. Smith* p. aay and refs., and sec now BMC India p, oraiv. 
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Sibi,1 * 3 whose own country was about j hang in the sou diem Punjab with 
their capital at Shorkot, "Sibi-townV and who must, it seems, have 
been settled at Madhyamika by Apollodotus; there is no question of the 
whole people having moved? for the known coins come from a very 
circumscribed area* Nagarf and ChitorJ 

At Madhyamika he was only some So miles north of Ujjain* the 
capital of Avanti (West Malva), and at Barygaza he lutd been on the 
great road tunning eastward to Ujjain, He could no doubt have reached 
Madhyamika across country, leaving Ujjain on bb flank; but Alexander 
had always followed the main routes where they existed, as no doubt 
any army in Asia normally did, and die common-sense of the matter is 
that Apollodotus would follow the main highway and occupy Ujjain; 
indeed one can go further and say that it is inconceivable that hh 
principal objective can have been anything but that city,4 For Ujjain 
was in the west very much what Taxtta wras in the north, an important 
seat of learning and one of the chief commercial centres of India: 
situated at the junction of tw o main routes, die Barygaza-KosambI road 
to the capital and the road that came north from the Deccan, it gathered 
up and forwarded the trade between the Ganges valley, Southern India., 
and die western sea. In one wpay it was more than Taxi la, for ic was one 

of the seven sacred cities of India, whose meridian was to be taken as 
tlie base for India by die astronom ers of a later day ;5 and like Taxi la tt 
liad been the seat of a Matiryan viceroy. Thar Apollodotus could have 
passed it by is impossible; but it must be emphasised that this is only a 
deduction. There is no direct evidence of his occupation, for though 
Ujjain appears in Ptolemy (vrr, 6z) with a Greek name* this is 
only a rendering in Greek letters of the sound of the Indian name 
Ujjahiru and might have been made at any time. But there is the 
indirect evidence of the rule there later of the Saca Western Satraps 
(ppu 335); f°r the Sacas merely followed where the Greeks had led. 

1 The coins (fi.), found at Nagain, bear die legend *Qf die Sibi people of 
Madhyamika diy'* Tlie$c must he die Sibi whom the list in the Brikm Samkiid 
places in the south division, with Esrygaaj (Fleet xA p. t?f). 

1 Sfvipura - Shorkor, V, A Smith* p. 97 n. 2, from an inscription, Ep. InJ, xvj 
pp. M-17- 

3 BMC ftufia pp, C3cdv-v. 
4 CunnsnghajnT who sometimes had flashes of intuition in advance of die 

knowledge ofhis day* actually made this suggestion (NC 1S70 p. S^}j but noiliing 
came of it. 
J V.A. Smith4 p. tGj; E- J. Rapson* Afu^kni India 1914 p, J7f I CHI p* f3r- 
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We can now see where we are going and what Demetrius was aiming 
at. The Mauryan empire proper, north of the line of the Nerbtldda and 
the Vindhya mountains, had pivoted upon three great cities; Pataii- 
putra the capital and seat of the emperor, Taxila die seat of the viceroy 
of the North-West, and Ujjain die seat of the viceroy of die West; 
these tw o viceroys had usually been princes of the blood, and Asoka 
him sdf had been viceroy in Ujjain under his father Bindusara, Cer¬ 
tainly Asoka when king had given the empire a great extension south- 
ward;' but the new possessions had been lost again after his death, and 
■t must be remembered that Creek ideas of the empire were largely 
taken from Megasthcnes account of the empire of Cliandra^upta, and 
that to Greeks the Mauryan empire essentially meant Northern India. 
Now, with Menander at PataJipuua, Apoilodotus at Ujjain, and himself 
in occupation of Taxila, Demetrius held die three cardinal points of 
that empire, the three centres of the administration; the occupation of 
what remained might seem a mere matter of time and derail. One 
cannot, as will be seen later, call it the ‘conquest’ of the Mauryan 
empire; rather, Demetrius' aim was to restore that huge derelict empire 
but under Greek rule and with himself on die throne of Asoka. That 
was his plan, a plan hardly inferior in scope and audacity to Alexanders 
plan of conquering the Persian empire. One may suppose that he 
meant to govern his empire from his new dty ol Taxila, with Apoliodotus 
and Menander as Jits viceroys in Ujjain and Patalipuira that is, to 
govern m a direction the reverse of the Mauryas; for from Taxila be 
could keep m touch with flactria, which must necessarily have remained 
the basis of his power. 

Perhaps one curious speculation may be permitted here. It has 
recently been suggested* that Asoka was grandson of the Selcucid 
princess, whoever-aheiwas, whom Seleucus gave in marriage toChandra- 
gupta.* Should this far-reaching suggestion be well founded, it would 
nor only throw light on die good relations between die Sek-ucid 
and Maurya dynasties, but would mean that the Maum dynasty was 
descended From, or anyhow connected with, Seleucus, 'But Demetrius 

' Me ^ viceroy For the southern conquests, one in Tosali over the 
hahngas (Kalmga Borderers Edict, Dhaulj %'mion) 2nd one in Sav-«AA{J t i 
south (Minor Ruck Edict j, Brahn^iri version) for the 

? I- A]lan 10 Tht Short* History 6f India t934 p, 
3 See p. 174 n, j. The suggestion of K. H. Drevj, JJiO/lS xvi TO,n 

n. iS, that on die dates she was more probably married to Q,,nj' ^ 
Bindusara, Asoka’s father, is worth considering. Umdngap* , 
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was a Seleucid on the distaff side; and when the Mauryan line became 
extinct, he might well have regarded himself, if not as the next heir, at 
any rate as the heir nearest at hand. His plan to revive die Mauryan 
empire would then really Jtave meant that he proposed to enter upon his 
inheritance. Should this be true, then he must have crossed the Hindu 
Kush with his plan ready formedi otherwise one might conjecture diat 
that plan only took final shape at Taxila, after he had learnt more about 
Indian feeling and die possibilities of the situation, just as it was not till 
after Jssus that Alexander definitely envisaged the conquest of the whole 
Persian empire. 

There are two other matters which bear out Demetrius' plan. The 
author of the original document or chronicle which must stand behind 
the Yavana sections of the Yuga-purana (App. 4), in recording the 
Greeks at Pataliputra, was thinking all the time about the Mauryan 
empire; ‘all provinces will be in contusion', he says, meaning die 
provinces of that empire, and when the Yavanas command ‘the kings 
will disappear’; as his story centres throughout on Pataliputra, he 
means that there will be no more Indian kings in die Mauryan capital 
as aforetime. But more important is the meaning at this rime of the 
words ‘India1 and ' Indians' to Greeks of the East like Apollodorus and 
‘Trogus1 source'. There is no direct evidence, but the evidence from 
analogy is too strong to be set aside. In Alexander’s day the word 
'Asia' was habitually used in the sense of the Persian empire,1 that is, 
it was used as a political term and not merely as a geographical one. 
Some indeed knew that there were bits of the Asiatic continent, like die 
spice-land of Arabia, which were not within the Persian bounds; but 
such lands were shadowy tilings, outside the range of the politics of the 
day. When the Seleudd empire replaced the Persian, the word ‘Asia1 
was transferred to signify that empire, though it was now well known 
that considerable sections of the continent were outside the Seleucid 
bounds: Seleucus was ‘King of Asia’,* and the term ‘Stations of A$ia'J 
applied to the Seleucid survey of their empire, and the ride ‘Saviour of 

1 By Alexander himself: Ait.Mai, 1,16.7 (dedication in 334), u, 14,3 (political 
manifest!* in 333^ 'King of Ahip), Lindian CAronkk c. iOj (dedication in 330^ 
+ Lord of AsiaAir.sfmiA. pf, 15,^(in speaking, 319-4)+ By NeirdiijS: An% iW. jjj S 
(lsn possession of all Ask\ 315). By others: Art, jfmrfr. nlT 9, 6$ |S, 11; 11, j; 
Plui. Aiex. 34; DittJ 303. Officially in 311: Diod. %txf iOfp 1. In common parlance 
in 307HS; Ditr.3 3afi, L 13, 

1 App. Syr, 6q, d TTJ5T fia&iXtih- 
5 Strabo 713., £v rots '/Jo^atruroiF see p. fp. i. 
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Asia’ given to Amtochus IV,* are sufficient proof. To Alexander, when 
he crossed the Hindu Kush, ‘India’ meant only the Indus country 
which Darius had ruled;5 but since then Greek knowledge of India had 
been enormously enlarged by Megasthenes. But Megasthenes, though 
he knew of the existence of peninsular India, had only described the 
Mauryan empire of Chandragupta, and the only part of India with 
which Greeks had been in contact since Alexander’s death was the 
Mauryan empire, just as the only part of Asia with which they had been 
in contact before Alexander’s birth was the Persian empire; Southern 
India was as shadowy a land as Southern Arabia had been. It is therefore 
inconceivable that ‘India' should not also have had a political meaning, 
just as' Asia' had always had; as1 Asia’ was used in the sense first of the 
Persian and then of the Seleucid empires, so ‘ India’ must have been used 
in the sense of the Mauryan empire. Consequently when Tragus’ well- 
informed source called Demetrius (the Greek equivalent of) Rex In- 
Jorum J ‘King of the Indians’, he meant exactly wliat Alexander meant 
when in 330 he called himself‘Lord of Asia’:* Demetrius was monarch 
of the Mauryan empire. Alexander in 330 had not completed the con¬ 
quest of the Persian empire, but he held the great centres, and after 
Gaugamela what was to come seemed a foregone conclusion. Similarly, 

Demetrius had not yet completed the conquest of the Mauryan empire, 
but with the three great centres in his hand what was to come might 
well seem a foregone conclusion also; the one statement was as true as 
the other. Where Chaucer’s ‘grete EraetrSus, the kyng of Inde’ came 
from is unknown^ but for a moment it bad seemed true, and legend 
remembered where history has forgotten. 

* OGJS ajj; see p, 1 Tarn in CAM vi p. 431. 
' 3 Justin xli, 6, 4, Demcmi regis Indorum. Cf. Apollodonjs' phase (Strabo xr 

51(5), tTiKparaw TUiV ‘faBtuV. 

- * jLinJian Chronicle C fOJ. 

i The Knight't Tele !. nyS, The affinity of some of Chaucer's Talcs with Indian 
stories U notorious; the last section of die Pardoner's Tale is the Vtdahka jasoka 
though Chaucer cannot have known the Indian story (see the ed. of toaa bv A. w! 
Pollard and M. M. Barber, Introduction pp. vili-iti; H. T. Francis, The VtJabha 
Joruka ttmpauJ with ,ht Pardoner's Tale 1884); for die literature on the Indian 
and Chinese analog^ to the Franklin’/ Tale see J. Schick, Siuiia fnd^hartiea 

k* Sri {Jr be, f,7f Jf’ fl + rtvj* iii4t n D.,. *L. !■ P m-r. . _ . 1 

his source. Seemingly he has succeeded. 
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For a few brief years Demetrius was lord of a realm which in mere 
size probably surpassed that of the first Seleucus; he ruled from the 
Jaxartes to the Gulf of Cambave, from the Persian desert to the middle 
Ganges. Put into modem terms, and speaking roughly, his kingdom 
included Afghanistan and something more, the northern and probably 
also the southern part of Baluchistan, most of Russian Turkestan with 
some extension into Chinese Turkestan, and in India part of the North- 
West Frontier, the Punjab with southern Kashmir, much of the United 
Provinces with a small slice of Biliar, Sind, Cutch, Kathiawar, and the 
nonhem pari of Gujernt, with apparently some extension into Raj¬ 
put ana. What can be made out about the Indian provinces in detail will 
be considered later, when everything that remained after the abandon¬ 
ment of Pataliputra and Ujjain had passed into the hands of Menander' 
but it may be noticed here that the later legend which carried Alexander*s 
victorious arms to the Ganges and Magadha (Pataliputra),1 and the 
saying attributed to Chandragupta that Alexander had all but secured 
for himself his (Chandragupta’s) empire of Northern India,1 alike spring 
from the victorious progress of Demetrius. 

To return to Apollodotus. Whether be went beyond Madhyamika 
cannot be said. It is conceivable that he was aiming at Ajmer, die 
Eragassa Metropolis of Ptolemy, to secure die Ujjain-Mathura route; 
at Madhyamika lie was more than half-way thither on the road from 
Ujjain, his coins have been found near Ajmer,3 and Cunningham, who 
knew India well, thought that any conqueror in that part of the country 
must try to take Ajmer.* But in fact nothing is known about Rajputana 
except that the Greeks called the AravaJli mountains ‘The vengeance of 
Heaven* (p. ay3); Apollodotus at Madhyamika may only have been 
clearing his Hank of an inconvenient garrison of Pushyamitra’s, in 
preparation for the final move. For the final move must have been 
meant to be that Apollodotus from Ujjain and Menander from Patali- 
putra should join hands along the great road and complete the circuit 

1 Strabo xv, 701; Died, ir, 37, jj xvit, 108, 3; Plut. AUx. 61; Justin xu, 8,9; 
see Tam, JfiS sun, 19*3, p. ico. 

1 Plut. AUx. Si, Chandragupta Xtyrrai imUtMit vtrrtpon (w. after be 
was king of Northern India) wf imp oi&A ra vpayfiartt Aoj'AX((avSpos, 
where rd irpuyfurra. means the Mauryan empire. The king who ‘just missed* that 
empire eras not Alexander but Demetrius, 

'■ At Pushkar; Cunningham, NC [870 p. 8;, 
* Tile Sara Great Satrap Nihapana ruled in Ajmer (V. A. Smith* p. an), and the 

Sacas were usually copying the Greeks. 
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of Northern India. Between them lay Pushy amitra's home kingdom of 
Vidisa, w here they might expect some serious fighting. But, so far as is 
known, it was never attempted; though they held Vidisa as it were 
between the jaws of pincers, the pincers had no strength to dose. 
Whatever fighting the Greek leaders had had or had not had, the 
wastage of their armies in garrisons and settlements must have been 
severe; for the time being both had shot their bolt. Doubtless Demetrius 
would presently have reinforced tliem with fresh troops for the final 
stage; he cannot yet have been fifty when he crossed the Hindu Kush, 
and there seemed plenty of dme. 

But at some period which cannot be precisely indicated he had to 
return to Bactria, and had among other things to carry out a reorganisa¬ 
tion of his sub-kings. His return to Bactria seems certain from the 
coinage. His coins struck in India are tare and seem to have all been 
struck by Demetrius 0 west of the Indus (p. 138). But his great new' 
empire in India needed an abundant coinage, and had he stayed in India 
he, as supreme ruler, must have supplied It; this he never did, and though 
India received a plentiful Greek coinage it was struck by Apollodotus 
and Menander. His reorganisation may not all have been done at once, 
but it can only be indicated as a whole. 1 suggested before that some¬ 
where about 17s might be a likely date for the termination of the 
advance; it cannot well be put later, as ten to twelve years at least must 
be allowed for Apollodotus' money to establish itself in Barygaaa 
(though it may have continued to be struck or copied long after his 
death); and it cannot well be put earlier, because a fair interval must be 
allowed between the appointments of Euthydemus II and Agathodcs 
to allow for Agathodcs' coin-portraits looking slightly older than those 
of his eldest brother. 

Probably die first step was the appointment by Demetrius of his 
tliird son Pan tale on to be sub-king of Seistan and Arachosia in place of 
Apollodotus, whose hands were full in India. Pantaleon's own coins1 
are too rare to indicate where he ruled, but their practical identity with 
those of Agathodcs, which will presently be discussed, shows that it 
was die same country, that is, that he was also sub-king of and coined 
in the Paropamisadae; it is conceivable that he never coined at all in 
Seistan but continued to strike Euthydemus' money there, and that he 
got the Paropamisadae later than Seistan. This of course implies the 

' * ‘^Cunningham, JVC 1S70 p. 41, found chiefly about Ghaaii 
and Kabul (i.r. along the Seu tan-Alexandria road); WJdiehead, JVC p. 316 no. 3. 
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transfer of Demetrius II from the Paropamtsadae. It is known that he 
was governing Bactria when Eucratides arrived (iWow); therefore 
Euthvdemus II was dead, and this is borne out by the fact tliat all the 
coins of die latter show a very youthful portrait. It may have been the 
death of Euthydcmus II, or troubles from die north, or both, which 
recalled Demetrius from India; the Euthydemids were no less tied to 
their northern frontier than the Antigonids, though for Bactria the 
record is lost prior to the final conquest by the nomads, just as it is lost 
for Macedonia prior to Philip V. Demetrius made Demetrius II his 
joint-king in Bactria in his brother's place, which shows diat he himself 
intended to return to India. Demetrius II in die Paropamjsadae, as lias 
been seen, had simply coined for his father; but henceforth in Bactria 
he struck his own tetradrachms with his own portrait and type and his 
own legend ‘Of King Demetrius’,1 just as Euthydemus II had done; it 
is the Seleucid bead and reel moulding on one of his tetradrachms in die 
British Museum which shows that he was king when Eucratides came 
(p. 201), Pantaleon, as the rarity of his coins indicates, can only have 
had a short reign and must have soon died, for before Eucratides came 
he had been succeeded by the fourth brother, Agathodes,3 who has left 
an amount of both information and problems out of ail proportion to 
his political importance. It will be best to finish with Pantaleon and 
Agaihocles before returning to India, 

Like the other sons of Demetrius, these two kings did not take any 
distinctive title on their regular silver coins, but put on them their own Kortraits, royal title, and types, each using as type Zeus seated and 

olding in his hand a three-headed Hecate. It may be taken that Zeus 
is the elephant-god of Kapisa, as he was later, and that they successively 
coined in Alcxandria-Kapisa; a sub-king of the Paropamisadae, being 
in charge of communications, could not well have his seat anywhere 
else but in the capital, and doubtless Seistan and Arachosia were actually 
administered by their satraps. It is also noteworthy that the portraits 
of these two kings on their silver issues are good Bactrian portraits of 
the 1 school of X’, and, as the portrait of Demetrius II on his bilingual 

1 CHf p. 448. His own type, shown on his Baciriati letradrachms, was Athena, 
which confirms that the Zeus of his Indian tetrad rachm (p. 77) the god of 
Kspia. 

* His coins: BMC pp. xxvii, to, 164, Pis. IV, 1—7, XXX, j; J. Allan, NC 193J 
p 1. Cunningham, AC 1870 p, 41, says common about Kabul and Begnun 
(Alexandria) and found in Seistan and Arachosia; t.e, along the Scisun-Alexandria 
road, like Pantaleon’*, 
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Indian tetradrachm struck at Alexandria-Kapisa is not (in my judgment) 
‘school of Xr, but distinctly inferior, this may mean that Pantaleon 
brought a Bactrian artist with him; but rise monogram on two of 
Aga diodes’ silver coins seems to show that they wen* struck for him 
in Bactra (App. i), and therefore all the silver of both kings may have 
been. 

But the important figure on these coins is the three-headed Hecate; 
she lias never been explained, but she is the key to several things. She 
is Hecate of the Three Ways, Tpw&trrs, who was worshipped at a 
Tpw&w, a place w-here three roads met; and only one rpk&jf can come 
in question here, the one in the Paropamisadae given by Alexander’s 
bematists and twice mentioned by Eratosthenes (App. <S), where met the 
three routes across the Hindu Kush from Bactria. Alexandria-Kapisa 
stood at the point of junction and doubtless Hecate of the Three Ways 
was worshipped there; and the fact that she stands on the hand of Zeus 
proves, as has already been deduced, that the Zeus of these coins was 
the god of Kapisa, that therefore Alexandria-Kapisa at the rpio&os was 
the seat of Pantaleon and Agaihocles, and that they were therefore 
successively sub-kings of the Paropamisadae. It also follows from this, 
almost with certainty, that the Zeus on the bilingual letradrachm of 
Demetrius II was also the god of Kapisa and that consequently the 
deduction (p. 1J7) that at one time Alexandria-Kapisa had been the 
scat of that sub-king is sound. 

Hecate may perhaps give some help in elucidating the types on the 
nickel and bronze issues of Pantaleon and Agathodes. The nickel1 and 
round bronze coins show' a bust of the young Dionysus and on the 
reverse a panther; as they are not bilingual, they were intended for 
Greeks, and Dionysus is simply Dionysus and has nothing to do with 
Siva. Tiie square bronze coins,1 which are bilingual and intended for 
Indians, show a ‘dancing girl' in Indian dress holding a flower {? lotus) 
with a panther on the reverse. The panther of Dionysus, then is 
common to the two series and bodi therefore ought to refer to the same 
thing; it is difficult to suppose that die same reverse type was used with 
two different significations, and that seems to exclude any idea that the 
panther on rhe square bronze coins might be the lion which is so 
common on coins ofTaxila. The ‘dancing girl’ has been a problem. It 
has been suggested that the flower is a lotus and that she Is the goddess 
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of the 'city of lotuses\ Pushkalivati;1 bur one cannot imagine the 
Fortune of a city without her mural crown and dancing, and on the 
solitary autonomous coin of Pushkalavati she wears her mural crown,1 
which seems decisive, apart from the panther. The same reason seems 
fatal to the suggestion that she might be the city goddess of Taxila, 
comparing her with a female figure on coins of Taxila which indeed 
holds a flower but stands stiff and upright;3 moreover there is no reason 
to suppose that Taxib was ever a polh—h is tolerably certain that it 
was not—or that Agathocles ever ruled there (pp, 160 ^.)+ The figure in 
fact cannot be interpreted apart from the panther* Now die Zeus-Hecate 
silver coins refer to the gods of a particular dty, Akxandria-Kapisa, 
and die explanation of the types on the nickel and bronze issues should 
therefore be that they also refer to some particular town; this, from the 
Dionysiac types, can only be Nagarahara near Jalalabad, the frontier 
town towards India, which appears in Ptolemy as 4 Nagara, also called 
Diony5bpolis^4 Very few places east of the Hindu Kush have a Greek 
name, so the town must have been important; die form of the name 
Dionysopolis shows that a Greek military colony had been planted 
there (p. n)> one of the usual methods of hellentemg an existing 
Oriental town (p* 11); whether, like Susa, the place had become, or 
ever did become, a Greekpolu cannot be said. The settlers were devoted 
in some especial way to the worship of Dionysus; hence the panther, 
probably the dty type. The 'dancing girl1 on the bilingual coins should 
then stand in die same sort of relation to the Indian community of 
Nagara as the head of Dionysus does to die Greek community, and 
she is presumably a Yak5hi or something of the sort with a special con¬ 
nection with the city; dacre would be no objection, tram the point oi 
view of a Buddhist community, to representing her as dancing, for 
the Yakshis at Mathura, with their voluptuous coquetry, come from a 
Buddhist monument J We shall meet a similar case later (p. 400) of two 
coins of MaueSj linked by a common obverse type, wfhieh refer 10 the 
two religions of a particular town. If Nagarahara, whose site has been 

1 H- K, Dish, INQ p- ^ 
5 £Z//p. ffi7P PL VI, 10; sec p* 336. 
3 BAfLlnJta p. cxxvii; the Taxi La figure is given on p, cxxsav, h. 
* vn, 1P 41; Fouchcr, Afghaauiw p- 179* Ptolemy assigns if to G and Kara, hut 

it was the frontier town and may have been governed Irom either capital at different 
rimes, 

* I PlV Vogel, La fcufpliint sk MaikutS. 193O {An Asiatkn XV) p. Jl„ Pis. 
XVIII, XIX. 
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identified, be ever excavated it may be possible to be mo re precise; but 
ivhat is both interesting and important is thar these two Kuthydemid 
princes on their money treat the Greek and Indian communities in the 
town as on a level. 

In addition to the above, Agathodes (not Pantaleon) issued a series 
of square bronze coins’ which have no Greek legend at all, but a 
Prakrit legend on both obverse and reverse, die only instance of the 
sort among Greek kings in India. It was for long believed that the 
symbolism on these coins was Buddhist, but it seems certain now that 
it is not. The type on the reverse which used to be called a stupa is 
quite certainly a hill,1 a type extremely common on the Mauryan 
currency (the punch-marked coins) and on coins of Taxila- while "the 
obverse type, a tree in a rail, is one of the commonest types on early 
Indian coins all over India.* The reverse bears Agathodes’ name, and 
the obverse a word which used to be read Hidtijasame\ there were many 
interpretations of it,+ the most attractive of tltem, comparing the title 
SiVa«if on Agathodes' pedigree coins, being 'Just to Indians’, whidi 
made it look like a propaganda coin. It is now said to be certain that 
die true reading is Hiranasame, ‘The Golden Hermitage*,* and that the 
coins are copied from a coin of Taxila which shows die same reverse but 
on the obverse, instead of the tree in a rail, a plant with the legend 
HiriiiiJSQiim p AgathoclcsT it has been said* in. copying the type repheed 
the plant by a tree in a mil,* but a specimen of this coin at Lahore 
which has the plant7 and used to be called Agathodes' really belongs to 
Taxila. The Golden Hermitage has been taken to be the name of some 
district which issued coins as (practically) part of the Taxila coinage-8 
there is however a specimen of the coin from Taxila which omits'the 
word Hiranasame^ 

The connection between some of Agathodes* coins and coins of 
Taxila lias naturally led to the view that he must have ruled there but 
that seems impossible (apart from his being a younger son), for it is 
certain enough that it was Apollodotus whom Demetrius put In charge 
of Gandhara (p. i«j) which lay between Taxila and the sub-kingdom 

1 ISEf* ia no‘ **’ PI-IV> ta> Lah«rt Cat- P- fS ids- *i-i. 
BMC India p, niv; one gets animal* and s™ on it, ** p. xrv. 

* Ik Introduction p<usim, ' v 

\ Ltkort Car. p. i8 n. tj Tarn,JH$ l9ot p. a7J n. * 
J BMC India pp. exx* J?. ‘ It. n. ^ P 71 "* 

: ^tr Cat- pl **no-* r; 8MC p. ™*. 
* ASI 1929-30 (pub. 19J5) P- 86 no* 4. 
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of Agathocles That sub-kingdom lay primarily in Iran, andAgathodes1 
connecdons ran along the road from Alexandria-Kapisa to Sebum and 
not along the road from Alexandria-Kapisa to India. The explanation 
of the resemblances between bits of the two coinages seems simple. 
Many of Taxib's coins had been expliddy issued by the merchant 
guilds of the dty and for trade purposes;1 also no other Indian coinage 
is known further to the north-west except the coins bearing the name 
Vatssvaka, a name connected with the Asvaka (Assaceni) of Swat and 
now thought to be probably another of the districts whose coinage was 
(practically) part of the Taxih coinage,1 Thar coinage then bad served 
the trade of the whole North-West; and Agathocles at Alexandria- 
Kapisa sat in the gate of the West, through which all overland trade 
with the world beyond India had to pass. What he was doing was 
putting into circulation under his own name* more coins of types 
known and acceptable to die merchants of Taxih and the North-West. 

It b unfortunate that the coinage of Taxih4 does not help us to 
understand die position of die great dty under Greek rule. That 
coinage, [hough abundant, is thought only to have begun late in the 
third century n.c. and to have ended lwidi the Greek conquest before 
the middle of the second century1;* that is, it belongs to the period 
when die Maurya power was tailing and Taxih could assert i^df, But 
it seems unlikely that Demedius, who, apart from any views of his own, 
was bound by the circumstances of his conquest to be conciliatory 
where he could, should have begun by abolishing his own city’s 
coinage, especially as his hands were too full at the time to put any¬ 
thing in its place; and the relationship between the coinages of Taxila 
and Agathocles may suggest that Taxila was still coining when Aga- 
thocles was governing the Paropamisadae/ that is, during the latter 

1 The coins with the legend negama, * mercantile money token issued by traders \ 
and those with the legend Pamcanekame, ‘The five guilds', are specific: BMC 
India pn- cxxvi, QCXVtii, 314, it& 

1 BMC India pp. cxxxt cxxxiu, cxlvi. Rapson* Indian esmr 1E97 p. 14, following 
BilhJer, made the word nor a place-name but a division of the Asvaka* The ooin- 
legrnds are wriirm in Brahmi, BMC India p. 164. 

1 1 find it difficult ro believe (BMC India p. aootv) that he may himself have 
struck certain variants of die ‘elephant and lion* coins of Taxila on which the lion 
is replaced by a horse and star, seeing iliaz they do n&t bear his name. 

4 BMC India pp. 114-38. * IL p. aeons. 
6 For the possibility of some Taxila coins being later than Agathocles see ii. 

P- cxxviii. The strauficafion of the coins found at Taxila in 1918^ would pot the 
Taxila Issues between ihc Indian punch-marked (Mauryan) coins and the Greek, 
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part of the reign of Demetrius (died nSy), Indeed the end of the dry's 
coinage might be connected with the invasion of Eucratides (165 or 164) 
or with the capture of the city by his son Heliocles; but the whole 
matter is too uncertain to enable any conclusions about the amount of 
autonomy which Taxila may or may not have possessed under different 
Greet rulers. 

A peculiar feature of Agathocles' coinage is that the Prakrit legends 
are often written in Brahmi instead of Kharoshthi, which Demetrius II 
had already used and which was to be used by every subsequent Greek 
king; Agathocles and Pantaleon are the only two to use Brahmi. 
Brahmi, believed to have come by sea from Babylonia, would no doubt 
have become the universal writing of India, as "it did later, but for the 
subsequent intrusion of Kharoshthi, a script derived from Aramaic, 
the common writing in Persia for official use in Achaemenid times, 
which is supposed to have reached India about 500 B.c. in the train of 
Darius’ conquests; it drove like a wedge into the Achaemenid provinces 
of the Nortli-West and became the usual writing in Gandhara and 
Taxila. But we hardly know the position in the Paropamisadae; for 
though Kharoshthi inscriptions have been found in abundance in 
Gandhara and the Taxila country, none have come from westward of 
the Panjkora river,1 though this may in part be due to lack of facilities 
for exploration. It is now believed diat where Brahmi and Kharoshthi 
are both employed (as on Agathocles’ coins) a dialectical difference is 
indicated,s and the natural explanation of the use of Brahmi by Pantaleon 
and Agathocles is that in the Paropamisadae there were districts whose 
dialects were normally written in Brahmi, as were the legends on die 
already mentioned Vatasvaka coinage from Swat, and on some of die 
coins of Taxila ;J but as no other Greek king in the Paropamisadae used 
Brahmi they must have overestimated its importance in relation to 
Kharoshthi, a mistake easy enough for strangers to make. 

When Demetrius returned to Bactria he handed over to Apollodotus 
as his sub-king everything in India outside Menander’s sphere except 

AS/ 191S-9 p. 64; but one Is warned (fi.) not 10 rely 100 much on the stratification 
.md 1 be coins have often been found together with those of Greek kings eVett kinci 
of me first century n.c.;*s generally ASJ 1919-30 n, 71. 

1 See q valuable map of the find-spots of Kharoshthi inscriptions in CU facitie 
p. KIV. h 

s BMC India p. acxix, on the coins of the Auditmbhaias and Kunindas which 
hive Brahmi un one side and KharOsbtH on the other. 

3 IL pp, cxxviriDoix. 
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the Paropamisadae; this follows from the fact that Apollodotus, besides 
being king in Barygaza, was also king in Gandhara, and therefore must 
have ruled everything between the wo. His rule in Gandhara is proved 
by the appearance of the humped bull of Siva on both his round and 
square silver coins,1 * for the two types which are certain are the Zeus of 
Kapisa and die humped bull of Pushkalavati, die capital ot Gandhara.3 
He must also have ruled Taxik and the kingdom between the Indus 
and the Jhelum of which Taxik was the capital, for Menander’s sphere 
did not come west of the Jhelum, Bucephala being his most westerly 
town (p, 245). But one of the great difficulties in reconstruction has 
been that the coin-type used by the Greeks for Taxi la was unknown. 
The modern view is that it was the pilti (caps) of the Dioscuri ;3 * but even 
if this be true—it seems very conjectural—it cannot apply to the period 
before Eucratides, whose coinage first introduced die Dioscuri and 
their pilti into India as coin-types. The Taxila type ought to be dis¬ 
coverable on Taxi la’s own coinage. Thai coinage uses several types, 
among them die lion and the humped bull, but infinitely the commonest 
type is the elephantindeed the elephant, though a common type on 
early Indian coins, is so particularly associated with two towns, Eran 
and Taxila, that it Iras been thought to possess a local significance. 5 
Now Apollodotus* round silver coins show on one side Siva’s humped 
bull, with the 'footprint of Nandi* on its hump,6 7 and on the other an 
elephant, and the conjunction of these two types is imitated by sub¬ 
sequent kings who ruled both Gandhara and Taxila—Heliocles and the 
Sacas Manes, Azes, and Azilises?—and I suggest diat the elephant here 
is the missing type of Taxila on Greek coins and signifies that Apolio- 
dotus, as he must have done, ruled that kingdom as well as Gandhara. 

1 BMC p. 3.1; PI. IX, 8, 9. ... 
* CMSp. 337, Certainly the humped bull had long been a wide-spread emblem, 

and appears on die autonomous coins of several Indian cities, including; Ujjain 
(see Rapson’s list in Rhys Davids' Buddhist Sadia pp. jn-i, and Sjtdip 
pp. odiv, and occasionally Taxila {ASS 1914—1J p. a& no. a; BMC Sr.Jia 
p. I3l)» but the imitation of Apollodotus’ ‘humped bull and elephant type by 
Heliocles (p-171 n. 1) shows [hat only Poshkaiavati car be meant, bee p. t]I n. 5, 

3 CSSS pp. jjiS, 558, 591 j H. K. Deb, SSSQ x, 1934, p- 313* , 
* See especially BMC Sadist pp. 118 to 118 and 234. as compared with other 

types, 
* lb, p. mi. 

* BMC p, }4 no. no; see A. B- Cook Z&ts I p- <*37- 
7 Heliocles, MAfC p, 24 nos, 30-1; Mauea, ib, p* 71 n(5* * J™s> tk**m P* 

nos, 188-3; AziSi&es tb. p. ^7 no, 4U 
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*1 here is indeed a difficulty about invoking the aid of die elephant, for 
any particular elephant might merely he the well-known elephant of the 
Selcucid coinage, as is certainly the case with the elephant on the unique 
copper coin of Antimachus (p, 50), and Apollodotus did use the 
Scleudd type of * Apollo and tripod' on his bronze money; but the 
fact that Apollodotus' humped bull and elephant type became a regular 
type of the Saca kings may show that it liad a local significance.1" 

There is a story which may bear on the elephant of Taxila. It is 
now' known that Philostratus, when he wrote the Life of Apollonius, 
had before him a pretty accurate description of Parthian Taxila by 
some one who had visited it (p. 360); and he says that at Taxila there 
was a very old elephant, once belonging to Porus, whom Alexander 
had dedicated in the temple of the Sun and Jiad named Aias, and whom 
the people used to anoint with myrrh and adorn with lillets.1 Philo- 
stratus attributes many things to Alexander and Porus, but the story 
might really be evidence for the existence at Taxila of a sacred elephant, 
the elephant of the coins; the bell round the elephant's neck on the 
elephant-head coin-types of Demetrius,' Menander,* and Maues> would 
support this. More than a suggestion it cannot of course be, 

Apollodotus on his appointment must have returned to the north 
and fixed his seat at Pushkalavati or Taxila, probably the latter- pre. 
sumably he governed the southern provinces through straagoi (p.141). 
There is indeed an obscure Greek king Theopliilus, whose coins are 
very rare indeed, and whose name might suggest ‘King Theophib’ 
(ei. p, 150); but die square theta in his coin-legend shows that he is much 
later, and Theophilus is far too common a Greek name for anv connec¬ 
tion with Theophib to be postulated. What seems fairly certain is that, 
though the coastal provinces south of Patalene remained Greek 
Apollodotus’ inland conquests, including Ujjain, were soon lost, for 
Pushyamirra subsequently appears as ruler of Ujjain and Avanti 

r ' Apollodotus did not coin silver till he became king in 
Gandhi m; if he coined at all when king in Scistan-Amdioa*, it wss his comrnoS 

BaUt Vf>; l£kely> in >*■». ^ condoned to strike 
Emhydemus bmtue, as did Avathoctcs after him; it was 90 common there 
(CunmnE^ATC iBfe p. ,381; &/ p. 44*) that it was subsequently imitated bv 
rbe^of SetstanCRapso^/fi^j^ p.,,^.^ > mruten oy 

4 n m v£°]0n,U5 ** 3 BMC FI. HI, i„ J "* Pi- xn, & s pi xyi j 

^Jsi "■ :■ »■ <■ h. 
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generally;1 whether he reconquered them when Apollodotus went north, 
or whether like Pataliputra they were abandoned whenEucratidcs came, 
cannot be said; the latter alternative seems more probable, and would 
give time enough for Pushyamitra's rule there. They do not appear in 
the province-list in Ptolemy, but as we only possess fragments of that 
list that means nothing. 

Apollodotus, like Demetrius, appears in the Mahibharata as a king 
of the Yavanas under the name Bhagadatta,1 and the wide extent of his 
rule is attested in general terms by the wide diffusion of his abundant 
coinage; the range of find-spots is said far to exceed that of any other 
Greek king except Menander, and the number of monograms on his 
money suggests that he coined in other places beside Pushkalavati and 
Taxita. It is unfortunate that Cunningham, with his unrivalled know¬ 
ledge of find-spots, a knowledge which no one now can ever acquire 
again, never drew up a complete list of the places in India where within 
his knowledge Apollodotus’ coins had been found; putting together 
the indications he left3 and omitting Seistan-Amchosia and the Paro- 
pamisathe, he refers to finds in the Lower Punjab, Sind, Gujerat, 
Kama! near Delhi, Roll, and Pushkar near Ajmer; add to these Amarkot 
near Deni Ghazi Khan,4 Bajaur,5 Mathura,* Bundelkhuod south of the 
Jumna,' Dtidial in Hazara,* and of course Taxi la; apparently too they 
circulated among the Kunindas (p. 335), and certainly in Barygaza, 
Probably this list is nowhere near complete, but it covers most of Greek 
India. The presence of his coins in Menander’s sphere attests a lively 
trade; it can hardly be taken to mean that at the end of his life he was 
Menander's suzerain. Why, unlike every other Greek king except 
Andmachus II and Telephus, he never pur his portrait on his coins is 
a mystery; that, and the great amount of power delegated to him by 

* CHI pp, 331—a, 31 some period Pusliyunirra lost Ujjaiti to the Andhras; he 
had therefore recovered it from the Greeks. On die Andhra chronology, which is 
no obstacle to the view I have taken, see de.1* Vallfc-Pousstn PP- /ff- 

1 Von Gutschmid’s identification. Endorsed by A, Weber, Berlin SB (890 

p. 906, and cf. p. 87 n. *, above. 
* NC 1870 pp. 78, 8*. _._.. - . . 
4 W. Vost, JASB v 1909, Nmn. Supp. xi; »J silver corns of Apoflodow* l 

and U. , 
* M. F. C. Martin, ib. xxm, 1917, Nurn. Supp. xl p. 18; 93 silver coins of 

Apollodotus I in the Ba|aur hoard. 
* Whitehead NNM p. 43. 
' V. A. Smith, fnd. xxxnt, 1904, p. *17! 34 coins. 
* Whitehead NC p. 341; a few coins. 
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Demetrius, which implies complete confidence, may support the view 
that he really was Demetrius’ youngest brother (p. 76) and that the 
relations between them were those between Anrigonus Gonatas and bis 
half-brother Craierus, But indeed one obvious feature of the whole 
story is the manner in which the early Euthydemlds trusted one another; 
there is no hint anywhere, such as one overstriking another’s coins, that 
that trust was ever misplaced, and we shall see the way in which they 
acted as a family against Eucratides. The phenomenon is a well-known 
feature 0/ two other Hellenistic dynasties, the Antigonids and the 
Attalids; but clearly those two houses had no monopoly of family 
loyalty. 

The amount of power delegated to Apoliodotus may show that 
Demetrius did not expect to be able to return from Bactria to India for 
some time, and it is unfortunate that there is no hint to be got of what 
it was which kept him in Bactria. At the same time, the appointment 
nf Demetrius H to take his brother’s place as joint-king in Bactria itself 
is proof that Demetrius did intend to return to India sooner or later; 
it was obvious that he would have to, if his plan was to be carried out to 
Its conclusion. Whether he really did return can hardly be said with any 
confidence; die question depends on the much defaced HSthigumpM 
inscription of Kharavela (App. f), which throws an uncertain light. 
But if it says what some scholars claim that it says, then he did return 
and was somewhere in Menander's sphere in the south-east, perhaps 
at Mathura, when die news came of Eucratides' attack in 168;and cer¬ 
tainly it would fit in very well with Eucratides’ story if we suppose 
that Eucratides rarher had things his own way at the start and that 
Demetrius did nor come on the scene in Bactria till late in 168 or even 
tG7, especially as it is just possible (p. 200) that he brought Indian 
troops. If so, what took Demetrius to the south-east was either that 
Menander w-as being attacked and needed reinforcements, or else he 
came to arrange the final campaign in which Apoliodotus and Menander 
were to join hands; in either case he can have had no suspicion of die 
plans of Antiochus IV, But there is nothing certain except that, as the 
Y uga-purana shows, it was Eucratides’ attack which caused the Greeks 
to abandon the Middle Country. 

The fact has already been emphasised that Menander at this time was 
only Demetrius’ general, as Indian writers well understood: in die 
Y uga-purana it is Demetrius who is supreme at Patajiputra, in the 
Hathigumpha inscription (if it really bears on the matter) it is Demetrius 
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who orders the withdrawal, and in the Mahabhanita, while Demetrius 
and Apollodotus appear as kings of the Yavanas, Menander is not 
mentioned. Doubtless Menander was meant to be, and was, governor 
or viceroy for Demetrius of all the conquests south-eastward of the 
Jhe!urn, the line of division between the spheres of Apollodotus and 
himself; but it is quite uncertain when he became king. It was one 
thing for Demetrius to confer the royal title and a great measure of 
power upon Apollodotus, who was his brother or kinsman, and quite 
another to confer that title upon a general, a thing as yet without any 
precedent anywhere.1 It is unlikely that Menander’s sphere was ever 
subject to Apollodotus, and it may be that Demetrius, from sheer 
necessity, made Menander lung when he himself returned to fight 
Eucraddes; though more probably Menander took the title himselt 
when Demetrius was killed, in the usual form of a vote by Ids army. 
We simply do not know when the most lamous of the Yavanas recei ved, 
or assumed, die diadem. 

* --->■»** 

So far 1 have used die conventional language of conquest; the attempt 
must now be made to show what the conquest really meant and how it 
happened that a not too numerous body of Greeks came into possession 
of a large part of Northern India and were apparently able to do so 
much more than Alexander had been able to do; lor even if the armies 
of Apollodotus and Menander were, as they probably were, Indian 
armies with Iranian cavalry and only a nucleus of Greek iniantry as a 
spear-head, you cannot lead a native army till you have raised ii+ As 
usual, one must start from Alexander, 

Alexander, after much fighting west of the Indus, had reached Taxi la 
and made it his advanced base for the conquest oi die Punjab- He had 
a veteran and ever-victorious army; his infantry was of finer quality 
than anything Demetrius was likely to possess; he was drawing on the 
same regions of Iran as Demetrius for cavalry; he himself was among 
the greatest of known commanders. He fought his way across the Punjab 
as far as the Beas; by the time he reached that river half his remaining 
force was on his communications with Taxila and he was using Porus 
troops for the necessary garrisons,3 while the difficulty of the advance 
and the severity of the fighting had been such that the morale of his 
veterans broke at the Beas and they refused to go farther. If the reader 
will look at the distance on die map from Taxila to die Beas, and then 

1 But noi impossible i Napoleon's Marshals- 1 Tam in CAM vi p. 410* 
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at the distances from Taxita to Pataiiputra on the one hand and to 
Kathiawar and Barygaza on die other, he will see at a glance that the 
Greeks were most certainly not fighting rheir way through a con¬ 
sistently hostile land, as Alexander had tried to do; whatever their 
conquest meant, it did not mean that. 

It is unlikely that Alexander $ own conquest was of much help to his 
Greek successors. Leaving out of account the Paropamisadae, as be¬ 
longing rather to the Iranian than to the Indian system, almost every¬ 
thing he did in India was wiped off the map within seven years of ms 
death; the last Macedonian satrap, Peithon, quitted Gandhara in jid,1 
and die -whole ofliis Indian dominions fell into the hands of Chandra- 
gupta. If Indian literature remembered him at all it was only in the 
form of a bogey called Skanda, used to frighten naughty children;* 
many stories about him are found in the North-West, but the majority, 
where nor modem, are probably due to Islam, which made him one of its 
heroes, though a few may be real reminiscences of the Bactrian Greeks, 
Of the cities he founded, the two Alexandria? on the Indus? left no 
trace; it does not even follow that they were ever completed. Nicaca 
on the jhelum may have weathered the storm, though that is purely 
conjectural (p. 318 n. 1). The only city which is recorded to have 
survived is Alexandria Bucephnla on the east bank of the Jhelum,4 
though there is no reasonable doubt about the Alexandria at the 
junction of the Chenab and die Indus (p, 147). Demetrius may aUn 
have found a few Greeks at Patab, or at one or two places in Gandhara;? 
that is about all. But if some of Alexander’s settlements did survive, 
we do not know in what shape they survived; dearly many of his 
Greek settlers must have quitted India with Eudamus and Peithon. 
What Alexander’s career did give to die Greek kings was not so much 

* PitwL xix, id, 4. 
^ber, Berlin SB 1S90 p. 505. A writer of the seven ill century a.d. has a 

reference to the Meander-Romance; $. Lfvi, 1HQ mi, 1936, p, 111; but that is a 
different matter. 

1 Air. v, 19. j; vi, if, 4. 
\ Ptfhaps still ■ city as |a!e as Lhe first century a.d., Ptriphu 47, It is also named 

in the Peutinger Table and the Ravenna Cosmographia, but 1 do not know the date 
of their information. 

* Ari®ai™ <A|t- |v> ** 7) and perhaps Nvsa (Aft. v, t, 1), which is not Ptolemy's 
Lhcmyscpohs. The garrisons left in Swat— Massac*, Ora, Bazin, Orchids (Arr iv 
3J; 4-1)—did nnt necessarily become military colonies. {To V. Chapot, Milangtt 
Crloz^ 1931 p. 173, all Alexander's Foundations were essentially garrisons. The 
greater number were rtallv military colonies; see pp. ti ^.) 
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material help as an inspiration, the same inspiration as it had given to 
Chandragupta. 

Alexander had found a country divided between local kings and 
"free peoples' (Aratta) under their own oligarchic rule. With the kings 
accommodation was possible to him, for he understood kings, but it 
was not common; Taxiles joined him and Porus became reconciled to 
him, but three others—Sambos, Musicanus, and the second Panrava 
king, the 'bad Porus—wrere inrecondlable, and one, Ahisares, held 
aloof* But the free peoples’—the Asvafca of Gandhlira, the Cathad 
between die Ravi and the Gcas, die Malavas (Malli) of die lower Ravi—■ 
all fought him desperately j he did not understand them and they did 
not understand him* Subsequently this whole complex of states became 
part of the Mauryan empire, but that empire was nothing organic, 
merely a covering framework; it functioned while the central power 
was strong, but easily fell back into its component parts when it became 
weak, though the component parts might liave altered meanwhile. The 
Greeks me? with Local kings in Cutch and Surastrene, as has been seen, 
and at Mathura (p* 259); but though in the case of many of the Indian 
peoples to be mentioned it cannot be said whether there was a king or 
not, there are two districts, Taxila1 and the Madras (p, 171), where the 
kingship which had existed in Alexander's day had certainly been loot, 
and~ it seems as if die relative importance of the free peoples may have 
increased. However that may be, it seems probable that rise attitude ot 
die free peoples to the Greeks and the Greek attitude to them was 
something quite other than ic had been in Alexander s day. 

Many of the peoples of the North-West had been immigrants, from 
Iran or elsewhere, and some were not yet fully Ifidianised; some north- 
Iranian names occur in the Alexandcr-story/ traces of foreign words 
are found even In the Punjab, and Indian writers classed all these semi- 
foreign peoples together as Bahiikas (Hadrians) a term which in a 
narrow' sense meant the Bhallas west of die jhelum-4 I must run through 
the principal peoples; the difference in nomenclature since Alexander s 
day may sometimes be accounted tor by migrations or by supposing 
that we hear of peoples instead of kings, though the important Aratta 

1 The absence of kings on Taxlh's eoirwgc is conclusive* 
1 The hill m3er Atsms, Ajt. dn*k vt 19, 4, the Sogdoi on the Indus, i£. 

vi, if, ^ 
* l Przybski,/^ 1**5 pp. tt-i j; de la Vallie-Foossin pp- ij-i* 

* roytnsfci /oc- at* p. 11* 
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peopte Cathaei are not mentioned again. The most foreign of all, unless 
the Abhiras, were die Kambojas1 of Kafiristan, the country behind 
Kapisa, which city perhaps bore their name (p. 138 n. 1); Asoka's 
Edicts class them definitely with Greeks,- like the Greeks they were 
regarded as degenerate Kshamyas, and they spoke a language which 
was cither half Indian and half Iranian or anyhow had an infusion of 
Iranian words. J The importance of Kapisa as a Greek centre, and the 
legend, which like other Alexander-descents (p. 302 and App. 3) should 
really go back to the Greek period, that the ‘Wliite Kafirs’ of Kafiristan 
were descended from Alexander’s Macedonians, show that there was 
little hostility here. The Asvaka (Aspasii and Assaceni) of Bajaur and 
Lower Swat, who had fought hard against Alexander, had since been 
converted to Buddhism by Asoka; in his edicts lie classes them, under 
the name of Gandliaras, with Greeks and Kambojas,4 and Gandhara 
became a Greek stronghold; there can have been little hostility here. 
The Sibi of the Lower Punjab had been spared by Alexander for 
sentimental reasons (he thought they were descended from followers of 
his ancestor Heracles); now they contributed troops to the Greek 
armies, for die only explanation of a settlement of Sibi at Madhyarnika 
as early as die middle of the second century b.c. must be that'it was 
made by Apollodotus (p. iji). Statements in some modem writers 
that die Sibi were a very primitive race are merely reproductions of a 
mistake in, or rather perhaps of a false impression given by, the 
Alexandt-r-hi5torians;5 they were at least as civilised as their neighbours, 
as is shown by the Greek praise of their capital,6 by their coinage at 
Madhyamika, and by the story in the Sibi-Jataka of the charitable Sibi 
king who was the hero of the Flesh-gift and was reincarnated as 
Buddha, 

Most instructive of all are the Madras,? a people between the Chenab 

„'.TI!e re*e.Ya,u in Indian literature are collected bv B, C, Law S$m{ 
Kskasnya tnits of Ancient India 1923 pp. iji ™. L£vj !J , » 

suggested that they might be the Tamburi of PiokV t r $ 91 P’ *4 ’’ 
! Edicts 5 and 13. 
! Sir G. Grierson,JRAS 1911 p, 802. 
4 f* literature in Law op. fit, pp. jji too. 

J Die Greek material in Wctker, Sibi in PW. Greek writer* perhaps 

*?“ h^rrJ rribe * ,heir ***"*, * Herodotus iJSScSSS 
** SOme die customs of the primitive fishier* 

* Diod. xvn, 96, *Vt<^wroTipc n-rfAcuif. 
' Law pP- 4,6 *+ For «*«y into India, Prayluski op. dt, p. ,3. 
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and die Ravi who had entered India shortly before the Persian period; 
they are sometimes classed among + barbarians1 like the Yavanas, and 
there seems to be some evidence for non-Indian customs among them.1 
'Hie name of their principal town* Sagala (Sialkot), does not appear to 
be Indian; it has been suggested that it is ‘ Saka-town'* and that it 
points to some old invasion or infiltration of Sacas prior to Alexander, 
which would explain why Indians sometimes classed the Madras among 
* barbarians1. They had been the people of the 'bad Poms1, irrecon¬ 
cilable to Alexander, But now they were Buddhist 3,nd had lost die 
kingship;4 and the best testimony we have to a change of attitude in 
these peoples is that Menander selected Sagala to be his capital instead 
oi the Greek city Buccphala* The peoples between the Madras and 
Mathura will be noticed later (pp. ijS 

Two peoples on the Indus remain to be mentioned. The Sauviras or 
Sauvira-Smdhus* (the names are never separated) had entered India 
shortly beiore die Persian period and had worked southward. In the 
Maliabharata they are on the Upper Indus; by the beginning of the 
Maurya period they were on the Lower Indus, and their capital RorukaT 
supposed to be Alor, was in the tradition destroyed by natural forces 
about the time that Fatal iputni became important, one man alone 
escaping to found Baiygaza;6 in the second century b.c* they were 
occupying the Indus Delta with an unknown extension eastwards, and 
the second part of the Mtlindapanha accordingly places diem on the 
seaJ Two Greek cities* Demetrias and Theophila, were founded among 
them* and in literature they were classed with the Bahlikas and the 
Yavanas;s we shall see that they supplied some citizens to Demetrias 
(p- 257)- The Ahhiras were die latest comers of all; it seems that they 

J Law p. 249* he however thinks they had become 'barbarised*, which appears 
to reverse the facts. 

1 J. Przy3uritipy^/ 214,1919, pp. 315-17, who also discusses the Indian name of 
Sagah. 

3 This is why the AfaAShfrma (see Fleet, JB.AS 1913 p+ 966} calls therm irre¬ 
ligious and impure* 

* Fhere could not have been an Indian vassal-king in Menander's capital Sagala. 
5 Best in H. Luders, Berlin SB 1920 pp. 54-15, who however has not seen that 

the diffleo-fn localities In which they are mentioned must mean that they were 
moving southward. 

6 See, beside LMmT L6w\yJA 1915 p. 75, and on die transference of the name 
Roruka to Chinese Turkestan Renew, Aem Orient aim xil, 1934, p+ 13(5. 

7 Rhys Davids ll, (359). 
5 Brikai SamtitS (Fleet, IiuL Am. xxu pp+ 170-1). 
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only entered India during the confusions after Alexander's death.1 
There will be something to say about them later; at present they were 
on the Indus north of die Sauviras, where they gave their name to the 
Greek satrapy or Abiria (p. *35). Their advance down the Indus must 
have caused, or been made possible by, some displacement of peoples, 
and die Malli, so prominent in the Alexander story, are not heard of 
again; tire likeliest of the theories about them is that they had gone, or 
been driven, southward and that they were the Malavas who gave their 
name, Malva, to Avanti. 

It seems then that, speaking generally, these semi-foreign peoples 
were probably a help rather than a hindrance to die Greek advance. The 
Eudiydemids had behind them, as Alexander had not, much experience 
of successful conciliation of the native Bactrians; doubtless they applied 
the same methods to the Bahltkas, and, it would seem, just as satis¬ 
factorily. But wre require to find a much wider and deeper reason for 
the sweeping successes of the Greeks than anything so far indicated, 
and fortunately there can be little doubt what it was. It lies in the 
position of Buddhism with regard to the circumstances of the moment 
when die Greeks came; and it needs putting with some care, if it is to 
be rightly understood. Under Asoka Buddhism had become the official 
religion of the empire; die religion itself had been spreading along the 

two great roads north-westward and westward,5 and a great deal of the 
North and West had genuinely become Buddhist. But in the second 
century b.c. Buddhism was not quite the victorious faith which it had 
been under Asoka. More than one of his successors, in the tradition 
had tallen away; Brahmanism had remained strong, though it was 
ceasing to be \edic Brahmanism, for it had known how to assimilate 
die new forces which had been at work since c. 300 B.c. or earlier and 
which were making of Vishnu and Siva personal and a!!-embracing 
deities. The new \ ishnuism and its effects will be noticed Iater.3 But 
Siva, though he appears in the Vedas under the name Rudra. was pre- 
Vcdic and pre-Aryan and immensely old, and his worship had been 
widely spread throughout the Indo-Irankn borderlands long before 
Instopr began. It is possible therefore that he appealed with special 

N. G. Majumdar, Ini, Anu XLVii, i9i8t p. ,r. a, by -too 6 c fit h-rlB 

sJa^'TT hiS humped b* Su A. Si«n h* found the humped bull and oihwrmb!^ of Siva n viouTS 
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force to the half-foreign peoples of the North-West, one of the Buddhist 
strongholds; certainly in the Greek period he was firmly established in 
Ptishkalavari, the capital of the Holy Land of Gandhara* and had 
apparently a footing in Taxi la also,1 What was going on may In one 
aspect be called a counter-reformation; that the Brahmans should have 
enlisted the aid of a non-Aryan deity like Siva is a fact of considerable 
interest. 

Now the Brahman was the natural enemy of the Greek invader, not 
of course on religious but on patriotic grounds* no one who studies the 
history of Alexander can miss the fact that the Brahmans had been his 
most determined opponents,3 For the Brahman was under the necessity 
of proving himself. It is too early yet to talk of4 castes1 in India^ but 
the four 'colours' existed3—warriors (Kshatriyas), priests (Brahmans)* 
husbandmen (Vaisyu), proletariat (Sudras)* The Kshatriyas, to whom 
the kings usually belonged, had long held the first place,’1 but a silent 
struggle was now in progress between warrior and priest for social 
primacy,* a struggle to be settled centuries later in favour of the 
Brahmans, Now Indian writers assigned the Greeks, as they did many 
foreign invaders bier, to the Kshatriya "colour*; they could hardly do 
otherwise, for the Greeks came as fighting men, not as priests or 
peasants or labourers. The assignment indeed was often qualified by 
saying that die Greek was an inferior son of Kshatriya, halt Kshatriya 
half Su dm by descent, or else a Kshatriya who had degenerated through 
neglect of the Brahmans,1h obviously a Brahman definition; but a 
Kshatriya of some sort he was, and as such a member of the * colour1 
opposed to the Brahmans. Greeks must have known this well enough, 
for the Sacas who came after them knew it, as is shown by their adopting 

of thechalcolithic period in Journ. R. A/tiArcpofagitalIwt* 1534 pp. 184^5, 
190-1- 

1 Humped bull on a single-die coin of Tamila, ASI1914-1 f p. aS no. 2. 
3 Arr. vi, 7, 4-tf; 16, 5; 17, 1; Died, xvh, ioj. The node* in Plutarch Akx. *9 

fa probably tendendous; see 64, and Excursus p. 4ap- 
■ T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India 1903 p. {3; D. R. Bhandarkar, Ind, Am. 

xju, 1911, p. 7 (all castes were mixed); E. Senary Lts casus dims l'Inde% and ed. 
1917; €Hl_p» 209. 

4 Rhys Davids iL p. Gi* Cf+ de (a Vak^Poussin p. 147: a bum! mound was 
higher for a Ksfeuriya than for a Brahman. 

* Rhys Davids iL pp. 6ir ifl, 158-9. 
* The Indian references are given in Ub^Qusd <k Gracris ppT 20-1; Law 

op. cit. p. 139. Cf* N. R, Ray, INQ rv, 191S, p. 740, Yavanas* Saras, and Kamboja* 
are ail classed cogciher. 
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Kshatriya name-endings like -varman and -datta;1 indeed a theory 
has been put forward that the ittiyafua included in the treaty between 
Seleucus and Cfiandragupta meant a grant by the Indian king to the 
Greeks of the right to intermarry in the Ksliatriya * colour', that is, that 
he formally recognised them as Kshatriyas.1 This theory cannot be 
supported, either from Strabo3 or in substance, for there seems to have 
been no jus corutuMi in India or any difficulty at this time in the marriage 
of persons of different ‘colours M but the classification of Greeks as 
Kshatriyas was one more element in the opposition of Greek and 
Brahman, an opposition, it must be repeated, which had nothing to do 
with the Brahman religion. But it had something to do, indirectly, with 
die Buddhist religion; for that religion, though it cared nothing for 
race or colour’, had in fact happened to make a special appeal to that 
Kshatriya ‘colour1 to which Gautama himself had belonged. Buddhism 
in tact at this time seems to have been something more than a monastic 
religion; it was also to some extent the creed of a warlike aristocracy,; 
and it is of some importance for what follows to note that one cannot 

* CHI p. 577; Hay up, eiu p. 744. 

’ Foudwr 11 P, 4To (on the meaning of imyofja he follows Bouthd-Leclerra 
^ . pp, ijj—jo). See de la Valtw-Po^in pp. T9 ry., and next S’ 

Been* t^y^uat, m Strabo xv, 714 is said of Seksjcut not of 
Oiandngupta, which is conclusive. For the rest, Si mho certainly uses crnymifo 
elsewhere in both j« meanings (*1, ys.j matnmonij] alliances; v, ij, )U1 
but the* was rojmt tomtbii in India (next note) and ii certainly means here a 
matrimonial alliance, as Appiao understood the same original to mean (Syr rr 

n* ^ gW^,To3’.“? objection that Squats' only record^ difi 
Phth. H was not yet bom is idle; he could Itave had daughters by Apama or an 
earlier wife without our fragmentary sources mentioning them; we know verv 
little about the tWhrers of any Sekudd, and this boot alone has rescued from 
oblivion two Seleuad pnnees^s unknown to the literary record (pp. 73, [1>(3), 
Besides, it might have been a niece; Amiochus Stdetes on his Parchian Jid Sn 
did take a niece widihim, and Phraai* B married her after his death. How ffiatj 

Td <*? SlF'flifl' SduJb» 1 in PW ™1- an have 
suaded ‘Wives, against Strabo’s ten., that It means that ScJeucus SriIT. 
daughter of Chandragupta l cannot guess; when did a conqueror in the East ever 
give a daughter to the conquered' H 1 cver 

* Rhys Davids y.cit. PP. ,3 m..t CIIIp. *». 
- Cf. the essay of R. Fkk, DkBud&'&d* Kuhur unjfa Erie Abm&n J C 
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apply , or can only apply with great caution, to the second century &.c. 
the view, drawn from later times, that Buddhism tends to render 

unwarlike the peoples who profess it 
Something of this sort was the position when a Brahman, the Sunga 

Pushyamitm,1 murdered die last Maurya and seized the crown, as 
already related. But he was more than a Brahman; he was a convinced, 
perhaps even a fanatical, devotee of the Brahman religion, which he 
therefore naturally desired to see restored as the religion of his realm. 
The matter at once became of concern to every Buddhist in India; they 
had no desire to be under the rule of a very earnest Brahman, Probably 
too there were people who did not desire to be under his rule for more 
mundane reasons; there was no national feeling in India, and to many 
men Pushyamitra, the Sunga from the south, would seem hardly less a 
foreigner than Demetrius, the Yavana from the north* The Creek 
leaders saw that they could use these feelings. Of course they fought 
Pushyamitra, not because he was a Brahman* but because he wanted 
what they wanted and was in their way; both sought control of the 
huge derelict empire, and war between them was inevitable* Obviously 
therefore anyone who, for whatever cause, was an enemy of Pushya- 
mitra might become a friend co the Greeks, Both Apollodotus and 
Menander on their coins, die former exclusively, die latter down to ins 

latest issue, called themselves -SWr, 'die saviour1. The tide still had 
its full value in die Greek world. It had only been used twice before in 
history i Ptolemy I had been 5t>rdr because he had helped to save Rhodes 
from Demetrius the Besieger, and Antiochus I because he had saved 
Asia Minor from die Gauls; in the same way, Apollodotus and Menander 
were Satires because they professed to come to Indians as saviours, to 
*save* them from Pushyamiira. It was entirely a political matter; but 
it happened that the people ro be * saved * were in feet usually Buddhists, 
and the common enmity of Greek and Buddhist to the Sunga king 

threw them into each other's arms. 
I want to be clear as to the meaning of this, lest any one should 

suppose that I am talking of 3n alliance of the Greeks with Bud- 

1 For his history see CHf pp. M7 *??■> V. A* Smith* p. 10S; R* C Maiumdar, 
IUQ 1915 pp, 91, Rai Bahadur Ramapnifiad Chanda, JHQ 1919 p. tie la 
Valtfe-Poussin pp. 172-^a (very ful]>. Mazunvdar p. 114 argues that he was not 
hereditary king of Vidisa; but he could hardly have recovered himself as he did 
without an assured kingdom of his own to iali back upotip id I follow the usual 
view. 
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dhism,1 the Buddhist religion. Such a ihi ng is, to my mindf Ira possible. It 
would presuppose a state of war between Brahmanism and Buddhism 
which did not exist, though there may have been a good deal of tension;1 
and it would run counter to the deepest feelings of Hellenism. No 
Hellenistic king would ever have supported one religion against 
another, for one of the cardinal tenets of Greeks in the Hellenistic 
centuries was that no man’s religion was any one’s business but his 
own, and except by Antioch us IV the rule never seems to have been 
broken; it seems certain enough now that we never find Buddhist 
symbolism on the coins of the Greek kings? (that was left to Saras and 
Kushans), or indeed any Indian reKgious symbolism except that relating 
to the god or gods of some particular diy on the coins minted in that 
city. Naturally Hellenistic kings were clear enough as to the distinction 
between a religion and die temporal power of its priesthood: the early 
Ptolemies did not touch die Egyptian religion but they rireumscribed 
die power of its priests; the earty Seleucids did not touch the strange 
matriarchal religions of Asia Minor but they sometimes curtailed the 
territory ruled by the priest-kings. But in purely religious matters 
these kings never interfered; all the religions of India were safe enough 
m Greek hands, and indeed we shall meet Greeks later who were 
devotees of Brahmanism (p. 391). It must be remembered that recon¬ 
structing history from coins is Like restoring a dinosaur from a fossil 
bone; the coin also was once clodied in flesh and blood—proclamations 
speeches, acts of state. The word Soter on die coins of Apollodotus and 
Menander may really imply a manifesto issued by Demetrius to the 
peoples of India on the lines, though not in the sense, of die famous 
proclamation of Anugonus I that all Greeks should be free, a prochma- 
uon which for years was a main motive power of Hellenistic history. 
And .f the Mauryas realty had Seleucid blood (p. iji), he must also 
have proclaimed that he came as kinsman and heir of the extinct 
dynasty. 

Pushyamitra himself may have played into the hands of the Greeks 
if there be anything tn the story of his persecution of Buddhists. A 

* The converse, an alliance of *e Buddhist religion with the f,mv« i,M ^ 

byGTO““”• ”•H*SS-A! 
1 Something of the son a necessitated bv Parafliali uxincr v. l 

i0 JnX StL* 
For Agathoclcs see p. 160 and for Menander pp. afa ,f. F ,4 
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usual view among historians of India has been that, though the story 
is greatly exaggerated, it must have had some basis in fact; and indeed 
several other persecutions of Buddhists in India are known,1 * * 4 5 But die 
story comes from a source which, at best, is only quasi-historical: the 
Asoka-Avadana1 or Acts of Asoka. An Avadana is the story of the 
doings of some great man—Greeks might have said his dpio-rtw— 
and the Asoka-Avadana stands in much the same relation to the real 
history of Asoka as the Alexander-Romance does to the real history of 
Alexander. But it is much nearer in time—It is supposed to have been 
written at Mathura about 150—100 s.c.,3 which might make its author a 
younger contemporary of Pushyamitraj and even the late Alexander- 
Romance contains some truth. Putting together the different notices.1 
the full story about Pushyamitra is that, as Asoka had built 84,000 stupas 
and he himself did not feel equal to doing so much, he resolved to rival 
him by destroying 84,000 stupas; he started at Pataliputra, where the 
great K.ukkuta-arama monastery was saved by a miracle, and then went 
on to Sagala (represented as under his mle) where he massacred die 
members of the Buddhisr Order, offering a gold piece for the head of 
each Arhat; but in die north-west he was checked, so he turned 
southward towards the southern ocean, where he was destroyed by 
supernatural agency. Naturally this is not history; there is said to be 
no trace of any destruction of stupas at this time, there were many 
Buddhists and Buddhist buildings in Pushy anti Era's own kingdom of 
Vidisa, and he himself had a long reign. 5 

But I have given the story for the sake of a strange feature which has 
never been noticed. Pushyamitra's route is from Pataliputra to Sagala, 
thence north-west, and thence to the southern ocean. But at die end of 
the Greek advance the Greek dominions lay as a great horse-shoe 
round the desert, from Pataliputra to Sagala, thence north-west, and 
thence to the southern ocean at Patalene and Surashtra; and what the 
story does is to take Pushyamitra right round the Greek horse-shoe, 

1 List in V. A. Smith* p. 214 fit I- 

* This workj though extracts exist in Sanscrit and have been published, is only 

known in its entirety from a Chinese translation called A-ym-wang-tckskm nude 
about A+D+ )og Ly the Part h tan Fa-kin, A complete translation of the Chinese work 
is given by Frcyluski, For other Chinese versions see, beside this work, 
Dcmi^ville pp. 441aq. 

J Prsyluski* Afaia pT 166* 
4 /A. pp. fo, 93P101-4; ef* Dcmitvilk p. 4^- 
5 In die usukly accepted Purina chronology he reigned 36 yearst from 184 ro 14S. 
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persecuting as he goes. This cannot be accidental coincidence. Greeks, 
ie, Greek propaganda, had something to do with this story; and that 
becomes almost a certainty when it is noticed that the only town 
mentioned by name, after leaving Pataliputra, is Sag ala, and Sagala was 
just about to become Menander's capital. One need not postulate 
religious persecution; but if some people who did not desire Pushya- 
miera’s rule were killed at Sagala, tliat would have g?ven Demetrius, 
whose general Menander was about to Invade the eastern Punjab, an 
opportunity for propaganda among the Madias which he would indeed 
have been blind to neglect: Menander was coming to save them from 
the oppression of the Sunga king. But the Madras killed at Sagala had 
doubtless in actual fact been Buddhists, and, even if this were accidental, 
it might well be interpreted by Buddhists generally as religious persecu¬ 
tion; the Greek leaders might think that they were helping Pushya- 
mitra’s enemies, but to the Buddhist world it meant that they were 
helping Buddhists;1 would they or would they not, die Greek kings, in 
Indian eyes, inevitably became champions of Buddhism. 

A strange touch in the Yuga-purana, of gre3t importance, bears this 
out The late author of this Sanscrit document as we have it, of Brah¬ 
man sympathies and disliking die foreigner, might say diar the effect 
of the Greek conquest (if indeed he refers here to the Greek conquest) 
was to turn the world upside down, confound the castes, and make 
Jack as good as his master;5 and doubdess the Greeks did take little 
account of the lour ‘colours’ and made use of anyone willing to support 
them. But he has also preserved traces of a very different view, prob¬ 
ably from the original Prakrit chronicle or document on which the 
sections of our Yuga-purana dealing with the Yavanas are based (see 
App* 4)* For Demetrius appears as Dharmamita,? that is, die name lias 
been ‘adjusted’ to bring in the word Dharma and to make it signify 
Friend of Justice , and one can hardly mistake the reason:'it is 

meant to retail the traditional Dharmaraja, the ideal King of Justice 
of Indian literature (see p, 256). There were, then, Indians to whom 

1 A very similar tmsinterpretarion had occurred in 12; in thesiory ofClcmncnwIIi 
of Spam; the peoples of the Peloponnesian dties believed rh* he was cha^pioninc 
social revolution, while he «w in social revolution an opportunity to g« ihcm on to 
ha side as against Arams, Sec Tam in CAM vu pp. 75fly 1 h 

1rft *’*»'**“ “"s’ “xp *■ «« ph« it rat,, b. 

- fcS£??DE^s3i5£ 2—*<*■“»—«n- 
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Demetrius appeared, not 33 a foreign conqueror, but as the King of 
Justice. 

In this connection must be noticed die new Taxila* which Demetrius 
built on Sirkap to be his capital and to which he transferred the popula¬ 
tion of Old Taxila (p. 157), It was a strange foundation to be made by 
a Greek king, for what Demetrius built was not a Greek city but an 
Indian one, and an Indian city it remained; there is no indication that it 
ever became a Greek polls or bore Demetrius’ name. The ground plan 
was fairly regular, so far as the lie of the ground permitted, and may 
show Hellenistic influence;1 one large and well-planned house has been 
uncovered,? and apparently some bare walls of other houses;4 but ‘ there 
is nothing typically Greek about the buildings, nor are there any 
remains of temples altars public monuments or statues such as the Greek 
fancy ordinarily delighted in’.5 The city had not even that indispensable 
feature of a Greek dty, a stone wall; it had only the mud wall of an 
Indian town, and a stone wall was first built by the Sacas.6 No trace 
was found of a distinctive Greek quarter, or of a palace; the ‘palace’ 
may just have been a large house, like the Altai id ‘palace’ at Pergamum. 
Even more noteworthy, there was no indication of a citadel, though 
Susa and Babylon have shown that Greeks liked to keep the citadel in 
their own hands; apparently it cannot be said if there was a citadel at 
Sirkap at all,? though later the Parthians may have fortified an area 
within the wall, as was their custom. The transference of die population 
of Old Taxila, even to their University and their gods, seems to have 
been so complete that there was no real break in the continuity of the 
city’s life, especially if it be the case that the Indian dty coinage con¬ 
tinued to be struck throughout the reign of Demetrius (p. t6j). If there 
was no Greek quarter, Greek and Indian must have lived side by side; 
one may recall Demetrius' sons treadng the Greek and Indian com¬ 
munities in another town as on a level (p. 160). Above all, the mud wall 
and the absence of a citadel siiow that the Greeks had no tear oi an 
Indian attack, whether from without or within; they were among 

friends. 
* Sir J. Mire hail's excavations have been published yearly in AS} ■ see also his 

Gutdt to Taxila 1918. He is publishing an exhaustive monograph on Taxila. 

1 ASl 1917-8 P- «3» J /A P-6%' 
* CHI f. 646. 

J Marshall in ASI 19)0-4 (pub- 193G) p* 
6 ASl 19x8-9 p. fix. 
7 Marshall, A Guidt to Taxila p. f. 
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We can now, I think, see what the Greek ‘conquest* meant1 and bow 
tile Greeks were able to traverse such extraordinary distances. To parts 
ot India, perhaps to large parts, they came, not as conquerors, but as 
friends and ‘saviours’; to the Buddhist world in particular they ap¬ 
peared to be its champions; some provinces must have welcomed them 
precisely as Egypt and Babylon, and in India Taxila, had welcomed 
Alexander. They may have had comparatively little fighting till their 
achievement was half finished; they may even have had none at all except 
with the actual troops of Pushyamitra and in districts in the South where 
he was strong; the places where fighting is recorded—Mathura, Saketa, 
Pataliputra, Madhyamika—are all places which he would be bound to 
tty to hold. Whatever allowance be made for adventurers and mer¬ 
cenaries from the West (p. 251), the Greeks and Westerners actually 
engaged in the enterprise cannot have been too numerous, and in each 
province when occupied the Greeks must largely have retained w hatever 
native organisation existed (Chap. VJ>, merely seeing that power was 
in the hands of their friends and probably leaving a handful of Greeks 
to help in administration. The instance of die Sibi at Madhyamika may 
show iliat points which had to be held for military reasons were settled 
with native troops from a distance, whose isolation might guarantee 
their loyalty. Questions of towns and settlements will be considered 
later; but it may be said here that the only districts in which Greeks 
really settled to any extent were GandhSra and die northern Punjab 
and perhaps die western seaports and parts of Surashtra. Over large 
parts of Greek India we need not think of Seleurid analogies. 

There is no doubt that the policy followed by the Greek leaders was 
the policy of Demetrius; his lieutenants, especially Menander, may have 
entered wholeheartedly into his scheme, but his was the brain which 
conceived it and his the will which so nearly carried it through For 
there is one unmistakable piece of evidence. Whether we believe or 
disbeheve the stones of Asoka’s conversions of Greeks to Buddhism 1 
he had at any rate converted Gandhara and preached to the Greeks of 
the Paropamisadae;* and this means that Demetrius was well informed 

■A once fan* us ‘ conquer1 which was nQi a military ttnqu«i i, that of 
bul [hc were very different. See Tarn in CAM Vli -rr^ 

^ 1 tuf Stltbkvkngttckkhii 1918 pp. 48 iqa. 1 ’ 

. ' 'v^ c^onk,w numbers of Yonas and 
CmTw- 'Qta mKl0naty Dhanunarakki[a ® Aparina (coast 0f Gujertol 

3 Rock Edicts f and i 
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about the position by the rime he reached Taxila, even if he had not 
been so when he crossed the Hindu Kush. And his first step, as has been 
noticed, was to cause his son Demetrius II, his governor west of the 
Indus, to issue in ids name a bilingual coinage with a Greek legend on 
the obverse and a Prakrit legend written in Kharoshthi on the reverse. 
As every succeeding Greek king in India copied him, the bilingual 
coinage has become such a commonplace that the tremendous signifi¬ 
cance of its first introduction has been obscured. It was not, as is 
sometimes said, issued for the benefit of Indian subjects who knew no 
Greek, Many Hellenistic kings, both before and after Demetrius, ruled 
over subjects who knew no Greek; but no Seleucid ever put Iranian or 
Babylonian legends on his coinage, no Ptolemy ever put Egyptian; die 
Arsacids of Parthia did not enquire if their subjects could read their 
Greek legends, any more than any British Government has ever 
troubled itself about its Latin ones. What Demetrius was doing was 
expressing the very basis of the conquest he meditated, the policy 
which made some Indians see in him the traditional King of Justice, the 
policy which had led him to rebuild his destined capital as an Indian 
rather than a Greek dty (p. 179), and had led him, contrary to what 
appears to have been the Seleucid practice with regard to Greek cities 
with dynastic names, to admit Indians as citizens of Demeirias in Sind 
(p. 257). His realm was to be a partnership of Greek and Indian; he 
was not to be a Greek king of Indian subjects, but an Indian king no 
less than a Greek one, head of both races. There will be more to be said 
about this when we come to Menander's kingdom; it may be die most 
important thing about the Greek empire in India, It has already been 
shown that Demetrius was consciously copying Alexander; but in this 
matter his inspiration was not the Alexander who had cut his blood¬ 
stained way to the Beas but the Alexander who had imagined something 
better, the man who had prayed at Opis for a joint rule ol the Mace¬ 
donian and the Persian, the man whom Eratosthenes had called 
1 reconciler of the world*1 and who had dreamt of a union of peoples in 
a human brotherhood,1 It is to the lasting credit of the Euthydemidi 
that they made an attempt to put this into practice; an attempt im¬ 
perfect enough, no doubt, and one whose motive force may have been 

1 StoAAajtTTjr oAwp, Erai aesthetics ap. Plut. Mar. 319c 
1 Tam, Alexander the Great and ike unity of mankind. Py. Bnt, Asad. xlX, 

m|, p. nj; W. Kolbe. Die WeltrtieksiJu Alexanders du Grasse* m6 P- t». 
Contra, M. H. Fisch, A.J. PUL i.vm, i, 1917, PP- S9. 
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largely ambition; but still an attempt. And that was more than was 
done by any other Hellenistic dynasty. 

It has already been argued that Demetrius must have meant to make 
a hnal effort, in which ApoIIodotus and Menander should join hands, 
settle with Pushyamitra, and complete the Greek circuit round Northern 
India, The Greek leaders now had command of large revenues,' and 
were m a position, should they so desire, to raise native armies of over¬ 
whelming strength; they could not have failed. How long the Greeks 
with their scanty numbers could have continued to sit on the throne of 
the Mauryas; whether men who had done what ApoIIodotus and 
Menander had done would have been content to remain subordinates, 
as Agnppa was to be content to serve Augustus; tiiese questions are 
unprofitable speculations, for the final effort was not destined to be 

made, Why a was not made wall be told m the next chapter. 

wili'r”™ * **" of Apollodmia and suWwilv of 
Menander. The Yuga-pv&ui may refer to Demetrius' tax-collectors, App, 4.* 



CHAPTER V 

ANTIOCHUS IV AND EUCRATIDES 

The invasion of India had been the work of three men, whose far- 
reaching plan had come "within a very little of complete success; 
that success was prevented, at die last moment, by two other men, 

who were also working on a far-reaching plan of their own- Dimly as 
we discern the outlines of their several schemes and actions, the magni¬ 
tude of them gives us the feeling that the age of giants had come again 
and that we are back among the men who fought for the heritage of 
Alexander- For though Greeks could change dieir sky they could not 
change their souls. The gods had given them every gift save one, the 
gift of combination: and they tore each other to pieces beneath the 
shadow of the Hindu Kush with the same enthusiasm which Greek 
dty-states and Macedonian generals had always put into the business 
round the Aegean home-sea. This chapter is concerned with the story 
of bow and why Demetrius failed to secure the Mauryan empire, the 
story of the Seteudd Antiochus IV, called Epiphanes, and his cousin 

Eucra tides, 
Antiochus fV has often had hard measure from his historians. Some 

have repeated the Hellenistic gossip which made of him half a tool- 
vain, silly, theatrical; it is worth precisely what any Hellenistic gossip 
is worth, and the less that serious history has to do with it the better. 
To others, he is little but the king who persecuted the Jews; that story 
can be read in many books, and I need only say here that, whatever he 
did to the Jews, they have had an ample revenge. The latest and ablest 
account of him,' while recognising his ability, has drawn a brilliant 
picture of his later life as that of a man broken by the day oi Eleusis 
when Rome ordered him out of Egypt, half hysterical and perhaps 
verging on madness, the result of whose career was to end the days oi 
his empire as an international force. But one feature is common to 
every account: certain well-attested details of his reign are either 
omitted altogether or, if noticed, are explained away somehow any¬ 
how—because they will not fit the writer’s picture, whatever it may be. 
Why, in the spring of HS6, did he hold tliat great review of his army at 

1 Otto, Zdi d, S. JRwtewter. 
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Daphne, the Hellenistic equivalent of the Roman triumph, two years 
alter a Roman envoy with a walking-stick had turned him out of 
Egypt? Why, three months later, did he celebrate a Festival of Deliver¬ 
ance at Babylon, and why was he hailed Saviour of Asia? Why did 
Diodorus (reproducing Polybius) say that in 1G5 he was stronger than 
□ny other king? Why did Jason of Cyrene, who loathed his memory, 
say that his power seemed irresistible? And why, above all, did Mithri- 
dates I of Parthia, the able and ambitious monarch who created the 
Parthian empire, make no move till the broken nervy Seleucid was 
salely dead? One could easily add to the list; and tt has to be con¬ 
sidered whether we may not here possess the debris of a lost chapter in 
™ hie of tills king which has never been written. We shall, I hope, 
hnd reason to believe that this is true. 

Fortunately a starting point was provided years ago, though in a 
place where historians concerned with the West would hardly look for 
it. in 132a Sir George Macdonald threw out, as ‘pure speculation* a 
suggestion that Antiochus rV might have been behind Eucratides.' He 
dtd not follow it up, and still regarded Eucra tides as a rebel against 
Demetrius; but the association of the two names was the first rav of 
light m the darkness, for, once the idea was mooted, it was easy to see 
that there was ample evidence to support it and that several fact.; whose 
meaning was heretofore obscure would now automatically fall into 
place. If, however, I were to start by examining that evidence it would 
mean writing this chapter twice over, and it will be more comfortable 
lor the reader to travel in the reverse direction from that in which f 
travelled myself: that is, die story will be told in the form into which 
analysis ultimately brought it, and the evidence given as we go along 
Meanwhile I am not concerned to maintain that Antiochus either was or 
was not a statesman, or anything else about him; it has always been 
known that he had ideas. All I want to do is to get the outline of certain 
facts which ought to show the plan on which he was working and which 
may of themselves modify our conception of his character. It is worth 

?r’£ght.°r Wron£’ The was no Sfm11 rain. I must begin by 
briefly sketching his story as I see it, ” * 

JSSST.W S<’" “f A"'focl"JS ™> W *p™ pact of his early 
lif. in Rome and had acquired rather an ejeessive admiration for Rome-, 
po„«, and methods. His b,«her Seleucus IV died in leaving wo 
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young sons; one of them, apparently also named Antiochus,* was made 
king* and Antiochus (IV) was installed in Antioch by Rome's friend 
Eumenes II of Pergamum as regent for the boy and (as is now fairly 
certain) married the boy's mother, his brother's widow Laodice.2 
Laodice, a daughter of Amjochus III, had successively married her 
eldest brother (another Antjochus who died in 19j)> and then her 
second brother Seleucus IV; when she married her third brother 
Amiochus (IV) she cannot have been very young. After a short 
interval during which coins were struck in the boy-king*$ name,1 
Antiochus the regent took the crown as Antiochus IV, just as Antigonus 
Doson in Macedonia was for a little while regent for Philip (V) and 
then himself took the crown;4 and Antiochus IV married the boy- 
king's mother to secure the boy's succession, just as Antigonus Doson 
married4 Chryseis*, the mother of Philip V,and as AtialuslI of Fergamum 
married his brother's elderly widow' Suatonice to secure the succession 
of his brother's son (her sou by adoption) Attalus IIIs Tn fact, An- 
riochus IV went further in the path of correctness than either of the 
other two kings; while Philip V and Attains III did not become kings 
till after the deaths of their respective kinsmen, the boy-king Antiochus 
was and remained joint-king with Antiochus IV, Babylonian documents 
being dated by their joint names. But jn the winter of 170—69 the boy- 
king was murdered by one Andromeus, and Antiochus IV, having 

executed the murderer, remained sole king* 
Seleucus IV had seen that, if the empire was to recover from the 

disaster of Magnesia, a period of peace was absolutely necessary; there 
were no wars during his reign, and Antiochus IV followed his policy 
down to 169, By that time ao years had passed since the great defeat; 
a new generation of boys had grown to manhood and the treasury was 
again full* Much could be done in twenty years, as Philip V had showm, 
especially if infanticide were stopped; it is possible that among the 

1 W. Quo. HeEadms in PW; E fl- Sevan in CAN vm pp. 497 Wi 7i> If *is 
be well founded, Epiphany was Antiochus V, ndl IV; but it is 100 late to alter tile 
numeration* 

1 An old Conjecture, now seemingly borne ouE by inscriptions from Susa* 
SEC vn nos. 17,14, on which see Fr. Cumoncs CR Ac. Instr* 1931 op. i$4 f 1932 
p* 1S3* For 3 ooin-ponraii of Laodice s« Aliocte de la Fuye, AfDP xxv, 1934* 
p. ai no. 9. 

3 This explains why the coins nf the boy-king all seem to belong to one year, 
CAN vin p 714. 

4 CAN vn p+ 7j 1; S* Dow and C F. Edson, jr., fftimirJSiud* in Class. PMolegr 
XLvmr 1937, p4 127. * Tam, NAL Ok*1 p. 37- 

14 
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Greeks ol Asia at this time there was IItile or none to stop (p. 70), 
To the beginning of Antioch us1' uneventful five years must belong his 
imitations of Rome, a passing phase which culminated in the building 
of a temple at Andoch to Juppiter Capitolinus;1 more important was the 
use made ol this penod o! cjuictude to strengthen the Greek element in 
the empire, a process perhaps begun by Seleucus IV * It has often been 
supposed that Antiochus’ alleged heflcmsadon of a number of Oriemal 
towns was no real hellenisation, in the sense of a reorganisation by the 
introduction of Greek settlers, but was only a change of names meant 
to minister to his vanity ;3 but though, apart from Babylon, details are 
not to be obtained, there is one general consideration which is strong 
to prove a real hellenisation.4 The best index to the number of Graeco- 
Macedonian settlers in the Seleudd empire is the phalanx, which was 
exclusively recruited from them.5 The phalanx of Antiochus III at 
Raphia in 117 had numbered 20,000, that at Magnesia in 189,16,000. the 
Jiypaspisis in etrlier case being Asiatics. But the phalanx ofAntiochus IV 
at Daphne in 166 again numbered 20,000, together with jooo Graeco- 
Macedonian hypasplsts, and this is far more significant than the mere 
hgures indicate, not merely because the phalanx at Magnesia had been 
cut to pieces and one of the two great centres of Graeco-Macedonian 
settlement in Asia, Asia Minor, had been lost, but also because the 
troops at Daphne must have been drawn from die west of the mutilated 
empire alone; they cannot, as we shall see, have included settlers from die 
sphere of die general of the upper satrapies-Media, Babylonia, Susiana. 

t Ins seems conclusive for a considerable new influx of Greek settlers- 
and_ as the population of many districts of old Greece was now stationary 
or falling, the increase must primarily have come from Asia Minor and 

bidden1'the By thc 01 A^mea in 188 Rome had for¬ 
bidden the Sdeucrds to recruit mercenaries in Asia Minor west of the 
new boundary or to receive deserters;? but she had no direct control 

Livy xli, w, n. 

™ die nature of tlw comraunitT’ * “ t0 st&n,f3f a 
: Griffith ppT III~yf $ h 
* Tahles in'criffitfi pp. "* PP* ldl ^ 

JcUb. XXI, 43, ■ s, ftrjo ?ou$ dflfyWTIK' sn Ann C 

ftSE"'- * " “b"i'“s ■«*«“*>•■ fa 
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and it does not appear how she could prevent voluntary leakage, apart 
from die fact that introducing settlers was not recruiting mercenaries. 
The Seleucids had always been popular with the Greek element, while 
Eumenes II of Pergamum, whom Rome had put in control of Asia 
Minor, was not; the leakage into Seleudd territory, especially among 
young men, may have been considerable, and would explain the inten¬ 
sive settlement in Seleudd Cilicia. As Antiochus could call up his new 
settlers, they must have been deruchs; he therefore dealt with the 
Oriental towns which he hellenised as Susa had been dealt with (p. 2}), 
by planting military colonies in them.1 But as his new* foundations 
appear as dries, he must have run together the two processes which at 
Susa may have taken some time: as soon as his deruchs were planted 
in some place he made it a palis, the liability to military service re¬ 
maining. This disposes of the belief that his was no teal hdlemsation. 
He was in a hurry, of course; he may conceivably have known years 
before his death that he could expect no long life (p, 21}). 

But if Antiochus made no move during his first five years that does 
not mean that he made no plans. Fortunately his coins1 afford a means 
of dating certain indications, for to this period belong the coins on 
which the legend is only1 Of King Antiochus’ and the type the common 
Seleudd type of Apollo seated on the omphalos.3 The first indication 
is his refounding of Babylon as a Greek dry.4 It is not known what 
happened to Babylon under die earlier Seleucids,5 but though Strabo’s 
description of it as a desert* belongs to his own day, the same passage 
shows that it was anything but flourishing; nothing is known of any 
Greek colony there, but there must have been a considerable native 
Babylonian population grouped round E-sagila, the rebuilt temple of 
Bel. Antiochus made of Babylon a regular Greek city, with a theatre7 
and at least one gymnasium/ But one thing about it was unique in 

1 Griffith p. ija. 
1 See generally BAfC Sel.; E. BabdtmT Rais de Sjri* 1390; E* T_ Newell, The 

S*£tucid Mbit Amioeh 191 
Newell op. dir. p. 17 {down to 17CMS9). 

4 OGIS jjt; he is irrwjnjff w&bxws. 
5 McDowell, Stamped objects pp. 2Q3-6t has given what cm be given. 
* Slrubd XVTt 7jSs VVK- 

: R. Koldcwty, Da* wi&kr efittkvid* Mafyfon* 1915, pp. 293 with the 
Gnedt inscription found there. 

B R. Hatw30ullier> Klk ixs 1909, p. 352, no. t> Lnscriptbn giving 2 list of victors, 
both ephebts and rtcu. Bui whether the building which hiis been excavated be the 
gymnasium has recently been doubled: G. E. Kirk*/rof 11, 193 p- 
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Seleucid history: it kept its native name, as literary allusions show. 
Any large Oriental city refounded by a Sdeurid invariably received a 
dynastic name, and Antioch us himself foi lowed the rule elsewhere, is 
he showed at Ecbatana;1 but at Babylon he did not* And tht^ was no 
aocidcntj for there are coins of his of this period, U. with the legend 

' mj^ Antioch us' only, which show his head with the radiate crown 
of rielios (btlow) and on the reverse the Fortune of Babylon—that is, 
the personification of Babylon itself—tmhrtmed like Zeus, and like 
Zeus holding Victory on her hand.1 No other dty had ever been en¬ 
throned on any king's coinage;! there may be a reference to this in the 
Greek story of the nymph Babylon Thronia, Babylon 'of the throne* 
or enthroned' (p. 153)- Taken together, these facts can only mean that 
Antiochus intended Babylon ultimately to be his capital; and be kept 
die old name because, under that name, it had been the destined capital 
oi Alexander. Antiochus was then going to play Alexander; and if he 
wre going to sit in Alexander's seat it is a fair inference that he thought 
of restoring Alexander’s empire. What that means will be considered 
presently; two other indications must first be noticed. One is that on 
some of these early coins he wears rite crown of rays which was the 
crown of Helios the Sun-god/ No Seleudd had worn it before him 
though it had been adopted by Ptolemv III of Egypt. Doubtless its 
primary meaning was that the king’s reign would bring prosperity -S 
but it is difficult to dissociate the crown of Helios from some con- 

' ln /ac'* *f ™'° «««• Hieiapolis (CastabaJa and BamW) and 

ph Ty " ** **" (p- l8<^ ^ Amiochus'dries?sir or 
kowcTi^ and 1 EPtPbaneias—were Mined from himself. Lisiin^Tsdieri- 

1 BMCStL p. tfnm. ij-jo, PI. XII, r-*; Brii. Mm. Qumttrfy'n iqu n tJ 

™nl[ ^drXV ’ ^ W p- ** ^ •**Sen id iifbn 

J There is a much obliitnird Saca coin of a later rim- nf fc,L;,.k n - . 

njar s w J*r ‘■hh -s s- JSSsss 
^ On his radiate crown s« RostovnefT ep. ™ QQ ,a a irr-,,,. D. ... 

ilk*"•is reEJnis Hdi£S,ito^ifSS^?irSS be combined with die diadem ir was not the ‘iim*. ,m„,„ £ crown oi ra> s 

Hvareno idea. One can rhink of cases where this might J^e S, 
king in a ttga on a min of die Iranian Mjuk hut 1 caiLIi hll ’■ *' . rtd“1* 

m <-b™b' -KfSlsrittB'at's? 
5 *9ih PP- 14C iff- and literature there died. 
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nection with wo rid-rule, and that m turn, in mcn*s minds, from some 
connection with Alexander* The other is furnished by a seal from 
Babylonia published by Professor Rostovon which some Seleucid 
king wears die elepliant-scalp*1 Hl himself did not identify the portrait, 
which is clearly idealised; but be mentions a suggestion made to him3 
that it is the Seleucid Demetrius I], as he does wear the elephant-scalp on 
one of his coins. But this suggestion seems impossible, lor the features 
of the king on the seal do not bear the least resemblance to the strongly 
individualised features ol the Seleucid Demetrius IIon the other 
hand, they do bear a resemblance to some portraits of Antioch us IV3 
and would do very well for an idealised portrait of him, h has been 
noticed already (p* 131) that the elepbani-scalp was the symbol of 
Alexander's power, and (with all necessary reserves) that must be what 
Antiochus had in mind; his adoption later of Alexander's coin-type 
kZeus enthroned1 bears this out* 

I must explain in passing what I mean by restoring Alexander's 
empire. Antiochus If I had meant to restore the empire of Seleucus I,5 
bin no more; he had neither attempted to make conquests in India nor 
to take possession of defeated Egypt, but he had risked and finally 
suffered war with Rome for the sake of a few cities in Thrace, because 
they had belonged to Selcucus. The crash at Magnesia had greatly 
curtailed his realm; and the position which faced Antiochus IV was that 
most of Asia Minor was lost, the once vassal state of Parthia had re¬ 
covered her independence and had succeeded in reacliing out to the 
Caspian Gates, if not to the Nesaean fields,^ and Demetrius of Bactria 
had annexed all the Seleucid provinces east of the Persian desert and 

* Op. at, PL VI nos. t? 2; see pp+ 43, 5 3. 
3 By E. T* Newell, & p, 4f* 
3 His portraits: BMC St!. Pis. X\1T, XVIII, XXI. They have a peculiar look 

in die eye, largely due 10 a highly ard^+ almost semicircular, eyebrow^ which no 
artist could miii. 

4 Tic head tn BMCStI. PL XIIT, 7 (p. 41 no. 36, a coin from Niabii), and still 
mote the head on a coin figured by Newell #p. at. pr 14 (allowing for idealisation). 
Tie features arc not unlike those of the radiate head of Antiochus IV on a seal, 
Rtmovticff op. cir. PI. V, a. 5 See Hollcau*, CAH viu p. 1E4. 

* See generally Tam, CAH ix p. *77- At one moment, which must be earlier 
titan the conquest of Media fay MMtridatcs I, Parthia was bounded on the west by 
an otherwise unknown Median people called by Pliny (vtT 113) Pradrae, it. the 
people of the prjmm or * meadow*, die Nesaean fields; no doubt a transition of 
some Iranian name. Tie Nesaean hddi wett? still Seleucid under Aniiochtis l\\ 
Polyb. xxx, aj, 6 (his Nesaean horses, 166 
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was master of much of Northern India. Anriochus IV knew Rome very 
well, and, as I see it, his consistent attitude was that there must be no 
quarrel with her at any price; what was lost in the West was lost for 
ever. But the East remained. Home had no concern with the East: 
a new world could there be called into being to redress the balance of 
the old, and Alexander’s empire in Asia, east of the boundary which 
Rome had dictated, might be restored without any risk of giving offence 
to Rome. Egypt can liave been no part of his plan, anyhow at first. Had 
be lived and done all that he meant to do, he might at the end have 
defied Rome and annexed Egypt; no one can say. Bm what actually 
happened In Egypt was an accident. 

In whatever way Antioch us’ activity be considered, everything 
comes back to the year 169 as a starting-point, that is to say, directly 
after the death of the boy-king, his colleague. Probably this is only a 
coincidence; he could not know that the boy would be assassinated, 
and in any case, even had he lived, his existence imposed no check of 
any kind upon Anriochus’ activities, any more than the existence of 
Philip (V) interfered with those of Antigonus Doson; it only means, 
I think, that by 169 Anriochus was ready to move. It must however 
be noticed here what he meant to make of his realm, though the fact 
of his hellenising policy is well known.1 He had seen, or believed that 
he had seen, that die success of Rome was due to her centralisation, one 
ruling city and one civilisation, and he set to work, so far as he could, 
to carry out the same ideas in his own empire, though naturally on 
somewhat different lines; his aim was an empire strong enough to form 
some sort of counterpoise to Rome, a perfectly feasible idea, as the 
Arsadds and the Sassanids were to show. One civilisation he thought 
he could achieve; he had been strengthening the Greek element, and 
he hoped ip make of his empire a more organic whole by a more inten¬ 
sive hellenisarion of its component parts. Bur it was of the very essence 
of the Seleucid empire that one ruling city was an impossible conception 
(see p. 4). For a centralised ruling force he therefore went back to 
Alexander, or rather one should say to his own conception of Alexander's 
divine kingship; Capitoline Jove of Rome was to be matched by 
Olympian Zeus, but whereas Jove resided in a city there was no 
residence for Zeus but in himself; he himself was to be Zeus manifest 
upon ear tli, Epiphanes, It may be granted that in the Seleucid empire, with 

^ '’**•*" GM“ •** p- ■»* sr™. « 24 
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no central dry or Imperial citizenship, no other centralisation was possible 
but a fresh insistence on die divine monarchy as the unifying force. 

In 169 Antiodins remodelled his coinage accordingly/ and for the 
old Apollo type substituted Olympian Zeus, enthroned and holding 
Victory on his hand, while for the legend "Of King Anriochus’ was 
substituted * Of King Amiochus the god manifest1/ on some issues the 
two streamers of his diadem end in stars, to emphasise his divine 
nature/ His Zeus-type was that of Alexander, with Victory substituted 
on the hand of Zeus for Alexander’s eagle* Both Seleucus I* and 
Antiochus I* had struck an issue of coins which copied Alexander’s 
Zeus-type with the substitution of Victory for the eagle (though it w as 
not either king's usual type), hue the great innovation in Antiochus" 
coinage wts that the legend made it impossible for anyone to miss die 
fact that he himself was Zeus, though the god did not as yet bear his 
features; and die resemblance to his Zeus-type of his type of Babylon 
enthroned with Victory on her hand is further proof that Babylon was 
the destined capital of the new deity upon eardi. The conception of die 
living king as Zeus was indeed new/ for though there was an existing 
worship of Olympian Zeus in the empire/ the deity of die Seleudds 
had consistendy been their ancestor Apollo, Antiochus set up in the 
temple of Apollo at Daphne a gold and ivory representation of Pheidias* 
statue of Olympian Zeus/ and sought die widest publicity for his new 
conception by beginning a great temple to Olympian Zeus at Athens, 
one of the two centres of the world's intellectual activity. 

Whether he had originally meant to set out for dse East in person, 
1 Newell's second series, beginning c. j6$; op. cit. p* iir The unliken».-> of tliu 

coins of Antiochus IV to any other royal series may oe no fed licit once lor aJL 
1 fiomA*W B*ou Two issues, BAfC SW. p. 34 nos. 

PL XI, 4 and p. 37 no, 31, PL XU, % omh BccO. 
3 BAfC ScL p* 35 nos* 11-15, P?. XIt 8; see Newell be* at. 
4 BMC Sel. p. 1 nos. 17-13; Babdon op. tit. p. xij Head1 7$6\ C. ScUman, 

Creek C0UU1J33 p. 2J7. 
1 BMC SB* p* 8 no* 1. 
6 McDowell* Stamped objects pp* contends that on certain coins of 

Sekucus 1 the Zeus has Sdeucus* fcaiures and that a sealing from Sekueeia repre¬ 
sents Seloicus as Zeus. I think ihaL at present this is too hypothetical to use; see 
also Roslovtigk/jNS lv, 193^, p. 151 n. 1. Certainly Scletmw was Zeus in the 
official state-cult, OGIS 145; but then he was dead, 

*OGIS t4b 
® On the connection of this stalue and his coins sec Scliman op. tit. p, 131. 

B^belun ap„ cit, p. xii thought the statue was set up by Seleucus L But Ammianus 
xxu# ij, 1 says Antiochus IV. 
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like his father, cannot be said; for whatever his plan was, it was deranged 
by the regents in Egypt, Eulaeus and Lenaeus, who in the spring of 169 
declared war upon him with the object not only of recovering Coele- 
Syria but of destroying himself.1 Antiochus' war with Egypt was a 
thing he could not avoid. He mastered Egypt in 1 £9 and was crowned 
at Memphis; but circumstances compelled him to return in 168, and 
that summer Rome warned him off. Now, granted that he was forced 
to fight, it would have been a possible course to defeat Egypt, exact an 
indemnity, and leave it at that; he decided instead to incorporate Egypt 
tn his empire, for that is what his actions meant, however that meaning 
might be disguised as a protectorate over Ptolemy Philomel or. As J 
have said, I am not seeking to prove that Antiochus was a statesman, 
and Um W3S not the act of a statesman; it was merely the kind of 
forward’ policy, common enough, in which one thing is allowed to 

lead to another with insufficient consideration of the ultimate conse¬ 
quences. He knew that Rome could hardly stand aside, and he was 
determined to have no breach with Rome; why did he do it? One 
possibility is that he miscalculated die strength of Perseus and thought 
that the Macedonian king might hold Rome off till, in weariness, she 
rmghi accept his protectorate over Egypt as an accomplished fact- 
another is that, m vulgar parlance, he was just ‘trying it on’ to see how 
tar he could go. In either case, as soon as he heard of Perseus’ defeat at 
Pydna he must have known that Rome would act; it is possible that 
when on the day of Eleusis’ Popillius Laenas handed him the Senate’s 
ultimatum ordering him to quit Egypt he was the one man there who 
was not astonished. But Popillius, a ‘new man’ anxious to prove 
himsclt, presented the ultimatum in a way which outraged every decencv 
ot international intercourse; and Antiochus, the king whom even a 
buter enemy called ‘fiery, bom of the lightningV at the head of a 
strong and victorious army, swallowed the insult, accepted the ulti¬ 
matum, and went. That was not the act of a man hysterical or half 
insane; to overlook the insult so as not to risk his plans meant great 
self-control and long views. For of what he lutd mLi 10 do he IiTd 

ind hy h,s KliWnl °» 

Egypt occupied the years ,69 and itSS; fo7 was taken up with the 
troubles in Judaea. By the end of foe year, however, thft country 
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seemed secure: the governing party were his friends, Jerusalem was 
safe, and the worship of Olympian Zeus was established;' if next year 
Judas Maccahaeus and his guerillas began to give trouble, guerillas 
were not unknown m great empires and were a thing one left to one's 
provincial governor* For world-history his dealings with the Jews 
were of great importance owing to their reaction upon Jewish religious 
conceptions; but for Antiochus, which is all that 1 am concerned with 
here, their only importance was lest they miglu furnish Rome widi a 
pretext ior interference* He himself possibly regarded his marriage 
with Atargads," the great goddess of northern Syria, as a much weightier 
matter. It was not a device to secure a temple treasure; it was a perfectly 
serious political measure, A god must have a divine consort;^ but liis 
marriage to Atargatis was a guarantee to the native religions of the 
empire^ always provided that people were willing to accept die over¬ 
riding unification of the worship of Olympian Zeus, which was no 
difficulty to men of any religion but the Jewish, His insistence on liis 
divinity and his marriage to Atargatis may or may not witness to a flaw 
in his mind;* but I want to stress the fact that die whole thing was 
political and that he was in earnest. 

It has been necessary to go through Antiochus' career in some detail 
in order to understand liis actions in the crucial year 166, In the spring 
of that year he held his great festival at Daplrne,6 a parallel to the 

‘ C|, E, R. Sevan in CAM vm pp. *07-8 and especially 51 j. 
1 Granins Lidnianus, p, f, Flenusdi; sc siitiulJtui H'krapoii Drnam duase 

uxorem. Hie rrurriage is given as later rtian the 'day of Eteusis", 
' h tnusr be remembered ihai if Anriochus were Zeus lie would also be Aiargatfe* 

consort HutLid, 

4 Jf Oiw's deduction be right (apm ar, pr f f; it could be supported by Died* xxxfc 
r 4) that Antiochus during bis rule in Egypt sought 10 win over the native Egyptians* 
lhl5 would be a very important confirmation of h±s attitude; he would have been 
anything but die blind neltemser which he is represented to be in Jewish history. 
Rostovtze 115 view (Sdturid Babylonia pp. 6, 7) that Antiochus stood behind iiic 
heileflised Babylonian Kepfcialun when he built die great Anu-Anmm temple ai 
Uruk would have been in point hereT but it was due to a misreading of the date* 
see p, iCi n» !■k appears now that the king was Antiochus Uh 

* It is possible that the reason why some people culled Antiochus mad was, not 
because he called him sell a godY but because he identified himself with a particular 
god, Zeus, On the distinction see M. P. Charles worth, Harvard Tkwigg. Rev, 
XXVI31, i9Mj ppF 

rolyh, xxx, iyt 1 JfI BOimer-Wobst in his edition prims with it die Athcnaeus 
and Diodorus passages. The date, 166, is certain: Nitse iij pH zi^; W, Kolbe 
Mermu LXilj I$zyt p. i|S; OrtO <?/?. ctz. p. S3. 
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festival of Ptolemy II in Alexandria described by Callixemis.1 The 
conventional explanation is that he was fond of ostentation and that he 
desired to surpass the show given by Aemilius Paulltis,1 the conqueror 
of Macedonia, at Amphipolis in 167, which had greatly impressed the 
Greek world. Likely enough both explanations are true, though the 
precisely similar ostentation of Ptolemy II had not prevented that 
monarch from being in fact as much a realist as any modem captain of 
industry; but even if true they ate minor matters. The main feature of 
the show at Daphne was the review of Antiochus’ strong army; it 
recalls the similar review of his army by Ptolemy II, but while at 
Alexandria the march past of the army came last, at Daphne ir came 
first of everything.3 Such a review was the Hellenistic form of triumph, 
and marked the end of a victorious and successful war;1 that point 
needs no elahoration. Antiochus had not himself been waging any 
successful war. But neither had Ptolemy II: whichever war he was 
actually celeb rating,* it had been won by his generals. We must look 
then fora war won by some general of Antiochus, precisely as at a later 
time an Antony or an Octavian might take the title Imperator for 
successes wron by his legates. Tiiai this interpretation of the show at 
Daphne is correct is amply borne out by Antiochus’ coins, for in the 
same year, t<>6, he began to issue his thud series and added to his coin- 
legend the tide vttai^iopov, ‘The Victorious ’ ;4 and the head of Zeus 
now begins to exhibit his own features.' 

After Daphne Antiochus went to Babylon, and a most important 
dated inscription,* so far unexplained, gives the needed key. It records 

- * Allien, v, 197 c jjf. s Athen. v. 194 c savs this. 
3 On the significance of this we F. Caspari, Hermes ixvui, 1933, p. 407. 

* Olio, Seitrage fur Stleukidertgttehsektc (918 pp. 6 jot,; Ztit A 6, PtalemAen 
p. Sj and note 6; Tam, Her met utv, 1930, p. 447 n. 1; JffS uti, 1933. pp. 55^0- 
Caspari op. nt. p. 407; fc. Komcnunr, Die ALxanAergtsehlchie Acs Kvugt Ptole- 
maidf / p, llj n. II. 

1 Jt O immaterial foi the principle here siaied whether ihe war was (he first 
Syrian (Otto, preceding note and PkthL xxxvi, 1931, p. 4 [4 n. or that nf 
2&o-^y (Tarn, preceding note). 

6 Newell's ihitd series. op m. p. 28, which lie connect with Daphne. He dates 
Daphne wrongly in l«7. and therefore the series; the date ■«$ for the series follows 
automatically on the true dale for Daphne. 

I BMC SiLP- & no- Th PI* XI, 9, sec CAR, Vol. of Plates m p. 11 i For other 
references see Rostovt^ff op.m> p. 26 no. if and add J. de Fo ville. Let ^ gr 
« win. de la collection Prosper- Fallen, Catalogue p. 100 no 4<n 
^ 1 OG/S ajj. ‘ ¥J“ 
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a gift made to Anriochus by one Philippus, who may or may not be 
the Philippus who was Andochus’ minister ‘ for affairsV he calls 
Anriochus Saviour of Asia", and the inscription shows that in August- 
September 166 Anriochus celebrated Charisteria at Babylon/The 
political connotations of the word Asia have already been discussed 
(p. m 3); at this rime it meant the Seleudd empire. The term Charisteria 
signified a sacrifice of thanksgiving for something which die celebrant 
considered a deliverance;1 usually it seems to have consisted of a single 
celebration, but two annual Charisteria are known at Athens, a thanks- 
giving for Marathon^ and another for die deliverance from the Thirty 
Tyrants through the return of Thrasybulus and the exiles from Phyle 
in 403 b.c,-1 I he Charisterra of Andochus, it may be supposed, were a 
single celebration, and he must Iiave attached great importance to 
holding them at his destined capital, or he would never Iiave gone to 
Babylon in die hot weather; they were obviously a thanksgiving for 
the saving* of Asia, But, once again, Andochus personally had done 
nothing to ’save’ Asia; the reference is to the victorious war waged by 
a general which had been celebrated at Daphne shordy before. To 
‘save* a place was well-known Hellenistic terminology for expelling 
your opponent and bringing the place over to your own side or under 
vour own power. From what opponent then bad Asia, that is, the 
Seleudd empire, been 'saved? Not from Parthia; Parthia had not as 
yet been touched, and the little state hardly seemed a threar to anybody. 
Not from barbarians; there had been no barbarian invasion. Only one 
meaning is possible; the reference is to Demetrius, who had annexed 
the Seleudd East and built up an empire hardly if at all inferior in extern 
to the Seleudd, Anriochus then had 'saved* Asia—the Seleudd empire 
—from Demetrius; that was his successful war. Bur the actual over¬ 
throw of Demetrius was the work of Eucratides—that is matter of 
isistory; Eucratides therefore was Antiochus* general, the general who 
had waged the war celebrated at Daphne. The proof seems as complete as 
may be, though we shall meet another not less cogent. I must now rum 
to Eucratides, whose career will nil out the details. 

E // Aiasx. xi i ip 
1 DinJ jfS I. i7| Are* vt* *8, yt Polyb. xxi, ip j; Daod. xx* & AntiocW 

Charktaria ;±rt called an dytji-t which would include sacrifice. 
* E. Pjfuhlj Dz Atktmtmium pompk swim 1900 pp. 34-6; L. Deubner* AitLsch* 

Ftttt 1931 p. 109. 
4 Pint* A for. 349 t ; Dcuhncf cu+ p, 39* 
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It had more than once been suggested that Eucratides had some 
connection w ith the Seleucids,1 but the first definite proof (though it is 
tar from being the whole proof) that he himself was a Seleucid was 
given in 1922 by Sir George Macdonald in the work already quoted,1 
who relied on two things: that Eucratides on his coinage used the 
Seleucid bead and reel moulding introduced bv Antiochus HI, and Lhai 
on the coin which figures his parents, Heliocles and Laodice.1 Laodice 
w^ears the diadem wIdle Heliocles does not and was therefore a princess 
uf a reigning house, which from her name should be the Seleucid, Let 
me add that when Eucratides represented Jiimselfon his coins as hdmeted 
he put on his helmet ihe badge of the founder of the dynasty, the bull s 
horn and ear which had appeared on die helmet of the first Seleucus* 

L his must suffice tor die moment; the most decisive proof must be left 
to its right place (p. 202). I may notice here that no one now doubts 
that trie Heliocles and Laodice com represents his parents, and as he 
was aScleucid he can only have been such through his mother,? who 
was therefore certainly a Seleucid princess; and her diadem shows that 
she was the daughter of a king, not of some collateral. This gives in 
passing, two anting facts about Seleucid princesses: one is that dm 
conjecture that the unmarried princesses, like those of the Ptolemies, 
were officially called jWW™, ‘ queen) is certainly correct, as Laodice 
wears hex diadem in her own right;* the other is that it was evidently 
Seleucid practice to marry superfluous daughters, for whom no royal 
bridegroom was at hand, to great commoners, as Sdcucus H (we have 
alrrcdy seen) gave a sister to Diodorus, straps of Bactria (p. 

mo exactly then was Eucratides? On his Bactrian coins? of 
c. B.C., whose portraiture can be trusted, he appears as a man in the 

“ ' °f Sete«B'* but gave „o 
3 

buT 
Lipf 

WMF* 454‘ 

i SJr £ f9 M1S- *» PL VI> 9i PI- IV, 3. 
JfML SeL □. 4 nos. 3^-40, Cunningham noticed iliis NC iKfSta n 

W,l!?™Parrari Sp^h ”? daughter was BaaOumx: Air » „ , aeythian. Gf. ilic tu'o.o'er'fii tn Cvn-mt■ 3-» ® 
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prime of life, say about 40 to 451 he was therefore bom somewhere 
round about As his mother Laodiee was married to 3 com¬ 
moner, she can hardly have been married till well over twenty, til! St 
was certain due she was not needed lor a marriage of high policy; she 
was therefore bom round about ijj—22j—not later—wiih a pre¬ 
ference for die earlier pari of the period. This makes her a daughter of 
Seleucus II; Sdeucus III b.c) is just possible, but as he only 
reigned three years and is not known either to have married or to have 
left children, Sdeucm II is practically certain, and this is confirmed by 
the fact that Eucratldes on his coinage adopted, dip ugh he modified, 
one of die types of Seleucus II, the Dioscuri,1 Laodiee was therefore a 
sister ol Aniiochus III, and Eucra tides was first cousin of Andochus IV* 
Helioclcs must have been general of some satrapy; Andochus III could 
hardly have given his sister to a lesser mam and there is the precedent 
of Diodorus, It would be most natural to suppose that he was, not 
merely the general of a satrapy, but governor of die upper (eastern) 
satrapies; but though he might have been so after 195, down to 193 that 
office must have been filled, in accordance with Seleudd custom, by 
Antioch us, eldest son of Antiochus III and joint-king widi him till his 
death iliac year. That Eucratides was governor of the upper satrapies 
under Amiochus IV goes without saying in view of his selection to 
reduce the East to obedience; for that was that official's business, if the 
king was not going to command in person* 

Eucratides' chronology, India apart, seems certain within very 
narrow limits* It has been usual, following von Gutschmid, to place 
Jus * revolt1 about 17?, on the ground chat that is the date of the acces- 
sion o| Mithridates I of Panhia and dial Justin says that the two men 
came to the throne 'about the same time? This is quite unfounded. 
No one knows the year of Mithridates' accession, and a whole range 
ol dates, from 17j to t6o, have been proposed by various scholars; the 
only thing certain is that his activity did not begin rill after the death of 
Antiodius IV in 163. And Justin's vague phrase might cover an interval 
of some years* and only means that the two men were roughly con¬ 
temporaries, as they were* Antiochus' review at Daphne In spring 16S 

3 In the type of Sdeucus H {BMC Set* p, tS no* ilj the horses are prancing, in 
that of Eucratides galloping. On rhe Dioscuri type m* H, Mattingly and F„ 5, G, 
Robin&cm, Tki Jan &f tie Roman Jenafiuj, Pf&c. Brhr AtaJ. 1931, and especially 
Appendix j to that work* 

* Justin xr*iT 6, c, eotidm ferme tempore. 
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and his Charisteria at Babylon that summer show that ‘Asia1—the 
Seleucid empire—had been 'saved* by the end of itJy, which means 
that Eucratides had conquered everything up to the Hindu Kush; and 
as the conquest could not be called complete while Demetrius lived, 
die latter part of the campaigning season of 167 is the date of the final 

defeat and death of Demetrius. It agrees with this that Plato’s dated 
coin struck in 165 B.c. is copied from a coin of Eucratides’ second 
series, which was issued in 166 after his find victory (p. 303), contem¬ 
poraneously with the issue in that year of AnuotW third writs. As 
TO the start, A priori^ Antiochus might have dispatched him any time 
after his own accession in 175; but it will appear that any idea of a long 
protracted war in the eastern provinces of Iran is out of the question 
while the first five years of Antiochus’ reign were years of quiescence! 
He can hardly have dispatched Eucratides before 169, and as Egypt 
interfered, probably not rill after he had mastered or knew that he 
could master Egypt and would not need his brilliant general in the wesi ■ 
Eucratides most probably left Babylonia late in ,C9 and wintered in 
bcistan; u might be ,ust possible that he did not leave Babylonia till early 
in 168, but there is a reason (p. act n. z) which makes this unlike!v. As it 
was certainly all over by the end of 167, this would mean that a'coupie 
of campaigning seasons sufficed to overthrow die powerful empire of 
the Eudiydemids in Iran. If one considers the time taken by Alexander 
and Antiochus III to conquer the same territory as did Eucratides 
agjmt opposition which on paper should have been less formidable’ 
and il one also considers that Eucratides* army cannot have been laree it 
15 dear that (if I am right) some convincing explanation of the speed of 
Ins conquest is needed Not only is there such an explanation, but it is one 
w hid), I think forbids us co imagine several years of protracted warfare. 

For Eucratides cannot possibly have taken a very large force with Him 
seeing that the mam Seleucid army, strong^ was with Antiochus 
in Egypt and was reviewed by him at Daphne, Presumably he had his 
own troops as governor of the upper satrapies, with some additional 
mercenaries; though no guess can be made at its strength, it can hardly 
har e seemed an army adequate 10 overthrow Demetrius, But Eucratides 
was not altogether relying upon his own sword. His storv has been 
obscured by modem writers persistently calling him a rebel imrinst 
Demetnus, a statement devoid alike of authority and ZSfS 
was not a rebel; but he raised a rebellion. * po^ibthry. He 

1 Pclyb. xxx, iy. 46>QOo foot, „«> hor*. 
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11 cannot be guessed what Antiochus* plan would have been had 
Egypt not intervened, but the plan subsequently followed can be 
deduced irom events: Euerarides was to dean up the East and Antiochus 
the West, and at the end they were to take Parihk between two fires; 
the result could not have been in doubt. Though neither of them lived 
to carry it out, the plan for a combined attack on Pardiia seems to 
follow' from ihe fact that an attempt was made to put it into operation 
a generation later, when Demetrius II of Syria attacked Pardiia from 
the west and his Batman allies (presumably Eucratides’ son Heliocles} 
co-operated from the east;1 but by that time Parthia had become strong 
enough to defeat the coalition. 

Eucratides had die choice of two routes eastward from Babylonia; 
tile northern road by Ecbatana and Mekatompylos to Bactria which 
Antiochus III had taken, or the southern road through Susiana to 
Sdstan* In 169 the Parti nans were across the northern road, with their 
capital at Hekatompylos and a firm hold on die strong pass of Sirdaim 
the ‘Caspian Cates'; he could no doubt have fought his way through, 
but with much loss of rime and perhaps of men, and it is fairly certain 
that he took die southern route to Sc is tan and from that province 
advanced northward by the great road from Seistan by Herat to Merv 
and Bactria, the route subsequently taken by the colleague of Mithri- 
dates If of Pardiia in liquidating the Saca invasion.2 His conquests in¬ 
cluded Seisian, Arachosia, Aria, Batina, and Sogdiana; Justin gives the 
list, though norm chronological or geographical orders It is unfortunate 
that the chapter in Justin which deals with Eutratides is Justin at his 
very worst, for he is trying to summarise an unfamiliar piece of history 
which he did not understand and which he considered of no importance;4 

* Justin xnxv!t i, 4, in 141 &.C. 
: Tam, SP Stixdr pp. CJN rx p. fgf. See p. ^99, 
' Juiiin XL!, 6f 3: fBacxmnL. .Sogdianoriim er Aradiotomm cr Dningarum ct 

Areonim Indciramque belli.:, fatigati ad postremuin ab mvalrdiofibus ParthLs.., 
oppre^sJ ^unt.1 1 SogdianominT allows urn the reference cannot be to the campaigns 
cf Dcmeuius in Iran; moreover hh wars did not end in Ills being conquered by ihe 
Partisans. 'Die reference h therefore to ihe amprigns of Eucmides, because there 
is nothing else ilur it can refer io* and "Baetriani' therefore mentis, Eucratides* 
icflloving and in a sense Eucratid^ himself Tndeed die nest sentence proves it; 
Mulu tamtn Eucra tides bell a magna virttlte genii'; that is equivalent to saying; 

]His end was to be conquered by the Parthian*; however, he fought well first;' 
This will be important later, 

4 Shown by his omitting all the edict chapters, in which Trogus dealt with rite 
Farther East. He only gave the Eucraddes chapter because it was Sdeudd history. 
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but there was ultimately a good and understanding source behind him 
(p; jo)1 and one has to try to restore the real sense. If the above view 
at Eucratides’ operations be correct, then the two sub-kings who had 
to bear the first shock of the invasion were Agathodes m Seisran and 
Aiachosia (or rather his provincial governors, for his own seat was 
Alexandria-Kapisa, p. i SS) and Andmachus in Herat and Merv; and 
as these are the two sub-kings whose propaganda is known, my view 
probably u correct, ' 

-*1,Is P?SSlble> bu' n01 attain, that Demetrius himself was in the 
Middle Country in India when Eucratides arrived (App. s) and that 
dunng the campaigning season of 16S Eucratides only had 10 deal with 
sub-kings. \\ herever Demetrius was, he ordered Menander to abandon 
I ataliputra and all the Middle Country south of Mathura (p. 217) ant] 
he him sell humed to Bactria to meet Eucratides, for it Is clear from 
Justm arid trom the Y uga-purana that their duel was fought out west 

^US1 anc* Eucratides did nor invade India till later*1 
whether Demetrius was able to take rite field in 168 or not, 167 was the 
critical year. Justin may show that the struggle was not without its 
MCissitudes, but Jus one story5-that Demetrius with 60,000 men 
besieged Eucratides with 300 and the latter after frequent sorties broke 
outphas little chance of being true as it stands. The figure too is 
probably Correct, as it is the normal figure for the agtma (bodyguard) 
of one m Eucratides position;? and the story presumably means that 
at one pornt Demetrius cut off Eucratides from his army, but the latter 
got away- The figure 60,000 is naturally untrustworthy; but if Deme- 
mus was really able to employ a large force u might mean that lie brought 
and used Indian troops, file end of course was the death of Demetrius'+ 
otherwise ,t would not have been the end. Presumably Anrimachus 

tte&t F,™rrt-J 113t there **%is to Z° UP°" here is tliat bv 
the time Eucratides died there was no one left who could seriously 

' Justm XLI, 6, 4 gives the order of the two events explicitly mioueF] Tl,r 

3 Justin xut 6t 4. 

PeiiLestas, J numbered joo men; Diod. os 'JIT* JjAnugenes mH 
Cwdia). A king's U ki^ * * ^ 19r 5 (fmm 0f 

mm A Implied in Jus tin fs wo; 
dearly l**ratUJ' but he «iv« sequence of events quite 
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challenge Menander s rule in India, and Menander was not a Eutby- 
decnid. 

T come to the explanation of how it was done, w hich is furnished by 
the 'memorial ’ coin-series of Agaihodes and Antimadms, These coin- 
series are the pedigrees of these two kings, U. of the Euthydemid 
house (see App, 3); they show' that the Euthydemid kings were Scleurids 
and (by means oi the fictitious pedigree) claimed to descend from 
Alexander, They are propaganda against Eucratides,1 or rather they 
are the dead bones of what wras once propaganda, and they were there¬ 
fore issued in 168 or possibly 1&7;1 die matter was naturally made plain 
by manifestos and speeches, but we can still see the central fact, that 
when die blow fell it seemed to the Euthydemid princes a vital matter 
to prove to their people that they were Sdeurids.3 The other kings 
notth of the Hindu Kush did the same thing. A strange coin exists 
which seems to be all tliat now remains of a similar pedigree series 
issued by Demetrius himself^ his last coins also have the Seleurid bead 
and reel edging,5 and one of the two Bactrian tetradrachms in the 
British Museum struck by his son Demetrius n, his joint-king in 
Bactria itself, also has the bead and reel edging,6 die proof that he was 
joinr-king when Eucratides came. Eucratides* answer was simple; it 
was the coin figuring his parents, already noticed, which showed that 
his mother was the Seleurid princess Laodice; naturally he would issue 
proclamations also. 

Now why were the Euthydemid princes so desperately anxious to 

C/// p. 453, manifestos againsr Eucmides*, Incidentally they show that 
Demetrius did not many a daughter of Antiochus HI, or Agathodes muld rust have 
pointed to his mother, as Eucratides did. 

They would take a little time 10 prepare; probably therefore Eucratides did 
winter in Scistin in i6^fip and they were engraved during that winter. 

J Noihmg rums on the Alexander-descent* which had no propaganda value’ the 
Emhydemith^ in churning it themselves, equally claimed it for their Seleudd 
opponents. The cuk-names borne by Diodorus and Euthydemus in the series may 
point to an organised state-culr, and if so Alexander may have been brought in 
bcoauMe in die stare-cult his name headed the listy a$ in Egypt. 

4 CMp. (PL FIT, 9), temdrachm with obv, conventional head and no legend, 
fer.% Zeus thundering and legend monogram The 

reasons given in dfl for believing at to be a Wmorial1 (#,*. pedigree) coin, struck 
by Demetrius, appear 10 me to be conclusive. On the dare of the monogram (see 
App. i) the only alternative to Demetrius would be Demetrius 11, and he 1 think 

would have necessarily (like Antimachus and Agachodes) pui on the coin site word 
pGmAzvQvros and Ms name. 

* CMJ p.447. i lh. p. 448, 
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prove to the world that they were no less Seleurids than Eucratides? 
Every historian has noticed one thing about the Seleudd empire, the 
abiding loyalty of the Graeco-Macedonian settlers, when they got the 
chance, to the person of the reigning Seleucid. When the general 
Motor revolted against Antiochus III part of his army went over the 
moment it saw Antiochus himself;1 when Adiaeus marched against 
Antiochus III, the settlers in his army refused to go on as soon as they 
guessed against whom they were marching,1 though Achaeus was 
collaterally a Seleucid; there are other instances later,3 That is the 
explanation of the speed of Eucratides' conquest: the Greek settlers in 
the East revolted and joined him wherever he appeared—in one case, 
that of the two mint-masters in Bactra, this can apparently be traced 
(App. i)—and die propaganda of the Euthydemids was a desperate 
attempt to hold them by showing that they themselves were just as 
good Seleurids as Eucraudes, Eucratides was not a rebel, but he raised 
and led a rebellion. The most important tiling, however, is not that he 
raised a rebellion, but that the comparatively small force he brought 
with him proves that he knew beforehand that he could raise and lead 
such a rebellion—that he w'ould find troops to his hand when he 
arrived. But he was only a Seleucid collaterally, just as his opponents 
■were and just as Achaeus had been; whence came his knowledge? It 
could only have come in one way: he held Antiochus’ commission, and 
could proclaim ‘Who fights against me fights against the Lord’s 
Anointed.’ Once the pedigree coin-series of Agathodes and Ami- 
machus be understood they seem quite conclusive for two things: that 
Eucratides was a Seleucid and that he came as the representative of 
Antiochus. * 

II is also probable that another factor was at work among the Greek 
settlers, reinforcing that of loyalty to Antiochus; Eucratides probablv 
knew about it beforehand. More than once Alexander had had trouble 
with those of his Macedonians who disliked what they considered his 
pro-Persian policy. The policy of the Euthvdemids towards the native 
peoples of Bactna and India has already been explained so far as evidence 
permits, and there must inevitably have been among the Greeks of 
Bactna some, perhaps many, who disliked wliat they considered die 

■ Pdyb. v, 54, i. 

,. v* 6> when; tov Kata tv fHaaJ^a means the legitimate kinc of the 
blood royal according to die rules of herediiVi 

s See Griffith p, 16Sh 
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pro-native policy of the dynasty and would have preferred to keep the 
1 barbarianp in his place; they would regard the helknising Antiochus 
as a better representative of the Greek world in Asia. Demetrius' fall 
was doubtless assisted by his ideas being too far in advance of those of 
a number of his Greek subjects. 

Eucraddes* position with regard to Antiochus can be deduced from 
his coins. It seems fairly certain now that what used to be called his first 
series, with the type of the Seleudd Apollo, belongs to a later Euetatides 
(pp. 171 rj,) ; hisfirst scries was really the coins with the Dioscuri type and 
the simple legend "Of King EucratidesL1 His second series, on which 
lie is 1 Great King*, can be dated, for one of the pieces was copied by 
Plato's dared coin of 16% and Eucrarides* second series therefore began 
to be issued in 166 after Ills victory, contemporaneously with the third 
series of Antiochus on which he is 'The Victorious1. The first series of 
Encratides, then, is earlier than 166; that is, he began coining as soon 
as he reached the East. Antiochus then had conferred upon him before 
be siarteJ the royal title in the provinces he should conquer. But he was 
not joint-king. The Seletirid realm had been familiar widi joint-kings 
who governed the eastern provinces from Seleuceia; but they had always 
been sons or brothers of the reigning Sdeucid, and though in fact they 
governed the East, in theory they were joint-rulers of the whole 
empire, and Babylon always daEed by both names, those of the reigning 
Sefeucid and of the joint-king. Bu t Babylon did not date by Eucratides; 
after die death of the boy who was joint-king widi Antiochus TV till 
170^9 siie dated by Antiochus IV alone.- Eucra tides then was An¬ 
tiochus' sub-king; Antiochus was copying the Euthydemids, just as 
Parthia did later when Mithridates II appointed the Suren to take charge 
in the East (p. 499), with oil the consequences which followed. An- 
tiochus’ action meant that, in plain English, there were in future going 
to be fun Seleudd realms, with himself ruler of one and suzerain of die 
other; doubtless he intended to supervise both from his seat in Babylon. 
Again Parthia copied. The Partisans were the supreme imitators of the 
ancient world; except in warfare, where they could be original enough, 
they never invented anything themselves but always copied from the 
Greeks, whether of die West or the East; Parthian analogies* therefore* 
are legitimate illustrations, and in die first century b*c* there were 

1 $AfC p, 13 nos. ■?, PL V* 6. Some issues have the mlei of ihe Dioscuri only. 
1 Babylonian tablet of i63 h.c* in the possession of Mr E. T* Newell; see his 

S&itcid Alim of Antioch pr ilr 
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similarly two Parthian realms, one in the west governed by the Arsacids 
which Romans knew and called Partliia, and one in the east governed 
by the Surens,1 at first nominally vassals of the Arsacid, with its centre 
originally in Seistan and subsequently on die Indus. It is obvious that 
Antiochus’ innovation was a dangerous one, as the conferring of special 
powers on a general usually was; but Antiochus had no grown son or 
brother to employ, Eucratides was his first cousin, and to give him the 
royal title meant at least that lie would not revolt in order to seize it, 
like Achaeus. The amount of risk in fact depended on Eucratides' 
character, about which Antiochus knew more dian we do. 

The bearing on the matter of Eucra rides' Dioscuri type must be 
noticed. The Dioscuri were a known Seleucid type; their heads had 
been used on a bronze issue of Seleucus I,’ but the first adoption of the 
complete figures was due to Antiochus ID and had been continued by 
his son Seleucus II;4 doubtless it was connected with the successes of 
these two kings against the Ptolemies and, in the case of Antiochus II, 
with his acquisition of Samothrace, home of the Cabeiri. Eucratides' 
type of the Dioscuri galloping was new, and it appears also on a sealing 
from Babylonia,5 which had been his sphere before he went eastward; 
but it was a development of the type of his grandfather Seleucus II in 
which the horses are prancing, and naturally has no connection with 
the type on the Roman denarius. Now the Dioscuri were, in a very 
special sense, the saviours (Jure™), and Eucratides’ use of the type 
meant that he had come to the East as Sour, a 1 saviourjust as Apollo- 
dotus and Menander had appeared in India as "saviours’ (p. 175). It 
must be repeated that neither the name nor the idea of Sour had yet 
become a commonplace, and in Eucratides* hands it was, and was 
meant to be, an invitation to the Greeks of the East to be ’saved’, that 
is, to join him against their rulers; he had come to deliver the one-time 

■ Hertfcld, Sakui** pp. 70 ; joj *w. S« also on the Indo-Panhian kingdom 
LHI pp. *w„ and chap, vju poIt. This kingdom, as generally supposed, was 
O-ik-iin-h of the Ck len-kan-ihu. Hcrzfeld has argued that O-ik-san-H was a 
mjihic realm in the west just beyond the known world, but it was real tnouvh 

<fT^e^tnch csg5; “ BwenBy PP- m, H7- 
" BMC p, 5 n,osr ji-6o+ 

studfoflhe K"d R°bi(t50n 0p- ^*(p- *«) P* S<5 11. This work indtidesa special 

of AnSSSyiind Rob'‘”°n '>F'c£f* p- nt)l l6‘the typcdiS'eim slightly from that 

Mn thc collection of Colonel Allotte de la Firye; see RostovtKff, Stttueid 
Mafyhnm p. 21. 
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Sdeucid East from the Euthydemids, and it was in consequence of his 
success as a 'saviour1 that Philippus called Andochus f Saviour of Asia 
a title possibly coined by Antiochus himself. 

All this is straightforward; and hardly less straightforward would be 
the suggestion that Eucrarides adopted the Dioscuri not merely because 
they were saviours, hut because they were twin saviours—-Antiochus 
and himself. For the Dioscuri, besides being saviours, were patrons of 
$iAiay of a close friendship between two men.1 They appear on some 
tetradrachms of Eumenes II of Pergamum, where they symbolise the 
dose relationship between himself and his brother Attalus (At talus II},1 
two princes who came to typify brotherly love no less than the Dioscuri 
themselves;3 but the idea could certainly be extended to other relatives 
(Antiochus and Eucraddes were first cousins), for it appears later as 
extended to two men who were no relations at all: on a coin of Alex¬ 
andria the Emperor Hadrian and Anti nous appear in the guise of the 
Dioscuri.^ 

The Dioscuri then on Eucratides1 coins in all probability typify 
Andochus and himself, naturally with reference to the two Seieucid 
realms that were to be; and this in turn may explain a hitherto unex¬ 
plained coin-type, Antiochus" successor, die Seieucid Demetrius I, 
struck coins on which die ptfti (caps) of the Dioscuri were enthroned^ 

each cap on a separate throned It may be uncertain whether cult of a 
throne in itself was or was not known to Greeks,6 but the question 
cannot bear on this coin-type, for if it has anything to do with cult die 
cult could only be that of the Dioscuri, seeing that their symbols 
appear on the thrones.? But this in turn seems impossible, for no 

T Evidence m F. Chapoudiier Les Diascufis au service dTune dlent 193^ 
p. 240. I owe this reference to Prof. Nock, 

3 Gbapouihier op, rif, pp. 141 So the twins of Drusus* daughter Li villa were 
the New Dioscuri (inscription, of Ephesus cited by S, Eiticni, SymA, Oj/. x, 1932, 
p« J4). 3 Pluu Mor. 4B9E, F; cf, 4Z0C, 

4 Qiapouthier dfT p. 64 no. cf. p. 316. 
® BMC StL p. 49 nos. 

The idea of a cult of die empty throne was started by W, Keidid in FVArf- 
latnpA&i GoiitrkuLutt for Mvcenean times and strongly contested by H. von Frieze, 
Rh* Mus* LV, 1500, p. 5S8 (see however Usetter's note pp. 602-3). Then H+ Herter, 
Rk* Mias, lx xiv, 1915, p. 164 sought to extend the id& to Hellenistic rimes, citing 
rive Alexander-rent and the pomp* of Ptolemy IL I doubt if he proved his point; 
but ii is not really material to me here. See further L. R. Famell, JHS xlix, 1929, 
P- 79* A AlftJldi, Rom* Min. L* 1939, p. 134. 

7 For kings’ thrones with divine insignia, upon them see Alfbldi op, ek, pp^ 134-45* 
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connection of the Dioscuri with thrones seems known elsewhere, 
either in numismatics or in art;1 such a type as the Dioscuri enthroned 
docs not exist. 1 suggest therefore that the two thrones typify the two 
Seleucid realms. It is probable that for some time after the death of 
Antioch us IV die Seleucid kings continued, though as a dead fiction, 
to claim suzerainty over the realm ruled by the descendants of Eucratides 
in the East; no other reason is apparent for the Seleucid Demetrius II 
wearing on one of his coin-issues the elephant-scalp of Alexander.1 
This is theory, not proof; but it will explain an unexplained coin- 
type. 

Antiochus celebrated the recovery of his eastern provinces by the 
review of ids army at Daphne, his Charisteria at Babylon, the title 
Saviour of Asia (whether he assumed it or merely permitted others to 

give it him), and a new series of coins, on which" Zeus sometimes has 
his own features and the word appears in die legend, making 
his full tide 'King Antiochus die god manifest, die Victorious'.3 If he 
be really die king of the seal from Babylonia (p. 189), his adoption of 
the elephant-scalp of Alexander may belong to this period; certainly he 
put on the coins he issued at Tripolis in 166—; the Saviour gods, the 
Dioscuri,4 but as he could not very well adopt die type of his sub-king 
he adopted dial of the Roman denarius: ins Dioscuri are not merely 
galloping, like those of Eucratides, but charging widi couched spears. 
Doubtless die adoption of the Roman type and of the elephant-scalp 
were innmauons that Alexander's empire was reviving and that there 
might be a second Great Power in die world as a counterpoise to 
Rome. But such intimations were merely of local importance* if he 
desired die world to take notice he must do something to capture its 
imagination; that was why his show at Daphne was deliberately meant 

’ **° ■ns«n« this coin is given in die articles on the Dioscuri in PW and 
tWier,and no msomceat all ,n the gmareolation in Clopou.hierthouEh 

h't' ***** is Mr ftfottfogfy, 
Mr RubinsOn specially studied the Dioscuri for their work above onioned J 
me that they found no other case except this coin f 

1 BMC Sd. p. 61 no. 17; McDowell, tW fr0lH Sdim:ia * no 

ISSSSSSlI: ' 4 ^ W<irn ^ the SeteuddAI^ 
hi! Lmi P 3 } 15 douii^ «** imitation, connected probably 

^ « Pergxmum may sliow that at this rime the idea of Zeus as a con¬ 
queror iijd rather come in to prominence. " 

4 Mattingly and Robinson op. at, p. jy no. , a feY 
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to outrival that of Aemilius Paullus in its magnificence.' He did strike 
the world’s imagination; Polybius said that he was stronger than any 
other king,1 and Jason of Cyrene wrote that his power seemed irre¬ 
sistible.3 Even Rome began to regret that she had never enforced the 
disarmament clauses of the treaty of Apamea (188 B.c.). She could 
easily have done so at any time down to 17$, and as site did not it must 
be supposed that she then thought it did not matter; now she wished 
to and could not do it without a serious war; that she wished to and 
feared to is conclusively shown by the iact that she enforced these 
clauses the moment Antiochus was dead. He was stronger than 
Antiochus III; and after all there were men at Rome who knew very 
well, though they did not blazon it abroad, that had there been a com¬ 
petent general on the other side Magnesia would no more have been a 
Roman victory than was Heradea or Ascutum. We seem to have 
travelled some distance from the king with disordered nerves who was 
broken by die ‘day of Eleusis’. It is one of die ironies of history that, 
though there was to be a counterpoise to Rome, it was not after all to 
be provided by the empire of Antiochus but by the little state whose 
destruction was to be the final item in his programme. 

Eucratides on his side celebrated his success, possibly by founding 
in Bactria a city bearing his own name, Eucnitideh 4 and certainly by 
striking the largest Greek gold coin known, the 20-stater piece now in 
Paris,5 and by beginning to issue his second series ol tetradrachms, on 
which he is no longer merely ‘King* but ‘Great King’,6 a title he 
continued to use till his death. Had the danger imminent in Antiochus’ 
experiment already taken shape, and was Eucratides already declaring 
himself an independent monarch? The tide ‘Great King' does not 
prove this. It was copied from Antiochus III,' in whose case the name, 
though it became his cult-name,3 referred originally to his reconquest 

1 Diod, xxxi, 16 (from Polybius) correctly makes it a great advertisement of his 
kingdom. 

1 Diod- xxxt, 17a (from Polybius). 
1 // Mate, i, 1J, 

"* Pioh vj, nt 7. 

= BMC p. no. 1; certainly* from the style, struck In. Bactria* not in India. 

Cf. the rnedal struck by Alexander after his victory over Poms. 

* jtfyttAou EuKpaTldoV. 
' It fcras also copied from Antiochus III on some Parthian 'beardless' coinsp 

which Wroth {BMC Paitkin p. xxbe) assigned to Phriapatius and Phraates I, ia 

earlier than Eucratides. But Eucratides wm not copying Parrhia. 
s OGIS 3,4$* 14G. 
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of the Seleucid East;1 probably therefore the same is true of Eucra tides/ 
and to that extent it was merely the expression of a fact: he Aad con¬ 
quered the Seleucid East, Neither does his great gold coin prove this; 
for though to coin gold was a declaration of independence, this piece 
was only a commemorative one. One other gold coin of his is indeed 
known, a stater with a romantic history;3 but it may not liave been 
struck til] Antioch us was dead. But the question of Eucratideia needs 

careful consideration. 
It has sometimes been supposed that Eucratides founded a new 

capital; and to give a new capital your own name was,prima facie, the 
clearest form of declaration known that you were an independent king, 
just as the foundation of Demetrias in Arachosia by Demetrius as 
capital of his new conquest Arachosia-Seistan had been his definite 
repudiation of any Seleucid suzerainty. This principle had been illus¬ 
trated very clearly by the actions of the dynasts in the wars after 
Alexanders death; Cassander had founded his name-city Cassandrcia 
■while Alexander IV yet lived as a proclamation that he repudiated the 
authority of the boy-king, who was his prisoner, while Seleueus and 
Lysimachus, though actually no less independent than Cassander, 
observed the decencies to the extent of not founding Seleuceia and 
Lysimaeheia till the boy had been murdered* But in view of one thing 
which was to happen in India (p. 212) it is almost impossible to believe 
that Eucratides meant at this time to repudiate Amiochus* suzerainty; 
and there is nothing to show that Eucratideia, a place never mentioned 
except by Ptolemy, was meant to be a new capital, for Eucratides, as is 
shown by his moneyers (App, 1), coined in Bactra, and Bactra was 
certainly the capital of his son 1 idiocies. The most natural supposition 
would be that Eucratideia was only Demetrias on the Oxus (pfc u8) 

1 E. R. Sevan,///S xxu* 1901* p* 141; M. HcLIemx* BCN xxxii, 1900, p. 266 
(conclusive). 

1 C, Sdtman, Gr&k Cams 19^ pr assays that ^«y[LW on Eucmrides* 
coins is only a translation of MvAafajtLm* which cannot be right; when the two 
legends corresponded* the Kharoshtht translated the Greek* not vk$ vtrjay and 
Moharajasa had already been used before Eucratides to translate ^WtAeW alone 
on Demetrius' bilingual coins, boih tetradradim and bronze pieces; Una became Us 
regular use throughput the Greek period. On Saca and Kushan coins* however, a 
vassal or viceroy might call himself 'Great King’; so SpaKraes (j>, ^ afld 
Nameless king {p* 3^4). 

3 Formerly in the Montagu collection (NC 1892 p. p) and now in that of 
Mr E. T. Newell, It is said to have originally been worn by an Afghan officer 
attached to a ring as a signet. 
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with the name changed and some fresh settlers, for £u era tides would 
hardly have cared to leave a city to bear the name of one who, in his 
eyes, was a rebel who had come to his proper end (though even so he 
might have renamed die town Antioch); but this supposition seems 
forbidden by the fact that Ptolemy puts Eueratideia among towns not 
on the Ojeus, though a mistake on his part is possible. Another 
possibility would be that Eueratideia was merely a later foundation 
made by Heliodes. In fact, the mere name Eueratideia, which is all diat 
we have, gives no safe ground for dogmatising, while it must be re¬ 
membered that we know nothing of the actual arrangements between 
Antiochus and Eucratides, except that Antiochus had given him the 
royal tide; he already possessed what the name Eueratideia might imply 
that he claimed. We are, I think, entitled to believe that, had Antiochus 
and Eucratides lived to crush Part hi a, Antiochus would then have 
been able to maintain the unity of the two Seleuctd realms, at any 
rate during his own lifetime, precisely as later, after the Suren had 
crushed the Saca invasion. Mithridates H was able during his lifetime 
or most of it to maintain die unity of what had in effect become two 

Parthian realms. 
The pot trait of Eucratides in his helmet upon the tetrad rachms ot 

his second series,1 a portrait engraved after lie was in possession of 
Bactra itself, is so striking, with its look ot a British officer in a sun- 
helmet, diat one is at first tempted to attribute it to the great artist 
whom 1 have called X and rank it as a fourth beside his portraits of 
Euthydemus, Demetrius, and Anrimaclius. But this can hardly be the 
case. One characteristic of the work of X is its uncompromising truth 
and fidelity to the facts, while this portrait of Eucratides is idealised, tike 
the Ale xande r-l lead s 0 n Ly si mac hus' money; thi s can be seen fa y gland ng 

at die bare-headed portraits of his first series, by another engraver,* 
where his face is quite ugly and bears a strong resemblance to the ugly 
features of Ids son Heltocles*. There was evidently more than one great 
portrait-engraver in Bactra, and if their names are forgotten, forgotten 
also are the names of the men who worked for Lysimadtus and of 
many another fine artist. Their names are forgotten; but their honour 

lives in their work. 
Before coming to India I must notice Plato. His solitary coin,4 

dated in 16 j b.c., is no longer unique, for a second specimen, from 

1 Plate no. n. 1 A no. to, 5 no. 11. 
4 BMC p, io, PI. VI, it;legend /JaaiAiW int4>d*ous iTAamivor. 
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Turkestan, was published in 1913.1 The coins shewr a helmeted head 
and on the helmet the Seleurid device worn by Eucrarides, the horn 
and ear of a bull, and they have the Seleurid bead and reel border- the 
reverse type is the four-horse chariot of Helios, with the legend 4 Of 
King Plato, (god) manifest1. Artistically, the head is a copy of the 
helmeted head of Euaratides on one particular coin of his second series,2 
and (though poorly executed) the resemblance of the features is so close 
that l do not know myself whether the head be meant for Eucra tides or 
Plato; the deduction in either case must be the same, that Plato was a 
very near relative, which from the ages can only mean Eueraude*5 
brother; the chariot of Helios may be a fanciful allusion to the name 
of their father H diodes. It cannot be said for certain chat Plato was not 
this king's real name, for (die philosopher apart) it is not an uncommon 
Greek name in inscriptions ; but as the name of a Macedonian kin^ of 
Seleurid descent ii is certainly suspect^ and may have been assumed. 
As only two coins of his are known, his kingdom was either very small, 
or ephemeral, or both; his assumption of Antiochus* cult-name 
Epiphanes4 may show not only that he claimed divinity but that he had 
a childish vanity; the chariot of Helios, perhaps inspired by Anuochus 
wearing the radiate crow n of the Sun-god, is not far from evidence that 
the god he claimed to be was die Sun. A man with the name of a philo¬ 
sopher who had some dose connection with the Sun and had a liiile 
kingdom irresistibly recalls another man who thought he was the Sun 
and wrho had dreams of philosophy and a little kingdom to play with_ 
Cassanderss brother Alevarchus,! whom Cassander established in a small Erincipality where he could dream in security under his brother's shield, 
n the same way Eucratides may have given Plato a town or two to 

play with while he did the work. 

Before leaving Plato, it must be noticed that the four-horse chariot 
{quadriga) of the Sun on his coin is of interest in another connection 

J I. N. Svoronc^y.A^v/JV. xv, 1913, p. 1B7. Forties I believe are common 
a BMC PL VI, 11 the resemblance u extraordinary. 
J The name occurs in Curt, v, 7| 11 as ih« of an officer of Alexander, where it 

is more than suspect; H. Berve, Das Akxo^mUk 11 p, nu_ 67. 
4 Whetherthecoma should be read invfx&avs fTAdwator mirmw* rmdrtW; 

sccttLS immaieriaL Antiochus HI was piyas VI. in Inscriptions (QG/'Z ii 
*39-40) and VI. in cult (it. m-Q. * ^ ^2J7s 

- On Alesarchus sec Tam, AlexanJtr ik Gnat anJ tht unity cf mardind Prat 

Bril. AcaJ. xix, 1933, pp. 141 O, Weuuvidi, Zax imd Safowntw 
1933 pp. 11 toS 
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quite apart from his personality. The Sim's quadriga had long been a 
feature of Greek art1—it had its place on the Parthenon—and had 
already appeared in the Greek East on coins of Andragonxs and 
Vakhsuvar (? Gxyartes)*3 These coins, and especially dial of Plato, 
supplv one of the few definite instances (as opposed to assumptions) of 
a Greek artistic motive passing into Indian art through Bactria; they 
point die road which led to the relief on the Surya panel on a pillar at 
Bodh Gaya, dating from one of the kings of the Sunga dynasty and 
perhaps therefore not much later than Plato* on which The Sun-god 
appears driving a four-horse chariot, manifestly copied from a Greek 
model\3 The Sun's quadrigu was now started on a Song journey} it 
appears in a Parthian house in Babylonia,* in the art of Gandhara and 
Central Asia* and is said to be a favourite motive in Sassantan art/1 
very notable is the Sun's chariot (diird century a.d.) with four winged 
horses in the vault over the great Buddha at Bamyan^ once a Greek 
city. Professor Herzfeld has derived all these rep resen ratio ns ultimately 
from the arc of Greek Bactria;1*' and Plato's coin supplier, tile missing 
link in his theory.9 But Professor Rostovtzeff has traced the Sun s 
quadriga in the Iranian art of South Russia back to die fourth century 
B.c.,luand it still remains to be ascertained whether the original Greek 
and Iranian conceptions of that quadriga were independent of each 
other or, if not, how they were related. But however that may be, the 
coin “type of the unimportant Plato constitutes a most important nodal 
point in the travels of this artistic motive. 

To return to Eucrarides* Had he stopped at the Hindu Kush, there 
* Jcssen, If elite in P W £S^o? and Rapp, Htiku In Roscher aooj $$$., will 

\u o pi v instances. 
3 BMC Arabia rrc* PI, 30CVHI, i and 6. 
* Sir j, Marshall* AS! 1907-8 p. 4 ip and see CHI p* 642-. 
4 M. RosioYizelT., Vah Clast* Stud. \\ 193 is p. 1S9* 
45 E. Herzfeld, rireA* Mitt. aus Iran il9 1930, pp> 130—i. He dues not notice 

Bodh Gaya. 
* Ikrzteld pp. 116 sqq- 

T Her/feld iL p. 131 and Rosiovrzeff it. p+ ie*£ n. 9 call the charioteer the Sun; 
R. Grousscr? Sur lex sraees de Bouddha 1919 p. calls him a Lunar Genius. Bui die 
Moon traditionally drove two horses only. 

* HerifeEd Arch. Mitt„ aus Iran II, 19JO* p. 1 ji- 
? There is a quadriga on a Graeco-Bactrian engraved gem in the Pearse collection 

in die Indian Mu^um, Calcutta (AS11936-9 PL LV no. 4), hut I do not know if it 
is meant for the chariot of ihc Sun- 

Ia Rostovtzcff, Yale Class. Ssud. VT 1935, p* a&9 n- 9, dting his Irmions and 
Greeks in South Russia p. iQf and PL XXlIi, I. 
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is no reason why he should not have formed eastern Iran into a powerful 
kingdom with elements of permanence; but he proceeded instead to 
invade India, and that was his undoing. If I am right that die aim of 
Antiochus was to restore the empire of Alexander, it was of course 
intended that he should invade India. There is unfortunately not the 
same certainty for his chronology in India as in Iran. Whatever his 
energy, he must have needed a certain rime to organise his conquests; 
at the same time, the subsequent troubles behind his back show that his 
settlement of Bactria was anything but thorough. He may have spent 
i6d at least in Bactria, and invaded India in 165 or 164. He was alive 
in ida, when Ttmarchus in Media copied his coinage (p. 21S); and it 
will appear presently that his death almost certainly fell in 159 (p. 219), 
with early in 158 just possible; later than that it cannot be. His reign 
in Bactria-Sogdiana cannot have been a long one, for the nomad con¬ 
querors of Bactria did not imitate his coins, while imitations of those of 
Euthydemus and of Eucratides’ son Heliocles are common (p. 303). 
Eucratides’ rime in India should therefore fall between the years 
and 160. 

Menander on his recall had abandoned everything soudi of Mathura, 
had created a new frontier (pp. 227 jy.), and must soon have retufned 
himself to the Punjab; the estimate of Demetrius and himself as to 
what could still be held in India must have largely depended on native 
circumstances and attitudes which are unknown to us. Apoilodotus 
must have previously returned to the north (p, 164); doubtless he met 
Eucratides’ invasion in Gandiiara, which is known to have been part of 
his realm. Eucratides, after crossing the Hindu Kush, took Kapisa from 
Agathocles, and presumably all the Paropamisadae; Agathodes must 
have met his death, as all his coins show a young head and had he lived 
he would have had a better claim to rule India than Menander. Encra- 
tides’ conquest of Kapisa is known from an invaluable issue made bv 
him of square bronze bilingual coins with the tvpe ‘Zeus endironed* 
and a legend in Kharoshthi,' The god of the city of KaptsiV This issue 
is of great interest. In the fitsr place, Zeus enthroned was the special 
type of Antiochus IV; this suggests that Eucratides still considered 
himself, or desired to be considered, a loyal vassal of Antiochus and 
this may be home out by the fact of his presently using this tvpe to 
overstrike die coins of the defeated Apoilodotus. In the second place 

PI * vS%LRV1,SiE-J* Ra*"“^A*S P- J ,, and in CHI p.,„ and 
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it throws much light on some of the types used by Greek kings in 
India. The humped Indian bull on Graeco-Indian coins, for example, is 
certainly the bull of Siva and represents Pushkalavatl (p, 135 ru $), but 
it had been a common Seleueid type;1 in die same way both the elephant 
and the elephant's head were common Seleueid types* and even 
Menanders ox-bead occurs on coins of Seleucus II.3 Evidently the 
Greek kings in India often took Seleueid types and fitted them, more or 
less modified, to other kingdoms and other gods* At Kapha we see the 
whole process- The standing Zeus-types of both Demetrius II and 
Agathocles had probably been meant to represent the elephant-god oi 
Kapisa who dwelt on Mount Pilusara (pp. 138 T 158); but as Eucra- 
rides, perhaps to show his loyalty, desired to use Antioch usJ type oi 
Zeus enthroned for the god of Alexandria-Kaplsa, and as this type was 
doubtless well known as being that of Antiochus, he modified ir to 
represent the elephant-god by adding to it the forepart of a small 
elephant in front of Zeus and also a representation of Mount Pilusara, 
Finally, to remove any doubt, the somewhat naive explanatory legend 
was added; one only wishes there were more such legends, 

Antiochus himself started in 1to begin clearing up from the 
western end;3 unless we suppose that the real beginning was his activity 
in Judaea in 167. He reduced Armenia, which had only been nominally 
subject 10 Alexander and had never acknowledged the suzerainty of a 
Seleueid except for a time that of Antiochus HI. He h next heard of in 
Ghaldaea, where he refounded Alexandria at the head of the Persian 
Gulf as an Antioch (later Charax Spasinu),4 though this might belong 
to his visit to Babylonia in 166. Pliny takes him down the Arabian 
coast of the Gulf to Gerrha, but this is certainly a mistake for An- 
tiochus III* as Pliny adds that that coast had not been explored before,5 
while it is known from Polybius that Antiochus III had gone as far as 
Gerrha.* Similarly the activity of Numerous, eparch of Mesene, in the 

1 BMC £dU Sekiiciis 1 p. 6 nos. tfi-70 and App. p. 107, 63 a, 67 a; Seleucus II 
p, tS ugSl $2-4* 

* IL Seleucus U p* iS no- 31- 
3 On ibis campaign see generally Nkse ID pp* nd-i Ed- Meyer, Urjprung unJ 

Anjange Jii CAriSt&ttums II, pp. Il6 fqq-y W. Kolbe* Bvtttigt fur jyrhchtrt 

unJjQdischea Gtschkhrt pp, iff jy.; Otto, Zeit df. 6. PtoUmotf* pp. Bf-S. 

* Tscherikower p, 94; qubtrus reguitt of Pliny vi( (39 is cenamly Epiphaocs* 
Technically, he probably wm Andochus V (p- ifi? ft. 1). 

$ vi, 147, cram Epiphani prifnum exquidtara* 
* Pplyb. xin, 9,4-5- 
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Gult, recorded by Pliny (vt, 152), belongs to the time of Antiochus Ilf, 
ior it is known that die cparch of Mcscne at the end of E pip banes' life* 
time was Hvspaosines. In fact, except for the refounding of Antioch 
(Charax)f there h nothing to connect Epiphanes with the Persian Gulf 
at all. The tradition next takes him 10 Elvmais or Susa -it was in reality 
Susa and late writers state either that he plundered the temple of 
Anemis-Nanaia or diat he attacked it and was beaten off. This question 
is considered in Appendix 7; it will suffice to say here that the temple of 
Nanaja was at Susa, which was his own city; that he had some dealings 
with the temple authorities, the nature of which cannot now he ascer 
umed but which were certainly peaceable; and that statements that he 
plundered or attacked the temple are demonstrably untrue There may 
have been m late writers the same confusion of bisections with those of 
Annochus III as there has been over Gerrha; but that is not realty 
material. * 

Al ter Susa he is next heard of at Gabae, which gives his route; he 
followed the mam road from Seieuceia through Susa to Pcrsepolis and 
then the mam road irom Pcrsepolis which went bv Gabae to Ecbatana 1 
II there was a king m Elyimis a[ this time he was Antiochus' vassal 
(App. 7), while as to Persts there is nothing to show that her kines 
became independent till after his deatlr; probably all that lie was doing 
was showing his power to his vassals on his way eastward. For at 
Gabae he was on the main road to Ecbatana and Hekatompdos that is 
he was on h,s way to attack Parthia.3 Certainly Eucratidc/involved in 
indta, was not ready to co-operate, bu, possibly Atuiodtus had no 

trustworthy mlormation about his position; one may recall I unv *nt i rev 
Alexander when m India vanished trom the purview of the Wes, 1 R 
Lucratides governor in Bactria could have co-ormt*!. , . 
—Panto a, *. ,i„,e cculd Si 

1 On this route, Alio ..*08, .4; ^ my jR rAH Vn , . 
p. i,7, and my no»/fid ,WP. it n,* The otherwise imXj™in 

>*»1 <** App. 7) does record his presence at fVr&epolk jnd ',W* 1 t 
Ecfanaa, that is, it Jus the direction righi. F dt,d t]Kn '^cs him it* 
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Anriochus IV alone than she had withstood Antiochus III, But at 
Gabae Antiochus died prematurely of consumption of the lungs/ of 
which seveml kings of Macedonian blood—Gassander, his son 
Philip 1VS and Amigonus Doson—had died prematurely before him. 
Consumption in the ancient world was incurable; but the disease often 
works slowly, and it An doth us had known for some rime that he was 
doomed that would explain the nervous haste (if it existed) which has 
been thought to characterise his last years/ it was the desire to get 
something done before the end came. 

It has been said of Antioch us that he aimed at die impossible^ But 
his plan in Asia was possible enough: had lie lived two years longer— 
he was nor bound to calculate upon a premature death —and reached 
Bactria* there would have been no Parthian empire* Eucra tides would 
not have been killed* and the two would have held Asia in their hands. 
Alter all* neither Alexander nor Napoleon did all that they meant to do* 
But Antioch us failed because he died. Certainly one result of the [roubles 
which followed his untimely death was that the Seleucid empire was 
never the same again; hue he can hardly be held responsible for dying. 
What he was responsible for—and it ivould seem that it must have 
happened even had he been completely successful—was a great 
weakening of the Greek position in the Farther East and the failure of 
a promising experiment in India. 

Antiochus* death meant that Eucra tides henceforth considered him¬ 
self to be the independent king of his eastern kingdom and worked for 
his own hand. How far exactly he penetrated into India cannot be said. 
He must have conquered Apollodotus* kingdom of Gandhara, or any¬ 
how part of it, for some of his 'Kapisi' coins are overstruck on bronze 
money of Apollodotus.4 For one king to overstrike the money of 
another is normally a proof of victory; it does not of course necessarily 
mean that the defeated king was killed* but Apollodotus cannot have 

J His death: Polyb* 9 (ft)* App. Syr. 66 says phthisis; usually I think 
accepted. flic story in // Afore, i* means consumption of dhe bowels; but Jews wen: 
100 fond of relating chat their enemies were +estcn of worms* for any credence to 
be attached to ihisp especially as ilte same book, it 11 j^.f has a totally different 
story. On ike com rad tenon we Kulbe op. at. p. jao. 

3 Otto op. at. pp. E4 sqq. 1 do not see it my$df, at any rate as regards the eastern 
campaign* 

3 /£. p, Sj, 4Konst des Unmoglichen'* 
4 BMC p. xxxv; Whitehead NC pp. 302, 307. Rapson (CHI p, 551) points f?ut 

that Eucratidcs* Indian issues are at least as lace in style as those of Apollodotus. 
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jived much longer in any ease. For a sufficient length of time fp U()\ 

^ f°Wnd 3fter hjS dwth fof M^ndor‘s money to become well 
fished m Barygaza - and as Menander died between r,o and M< 
(p. 22(3), Apollodotus death cannot be later than i<So, and it would be 
better (0 put it about tfij or id*; he almost certainly therefore died 
fighting against Euemides. In about seven years Eucra tides hS dS 

he woufd «TE f°Ur Eufhydemidikings; it must have looked as though 
fTT* tl,e race a,to6eihert which may have been his 

intention, to him they were just rebels. It has been mentioned that this 
p«no resembles the wars of the Successors; one may recall the number 

r0zrr-'*“ ^ humento, Olympias and Eurydice, satraps without number—who came 
to a violent end withm seven years of Alexander’s death. 

As Eucratides struck no coins with the humped bull of Pushkalavaif 
and as he overstruck Apollodotus’ money with his ‘K miJi‘ ■ l» 

mu« taw governed ell his Indian poSnTw AfeSX T*- 
measures in India were natumllv ^ 

that he never crossed ,he Jheiunv andft*2 uniL 

crossed the Indus; a few of his coins have bdn found p" T! 
bur with his large coinage that means nothing; coi„s 0f Diodonn’f ’ 
example lave been found in Scisran* and TasilaS nher- I ’ ^ 
never ruled and never even was Tr i= " ■1. tLes where he 

Eucratides* farther advance eastward was checked bv \£hat 
probably somewhere in the Indus district- indeed ?°$t 

farlher from his base in Bactria, ti 

Greeks ,n Anuochus’ name, for he was oulsidc ,he SeioSd th5 
.Annochus was dead, while Menander was near his l*n j£,l ^ and 
if his legend has any meaning at all have had the * ^ y^d must, 

elements among the Indian population. It has bL pointed 

” "P“ have h«B OBMisW ^ 

the £iuhy^midt conquered mo^nndTihae,Ai^^h^;rliH,Ita,cr,,ent dot 
anyhow W, rrly ruled io» dot* while A]eMJU|ehfJ0ne 
Jhelum and [he Seas alone (this from Aifeiobulus, ^ J. M the 
that Euctwides had nothing east of the Jhelum , j dear lrc,P[,cati°fi 
badntss of Strabo s jrj^umen ration. 1 a n°l a^tsid by the 

1 Cunningham, MC iSt^ p. ii3i ‘ran*1. 
<JJUS r»p.dn. ,AS,„ 
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resemblances between some of the bronze coins of Eucra tides and some 
of those of Menander are so strong that they must have been issued in 
the same district at about the same time,1 which may indicate a condition 
of stalemate between the two kings; certainly Menander was not 
damaged. AJ] that is known of the end is that Eucrarides returned to 
Bactria,1 He must have made a treaty with Menander; Menander is 
subsequently found ruling Gandhara (p. 129), but there is no real 
evidence that he ruled the Paropamisadae* It, like die rest of Iran, was 
probably left to Eucrarides, for he almost certainly retained Alexandria- 
Kapisa: Masson found his coins about Begram in such quantities^ that 
they must have continued to be struck after his death,4 

Eucra rides issued several types of bilingual coins in India,5 which 
means diat he was in the country for some little time; this bears out the 
chronology here adopted and the protracted nature of his struggle with 
Apollodorus and Menander, One of his square bronze issues, with the 
type "Victory1,* is of interest as an indication of what was now in his 
mind. In the Greek legend he is still only 'Great Klng'a but the 
Kharoshthi legend adds to this the word rajadlrajaso^ 'King of Kings': 
be was to be the independent monarch of a great Graeco-Asiatic 
empire. It is no doubt true, speaking generally, that Graeco-Mace¬ 
donians did not use the title 'King of Kings1 f but apart from the fact 
that the last Greek king in India, Hermaeus, was for political reasons 
called rajaefirajasa after his death (App+ 17), there is another eloquent 
exception besides that of Eucrarides—Antony's famous coin on which 
Cleopatra is * Queen of Kings'* Now the tide ' King of Kings * was the 
nearest equivalent a Greek knew to the Indian Chakravartin^ the 'king 
of the wheel' (p. 265), and as Menander in Indian eyes was a Chak- 
ravartin (jA), Eucrarides’ title must have some connection with this 
fact and with his struggle with Menander, But the actual relationship 
h obscure, for it cannot be said when Menander was first regarded as a 
Chakravartin; chronologically, we do not know which title came first. 

* CHI p, fjj. 
s Justin xjlt, 6t 5, unde (from India) cum se redperet. 
3 Cunningham HC tS6y p, 233* 

- *■ The belief however that his types went impressed on a much later coin of 
Amiafddas is merely a mistake, CHI p* 5 $3 n, jT 

S BMC ppT iG, 165. 
* iWlftjp* t66 no* 7, PL XXX* 12* See Cunningham N€ 1867 p. 139* 
7 E. R. BevantJHS xxiip 1903, p. 141. 
8 CHI p. jG7* 
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It does however show that Eucnuides regarded Indian support of 
Menander as important and was going to make an effort to attract it to 
nimseli. 

When Euera tides crossed the Hindu Kush, he mav as was customary 
have left his eldest son Heliocles to govern Bactria in his absence* 
Hehocles certainly was his eldest son, as is universally supposed, sin« 

!l ^otc m godfather s name. But there is no tiling to show that 
Hehodes was joint-fang; that was Hellenistic practice,' though it 
had been the practice ot the Euthydemids. Judging by Euctatides' age 
Hehocles m t j must have been quite young, probably not over twenty 
buL none of Ins corns show so young a face; and as, if he had been 
jomt-king, he would presumably have coined, his coins are evidence 
that ii he was left to govern Bactria (which is only a presumption), he 
did not com and was therefore just governor in the ordinary way The 
matter rs one of some importance for what fdl<>v, s 

Fr,^Fjnf/UrterJt bj wel! to Cr.v to establish the date of 
M death, Which cm be done with the help of the chronology 

°u P^thia' S°°? after the deatfl ^ Antiochus IV to 
163 hts elder brother Demetnus (I), who had been living in Rome as a 
hostage escaped to Syria, set aside Antiochus' young son (Antiochus V) 
and took the crown He may have continued to claim to be EucrathW 
suzerain (p, 106) but certamly Eucratides did not recognise him and 
there was a complete breach between West and East, though rh^M 

& tiMr ssa ",c 

.II" S'i'°U?d °r rl,e Mcdia" ampvSSfa 
{«* {“* *5 'T* 31«"? «t Medi. and Babylonia, he Sited 

-S-WW diere «. .SSSESiS 
and Eu era tides, perhaps an alliance; it may be that Eucratides reEtardSd 
without any favour by the Seleucid Demetrius I a, a J’Tf'j 

off im allegiance, had inched Timmchus revol, Md “f 
whm d.e tunc came, he ought have someone in .be wfl*^d 

So Akxanki Lro governed !*Sn* 

meeting Piofemy Tl’s invasion of Sdeueid Syria hl c hls was 

OiLtwhS »<■>**«■ 1-W-. with Eucnnides’ Dies™ 
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co-operate with him in an attack on Part Ilia.1 Certainly Mkhridatcs 
believed this: his actions show that he thought that his best chance was 
to anticipate any co-operation between die two while Eucratides was 
still involved in India, He at once struck with all his strength at 
Ttmarchus/ and after a severe struggle, which is said to have been 
protracted and may therefore have occupied 160 as well as 161, took all 
Media up to the Zagros, which doubled his owti strength and left 
Timarchus comparatively powerless. He did not wait to finish him off 
(Demetrius 1 did that presently)! but at once turned upon Euentities* 
kingdom t attacked Baciria* and recovered the one-time Bactrian con¬ 
quests west of the Anus, the satrapies of Tapuria and Traxiane (p. 3S 
n. i);* Apollodorus shows that ihese satrapies were taken by force of 
arms and in Eueraifdes’ lifetime,4 The date of this conquest then, if not 
16oy is almost certainly 155 (it cannot be Alter)! and it was the occasion, 
as will be seen, of Eucratides returning from India to meet his death; 
his death therefore falls almost certainly in 159, though early in 15 & may 
just be possible. Later it cannot be: the conventional date, c. 155, is 
not supported by anything* and is quite impossible. For a reasonable 
time has to be allowed for Menander's undisturbed rule in India after 
Eucratides left, and Menander's own death must have taken place 
between 150 and 145 (p* 226)* 

As Eucratides left India without doing what he meant to do—-he 
must at least have meant to secure the Punjab up to Alexander's frontier 
the Reas—it must have been serious trouble in Ractria which recalled 
him. The story of his death has to be reconstructed from a chapter of 
Justin w hich is one of the most confused and w orst excerpted any where 
in that unsatisfactory writer,, but with care it can be done. The first 
thing to notice is that Justin gives two different and mutually exclusive 
versions of Eucratides' death—that he was killed by bis son and that 

1 R. H. McDowell* Stumpedobftet* pp. 119 jy., suggested that Bui^rij w-45 behind 
Tbnarchiis1 revoltY as a measure against ParthLt, 

3 Justin xu, fi, <3 shows that Media wa$ independent when MUhridates snacked \i% 
which ti never was except daring Timarchus’ brief rule,. and mentions a protracted 
war. On the order of events see E, Breccia, KBa vp 1905, pp. 44-7, 

3 Justin xlit 6f 7 shows that Mithridaies’ conquest of Media was followed at once 
(his viribus auous) by a campaign in ‘HwcaTiri1, which means the acquisition of 
tlie*e two satrapies; for their conquest tee next now. 

4 Simbo Xt, ^17fc dl^7jp^srre .EutfpaTiSqv; 51 jp fttwraficivl tqv? jjtpl ECnpar^av. 

* Professedly following vun Gutschmid, though 11 fa not what he said; he said 
1^ at tAe latest ^ Cfjfi Irons p. 49, In fact, 155 is only Rochelle's original guess, 
extremely credliable at the time* md repeated ever since in default of better. 
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kilJe^ bY Parthian. The formal story,1 often repeated in 

son ' Hv- ^ mcd °" kiS wa>’ from by the 
d made joint-kmg (socms regni), who, as though he had "si tin 

£4I^~SE~?I 

tt: aytsi-ai ?,“„r r *?,%£ 
,he,fac.' ■hat j1 ™ ™"y death in battle bv ayKlt^ 
a chanor and had ample leisure afterwards '?£„ ™ - *?? Vas in 
version, tn which he has named the victors in the battSl dLT?^ 
provinces conquered by Eucrarides^for fw »™f ”** , the Ist o( 

Eucretirfej were finally cashed bv “weZ- p® 

very different matter from being assassinated Il tT h!ch 154 
two versions together, wliat we set is that F 3 ,^S SOT1' the 
Partltians and was killed by * a son' and rh uctat!^es ^ I led by the 

if we suppose either that jLtin has’misundeS^™'^ CO£l5istent 
that a proper name—that of the son's fitW j, j 096 s?n lt ^ or 
where between Justin and the orS 2S ? dft>Pl*d 0ut "»«- 
it was inevitable that Justin should seek to imnr^ m|Stake 0I)ce "tado, 
usual manner by making monj lmpr°ve the <K™sion in his 

™, indeed killed by bu.TSbt^l"*- 
Euthydemid princes, with Pinhian help. ’ f 0M of die dead 

*’C5um regm fmrafj jft i[inere £*&», * fiftyquern 
hm™ non pattern in,erfMM[( ct per^n^nM^u? U‘° !“***«>, veJut 
m^puhum Jujrft. Note that Justin J ^ ^i 

SeJtucus I was successfully assassins,™! ac L. u j TL' 
Keraunns; but Kcraunos, a miaof mMh'raij^ ^ of his vic“>™iiS army bv 

his t!™- and knew tfc.t if fie esejwd-hc had s !*le to 
behind him a strong formas, a still powerful imiv w*” would have 
J XtJ, 6, j; s« p. m n. 3 ^ ™** and a gr&t country. 
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Before going on, a word must be said about the chariot, A Greek 
king fighting from a chariot seems so strange that it has led to a sug¬ 
gestion' that the story of the chariot driven through the blood is merely 
a reproduction of the story of TuIBa driving her carriage through the 
blood of Setviua in Livy (i, 48,7). But1 * Tragus' source* is much earlier 
than Livy himself (p- 50), and though Livy doubtless got the story 
from some annalist, an eastern Greek is hardly likely to have read 
Roman annalists; and I am not prepared to say that the chariot story is 
untrue. Both Persians and Indians used war chariots; so did Seleucus 1 
at Ipsus, and on his coins Athena fights from an elephant-chariot. There 
is a bronze issue of Antiochus IV on which Victory drives a two-horse 
chariot* (the war chariot); some coins of Mattes, with one of the 
Telephus monograms and the type "Zeus enthroned' and therefore 
struck at Kapisa (App. 16), show a two-horse chariot in which a radiate 
king with a spear or sceptre is being driven by a charioteer;3 a century 
later a coin of Wima Kadphises, the conqueror of northern India, shows 
the king being driven in a two-horse chariot.4 Finally, one of the coins 
of Mithridates I of the rime when he wras virtually master of Bactria 
(p. ztz n■ 1) shows Victory in a two horse chariot^ which exactly fits 
and may even refer to the battle in which Eucrarides was killed. 

A reconstruction of the main lines of the story can now be attempted* 
A too swift conquest may have its drawbacks, as Alexander himself had 
found in Bactria-Sogdiana; and though Eucratides had mastered the 
country, die Euthydemid party, which was probably favoured by die 
native Bactrians, had only been scotched, not destroyed, Justin's state¬ 
ment diat "the son* who killed Eucraddes was joint-king with Iris 
father shows that he was a king, and as such should have left his mark 
on the coinage* It is just possible that we may be dealing with some 
unknown prince who has left no trace; but it is best to keep to whai is 
known, and we do know a son, and only one, who had been made 
joint-king, lociuj rtgnij with his father, Demetrius’ son Demetrius II, 
who was governing Battria as his father's joint-king when Eucratides 
came (p. aoi). If then a name has fallen our of Justin's text after film it 

1 cm p-k* 
1 Babcton, Rob Jt Syrlt p, 72 nos. 556-8. 
* BMC p. i72s Cunningham NC \ S90 p. 1 jo nos. 1-34 cfl Whitcbeadp JASB vi, 

1910, Num* Supp. xiv p. 561. 
4 BMC PI. X_XVt 10; Cunningham NC 1892 p. 65 t\o. 7, 
^ BMC Por thin y PL TJ nO* 8+ 
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is that of Demetrius; if on the other hand, as is perhaps more probable 
the mistake is due to Justin's own confusion, he has previously been 
talking of Demetrius and Eucratides together and has attributed *dte 
son to the wrong man. I shall assume therefore, with all necessary 
reservations, that the son in question was not someone unknown but 
was Demetrius IJ, and that lie had not perished with his father but had 
escaped to the hills and there rallied his party. One thine which Justin 
does bring out dearly is the intense hatred of 'the son' for his ‘enemy' 
Eucrabdes, The family loyalty of die Euthydemids has already been 

d Ufed IS^i e\a.nd*s Eucraiides had been exterminating the family 
he hatredfelt for him by die survivor was only too natural. There is a 

hatred which will move Acheron itself for vengeance; and Demetrius II 

unable to deal with Eucraiides without external help, turned to the one’ 
quarter open to him, Mithridates l of Parthia. 

Saras too have to come into the story somehow (see App. j<5V but 
though the Saras were to Bacrria what the Gaiatae were toPfhe princes 
of Asia Mm or—S pita mcnes had railed them in against Alexander 
Euthydemus had threatened to do so against Antiochus ITI, Ferghana 
m tot H.c by the same threat was to secure decent terms from the 
invading Chinese (p. 3to)-Ln this case they were not railed™ t 
Demetrius II but musi have come with Miilmdates For dm i t" 

r;8,h of MJdtoU l«n ^ady iJS hy toXttf 
Media m 161-tSo, he Jiad to conquer it before he could use IrWi, 1 
not appear whence he originally got the strengdt ,0 do so; the ^ural 
supposition is that he supplemented his own forces with a bX of 
Sacas, whether as mercenaries or as allies. - * 

It was Mithri dates’ subsequent attack upon EuctatidK' 
Baetria in 159 which gave Demetrius II hisopportSSeS? ? 
before him, he allied himself with Bactria's Ocular enen t 11?-? 
dates crossed the Arius. It was MithridaieV atr.rL 

Eucraiides from India. He may have hurried back with 
hi, army;1 in any case .he allied me, himTd £ed t °f 

“n.d Demf“us 11 in «• »f»Hl burial ,0 the c,,rps<. S 

aud i, has been deduced ,Vom Lc of „is 

Justin xu, 6, he was killed 'in rimer*1. 
1 R.ipson, Anckni India iqjj p. ii<S, The eoinl 

BMC Porihia PI. El and called 'Z™ of MmTLT^ * Wrod, in 
exact copy ofEuemudes- Dioscuri type; ,Mi thrives 
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was in possession of Bactria or anyhow of part of it, and no other time 
is possible; Justin too calls the Pardiians the weaker/ which means that 
it must have been prior to the full establishment by Muhridatcs of his 
empire. Beside the coins, coniirmation of Mithridates' rule in Bactria 
may perhaps be found in a town ‘Surogana of Phmates1 which Ptolemy 
gives in Bacma near the Oxus;* there seems no other time when a 
Bactrian town could have received a Parthian nickname. Doubtless 

1 Tragus* source* made the whole thing dear. 
How and why Mithridates quitted Bactria is obscure* The proceedings 

of his Sacas, to be presently noticed, may have had something to do 
with it; but all that is known is that Hetiodes finally recovered Bacirh, 
Sogdiana (or southern Sogdiana), and presumably hferv, while Mithri- 
dates is found in possesion of Seistan, Arachosia and Gedrosia^ It 
may be supposed that Mithridates left a governor in Bactria called 
Phraaies (not his son Phmares II? who was not yet born) and himself 
passed on to the conquest of Seistan and Arachosia, and that a rally of 
Bactria to Helioclcs as the one effective force, aided perhaps by die 
return of the rest of Eucratides* army from India, drove Phraates out. 
Demetrius II vanishes, and with him vanishes the last trace of Euthy- 
demid rule in Iran, Somewhere about 155 s.cJ—a year or two either 
way—Mithri dates either settled his Sacas on the lower Helmand in the 
province afterwards called Sacastene, or, as ts much more probable, 
they settled themselves; he probably had as little choice in the matter 
as his namesake of Pontus had when he and Nkomedes of Bitiiynia 
serried the Galatae in northern Phrygia, for die Sacas were not settled 
on his frontier, as would have been customary, but secured a rich 
province in the interior. There they sec up a kingdom, which was 
independent or virtually so from the start, as were the Galatae; it was 
to form a rallying point for their compatriots in die Saca invasion ol 

No. S, Victory in a. &igar has already been noticed (p> 2*0- Though meant for use 
in Bacma, they are not Bactrian work, and were doubtEess struck in Media rath 
H* p* Kxvij# All bear the simple legend fkimbiws 'ApudKoUf that is, they came early 
in Xliihriiiices1 reign. 

1 Justin KLI, 6, ab invaliding bus. Pari his oppress! sum. 
1 PloL Vpl| ii, 7, ^oupoydvia fppa.rov. 

1 Jusiin XLkt 6, I makes hi$ realm stretch from the Hindu Kush to eHc Lower 
Euphrates which would at least include Arachosia and Seistan. Gedro^ia seems 
certain* Q rosins vf ^ 16; sec Kies&Ling, Nyrfnspts (i) in PW. On HcrrielcTs 
alceraLion of Hydaspes to Ghaaspes sec p. iron. 4* 

4 For the following paragrapEt see App, 16- 
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appears in many Kharoshthi inscriptions g °f Kl"gS Jn Ind,a and 

Sr4S: s.tS t ^33^ 
g™,n„5arl<J perhaps, ifEucride, had Lopped'arTe Hitl1 W 
the man who in a couple of yeans overthrew fElJi Hmd“, Kt**h» 
recovered the eastern part of the Sdeucid _^erfuI monarchy and 

forward a claim, a claim which alw^s seeme^abTurdth pU' 
beheved to have been a mere rebel. Lt at the ZnT1 ^ **, Ws 
much; no benefit was reaped by the Seleucid kin^s d t0° 
achievement of his career was die subsrim ,■ *f’and lile 0ne positive 
dynasty in Bactria itself. The real results of?" ° “ ne'J.and short-lived 
and his exhausting wars were the failure 

revive the Mauryan empire the acouisinon k , k ftTtd 3T,emPr *0 
of the Euthydemid realm in Iran and ■» tr ' Parr^’ans of much 
position in Bactria and eventually in IndS™' WeateninS of the Greek 

1 Justin XU) Cy 
f* uterque viri. 



CHAPTER VI 

MENANDER AND HIS KINGDOM 

Menander1 was the most famous of the Yavana kings, and Iris 
legend attests the impression he made upon the world about him; 
and a sketch must now be attempted of the kingdom of the man 

who for a little while had held Asoka's capital and whose conquests 
were exalted by a Greek historian even above those of Alexander. The 
deaths of Demetrius and Apollodotus and the return of Eucratides to 
Bactria left him master of the position in India, and thenceforth to his 
death he, the one man who had successfully resisted Eucratides* ruled 
the whole of the territory still remaining to the Greeks in that country* 
exclu di ng the Paropamisadae; if he had not the royal ti tle be fore (p. 167) 
he must have taken it, presumably by a vote of his army, when Demetrius 
was killed. The growth of his legend, and the establishment of his 
coinage in Barygaza, postulate for him a reign of reasonable length; 
at die same rime the fact that his son* Strato 1, was too young to rule 
alone when he died sets a definite limit to that length. He legitimised 
his rule by marrying Demetrius' daughter Agathocieia; the evidence 
that she was Jus queen seems conclusive*3 If cadecs of the house of 
Euthydemus still survived,3 they must have accepted his rule as the 
only security against Eucraudes and his line; he never had any civil 
war^at least in all his vast coinage no coin seems known which has 
been overstruck by anyone else or upon anyone else+s money. 

It is not possible to gee an accurate chronology for Menander's reign, 
but one must approximate as nearly as possible. Assuming that 
Agathocieia was Demetrius' daughter and not a daughter of Apollo^ 
dotus fp* yB), she may have married her father's general directly after 
Demetrius1 death and his own return from Pa tali putra* Lc, in i667 or 
she may not have married him till the death of Apollodotus left him 
the sole repository of power in India and sole effective support of the 
Euthydetnid cause* say c* tdi at latest; a later date than 166 seems 

1 Menander of India is not included among die numerous Menanders in PW. 
3 Evidence: E. J. Rapson in CNI p. n. r. It Is conducive in myself as lo 

de la Vallee-Poussin j p. ajG; this chapter I hope will show how oiher things make 
it inevitable. 

3 For Anumachus If see p. 229, and on (he question of Apollodotus II p. 31S. 
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probabe, but it can hardly be supposed (since unmarried kings 
normally married on their accession) that Menander did not marry till 
he was nd of Eucratides in tj9. On his deadi Agathoclria became 
regent for their son (or eldest son) Strata l; he was therefore a minor 
and as it may be assumed that he would take the power at 18 at latest' 
he was under that age. Now Agathodeia’s first coins as regent bear her’ 
own portrait alone with Strato named only in the KharoSitht legend: 

5^^°ndsenes j^atf busts of herself and Strato; then comes 
Strato s coinage alone. As she was regent long enough to issue two 
senes of coins, and long enough for H diodes, who overstruck some of 
her coins, to invade India during her regency, it appears that Strato 
omnot ^ve taken the power till at earliest die third year afte his 
latljr s death; that is, he was certainly not over fifteen wfien Menander 
tiled and may ol course have been two or three years younger. If now 
we take one extreme-,hat Menander married in i<J6 and "hat Strato 
was only twelve when he died-it is possible to pu, MenandT* dSh 
as early a. l, though d.a, is very unlikely. If we take the other 
extreme—-that Menander married about id, and that Strato was fift en 
when hed,ed-it is possible to put Menander's death as |aic as To 

say that Menander s son might not have been bom till some yea^af er 
the mamage (unlikely in that age) and to bring Menander's dSTdo™ 

WoTTh £ raeimP^.ssibl^ ^ die association of Stratos gldson 
Sfrn.t j II with Strato as king cannot be later than E- Ttv, r- 

v.„) It would seL then ,l,„ ^dertlo h m f? 
between the limits I have indicated preferahlv in A i l -USC ie 
period; I shall therefore, with all H0^ 

occurring between if0 and Tins u^ufdli ! h « 
reign of probably not less than twelve years and perils? UndlV!dcd 
years more; (hat suffices. It cannot be very tW° °r.ll,ree 
his silver coins show an elderly man (p. 

seen, he must have proved himself as a general lw‘ ’ nh b^n 
invaded India (see Addenda). ' before Demetrius 

There is no difficulty about these dates from AgatWU^ j t 
was f ound possible in Chapter Jv to give the aonrovL r j 5 S,de' r 
Demetrius’ four sons were respectively gi^ offiJ!teda‘fsat ^hkh 

show that the eldest, Euthydemus IE, cannS have been hr ^ 

“K'r;-**“« >-»* *. ssfeiEsi? 
" ' For die coins ofAgwhodda and Wo «* Ra]KOn J „ ' , 
p, Mi; CHI p,m. ** Hapwn' °>roSa JW™*, l90<; 
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was not yet married in %o6)7 and that the youngest* Agathodes, cannot 
have been born mo long after 19f; 190 would hardly be possible. 
Agathodeia, from her name, should come next to Agathocles, whether 
before or after; her birth would then fall somewhere from c* 19j to 
c. 190. Again taking die two possible extremes, she might have been 
about twenty-four when she married or she might have been about 
thirty-four; probably she was not much, if at all, under thirty. There is 
precedent enough for Hellenistic princesses not marrying dll thirty, or 
even later: pucLing aside die first Berenice, Ptolemais and Berenice II at 
once occur to the mind, even if the marriage of Cleopatra VII, who 
was thirty-three when she married Antony, be hardly in point; in 
Agariiodda's case it may well have happened that, unlike her sisters in 
the West, there was no one of suitable standing for her to marry. It is 
generally safe to assume that a princess marrying a commoner was not 
in her first youth, 

A modem writer has stated comprehensively diat Menander's empire 
extended from Maihura (Muttra) in die east to Barygaza (Broach) in 
the west,1 and this is substantially correct, allowing chat in form it was 
a horse-shoe; but the details have to be considered. There is not much 
doubt about his soiidi-eastem boundary. When he was recalled from 
Pataliputra he abandoned a great stretch of the valleys of the Canges 
and the Jumna and formed a newr frontier to die south of Maihura,3 
which remained the farthest town, of importance toward the south¬ 
east held by the Greeks (p. 247); the Mathura-Delhi country has 
produced many Greek coins-5 Whether Paialiputra w^as reoccupied 
after Menander's withdrawal by Pushyamitra has been disputed, but it 
seems probable that he reoccupied Ayodhya in Oude,4 and if so he was, 
as his legend states (p. 177), in possession of the capital* It seems 

1 Przyluski^ Afokti p. 167, 
' On tlfce historical imporEance of the ^Jumna mare!vj—die Mathura-Delhi 

district—as a natural frontier see A. J* Toynbee* A Study cf Hiswry u, ind ed. 
pp> 130-1. 

* For Mathura itself, Whitehead NNM p* 45* For Hie great hoard from Son spar 
near Dellii, Cunningbrti^ NC \&~?z p. 159 j S3 3 coins seen- tor the hoard found in 
Bunddkhund south of the Jumna„ including 40 corns of Menander, V. A- Smith 
Jrtd, Ant. xxxm, 1904, p* ii7* 

1 The much d^cLi^'d Sunga inscription from Ayodhya (see in die last place 
D. K< Salmis Epr fnd1 xx, 1929-50, p» £4) shows that 3 defendant of Pushyamiira* 
probably 3 son, Was in possession of tim town; it is probable therefore that 
Push yami era re-occupied Oude (see Crousseij t p. 39} which would enrai] posses¬ 
sion of the capital. 
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uncertain whether Ayodhya and Siketa were different towns or merely 
two names for one place, perhaps a double town;1 but Menander had 
had to take Siketa from Pushyamitra on his way to the capital and the 
Sunga king would certainly reoccupy it if he could* In the story of 
Pushyamitra s horse-sacnfice his grandson Vasumitra, who was guarding 
the horse, came to the south bank of the Smdhu and had a brush with 

some Yavana cavalry who were patrolling the northern bank;1 this 
implies that the Smdhu was pan of Menanders frontier. It mav be 

ih» Sind or die Sindhu mburarv of the Chambil be 
probebly the Ch^nbal, rood, of Matlteri, ttts .h frontier »-,st 

of the Jumna. On the Purana chronology Pushyamitm died in 148 
and as it was his grandson who guarded tire horse, the incident must 
belong to the very end of his life; it is usually put about 150. As 
Mender s death falls between 150 and 145, he and his eppone^ 

mj^ihave dltd,very do$e together. If Plutarch^ story 

^ *e "*«** “«»■ be to further 
^hav^ tobeieptby the strong W 

In die north, Menander s treaty with Lucre tides had left Alcxandria- 

I^pisa to the latter and presumably therefore the Paropamisadae 

y nUrnbC1) Menander's coins are said to come into 

2 £3r\m his ?r "K,c r™” °f S--KSSSC 
king in P^brokorhire,* »d iitiC™-" *“ 

‘ Rhys Davids, Buddkht India 1903 p. i9. So die 0jh nj_e f p. comPare 
Kosumapunr; but the Yugarjmrdit* (Am. 4) shoU thaia^ k*** 
puna was built Kusumapuricontinued have . tler ll],: Pittli- 

J T!ic story comes &6m Kalidasa's 
(ale, bur mw writers (nor aO) have accepted it L hP\^o) and is 
any case, for it k certain dial Menander Kelrf difference in 

maintained that Kilidasak SindL'w-u^e^ndus^Wl"5!^’2^ «* 
also the Indus has no south bank, though R. C Vl^uLar /JVo^ ^ 'S nMSensci 
says that we must suppose it had in the second anturvTc ^ *91* PP- 11 * Jf?-t 

“ Mor. Si I D, atto&ayotrros; htl VTpntmSou* ^ ‘ 
J T 1-1 lr ' JT J j- ** ' Vl>U+ 

^ J- nackjntJA 226, 193^ p. 190. Cbdodv thm „ . * 

- • On his coin found ai Tenby see V. A Sirmh / v 
Warmington, p-301, lilinksit was brought to Walts b11 ,j ,9°*’ P* »*. 

w a trader; but more probably 
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with the vast numbers of those of Eucratides collected in that district. 
It is plain enough that he ruled from Mathura to the Upper Indus; and 
liis rule over Gandhara is now proved also (see Addenda). 

There never was much doubt that Gandhara was part of Menander’s 
realm, for 200 tetradradims of his in mint condition have been found 
in Swat1 and 721 drachmae, showing little signs of circulation, in the 
great Bajaur hoard;1 coins in this condition have nothing to do with 
trade. At the same time he seems not 10 have used the Pushkalavati 
mint, for Siva's bull never appears on his money, so probably he ruled 
Gandhara through a sub-king; presumably he had some sub-kings, but 
only in the case of Gandhara is it possible to identify one.5 The dis¬ 
covery of the Bajaur hoard put one obscure Graeco-Indian king, 
Antimachus II Nikephoros, in a new light, for die mass of almost new 
coins of his found there in conjunction with almost new coins of 
Apollodotus and Menander4 proves that he was an early king contem¬ 
porary with Menander5 and that his kingdom must have been in 
Gandhara. There can therefore be little doubt now that he was a son 
of Antimachus (not a grandson) who escaped to India from Eucratides* 
attack and fought for Apollodotus or Menander or both against 
Eucratides, and that, after Eucratides retired, Menander made him his 
sub-king in Gandhara; if he hated Eucratides as heartily as did his 
cousin Demetrius II, he was the right man to guard the iron tier province. 
His title Nikephoros, the Victorious, must refer to some success gained 
against Eucratides in Menander's war with him, the only occasion on 
which there could have been a Euthydemid success; this, and the fact 
that die treaty must have given Menander Gandhara, are reasons for 
supposing that Menander may have recovered that province from 

it was a legionary's mascot, just as Eucratides' unique gold stater was once an 
Afgtan officer's signet. For some strange instances of mascots see S. Yeivin, Amu 
Srrv. XXJtll* 1931, pr iji* 

1 Whitehead* M7p* 
1 M* F. C. Martin, JASB xkiii, 1917 (pub, 19*9)* Nuieu $upp+ xl p. 
* Zoitus Dikaias may have been another, sec p* 319* 
4 Martin saw 969 coins (drachmae)1—-95 of ApollodoniSp 721 of Menander, of 

Antimachus H, and one of Zoilus—and believes dm at least 1100 reached Pesluawur* 
The man who firmed a hoard was not necessarily the nun who Aw-iei tt j the Zoilus 
coin may have belonged to the subsequent owner of the hoard who buried it, 

5 This could almost have been deduced from a hoard found in 1877 in a village 
in BtindeEkhund south of the Jumna (V. Ah Smith, Ini, Am. xxxjii, 1904*0* 117} 
which contained 34 coins of Apollodotus (Soyer), 40 of Menander* and 21 of 
Antimachus If, together with 3 of Eucratides, 
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{ Z °farn\S' 7 Eucnrides' femi India was so 
h2n nnh J 7 d “7 ^ 7 wkh Menander can only have 
t1? ^ arrJn?Cci 0n basis oI' each keeping what he had 
What chnches the matter is that all A«u«W Jr monograms it 

said to occur frequently on Menander’s coinshe was' therefore 
Menander s sub-kmgf and his money, as was not unusual with sub-kin us 
was struck lor him m Ins suzerain’s mints. His two characteristic tvoes’ 

Ufd by DemeTrius and Menander,1 and a 
SE£ King on prancing horse’*3 this latter was imitated by several later 
kmgs^ who might therefore perhaps be his descendants H^ o ? i 

enough that the suggestion that he was content to serve M ’ft* lk\y 
one remaining bulwark against Eucra tides? is correct I ?* 
he never put his own portrait on his coins- wl7l ™ APoB‘>*««. 
that we have his portrait from Sefeuceia is di I -** '* conce,Val)le 

In the south-Lt, Menander» K S ^ * 
number of years, which mav r ™ f *n for a 

death to Jus own; the evidence is preciselAhe7 ’"V A**?[°d°^ 
Apollodotus (see p. j4o) 3nt] nee? _ . ; ,ame for die rule of 

he ruled the whole of the Indus counrrv i T*1* iraplies that 

Ufjain and Avanti were now Pushyamhra’s (7 7^ J° G“^ Bm 
means that if thev had belonged to AnolJnfWc" if4' 7, ?' whkh 
abandoned just as PataUpuJWtaKEf T* bd '<** or 

must have been abandoned also and Greet "uW^tf !j JVfadfl3ramiki 
provinces. But here the imP™«£i£2^^7? *e «“*l 
whtch has been several times alluded to and I mI Cti,L,dlUs Proiemy, 
writer. ' and J must now turn to that 

bJ: EXiKs ££sr °J:hr——w 
™ divided.5 These fUgrnrn, have newt 

* Martin Jx. D. ro. 5 noticed, since it 1 Mamn op* dt. p. rp. 
1 Andmacnus, BMC \ 

49 

,-p. jf; Demctriits, & d ? * «, 
■ p- 7 no> r4; Menander, a, p 

p. isffepS5'*'5’ XlCKS’ wd fhc d^aeuj.Calliopc coins: Ctf/ 
* Martin op. di, p. i$. 

Piol. vn, I, „ and 4i; the latter includes two hagmetitj. 
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was not possible to identify them till the -jjm? names in the Seleucid 
empire and its Succession states had been examined, and this was not 
done till 1929.1 * * This matter has already been fully explained,' and it 
may be taken that, east of the Euphrates, names in -t?^ and -taw?, the 
forms which provide a touchstone, are practically never used for any¬ 
thing but the Seleurid eparchies or the sairapal (i.e. primary) provinces 
of some kingdom which had either possessed die Seleucid organisation 
or was copying that organisation, whether at first or at second hand* In 
particular, the usage of Ptolemy himself with respect to the names 
is both strict and consistent; and if therefore he locates a group of 
names in India, a country where Greek had never before been used, it 
does not seem open to doubt that they are the provinces of a Greek 
kingdom (see further p. a40), especially as for Indian districts which 
were never ruled by Greeks he uses a different form of ending in hoj, 
as Larike, Artariake, Prasiake^ 

A word must be said about Ptolemy's sources and methods-4 5 As a 
geographer he was extremely painstaking but devoid of critical and 
historical i ns ri net; lie col lected or had at h is d i sposa I a vast mass of material 
from every kind of source and of many different dates and set himself 
conscientiously to work everything m, somehow or other; he illustrates 
what a nuisance learning divorced from criticism can be. Many of his 
sources were itineraries compiled by merchants or other people; these 
he plotted out on his maps, deductings regular percentage for exaggera¬ 
tion of distances, and located the places named accordingly. But 
itineraries were seldom exact, and different men may exaggerate 
differently or not at all; also they were of different dates and might call 
the same place by different names; he sometimes therefore arrived at 
the result of the same city existing in two places, and as he knew nothing 
about inner Asia himself he made two dries of it- Thus he makes 
Arsaria-Europus* and Bactra-Zariaspa6 in each case two different cities, 

1 Tam, SP Stud. §iv. 1 P. 3 and App. 1. 
j So in Thrace (ill, 1 if S—9) all Ills provinces end in -try, because it never received 

die Scleudd organisation- 
4 I am speaking Throughout only of the wfr/ffitfre sources of the work we call 

Ptolemy**, without prejudice to [lie question of how much he took from Marinas 
and Marinas' painstaking cplkeiion of material (see Honigmann, Marinas yon 
Tyros in PW) or of how the ultimate sources reached him; such questions do not 
affect my object which is to bring out the Hellenistic material in die work. 

5 Vi, a* 16 and 17* Boih arc names of Rhagae, Strabo Xi, *24. 
* Vlt ir, 7 and 9; see p. 114 n. 5. 
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things which have taken in sortie modem writers; he puts Isagouros 
near Taxita but the Isagouroi on. the Pamir;1 his finest example is in the 
well-known Transjordania, where Rabbath-ammon and Philadelphia 
have become different cities located in different subsections of his list, 
which shows that he was using two documents of different periods.1 
Naturally boundaries of provinces or kingdoms varied greatly at different 
periods, but alt periods with Ptolemy go in on one flat plane; so we get 
tlun^ like the Asmuenoi located both in Aria and Hyrcania^ because 
at different ttmes that may have been true. One has therefore, over each 
separate bit of information, to seek the dare of the ultimate source he is 
using. A good example is his extraordinary Margiane (p, 8g) where 
me hrst question is* at what date can we rind a province or kingdom 
which may have given rise to his account? Having plotted out the 
position of his cities from itineraries or what not, he then proceeded to 
determine the latitude and longitude of the position chosen; in inner 
Asia, at any rate, the only value of his co-ordinates is to indicate that a 
place probably stood somewhere in that locality or to give very roughly 
its relative position. The idea that he had at his disposal a number of 
towns whose latitude and longitude had been determined by somebody 
on the spot, because Hipparchus had expressed a hope that one day this 
might be done is, at any rare for inner Asia, quite out of the question « 

Consequently, as regards the Greek provinces in India, the first 
thing to consider is the date of Ptolemy’s information. Some of these 
provinces he locates in ‘Indo-Scythia\S the kingdom of the Sac* in 
India, which stops part of the way up the Indus, Abiria being the 
northernmost province (I shall take the several provinces presently) 

£ daE€, 'I™ 3 time When Sacas. who went up 
the Indus from Abina had not yet reached the Punjab; and thh 
intermediate stage in the Saca advance must have been stable long 
enough for it to find its way into history. Now * Indo-Scythia’ belong! 
to the generation which centres on ioo a.c.; the Saca invasion of India 
may have begun any time after about tie, and the Sacas reached Taxila 

L^vi, JAi$i% p* Sj, who adds ihhi m the Hindu-Kush reeion PinlWtm f 
* ,,amt f£"? Afferent itineraries without s«ing that* ™ 2 ^ 

'Sr p"™ <'■** »■ “■ * **»£■ -f iS^SrfSSSs: 
1 vi, 9 and iy. 

I fcrfhebl Mkved **“- P- ”7, wid oiled ir W vasieenquite1 
* rtol. viir i* jj* ^ w * 
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before i?, 77 B.c. bu t only shortly before, since on the Taxi !a copper-plate 
of that date Manes is not yet, as he is on the majority of his coins* 
Great King of Kings;1 one may say therefore that the latest date for the 
advance northward from Abiria would be c. So b.c. Ptolemy’s kingdom 
of Tndo-Scythia* will Urns belong in the period c, no to c. 80 B*c*, 
and c. So is the latest possible date for his ultimate source for the 
North-West, since in his north-western India the Sacas have not yet 
appeared. The Greek names of die provinces in his Tndo-Scvthia’ 
were obviously not given to them by Sacas but by Greeks before die 
Sacas came; the names are therefore second century B.c., and in one 
case, Abiria, this can be proved from Patanjali (p. zj $), But if the Greek 
names continued to he used in the Saca period, as they evidently were, 
then they were well-established names., that is, they go back some way 
into the second century. Now as die three fragments in Ptolemy 
which we possess belong to widely separated districts—Sind with 
Kathiawar, Gandhara, and the eastern Punjab—there must once have 
been in existence a complete list of the Greek provinces in India, 
something like the list given by Hieronymus of Cardia of the satrapies 
of Alexander's empire (p- 46); and as the names in the list, as has been 
^een, go well back into the second century B,c,, there is no reasonable 
doubt that the list, whatever the date of its compilation, referred to the 
flourishing period of Greek rule, whether before the death of Demetrius 
or during the reign of Menander, Whether the original was an official 
or a historian's list cannot be said, but there can be little doubt that the 
writer who reproduced the list if it was official or compiled it if it was 
not, and from whom bits of it ultimately reached Ptolemy, was the 
historian whom 1 have called ^rogus1 source' (see p. 46) and who 
completed his history round about S5 b.c. and included in it an account 

of the reign of Menander. 
The first fragment gives the Greek names of certain provinces in 

Ptolemy's Tndo-ScyEhiaV It begins with Patalene, the Indus Delta 
country, a province whose name and location are well known from 
Strabo. North of Patalene lies Abiria. South of Patalene, past the 
mouths of the Indus and round the ‘Kamhian Gulf*, lies Surasuene. 
Ptolemy knows absolutely nothing of the coast line here; he does not 

1 See on the invasion Chap, vni, pp. po and App. 16T especially p. joi, 
1 Vll, r, 'IvtothtvBta* ratr^f 0 t; pfr irc^a tqv t&p VTopdruiv 

(of the Indus) IJaroAgn}# t) t^parci^T? OiJttJt ^ Se Trap a Ta aroymra 
TfliJ 'JpSov yrai tqv Kapftucav (Renou*s text). 

*7 
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know of the Rann of Cutch,, of Cutch, or of Kadiiawar; his 'Kanthian 
Gull’ extends in a flat curve from the Indus mouth to die coast of 
Gujerat,1 and his Surastrene apparently extends northward to adjoin 
Patalene, which would make a province of unmanageable size and 
cannot possibly be right. Surastrene, ApoJJodorus' 'kingdom called of 
Saraostos (p. 147), included both Kathiawar (Surashtra) and., as the 
name has been preserved in the modern Surat, part of Gujerat also, Le. 
the eastern coast of the Gulf of Cambaye with Surat and! Barygaza 
(Broach}, indeed the Peri plus,1 about the middle ol the first century a.d. 
(p. 148 n. 4), says explicitly that Surastrene included pan of Gujerat, 
and though, strictly speaking, this may not be evidence tor the state 
of things two centuries earlier, Ptolemy" leaves little room for doubting 
that the Sacas retained the Greek provinces. But Apollodouts mentions 
a second kingdom, also on the coast, that ol Sigerdis(pp. 147 j^,),as held 
(imperfect tense, iz. held for some time} by the Greeks, there must have 
been another province corresponding to this kingdom, and as it was on 
the sea it must have Iain between Patalene and Surastrene and have 
included among other things Cutch; the only alternative would be to 
place 11 south of Surastrene, which need not" be seriously considered. 
Now it was traditional at a later time that Sind should be divided into 
four provinces Upper and Middle Sind along the Indus, Lower 
Sind which was die Delta country and corresponded nearly enough to 
the Greek Patalene, and Chach (Cutch).'' So Hsiian Tsiang found it- 
but Cutch, according to die dimensions he gives, was far larger than 
the pemnsuh of that name and was supposed by Cunningham to have also 
included the country north of the Rann,* and this supplies a prime facie 
reason for supposing that there was a Greek province whose name is 

ost between Patalene and Surastrene, roughly corresponding to the 
later province of Cutch. It has been seen that, beside Demetrius in 
Patalene, another Greek city with a (probably) dynastic name, Theo- 
phda, stood somewhere east of Patalene (p, ,47); Greek cities in India 
were so scarce that Tileophila must have been the capital of a province 
and as it was much too far north to be die capital of Surastrene I take 

! S« the map in Berthcloi Jiang p. jiz and cf. p, ji$. 
\ Ptriptus 41, xi 8i .nyaAAinTui (a( his Ariake) 
3 CuJinmghamj, Geag, p, 185. * * 

' £!lacl? nicans '*«™t la"d*> Maziundir in Cunningham Gtojr 
5 Op. cn. p. J47l but see Mazumdads note. Set also on Q«ch f 

roan flkwantf* trawls in India uT p, 14 

p. 696. 
Watters, Ofl 
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it to have been die capital of the province corresponding to the later 
Cutch. This does not necessarily mean that Ptolemy was wrong; for 
the form of his sentence about SurasErene is such that the name of a 
province coutd easily have dropped out.1 Theophila can no more have 
been a completely new Greek foundation than Demetrius in Patalerte; 
it would be an Indian town resettled and was probably the !ater Min- 
nagara, * Min rownV a capital of the PartiiEans, which also stood some¬ 
where eastward of the Indus Delta;* it is noteworthy that in the twelfth 
century an Arab writer recorded that a 4descendant of Alexander' was 
ruling in Minnagara,* which might be an Islamite legend but might 
also mean that Minnagara had once been Greek, The Greek names of 
both Patakne and Surastrene lasted long, as can be seen from Strabo 
and die Peri pi us; both provinces were therefore under Greek rule long 
enough for the names to become well established* and this is confirmed 
by the curious discovery that the women of Surastrene continued to use 
as a form of greeting the Greek x<ujpcip or Whether junagarh* 
the old capital of Kathiawar, be Yonagadi,1 G reek-town *, as has been 
suggested, 1 do not know, 

Ptolemy's third province, Abiria, northward of Patakne, is also a 
good Greek form and is named from the Abhiras. Parahjali 1 ocaies this 
people* about the end of the second century ax* (p. 146 n, 3), in 
Sindhude9a,fi the 'country of the Indus', which supplies an additional 

* Tfik is not apparent in Renuu "a text (set out p, ijj n. a), based on X (on the 
mss see App. 13). Bur die note in RcnoiA apparatus.* p+ 2^ shows that F and tn 
read ^ E* Trrpi Tfl cmj/ia7a rat? rfa$au for of X (which cannot be right, as 

Paraiene was ircpi) and dial F also inserts a second t) nr*pl7 thus making a reading 
t} ^ TTipl (read "apa) t^l TOV ”/u$au rfal ^ ttpl Tor KgvBikov x&XttoI' 

Zvpwrrpigt^s which certainly suggests the loss of □ province-name after *lrBov, 
The name may have ^3ten out early and the lacuna been smoothed over in AP and m+ 

1 Cunningham, Gevg. p, 334, suggested that Min nagara was connected with 
Isidore's Min in Sakasrene. Min should be Sacat while Mirwagara was a capita] of 
the Parthian Gondophares; but it may have been 3 Saca capital first* Herzfdd, 

p, 4, notices the connection;, bur does nor elucidate Min, 
J Ptripita 38, [o one going eastward along the coast from she Indus Minnagara. 

is jncovycios; Not 10 be confused with the other Minnagara between Barvgaza and 
Ujjain, Periplus 41* P10L vn, i, fa. « Cunningham, Gtog. p. 336, 

s A. Weber, InJuch* SturfUn sv pp, 26^-70, 349-jD; rx p. 380; Berlin SB r8i>o 
p* 91 J; he cites a Shiksha, but their dares vary enormously (Wintemiiz, £ngr Tr, 
1 pp, 282-$) and T have no means of ascertaining die date. 

Sec A. B. Keith* A History of Sansrrit Literature 1928 p, 33, who however 
misplaces Pa tan jail's Sindh ud^-a; its natural meaning is in agreement with Ptolemy, 
and what Kaltdisa may have said some a* centuries later does not affect rhe matter 
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proof that die list of provinces behind Ptolemy’s sources refers to the 
second century, for at a later rime the Abhiras moved much farther 
southward and founded a kingdom In Avanri,1 Ptolemy’s AJhiria must 
have corresponded in main outline to the later province of Middle 
Sind. But this only takes us part of the way up the Indus, and there 
must have been another Greek province between Abiria and the con¬ 
fluence of die Punjab rivers with the Indus, corresponding to the later 
province of Upper Sind. The name of this province has, 1 think, been 
preserved by Pliny (vt, 7i)s doubtless ultimately from the same list 
which lies behind Ptolemy's sources: he says that the Indus formed 
too islands, a very large one called Prasiane and a smaller one called 
Patala; and Prasiane, a properly formed eparchy name, should be the 
name of the Indus province north of Abiria. The explanation of this 
\ island which only means a piece of land between two pieces of water 1 
is given by Aristobulus^ who says that when he was there the Indus 
had recently changed its course into ‘the much deeper channel' to the 
eastward doubdess the Hakm channel-and that an enormous tract 
of country was perishing for want of water. Presumably therefore at 
the date of Pliny’s information, the Indus was running in hoik channels 
and a long tract of country between them was fertile; Prasiane means 
die eastern countryr.e. east of the Indus channel proper but the 

province would include far more than the actual 'island’ The strange 
view sometimes pur forward,* that during the Greek period the Indus and 

Indian evidence ill V A Smith* p. 290, They had moved southward krfnwi 1. 

Hcrzldd Sak&sean p. 90 no. a, and One of the Nasik cave fo*™mnn * > 
AW, to king, A,.k, W „/ J«l I"™"""’ " 

while Pm.Ijne j, ,n £“ 
musi ultimately represent the Sanscrit dvipa, duab, which nSant Ttl„ 
between tw° rivers (cf. CHI?, fro), a usage common everywhere A Jh J^L°f l'?d 
called Mesopotamia ‘tile island’ (J. Kirsie, 
p. 71, and compare the long peninsula in Scotland called the BJacJt IsU „fr„ 

* XV, *,h fepa(the Indus) cA ™ 
The definite artide shows that two channels were weuT^^rfw 

»f* *■ *» fr‘ M ^ a bad ^niecture,*"** 
PP't*9' 37,'Ju“d *™« Meyer on the Klin yv. , 

p. i8j. On the known changes see Cunningham Gtog, pp, 2n?R 
M.Ant. ipjx p, rfii; and for the Indus especially Cause™* 'to * • 
Jink. Juwy of India xivj, i?i$I whu fpp jHg concludes thi 
different diamtels, often airing, and that Ldo no, realij W^0^1S- 
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its tributaries ran precisely as they do to-day, hardly requires mention; 
Aristobulus and Pliny’s source are evidence enough of changes within 
the period itself, which is all that concerns me here. Prasiane has of 
course nothing to do with the Prasii, the ‘Easterners’ of Magadha on 
the Ganges, whose country Ptolemy (vn, i, 53) calls Prasiake. 

South of the Punjab, then, the Greeks made five provinces, substan¬ 
tially according with later divisions of the country, their names from 
north to south being Prasiane, Abiria, Patalene, (Gulch), Surastrene, 
die Greek name of the fourth being lost. What sort of provinces they 
were will be considered later. 

The second fragment of the list (vn, 1, 4a) gives two names of pro¬ 
vinces in the Gandhara kingdom, Souastene (Swat) and Goruaia, 
which is rise alternative form of Goryene (cf. p. 3). Souastene must be 
Lower and perhaps Middle Swat; how far up the river Greek rule 
extended cannot be said,1 for though Ptolemy describes Souastene as 
below the sources of the Swat river, it does not follow that anyone 
knew where those sources were. Gomasa must be the province between 
the Gouraios (lower Swat river) and the Kunar, the modem Bajaur.* 
Omitting Gandarius, which might only mean Gandhara generally,J one 
other province of Gandhara is known from Arrian, PeucelaTris,4 the 
province along and norfh of the Kabul river with the capital Peucelai 
(Pushkalavad, now Cluirsadda). 

less V. A. Smith wem too far the other way; hut it is strange that no One has 
discovered the Arisrobulus passage. 

1 Sir A. Stein, On j4Uxander*± track to the Indus 1929, found GraK^Buddliist art 
motives still freely employed in wood carvings, not only in Middle Swat (p. 64) But 
as far north ns. Brsnial (p« 9 j). But this does nor mean that Greeks ever ruled there. 

1 Bcrdielotj p. 279, would derive the name Contain nor from the river But from 
Ptolemy's town Gorya, the Gorys of Strabo xvT £97, which he places on the Kunar. 
TItc derivation seems probable; bur Strabo is here most confused and it is impossible 
to he sum that his *Ghoxspesk on which Garys stands means the Kunar; most 
probably it is meant for the united Panjsbir-Ghorband river (p. 97 n, a), But 
Gomara certainly extended to the Kunar, for Ptolemy makes it include Nagara- 
Dionysopolis, the site of which has been identified (near Jalalabad). 

3 See p. 44* for two cases of eparchy names improperly u$ed+ 
4 In A it, Ituf* it nearly all the MSS give nti/KtXairi&t (for the district), 

which on die analogy of a number of pxcivinee-names in -mr is preferable to llie 
fltVKtXn&Tis of Arr. Anai+ iv, jip 7w Various other spellings have been proposed. 
It was not of course railed PeuoelaJris when Alexander arrived; Arrian, as so often, 
is using the later Greek name prolepricaJJy. 

Sf MSS ^ JW i* B gi ve the Greek name of die capital as ITwiccAa or 
and later writers give for the Inhabitants the forms and in 
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We know then three of the Greek provinces' Goruaia (Bajaur), 
Souasiene (Swat), and Peucelaitis (between Swat and the Kabul river); 
there must have been two others at least, Buner and the Peshawur 
country, whose names are lost, though conceivably one was Can da rids. 
Still, taking the western part of Menander’s realm from the Paropami- 
sadae border to Sutastrene, we are not badly informed about the 
province-names and can see the outline of the organisation. 

But little is actually recorded of the country east of the Indus. A 
third fragment in Ptolemy (vii, 41) gives the names of two provinces 
in Menander's home kingdom east of the Jhelutm Kaspciria,1 which 
Ptolemy calls die upper valleys of die Jhelum, Chenab, and Ravi, and 
which would thus have corresponded to southern Kashmir; and 
Kulindrene, named from the Kulindas or Kunmdas,1 which he calls die 
upper valleys of the Beas, Sutlej, Jumna, and Ganges, a statement which 
cannot be correct as it stands. We can see from some of die other 
provinces, as Abiria (the Abhlras) and Patalene (the Sauviras), that 
there was a natural tendency to make the province coincide with the 
tribe or people, precisely as in the Seleuctd empire; and die Kunindas 
were only one of several peoples in the eastern Punjab who lay between 
Sagala (the Madras) and Mathura and who must have been included in 
tile Greek empire, not only because of their geographical position bu t 
because diey started coining at the time which saw the end of Greek 
rale and the establishment of their independence (pp. 3*4 J?.). This will 
be considered later; it need only be said here that there must have been 
odier provinces south-east of Sagala beside Kulindrene-—die whole 
country down to Mathura could not have been included in one pro¬ 
vince—though whether each of these peoples formed a separate 

Lat.n PeuCalei - /iWiWu of Plol. vn, 1, 44; references collected in the Index 10 
Renou, La g£ograohit dc PtoUmit: VIndt s.v. /7o«Ad«r (Pcucolis of Pliny vi w 
on however hardly be rhe same place). When Anian, iv, 28 fl/jn foe Uss) 
speaks of he is transferring the name of the province to the city’ 
possibly because die Indian name for the city was Pushkalavati. which had become 
practised as the fimvbux-Tnmc, But the Greek form Peucek finally affected tire 
Indian fore,; on tire unique autonomous coin of the city the Khamshdti legend 
gives Pakhalavadi, CHI p ,87* To avo.d confusion, I cal] foe city Pufokalfvati 
mrougfiout, os that is usually done. 

* Stephanm' Jrdmreira- ™A<r w™ *§ 7r«*fi is ficidouv 
HenfeM, Arek .Mm. ™ 1ran ,p. 94, has pointed out dm it does not come from 
\lerotiQELJS, as itepharms says* but from the Bmarint of DbnysEui 

1 Ku Linda usually in literature, Kuutrda always on the coins r^fAfC/ndJu a CKXX;t 
On Lhe interchange of f and rt see Levi191 j p, r 
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province cannot be said. Unfortunately the topographical indications 
in the Brihat Samhiia are too generalised to be of use here, and these 
peoples can only be located by the find-spots of their coins—an un¬ 
satisfactory method, but there is nothing better to be had. 

The find-spots show that the most northerly people were the 
wealthy Audumbaras,* whose country was on the upper Beas in the 
Gurdaspur and Hosiarpur districts, with its centre perhaps about 
Pathankot; their location shows that Ptolemy has not only made 
Kulindrene too large but has placed it too far to tfie north. This people 
manufactured a fine cotton doth, korumbani, which they traded to 
Sagala;2 apparently they were Buddhists,3 and some of their coins alter 
Greek rule ended imitated Greek types, the 'elephant and humped bull1 
type of Apollo do tus H and die regular type of Demetrius, Heracles 
standing and crowning himself,* so freely imitated by the Sacas. 
Southward of the Audumbaras were the Trigams,6 between the Ravi 
and tlie Sutlej with their centre about JuUundur, and the Kunmdas? 
eastward of the Trigartas, somewhere between the Sutlej (Ludhiana 
district) and the Jumna at Saharanpur in the United Provinces; their 
centre may have been about Ambah* The coins of the powerful 
Yaudheya$B have been found in many places in tfie Punjab, but especially 
between die Sutlej and the Jumna; large finds have been made at 
Sonipat a little north of Delhi, and many types are said to have come 
from near Saharanpur. Geographically, their territory can only have 
lain southward of the Kunindas, with whose coins some of thdr own 
have affinities,9 and of die Trigartas, with whom they are connected in 
literature;1* it may perhaps lx> called the Delhi country with a large 
extension north ward and nor di-eastward. Las Ely come the Arjunayanas,11 
somewhere between Delhi and Agra; they must have marched with the 
Yaudheyas, with whom they are connected both in literature and by 
coin-legends, and were presumably Mathura's nearest neighbours. 

I J. Pnykskx, JA 1926 p. 1; BMC India pp. Ixxxiii sqq. 
3 PrayJuski op. tit. pp. ii-i* 
3 Hie regular type on thdr i:oins of the First century a.c. is a stupa, BMC India 

pp, IxxXiiip I 22 sqq. 
4 /a pp. IZJ nos. tlr ij; 125 no. 23. 1 take *Apdlodo[us Phiiopator' on p. xv 

to be a slip. 
J /£. pp. CXKJCLV-V. /A p^ Otxxix. 
7 Ik p. cL 8 Ik pp. exlvii tqq. 
* Ik p, cxIiK, ra Ik p. atari*. 

II Ik p, boodi. 
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Which, if any, of these peoples represent the Oxydracae of the 
Alexander-story, who lived between the Beas and the Sutlej, or whether 
the Oxydracae had gone south to Malva with their allies the Malli and 
lost their identity, cannot be said. 

These peoples probably cover the whole of Menander’s domain 
between the Madras and the frontier south of Mathura.1 No doubt it is 
unfortunate that Ptolemy’s record is so imperfect, and not only in the 
east; we know nothing of the provinces, which must have existed, in 
the southern Punjab and In the important kingdom of Taxila. However, 
when one considers his complete ignorance of the Seleucid organisation 
and province-names in parts of eastern Iran, one must be very grateful 
that he has preserved as much as he has done about India. 

Of the nine province-names east of die Paropomisadae thus recovered 
six—Suras trene. Pa tale ne, Prasiane, Souastene, Goruaia (Goryene), 
and KuKndrene—have names formed in die usual fashion of Seleucid 
eparchies, as have the four provinces known in die Paropamisadae 
(pp. 96 jy.); and the other three—Abiria, Kaspeiria, Peucelaltis—have 
names of types regularly found among the provinces of Seleucid 
Succession states, probably also, in their time, Seleucid eparchies. That 
the Indian conquests therefore were organised in imitation of the 
Seleucid system, more or less, is obvious; but it is also obvious that 
these great provinces were not eparchies, that is, subdivisions of 
satrapies, but were full satrapies, with governors responsible only to 
the king. The Greek kings of Bactria had already turned the eparchies 
of Bactria-Sogdiana into satrapies of the Baetrian kingdom (p. 111) and 
to Greeks from Bactria, like die Euthydemids, it would be die natural 
thing to give eparchy names to the new satrapies they formed just as 
was subsequently done by every Succession state; in both respects 
Bactna provided the model which Parthia and everv other Succession 
state was ultimately to copy. But in one way these Indian satrapies were 
a new departure. The Achaemenid satrapies had often been too large to 
be properly controlled from the centre of the kingdom, and there are 
indications that Alexander had had some idea of breaking them uo 1 
This was not actually done; but the Seleucids had subdivided these 
satrapies into eparchies, and it was the eparchies, not the satrapies 

p ari 
it did- 

5 CAH vi p. 426* 
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which speaking generally survived to be the basis of die organisation 
of Asia when the Seleudd realm broke up. But in India we meet die 
great satrapies again without the threefold Seleucid subdivision, though 
die population was probably denser than the Iranian. It looks like a 
retrograde step; but 1 do not think that is the explanation. As the 
organisation of the Seleudd empire was necessarily, from its size, 
looser than that of Ptolemaic Egypt, so the Greek organisation of India 
was looser again than that of the Seleucids; and the reason, apart from 
die lack of sufficient Greeks, must be sought in the retention in large 
measure of the existing native organisations (p. 259). In both empires 
the satrapies increased in sj2e as the distance from the centre increased; 
a Seleucid satrapy in western Asia Minor was a more compel affair 
than Media or Bactria-Sogdiana, and die Greek satrapies in Gandhara 
were of more manageable size than Surastrene. A modern parallel can 
be seen in the great size of die Highland counties of Scotland as 
compared to the Lowland. 

The Indian satrapies, as one would expect, were governed by generals, 
strategai, like those of the Seleucids; this is dear from the use of die 
word straagoi on die coins of both Saca and Parthian kings in India.1 
It is perl taps not certainly known what term the Parthians themselves 
may have used for the governors of their satrapies, but Greek and 
Jewish writers and scribes as a rule called them satraps, though 
occasionally they translated die Parthian term by strategos, a word 
borrowed from the Seleudd organisation which they knew;1 if there¬ 
fore in die Kharoshthi legends on Saca and Parthian coins in India their 
moneyers used strattga as a translation, they too must have taken it 
from something they knew', which could only be the Greek organisa¬ 
tion in India, This conclusion is not affected by the fact that die 
Sacas, who stepped into the shoes of the Greeks, also used the term 

1 The sirattgot Aspavamun and Sasas ate known from coins, the former under 
Azesand GondophareS, the latter under Gondophares and Pacores; see CUlp. J77; 
dc la Vahfc-Poussin p. 171; Herafeld, Sakastan pp. jr, jot. The word is copied 
exactly, the Indian form (in the genitive) being uraicgasa. Aspavarmasa scrategasa 
also in an inscription, AS! 1919-30 p. <1 no. 46, 

1 Sec (he discussion in M. Rostovtzeff and C. B. Welles on Doura Pg. 10, 
Yalt Clan. Stud. 11 pp. 46 sq. and add to the references for 'satrap' Josephus, 
Am. xx, 14, 54; S£G vu, ij 1. 6, on which see Fr, Cumont, CR At. Ittser. tpji 
p, 143; and the Gotances inscription (text best in Herzfeld, Saitutan p, 80). Bui I 
fee) no certainly that the itrattgoiof Doura Pg, 10 was a satrap rather tnan a military 
commander in a group of frontier provinces. 
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satraps,’ as an Iranian people naturally would. Whether there was any and 
what subdivision of the more remote satrapies cannot be said, but there 
was subdivision in the North-West, for inscriptions have revealed the 
existence there of meridarchs, 'governors of fractions*; of the two 
known, one* was a Greek and belonged to the later period of Greek 
rule in Swat, and the other,* who was certainly an Indian, belonged to 
the Taxila kingdom and seemingly held office under some Saea king, 
another proof of bow closely the Sacas followed the Greeks. Merid- 
archs ate not heard of in the Seleucid empire except in Palestine, and 
there only in Jewish writers; it is impossible to say what they mean.* 
In Ptolemaic Egypt the Arsinoite nome, the Fayum, was, unlike others, 
divided into three mtruUsf but the purpose of tills, is obscure. It is 
strange therefore to meet meridarchs in India, and one cannot explain 
them more closely than as subordinate governors of parts of a satrapy; 
I imagine that the Greek kings adopted this word because, as they had 
not die triple Seleucid division of satrapy, eparchy, hyparchy, they 
could not use die Seleucid terms and only wanted some indefinite word 
which would express the subdivision of the satrapy into districts.6 
Incidentally it shows that diey were acquainted with the Seleucid 
organisation in Palestine. 

It will have been noticed that for die titles of the Greek officials we 
have largely to go to inscriptions of the Saca period. The Sacas in fact 

' List of Saca satraps in de la Valfe-Poussin p. aSB; see also CII p. joctiv It 
seems however that die Saca Great Satraps in Maiva and Mathura wero realiv 
viceroys, corresponding perhaps 10 1ht Greek sub-kings. 

* ™«’donjs ihe meridardi, C/I no. i; see F. W: Thomas, FutsckHft Ernst 
£hap. is p. jS$ -The: name has recently been read as 

Theudara - Thcodotus <C C. dupta JRAS ,m p. ^j); Thomas however 
p. iays thai 1 heodorus still secm& to tuna terrain* 

* Clf no. ll, from Twh ; 1be name of die mcridaicH, 3 Suddhist by birth is W 
For his Mtfcimliry ^ p< 358 n* 1* * 

4 xv* Xll+ ^*1 / Mace. x3 65. The usual view is that the 
mendifch governed some subdivision or a satrapy, but die difficulties are great s see 
U. Kahrstedr, Switch Tcmtorv* * AeU*u risthtr Z*it p. Ui whose view, 
that the merdareh was head of the raises sutler difficulties in rum 
Jt really looks as if (itpttepMt us I Maec. x, is an uninieUigent eloss 

F A possible third-century meridarch of the was SUEe«ucd 
by E. A. van Groningen, Atgyptu* xirt p. 21; see however U. Wilckcn AkA f 
Pap. XI, 193}, p. UJ. ' 

There was an indefinite use; see Stephens ‘ArpewvH*, where Arro- 
patene is tailed the second (ups of Media as opposed to Media MaHfta. and ef 
Strabo xvi, 745. & « u- 
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seem to have been no less imitative than their Parthian kinsfolk; though 
they came up the Indus ins read of down, they followed where the 
Greeks had led, kept the Greek provinces, die Greek system of officials, 
the Greek coin-names (p. S5 n,8), the Macedonian month-names (p. 359), 
and coined in the Greek mints with Greek moneyers.* This is not 
without its importance. The Saea satraps in Mathura and Surasirene 
confirm the fact that Greeks had ruled there before them; and their 
western Great Satraps who, starting from the coastal provinces, at one 
time conquered and held Ujjairv,’ furnish an additional reason for 
supposing that Apollodotus, after securing the coastal districts, may 
have occupied that city, if only for a short time. Though the Saca 
Great Satraps became practically independent, the Saca system in 
theory was that of a king ruling in die North-West, with his seat 
apparently at Taxila, and two Great Satraps (viceroys), one in Mathura 
for the east and one in Surastrene for the west; the resemblance of tliis 
arrangement to Demetrius' scheme of government as deduced in 
Chapter iv is patent, and I venture to dunk furnishes valuable con¬ 
firmation of the correctness of that deduction. 

The towns of the empire, Greek or non-Indian, must now be con¬ 
sidered. Ptolemy has preserved a valuable list of those in Menander's 
home kingdom, but before coming to that one must notice what there 
is elsewhere. South of the Punjab only two Greek cities are known, 
Deraetrias and Theophila, which have already been considered; there 
must have been a Greek centre in Surastrene, but it is not known what 
it was, unless it was Barygaza, the principal port of this period. Alex¬ 
ander’s two Alexandras on the Indus had either never been built or had 
failed (p. 168); part one of the Milmdapanha only knows of one 
Alexandria, Alexandria of the Caucasus, which can be alluded to without 
any mark of distinction from others^ for Bucephala and lomousa (post) 
were known by nicknames, Ptolemy's Parabalci on the Indus may 
perhaps mark a Greek settlement (p. 86 n. 6); but the other names 
sometimes cited have nothing to do with Greeks or Greek rule. Ptolemy's 
Pentagramma* is not a Greek name, though it may look like one; 

1 Shown by the Greet monograms on their coins, 
1 Dch VaH&*Poi23Sui |>p* 2S1 ef* CII pp. xxvii tey. See p. 335, 
S Trans. Rhys Davids i* p. 117 (8 a); the name AJasmda in the AfilindapanAa is 

fully considered p. 4*1 and n* 4. 
* vn, i+ |7- Panugrama has beta suggested; Przyluskij, ButL Soc* Lmgsdtti^te Ac 

Paris xxvnp 1916, p. 11$. 
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ii cannot be separated from names like Asigramma and Naagramma 
on the Indus1 and Anouragrammon and Maagiammon in Ceylon,1 
and -gramma is only the Sanscrit -grama, 'village', as seen in 
names like Aamagrama, Vasavagrama, and Udegram in Swat to-day* 
Similarly his Monoglosson Emporion3 in Surastrene is only a nickname 
given by some merchant later to record his astonishment at finding a 
seaport where there was not the usual medley of tongues. Pliny gives 
in the Indus Delia a town Xylenopolis or Xylinepolis, founded by 
Alexander.4 It was not founded by Alexander or anyone else; it is 
merely one of Pliny’s so common mistakes in transliteration,? and in 
his original source was only fwAwi) *a wooden town’,6 some 
native place built of wood instead of brick, as was die Indian custom if 
the place was liable to be flooded.? The ridiculous story given by 
Cuirius fix, io, 3) that Alexander founded a number of cities in the 
Indus Delta, if it means anything, only means that one or two garrisons 
were left; Justin’s Barce (xit, 10, 6) is not worth a thought, as the 
number of different MS readings show's.8 

In Gandhara, Ptolemy gives a town which has a Greek name 
‘Nagara which is also Dionysopolis’,* and which certainly contained’ 
a Greek settlement (p. 139); but though die site, a little south-west of 
Jalalabad, was identified by the French archaeological mission,'0 it was 
not excavated. The capital Pushkalavati, die ’city of lotuses', was 
organised as a Greek polk (p* 136) and has already been described Its 
Greek name, Peucela (p. 237 n. 0, might be a Macedonian word as 
two Macedonians named Peucolaos are given by Curtius." But a Greek 
king Peucolaos is known from coins*1 whose name may be ‘King 

1 Ptol. vir, 1, r7,61. * /A V11( 4i IO- 
3 vji, y 
4 VI, 96, Xytinepdis ab Aiexand.ro condi fa. 
- A mtigh list of these p. 4S1 n. y 

J Pisid“ whJ[* Iivy(xxxv«r,ry, 7) calk Xylin* Com*. 

"*'*"■ ■ ™-n6 

l"> '■ * ** AumX*Nct which was hr away. 
Foucher, Afghanistan p, 179, CR At. Inset. 1Q17 n. |,7; R Q_... L 

t( hT£" 1919 P' S8‘ h 14 Nasafahira’ w!th *“«*« nmi** fe£ 

AUxmtdem'ldt " P* ^9 nos. 6j6, <ij7. No other andenr writer 

11 Lahore Cat. p. So; CHIp. 577; Whitehead, ATCp. Jl4 ft0. ^ 
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Peucela’; and l feel the same difficulty over the Macedonian Peucolaos 
as over some other names in Curtius, which may have been taken from 
the Greeks of India and tacked on to the Alexander story.1 * * * 5 It is more 
likely that Peucela is taken from the province-name Peucelalds, itself 
an attempt tograecise Pushkalavati; similar names of town and province 
in conjunction, like Tyana-Tyanitis, Gahae-Gabienc, arc extremely 
common, and it is not certain that the town-name is always the original 
one. 

In the Taxila kingdom, Ptolemy's Isagouros or Ithagouros, which 
looks Greek, seems in fact to be the Indian Jaguda,1 and it is quite 
uncertain whether Alexander's Nicaea still existed (p. 328 n. 1). Taxila 
itself has already been described; it was certainly not a polls. 

I come now to Ptolemy's 1st of the towns east of the Jhelum,* in 
Menander's home kingdom, which later was the kingdom of the Greek 
kings of the eastern group (Chap. vni). It begins with Bucephala, 
Sagala, and Iomousa, continues with a string of Indian and non-lndlan 
names, and ends with Mathura, to which a Greek phrase is attached. As 
Mathura recovered independence somewhere about 100 b.c, (p, 314) 
the list must, at any rate in part, go back to the second century; this 
and the fact that Ptolemy lias no other similar list suggest that the names 
of the Greek and Western towns and settlements came to him from a 
list in 'Trogus' source', just as did the satrapy names; the Indian 
names, or some of them, might be Ptolemy's own, from his usual 
materials. It is a commonplace that the whole list in Ptolemy is wrongly 
orientated, bringing Mathura, whose position is certain (it is Muttra on 
the Jumna), down to near the Vindya mountains; but that is easily 
allowed for, and it does not affect the list itself, only the question of 
Ptolemy’s co-ordinates. The list shows that Alexandria Bucephala, 
contrary to the usual belief, stood on the east and not on the west bank 

1 Plato (p, aio) and Daedala (pp. 249 sq.), as well as Peucobos, O. Hoffmann, 
Du Maktdonen p. 178, docs his best to make Peucolaos a Macedonian name, but 
them 1$ no teal evidence. At the same time, if the Greek king was ‘King Peucela*, 
Peucetaos may have become Peucolaos because the latter was a known name. 

s PtoL vn, t, see \Avih jA 1915 p, tp. 
5 PtoL vn, i, 46,47. In 4} he has explicitly given the towns between the Indus and 

the Jhelumj 46 therefore starts from beyond (east of) the Jbeliim, though his Eh rase Trrp* res' BiBatrmjv obscures this. As the list ntiu geographically fro m 
ucephata to Mathura it certainly relates to Menander’s home kingdom. Even 

Mr Whitehead, who would like to coniine Greeks to the northern foothills, admits 
that Menander ruled Mathura, NNM p. 4J. 
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ot the Jhelum; there Is in fact other evidence to this effect.1 It should 
be feasible to locate and excavate die site of Bucephala; not only would 
that settle the century-old controversy as to whether Alexander crossed 
the jhelum at Jhelum or JaJnlpurs but Bucephala would be the likeliest 
site to give some idea of what a Greek dry in India was like. In dealing 
with this list I will take Iomousa first, as u throws light 
on the question of Sigala. 

No city anywhere was ever officially named +IcL Mwra, ‘fM, O 
Muse1. The words arc die first words of a lyric addressed to the Muse 
whose name was the name of the city, and the city must have been 
mentioned or praised in the lyric} the poem, we may suppose, was 
laments locally, and the citizens, or more likely their neighbours, nick¬ 
named the city from it} I have my sell seen the first words of another 
lyric used in a somewhat similar way.* The name of the Muse and her 
eponymous city was no doubt Calliope, chief of the Nine,* for the last 
Greek king in the Paropamisndae, I iermaeus, married a Calliope who 
is universally supposed, from the type on their joint coins, to have been 
a princess from one of the surviving Greek principalities east of the 
Jhelum (p. 337); the name was at home in Menander’s kingdom. But 
there wws another Greek dry called Calliope in Comisenc> which in 
t ie time of Antiochus III was already subject to Parthia; and the natural 
connection of the two names would be that Calliope in India w as started 
oif with settlers from Calliope m Parthia, that is, that some Greek 
volunteers had quitted Parthia in order to follow Demetrius to India. 
The Muses had come into fresh prominence in Hellenistic times as 
goddesses of the Museum at Alexandria and of the philosophic schools 
at Athens; Muse-names occur in Asia later,< and one, a girl died Clio 
at Susa, is earlier than Menander, but no Muse except CallioDe ever 
gave her name to a city. But1 Calliope’ in Parthia was only a popu|<ir 

* The Aicfctnder-blstorians arc all ambiguous; but, beside P.olcmy t},- Met* 
Epitome puis i! dn the east tank* tr the spat where the jl'vl Z T? 
O W«« JM./. jW mSup,. Bd.sy ^ 6 (ed- 

fa *pM' *** «-*- •. 
3 Hes. Tkeog. 79; Hymn co Calliope (von Jan, Mtuiei serinr 

and Supp, p 44), KoAAuWw fiovo&v wpoKa9ny{Ti tip^v rWft P' 460 
4 Tschenkower p. roi. 
s Ertio and Chinuiii, Cumont, CR Ac. Inter. ,931 p. a„, c ... 

So), vn, 296. p 177' ^liope, SEG vr, 

* SEG vn no. ii. 
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nickname (p. 13), and 'Calliope* in India therefore can have been no 
more chan that; and as Ptolemy's co-ordinates put Iomousa near the 
confluence of the Chenab and die Indus, it was doubtless the city which 
Alexander had founded at the confluence of those two rivers;1 * 3 its 
official name therefore was Alexandria, and it was presumably the capital 
of the southern Punjab, Iomousa proves for certain that Greek lyrics 
were being written in Menander's kingdom; it would he astonishing if 
they were nor, seeing that we possess a Greek lyric ode written at Susa 
half a century or more later,* 

Sagala (Sialkot between the Chenab and the Ravi) was Menander's 
official capita], though doubtless the suggestion is correct that he must 
also have had a summer capital in the hil!s,3 It was certainly not a 
Greek polit4 5 but a great Indian city, the capital town of the Madras, 
though the actual description of it in die Milindapanha is merely that of 
a great Indian city at large; and though it has been suggested that there 
was probably a Greek palace quarter^ this is very unlikely, seeing diat 
in the parallel case of Demetrius' Taxila no indication of a Greek 
quarter was found; Greeks must have lived in the Indian city as they 
did at Taxila. Ptolemy gives a meaningless Greek nickname, SdEyokei 
rf urn Ei’Pufi'pjSifi, ‘Sagala, also called Euthymedia’, Discussion of 
die MSS readings has been relegated to Appendix t), which I must 
take as read; I have no more doubt than I ever had that the real name 
was r&E[a, Euthymedeia. The name usually found in modem 
books, Euthydemia, was a conjecture of Bayer, made at a 
time when knowledge was naturally not at its present level; it has been 
copied by the majority4 of writers since, because that was the line of 
least resistance, and is now so consecrated by repetition diat it may be 
doubtful if any reasoning can displace it; yet it is so impossible that 
even if it occurred in a MS of Ptolemy (it does not) it would have to be 
emended. The impossibility is that Eudiydemia is a dynastic name and 

1 Arr, /fnwi, vr. If, i. 

1 Herodorus* Ode to Apollo, SEG vu, 14; see p, 39., 
3 Whitehead, HC pr 509. 
* This -would not be affected if Fleet were right (JRAS 1913 p. in saying 

(hat the correct translation of die Mitmdapafuis Is dry of the Yotiakas1 and not 
(as Rhys Davids) f in [he country orihe Yonakas\ The MUmdn describes an Indian 
tOWTin 

5 Foneher 11 p* 44S* 
s Of recent years, doubt has been expressed by Sir G. Macdonald* CHI' p, 446. 

and Demi£vi]|ep p, 46 n. 1. 
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would therefore have to be a Greek polls, while Sagala was quite 
certainly not a polls. That is conclusive; and another reason is hardly 
less so. Whenever Ptolemy mentions a preexisting town which had 
acquired a Hellenistic dynasdc name he always puts the dynastic (Le. 
the official) name first, as was proper even if it never came into general 
use;1 on his practice therefore ‘Sagala, also called Euthydemia’ would 
be an impossible phrase; he would certainly have written ‘Euthvdemia 
also called Sagala’, 

It remains to explain the word Euthymedeia (ErJAyufSm), 
though it is tolerably obvious. It is a word invented for the occasion' 
but a properly formed derivative of the Homeric Vsa., corresponding 
to a known class of women’s names;1 it may be recalled that the one- 
time Parthian capital also bore a Homeric nickname, Hekatompylos. 
But the known feminine names in -fuBtta all seem to be poetical; 
this fact, and the scansion, show- that the word comes from a hexameter 
verse and is consequently derived from some poem (whether in hexa¬ 
meters or elegiacs), precisely like fomousa; and die meaning of the 
word, '(The town of) the upright ruler’,3 shows both that it belongs to 
Menander’s time (Plutarch alludes to the equity of his rule)* and that 
he probably came into the poem somehow. The word became a name 
for the city precisely as other similar phrases have done for other cities- 
a traveller from afar, visiting Scotland a century ago, might well have 
written ‘Edinburgh, also called Auld Reekie1. As two inscriptions 
from Susa in Greek elegiacs, written more than a century later both 
introduce compliments to Susa’s overlord, Phraates IV of Parthia 5 
there is no difficulty on the technical side. It is possible enough that 

' in, i19,/dmyoW $ *JtfavT.W; tv, 4, 4 A «aJ ‘Eo^piSt5, 
Apcwoi) if km Ttuxnpa,; m, II, u, 0iAt*miiroV $ ml Tpuiivriw P 

Greek proper nam# wen: origii^ly formed from V80, on |incs. 
verj' common nmcuhne names m (list in Bechtel, Dit hUtM, oli™ 
*%** itT PP- with corresponding feminine jn -utSov™ M 'Avt* 
ftf&ovaa, EvpVfi&oixra, Ix-ntiiL&ttvoa (Pape, GritcA. EigemamanV (f>\ * rt 
masculine form in -fKSiji, as ’j4Am^fSijSp 'JpitrroiiiSiir A,n,.JS.~.. }n} \ J?rcr 
fMn* (Bcchtd $ to 4^ corded", 

/^U&cia (Pape) Xiz^Koa^ui(Swiim xxxv pafr^ 3nd^v^J 4° 
UpvnyJS,* *4 » H«*d,W M, .^3S tiSt?1??* 

1 wit}l an ™ compounds cf. tafftiSucia 
* Afar* Bzt i>; see p. 363. 1 ^ * " 
J 5 EG vnp ijp 
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the poet who coined the word had in mind the name Epiphaneia, '(the 
city of) die god manifest’, given, by Menander’s enemy Antioch us IV to 
Ecbatana, now die Parthian capita], and thought char his own king’s 
capital might be given a rival but more honourable title. 

Fortunately we possess another word from a poem, presumably the 
same poem, which does not depend on Ptolemy, The legend on the 
coins1 struck by Menander’s widow Agathocleia when regent after his 
death is fiaatAiacnji OtorpoTcov tA.yoSoieXela.^i 'Of the godlike 
Qyeen Agathocleia'. ©eorpoiro? is another unique1 poetical coinage 
suitable for an hexameter verse, and the reason that the lady used this 
extraordinary word was that she had been so described in a* poem and 
liked the phrase, which moreover exactly fitted her position (p. a<>y)-J 
The poem in question might only have been some metrical dedication, 
like the Susa elegiacs, and the description of Agathocleia might be 
paralleled by the description of Phraates IV in those elegiacs as 7ray*pd- 
jtupi but as both Menander’s capita] and his queen came into it die 
poem might also have been a regular Praise of Menander on the lines 
of Theocritus' Praise of Ptolemy; it is possible that Plutarch's allusion 
to the equity of Menander's rule ultimately goes hack to diis poem, 
though through the medium of ‘Trogus’ source’ (p. 47). 

The next name in Ptolemy’s list to consider is Daidala (Daedala). 
There was a district named Daedal a in the Rhodian Peraea bordering 
upon Lyria,* and over against it in Lyria a mountain Daedala;? a 
curious repetition of this is found in the Paropamisadae, for Curtins 
gives there a district Daedala,6 apparently in or near Bajaur, while 
Justin, probably from the same source, calls it the Daedalian mountains." 
Stephanus says the name in Lyria came from Daedalus the Cretan,® and 
Strabo says that the people of the near-by Caunus believed that they 

1 KapSOn in Ccroila Numismatics 190# p. 245. 
3 Unique at flit: lime. It occurs again in Heliodorus, five cenmrics later, Carm. ad 

Thcodaslum \\ ifo. h is not given in the new Liddell and Scott. 
■ I cannot follow Rapson's suggestion op. tit. p. 249 that the word might mean 

regii vktfimgmif and refer to her regency - I think nt> Hellenistic coin inferring 
to a regency is known. The word h only a parallel 10 such a phrase as 
twaXiytciSy (mother of Tefepbiis) in a metrical epigram from PcrgaTnumf 
cited by L+ Robert, BCN LYn* 1933^ P-14*- 

A Strabo xrvT tijiT 664, Piot. v, j, 1 puts J<uSaAa rdirof in Lychu 
' Stictbo xiVj 664-^; so Steph. 
6 VI11# ID, IpH 

l Kllji % mantes D^cdalos. 
8 iS.^ daMflj where however he wrongly calls it a 
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had originally come from Crete;1 * * * Stephanos too had heard of Menander’s 
Daedal a in India, which he calls an Indo-Cretan dry,* Menander’s 
Daedal a then was a military colony of mercenaries;* and as Stephanus 
knows of a settlement of Cretan mercenaries in the Paropamisadae* and 
as the Cretans at this time supplied more mercenaries than any other 
Greek people,S it is safest to follow Stephanus and to conclude that 
Dacdala was a settlement of Cretan mercenaries, though Lycians are 
possible. But it must remain uncertain whether these mercenaries 
came to Menander from Crete, from Lycia, or from no farther afield 
than die Paropamisadae (if Curtius’ Daedala really existed, which is 
none too certain); neither can it be said if Daedala had become a potis. 

The next name to notice is Salagissa, somewhere east of the Sutlej, 
which is clearly Selgessos, the alternative name given by Strabo (xa 

for the well-known Sagalassos in Pisidia; Sabgissa should there¬ 
fore be a military colony of Pisidian mercenaries, who in die usual way 
(P* 10) had named the place after their old home. Most of the Anatolian 
peoples regularly occur as mercenaries,6 but in die centuries between 
AJcetas and Labienus, who both raised large forces of Pisidians, this 
people does not seem to be named very often.? But no one will suppose 
that for three centuries the most warlike race in Asia Minor8 was not 
fully udlised, and I have wondered whether the perplexing number of 

1 Strabo xivP tfji* 

y&rj, dW, This does net mean one in 
India and one in Crete, but there is another Daedala Indian-and-Cretan1 i * inA, 
Cretan, a Cretan community in India., »■*'*' 
\ A- Foucher has pointed out that some of the uoops of Mam in die GandhSra 

-Ipto^tnay represent Greek mercenaries, i pp. 401-3; ij pp. M_r<; ^ figjj 

* *A<mpoirtrtfi; no source given. 
5 Griffith p. Mh and hi$ index under 1 Cretans 

in PtolcmScrni’idi ’ (Kim, Beiheft iS) p. 14 n. y. Piol. vi* ^town 
military settlement) called MysU in Parthia. 3 *™ * town f' a 

\ In Asia I only recall the Aspendus inscription (A. Wilhelm, Neiit ™ 
p, fit; M. Segie, Atg^m* xjv □. ijj), three Radians on striae from SidoTfl 
Robert BCff ux p, 4*8), and the army of Antiochus III at Magnesia- but I W 
not made a search. Robert, ib. p. 419 n. J, says that it is well fan,^ ,h« they 
supplied many mercenaries 10 many Hellenistic monarch*; a list would have been 

* Livy xxxviu, iy, 9, tonge optimi hello. 
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'Mysians1 * in the armies and settlements of the period—the actual 
Mysians of Olympus cannot have been too numerous—may not mean 
that 'Mysian1 was military argot for any Anatolian Highlander* as 
sailors today call any sailor from northern Europe a "Dutchman1. 

The town however which comes next to Salagi&sa in Ptolemy's list, 
As trasses, raises a difficulty* for while no Astrassos seems known in 
Asia Minor* Ptolemy has some -ss- forms in India which cannot well 
be Anatolian* like Panassa in' Orissa* Sabalassa a mouth of the Indus* 
and Eragassa Metropolis (? Eran) in Rajpucana. Such search as was 
possible to me among undoubtedly Indian place-names has produced 
one -ss- form* a village Samkassa;* add* for what it may be wwth* the 
name given in Greek as Agelassds.3 Any particular -ss- form might 
therefore, I suppose* be Indian; but it is to be wished that some 
philologist acquainted with the Indian languages would examine the 

forms in Ptolemy^ account of India and say how the matter 
stands. 

The conclusion is that the only military settlements of troops from 
the West made by Menander which can be identified are Daedala and 
Sajagissa; there must have been others, but they would be concealed 
under native names in the usual way. But Ptolemy's list induces one 
interesting reflection* It is usually thought that the number of Greeks 
who joined in the invasion of India cannot have been great* as there 
must have been a limit to what Bactria could provide. But if* even now, 
we can trace Greeks who came from a city in Parthia and from Crete* 
and with them Anatolians from Saplassos (whom Indians would class 
under Yavanas), there may well have been many more Yavanas in the 
armies of Demetrius and his two lieutenants than we should suppose; 
we may have to reckon with a considerable number of men* adventurers 
or mercenaries* from the West* Greeks had exaggerated notions of die 
wealth of India* and distance and difficulty have never hindered the 
quest for El Dorado. 3 

The last name of importance in Ptolemy's list is Mathura* MdSoupa ij 
TQPK fowv* This is generally rendered either as 'Mathura of the gods* 
(which does not translate the Greek) or 'Mathura the city of the gods'* 

1 CuHavagga xiit js dted by Przyluski, AfoAa pT 
1 Djod xvii, 96, j. 
3 Compare the venturers to Somaliland for spices (U* Wjltken* ZT f+ agypi* 

SpracAe ex, p. 86; second cemury ir.cO who comprised a Spartan, a Mace¬ 
donian* an ItaLiucc, a MassLliole, a Carthaginian, and two Gauls from Marseilles. 
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and attention is drawn to such things as that Mathura was the traditional 
birthplace of Krishna, or was a centre for the diffusion of Buddhism, 
or was so full of Jain and Buddhist buildings that it looked like a holy 
city; one might add an inscription of much later date which says that 
the Vodva stupa at Mathura was ‘built by the gods*.1 But ‘city of the 
gods’ cannot be the correct translation.1 I can find no instance in Greek, 
and none has been cited, where with a definite article followed by the 
genitive of the person the omitted word is ‘city'j it is always ‘son* or 
daughter that is the regular Greek usage—and there is no reason 

for translating Ptolemy’s phrase differently because the genitive of the 
person is plural and not singular; ‘daughter of the gods' is good 
English3 and good Latin,'! arKj l dunk good Greek also,3 especially 
when you are none too sure just which god it might be. ‘M odours 
daughter of the gods' would then be an allusion to some story about a 
goddess or nymph called Modoura, an eponvm of die city;* Greeks 
were familiar with city^nymphs—the head of die nymph Cvrene on 
the coins of her city may be d ted'—and no doubt Modoura was only 
the tutelary Yaksha8 or Yakshi of the dty in Greek guises 

This view is supported by an exact parallel from another and Greater 
eastern city, Babylon. A Babylonian Greek, the grammarian Herodicus 
VP* 4U> “i™™ in an epigram to his dty as ffcdwaif B 

1 CHI p. 167- second century a.d. 

* I. would probably have b«t, TWJis, as Antioch was ailed |a,en H. 
Dclafaaye, Cinq itfons art la ml:hade kag,ographiqut 19*4 p. 7J[ j 0we Tfcs 
reference and ihar in note f to Professor Nods K / 

J TennyWs Dream affair Womtn, * Virgil, Ed. nr, 4% cani auboJes 
Hcphaestion of TIjcbes p. j7 (Engelbrecht): u 

cited by E. Nordcn, DU Gebatt du Kinder pp. i, 

p y'Jf I?j' P’ ?if afwr noting the stitwgeness af the phrase Mi(J .l 
Ptolemy had rendered* in the only wqy posable trt j \ 

a® AtatetiaaJrtusa*?—« 
fi'xxvi^p *£***' Cm“"gk"n K‘,1' p- 7) W& £j££ 

* In the so-called Bacchanalian group from Mathura. DerW fi™ 
the drapery of the Yakslus is partially Crock : 

Athen. v, ui a |, 6. y 3 P- 1*7- 
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'Babylon child of a god' or * of the god'. I understand that there is 
nothing about this in Babylonian legend or literature. But the Greeks 
had invented for the city an eponymous nymph, Babylon, who was 
mother of a certain Arabos,T and there was another version which made 
the mother of Arabos a nymph named Thronia, who is called a daughter 
of the supreme god of Babylon, Bel;1 there is no doubt therefore that 
Thronia and Babylon were the same nymph—Babylon *of the throne' 
or * enthroned' (see p. 188)—that Babylon consequently was the 
daughter of Bel, and that this was the story to which Herodieus alludes, 5 
treating the nymph as the personification of the city—the sort of 
recondite allusion dear to some Alexandrians. In the same way Ptolemy 
must witness to some lost story about a nymph Modoura who personi¬ 
fied Mathura and was really an Indian Yakshi-4 

It is not the only case from India of a lost Greek story. There is a 
story in Pseudo-Plutarch5 that every year on the jhelum an old woman 
condemned to death was buried alive in a mound called Therogonos, 
from which serpents then issued. Therogonos has been identified with 
Theraguha,* a grotto or sacred place near Nandivardana, and I suppose 
that the serpent story was not invented to explain Therogonos but that 
the Indian name was turned into Therogonos because of the serpent 
story ; one is reminded of the poisonous serpents of Egypt who con¬ 
gregated at the tomb of the prophet Jeremiah,? but the story cannot be 
complete as we have it, whatever it means. And there is the second 
Greek name of the Aravalli mountains.8 The first name, Apokopa, 
‘precipitous’, is a commonplace, and was also given to a headland on 
the African coast south of Bab-el-Mandeb? and to an inlet in South 
Arabia;10 but one would like to have the story which caused Greeks to 
call these mountains 'The vengeance of Heaven’. 

r Pfiny vu, 196. 1 Baumstarfc, BaLylon (4} in PW. 
? Stephanus t,v. BaflvkiLv knows of a man Babylon son of Bel who was *™»njr 

of the dty, but this cannot be what Herodieus had in mind, for a rrumjj cannot 
personify a city, -while an eponymous nymph can; and it is the city, not its irritmjs, 
whom Herodieus calk fa&rat?. 

* I do not know if it is possible that Modoura could represent die goddess 
LakshmT, who appears very often on the coins of Mathura. 

s Dt flavin 1, f. The references are bogus, Susemthl 1, p. 8G5. 
* Ltvi,J4 tyiy p. 80. 
1 $uidas, dpydAiu, and die Ethiopian legend of Jeremiah, deed by Ganshinetz, 

sigathodaimon in PW Su^. m, 
8 Prof. VU, r, 19, Tti T MlwW« « (fldtiToi Hot mi Qt&v. 

» Ptol. t, 17; iv, 7, 11; Peripltu if. ,B Marmnui 1, 13 (GGM i p, y*)). 
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It will be seen from the foregoing review that the actual number of 
Greek cities with Greek names known in Menander's empire was very 
small indeed, not more than half a dozen at the mast; and though when 
Greek rule was breaking up and the autonomous city acquired an added 
importance the: number of city-goddesses, Lc, the Fortune of some city, 
appearing on the late Greek and Saca coinage is considerable/ there is 
nothing to show that any places with native names (omitting Peuceb- 
Pushkalavati) may have acquired Greek ^-organisation, as was 
certainly the case in Iran (p. 19); for all the city-goddesses on the 
coins appear to represent three cities only, Alexandria-Kapisa, Push- 
kalavati, and Bucephab, There is however one ray of light on the nature 
of a Greek city m India winch is invaluable; it comes from one of die 
cave inscriptions, and these must now be considered. 

In the caves at Nasik, junnar, and Kadi, in the country inland from 

SSS ** ' ,0f .^“prions recording religious gifts bv 
Buddh^t donors of which nine are material here- in these nine, seveS 

£SS£v“ and h3ve Ind!an <*• calls 
himself a \ onaka and has an Indian name/ and the ninth calls himself a 
Yavana but his name is not given, or has perished.* Archaeological 
considerations put die buildings, and therefore the inscriptions, a, Nasik 
and Karli in the first century b.c.;5 and it will be seen later that there 
are grounds' for dating the important inscription Nasik 18 about 
50-30 a.c. (p. 257 n. 3), Most writers known to me have said that 
these Warns were Greeks who had taken Indian names/ hut this is as 

=K i^eaKi'saaTjft; 
Burges^ Arch. Survty of Western India tv* iBAtt- ICt.p1: . 

Junnar nos, yf 3a tCf pp. 93^; ftjsik no, 18. p. n4 *Thre* mn ?P *** 9^i 1 
the Knrli cave in which the donors call themselves Yavima« l W 1’?KtlPtltJ'15 frem 
and published; they we collected, with references bv O b<^n/(>und 
ijjT, p. j«S nos. 6, 7, fl. fiy U' Slttn* /n4«* Cult*#* 1, 

3 Nasik 18. 4 fcra_3; _. 
* Sir J- Marsha II in CHI p. 637. 

calls them Indians, in accordance vrids'hTs^i^i^1Ya^ta^ f“‘ ra‘UrsJ|y 
soep. 4170, i, 4vana neve* means Greek; 

1 Some Sacas did take Indian names (p. i74 n. t) 3S Wfd .t,. v i TI 
but that U not in point. ° ie Bushin Vasudeva; 
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rook Greek names* whether in place of or in addition to their own; but 
though one reads modem statements (without references) that Greeks 
took Asiatic names, I have only met with one dubious case* which 
could be taken either way.1 And this is common sense; the conqueror 
does not adopt the nomenclature of die conquered. Possibly some 
Low-class Greek, broken by circumstances, might occasionally 'go 
nativeT, a fact which would leave no record; possibly some religious 
fanatic here or there might desire to be known by a name drawn from 
lus adopted religion; these things happen to-day, and are part of human 
nature. But all these Yavanas were men of substance, able to confer 
large gifts—no doubt wealthy merchants; five give pillars/ one gives 
two dstems/ another a hall-front/ another a refectory for the monastic 
community / while the ninth, Indragnidatui,excavates a cave and equips 
it elaborately as a holy place for the worship of all the Buddhas,6 As lie 
does this for the sake of his parents, and as his Lather bears an Indian 
name, it would seem that, if a Greek, he had acquired not only an 
Indian name but an Indian father, which might be difficult. It is hardly 
worth arguing; there is no real doubt that these Yavanas were Indians, 
and what we want to know is why they called themselves Greeks. 

Certainly diey were not ‘culture-Gwks1* One is familiar in Egypt 
and Western Asia writh the *cuIiure-Greek*, an Egyptian or Asiatic 
who adopted Greek culture, took a Greek name, and probably called 
himself a Greek; but these men have not taken Greek names, and the 
culture exhibited in their donations is not Greek but purely Indian. 

The explanation is furnished by the nameless donor at Karlt, who 
calls himself, not Yavana, bui Dliammayavana.7 The laie Syjvain Levi's 

1 Epitaph from Babylonia* Hpussoulfier, Kho rx, 1909, p. 361 no, j read 'Apia- 
r^as ovapa. 'ApSvft'rjX T*iosf a Creek from Teos who called himself Ardubcl* 
"servant of Bel1; so E. H. MinnxxxvT 1915, p. 60 ti. ijf, and W. Oleg, 
Kulturgackkfof des Ahtrtums 1911 p. 100 n. aoi. Subsequently P.Koschakerf 5av, 
Z. XLVit tp*6, p- 196 n, 4, read 'servant of Relitp; Cumont has 
followed this, and see now SEC Vll, yfL If this be right, ihe only mason for sup¬ 
posing the man to be a Greek would be that when Babylonians took Greek names 
they always put their Babylonian name firs!* often with their patronymic, and here 
the order is reversed* The reason may or may noi be valid; Babylonian double 
names usually come from formal contracts where accuracy' was essential, while this 
epitaph is informal* 

1 Karli 7 and io? and the three given by Q. Stein. 
1 Junrtar j. 4 Junrtar t6r * Jimnar 3- 6 NasiJc jfl (see p. 157)+ 
» Karli 10, Dhemikafcara Dhammayavanasa, sof a Dhammayavana from Dhenu- 

kaki1* 
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translation was ‘Yavanus secundum legem1,1 one who had been legally 
made a Greek (I presume he meant by a grant of citizenship): but, as I 
understand it, Dhamma (Sanscrit Dharma) is not ‘lex’,1 and J am going 
to venture on another explanation, premising that of course the word 
here has nothing to do with the Buddhist Dhamma, the sum total of 
the spirit and precepts of Buddhism. I have read various discussions of 
die word, and take it to mean the whole duty of a man3 according to 
die sphere in life which he occupies; the word always carries a sense of 
obhgation* (in the legal meaning of that term). Now a common con¬ 

ception in Indian literature, whether Buddhist or non-Buddhist, is the 
Dharmaraja, the king who does the whole duty of a king- and by 
analogy Dhammayavana should mean a Greek who does the whole 
duty of a Greek. The duty of a king was a known thing—primarily to 
do justice;* but what was die duty of a Greek as a Greek? One can 
jeek duty in three spheres, moral, religious, and social-political. 
Dhamma here does not apply to the moral sphere, for the simple basic 
moral pnnaples without which civilisation cannot exist were common 

STS r r iT V° the Jew’,the Persian’ *■* equally 
Gxik L^C “ dT n°‘ 3PP^ t0 die sphere, for a 
Greek as a Greek had no religious dunes; no man’s religion was any- 
oncs business but his own, and any religious obligations which a Greek 
nught feel were either personal to Himself or were part of his duty to 
his city not religious at all but political. So we come to the sodal- 

fromothe? mre; T* 1 S*?* Wduiies ^ich differentiated him 
from other men. For normally he was a citizen of an autonomous citv 
and as such he owed a well-defined set of duties to timr nr,, I - 
fellow-citizens. The Dhamma of a Greek as a Greek tlien^ ™ hk 

*** “ a Ci,"”n°f * f*. & 1^™ who calledluLl’f Dtam- 
majov-ana thereby danwd lhai he carried out die dudes of , G~k 

d,a, is, he was a cuzen of a Creek Mr. I have therefore reS 

1 Quid dr Gratis p. 

too far m saying ,hai JEofdit"foi* 

s The actual phrase is V. A Smith s. J ' 

▼IwJshe rites, 'Dhamma fc d”ough^bJd^ .“KSIndi" 

°r Dhar^3 - *£ 5fW See dc h 
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by another route what I take to be Levi's conclusion: this Indian called 
himself a Yavana because be was a Greek citizen. It h strange that, at 
the farthest point of the earth's surface which any Greek driven can so 
far have reached* we should find these Indian citizens* when long years 
of excavation at Doura and in Babylonia have failed to throw light on 
the question of Asiatic dozens in the Greek cities in Asia (pp. 21 sq*)„ 

But the citizenship of Indians in Greek dties is independently attested 
by the Kharcshthi monograms on the coins of some of the later kings 
in the eastern Punjab*1 which show that their moneyers were sometimes 
Indians (see pp. jf&jgp.). 

It is hardly possible 10 separate these nine Yavanas and it must 
therefore be supposed that all were Greek drizens*3 The dedication by 
Indragnidatta is instructive in this respect,1 He says that he was a native 
of the north but dwelt in Datamicl (i*eF Demetrias in PataJenc* p. *42), 
of which city be wa* therefore a citizen; and he knows enough of the 
Greek of his day to describe himself, not by the usual Indian term 
Yavana* bm by the current Hellenistic Greek form Yonaka.4 The notable 
thing here is that Demetrias was a city with a dynastic name* and so far 
as can be seen dtizenship in Seleucid cities with dyrustic names was 
confined to Greeks (Chap. l); die Indian citizens of Demetrias therefore 
constitute a wide departure from Seleucid practice and throw fresh light 
on Demetrius’ policy (p. 181) of making his Indian empire a kind of 
partnership. 

These inscriptions do not mean that the Greek conquest had ex¬ 
tended to the latitude oi Bombay* or that there was a Greek province 

1 Whitehead A"C pp. 314, 3a j no, ST 
J I cannot follow Konow's ingenious but purely philological theory* of which 

he himself points out one difficulty* that in Junnar 7 and 3 the Yavanas IriJa and Qia 
'of the Cikis' were Goths from the Vistula; and see Q« Stein’s mutism, op. cit. 
PP- 349^5** 1 have failed also !0 find why Kcrnow calls 1be Junnar inscriptions 
second century a.d.j all these Yavanas should be about the same periodT and Nasik 
i£ is earlier (next note). Bui I am not using Junnar ay evidence for anything, 

1 Nasik iS; edited afresh hy E, Senarr* Ep. Ind. vina 1907-6* n. 90 no. iS, The 
material words are Damtamitiyakasa (Datimitiyakasa Senaxt) Yonakasa Dham- 
madevaputasa IndagnidaHsa (Idragnidatasa Seuart) 'Of Jndragnidatta son of 
Dhammadev^ a Yonaka of Denies Has \ He called his son Dhamrnarakshlta* the 
name of the Yona missionary sent by Asoka in the third century to Aparin ra 
(which would include Nasik}- he knew enough current Greek 10 call him$df 
Yonaka, and Demetrias in Patalene still kepi its Greek name. As Yonaka was still 
in use c+ 50 0-C, (p, 340), while Demetrias had gone out of use in the Roman period, 
the date ought to tie somewhere between c. 50 and c+ jq &.c. 

4 See on this word the Excursus pp+ 416 
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south of Surastrene; these Yavana merchants tact doubtless come south 
for the sake oi trade, primarily pepper.' Of the donors in the Kadi 
rave, seven, including the five Yavanas, come from an unknown town 
Dhenukaka, which has accordingly been supposed to be a near-by 
trading port on the coast; if there is anything in this, the natural 
location of such a port, looking at the relative positions of Karli, 
Jutinar, and Nasik, would be somewhere about the Bombay inlet fsee 
further p. 372). J y 

In spite of the Greek satrapal organisation it is not difficult now to 
see what kind of an empire Menanders really was. Asoka’s empire 
except for his home country of Magadha, had been a loose collection of 
vassal kings and free peoples under his suzerainty, with a few semi- 
autonomous1 cities like Taxila which were strong enough to be able 
sometimes to take them own line. The empire of the Sdeurids was also 

f“ 0l ^ dynastsbut the Seleudds 
tad worked hard to modify its Oriental aspect by filling It with Greek 
settlements. Menander s empire must in reality have been a collection 
of vassal states and free peoples rather similar to that of Asota with 
some attempt, at any rate in the North, to form settlements. \Vc may 
suppose that each satrapy contained a small nucleus of Greek officials 
lor purposes of administra tion and revenue, and that the general of the 

tadbns Ihe Greek’ Wtf d,5p05e °f 3 TrooPs> mercenaries or 
Indians; there were, we have seen, some military colonies, and this or 
tta, strong point would be settled and held by native soldiers from 
some distant province, like the settlement of the Sibi at Madh^mU- 
though Madhyamika itself tad probably been given o' S 

element must have been stmkrio that in the Seleucid empire-the 
king his mixed army, his Greek (or possibly mixed; bureaucracy but 
the bands must of necessity have been looser even than they were hi the 
loosely-knit empire of the Seleudds, and there was no possibility of 
founding Greek cues on any scale as the Seleudds had dome; the ordv 
pnkti actually certain, apart from the two in the Paronamk^. 

5-“ i?,0-!!’-. Bu«phah s 
Puniab, Dom.tr*. andThoophU in Sind; Nicaoa j„ thc pu„ial) ,„j 

Dionysopotis in Gandhara may bo possjbilitits; oast of Bucophala Veto 

1 This is liilly discussed in Chap. ix- 

/J.f^StheneS mendwis “ai* »■“««" (? -autonomous) dries. Art. 

3 OGIS 2zp I. it 
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were only some military colonies, Menander's system then can have 
borne little resemblance to the Seleucid system of relying on large 
bodies of Graeco-Macedonian settlers established in cities and military 
colonies. 

The stability of his realm must have largely depended on the co¬ 
operation of friendly native dements, and the existing native organisa¬ 
tions must often have been retained unaltered. Only one vassal king is 
actually known* the ruler of Mathura*1 though there must have been 
others* and no doubt a vassal king would sometimes receive the title 
sirategQs as governor of his country, just as Alexander's vassal-kings 
Taxiles and Porus had ranked as his satraps;1 but in such a native 
vassal-kingdom there might also be a military force under a Greek 
general, like Eudamns in the realm of Porus, Doubtless too there 
might be an Indian strategas over this or that satrapy^ Just as (not to 
mention Alexander) Iranian satraps are heard of not only in Bactrta but 
in the kingdoms of Andgonus I and the Seleurids,3 We get indications 
bter which show that the native organisation of many Indian peoples 
must have persisted without much change; the peoples of the eastern 
Punjab were able, as soon as Greek rule ended, to set themselves up as 
independent kingdoms or republics and start coining (p, 324), and die 
same must be true of the Abhlras of Abiria, as after Greek rule had 
ended they moved south in a body and founded a kingdom. It may 
be taken, on the authority of die Milmdapaffha (see Excursus)* that 
MenanderJs Council was composed of men of different races—Greeks, 
Batmans, perhaps Anatolians—just as Alexander at the end had made 
some Persians his kinsmen and introduced diem into the agema; and 
doubtless Bactrians (whom Indian writers might class as Yavanas) had 
some share in high positions. There was of course force behind the 
satrapal organisation if required, the force of the army- no doubt the 
western dement in rite army itself was kept as strong as possible, and 
even though Menander was cur off both from Bactria and from the 
possibility of recruiting more Iranian cavalry, the western element in 

1 Regal coinage throughout the second century B.c* MMC India pp. evisi j^., 
169 

s Diod. xviii, 2-3. 
J Bactria: Asptones of Tapttrk fp> 1*0* Amigonus I: Qronrobates of Med fa, 

Diod. xix, 4&t f; Aspeisas of SusEaru, iL 55, tp and see ET S. G. Robinson, NC 1951 
p, 37. Seleucidi: Ambazos of Cilicia* Wikfcen, Grvnd^uge 1 il nu, t; Hy^paosines, 
e parch of Mesenep Tam, CAN jx p. 5781 Gborzos (? Orobazes) of Persis* Polyaen, 
vii, 40. 
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his array may have sufficed for the needs of an empire where the native 
peoples had no national feeling and where large elements among them 
were (at any rate for a time) friendly to the government. But his empire, 
it seems, was essentially an Indian empire with a small Greet ruling 
caste; it was not a Greet empire, as the Seleucid was meant to be, blit 
something much more in the nature of a partnership, as Demetrius had 
intended (p. iSi); this is hirther shown by the Indian citizens in die 
cities, and by Menander, like Demetrius, choosing an Indian city to be 
his capital. Doubtless die Greek hoped to be the predominant partner, 
but in actual fact the Indian element in the empire may have had the 
preponderance; to die bulk of the population it can have made little 
difference whether their king was named Menander or Asoka, except 
that we may hope that Greek rule was the milder. Nothing quite like 
this ever happened elsewhere in the Hellenistic world; it probablv went 
beyond anything of which Alexander had dreamt. 

Menander s enormous coinage, found in quantities from Kabul to 
Mathura, attests both the size of his empire (since it cannot be supposed 
that, as sole king, he had a very long reign) and its flourishing com- 
merce. In his time Barvgaza was die great port for the sea trade between 
India and the ^est—the Red Sea for Egypt and the Persian Gulf for 
Babylonia; audit was no doubt partly for the sake of trade with the 
West that the Greeks held Surastrene and its ports. Shipping stall had 
to follow die Gedrosian coast, as Nearchus had done, calling at Patala 
on the way to and from Barygaza,1 and some curious allusions to these 
coasting voyages remain; one notice calls Barygaza ‘a port of Gcdrosia 
voy &mou* • another puts Paudtne m Gadrosia,! and a third atat« 
that Alexander forbad the fish-eaters (of Gedrosia) to eat fish* * which 
must mean that someone had sought to make these coasting Vovaees 
easier by trymg to establish centres of agriculture along the drearv 
coast at the Mekran; fardier west, the number of rivers in Carmania 
given by Ptolemy (vi, 8) suggests that the coast of that province was 
well known to voyagers. Trade from the Indian side was no doubt 
largely earned on in Indian bottoms. For Egyp, die southern Arabs 
were the middlemen; and there must have been middlemen also for the 

’ Pliny vi, 100; h Wanning,™ p. Pliny*, notice is from ihe point of view 

11 «*■«, 
* Sieph. x.v. Barygaza. 
1 Maidjnus i, 31 1 p. 534)+ 4 Pliny vif 
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trade from India to Charax Spasinu and Sdeuceia, or Graeco-Indian 
coins would sometimes be found in Babylonia/ and Selencid coins 
would not be so rare in India* One intermediary would be the wealthy 
and enterprising Gerrhaeans-(p* 61); but as regards coasting voyages 
they were on the wrong side of die Persian Gulf, and one would expect 
an exchange depot somewhere on the Iranian coast also. Even before 
Alexander's day there may have been a centre of maritime trade on the 
Gulf of Ormuz, the natural place for it, for Nearchus was able to get an 
Iranian pilot there who knew the coast between the Amarus (Mlmb) 
river and the Tigris;1 * and it is a possible hypothesis that, when after the 
battle of Magnesia the Selcucid empire began to break up in the lands 
about the Persian Gulf, a Greek state formed for a time in the same 
district, with its centre and harbour on the Gulf of Ormuz, Tliis 
question is examined in Appendix iz, but it may be well to indicate 
here die enormous importance, in the second century, of the Indian 
trade to Seleuceia ■ the outburst of prosperity in that city between about 
the years 175 and 1 jo, as attested by the heavy increase in the output of 
its mint,3 coincides with the great period of Greek rule in India. 

Menander's regular type on his coins was Athena striding and 
hurling the thunderbolt, a variant of the widespread Athena AMs type 
of Macedonia; she had already been used by Demetrius II (p, 157 n, 1), but 
doubtless one reason for Menander's adoption of Athena was that she 
had been one of the three regular deities on the Alexander-coinage and 
that of the other two Zeus had become closely associated with An- 
tiochus IV and Heracles with the Euthydemids; it may also be that, in 
adopting the one Greek deity who had practically never been equated 
with anything Oriental but had remained Greek (see p, 68), He in¬ 
tended to emphasise the fact that, in spite of the predominantly Indian 
character of his empire, he was stilt a Greek king. He used two oi 

1 A coin of the Bactrim Helioda w^s found in the Mandali hoard (p- 270 n- i)p 
but this would have come down the Heka£ompy]os-E6aana road. I ms no objec¬ 
tion that no such coins seem to have been found in south Arabia; no one has had 
the dunce of looking. But four Alexander-tetrad n*chm& with Aramaic and 
Himyanie legends* of about the second century ax:., have come from Susa* CR 
/nscr. 1934 p. 335 - R. Dtissaod, Milwge* Cumont 1936 I p, 143* 

1 Air. /rid. 37, 2. 
3 McDowell* Coins from Srkucm pp. 51-1* with table of average rates of issue. 

McDowell's dating of this outbunt of coining is an cstmordinaiy confirmation oi 
my dating in this book, which he did not know but which w-as settled and in draft 
long before lus book appeared. 
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Demetrius' types, the elepham-head (which had been Seleurid)1 and 
the head of the Gorgon;* his ox-head, another Seleurid type adapted to 
new conditions,! has been thought with some plausibility to signify the 
mint at Bucephah; his Bactrian camel might mean that he ruled some 
pan of Rajputana with its sands,4 but is a slender thread to hang 
theories on. In reality* the significance of the rather striking menagerie 
of animals on his coins ^ is obscure £ no other Hellenistic king 
exhibits a menagerie except bis contemporary, the Seleueid Demetrius L* 
That these two enemies of Eucratides (p. 218) may at some time have 
entered mto political relations with one another’ is likely enough a 
prwn; but no pess can be given as to what the animal coins of these 
two kings mean. 

It has however often been claimed that Menander's coinage displavs 
Buddhist ideas, both in is use of the title S*Wf ‘Just’ and of the 
symbol of the eight-spoked wheel on one of his bronze issues but this 
view must, I dunk, be rejected. Menander’s regular title on his coinage, 
alreadyexp ained (pp. 175 jy.),was5o«r; the coins with S*Wwj are very 
rare, and the elderly portrait on the silver issue shows that lie only 
adopted this title toward the very end of his reign.8 Certainly SiW* is 

1 Sekudd kings: BAfC Sd. Pis. EL to. X* 11 XIV tt ■ n t\ 
JMCp, 7 no- PL III; 1; Menander, p. 50 A 

pemetmiSj ,/jMC7 p. 7 no. 143 Menander, 16. p. 49 noi. ?o-6a, PI XII 1 .nri 

g» l ft |«7 no. 7..i &W5.1l,* pl^Jo ,”1' >' 

1 BMC Set, PI. XIV, u-iTi lion’s head and boar’s head head of ranru „ 
hound, gnffin’s head and stag’s head, elephant's head and head r>f kh Kj'fel 

BAIC p, 50 no* 7j, 1 L XIX, 7; another type of this coin A5I ® 
no. 4. Grousset p. jS goes further and would see in the eleuhint k. p" 
Menander’s coins" the elephant of the Concept oftktfe Wn" °MOf 
had used the elephant-head before him (BMt p 7 no .S t Deft,etrtlli 

3 P°SSible e*Plaiiatien of rs 

b Silver issue (four coins known): Whhehead, Cohort Cai n » n 
issue, BMC p. so no. 74; aid to be very tan-, Cunningham ArC iK’bL,5^E“ 
Luc dure » borne out by the monogram on the brona? whin Alf^ikw^ ^ 
otherwise known on Menander’s coinage, but occurs on ,w]uchi? not 
{BMCp, 40 nos. 1, 2) and on an Indian coin of Hefioeks lil n 
Menander at die end of hh life should have adopted a new titf* rfn f t,°' ?T^al 
strange lhat one is tempted to suppose that the Sttrmos C0[ai bdon' PieWS ^ 
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translated by Dharmikain the Kharoshthi legend, but the Dharmaraja 
or ‘King oi Justice1 has his place in Brahman no less than in Buddhist 
literature- The first Hellenistic ting xo use Strata?, Agathocfcs, had 
used it only on his pedigree coins, which were propaganda for Greeks 
and meant nothing to Indians; It signified *just* and nothing more, and 
I see no reason for supposing that on Menander's coins it referred to the 
Buddhist Dhamma. To Indians it would indeed signify that, like 
Demetrius (p. 178)* he was a Dharmaraja or King of Justice, but that 
was not specifically Buddhist; the tradition thai he ruled with equity 
found its way even into Plutarch/ 

But much more important is the wheel. It has often been supposed 
to be the wheel of the Buddhist Dhamma; but die ocher symbol on the 
coin, a palm-branch—die Greek palm of victory—lias nothing to do 
with the Buddhist Dhamma, and the eight-spoked wheel had already 
occurred on Indian punch-marked coins, where its rarity suggests that 
it had no religious significance.1 The palm of victory points inevitably 
to the other interpretation of Menander's wheel, which has never lacked 
support: it is the wheel of the Chakravartin? (originally a disk of gold 
placed behind a fire altar to represent the Sun)/ and It means that 
Menander claimed, or others claimed for him, that he was a Chak¬ 
ra varrin, a King of die Wheel, one of those supreme rulers who from 
time to time appeared here or there/ The power of a Chakravarrin, 
though great, was not unlimited—the dragon-kings of Ramagrama had 
defied Asoka when he desired of them their portion of Buddha^s ashes 
for his redistribution—but it had one constant feature: a Chakravartin 

Menander, die missing son cf Strata I and father of Strato U, noticing also that the 
bronze coin, unlike Menander's, uses a dot for oriucron. But the elderly portrait is 
against this; and as the monogram of the bronze com points to a mint which changed 
hands, as did Taxila (pK *71), and as the dot for omkron occurs again on mins of 
Arcbebius (BMC p. 33 nos. 7, 8) and Gondopliaies («&, p* 103 nos. 3 to 7), it was 
probably a local experiment at Tamila, like some of the square letters later (p. 317^7)+ 

1 Mar, Si i d, Note the typically Hellenistic term 
Jirttutw?. 

1 BMC India p. xxxii. The type of the coins of the Five Guilds at Taxila had 
been a sixteen-spoked wheel, ib, pp. exxviii, inS. 

1 Cunningham NC 1870 p. 1 $6; Demi£ville p* 35 ; de la Vallfc-Poussm p. 14E. 
* A. K. Coomari$Wamyp A history of Indian and Indonesian an 1917 pr 41. 
* On the Chakravardn see generally Pntyluski, Afoka pp. ioi, tf i; de la Valine- 

Poussin pp. 61-4; and cf. D. R. Bharsdjrkan IndAnt. lvh, 19x8, p< The main Joint is well, though unconsciously, put by Appian about Seleucus: $uwirDf tLv 
I'lijua&iu vai Tiiiraf 77p oa ay a ylaffa (5yr. yj). 
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myst be able to make—must indeed make—conquests not by the sword 
alone but by die power of persuasion or of Ids own attraction; one 
recalls how Asoka Jtad exalted conquest by the Buddhist D ha mm a 
above that by the sword,1 and how in die tradition, when Taxila 
revolted, he reduced it peacefully without recourse to arms. An ex¬ 
cellent example of a Chakravartin is T'ai Tseng, the virtual founder of 
the T’ang dynasty in China, who could subdue Turki invaders by 
riding forth and looking at them, a really useful accomplishment in a 
monarch. Now it has already been seen that the aim of the Greek in¬ 
vasion of India was to restore Asoka’s empire and that the conquests of 
Demetrius and his two lieutenants had only very partially been con¬ 
quests by the sword; Menander, Asoka's successor even if only in a 
limited sense, might well claim that the honour with which legend had 
invested Asoka ought to be his also, and that he was a King of the 
Wheel of Gold, 

"I wo considerations confirm this. It has already been pointed 
out (p. 117) that Eucratides, when engaged in his struggle with 
Menander, called himself ‘King of Kings' on a coin for his Indian 
subjects and that this must have had some connection with Menander 
being a Chakravartin, though it cannot be more exactly defined. But 
what seems quite conclusive is the storv preserved by’ Plutarch* that 
after Menander's death the dues raised stupas over his 
ashes, In Buddhist literature four kinds of men, and they onlv are 
described as worthy of stupas*—Buddhas, Pratycka Buddhas (solitary 
saints), disciples of a Buddha who have become saints, and kings who 
are Chakravartins; but the Buddhist snips* grew out of the old£ stupa 
of the Chakravartin,4 and it has been shown how the story of the funeral 
of Gautama Buddha himself was developed in order to" make him the 
equal of such a monarch until the ritual observed became in the story 
nothing but the funeral ritual of a Chakravartin king.* There is therefore 
no doubt about Menander: Plutarch's story means that after death he 
was believed to have received the honours which tradition said should 
be paid to a dead Chakravardn, 

1 Rock Edict ij. 

1 Plur. Mor* nr e5 ultimately from +Trogush souree\(p. 47v 
3 J- Prxyliiskij Jjtf XV, p. 4$; de la Vkllee-Pousin p. riS ” P Mlk BEFFO 

xxxiii, mi, p* m- 4 Mus oP. dt. ™ 
* ** PrayhtfK's «“dy of Buddha’s foneral in/rf xi (i9iB)P£ xr 

pp- JN m- aid xv pp, 31, jo; Mus op. ea. pp. jSo, j$^ ^ y *' 
8 Cf. Gutschmid p. ioj. 
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But this was for his Indian subjects. It could not mean much to 
Greeks; yet there should have been something for them also, and 
perhaps one can detect what it was. Menander was not a god; indeed in 
the second century B.c. it was no great distinction to be a god. His 
queen Agathodeia also was nor a goddess; but as we have seen (p. 249) 
she was * god-like \ Here comes in Professor Rapson’s discovery that 
some of the portraits of Athena on Menander’s coins have the features 
of Agathocldaj1 she was not Athena, yet in a sense she might seem to 
be, as in a sense Antiochus TV might seem to be Zeus. Now to ‘woo 
Athena’ had become almost a Hellenistic proverb for the acts of a man 
who claimed to be exalted above his fellows;* still more of course to 
‘wed Athena’, the action attributed, probably without foundation, to 
Antony at Athens.^ When Pen the us in Nonnus exclaims that, if the 
bastard Dionysus be a god, he will be a god too, and proceeds to 
recount his divine associations, his outburst includes the declaration 
’ Pallas is my concubine’;4 and though Demetrius the Besieger had said 
that Athena was his sister, Plutarch hints plainly enough that there was 
more behind.5 Add that Menander's enemy Antiochus IV had wedded 
Atargatis, and that it was advisable that he should do no less than 
Antiochus. The Greek equivalent, then, of his being a King of the 
Wheel was that lie had done what no Greek king before him had done 
and had wedded Athena, though in a sense to which few would object; 
for his Athena, portrayed on his coins, was his human wife.6 Small 
wonder that, on her own coinage, Agathodeia had herself represented 
as Athena" and called herself ‘godlike’. 

I come at last 10 the Menander legend, though the important docu¬ 
ment for it, the Milindapanha, has had to be treated separately (see 
Excursus). There is no one concerning whom it is more difficult to 
distinguish fact from fiction; but the important matter is that he should 

' CHIp. 552 n. r. 
" Rhjonos L 14 In Powell, Collectaiita p+ 9, pdrai S' * 

'A&tfiryvi Cf the story of Corys of Thrace in Theapampiis, P. Gr. J/iit. no, 11 f 
fr. j 1* and set generally 0. Weinrcich, Hermes mr, rpjs, p. }Gi; S. Eitnern, SymL 
OsLxf, ipi, pp. 13-15. 

5 Tam in Csfff x p. £3. 
4 Nonnus >LLivt 167 174, /7aAAd.f 1tap&tomg* 
4 Plot. Dem* 241 ft [y Living in the Parthenon, lie was in modem 

parlance "sharing her room** 
6 In the same way Antony wx-dded Isa in the form of Cleopatra. 
7 cm P+ ss? and.PL vn^j. 

to 
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have had a legend at all. A ruler, to acquire a legend, had to be someone 
who greatly struck the imagination of his contemporaries; and it is 
noteworthy that, among Alexander's more immediate successors, what¬ 
ever their qualities—great rulers, lighters, administrators—not one 
became the subject of legend, not even Demetrius the Besieger, seemingly 
so well lilted to be a hero of romance. Of all Alexander's heirs in the 
West, there was only one with whom legend became busy, Cleopatra VII 
of Egypt;1 and if Menander forms the third of a trio of which die other 
members were Alexander and Cleopatra, he must at the least have been 
a notable figure in his day. And whether my deduction (see Excursus) 
that the germ of the Milmdapahha is to be found in a Greek document 
inspired by the Alcxander-story be right or wrong, Menander was at 
any rate again the third, with Alexander and Ptolemy II, in another 
trio of Hellenistic monarchs who questioned learned men of the East. 
But though a Greek historian did connect his name with Alexander’s 
(p. 14and though Greeks may even have played a part in the forma¬ 
tion of his legend, that legend, so far as it survives, is essentially Indian 
and Buddhist. 

One standing feature of the mass of Alexander-legends is the attribu¬ 
tion to him of acts and things which really belonged to others, whether 
they lived before or after his lifetime; and a similar feature in Cleopatra’s 
legend is the attribution to her of the works of Alexander himsdf and 
of earlier Ptolemies. And in Menander’s case, despite the small amount 
of material which has survived, we can still trace the transfer to him of 
stories originally told of the Buddha or of Asoka. That his ashes should 
have been entombed in a stupa or stupas was proper to a dead Chak¬ 
ra varan; but Prinsep recognised long ago that Plutarch's story7 of his 
ashes being divided among die cities of his kingdom, each one of which 
raised a stupa over its portion, was a transfer to him of the story in the 
Book of the Great Decease that the relics of Buddha were divided 
among eight peoples and enshrined in eight stupas; though it is con¬ 
ceivable that behind the Menander story lay some real political contest 
for the honour of being his burial-place, like the contest for the corpse 
of Alexander. Similarly the story which concludes the second part of 
the Milindapahha, that he handed over his kingdom to his son, retired 

* On her legend see CAN x pp. jfi. jS. 
■ Mar, 811 D, E. Plutarch ha? chosen Menander as the true king to contrast 

will) the tyrant Dionysius. But he lias die story at many removes: Menander has 
become tij and rules in Baetria. 
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trom the world* and became not only a Buddhist but an Aihat, is merely 
a transfer to him of the story that Asoka late in life became an Arhat; 
and certain preliminaries to the meeting of Menander and tNagasena in 
theMilindapanha are supposed to be taken from the story of the meeting 
of Asoka with Tissa Mogaliputta.1 

One little item in the first part of tile Milinda is illuminating here- 
The number of Menander's Yonakas, i+e* his Council, is given as 500. 
As history, the number is absurd; the camitatus of Alexander has been 
estimated at something over igo1 * 4 5—it is rather guesswork—and certainly 
no other Hellenistic king can have had more, or even as many; probably 
the number was usually far smaller* Rut the Buddha, when he moved 
from one place to another* had (in Buddhist literature) invariably been 
accompanied by 500 Arhats*? and legend had also made 500 the number 
of Asofca’s ministers, Le. of fiis Council;* and the intention of the author 
of the first parr of the Milinda, therefore, when he gave Menander a 
Council of 500, was that his hero should not fall behind either Buddha 
or Asoka; the number has been transferred to Menander from their 
respective legends. Perhaps it is worth adding one more parallel 
between Menander and Buddha: both in fact were born commoners, 
but legend soon made them both descendants of a line of kings^ 

Though India* having no national consciousness, took little enough 
notice of her numerous foreign invaders, Menander’s name, unlike 
Alexanders, somehow managed to survive, for the Kashmiri poet 
Ksemendra in the eleventh century has a story about him which 
(it has ingeniously been suggested) is a transfer to him of a story first 
told about the great Kanishka two centuries after his death.6 It is 
interesting too that an Indo-Chinese tradition, possibly old, connects 
with Menander the origin of the most famous statue of Buddha in 
Indo-China^ the statue of Buddha of the Emerald, which Menander s 

1 Dertii^vilte p+ 
1 Serve, Da* AitXvidtrrtfc& I p. 30. 
* Dialogues ef th* trans, Rhys Davids* 1 pp. *, 108* 144* 173, zEEf 

|0o? etc* They are mentioned in the MUirufa^ Rhys Davids 1 p. 29S (207). 
4 Przylusld, Af&ka pp. 133, 235 (from the Asoka-AvadSna)* 
5 For Menander sec Excursus p* 42.1; for Buddlt^ T. W. Rhys Droids, BuJdh ism: 

its Aist&ry a*td Hitman i SpfS p. £2, 
6 Demi£vi]te p. 43, I have been given very dicurnstsfiiial details of another 

story , concerning the fruit of immorality, which was transferred to Menander from 
an unnamed king, but my informant had lost the reference,, and I have been unable 
to find or verify it. 
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teacher Nagasena made out of a magic emerald by supernatural power.1 
But the greatest testimony to Menander's legendary feme is the mere 
existence of die Milindapahha; die two unknown authors of the two 
parts of tills work had a large choice of Buddhist monarchs whom they 
could have made protagonists in a Buddhist dialogue, but instead of 
selecting Asoka or some other Indian king as interlocutor both chose 
die Yavana Menander. And this brings me to die final question, die 
question of Menander’s real attitude to the Buddhist religion, as opposed 
to the legendary figure in die Milinda of a great Buddhist monarch. 

The idea that Menander ever became a Buddhist in the sense of 
entering die Order may be dismissed at once; it depends on the story 
in the second part of the Milinda, which is not his tory, for the historical 
Menander did not retire from die world and hand over his throne to his 
son, but died leaving a son who was a minor and for whom his widow 
at first ruled as regent. He had an enormous number of Buddhist 
subjects and he probably could not have maintained his power without 
their support; politically, dierefore, he must have done whatever seemed 
advisable to ensure diat support, for no other course was open to him. 
It was traditional among Hellenistic rulers to respect, and even to be 
helpful to, the various religions of the peoples they ruled; but, except 
for Alexander’s relations with Ammon, perhaps the only case known 
prior to Menander in which they took any ptrsonal interest in those 
religions is that of the elder Stratonice, wi fe'and widow of Antioch us I; 
she at one rime belonged to a club in Smyrna whose members were 
associated for the worship of Anubis, conductor of souls to the land of 
immortality.’ It is, perfectly possible that Menander went further, 
politically, than the usual practice, and that he did take a personal 
interest in Buddhism in the same sort of way that Cleopatra VII was to 
take a personal interest in the religion of Egypt ;J but there is no historical 
tradition. The Questions of Ptolemy II (see Excursus) do not prove that 
Ptolemy took a personal interest in Judaism, still less that he adopted 
that faith; and even if the germ of the Milindapahha be a brief Greek 
Questions of Menander, that would not prove that Menander took a 
personal interest in Buddhism, still less that he became a Buddhist even 
in die sense of giving to that religion the same sort of intellectual assent 
that was given by many a layman; all it would prove would be dial he 

‘ G CorfK&EFEO xxv, 19^, p. m - xxx, 19 j,, p. ^g. 
1 Michel in}, 
> CAN x pp. 36, <7-8, 1 lo-ii. 
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was a great king, one to whom stories might be attached* It is certain 
enough, of course, that some Indians were of opinion that he stood 
very dose to Buddhism—the mere existence of the Milinda, and the 
transfer to Menander of stories told of Buddlia and Asoka, prove that 
much, and it may be one reason why he does not appear in the Maha- 
bharata; but that does not answer the question whether the actson which 
these opinions were based were dictated by personal feeling, by policy, 
or by the same mixture of both as is to be found in Cleopatra's case. 
No one can prove that Menander was not a Buddhist; but his adoption 
as his coin-type of the one Greek deity who was practically never 
equated with anything Oriental, Athena, is against it, and on what is 
known it seems to me quite unsafe to call him a Buddhist even in the 
limited sense in which Antigonus Gonatas, the nearest analogy, is 
sometimes called a Stoic, Further than this I do not see how to go. 



CHAPTER VI] 

THE NOMAD CONQUEST OF BACTRJA 

After the death of Eucratidcs his eldest son Hell odes ultimately 
acquired control of the Bactrian kingdom. It may be supposed 
that the country rallied to him as the one effective force against 

die Parch ians; the fact that die title on his coins,1 SAatcs, The just, 
was adopted from the Euchydemids may conceivably mean that he 
tried to reconcile the Euihydemid partisans. Doubtless die return of 
the rest of Eucratidcs' army from India gave him an accession of 
strength; but whether Midiridates of Parchia was expelled or bought off, 
or whether the virtual defection ofhjs Sacas (Chap, v) induced him to 
quit the hostile country which he could hardly have held, and make sure 
of Sets tan and Arachosia which he could hold, does not appear. Cer¬ 
tainly the outlying provinces of the Bactrian empire in Iran were lost; 
the Parthian frontier was again the Anus, and (though diere is no 
evidence) Mithridates presumably retained Herat, or he would have 
had no through communication between Parchia proper and Sdstan. 
Hdiodes probably retained Merv; otherwise his kingdom was 
apparently reduced to Bactria and southern Sogdbna. What happened 
to northern Sogdiana, the plain of the Jaxaries, will be considered later. 

Justin , speaking of the result of the wars ol Eucratides, says that 
Bactria bled to death; the statement may be true, though it is put too 
early, for Heliocles’ conquests in India show that the country must still 
have possessed a fair degree of strength; lie would of course retain 
Eucraddes' mercenaries. Heliocles had probably kept what Eucra tides 
had had south of the Hindu Kush, Alexandria-Kapisa and the Paro- 
pamisadae, for, as lias been seen, there is no real reason to suppose that 
Menander ever ruled that country; if so, Heliocles held the gateway 
into India and could, as he subsequently did, invade it when he pleasetl 
Looking at what is now known, it seems that he ought to have con¬ 
served his strength for the coming shock from the north; but ihh may 
hardly have come imo view by the time that he invaded India, and he 

M ’ fff PP|11 '»■ - P- One of his was found in the 
MandjFi hoard, east of to TignSl wbchwas bum-d c. y^g, 6.c, a Jung way for a 
Bjctnsn com to iraveh E, T. Newell* NC 192,1 pp, 1$ Is 56XE f 6 
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may have thought that the possession of north-west India would 
strengthen him; probably too he regarded Gandhara, which his father 
had conquered and lost again, as his by right. The idea that he wanted 
India as a refuge against the day when he should be driven out of Bactria 
may be disregarded; Greek kings did not practise what in modern 
jargon is called defeatism. The beginning of his reign was probably 
occupied in getting rid of the Partlnans, and in India he made no move 
while Menander lived; that monarch must have seemed, and perhaps 
really was* too strong to be attacked. Rut when he died, leaving his 
widow regent for his young son, Hdiocles at once invaded Gandhara; 
some of his coins are found oversmick upon those of Agathodda's 
lirst issue as regent, and others upon those of Strato after he took over 
the rule.1 Tills war then lasted three or four years at least, and its 
ultimate consequences were in every way disastrous; Heliocles, as the 
sequel shows, weakened rather than strengthened himself, while 
Menander’s vast and loosely-hung realm began 10 break up; its main¬ 
tenance had obviously depended upon his own personality. Heliocles, 
as his coin-types show, conquered and annexed Gandhara and Taxila,1 
which drove Strato back upon Menander's original frontier, the Jhelum; 
and in northern India Strato retained only die eastern Punjab and the 
country south-eastward to Mathura. It became more difficult for his 
government at Sagala to communicate with Sind and Surastrene; 
whether he governed them by sub-kings or satraps, die southern 
provinces may gradually have begun to shift for themselves till they 
fell a prey to the Sacas; that Barygaza continued indefinitely to use or 
copy the coins of Apollodoius and Menander and nothing later is 
eloquent, but really nothing is known of the southern provinces- 

Heliodes, when he invaded India, left the younger Eucratides 
(Eucratides II) to govern Bactria, with the royal title; whether he was 
his son or younger brother is unknown, but on the ages the latter is 
much more probable. He struck the coins with a youthful head 
remarkably like that of Hdiocles and the type of Apollo with his 
bow, holding an arrow in liis right hand, and the simple legend +Of 
King Eucratides**3 These coins used to be called am early issue of 

J Rapsonp Corolla Numesmatka 1906 pp. 146-7- The belief that Stmto overstruck 
a coin of Hdindra is unfounded, ik 

A Square bronze hi lingual eotni with type of humped boll and elephant* The 
humped bull makes Gandhara certain; on the elephant as representing Taxila see 
pp. ifij jjjr. 3 CN/ p. 460; see Pf« IV, 8 and 5. 
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Eucratides (I);1 but it has been suggested tliat the face is mo young and 
too like that of Heliocles to be meant for Eucratides himself,1 and the 
matter seems settled by a unique coin which recently reached Germany 
from Russia. J The description of it gives the same reverse type, Apollo 
-with his bow and arrow, but on the obverse a 'youngish portrait bust’ 
and the unique legend flatrMais vwrfjpot E^paTtS&u, ‘Of King 
Eucratides, Saviour’* Had Eucratides really used die title vtirnjp at 
the start, it is inconceivable that he would have discarded it when he 
adopted die type ol the Saviour gods, the Dioscuri; and this coin seems 
sufficient proof of the existence of a second Eucratides. 

The question was long ago raised whether there was not also a 
second Heiiodes, to whom the bronze bilingual coins struck in India 
would belong-* Certainly the face on the Indian coins is not much like 
that of Helioclesbut little reliance can be placed on the portraiture 
upon coins struck in India, the types are those of Heliocles, and no one 
hut himself can have been the conqueror of Gandhara and Taxija. 
What would be conceivable, however, is that Heliocles was doing 
exactly what Demetrius had done; when he invaded India he might 
have left his eldest son Eucratides II to govern Bactria and then left his 
second son, another Heliocles, to govern the Paropamisadae, and the 
younger Heliocles might Jiave coined for his father precisely as 
Demetrius II had coined for Demetrius, striking coins with his father’s 
types and legend but with his own head. The difficulties in the way of 
believing this are however considerable* Heliocles' invasion of Gan- 
dhara cannot be later than about 14^ if as late, and it is unlikely (sec 
P- 8) that he himself can have been old enough at that time to have 
had two sons of an age to govern; and even were he older than I have 
supposed, the head on the Indian coins is not that of a particularly 
youthful man, r 7 

As Menander’s death occurred between ijoand i4f, Heliocles' war 
with Strato probably takes us a good deal of die way 10 141 when for 
the last time the Bactrian kingdom is mentioned in literature While 
Heliocles was waging civil war, Mithridates I of Parthia had acquired 

1 BMC p. 13 nos. i-j, PJ. V, 4 and j. 
1 By Sir G. Macdonald in CHI p* 460. 
J Auctioned by Schlessinger in Berlin, 4 Feb, n»< Tli* r™, * 

yle analogue, communicated 10 me by Mr E. S. G. Robinson. 1£ 

P, Gardner in BMC p. 23. s Plate no. j 1. 
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and was consolidating a very considerable empire, embracing most of 
Iran (except Bactria) from the Caspian Sea to the Persian Gulf. Late 
in 142 he made himself master of Babylonia,1 and in 141 the Seleucid 
Demetrius il attempted to form a coalition against Parthia to recover 
that country, his principal ally being4 the Bactrians*, which presumably 
means Heliodes.2 It is possible that Demetrius II of Syria still claimed 
to be Heltocles' overlord (p* 206}' but if he did it was a claim which 
had long ceased to have any meaning, like Fid, Def* on die British 
coinage. What he and Heliocles were redly attempting was to carry out 
die plan of Antioch us IV and Euciatides and crush Pardiia by a com¬ 
bined attack on two fronts; but what might once have been a simple 
matter had become impossible, for Pardiia was now far too strong and 
vital to be overthrown by kingdoms past their prime* Mithridates 
allowed Demetrius II to defeat his generals and recover Babylonia 
while he himself met Heliocles* invasion of Parthia proper; he was in 
"Hyrcama1 in December 141 and mastered the situation there quickly 
enough to allow him to return to Babylonia and defeat and capture 
Demetrius late in 140 or early in 139* How serious Heliocles1 defeat 
may have been cannot be said, but it may be assumed that it did not do 
Bactria any good. 

Rhodes is usually supposed to have been die last Greek king of 
Bactria because it was his coins which the nomad conquerors continued 
to copy* and no doubt he was the last king who effectively ruled die 
country; but it is possible—the suggestion has been made—that 
Anti aid das, who succeeded him in the rule of his Indian provinces 
between the Hindu Kush and the Jhelum (p* 313), may for a time have 
had some connection with Baccria, Most of AntialcidasJ coinage, like 
diat of every Greek king who reigned eastwards of the Hindu 
Kush, is bilingual, and die silver was struck on the reduced standard 
usual among the Greek rulers In India; but he struck one silver issue 
of good coins on the Attic weight-standard which are not bilingual 
but bear his Greek legend only,1 Of King Antialddas the Victorious \1 
It was not a Bactrian coinage; it was issued in India, But the Attic 
standard and the absence of a Kharoshthi legend may point to this 
coinage being intended for use m Bactria, and it might mean that, 

1 See Tarn, Ctf// ix pp. 379-80+ where die chronology used in this section is 
discussed 

- Justin xxxvi, r, 4, 
1 BMCp* 2j no. 1, 
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though Bactra and the mint there had been lost, he for a time retained 
some territory to the north of the Hindu Kush; the title 
‘The Victorious1, might refer to some success against the nomad 
conquerors.1 This silver issue is the last appearance of the Attic standard 
in the Farther East. 

In 141 die curtain fails on Greek Bactria, to rise again in 128 upon 
new peoples and new names; somewhere between these two dates lies 
the end of the Greek kingdom. The latter date1 is the year in which the 
Chinese Chang-k'ien, general and diplomat, was in Bactria, and it is 
his Report to his emperor which supplies such knowledge as we have of 
die country immediately after the conquest. It is our misfortune that 
that acute observer could not have visited Bactria fifty years earlier: in 
a small way lie resembles Strabo, who also deals with a world—the 
world of the Hellenistic kingdoms—which had just passed aw'ay, but 
he had not Strabo’s resource of drawing copiously upon his predecessors, 
for he had none; to China he was the discoverer of a new world. 
Though diis book is meant to be Greek history, it is pertinent to give a 
few pages to the conquest and the conquerors of Greek Bactria;* die 
Greek evidence should help to straighten out the story. 

Before coming to die details of that conquest one must just glance 
at the cause of the nomad invasion which swept away the Greek 
kingdom of Bactria and came near to overrunning Parthia also. It has 
been powerfully urged4 that most of the historical invasions of die 
settled lands of Asia by nomads from the Eurasian steppes, including 
the one to be described in this chapter, followed fixed laws and. were 
due, in whole or in part, to a regular climatic period,* an alternation of 
humidity and aridity which worked in 600-year cycles; the periodic 
increase in the fertility of the soil led to an increase in the nomadic 

1 It is no objection to ibis view that Apdlodotus, w ho never ruled any pan of ’ 
Baetm, struck some silver on the Attic standard {BMC p, J4) which is shown by 
the humped bull on it to have been issued a i Pushkalavati; for this issue was bilingual 
while that of AntiaJdiias was nor. 6 
„ ! I follow die Chavanncs-Hirth daring for Ghang-k'ien; but the year he spent 
with the Yueh-chi has also been given as ti7^5 and t its. Nothing toms on this for 
my purpose. 

i See Appendix ao on the Chinese sources and the translations used 
, 4 A-J- Toynbee, A Study of HUwry III (ind ed. 1931) pp. m~An- He fcmklv 
gives the objections 10 his view. 

Hse theory worked otil by Dr Ekwnrth Huntington in a number of studies 
which has not escaped criticism; see the note by G. F. Hudson in ToynW ap dt 
PP*4H~+ r' 
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population,1 and die subsequent decrease of fertility and consequently 
'oftfuf food supply forced die hungry nomads, whose grazing grounds 
no longer sufficed them, to invade die settled lands. But in the case we 
have to consider, the movements of die various Sara peoples we shall 
meet (except the Massagetae) are fully accounted for by die distur¬ 
bances due to die advent of the Yuch-chL No doubt the sequel in 
India shows that the Saca world was over-populated, but had it been 
underpopulated the movements would have been the same; for the 
ultimate reason why the Sai-wang and the Sacaraucae—one may add 
the Yueh-chi themselves, for that matter—came south was that diey 
were driven by superior force. The Massagetae alone appear to have 
been free agents; Bactria and Kliorasan liad attracted them from the 
time of Euthydemus (p. 117) and doubtless earlier, and what brought 
them south was not compulsion but opportunity, an opportunity which 
they did not mean to leave entirely to others. 

It would seem, then, that if the movement was really due to the 
operation of a climatic cycle, diat cycle must have operated by starting 
the Yueh-chi on the long trek which was the cause of all the disturbance. 
But as the Yueh-chi and the Hiting-nu had long been neighbours, 
dimatic changes whidi affected the one people should have affected the 
other; nevertheless die historical record (p. 276) is that die Yueh-chi had 
cared nothing for the Hiung-nu (f.e, were too strong for diem) until in 
the final struggle they suffered a great defeat at their hands and were 
driven from their grazing grounds, which started the whole movement. 
The Hiung-nu followed this up by the creation of a regular empire, 
w'hich might mean that their motive force was not so much hunger as 
imperialism; it looks, too, as if the cause of the final defeat of the 
Yueh-chi, previously the stronger horde, was not that the Hiung-nu 
were starving but that they had received a large accession of strength 
by incorporating some other people or peoples. I have neither the 
desire nor the knowledge to question either the fact or the potency of 
the climatic cycle, and the Saca peoples, who were not all nomads but 
included cultivators and oasis-dwellers, had obviously become too 
numerous for their lands and were ripe for trouble; I only wish to 
point out that the whole of the events to be described in this chapter 
could be accounted for quite simply by Hiung-nu imperialism, a fore¬ 
taste of that of Chingis and his Mongols later, which would mean that 

1 On die<3.4c with which a nomad population may increase, given favourable 
circumstances, see Prof. F. A. Undent ami in Toynbee op. tit. p. 
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tiie whole thing originated not in natural causes bur in the mental 
processes of some individual man or group of men. 

I must now mm to the particular consideration of the conquest of 
Bactria. I o Chang-k'ien, that conquest was the work of a single great 
nomad horde, the la Yueh-chi, The Yueh-chi1 {the name is stil! un¬ 
explained) first appear in history in Kan-su, in the north-west of China, 
where apparently they had been for some time; a struggle between 
them and another great horde, the Hiung-nu, usually supposed (though 
it has been doubted) to have been the people known later to the 
western world as Huns, culminated in 176 or 174 b.c. in their complete 
defeat, and they quitted Kan-su and set out westward. Part of the 
horde, called hy Chinese writers the Little Yueh-chi (Siao Yueh-chi,1 
in contrast to the larger body, die Ta Yueh-chi or Great Yueh-chi), 
unable or unwilling to follow, turned southward into the Tarim valley 
and settled among die Ki’ang, apparently a general term for the border 
peoples of China in that region; it used to be thought that they formed 
two kingdoms there, Turfan and Kucha,3 but that may now be doubtful 
(see p, *89), The main horde, going westward, fell on the Wu-sun, 
killed their king, and must have attempted to occupy their grazing 
lands and been driven out again, presumably by the Hiung-nu. Still 
going westward, somewhere before 160 they attacked a people called 
Sai-wang4 about Lake Issyk Kill and the plain northward of die Alexan- 
drovski range and attempted to occupy their lands; die Sai-wang, or 
some part of them, fled southward (pp. 177 J?-)* But in or just before 
the year i6o> the Yueh-chi were again attacked by the son of the dead 
Wu-sun king with the help of the Hiung-nu and were driven out of the 

TTus vary, pnmanly from Ssu-na Ch^en, is given, whether fuliv or otherwise 
m many modem books. &* evilly E. Chavannes’ illation QfSsu-ma Ch'ien 
“ mi*™tes kuwnp** dt S*-ma Tj vol. 1, tSsj, Introduction PP. ]** ™ 1 
Franks, p, r3 ardj^,*M; CHI pp. l MinnSj 
pp. p 12.x*; dr Groot ™. %t6, 24; Ifcnfeld, Sakata pp. ,4 , Kt C1! 
pp, Luc sqqT Dc Ghk?i spells the nzme Goai-$j. T 

* Hirtfi p. 97; Wylie p. 40. Notice collected by F. W. K. Mailer Btr&, TA 
t^is pp. 57^4. ■ " 

5 Grouper pp. no, 113, 

* tffc “* £ Wmg Ac Chinese name Sai-wang (Franks view), 
literally King of the so as to beg no question as t0 w|JO j \ qT£ 
p. zj would prefer to render the name Safckeor Sik-fce (i.<. Saci,), but admits lhat 
rranke miy be right; t-nmke in a note mmnra ns hh view All ^ 7C - 
word which Will Anguish this Saca people from otW ' **** ” 8 

5 This date, established by Frank* p. jj, is now a fixed point. 
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Sai-wang country, of which the Wu-stm took possession; the main 
body ot the Yueh-chi again went westward, though some remained and 
were ultimately absorbed by the Wu-sun, as were also some Sai-wang 
dements who had not joined in die flight southward.1 After 160 die 
Yueh-chi vanish from view for a generation—a tact which lias not been 
noticed—till we meet them again shortly before 118; thdr steady 
progress westward was doubtless primarily to escape from the Hiung-nu, 
but it is noticeable that they were retracing the road which* on one 
theory, the Tothari section of die horde may have originally followed 
from Europe (p. 290). 

What ultimately turned diem southward is not known. The brief 
Chinese statement that after die defeat of 160 they went westward and 
occupied Ta^hia (Bactria)1 is really two separate statements with a 
whole generation in time between them, the second statement merely 
giving dte end of a lost chain of events. All we know is that these lost 
years were occupied in fighting and in attempts to settle somewhere; 
for in 12S they told Chang-k'ien that they were weary of trekking and 
fighting and only wanted to live in peace,3, and this does not refer to die 
story we know, for by a new generation had grown up to whom 
the defeats of 174 and 160 were at most only memories of childhood* 
Sometime between 141 and S28™we shall see that it cannot have been 
much, if at all, before ijo—they crossed the Jaxartes westward of 
Fergliana^ went southward, and put an end to die Greek kingdom of 
Bactria; in 12S die horde was camped somewhere between Samarcand 
and the Gxus,S not having yet moved across the Oxus into Bactria 
proper (Ta-hia), though it was theirs, It, tributary* 

The defeated Sai-wpang, who are supposed to have been Saois of 
some sort, are said in the Ch'ien-han-shu to have moved southward to 
Ki-piri** or 'over the Hanging Pass' to Kj-pin,7 It has been sufficiently 
shown that no horde with its flocks and herds could ever have crossed 

a Wylie part 2 p. 841 de Grom p, ny. 
2 Wytie p. 34; de Groot p. 87; cf. Hi refl p. 97. 
J Hirth p. 94. 

4 Wylie p. 40; de Groot p, i6mt they passed Taiyuan and attacked Ta~hia on the 
west. So Hirth p. 97; they crossed (the JaxanesJ to die west of Ta-yuan* 

- 5 Hirth p. 97| they were living north of the Oxus and subsequently had their 
capital there, 

6 Wylie p- 34, "moved south and ruled over Kt-pan1; de Groot p. I7,'moved 
south and made themselves masters of Ke-pi n 

7 Wylie part 2cl 84 (who translated it as 1 Hindu Kush") ■ Fran kg p. y8; de Groot 
p- 115. For die Chinese accounts of the Hanging Pass see de Groat pp, 73* 7^7, 
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the Hanging Pass;1 this is a mistake of Pan-ku’s own, who knew that 
it became later the most direct route for Chinese envoys and traders. 
Also, in the middle of the second century n.c., die re was no such place 
or thing as Ki-pin (see App. 9): it was Pan-ku’s usual term for the later 
Saca realm in India, which did not come into existence on the Indus till 
somewhere about 110 b.c, and did not extend to northern India till 
somewhere about So B.c.1 Tlie statement, then, that at some date prior 
to 160 the Sai-wang went southward to Ki-pin is exactly like the 
parallel statement that in t6o the Yueh-chi went westward to the 
Ta-hia: it is two separate statements, of which the second represents 
the culmination of a long and a lost chain of events: the Sai-wang are, 
to us, lost to view for at least two generations, but some of diem 
ultimately ended up in Ki-pin, which means rhat among the Sacas who 
subsequently invaded India were Sai-wang elements. 

The flight of the Sai-wang southward (which probably from the lie 
of the land means south-westward) would take them across the Jaxartes, 
to Ferghana or Chodjend. But there was no vacant country south of 
that river for them to occupy; and as I understand that they are never 
again mentioned by name in Chinese literature? they must have ceased 
to exist as a separate horde. Some might have joined a horde called 
K'ang-kiu, whose grazing grounds were the Tashkent plain;? but those 
who subsequently went to Ki-pin must have joined die Sacaraucae* 
(p. 291), who occupied die country about Chodjcnd and die steppes to 
the west of it, for it does not appear how otherwise they could have 
reached India. A horde (or a fraction of a horde) which joined another 
may sometimes have preserved its separate identity for a considerable 
erne; this supposition is necessitated by (for example) the two com¬ 
ponents of the Yueh-chi horde (p. 286) and byAmmianus sometimes 
calling the Alans Massagerae after they had, at two removes, absorbed 
part of the lauer people (p. 307)* 

The remainder of the Sai-wang horde apparently seized the Greek 
province of Ferghana (p. 83 and App. io), their' name to Chinese 
writers becoming merged in that of the province, Ta-yuan. There they 

1 Hertfddj Sokascan p. aor 
! S« Chap, vi p. 233, Chap, vm pp. JIO M(| App. ,6. 
1 Fratikc p. 61. rr 

Chang-k'iH) found illc K’ang-kiv north (sav, nth*T, north-west 
as Hcwftld, Sokaitn p. 22) of JVjmw (Ferghana); Hirth p. 9, 

r A. Herrmann, Satwuak in PW, identified ihe Sai-wanc with ihp .W:,™™- 
often followed, but it will not work in that absolute form. 8 1 
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set up the Saca, or rather nomad, government which Chang-k'ien 
found in 12S (see p* 308); they are represented as distinct from the 
Kfcang-kiu but on good terms with them.1 It was easy at this time to 
occupy Ferghana; Eucratides had just overthrown the Eurhydemid 
dynasty, he himself with his army was in India, and in 159 he met his 
death; the government in Buctria, whatever it vva$—possibly for a time 
Mitbridates—can in the years after 160 have had no troops to spare for 
the north; in or just after 159 the Sai-wang could have set up their rule 
in Ferghana with impunity, and Heliocles, preoccupied first with the 
recovery of Bactria and then with die invasion of India, must have let 
this outlying province ^oj It is of course possible that Saca rule in 
Ferghana was not set up title* ijo; but it is impossible to see wbat body 
of Sacaus could then have occupied it, while c. T59 it is easy. There may 
have been Sacas in Ferghana since Darius' day (ps 4?f); but if so they 
had seemingly long ceased to be nomads, and what Chang-k’ien 
describes is a ruling stratum of nomads imposed upon an agricultural 
population*1 3 ^>9 

We must now turn to Chang-kTenJ He was sent in 13S by die Han 
I emperor;, Wu-ti, as his envoy to the Yueh-chi to solicit their alliance 

against die common enemy, the Hiung-nu. Where the Yueh-chi were 
aTtfie time, and what route Chang-kien took, are not recorded, but it 
is generally supposed that he followed the northern route through 
Chinese Turkestan to Kashgar; thence he would have taken the route 
by Irkishtam and the Terek pass to Ferghana (p- 84}, which probably 
shows that he expected eg find the Yueh-chi still north of the Jaxartes. 
On has way through Chinese Turkestan he was captured by the Hiung- 
nu and kept sn more or less honourable capdvity for some ten years; 
finally he escaped with his attendants and proceeded on his mission as 
though nothing had happened, a fact which illustrates the man's force 
of diameter* He reached Ta-yuan (Ferghana)- the Saca government 
passed him dirough to the KVang-kiu and they in turn to die Yueh-chi,4 

1 Ssu-rna Ch'ien says flat a little later (rotf-ioi fc.e) the K'ang-kiu were their 
allies in their war with China ; Hirth p* r 13, 

1 There is a di/Ticulty (discussed p. 30S) in making om from Ssu-ma CIVien 
exactly what the poEiucal position was in Ferghana when Chang-k’ien saw it in 
1*8; but Pan-ku deliberately corrects die difficulty, and as both historians had the 
same evidence (Chang-k ten's Report) I follow him. 

3 See generally the Life, Wyhe pp* 66and Hirth p. 93* There is a good 
account of Chinese expansion in Asia under ihe Han in Grousset pp. 208 

4 Hirth p. 94 §9; Wylie p* 66, 
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then camped between Samarcand and the Oxus. This shows that part 
of the K'ang-kiu, who had perhaps received an accession oi strength 
from the Sat-wang, had, like the Yueh-chi, crossed the Jaxanes and 
now lapped Ferghana round on the north-west and west; probably the 
Yueh-chi had driven part of the horde across before them, for Chang- 
k’ien says that the K’ang-kiu to the south of the river were ‘ under the 
political influence of (/.<• subject to) the Yueh-chi as those north of die 
river were to the Hi tong-mi.1 * 3 They may possibly have extended to die 
Samarcand country/ though if they did it was probably later. Bur die 
reason diatTa-yuan entrusted Chang-k’ien to their safe-conduct, which 
would mean for him a considerable detour to the westward, more 
probably was, not merely that they were vassals of the Yueh-chi, but 
that Samarcand was still maintaining itself in some sort of quasi- 
independence and blocking the direct road; the nomads had no chance 
of taking a properly fortified town by assault, and could only bring it 
to terms by ravaging its lands year by year bil it agreed to pay tribute 
fox. them, as some cities in Ionia had bought off the Galatae. Chang- 
d^ien failed to obtain the alliance of the Yueh-chi, who told him that 
■tliev were tired oFfighting and trekking and only wanted a peaceful file " 
in the rich country which they had ar last secured, and returned to 
China by the more difficult southern route from Badakshan over the 
Pamirs and so through Chinese Turkestan; he was again captured by 
the Hiung-nu, but after a year's captivity he readied China in 126. In 
ni he was sent on a mission to the Wu-stm, then apparently about 
Lake Issyk Kul (pp. 176 jy.) and from there sent out subordinate envoys 
to visit the Western Countries up to and including Parihia, a country 
he himself never saw. He died in 114, a year after his return to China. 

His Report to the emperor on the western countries which he dis¬ 
covered, and the use made of it by Ssu-ma Ch’ien and Pan-ku, arc 
noticed in Appendix 20. But, though Ssu-ma Ch'ien professedly gives 
his Report, the question arises how far the Report so given is really 

1 Hirih p- 965*7, where 'east1 must realty be north or north-can; 'east’ would 
be Ta-yuan and the Yueh-chi. 

3 HertfeJd, Sakaitan p. 13, and his map facing p, 24 (following de Grootpp. iofi-8, 
s«p. jo7 n. 4)- ButHfittwd’a whole scheme is coloured byhtsmistakcabotijTa-ytiaii 
(App- 10), and there is nothing in die sources to show that m dth time the K'ang-kiu 
were southward of Ferghana at all; the accounts boib of Ssu-ma Ch'ien (Hirth 
p, gt §10) and Pan-ku (Wylie p. 44; de Groat p. 109) represent Chang-kTei a? 
putting them nonkwdof h, and this is a passage in which Pan-ku is correcting a 
mistake of Chang-fien’s on another geographical point (p. 477). 
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Chang-keen's own, and I have not succeeded in finding any study of 
this subject.1 Pan-ku says that die subordinates whom Chang-k'ien 
sent out from the Wu-sun country in ir j did not get back to China till 
after his deathChang-k^ens Report there!ore should only contain 
such information as he acquired in 128, But it is certain that the Report 
as we have if in Ssti-ma Cfuen includes information obtained in nj. 
In 128 die great Saca invasion of Parthia was in full swing. 3 But in the 
Report An-si (Parthia) is bounded on the north by die An-tsai (Aorsi)* 
who lay round die Aral northward and eastward; diis means that 
Parthia was suzerain of the whole Massagetae country up to die Aral 
and die lower Oxus, which was only die case from the time when 
Muhridates U (who became king in 124) had overcome die invasion io his 
death in 87 ® C- Again, in the Report Merv is Parthian ;5 but in 128 it 
was in the hands of die Saca invaders, and was never Parthian till, as 
part of the liquidation of the invasion, it was taken for Mithridates IT 
by the Suren who struck die 'campaign' coins (p. 499), again later than 
124. Finally, the Report says dial the people of Parthia wrote on 
parchment in horizontal lines;* this looks like the observation of an 
eye-witness, but Chang-k'ien himself never sawPardiia. If then Pan-ku 
be right about Chang-kpten's lieutenants, Ssu-ma Ch'ien lias supple¬ 
mented the Report himself and included in it information obtained in 
11$. But it will be noticed dial all the above instances relate to Parthia 
alone, which Chang-k'ien never visited but which by the time Ssu-ma 
Chheit is supposed to have written had become very important to China 

1 Some Japanese scholar may have done one. 
3 Wylie p. 70. 
3 Dales: Tarn,, SPStudpp. 14 sqq. \ CAN ix ppt 583 ^ 
l Hirth p* 97 §37; see Tam, CAN ix p. 
5 Hjrch p. 97 §34^ An-si is "close to the Gxus* ('extends to the Oxus1, Wylie 

P- 39S on the Oxus^ de Gruot p. 93); this can only mean thai Mcrv was already 
Parthian, Whether ihe name An-si itself be Antioch (Mervj, or (spelling it An-stk) 
Arsak+ has been much discussed. Ail the countries in die Report are names of 
pcapttty and there is therefore no reason for supposing that in one case a kinfifs 
name was used, especially as the Report knows nothing of the Parchians proper, the 
aristocracy; hut it has not been noticed that the is conclusive in 
favour of Antioch. It says that to reads An-d from O-ik-san-li (Scistan* see p. 347} 
you go north and then somewhat east (de Groat p. 91) „ which exactly describes 
die great toad from Sebran by Nerai w Mervj: 10 Pan-ku therefore An-si was 
originally Antiuch-MervT Parthia being a derivative meaning. This Is con finned by 
Merv {Mgo-Jou} being called Little An-si in the Nou^karu-JHu (Chavannes, T'aung 
Pao vin p* 177). 

4 Htnh p. 97 § yn Wylie p. 40, 

2a 
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on account of the through trade. It does not follow therefore that 
Ssu-ma G/ien did more than supplement the An-si section; and the 
things which matter to Greek history, the accounts of Ta-hia and 
Ta-yuan, I have taken-—I have found nothing to the contrary—to 
represent Chang-k’ien's own observation. 

For whai he saw himself His evidence is excellent, but the things he 
only heard are not necessarily in the same category. No doubt he could 
speak the Yueh-chi language, for it was apparently customary in China 
lor officials destined for any country to be taught its language before 
starting;1 but outside of the Yueh-chi he may have depended on such 
interpreters as they could provide (as the Wu-sun in nj provided 
interpreters for his subordinates),1 and they themselves were new 
arrivals in a strange world, as he was. At the same time, if the leading 
Yueh-chi dans spoke Saca, as is now the dominant belief (p. 2S7), then 
Chang-k'ien could himself more or less understand the peoples he met 
with; this is reflected in his statement that from Ferghana to Parthia, 
though there were dialectical variations, the people could all under¬ 
stand one anotherJ His one real mistake was that sometimes, over the 
relati ve positions of peoples, he got the points of the compass wrong,* 
a mistake easy enough to make in a new world; Pan-ku, by whose time 
a mass ofinformation on die subject was available, occasionally corrects 
him.5 One thing however the Yueh-chi could not provide, and that 
was an interpreter for Greek; from first to last he never notes the 
existence of Greeks6 though he records their works, just as neither he 
nor Ids subordinates ever discovered the Parthian aristocracy. He 
distinguishes most carefully, as any Chinaman of experience would, 
between nomads like the Yueh-chi and the K’ang-kiu, who followed 
their flocks, and settled countries like Ta-yuan" Ta-hia, and An-si 
(Parthia), where the people had ‘fixed abodes' and practised agriculture. 
The strange thing about his Report as we have it is that it never 

1, WyUerart i p.«« & Gnat ™. 117-*. But what Wylie tnaskifs as “Academic 
Tnsutups de Greet rails a park full of strange animals. Would otlkials Icamine a 
language reaJSy be sent rq the Zoological Cardens? ® 

5 Wylie p. 6$; de Grooi p+ 17. 
* Birth p. io» §i0i. Cf. Eratosthenes in Strabo xv, 714* 
Mf all the ptiirrs of the compass given in Oang-kWi Report in Ssu-ma 

Ch ien be taken out, it will be found impossible to make them a][ fit cadi other 
5 An important instance in App+ la. 
6 It is conceivable that such as remained were btlingud, but 1 

early as tl8. 
not Very likely as 
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mentions the Sacarsucae and Massagetae and their invasion of Parthia; 

this was going on while he was among the Yueh-chi and he must liave 
heard of it- But by the time Ssu-ma Ch'ien wrote it was ancient 
history; direct intercourse by caravan between China and Parthia was 
well established, and if Ssu-ma Ch’ien edited die An-si section he may 
have omitted some reference to the invasion as being now meaningless; 
he does not give the Report as a separate formal document but ineor- 
porates its substance in his own wrork. But one cannot analyse from 
translations as though they were Greek texts, and the work must be 
left to Chinese scholars, 

I have said that Chang-k’ien is quite clear that the conquest of the 
T a-hia (Bactria proper) was the work of the Yueh-chi.1 But almost every 
modem writer known to me attributes that conquest to ‘Sacas’ driven 
southward by die Yueh-chi, who are supposed to have occupied the 
country until the Yueh-chi expelled or subdued them. Chang-k’ien, 
who was there, knowrs nothing about this, and no scrap of evidence for 
it exists; it arose originally from a misunderstanding of a simple passage 
in Strabo, and for many years one writer lias just copied it from 
another, till it has become an obsession; every form of ‘Saca*— 
Sacaraucae, Sai-wang, even Tochari—has been pressed into service, 
and the theories to which this belief has given rise have done more than 
anydiing else to obscure the history of the time. Certainly Strabo says 
that the Sacas occupied Bactria;1 but the most cursory perusal of die 
context shows that throughout the whole section he is talking, not of 
the second century b.c, but of a time long before that—he calls it 
Achaemenid, but it was really the seventh century—the time of the 
great Saca invasion, well known from Assyrian sources, which had 
played its part in the fall of Nineveh and had penetrated as far as 
Armenia and Cappadocian Pontus.J An attempt has indeed been made 
since the theory was started to found the supposed Saca conquest of 
Greek Bactria a little more plausibly by citing a passage in Trogus, but 
as a matter of Latin Trogus' text will not bear the interpretation put 

| Hirih p. 96 §19, and the parallel passage Wylie p. 41; dc Groot □. 9 j. 
1 Strabo XI, ju, TTjy ffafcrputyf/y HartcrxQY, The latest quotation of this theory is 

by Konow, Cllp. xxi, who has made it the basis of his scheme in JIHx11,1933, p*. 1, 
Herrmann, Sakai in PW col. J7BS, has been exceptional in recognising that Strabo 
refers to the seventh century B.c. 

} A good commentary on the Strabo passage is E. H. Minns, CAM m pp, iSfJ fjy. 
and especially 190. Sex also J. Junge, Z.f. Rassatbindt III, 1936, p. 68. 
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upon it1 There is in fact no reason of any kind for thinking that Chang- 
k‘ien was mistaken;1 and whatever happened to outlying parts of the 
Bactrian kingdom, the supposed Saca conquest of Greek Bactria proper 
is a myth. 

It is time to consider the Greek writers.3 Apollodorus attributes the 
conquest of the Bactrian kingdom to four nomad peoples, Asii, Pasiani, 
Tochari, and Sacarauli;* ‘Trogus1 source’ formally attributes it to two, 
Asiant and Saraucae,5 though subsequently he mentions the Tochari 
(p. a 86). Taking* Trogus' source' first, one of his two names must nepre- 
sent Lhang-k'ien's Yueh-chi; and as the Saraucae (Sacaraucae), of whom 
something is known (p. 291), are out of the question, the Yueh-chi are 
the Askini. The form Asian! is an (Iranian) adjectival form of Apollo- 
dorus’ Asii,.which is the substantival form; the Asii therefore are the 
Yueh-chi, whether (as some have supposed) the two words be identical, 
or not. From 1918 to 1936 it was further believed that a Central Asian 
text gave die name of a people Arsi who spoke to*ri (Tocharian) and 
who were the Greek Asii;? the Ara were accordingly supposed to be 
the Yueh-chi (or the dominant stratum of the Yueh-chi, which I shall 
come to) and much has been written about them. It has now been 
argued, with an impressive wealdi of evidence, that Central Asian texts 
know no such people as the Arsi.* Naturally I do not know myself if this 
will win general acceptance, but to avoid questions I sliall use the name 
Asii, though in quoting from others 1 must give die form they use Arsi 

. f £ ^ ®*e2t00C^avere el SoS^no*, whid] hj5 bwn 

b> L mA p- Konow iC/I p. xxii, 
JIH i9J>P S), and Hcrzfeld (SnW* p. uS), to mean that the Saraucae occupied 
flaerna and die Asjam Sogdwns, A Latin writer who mtm, this would have said 
so; Trogus science, from inform, cat. only be a perfectly genen.| surt.nrenr. 
Herrmann, Safcu in PW col. 1617, properly rejected Mar quart's view 

3 The movements of the Sai-w-ing have been already dealt with 
* 1 considered all these nam« in ,9Jo in SP Stud. in lhe Lght of whar ^ 

then known, but there have been many important developments since 

1 StK*° *V £\* The,e doVb[ tbat Apollodom; is Strabo’s 
source, though he is not named; there ts no one elsc- 

l Trogus, Prat, XLL Saraiicae for MSS Sanmcae is certain 
^ * On the various arrempre to explain the name Yueh-chi ^ rtf 
pp. fviii rf.; P, Pell lot, JAh4, i9H p, 2* n. a. ^ m CU 

7 E- Sieg, Btribi SB t?i S p. ;fe; F. W. K. Mailer, & p. T7fl. A _„,mt nf 
the history of the question is given by PL Pelf jot /A ’u_ ccoum of 

> H. w. «-k,vr,T, 5se»™,, 4. .Cw^ hI', 
Sanscrit ary** Pdltot, T mmg Pa* xxxii, tn6, p. ajj, finds the 
name Am convincing. 

maktjs ami « 
rejection of the 
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It has, however, not been noticed that the Hellenistic world knew a 
people called Arsi, even if Centra! Asia did not- The name occurs in a 
very curious list of peoples in Pliny- In chapter i<S (i8) of book vt 
(46 sqq,) Pliny describes the lands from Hyrcania to Bactria; he gives 
first Hyrcania, then Margiane, then * Caucasus', which he describes as 
extending from Margiane to Bactria, inhabited by the Mardi (of the 
Elburz) and some unknown peoples; beyond (ultra) comes the list in 
question (48); then a city in Aria; then the Derbices (a Massagetae 
clan) on the Qxus, and some unknown names; finally Bactria, His own 
ideas of this part of the world were therefore very hazy; but he thought 
diat be was going eastward, and by ultra he meant east of Margiane 
and ‘Caucasus1, though we should really have to translate it ‘some¬ 
where in the East'. For the list which is ultra is not one of his usual 
strings of unknown names, but is a refuge for a number of well-known 
peoples from all over Asia whose names were in his note-books but 
whom lie did not know where to place—die Matiaru from Armenia, 
the Cadusii from Gilan, the Chorasmii from die Aral,1 the Gandari 
from India (Gandhara), the Sarangae from Seistan,4 the Paricani from 
Ferghana or Gedrosia,* and die Arsi from—where? The name proves 
nothing; but it suggests that he had got the native name of the Asii, and, 
not knowing where to place them, put them in his ‘refuge1 list, just as 
Ptolemy got the name Tochari in connection with Bactria and, not 
knowing what to do with them, made them a Bacuian tribe.* 

The name Asii, then, represents die Yueh-ehi. But very many 

scholars, from Richthofen to Herzfeld, have held that the Todiari were 
the Yueh-chi;? and to-day that is certain, from die now known occur¬ 
rences of the name Todiari. It has been identified with the Thagouroi 
of Ptolemy on the Silk Route who had a city Thogara;s die Chinese 

Or from Panina proper (App. u), if lie took this name and Gandari from 
Herod, vu, 93, where the two are brigaded together. 

1 Given again twice over, as Drangae and as Zarangac, in iJieir right place, vt, 
94; die spelling Sarangae is from Herod. nr, 93. Pliny lias reproduced names from 
three different sources ’without suspecting their identity. 

’ Gediosia has been the usual view. Fetgliatia; Herzfeld, Memoirs of ike Arch. 
-Survey of India xxxiv, 1918, p. <S. 

* Ptc]. tn, n. 

5 Muller and Sicg, Berlin SB 1916 p, 395, said that no one bad ever doubted this. 
If only that were tnn> (see pp, 193 sq. for the other theory about the Tochari) how 
much unnecessary trouble and confusion would have been saved. 

<J PtoL vt, 16, y and ft, from the Maes 'Htianus itinerary, early second century 
a.d. See F. . Thomas, JR AS 1931 pp. 834—33 A. Herrmann, SayoCpu t in PW, 
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knew of remnants of the Togara in Kan-su in the second century b.c,;1 
the name occurs in or about Kan-su in Thibetan texts;1 and die same 
name, ttaugara, for a town in Kan-su, is found in a document in Khotan 
Saca as late as a.d. Soo.1 It follows that the Tochari, who as we know 
from Apoliodorus came to Bactria in the second century from some¬ 
where else, came from Kan-su; but die Chinese historians show that 
what did come from Kan-su to Bactria at that time were rite Yueh-chi. 
Again, we know from Apoliodorus and Pliny (fully given p, 84) that, 
while there were no Tochari in the Tarim basin in the reign of Euthy- 
demus (died about 190 a.c.), there were Tochari there later at the date 
of some source of Pliny’s; and here again Chinese historians show 
that part of the Yueh-chi (the Little Yueh-chi) came and settled 
there at some time not long after 174 b.c. (p. 176); and Indian writers 
called both the Great and the Little Yueh-chi by the same name, 
Tukhara (Tochart)ri Finally Ptolemy, all unknowingly, locates 
Tochari in several places where the Yueh-chi are known to have been 
on their journey (see App. 21, p. 517), which alone would be conclusive. 
In fact, wherever we meet Yueh-chi from the Chinese side, we also 
meet Tochari, whether the evidence comes from texts in Greek, Chinese, 
Indian, Thibetan, or Saca; that suffices, 

£The Yueh-chi horde, therefore, was composed of two different 
peoples, who appear in Greek as Asii and Tochari. ‘Trogus’ source' 

gives die relationship: reges Thocarorum Asiani—the Asii are lords of 
the Tochari.5 That is, at the time of the conquest of Bactria the Asii 
were die dominant or ruling people,* however the horde mav have 
originally taken shape. The idea occasionally put forward that the Asii 
conquered the Tochari after the conquest of Bactria may be summarily 
dismissed. Had Trogus meant this, he (or any other Latin writer) 
would have said so, and would not have used a phrase of unexampled 
ambiguity and clumsiness for its (supposed) purpose- while the tact 
that die Chinese had the Tochari name in die second century e.c., but 

.934; Bailey f-«*• F* **!■ further App. a. Belt Thomas and Herrmann have 
-noticed [frai die tdemiEy mutt follow, 

* Bailey &pm cu* p- 
1 Thomas £*% see Bailey 
* Bailey ap, «f+ p. 

&&$££ JStiSSE^-1 pp-irs* °“— 
' Trogus, ProL xut 
* Sd Mflller, Berlin SB 1918 p. %79: fe Arsi wen: the ruling atte of the Tochari. 
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nevertheless called the horde which migrated from Kan-su not Tochari 
but \ ueh-chi, shows that that horde, before it quitted Kan-su, already 
contained some tiling more than Tochari, u* that the combination of 
Asii and Tochari into one horde had already taken place. 

The race and language or languages of the composite Yueh-thi 
horde have been the subject of much discussion, chiefly philological,1 
A few years ago the dominant belief was that the Asii (Arsi) were a 
Turk! people^ but to-day it is thought that they were Iranian Sacas;3 

I may per haps venture the remark that Asia is getting very full of SacaSj 
even it Pliny (vi, fo) did call them B innumerable\ One must take the 
Kushans as representing the Asii or say rather the dominant element 
among the Yuefa-chi/ whether the Kushans were a tribe or sept or 
whether Kusliana was not a tribal name but a family or dynastic 
title;5 and it is a strong argument that when the Kushan language 
was first reduced to writing on their coins, it was apparently die 
noith-Iranian dialect now called 5aca and not die Sogdian dialect of 

1 For the Ijimture set die discussions in Cff pp* xlix Groussei p* 313; de la 
Vaii6c-Fbusstn pp. 303—■§. 

1 The reasons are collected in C/f p. I. Tlicre scorns to be some evidence for 
Turki septs on die Jaxartes much earlier; see Kiessling, Nunns In PW col. 1 and 
a communscaEion by Ncildt'ke to Gu [schmid from p. 2 n. 1) pointing out 
ftac rhe name Canhasis in Curt, vn, yf 1 is Turku 

3 C// pp. li j$fw and references; Grouser op. ds* p. 59 and references; O. G. von 
Wesendonk, A7io xxvi, 1933, p, 337 (who connects rile rume Arsi wadi the Iranian 
steiri arian, man or hero, seen also an arfabs), l gather from de h Vafl6e-Poussin 
(pp. 301, 303), who has seen the M*s that [his wall be the view of F. W. Thomas rn 
voL ii of CHI. 

4 I nee^ nor consider a new theory (Konow,////xtj, i9J3,pp. 8-14) which makes 
of the five Yueh-chi princes (the Ku&han chief being one) five Saca princes of 
Bactria conquered by [he Yueh-chL It is claimed that Pan-ku is ambiguous; on 
dais ground tire plain account in the Nou-kan-shu is thrown overboard* though 
Fan-ye must have known, and, os the Chinese always call the Kushans Yuch-chi, h 
is said that they were mistaken. ‘Dec theory is one more unhappy ofTshoor of the 
elementary blunder over Strabo which started the belief in a Sa^i conquest of 
Grcvk Bactrta (p* 2E3). Another version of the same theory, open to precisely rhe 
same objections* makes the five princes Ta-hia - Tochari: P. PeHiot, JA 114* 1934. 
PP- 3^ W-Z on die impossible equation of Ta-hia and Tochari see p. aptS. 

> A tribe or sept: J, Kennedy, JRAS 1911 p. 670; Baron A von Stael-Holsrein, 
f9M P* $4*nJIC4S 1914 pL 79; A, Herrmann, Sa^arouc^ in P W cq|» 16 ti; 

E. J. Rapson in CHI p. jl3; de la ValMe-Poussin p. 30^; Konow in C/f pp. xlvi,, 
xlix jy., though later he has called it □ family nameT Ep* ImL xxis 1931* p* fo. A 
mki ) F. Fleet, JUrfS 1914 pp, Si, 413; R W. Thomas, JRAS 1915 p. 
B. La Lifer, Zaupage of the KutA^hi 1917 (not seen), A personal name: K. P. 
Jayaarwalp JBORS xvtp 1930, p. ajrfL 
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Bactria.1 But language and race are not identical things. To Greets, who 
were not scientific ethnologists, the matLcr was simple: if a horde spoke 
Saca it was a Sacahorde* It is not so simple to-day > the one assurance we 
have is that every great horde must have been a racial mixture, whatever 
might he the preponderating element. No philological arguments can 
make some of the Kushan portraits look like Iranians or any other 
‘Indo-European’ people;1 and I have felt trouble myself—no one else 
seems to have done so—over die number five of the five Yuch-chi 
princes (ya&gfot), for five is not a typically Iranian number and one 
cannot well separate the five princes of die Yueh-chi from the five of 
the Turki Hiung-nu, But five was a dominant number in China,3 

where it occurs with tire same monotonous regularity as does seven in 
astrology; and it may be that both hordes bad merely borrowed from 
China,* with which they had Jong been in contact, and had passed the 
number on to odiers.S But this is a guess, and die number where it 
occurs might indicate a Turki custom and a Turki element; the word 
yahghu is Turki. Be this as it may, the right view about [he Asii in 
Baccria, I dunk, is to say that they probably spoke Saca, but to refrain 
from dogmatising about their racial quality. 

The race and language of the Tochari are a most difficult problem;6 
I would gladly pass it over if I could, for I feel much diffidence in saying 
anything at all It was once supposed that they brought with them 

Eratosthenes called Baema and Sogd»na 

xv>^f ,R f- c,[- P- *9Jt«f«ied "Bactria’ here to die XushanL on die 
ground that Slrabo wrote a century after the conquer of Bactm. 71 te pas-se was 
in fki written by Emosihextes about a century Stfin the ctrciqust r & 

1 Note the strong resemblance between die portrait of Wima Ktdnhise* RMC 
P[ XX\, 6 aid those of Epluhalitc Huns in Whitehead NNM PL x5 Iaid 
ASI 191^—16 PF, XX vl nos. 46 to ^ 

_J. A kK™a";_rf ,n5Tjnccs 1W wH^ied by tt. Wilhelm, A ,hvn khnry of 
CAw* (Eng. mitts.) pp. 7i 8<S, See also Chavanite, Ltl 

A Ts in p. 409, five governors of heaven listed by five 
planets (Iran has four governors); the number five is said to be common in Chin«e 
astrology, 

? XVcsendi’nlc V; ™;P- 33Tig* that die Turkish iitle*%b of the five Yueh-chi 
princes was borrowed from China. 

s The K'ang-Mu had five princes, Wylie p. 44, de Groot p, Jof which 
esnnot have got from China. But they might have copied the Hi one no J 

For die history of the problem sec P. Pd&Ot, Tofavitn „ J(0ufc^' IA „ . 
t«4r P- IJ- 0[her rcoent studies of importance are S. L£vi J, ■ Tk11 ’ ■ . 7j 

•** * 
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from Europe, and spoke, the iamous ce/im/Tt-language with lulo-Cokic 
affinities, discovered in Chinese Turkestan, which used to be called 
TochariarL To-day this language is no longer called Tocharian, and we 
are told that it h certain that its two forms, called Dialects A and B, 
were the languages ot two states in the northern part of Chinese 
1 urkestan, A ol Agni-Karachar (with Turfan) and B of Kucha;1 and 
we are also told that neither dialect could have been (i^r, represent) 
the language of the historical Tochari who invaded Bactria, because 
thdr name is aspirated while Dialects A and B have no aspirates.3 
None of this is much help to die historian of Greek Bactria, for it 
belongs to a later world: the known history of Agni and Kucha begins 
later than the conquest of Bactria,3 and the known remains of Dialects 
A and B belong, I understand, to die eighth century a*d^ But centum- 
languages did not grow of themselves in Central Asia, the Indo- 
European languages of Asia belonging to the totem groups it would 
seem that the two dialects, or rather their parent form, must original I v 
have come from Europe and must have been brought to Agni and 
Kucha by some definite peopie before they could become the languages 
oi little states in those localities; and granted that die two dialects are 
full of loan-words from other languages, that does not alter die fact 
that they are ccnrum-languages at bottom, just as Roumanian, diough 
said to be full oi loan-words, is none the less a Romance language. The 
only people at present known who could have brought a centum- 
language from Europe to Chinese Turkestan—no other has ever been 
suggested—are the Tochari; not the Tocliari who as part of the Great 
Yneh-chi invaded Bactria, but the Tochari element in die Little Yueh- 
chi who alter 174 b.c* moved into Chinese Turkestan. 

Certainly it is not known what language was spoken by the second- 
century Tochari,^ for apparently those in Bactria at some period after 

1 bailey op. elt. pp* 89^ *ff- B: L£\r\tJA 1913 p* 31 r; 1933, p, r, Pelliol, 
T &itng Pao Xxxn p+ afiy, prefer* the form Yen~ki or Yen-yj to Agni. Konuw,, 
Alia Major IX, 1933, p* 4j j (and more bricky JIH xil, 1933, p, 7), argued ih^r 
Tochananr was originally die Lnguage of die Arsi, and was not called lo^fs till 

die Ar*i had conquered the Tochari; but his article is based on the impossible 
Tochari = Ta-hk theory, p. 196. 

1 1933 p. 5 ; Hanky qp. at. p, 916. 
3 Kucha is said to be mtrtsiantd in 101 a.c., Eadty op+ eh, p. 904. 
* It is now claimed that there are remains of another dialect, Ct from the third 

century a,o., which helps to bridge the gap: T Burrow, JR AS 1935 pT 667. 
See p. 319. 

* See bkv\yjA 1933 p+ 5* 
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the conquest adopted the Saca speech of their Kushan overlords; and 
though Bactria after die fourth century A.D. bore their name, Tochari s tan, 
it is now said that the language called to^ri (to^ari or toyari) in 
Central Asian documents was the Saca speech of the Kushans of 
Tocharistan and no tiring else.' It seems to me probable, however, that 
whatever the Tochari spoke in the second century b.c, it was not an 
Iranian dialect like the speech of the Ash; for unless there had been two 
completely different languages spoken in the Yueh-chi horde it is 
difficult to see how two contemporary, or all but contemporary, Greek 
historians could have distinguished the two components of that horde 
as sharply as they did, seeing that they were not scientific ethnologists 
and must have gone largely by language; and diat means that unless the 
Tochari, who had originally come to Kan-su from somewhere else,3 
spoke Turlri, one is thrown back for their language upon the West 
One thing however is definite, die numerous and varied Greek forms 
of die name of this people, which are considered in Appendix 11; the 
analysis there given seems to me to put a somewhat different complexion 
upon the question of the aspirate in the name and to suggest that further 
investigation might be desirable before it be laid down as certain that 
Dialects A and B cannot have been, or represent, the language of the 
Tochari. The whole problem is shifting sand; but at the moment I can 
see no conclusive reason why anyone who so desires may not continue 
to hold—as dteory, of course, not as fact—the once so attractive belief! 
that a large element among the conquerors of die Bactrian Greeks was 
a people with Itato-Cdric affinities who had trekked from Europe to 
the Chinese border, marking their road north of the Tien-shan with 
their grave-mounds,-* and some of whom at a later rime, when their 
culture had flowered, are represented by the blue-eyed people of the 
arrming frescoes from Turfan, with the men looking like Italians of the 
Renaissance and the women in dresses which would have been in place 
at Venice in her prime. * 

PP 

1 Bailey op sit. pn. 891-2, and on die form pp. 339-90; Pe||io,r JA . 
l 34, T mutg Pan sjcxii pp uGo, y 
1 Bailey op. ch. p. SSj n. y 

i A. yon Lc CoqT Auf HtUm Spurs* in Osuurksstan 1926 p. „ and passim ■ (see 
especially p. 114, the dresses and Places .3 and j<3); Von Land nndLatttn in Ofi- 

rtTn^^Xi'5-3 T r ; °f lbe Tochari to art see R. Rck, Du BudJhvttuht Kuhur wtA dm Eriu AUxan&rt dss Gr^sr., Moigenhnd 
xxv, 1934, pp. ji-a, and die fine head, like a Viking, of Abb. 6. 

4 What is really needed is excavation of these grave-mounds; but that is impossible 
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Next to be considered are the Sacarauli or Saraucae, names which 
undoubtedly represent the Sacaraucae (Saka Rawaka)+ These were the 
Sacas para SagJam ('beyond Sogd') of the trilingual gold tablet of 
Darius I,1 * that is, the Sacas with pointed caps and the Amyrgiaci Sacas 
(if they were not identical) of the Naks-i-Rustam list (see on diis 
App. 10); indeed the names Saka Rawaka and Saka Haumavarga have 
been connected,3 In Darius' day these Sacas, who were his subjects, 
lived ‘beyond Sogd1 (southern Sogdiana) in the country to die south 
of and along die Jaxaries, whatever its extent; Ptolemy correctly gives 
the original seat of the Sacaraucae as south of the Jaxartes,3 but in the 
second century B.c, they may have been a confederacy of die steppe 
peoples westward of ChodjencL The Sacaraucae had long been known 
to the Greek world. They had furnished toco mailed horsemen to the 
army of Darius III at Gaugamela,4 * and Alexander had recruited some 
of them, as he did liactrians and Sogdians, io fill up his depleted cavalry 
prior to his invasion of India,S Two modem views, one that they were 
die Sai-wang6 7 of die Chinese, die other that they were the KTang-kiu,7 

have found much acceptance, and both views contain elements of truth, 
though not in that absolute form (pp. 27E3 307); but for the moment the 
Sacaraucae must be treated by themselves. As the Yueh-dii crossed 
the Jaxarces westward of Ferghana diey must have fallen on them; the 
Sacaraucae went, or were driven, southward to Bokhara; the Ytieh-chi 
took the direct way towards Bactria by Samarcand; and the ICang-kiu 
of Tashkent, crossing or driven across die river (as we have seen), 
occupied the grazing grounds of die Sacaraucae, the Yueh-ciii having 
passed on. The natural road across the Oxus from Bokhara lias at all 
times led to Mery,* and while die Yueh-chl conquered Bactria the 
Sacaraucae must have taken Merv^ Bokhara and Merv were their share 
oi die conquest of the Bactrian kingdom, and from Menr they played 
their pan in die great invasion of Parthia in 129 (in which they and die 

1 Sidney Smith, JRAS 192^ p. 435; QL Herzfetd, Mtmoiri of the Arch. Survey of 
/ndm xxxiv, 1928, p. 1. 

3 A suggestion of Markwart% quoted by Wesendonk op. eh. p. 337. 
* Pto3. VI, 14, 14. 
4 Arr. AnaA. 1I1T 8, 3; I Ip 4; 13, 4* 
$ Act. AnaA. vp np 2. 
* A, Herrmann, Sararniuiae \n PW+ 
7 Gutschmid p. 71. 
s Wr Barthold, Turkestan dawn to tAt Mongol invasion 1918 p. 82, 
* So Herrmann op. cit. coL itiiS. 
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Massagetae were undoubtedly die chief actors), following the road 
Merv-Herai-Seistan.1 It has already been seen (p. 178) that they had 
absorbed a Sai-wang element] but at this time they were a separate 
horde from the It’ang-kiu,* who were to absorb some of them later 
<p, 307). 

One part of the story of the conquest of the Bactrian kingdom has 
always been omitted by modem writers; no one has really considered 
Apoibdorus’ lourth people, the Pasiani,^ who happen to be important, 
for it was they who a century later put an end to Greek rule in India. 
As Asiani is the (Iranian) adjectival form of Asii, so Pasiani would be 
the similar adjectival form of, and would imply, a name *Pasii or *Pasi; 
and there can be no doubt that this name is the Pamii (ndpowt) of 
the Greek geographers. For the same stem occurs again in southern 
Iran, and the known Greek variants on the word Pasargadae (the usual 
form in Greek writers), namely Passagadae* and Parsagadae.S make the 
equivalence 'Pasi-Parsti certain;6 they may also suggest that the word 
Parsii was really not Sam but Persian, The adjectival form of Pansii 
occurs again, alongside of the substantival form, in die names of the 
villages Persia and Pamiana in Ptolemy (p, 33a), Parana being 
identical with Pasiani. 

As a place has to be found for the Parsii in the Bactrian, kingdomT 
and as the Yueh-dn and the Sacanaucae between rhem account for 
Bactria proper, southern Sogdiana, and Merv, the only possible locality 
for the Parsu is farther to the west- didr first conquest must have been 

, 1! l*F' l8-3* T*1* P“dilan reconqitEsi,as the ‘campaign’ coins show, 
followed the same line in the reverse direction: Tarn, SP Stud. p. 17, CAH ix 
p. jSj. '1 
g4* To ChanS‘fc,icn> ^K'“g-kiu in 11S were not a very large horde; Hirth p. ?<S 

? I the Pasiani, but only up to a point, in SP Stud, pp, 1, ™. 

; tevTi ssaaTt ** *- Km6W- “r™-- &•* «■ 

r tssisi'iST'r wsttsa 
identity have been criticised by P. Pelliot, JA 22- 10-, „„ , 
however dun the Chine* Possefor Persia (fcm) wU^Jlv-aSi’* ^'«« 
u not fifth^entuiy a.o. and 100 late ro use. But the Greek fom, |w£ ^d 
by an Aierander-bsinnan nf die fourth century b.c. rernmes P-it:,.,v7i.- 

Parsu (reasons m SP W. p. »). The certain equivalent 'Pasi-PaS therefore 
guaremees Asu-Aret, which k view of Pliny (p. ^ 
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the one-time Bacttian satrapies west of the Arius, Tapuria and Traxiane,1 
tiiat is, a large part of what had once been the kingdom of Antimachus, 
assuming tl«t Merv, from its geographical position, must have fallen 
to the Sacaraucae from Bokhara. This would explain why Apollodorus 
named the Parsii among the conquerors of the Bacttian kingdom while 
‘Tragus* source’ seemingly did not; Tapuria and Traxiane had long 
been Baetrian but were no longer so at the date of the Yueh-chi 
conquest, having been taken from Eucratides by Mithridates I (p. 219), 
and so it was possible for two well-informed writers to take different 
views about them; ‘Tragus' source1 must have reckoned the Parsii 
among the invaders of Parthia. 

Who were these Parsii ? The word seems to be the Old Persian 
Parsua,* which means Persians. The Persians of Petsiscalled themselves 
Parsa; but the form Parsua is old—it has been suggested that it was the 
Median form of Parsa—and had already played a part in the history of 
the Iranian invasions as the name of a people who had reached north¬ 
east Iran and sou tlx Armenia and appear in Assyrian records;? of the 
known original Iranian tribes* they belonged to the Parsa-Parsua- 
Persian tribe. The Parsii of Apollodorus and Ptolemy, then, were a 
branch of the Persian people who had remained behind when their 
kinsfolk wear south. But if they remained behind, where did they live? 
In Persian tradition the original Iranian ' homethat is, the centre from 
which the Iranian peoples set out on their conquests to the southward, 
was called Eranvej, and Eranvej lias recently been identified with 
Chorasmia (Kwarizm).* Now Kwariam, sandwiched between the 
Sacaraucae and die Massagetae, is too important a country not to have 
played some part in the second-century invasions; and my suggestion-^ 
naturally it is only conjecture—is that the Parsit-Parsua had stayed 

* For the conquest of these two provinces by ‘Scyths’ and (heir recovery later 
by Parthia see Strabo xi, jij, fiiaadfUfo* tout A comparison with 
517 shows what part of Bacrria is meant; see Tam, SP Stud* p. ho, 

1 The identity Pareii-Parsua was suggested by Marquart, and by Ed. Meyer, 
Gesth. J. Alt$ t, ii p. 898 n., merely as a query; see A. Christensen, Die harder 
1933 p- 232 n. 4. But the history of the Parsii given here and in Chap, vnr has not 
been worked out before. 

1 For these northern Parsua see now E„ Hertfeld, Arch. Hitt, of iron 1931 Pp. 9 if 7., s<f .t and Christen sen he. cU. Henfeld thinks they were the Persians of 
ersia before they went south. For ihe land Parsuas in Armenia see CAM rrt 

pp, idp, 174 and ii. chaps, t and tr, psttsim. 
* licnfcld op, cit, p, 9. 
I E. Benveniste, BSOS vit, 1934, p. 2d;. Cf. Hertfeld op. at, p, 7. 
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behind tn Eranvej-Kwarizm when their kinsfolk originally went south. 
Unless I am entirely wrong in my interpretation of Srephanus,1 die 
Par$ii were at this time members of the great Massagetae confederacy 
(as would be almost inevitable from dieir geographical place in the 
invasion, which has already been considered); and, as T see the facts 
relative to the Chorasmii given in Appendix t r, the Chorasmii, who 
were also members of the Massagetae confederacy, were a tribe or 
section of the Parsii; alter the latter people come on the scene they are 
not again mentioned. The Parsii were an important people, as is shown 
by Apollodorus naming them beside the Yueh-chi and the Sacaraucae; 
and the identification of them as Parsua, who might feel themselves 
different from their Saca neighbours if only because they doubtless 
spoke a form of Persian while die Saca speech was North Iranian, would 
explain die fact (which will play a considerable part in the subsequent 
story) that, when a large part of the Sacas who invaded Pardiia passed 
on into Sind, the Parsii did not go with them but took a line of their 
own (App. 9). I hough (if I am right) the Parsii were not strictly speaking 
Sacas (in die sense that probably they did not speak Saca), I shall, when 
we come to dieir kingdom of Ghazni-Kabul, sometimes have to use 
the term Saca for diem; for the coins of this kingdom with Greek and 
Kliaroshdij legends are known to numismatists as Saca, and any 0tiler 
course would lead to much confusion. 

The identification of the Parsii gives one very important chrono¬ 
logical indication. The real beginning of the Saca invasion of Parthia 
can be dated to 119 (apparently the first body crossed the frontier in 
130),* and the bulk of the invaders were Massagetae and Sacaraucae’ the 
Sacaraucae followed the Merv-Herat road, but the Massagetae might 
have advanced on a broad front farther to die west, as they always did 
when raiding.? Apollodorus’ mention of the Parsii links up' as is 
common sense, this invasion of Parthia with the conquest of Bactria ■ 
it was one -uid the same upheaval of the steppes, \n moiiori b ^ 

advent of the Yueh-dii, and therefore, as between the limits of 141 and 
128 for that conquest, it must fall about 130; die date usually taken 
c. 135, arrived at by splitting die difference between 141 and 128 is 
too early. " ’ 

Whether in the invasion of Parthia the Parsii went as far south as 
t 

1 

] 

Namely, that j.v* 'Apaxwio. lie identifies ibem as M 
Chronology: Tam* CAM rx ppT i®i 

Strabo XI* 51t. 

see App. 9* 
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Scistan with the Sacas cannot be said, but they are presently found 
following Alexander's route through Aradiosia by Ghazni and so to 
Kabul (App* 9), where we shall meet them later (Chap* vm). Strabo 
(xrs 508) knows of a settlement of Parsii among the Anamkae of the 
Elburz, but it may be a question whether this was a deposit of the in¬ 
vasion of the second century B.c* or that of the seventh (p. 2S3)* which 
Strabo says reached Armenia*J just as an Armenian story made the 
effects of the second invasion also felt in that country*1 And we 
probably have a Greek notice of a short-lived kingdom founded at ihfa 
rime by some of the invaders* whether Sacas or Parsii, in Traxiane, 
between its conquest by the Parsii and its recovery by the Parthians 
some rime before tij* Ptolemy gives among the towns of Bactria one 
named - queen of Ebousmos * or1 of Tosmosf*3 His co-ordinates place it 
somewhere in the Kasaf Rud valley,4 u. in the satrapy of Traxtane^ 
whose capital was the important town of Tos;* they may point to a 
dynast ‘Ebousmos1 (whatever his real name) ruling in Tos who had 
renamed the place after his queen, Ptolemy s information coming from 
some merchant who had noted that he had visited a place called after 
Ebousmos* queen but had not given her name. 

These were the invaders who put an end to the Greek kingdom of 
Bactria; and one must now turn to Chang-k'ien's description of the 
country just after the conquest. First, what is the meaning of his name 
for Bactria proper, Ta-hia? Before coming to what I think is the true 
view, two older explanations,7 which will die hard, must be noticed. 
The one most widely spread is that the Tochari were not the Yueh-chi 

1 Strabo xi, fir, Hjs MApfuvlas KaTfKT^tmvrQ t^v dfftmp yrji\ afterwards 
called Sacasenc. 

5 J. Kennedy, JRAS 1904 p. ^09. 
3 Ptol. vij ii, £t rK0avap.oudvmimi ^ Tcnt/jomzwarnm. Tomssclick, PaJttriane 

in PW, emended tins to Eto&u&tffiav an instance of the had habit of 
substituting a known name for an unknown one where no reason exists. 

4 Berth flat p. ifij gives the fact, but his explanation of is impossible- 
5 Tam, SP Stud. pp. 13 jy. 
6 Arrian'$ Sijsia; Hysia, paxrD^tov Ilapdimitav^ of Artemidoms up. Steph. rfv.T 

which means 'in ParLhia',, or perhaps 'in Panhyene\ Tam ik p. aj n. 1. On the 
importance of Tos, where there is a great ruin-field of later times, set- Herxfetd, 
Arch. Mitt. clli_t Iran I, *0*9-30, p. |o6. 

7 A third, Ta-hia - DahaeT is meaningless jingle; the Dahae did not live in 
Bactria- Other things apart, that is now shown by the Persian proviinsists; the 
Dahac do not appear in any of Darius' lists, but they do appear in that of Xerxes 
(p+ 3o n* 4), presumably as a new conquest, and were therefore quite separate 
from Bactria. 
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at all, but were the Ta-hia,1 a theory which has worked utter confusion 
in the story. The modern form of die theory is that the Tochari came 
from Chinese Turkestan and conquered Bactria before the Yueh-chi, 
and were die Ta-hia whom the Yueh-chi subsequently conquered; and 
some scholars have accepted Ta-hia as a possible phonetic equivalent 
of Tocharia. But it has now been stated that this was not possible in 
the pronunciation of the second century b.c.;1 and now that it has been 
shown that die Chinese in that century had die Tochari-togara name! its 
whole basis is gone. There is not, and never has been, one scrap of 
evidence for the identification Tochari = Ta-hia except this alleged 
phonetic equivalence, and, even were that possible, all it would prove 
would be, not that the Ta-hia were die Tochari, but dial philology, 
though a good servant to the historian, can be a bad master. The matter 
is simple. The conquest of Bactria, we have seen, lies between 141 and 
1*8, and was almost certainly c. ijo. The well-informed Apollodorus, 
in whose lifetime the event took place, said that the Tochari at die time 
were nomads.* Chang-k'ien, who saw the Ta-hia in i*gt said that the 
Ta-hia were communities of unwarlike traders living in watted towns.5 

A conquering horde of nomads does not, in two or three years time, 
mm into communities oi un war like traders living in walled towns; 
there is nothing else which need be said,6 except 10 regret die waste of 
labour and learning lavished on erecting theories upon such a basis. 

The other explanation is that -hia is the first syllable of Yavanas, 
’Idfotts, and that Ta-hia means Greeks One might well enquire 
how Chang-k'ien came to hear either of the Sanscrit word Yavana or of 
the archaic Greek word 'I&W; but in fact, had he somehow managed 

Even Sir A. Stein inclined to believe it, Stii,£a 1 pp, 
that history must reckon with the fact that in historical times die Tarim basin has 
been utterly unsuited to nomad migrations. 

1 Communicated by Karlgren to Konow; see Aim Major i* i«t, „ 
l H. W. Bailey op. tit. pp. 885-6. 7 1 m3i P‘ *6J* 
4 Strabo XJ, 511, twv 

9 Hinh ppK 97-8. 
M said what was necessary in SP W pp. 7-9. Herefdd, p. 

dismissed the tbcoiy m a couple of words; it contradicts rht souths See also 
Frank* pp. 31 iff- 

7 E. H. Minns, andGrukt 1913 p. ,2p; Herald, JaW* p, 3j. De 
Groot spells the word Ta-ha. r 
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to get at a word for what we call "Greek1, what he would have got, as 
his compatriot Wen-chung did a little later, would have been 'IwvaKos 
(Yonaka) in some form (pp* 4 tyjy)*, and he would have transliterated this 
into Yung-kiu (Jong-kti, Jong-khit) as Wen-chung did (pp, 340 jy,)„ 

The true explanation is very different Already in 1904 it had been 
shown that the name Ta-hia occurs in Chinese texts long before the 
time of Chang-k'kn;1 and though this was at first taken to mean that 
the Chinese had known the Tochari in the twelfth century a.c*^ it has 
since been explained5 that, though die name Ta-hia may once have 
represented some real people in the north, in the third and second 
centuries b.c, the Ta-hia had become a people of fable on the western 
edge of the world* and that when Chang-k'kti reached Bactria he 
thought he had found the mythical Ta-hia,5 The fabulous nature of 
these Ta-liia comes out dearly in the story of the envoy sent to them 
to fetch bamboos for the emperor; die bamboo grew freely in China, 
but these were magical bamboos which, apart from their size, could 
only grow in fairy-land, seeing that he who owned a pipe made from 
them was privileged to hear and imitate the twelve notes of the song 
of the mythical phoenix^ six sung by the male and six by liis mate.6 

Cbang-kpienps recognition of these legendary Ta-hia can be paralleled 
in his own time and country by the emperor Wu-tTs recognition of the 
* heavenly horse', which will be noticed later and which seems to make 
the explanation certain; and indeed there are a couple of well-known 
parallels in the modem atlas. When the Happy Isles of the Greeks, 
floating in the unknown West, had been finally pinned down to the 
Canaries, their place in men's imagination was taken by a new island 
Antilia, which appeared on die fringe of the western ocean in many 
pre-CoIumhan maps; to-day it is the Antilles, Such maps also showed 

1 Franke pp. 33-40. 
1 France In Fkiuchiifi fur Ft. Mirth (OitasLu. Zr 1919-10) p+ 117, 
1 G. Haloun, Stir wanrt kunnttn Chiwen d5k Tochaftr odtr Inriagermontn 

uhtfhaupt? 19HJ. 
* /A pp. 19S Haloun says that Ta-hia is good Chinese, hia being the old 

dynastic name Hia, pp. 192, ion 
s Jk p. 101. This conclusion was accepted by H. Maspero, JA 1917 p. 144. 

Herzfeld, Sakvstm p, aST called it "recht urtwahrscheinlich\ hut gave no reasons 
and did not consider either the bamboos or the paraJtds here given. 

6 Ik pp, 157 jf?.T rSo, tSj. The Chinese 'phoemx* is no relation of the phoenix 
of Herodotus, whatever lay behind it (if any thing did)* A recent suggestion (Hon. 
M* U, Hachisuka, JRAS 1914 p* jSj) ts the nardy-seen ocdbted pheasant. But 
pheasants do not sing* 

11 
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in the far West another unknown island called Brazil,* that mysterious 
island of the red dye-wood which had replaced the Purple Islands of 
Pliny (vi, 202); and when the red dye-wood was discovered in Cabral's 
new Land of the Holy Cross, that land forthwith received, and still 
retains, the name of the mythicat Brazil. It is very natural that what 
happened when Spain and Portugal discovered one new world in the 
far West should already have happened when China discovered another. 

Chang-k’ien's account of the Ta-hia,1 who are the people of Bactria 
proper, is that they had fixed abodes (i.e, were agriculturists, not nomads) 
and lived in walled towns and regular houses like the people of Ta- 
yuan; they were shrewd traders but poor fighters, so they had become 
subject to the Yueh-chi; their numbers he estimates at over a million. 
He calls their capital La n-chi, Le. Alexandria (Bactra, p. 115 n. 1), and 
was struck by its bazaars; he says however that they had no great king 
or chief, but that everywhere the cities and towns had, or were 
accustomed to set up, their own petty chiefs (see p. izi)3 Most of the 
Ta-hia wore beards; and from Ferghana to Parthia, though the dialects 
differed, the people could understand each other* (the beards and 
language are Iranian). One other statement which Chang-k'ien makes* 
once provoked some discussion:1 they place high value on women, and 
husbands are guided in their decisions by the advice of their wives.’ 
All it means, I think, is that he had heard of some local phenomenon, 
one that has been common at many periods and in many lands; probably 
no racial deductions can safely be drawn from it, but it might very 

1 I do not know what its connection may be with the Hy-Bresil of Celtic 
myth, 

1 Hirth pp. 97-fi. There is no fonjial seciion on the Ta-hia in dm Ch'Un-h^sku, 
they being included under the Yueh-chi, as that people had meanwhile occupied 
DjCIfil, r 

J Hirth p. 97 §<,8. So in faCk'ia-Jum-d*} Wylie p. 4% 'were accustomed to 
set up petty chiefs over their on* ; de Groot p. 95, ‘Die Stsdre setzten vielJkh 
k!cif>e Obmirmcrcin \ 

4 H^hp- mMIiomiso Eratosthenes in Straho *v, 7Hl dpdyiW™ imp& 
The a m-Am-sAu reproduces the siatemem about the Umeuw, but 

only mentions the people of Taiyuan as having beards. One must follow Sw-tim 
Ch ic«. 

s I hrih p. 108 ftoaj Wyhe p <6 De Greet, p. 3y, has gone most curiously 
astray here; he Mandates: Das Vdt. achtet tire jungen Frauen hodj und die von 
ihnen ausgesprochcnen Meinungen, die krifrigen Manner tieffen danuf die Ent- 
scheidung. This is the famous paswge m Tacitus on the Teutonic virgins (Germ. 8, 
l) ™sferred “ an worId‘ Fraft^ notes the error and gives mcc aEain the 
real meaning. & 
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possibly be 3 pre-Iranian survival.1 His statement that the Ta-hia were 
poor fighters is doubtless only his compliment to his Yueh-chi hosts? but 
one may suppose that the warlike elements had been destroyed or driven 
out, for certainty what lie saw was a country more or less derelict? the 
central government had been destroyed and not yet replaced by another 
(for die Yueh-chi did not actually occupy Bactria till later),1 and every 
town had to shift for itself. Those Ta-hia who did not wear beards 
would be Greeks; but as even some Greek kings occasionally wore 
beards—the Seleurids Seleucus IT and Demetrius II, and Stmto I in 
India—there may have been more Greeks left than Chang-k'ien’s state¬ 
ment would suggest. 

The important thing in his account is of course the ‘walled towns* 
and their government, the majority of these ' walled towns’ being, as 
we have seen (pp. 121 jy.), fortified villages. In such few cities as existed 
the petty chiefs would be either magistrates or the city-governors, 
«WmTa*, formerly appointed by the Greek king and now left 
masterlcss; on the analogy of the Parthian empire the dty-govemor 
might sometimes combine the two functions of representative of the 
royal power and head of the magistracy (p. if) and, judging by what 
happened in Syria and Parthia, might sometimes take advantage of the 
absence of effective supervision to make himself tyrant or dynast. But 
in the mass of walled villages the ‘ petty chief’ would be the head of the 
village community. This most important piece of observation has been 
discussed at length in chapter ill, to which I must refer (pp. 120-4); 
the light thrown on the nature of the Bactrian village is Chang-k’ien’s 
outstanding service to Greek history. 

It should now be possible to form some idea of the conquest. 
The Saca outbreak in the seventh century B.c. had been due to over¬ 

population. The same conditions obtained again in the second century, 
and the Saca lands, when the Yueh-chi appeared, were overpopulated 
and in a condition of unstable equilibrium; the impact of the Yueh-chi 
set up a series of movements which, after Parthia had dammed the flood 
on the west, were only to end with the Saca conquests in India 

■ M. R&stoytzeff has suggested {CAM xr, p. 92) dtat the part played in 
social and political life by the women among those liaJf-Jrantan Sarmarian tribes 
who were ytwujfoicpaTOUfif^ot came from the pre-Iranian Macutian element in 
dram. 

1 Chang-Jfien found them north of die Oxcs, Hirch p. 0 §29, but they bad 
crossed into Ehciria before Ssu-ma Gfkn wrote* j& p+ 94 §10, a passage in which 
Ssu-ma Often has antedated the crossing* 
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(Chap, vm), conquests catried out by a people dearly far more 
numerous than the Greeks in India had ever been. But all barbarians 
were not merely barbarous; the Sacas in India, like the Pami in Iran, 
did not destroy the work of the Greeks but used it for their own 
advantage (p. 243); and the Yueh-chi, too, may not have been mere 
destroyers. The legendary Ta-hia, like other fairy peoples, presumably 
lived in a fairy land, and if Chang-k'ien thought that he had found them 
in Bactria, Bactria must still have been the fertile garden of the earth 
which it had been before; it had not been essentially damaged, and that 
is borne out by Chang-k’ien's account of the keenness of the people to 
trade. We must bear in mind Justin’s statement that Bactria bled to 
death; the fighdng forces of the last Greek king can hardly have been 
equal to those with which Demetrius had invaded India; indeed it is 
possible that after her defeat by Mithridates in 141 Bactria was weak 
enough to attract an invader. On the other hand, the military strength 
of a nomad people was out of all proportion greater than that of any 
settled people of the West with the same population.1 The regular 
Chinese reckoning for nomads was that each family supplied one 
horseman to the general levy;1 Chang-k’ien put the Yueh-chi levy in 
1 b.c. at 100,000 horse archers,^ and though this was far below their 
original strength, it was nevertheless a force with wJlich the Bactiian 
Greeks had no chance wliatever of coping; one recalls Rome’s failures 
in the first century B,c. against far smaller numbers of Parthian horse 
archers. Whether in addition the Yueh-chi aristocracy fought in mail 
on partially mailed horses, as did the Saca aristocracies is unknown- 
Probably one battle, fought north of the 0xus, sufficed for the Yueh-chi 
to overthrow the Greek government and the aristocracy, entailing a 
minimum of damage to Bactria itself; one battle had sufficed to make 
the much weaker Galatae masters for a time of tlie much stronger 

* 1 S'*‘°f *• West’- for of *he lirtle settled states in 
Chinese Turkestan more warriors than fiwniiies, He takes a very high average for 
the number in a family there, even as high as 7, against one of 5 forSacas (K me- 
Mu* Ta-yuan) and 4 for the Yueh-chh \ 6 

1 Pan-ku's reckoning for the Yueh-chi, the K'ang-kiu, and the Saca rulers of 
Ta-yuan fde Gtoot pp. 95, 109). 

1 S™-nw ChTen puts the Yueh-chi levy at from 100,000 to 200,000 hojse-arahers 
But Chang-k’ieji never gave such a margin of error for a people amontr whom h* 
had lived; his figure uS he. w» iw.ooo, as Pan-ku gives it, and 200 Jo 
wherever it came from, must originally have referred to the Yuch-dii in Kan.*./ 
before the loss of ihe Little Yueh-chi end of the fraction which staved tn the Lake 
Issykul country and the wastage due to forty-suc years of fighting md trekking 
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Macedonia. But the nomad cavalry were helpless against walls, and 
the walls even of the villages fulfilled their purpose; the 'walled towns" 
Chang-It ien saw some two years later were untouched and were 
carrying on for themselves by means of their own organisation without 

a central government, though possibly they paid the Yueh-chi tribute. 
Some lower class Greeks, traders and shopkeepers (so far as that 

class were Greeks), were undoubtedly still there, though Chang-k’ien 
seemingly did not distinguish them from die more numerous Bactrians, 
unless by his remark about beards; it may well be that, in spite of his 
knowledge of the bazaars in Bactra, he was never himself inside one of 
the Greek cities. These Greeks must have remained till, their govern¬ 
ment gone, they were absorbed in the native population. As to the 
upper class, the larger part undoubtedly perished. A few may have 
retired into India, but there is no trace in that country of any great 
accession of Greek strength. One section—a very small one—is known 
to have been exterminated: the Greek coinage of Bactria remained fine 
to the end, and then the great Bactrian artists vanished from the world; 
no trace of their peculiar skill in portraiture ever occurs again, in India 
or anywhere else. The likeliest supposition is that one battle sufficed to 
destroy most of the Greek aristocracy, just as in Britain the Northum¬ 

brian nobility was destroyed by the Piets at Nectansmere. The great 
Bactrian barons, it they still existed, presumably shared the same fate; 
they can never have been a numerous class. Chang-k'ien never 
mentions them at all; but no deductions can be drawn from his silence, 
tor neither he nor the Chinese historians mention the aristocracy of 
Parthia. J 

But a few members of the aristocracy, Greek and Bactrian, must 
have escaped to the hills and taken refuge in the high valleys, beyond 
reach of the horsemen of the plains; such, or descendants of such, 
might be one or two of the very obscure kinglets known only from 
coins.' Some of these refugees may for a time have ruled petty semi- 

rc^ck kingdoms, which ultimately merged in the native element> it 
may be worth notice that Greeks had various stories of small Greek 

c t See.?’ ?OJ n*.?- Sapadhizes, for instance, wears Eti era tides’ Jidmer with 
oekiicus Wage and has an Indo-European face (BMC PI. XXIV, M, i,). The more 
impomnr Hyrcodes, however, of whose silver issues many batbirous imitations 
e.v,st, looks like aKushar, <*. PI. XXIV, 9), in i?ite o{his Creek-sounding rib¬ 
and King Anuochus , on the Indian side of the mountains (p. iii). is bearded and 
looks rather Jtkc a Parthian. 
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communities (though not in Bactria) being cut off and becoming 
‘barbarised V and Plutarch has a fanciful account,1 possibly based on a 
traveller’s talc, of a body of Greeks thus cut off in another world 
beyond the Ocean stream who lost their nationality and language but 
miraculously recovered them. The Greeks who thus took refuge in die 
hills were die basis of die Atexander-descems of various hill chieftains 
on the Bactrian side of die great mountain wall formed by the Mustagh 
and the Hindu Kush (see App, 3). 1 have never seen a complete list of 
these descendants oi Alexander; some were swept aw^y in modern 
times by the Afghans, and it any still survive to-day thev are Soviet 
dtucens, but among them used to he die ruling families in Karategin, 
Darwaz, Rashan, Shignan (extinct), Wakhan (extinct), Pokhou,^ and, 
most important, the now extinct family of the Nlirs of Badakshan 
celebrated by Marco Polo,* whose very horses descended from Buce¬ 
phalus! and whose Greek heirloom, a famous silver patera not later 
than the third century a.d.,* is now in an English museum,? Whether 
die hill-men in die period before Islam really retained any memory of 
Alexander or not (and it is possible), what lay at the bottom of the claim 
to descent from him was that fictitious Seleudd pedigree (App 1) 
which, as we have seen, played such a part in the fiistory of die Bactrian 
Greeks and under which nor only the Seleudds but both the Greek 
houses who successively ruled Bactria traced their descent from die 
great Macedonian; it must be so, tor that pedigree was demonstrably 
the ongin of the Aiexander-descents in the West (App. 3) 

As regards these Bactrian lull-states, it means that somewhere in die 
pedigrees of their original ruling families6 there was, or was supposed 
to be, a Bactnan Greek, whether a man or (more probably) a woman- 

1 A. D. Nock, CJL xluit 1919, p. u6. 
5 Dt fatic in orAe 94 J A and C_ 
3 See Yule, Marco Polo, 2nd ed. 1 p, itfg, jrd ed. 1 p, itfo. 
4 Mareo Polo lp ehapP xxijl 

J Y"lc V- 1 P* ' P- suggested □ connection between 
this story and he Ch.nese story of the heavenly horse (pp. jog He was 
probably nght, though not quite as he meant; the origin of both the Badakshan and 
Ferghana horses mu»i tew, been □ncofthegreat Pardiian war-horse, S« p. jog 4. 

M. no^LOVCSeri, StJnmaruim Kmdabrvmnam vi, 193-^ p. 171+ 
7 °* M. Daltpr, Tie treasure of tie Oxta, md ed. ,916, pj. XXVE. Date not 

later man tin; third century a.d.i RostovodT op* di, p. 17^ 
8 I do not mean that even' hide sate liad a separate decent. Some must u 

acquired u by mantle with a house lhai possessed it. But one on only sneak in 
general terms* J m 
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and whether that Greek was actually of the royal blood of Baciria or 
not, he or she would certainly have soon become royal in the family 
tradition and therefore Alexander's descendant. There arc still traces to 
be got, I believe, of these descents in die period before Islam: when in 
614 Omar’s general conquered Badakshan its king Bahrain Shah was a 
descendant of Alexander;1 and Marco Polo found a bit of the fictitious 
pedigree the story that Roxane was a daughter of Darius III—current 
in Badakshan in the thirteenth century1 as it had been current in the 
later Greek period (App, 3). Islam, which made DhuJcamein one of its 
heroes, strengthened these beliefs—Marco Polo (i, xxix) says that every 
ruler oi Badakshan took die name Dliulearncm; but it did not create 
them. Once the belief was established, a change in the ruling house 
would make little difference; conquerors or usurpers usually annexed 
the women of the conquered, and even if they did not diey would 
annex any worth-while legend, fust as the modem Mirs of Badakshan, 
who only went back to the seventeenth century, possessed both the 
legend and the heirloom. Provided people remain illiterate, such 
legends may run for ever; they are preserved in the memories of the 
women, which prior to printing were the world’s marriage registers 
and books of pedigree. Indeed one amazing story exists of a name- 
memory which may, and seemingly must, have run for nineteen 
centuries from the period treated in this chapter: it is said that a century 
ago a dilapidated monument on the southern shore of Lake Issyk Kul 
was still called by the natives ‘Chang-k'ien’s Tablet*,3 and no one will 
accuse those natives or their forefathers of reading Ssu-ma Ch’ien. 
This, as I see it, is die history of the Alexander-descents. 

For a considerable period after die conquest the coinage of the 
invading Yueh-chj consisted of more or less barbarous imitations of 
Greek coins, sometimes of those of Euthydcmus but more usually of 
those of Heltodes;4 as the nomads could not possibly coin for themselves 
dll they began 10 adopt a settled life, and as it cannot be said when that 
was, these coins must have been struck by Greeks or Bac trims, Three 
classes of these imitations are known, one with Greek legends only, one 
with mixed legends of rude Greek and Sogdian letters, and one with 

^ * Lritncr, Dardutan in 18f}5Supp. p. iS. This pamphlet gives much 
inkirniauon about Badakshan and its Mirs. 

* I da not know whether this could have been got from some Arab writer. 
3 Hirth p. nS. 
4 CiU pp, 46!, fj7. 
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Sogdian letters only* It would be natural to see in then) the progressive 
loss of the Greek language, but it might also be that the divergences 
represent not different periods of time but different localities; much of 
dteir interest resides in the fact that they are early specimens of the 
Sogdian language,1 which had therefore been reduced to writing under 
Greek rule* They may also indicate that in some towns native Bactrkns 
had been in the service of the mints, like the Indian mint-officials in 
some of the ate Greek kingdoms in India (pp. 356^.); but this more 
probably took place after the break-up of Greek rule, seeing that die 
jvt Greek king, Heliodes, did not employ native mint-officials in 

India* 1 hese coins also show that, whatever may have been the case 
tinder Greek rule, corns were now being produced elsewhere than in 
the royai mint at Bactra; these imitations, though made bv people who 
still knew enough to give Heliodes a new type which he tad never 
used himself,? cannot well have been struck at Bactra, for that mint 
could not suddenly have become barbarized unless Bactra had been 
sacked and such was certainly not the case: Chang-kWs reference * 
,ust after the conquest, to its ‘markets for the sale of every sort of 
merchandise show that it was undamaged. The nomads had no chance 
of taking such a strong^ fortified city by military operations, but they 
could bring it to terms by ravaging its lands year after year; and Bactm 
must have made terms. No doubt for a considerable time it stood to 
the Yueh-chi in the same sort of quasi-independent relationship as 
Sdeuceta for long did to die ParthUns, paying however tribute for its 
land; in the nature of the case, nomads could not make a city their 
capital, i,e. the seat of their government, till they ceased to k* 

' ueM“ y>; nil much later.S The process may have been ocrfeerlv 
peaceful, like die 'peaceful penelndon’ of .he Greek cities of rhe 
Bosporan kingdom by the Sarmarians.4 

Iris strongly held that die Sacs speech of die Kushans was .-1...^ 

1 R. Hoernle, In£ Am. Xfcvn, ip. n* 1 take it tW* a - - * 
Bacman i$ Sogdian; see neat note. ^Ufig lie cafla 

1 Motfc dt la Fuycj Per. AW* 1915 pT 54. 
f BMC p* 21* 1 l - 
5 FTrst m^ntirvwl « ™k A* t .tL P’ P*5li- 

Pm vm | 
Oxiit* Wytx p_ 40* tie Lrr&ot p. ^ __ 
the Yueh-chi this gives no help over ihc diucb 

* HnsEovtzeffi CAN xi p, 9^ 

? \*fC p Z * * F JT 

arat mentioned as such in die ^ou-Wjuia fChav^i-1’. . - ™ 
’tit p„ 187), In the Ck‘iin-h<m-ihu |}« Yueh-chi ‘ramT^r 1ran^ac‘0[,i T'oung 
, Write p. 40, die Groot p. 9;; hut as Pan-Jcu is n< IL- KfUfI nof^1 die 
..-u-j.: Tu:* 1:-L.r. f .ran *u ,s giving the ]a«r history of 
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to writing in Bactria,1 and as it was written in Greek letters this could 
hardly have taken place before the Yueh-chi acquired Bactta as their 
capitaJ. Various obscure rulers are known who probably belong to the 
century after the conquest and whose coins exhibit Greek elements- 
some may have ruled bits of the one-time Greek kingdom, probably in 
the hills, or even ruled in some Greek dty as vassals of the Rushans 
but of more importance is the Rushan Miaos (or Heraos), die first 
chieftain among the Yueh-chi to issue a Greek coinage. He will be 
considered m a later connection (App. ]7 and p. 34a); but if the sug¬ 
gestion there n^de be well founded, Ids coinage must have been struck 
for mode!Jed) for him in Kapisa, noi in Bactria, and die question may 
therefore anse whether it was not at Kapisa that d,e Saca speech of the 
Kushans was reduced to writing. The use in diat language of the Greek 
symbol for si, the sign p (App. 18), gives no hejp; for though this sign 
orcurs much earlier m north-west India than the coinage of the Rushan 
kings—it is found on the coins of Miaos (in the form P) about tone 
and on some of those of Spalirises (p. 509) in the latter part of the first 
century B.c. that does not prove that it was not also used in Bactria. 
A priori the reduction of the Rushan language into Greek writing is 
more likely to have taken place at their capital Bactra than at Kapisa- 
but 1 can see no certainty. Though the Greek language must have soon 
pemhed, Greek script lasted on in Bactria (Tocharistan), and apparently 
m Shignan and ChitraJ also, for centuries, and even appears on Epli- 

S™ f0ins? <hfdl centUfy A.D.); and it has been supposed that Hshan 
siangs reference to an alpliabec of twenty-five letters in use in 

iochanstan in his day (seventh century) means the Greek alphabet, 
twenty-four letters and p* The much earlier disappearance of Greek 

Kharoshtto* ^ ***** ^ been Partl>r due t0 competition of 

1 I5,nP'rJ0l(’,’lleaftr 3 certainty than a conjecture'. 
no .TSfSfflSfv1” R Hoanle. jpf ,s„ vol. «v.„ pi, ,, 

. p. 26, Allotted? fa Fuye op. at. p, iyi); SpaMris (ii, p. jccV Sapadbiies (’•l 

VMCr-; • K »1* sJai'Sb, id 
wans (t».),who must be Jafer, as his coins have square phi and sigma. Hyreodes 

thai of Miaos and the Rushans. The obscure Sanabares (BMC d. uj) can hardly 
belong to this class, as his coins, unlike ihe others, have Greek monogram.; and 
were therefore struck in a recognised Greek mint. ^ *n- 

J £* W* &lit7 T «■ FP‘ Ssi-a; Whitehead JRAS im p, m 
* Most recently by Bailey, ii. 
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The end of the Sacaraucae horde must be noticed here, because of its 
possible bearing on the daring of the important historian whom I have 
called ‘Trogus' source’ (p. 48). So far as one can rely upon Trogus’ 
Prologues, the ‘perishing' of the Sacaraucae was the latest incident 
in regard to Bactria which he related;1 how far he may have gone in 
India has been considered elsewhere (/£.). The Sacaraucae arc last 
mentioned by name as bringing Sinatruces to the Parthian throne in 
77 a.c.,: though it has been supposed that they were the 'Scythians’ with 
whom Phraates IV took refuge when expelled by Tiridates in 17 b,c.;3 
but tliis latter date need not be considered, for it is certain enough now 
that Phraates fV was restored by the Suren from Sacastene.4 It seems 
an inevitable deduction, though it has not been drawn, that it was also 
the Suren who brought Sinatruces to the throne in 77 b.c.; this is far 
more likely than that it should have been done by nomads from 
Bokhara, and it would agree with the now known political orientations 
of the house of the Suren. Consequently we have no mention which 
can be trusted of the Sacaraucae as an independent horde later than the 
conquest of Bactria c. 130 s.c. and die associated invasion of Parthla 
in 139. Trogus dearly couples his account of the 'perishing' of the 
Sacaraucae with his account of the composition of the Yueh-cht horde; 
and as his source can only have given rite latter account in connection 
with the conquest of Bactria, the ‘perishing* of the Sacaraucae cannot 
be too far removed in time from that event. 

It is perhaps not difficult to see what happened. The Sacaraucae, after 
taking Merv, joined in the invasion of Parihia, Some may have re¬ 
mained with their kinsfolk in Sacastene, and a large body, doubtless die 
majority, went on into India in conjunction with other Sacas; but part 
of the horde, between 124 and 11 j, were rolled back northward by the 
Suren when he liquidated the Saca invasion (p.499) 3; he took Merv and 
drove them back across the Oxus, whereon they ‘perished’. Bui the 
'perishing' of a horde does not mean that it was exterminated; it means 
that it ceased to exist as a separate horde by being absorbed into 
another horde, just as the Massagetae (that is, those of them W'ho had 

1 Pn/t. 3ti.lt, Addiuc his res Scythicae (Le, an excursus). Rcg« Thocaforum 
Asian! intcritusqiie SarJucarum. 

1 Pseudo-Lucian, Macrotii 15. Hcrrfeld, SeJctman p. 17, consequently pm the 
i/iteritut after 77. But Pseudo-Lucian is hardly impeccable evidence on such a point, 

3 Justin xr.li, 5, y. Hermann, Saearaumt in PW, consequently (col. itfao) 
made the initrittii c, jo hjc., at the hands of the Yueh-chi. 

* Hetsfdd, SaJkaitex pp, 73-4. f Sec further CAH IX p. ySy. 
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remained in their original country) were absorbed soon afterwards; 
most of diem had gone on into Indi^ but those in the south of their 
original territory were seemingly absorbed by die Dahae1 and diose in 
the north by the Aorsi; the latter body were, with the Aorsi, ultimately 
absorbed by the Alans. In the same way, those of the Sacaraucac who 
were driven north were absorbed by the Kpang-kiiij who had occupied 
western Sogdiana behind them (pp, aSo, 29V); tins may of course have 
been preceded by a destructive defeat, w hich left what remained of the 
Sacaraurae helpless bee ween the victorious Parthians and the victorious 
K*ang-kiu. To Chang-k'ien, the K'ang-kiu in 118 were only a moderate¬ 
sized horde and not even fully independent^ but they appear in the 
Ch'ien-han-shu with a great accession of strength,3 for which their 
absorption of die returning Sacaraucae would account; it is supposed 
that their territory now stretched from Tashkent to Bokhara and from 
eastern Chorasmia to Samarkand * and Fan-ku not only makes them 
stronger than the Yueh-du* but dilates on their pride and insolence in 
a way which shows that die Chinese found them very difficult to handle,6 
One season why iTrogusp source1 gave prominence to the end of the 
Sacaraucae as a separate people would be that they had long been well 
known to the Greek world; but it may also very well be that they had 
supplied the leaders for the invasion of Parthia. In any case, their 
1 perishing1 does not conflict with the date already deduced for4 Tragus* 

source1 (p. 50). 
There remains one country yet to notice, Ferghana (Ta-yuan), 

which had formed part of the kingdom of Euthydemus (p. 83 and 
App* 10). It was the first4 western country * which Chang-k’ien reached 
after escaping from the Hiung-nu ■ he found? a settled agricultural land 
like Baetria with * walled towm‘ and 1 postal roadsp* where the people 
made wine from grapes and stored it for years, and from which the vine 

1 Herrmann, Mamxgtmln PW col. 2119, though he puis si irmeh 100 early. IF 
this be right, die Dahae did not join, in the invasion of Parthia; this might well be 
so, as they were Paxthid's mother-people, 

1 Hirth p. 06 § 27, 80,000-90,000 archers, and a small territory, the southern part 
being under the political influence {H in der Gcwjt*, de Groot p* 15) of the Ytich-chi 
and the northern part under thac of die Hiung-nu. 

* Wylie p. 4zr dc Groot p, 103; 110,000 hors^archers. 
* De Groot pp. 13, io<S-8; he identifies ffaar capital Pi-rien with Samanand, on 

the distances given. Herzfeld (see amt p. 280 n. 1) lias put this too early. 
* notooo horse-archers as against 100,00c* 
* Wylie p- 431 de Groot p. 104+ 
? Hirih pp. 9^ § 13 jp+ to3 §99; Wylie p. 44; de Groot p. 109* 
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and the alfalfa were subsequently brought to China, His account, as 
given by Ssu-ma Ch’ien,, is however not at all dear as to the political 
position in Ta-yuan; he may have passed through in a hurry, as he was 
only ten days distant from the Hiung-nu and may have felt unsafe till 
he could reach die Yueh-chi; but his statement that the people shoot 
arrows on horse-back is inconsistent with a purely agricultural land of 
the Ta-hia type, and the parallel passage in rite Ch’ien-han-shu, which 
reproduces exactly the same account, makes it clear that there was a 
nomad people (or a people of ex-nomads) superimposed upon and ruling 
the agricultural population;1 and in toiS-tot the king of Ferghana bore 
the Saca name Mu-kuV (Mauakes-Maues, see p. 496). 

Chang-k’icn heard? of the special horses of Ferghana, the great 
Parthian chargers'* who were said to be descended from the 'heavenly 
horse , the tien-ma, and ‘sweated blood’ (whatever the Chinese wrord 
really means),^ and fed on the alfalfa of the country; but the sequel 
makes it clear that he never jaw them and did not know what they were, 
another proof that he hurried through the country.* But the emperor 

1 Pan-feu (Wylie p. dc Groot p. 109) gives first his own formula for Saca 
nomads (familk'S population ;jp warriors #) and ilicn the same account of a 
settled agricultural people as Ssu-ma Ch ien; seemingly he is making more precise 
what the earlier writer left somewhat vague, 

3 Hirth p. in. 
} Hirth p. 9; §rj (Chang-fc’fen's Report), 

dje Parthian and Ferghana horses and the ‘1 leaven ly horse' see Tam, 
Mthtajy D'Vchpmtnu 1930 pp, 77 For the Doura graffiti of Parthian 

« D»ra.Eurapol im 
Pis. XXI, XXII, and CAN vol. of Plates IV p. a6 < (1934) ~ 

i Hirth p. 140 suggested that the word, han-hur, might be a transcript or some 
foreign sound* r 

‘ arc ™ Ctai wltat follow. Pan-ku In Chap, xevi 
(Wylie pp. 44-1) wakes Charg-kVn himself tell Wu-ri of the Ferghana horse, 

*f ,n £*and W“-f thH™" sfnds “ «woy to Ta-yuan who is putto death and 
the military opedMom of tofi-tot follow at once; this cannot be right, for if 
Wu-n was sulfieieintly interested to burst inoTpoetry, twenty years delay is in¬ 
credible. Ssu-ma Ch ten (Hirth pp, 109-13) and Pan-ku in the Life (Wylie pp. 70-1) 
put the whole thing after Chang-fc ten s second mission in 1«5, and I have Allowed 

VrWV' newer knew what the Fergana hors* were 
really hlte nD c/rer he had got the Wu-sun on« which Oiang-^en brought home 

and that therefore (WkW though lie W of the Ferghana horses in 
raS never them and fought they were like die Wu-sun ho^s. The latest 
modem account .s that of W. Yetts in Eurtujn SepunrMa Anri.ua ntf ,9j4, 
p ijr ;buthe Siss not considered the difficulty discussed in this note (does inhere- 
fore only exist m the translations?) and docs not refer to tire gnrat Parthianwar-hart« 
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Wu-ti was interested when fie heard of them, as he had found an oracle 
in the Book of Changes which said that ‘ the heavenly horse will come 
from the North-West*1—indeed it appears that an apparition of the 
creature had recently been recorded1—and when Chang-k'ien, on his 
second journey westward in tif, brought back some horses from the 
Wu-sun3 which were stronger than any known in China, Wu-ti thought 
that these were the horses he had heard of, descendants of the ‘heavenly 
horse’, and named them 'heavenly horses’,4 

But alter Chang-k’ien's death in 114 he got information—it is not 
recorded how, but doubtless from one of Chang-k'ien’s lieutenants— 
of the real nature of the Ferghana horses, and sent mission after mission 
to purchase some; on the arrival of the first ones he transferred the 
name ‘heavenly horses’ to them from the Wu-sun horses3 and himself 
wrote a poem to celebrate the arrival of the 'heavenly horse’ in China;6 
the type of these great chargers can subsequently be traced in Chinese 
art,' But he then heard from some young men attached to one of the 
missions6 that the king of Ta-yuan, Mu-ku’a, had even liner horses in 
his city of Ir-shi9 than those which he had got, and he sent an envoy to 
buy some; the murder of this envoy by Mu-ku’a, who thought he was 
out of reach, led to China's war with Ta-yuan, which was allied with 
the K’ang-lriu. There is no need to give details; after more than one 
fruitless attempt a Chinese army in 101 actually reached Ir-shi and took 

1 Hi n il p. 103 £79* 

] The fim of the two poems given by Ssu-xna Ch'ien n. G)r apparent[y 
In Wu-ti*s reign, 

3 Hinh p. mi §73, 

J ^ P- J°3 5 791 so Wylie p. 70 (from the Lift). * /& 
For two poems sec Chavarmes' translation, Les Aut&riftus Jt 

$e-ma Tf'itn ur pnT 236-^7. It is the sttamf poem (noc the first* as Chavaones 
thought) which is Wu-ri's, as fisti-nm Chpien shows clearly by Ki-Yeo^s remark* 
But this poem must be In or before 112* when Ki-Yen died (see Chavannes* note); 
therefore the first of the Ferghana horses reached China tn or before 112 (* Le 
chcval celeste esi amand this confirms the version which I have adopted; 
Chavanncs, in transferring the Ki-Yen modem from the second poem eg the first* 
was misled by the belief that no Ferghana horses came till ioi. Ii does not appear 
that Ehe horse whose apparition is the subject of the first poem f Le cheval celeste 
est descend u') was ever brought to Wu-ri at all; ic was merely pan of the * heavenly 
horse* legend. 

7 Tam pp, ct£. App. IL 

8 Hirth p* 109 £ioj. 
* Hirtb's spelling. Other versions have been Eul-chc and Ni-se; de Grooi calls 

it Dsi-su+ Identified in later Chinese writings with Uratube. 
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tfie lower city, but could not reduce the citadel because, although they 
had cut off its water supply, there was in it a ‘man from Ts’in ’ who 
knew how to dig wells;* finally the Chinese general, fearing the 
K'ang-kiu whom the besieged had threatened to call in, agreed to a 
compromise under which he retired after the besieged had killed 
Mu-ku a, accepted China’s suzerainty, and Iianded over a few of the 
horses. 

I have related the story of the heavenly horse* because the recogni¬ 
tion of tills legendary creature and its offspring in the flesh by Wu-d is 
such a valuable parallel to the recognition of the legendary Ta-hia by 
Chang-k ien; but the story contains one other point of interest for the 
Greek historian, the man from Ts'in. Though the name Ts’in for China 
may be usually later, there are said to be cases in the Han period of the 
expression ‘men of the Ts'in’ meaning Chinese,1 and the favourite 
interpretation has naturally been that the ‘man from Ts’in’ was a 
Chinese deserter^ it may be so, but my difficulty is that Ssu-ma Ch’ien 

has shortly before mentioned Chinese deserters quite explicitly in 
another connection/ and if he had meant the same thing in the passage 
in question he would presumably have said so. Another meaning^* 

TlT*ta’ atet! ,ha" Ssi™ Ch’*n. ^ the Greek Orient generally, 
which by the time that the expression came into use meant in practice 
Roman Syria/ for the term never included An-si (Parthia); but in 
ioi B.c. Parthia already extended to die Euphrates, and the pisence of 
a Syrian engineer in Ferghana at the time of the final break-up of 
Seleuad rule in Syria ts too remote a possibility to be wordi considering. 
But there sail remains one other meaning of die word: a definite part 
of the Greek Farther East In the Chinese translation-of the Milinda- 
panha Menander says that he was bom in Ta-T/in/ when he had in fact 
been bom m the Paropamisadae; and his capital Cho-kie (Sagala) is 

T> W ?.d"!anorfl« ‘in ^ kingdom of 
Ta-Ts in, m the regions of the North’/ that is, Ta-Ts’in is here used to 

I Hirth p. in § mu. De Oroai, p. 40, makes it plunl, 

1 Hirth pp, 113, lie; deCroot P< 40; Yens op. p. 
4 Hirth p. 108 §ioj, with note (: some Chinese deserters settle t„ .u 

countries and taught the people the art 0/ casting iron. e western 
* The regular use in the Htm-ha^ku, which beeins at a d >< 

Dcffiiiville p. 16B JcvTll. " '* 

7 Demi^vtlJc p. ooGxxjl 
5 /kjllQCV. 
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signify the Yavana country,1 die country of the Bactrian Greets. The 
man from Ts'in’ m Ferghana might therefore be a Greek engineer of 

the farther East, and this is certainly suggested by the wells, which are 
a parallel to the great wells of the Periplus near Barygaaa, memorials of 
the Greet occupation of Surastrene (p. i4g)- in both the Greek and the 
Chinese accounts ‘wells’ mean deeper wells than die native inhabitants 
could dig lor themselves. Nothing therefore prevents us from believing 
il we wish, that the * man from Ts'in’ who foiled the Chinese army was 
i le last Greek ot the Baarian kingdom to be mentioned in history. 

As we have travelled far in Chang-kleti's company, it is only fitting 
that the last word should be of him. The man who, hy force of 
personality and not of arms, had opened up to China a new world in 
the west, gained the affection of die barbarians,1 and enabled regular 
trade communication to be started between China and Iran along the 
subsequently famous Silk Route, was not forgotten in his own land; 
indeed he became something of a legend.? It is not clear to me either 
from Ssu-ma Ch’ien or Pan-ku that he brought the vine and the alfalfa 
from Ta-yuan to China himself—-it would seem that he showed the wav 
and that they were first actually brought by others*—but in any case 
later writers attributed to him not only the introduction of these two 
plants but that of many others which ultimately readied China from 
Iran; a whole list of legendary ‘Chang-k’ien plants’ is known.? And 
for years after his death Chinese envoys to the West always stated, as 
their passport to foreign peoples, that they were his countrymen. The 
men don of his name’, says Ssu-ma Ch’ien,1 being regarded as a guarantee 
of good faith’.6 

1 ?? *!* PHliot,/^ J9M P- 401, on the passage last cited. 
Hirth p. „§rj; Wylie p. 67. 

, , u , °P' f"-P- Yens, op. tit. p. aj r, speaks of the Chinese making of him 
a cul tutj-licro „ See also K. S. Lituureriet The Chinese j, 193^ p, 109, 

, rk 1 Pfi* I9°t ji0> llI» assumes that these two plants wtrt brought 
by UBtg'k ten. Bur Ssu-ma Ch'jcnascr ibes their introduction to1 Chinese envoys 
Hirth p. to® §100, and Pan-ku to a subsequent Chinese mission, Wylie p. 45, de 
vmocc p. in. Pan-ku says later, in his own summing up (Wylie part 2 p. i ij): 

I he reporn regarding the celestial horse and grapes led to the opening up of 
communication with Ta-yuan’; in his view then, as regards the vine, Chang-k'ien 
only brought back a report. 

1 Lanier^), nir. p. 190 and under Chive, Coriander, Cucumber, Fig, Pomegranate, 
Safflower, Sesame, Walnut. 

Hirth p. 103 §77; so Pan-ku, Wylie p. 70. 



CHAPTER VIII 

GREEKS AND SAGAS IN INDIA 

With the death of Menander the little thread of literary in¬ 
formation which has been our guide through the maze breaks 
off* and except for one episode the story of Greek rule in 

India can be taken no further from written history. In places that rule 
lasted for well over a century after Menander’s death, and a large number 
of kings are known: taking Bactria and India together,and assuming 
that the first Diodotus took die royal title, we know from literature 
and coins of thirty-six kings and one queen, Agathodeia;1 * 3 * a Kharosh- 
thi inscription has added one more name, Theodamas.* The labours ot 
numismatists5 have succeeded in producing a broad outline of events, 
and some points of interest can be recovered, notably as regards the 
revival a generation before the end; that is all, for no Greek historian 
seems to have taken the story of the Farther East further down than 
the death of Mithridates II in 87 n.c. (pp. 4s, 48), Putting it vejy 
roughly, until die coming of the Sacas the house of Eucrarides ruled 
most of the country between the Hindu Kush and the Jhelum, though 
we may meet some Eulhydemid kings to the west of that river, and the 
houses of Euthydemus and Menander ruled from the Jhelum to 
Mathura; somewhere about 80 s.c. the Sacas, who had previously 
established a kingdom in Sind and the Greek sea-provinces to the 
southward, came up the Indus, occupied Taxila and Gandhara, and 
drove a wedge in between the two realms or state-groups. To which 
house or group the greater number of the known kings belong has been 

1 In alphabetical order: Agathodeia, Agathodes, Aitiyntas, AntiaEddas, Anti- 
machiis (2), Apollodotus (a), Apollophanes, Archcbius, Artemi dorus, Demetrius 
(a), Diodoms (s), Diomede*, Dionysius, Epander, Eurmtides (1), Euthydemus (1), 
Heliodes, Hermacus, Hi ppottratus, Lysias, Menander, Nicias, Panlateon, Peucolaos, 
Philoxenus, Plato, Polyxenus, Telephus, Thwphilus, Zoiltis (1). I do not include 
Hermaeus* queen Calliope, as she did noi reign alone. 

* Cl! p. <S no. in; s« p. JtJ. For (He supposed mention of some of the later 
kings in me Yuga-patdtvt see App. 4, 

3 For the coins of these later kings see especially BMC under their names; 
Whitehead ArC Pp. 194/Jjf and LAcr* C<u,, CHI pp. 
Two Engs, Peuedaos (whitehead NC p. J14) and Polyxenm (ZoIm Cat. p. {}), 
were discovered after ihc publication of BMC. 
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elucidated from their coin-types,1 and these, together sometimes with 
identical monograms, furnish the only safe ground- attempts to group 
the kings by artisdc considerations* do not, in my opinion, take us very 
far, for the method is subjective and is open to the accident of a better 
engraver turning up in some town. Some of the known names are 
probably sub-kings. 

In the western group, Heliocles was succeeded by Antiaiddas, who 
must have begun to reign, or reign alone, not later than c, 130. He was a 
king of some power: he certainly ruled from the Hindu Kush to the 
Jheium, as his silver coins show the full type of Alexandria-Kapisa^ and 
theinscription on the Besnagar column4 in Vidisa proves that he reigned 
m Taxila; the possibility that he still retained some footing north of the 
Hindu Kush has already been noticed (p. 275) in connection with his 
!l, the \ictorious , and on the Besnagar column he is 'the Great 
King . His known rule in Taxila, and the pilti of the Dioscuri on his 
copper coins, furnish the reason for die belief that henceforth the piki 
were the type of Taxila. He was evidently related to Heliocles,* but 
how is unknown. His date depends largely on the Besnagar inscription, 
which shows him sending an ambassador, HeJiodorus son of Dion, to 
a Sunga king Bhagabhadra in Vidisa, then in die fourteenth year of Jus 
reign. This inscription is very important for another matter, to be 
noticed later; here it need only be said that the list ofSunga kings in the 
Putinas knows no Bhagabhadra, and lie is generally identified with the 
ast king but one of that list, Bhaga or Bhagavata, whose fourteenth 

year is supposed to fall round about 90 b.c.,7 though it lias been put 
much earlier. A reign of some forty years is possible enough, but there 
are considerable difficulties, which we shall come to later, in taking 
Antialridas down to c. 90 B.c,; for five kings in Gandhani have to come 

' This is the basis of Rapson’s scheme tn CHI, which is much the best, and 
luv1) alterations and additions, I follow in outline till near die end. 

V liiteheitd s scheme of three groups, west to east, according to the quality of 
the art. Certainly on the whole the west is ratlier better than the east, though t 
sometimes cannot follow his grouping as regards individual kings. But a recent 

™* k°rne c>ut his view about Zoilus’ two coinages (p. 319). 
1. . t pp- ^euS ouhmned holding Nike on his hand, and before him a 

Slnail elepfiant or the forepart of onf, 

‘‘Published by Sir John Marshall, JRAS 1909 p. 1033; cf. j. Ph. Vogel, AS I 
* Mucli discussed since. See further pp. 380, 40$. 

- They use a common type, not found elsewhere; CHI pp. 339, 390. 

a ST1]" *lS" 7 IL P- J«* 
v. A. Smith made i t 10S b.c. 
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in between Antialddas and Maues, and the Sara (Parsii) occupation of 
Kabul, which was definitely before 87, was almost certainly after 
Antialddas' death (see p. 472); it might therefore be better either to 
identify Bhagabhadra with some earlier king or to suppose that Bhaga 
was earlier than the Purana chronology makes him, and date the 
inscription not later than c. too B.c. 

A difficult problem is die ‘joint* coin of Antialddas and Lysias.1 
Lysias on his own coins used the type of Demetrius, Heracles crowning 
himself: he sometimes wore Demetrius' elephant-scalp,1 and adopted 
Demetrius’ title nvtVnpor; that he was a descendant, presumably a 
grandson, of Demetrius seems self-evident. But Antialddas certainly 
belonged to die rival line of Eucratides, as his type ‘pUei of the Dioscuri * 
shows; and the 'joint' coin is so difficult that the view has been put 
forward that (for once) Lysias' types have nor their natural meaning 
but are merely local3 But di'oojro? cannot be local, and that title, 
combined with the elephant^scalp, leaves no doubt who Lysias was, 
for the combination of these two things had been of the very essence 
of Demetrius’ royalty (pp. 131 The important thing is that at 
some period Lysias was able to coin in a Greek mint, but all the mints 
known were in die hands of Antialddas or Strato; at the same time the 
elephant on Lysias’ coins (which might, however, be the elephant of 
Taxila), and more especially the little elephant on his aegis (which 
cannot well refer to Taxila), have been interpreted—in the Utter case 
dierc seems no alternative—to mean that he regarded himself as under 
the protection of the elephant god of Kapisa.4 

I see only one way to fit these facts together. It must be supposed 
that when Heliodes recovered Bactria some son of Demetrius, either 
Demetrius II or Agathoctes, had survived and had continued to main' 
tain himself in some of the hill provinces, cut off from the great road, 
the capitals, and the mints; as he had no mint, no trace of him during 
this period would remain. Lysias was his son,? and his ‘joint1 coin with 
Antialddas refers to a rapprochement, probably a treaty of permanent 
peace, between die two factions, die end of the long feud of the rival 

1 BMC p. 166: ohv., /WtiWW awK^Tcii Aiutov and bust of Heracles- 
rev., Mahan psa pyarfharafa (victorious) Amtialikidasa and pUti of the Dioscuri. * 

’ BMC PL X,(. On one of this series he wears instead the fiat kausia of die 
Euthvdeniids 1 Lahore Cat, p. \t no. k(. 
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houses;1 Lysias must have kept his bill kingdom but become in some 
lomi an associate* could nor here be sucking—of An tiaJddas, as he 
henceforth coined in his mints. For ail four of Lysias’ monograms 
appear on Antialcidas’ coins3 (though the latter has a couple of others 
also), which is decisive proof that they sliared the same moneyere; there 
are arguments for both Kapisa and Taxila as the mint,* and probably 
Lysias used both. The ‘joint1 coin of course does not express the treaty 
though it refers to it; it is not a joint coin at aJI, hut a coin of Lysias’ 
who (though Antialcidas was probably the more powerful) has naturally 
allotted to himself the obverse and the Greek legend; probably there 
were coins of Antialcidas with the position reversed. This treaty mav 

the reason why coins exist which show Antialcidas wearing the flat 
kausia of the Etirhydemids* and Lysias wearing the helmet of Eucra- 
tide&;5 and an unexplained coin of Antialcidas, on which the dephant- 
god and his elephant are marching* might relate to the same event, 
which would doubtless have been celebrated with some sort of a display 
or procession. Tile reason for such a reconciliation is obvious: die Saca 
menace was already coming into view* 

Antialcidas was the last king to rule all the three kingdoms west of 
the Jheliim Faxila, Gandhara, Paropamisadae; on his death his realm 
^as divided, or broke up, into its component parts* His successor in 
TaxiJa was Archebius, who struck a certain number of tetradrachms? 
and was certainly succeeded by the Saca Maues;s his coinage is better 
artistically than that of his contemporaries^ which means that a better 
engraver had appeared in Faxila. In Gandhara five kings are knot™ 
between Antialcidas and Maues Diomedes, Epander, and Philoxenus 
all use the humped bull of Pushka!avari; Peucolaos may be ‘king 
Peuce!a (pp+ 244^*} and exhibits the Fortuneof Pushkalavationhisrare 

1 Then? 33 a famous pitxcden t in the treaty oFperma rten c peace between Anrigonus 
Cjon^t^ts and Andodiug I, which stood for genera [ions, 

1 CL BMC p, i9 and PI. XXXI, * with pp, 
' "Fhis depends on analysis of the monograms, I need not give it* 
* PL VII, 1 ip rj* Lahore Cm. p. 31 nos. 1^7-83. 
5 BMC PL VTU, 7. It might also explain why on two coins (BMC PI. X, !«, 

ia) Strata too wears Eucrandes helmet with the hull's horn and ear. 
_ Whitehead NC p+ 32V no. ai, PL XVP he calls it a 'march past'. 

"8 Tllirty were found in 1917 in the Kabul hoard, Whitehead, NC p, 31^ 
Rapson in CHI p. 559; his reason is conclusive. See Herzfeld. Sahasum 

p. 97; 
s f°r ^tampfe the coin figured in CI/L PL XXX d+ 

»cm P.S57/ 
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coinage;1 Artemidorns’ rale in Pushkalavati is certain both from his 
name and his types, and it is quite certain that his immediate successor 
was Maues.1 The coins of Peucolaos and Arremidorus are extremely 
rare, and indicate very short reigns. As all coined in Pus ft kal avail, we 
cannot suppose a number of little kingdoms in the separate satrapies of 
Gandhara; but some might have been sub-kings. The matter is com¬ 
plicated by Artemidorus' and Philoxenus1! use of the title dt'&ojror, 
which may signify some connection with Lysias; it is likely enough 
that, if I am right about die peace between An da Id das and Lysias, the 
two houses were intermarrying, as they did later (p, 337), and in fact 
Philoxenus uses the type of AndmachusII, ‘Kingon prancing horse’,4 
It seems probable, therefore, that the one-time simple division—house 
of Eucrarides west of the jhelum, house of Euthydemus cast of it—- 
needs a good deal of qualification. 

One thing may, I think, be left out of the question. Owing to the 
fact that the system of sub-kings has not been understood, the large 
number of the later Greek kings in India has been explained as meaning 
much civil war and one king ousting another.* There seems little trace 
of this, and less probability. Only one usurper, I think, can be detected 
—Telephus, Only one overstrike, so far as I know, occurs—that of a 
coin of Apollodotus II by Zoilus II So ter6 in the eastern Punjab; and 
though overs inking is die usual accompaniment of conquest, every 
over strike does not necessarily mean a war, unless we have some other 
reason for supposing one. There had been dvil wan enough in the 
middle oi the second century; but once w'e get to the first century b.c. 
they are very difficult to credit. The Greeks in the north-west of lndia, 
with Bactria, Seistan, and the sea-provinces all lost, had become 
politically isolated in a vast world of * barbarismand its dead pressure 
must have tended to hold them togethcr,a$ the pressure of the coloured 

* Whitehead NC p. 314 no. jo; Luhor* Cat. p. So no. 64J. The British Museum 
has a specimen. 

* CM/ p. jjS (conclusive); see Herzfeld, Sahuimu, p. 97* 
1 There is a coin of Philoxenus with the legend badly blundered, Whitehead 

]ASH vi, [910, Num. Snpp. xiv p, 5 59 no. 8, which cannot have been struck at 
Pushblivati; he may have tried 10 coin in some province, unless it he a later 
imitation. 

4 EMC pp+ fdL 55; cf+ PL XIII, & with I am not using vdn Sailed ‘ joim* coin 
of ArehcMus and Philoxenus, as m genuineness b said to be doubtful e Rapscm, 
Indian 1897 p. G* 

-S Whitehead p. 308. * /£. 
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population in South Africa is tending to unite Briton and Boer. The 
threat of the Saca invasion from the south was already apparent, such a 
peace treaty as I lave supposed between Anrialcidas and Lysias falls 
logically enough into its place. Had the Yueh-chi nor been so tired of 
fighting and so anxious for a quiet life, Greek rule would probably have 
ended before it did; as li was, the Greeks were for the time safe from 
the side of Bactria* 

It will be best 10 defer considering die Paropamisadae for ibe present 
and to turn to the eastern group. It has been noticed that Menander 
was succeeded by his widow Agathoclda as regent for their son Strato, 
She was the first w oman actually to bear rule in any Hellenistic kingdom 
though die rule of queens had not been unknown in old jMacedonia; 
Pardiia of course promptly copied, and when Mithridates I died in 
138-7 he left his queen Ri. .mi regent for his young son Phraates II;1 
subsequently the rule of women became common among the Ptolemies, 
aEid one queen of Ptolemaic blood, Cleopatra Thea, virtually ruled 
what remained of the Seleucid empire, Strato f is shown by his coin- 
portraits to have had a very Jong reign,3 associated at the end with his 
grandson Strato II; in middle age he wore a beard, as two Seleucid 
kings had done (p* 299). A group of three kings, Apohodotus II 
Philopator, Dionysius, and Zoilus II Soter, show a common and 
peculiar monogram on their coins,, some of which were therefore all 
struck by the same moneyer in one mint/ a hoard found on the upper 
Sutlej contained coins of these three kings and of no others/ and a 
hoard of 100 coins of Zoilus was found near Sagala (Stalkot)/ Another 
king, Apollophanes, whose coins are extremely rare but show Euthy- 
demid types, certainly belongs to the same group, as another peculiar 
monogram which he shares with Zoilus II and Strato again shows that 
at one time ail three shared a common moneyer;6 these monograms 
mean that these four kings—Apollodotus II, Dionysius, Zoilus II, and 
Apollophanes—were sub-kings, or perhaps in some cases successors, of 
Strato, Yet another king whose coins arc extremely rare, Polyxenus, 

T A. T. Clay, Bcfy/onian records in 1A1 library of ]T PUrpOnl Morgan JJ p. n; 

W the date, E. H. Minns, JHS XXXV, 1913, p. 3* 
* Rapsun in Corolla Numismaiica 190G p. 14 f+ 
* Cn/ p. jjj* The monognim in question is shown Ln BMC pp. 37 no* 7, 51 

no. iT 51 no. 3. 

1 Noe, A kiMiography of Greek ccin-hoards^ NNM 172$ p. iSa 
* Whitehead NC p. 30S. 
* For this monogram see BMC pp. $4 no, %7 52 no* 6, 40 no. 7. 
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should from ht$ types be a member of this group/ All the kings here 
mentioned (including Agaihocleia) use Menanders regular type of 
Athena Alkis on their coins, and must therefore, it would seem, have 
either belonged to his family or governed some part of his one-lime 
kingdom. A peculiar statement in Plutarch (p. 48 n. 3) may mean that 
after Menander’s death the eastern capital was shifted from Sigala to 
Bucephala, which appears later as (probably) the capital of Hipposoatus 
(p, 326). 

How Strato governed Sind and Surastrenc, or whether these pro¬ 
vinces had broken off prior to die Saca conquest, is quite unknown; 
nothing of their history can be recovered. But as the later Saca rulers 
in Suiastrene and Malva, Nahapana and Castana, seem to I lave copied 
the coins of A polled at us II* they at any rate Jiad them to copy, and 
this king, who from his name was presumably a descendant of Apollo- 
dotus I Soter, may therefore have had something to do ^ith the govern¬ 
ment in the southern provinces which Apoltodotus I had originally 
conquered; he was not in the direct line, and may have been quite 
content to serve Menander’s son, who was in the direct line, as Anti- 
machus II served Menander (p, 230). But there are two considerable 
difficulties about Apotlodotus IL A hoard of 221 coins was found at 

Amarkot near Dera Ismail Khan on the Indus which consisted solely of 
drachmae of the two lungs named Apollodotus—82 of Soter, 96 of 
Philopator, 43 toe* worn to sav.J If this hoard stood alone, few would 
doubt that, as the older numismatists believed, Soter and Philopator 
were the same person. But it seems certain that they were not; Philo¬ 
pator s monograms, and notably his Kharoshthi letters, suffice. The 
hoard might furnish some further reason for supposing that Philopator 
governed Sind and the southern provinces; but the absence from the 
hoard of all coins of any king but these two, who were apparendy a 
good distance apart in time, is inexplicable on any ordinary grounds, 
and one must suppose that ir was a ircak collection made by somebody 
who claimed kinship with the line of Apollodotus and collected only 
the coins of the two kings of that name. The other difficulty concerns 
his date. It has been seen that die reigns of Dionysius, Zoilus II, and 
himself, or parts of them, must fall widiin the lifetime of a single 

1 P- 588 = Lahore Cat. p. 53 no. 371. On another coin, no. 371, he uses the 
Goigun $ head of Demetrius and Menander, 

1 Rapspn, /Winn Corn p. 20. 
3 Wa VasttJdSB v, 1909, Num* Supp. xl 
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moneyer, and Apollodotus II should come before Zoilus II, as Zoilus 
overs truck one of his coins; tills would agree with the natural suppose 
don that he was a grandson of Apollodotus I and Zoilus II a grandson 
of Zoilus I (Mow). But there exists a coin of Apollodotus II which has 
been overstrudt by Azes1 * * 4 with die ‘naval victory’ type with which he 
overs truck coins of Hippostratus when he put an end to Greek rule in 
tlie eastern Punjab (p, 343); and this would prima facie make Apollo- 
dottis II a contemporary of Hippostratus, reigning til! about 30 b.c. 
But this Is so impossible to reconcile both with the Zoilus overstrike 
and with the iact that none of the coins of Apollodotus IT show the 
square omicron that it must be taken to mean that Azes after his victory, 
till he could reorganise things, overstruck any older coins he could get, 
as Euthydemus had once done in Raciria (p. 104), 

It was the discovery of the great Bajaur hoard1 which has added to 
the list of kings die second Zoilus.1 This hoard consisted of nearly new 
coins of three early kings, Apollodotus T, Menander, and Antimachus II, 
with a single coin of Zoilus which had obviously belonged to the man 
who actually buried the hoard. A hoard like this was probably buried 
during some invasion, and there is a choice of two dates, Heliocles’ 
invasion of Gandhara between ifo and 140 B.c., or die Saca conquest 
of Gandhara round about 70 b.c.; without doubt the earlier date is the 
right one. There was then a Zoilus connected with Gandhara just after 
Menander’s death. It had been pointed out before the discovery of this 
hoard that Zoilus had two distinct currencies, clearly distinguished in 
style, legends, types, and monograms, one of which suggested the 
eastern Punjab while the affinities of the other were with Gandhara;* 
and die two currencies show different tides, Soter and Dikaios, It has 
been seen that Zoilus Soter belonged to the eastern group of kings 
connected with Strato; and Zoilus Dikaios, who is connected with 
Gandhara, must be earlier, perhaps one of the missing sub-kings of 
Menander, whom he evidently survived. Had he been merely driven 
across the Jhelum by Heiiodes into Strata's sphere, his monograms and 
the style of his coins would naturally have changed, but no reason is 
apparent why he should have changed his types, still less his title; and 

1 Lahore Cat. p. 123 no+ 244, 
1 M. f\ C. Martin, JASB xxm, 1927, Niim, Supp* XL p, 18. See p. 229, 
1 Coin*; BMC pp* fi-j* 
4 Whitehead NC p. 308, Tlir two coins BMC PL XII, 10 and up show the 

difference dearly. 
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it must I think be supposed that there were two kings of the name,1 
Soter being a descendant—presumably grandson—of Dikaios. 

The beginning of the end for all the Greek kingdoms in India was 
the Saca conquests. After the Suren, whom Mithridates H had put in 
command of the country east of the Persian desert (p, 499), had broken 
the Saca invasion of Parthia and had recovered the country from Herat 
northward to Merv, tile target body of the invaders, driven by Parthian 
pressure, had entered India from Seistan (p. 311 n. 4), while the Victorious 
Par Lilians brought into subjection die previously existing Saca state in 
Sacastcne on the lower Hdmand. The victories of the Suren took place 
somewhere between 124 and 115 (p. 281), and die Saca invasion of 
India may have begun any time after r. 120. The route of the main body 
of die invaders is unknown, but if they started from Sacastcne they 
probably took the usual road which Craterus had once followed, by 
Kandahar and the Bolan or the Mulla pass, and if so their first conquest 
trom die Greeks would have been die satrapy of Abiria on the Indus, 
which is known to have been theirs. They had come steadily southward’ 
since leaving the Jaxartes and the Caspian steppes, and southward from 
Abiria they still went, conquering Patalene and the Greek sea-provinces 
of Cutch and Surastrene; Indian tradition remembered their conquest 
of Sind, and how they went down the Indus in ships to the conquest 
of Kathiawar.* Tliis kingdom, extending from Abiria to Surastrene, 
uas their original kingdom in India and remained in that shape long 
enough to find its way into Greek tradition; it is Ptolemy's ‘Indo- 
Scythia’ and may be roughly dated c. t to to c. So b.c. (p. 233). 

The loss of Patalene and Surastrene meant to the Greek kings the loss 
of political control over the sea-ports which gave access by sea to the 
western world, but the sea-ports themselves may not have'been much 
affected. Demetrws-Patala, we shall see, remained a Greek city for 
some time longer, and its position under Saca rule doubtless resembled 
that of the Greek cities in Parthia, as Seleuceia or Susa, under die rule 
of the Parthians (p. 30). The political forms at Baryg&ra while it was 
under Greek rule are unknown. If the old shrines or temples (Upd) in 
the neighbourhood mentioned in the Periplus (p. 148) were Greek, as 
that work implies, then Barygaza was presumably a Greek polls, the 
missing capital of Surastrene; but one does not know how far one on 

' As Martin suggested, op, eh, p, 19. But he did not notice Whitehead on Zoitus 
5 K. P. jayaswat, JBORS xv 1, 1930, pp. 233-4; Sien Konow, Jiff xti mV 

pp. tJ-rp. yjl’ 
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rely on tile archaeological knowledge of the merchant who wrote that 
work, and it is safer to draw no deductions from these temples. But 
there must at any rate have been a considerable settlement there of 
Greek traders—even in die middle of the first century a,d. die town 
was still using the currency of Greek kings—and that settlement still 
continued in being under Saca rule, for there is a clear indication of its 
existence in the reign of Augustus. A king Pandion or Porus (? king of 
the Pandhya kingdom in Southern India) sent an embassy to him with 
a letter written on parchment in Greek,* and on the way the embassv 
picked up a gymnosophist, who accompanied them; this man belonged 
to Barygaza/ so it must have been in Barygaza that the envoys got their 
letter written. Greek then was still a living language there about the 
Christian Era, and may have persisted for some time as a lingua franca 

for traders from the West; one may recall that the women of Suras trene 
long continued to use die Greek salutation \aipt or xaipeiv fp. 
But whether die Yavanas mentioned In an inscription of a.d. jo0 had 
much to do with the Bactrian Greeks may be doubted. 

With the further conquests of the Sacas in the south, outside of the 
Greek provinces, 1 am not at the moment concerned. But somewhere 
about 80 b.c. they started northward from Abiria up the Indus* to 
attack the Greek centres in die north, under a leader whose name in 
Greek was Maues or Mauakes, in Kliaroshthi Moa or Mega (p. 496). 
The same name, Mauakes (Mu-ku'a), had been borne by the Saca king 
of Ferghana in 101 b.c. (p. 308); if I am right in my belief that the Saca 
rulers of Ferghana at this rime belonged to the Saj-wang (pp, 278 j?.), 
Maues may have belonged to the same people, some of whom, we have 
seen, must have come south with the Sacaraucae ; Maues' power would 
explain the insistence of the Chinese sources on die Sai-wang ultimately 
reaching and ruling 'Ki-pin' (see p. 277 n. 6). 

The early coins of Maues bear die simple legend ‘ Of King Maues 
It would be tempting to ascribe these early coins of his to the kingdom 
ol 'fndo-Scythia' and to suppose that they were struck in Demetrias- 

1 Nicolaus of Damascus in Strabo XV, 6S<J, 715, 
1 Nicolaus' Bapyoenj must he Barygaza, though Strabo did not recognise it. 

*fg&gr*ptedtPialtKik i<nj, Index r.v. B£vuydfa,madc the identification. 
1 De [a Vallee-Ptiussin p. a 16. 

' * Cunningham's view that they came up the Indus and not through the pastes 
is now generally accepted: Thomas, JR AS 1906 p. aiS; Rapson, CHI p. j67 [ dc la 
Vailec-Eoussin p. j Herzfefd, PaHuii pp, jg ry.; Konow, CI1 p. xsxi. But no 
one seems to have noticed that Ptolemy is conclusive on the matter. 
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Patala, which was still a Greek dty in the third quarter of the first 
century b.c.1 and, though there is no trace of a royal mint there, could 
doubtless have produced them; but this must be rejected, for Maues 
cannot have led the original invasion from Sacastene (that might mean 
a reign of sixty years or more), and if his early coins belonged to 1 Indo- 
Scythia' there should also be coins of his predecessor in rule, which do 
not exist, l he early coins must be taken to be Maues' first coins after 
he got control of the Taxi la mint; as one shows the Apollo and tripod 
of Apollodotus,1 another an exact copy of the elephant's head of 
Demetrius,* and a third the trotting horse which had first appeared on 
later imitations of the coins of Heliodes,1* they indicate a comprehensive 
claim on the part of Maues to all the Greek dominions west of the 
Jhelum. He was in possession of Taxila before but not long before 
c, 77 b.c. (App. i(5); the conquest of Gandhara cannot be put much 
before 70, as there are five kings to come in between Antialcidas and 
himself, or much after, as time is required for the subsequent events in 
the Paropamisadae (pt). After the occupation of Taxila, but later 
Than die Taxila copper-plate of c, 77 b.c., Maues took the title 1 * * Great 
King of Kings’ in imitation of Miihrfdates II; doubtless he was em¬ 
phasising a claim to be as good a man as the king who had expelled his 
people from Parthia. 

One detail of the Saca conquest has survived on the coinage: Maues’ 
fleet defeated a Greek fleet on the Indus, which gave him control of the 
river and opened the way to Taxila. This victory must have been a 
decisive event, as it is the event which Maues celebrated on his coins. 
One coin show's Poseidon with his trident—the usual symbolism of 
a naval victory—trampling on a river-god;* on another Poseidon, 
while he still tramples on the river-god, hurls his thunderbolt at a small 
figure clinging to an aphlastm, the stem erection of a (presumably 
sinking) galley.6 

1 This is shown by ihe cave inscription Nasik 19, see p. 257 n. 3. 
3 BMCp. 72 no.d; Cunningliam, Cointof tht Sakai (d]e fyj^| aialotrue) NC 

1890 p, i ji no. [4. 
3 BMC p, 6# no, 1; Cunning] nun ii, p, iji no. 6. 
* BMC p* 7:1 no. 28; Cunningham iL p. *33 no ij* 
i BMCp. 70 no, is; Cunningham & p, [34 no. cf. nos. 13,26; Lahon Cat, 

pT 1O0 no. is* 
6 BMCp. jt no, 17, Pi- XVII, a; Cunningham tf. pp. no iajm 

Cat, p. 101 nos. 23,14; 4$l tpti-ti p, 47 no- 15, 1918-9 p. CT no. ,3 frorn 
Taxila). 
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Manes’ conquest of Taxila and Gandhara cut off the Greets of the 
eastern Punjab from those of the Paropainisadae; but it is likely that 
a few Greeks, instead of coming under Saca rule, were driven, or 
retreated, up into the hills, and that petty Greek princelets, cut off from 
cities and mints and not always able to coin,' maintained themselves in 
the hill valleys till their race merged in some native line and nothing 
remained but the legend of the descent of various native rulers from 
Alexander (p. 408), just as seems to have happened on die Bactrian side 
of the mountains (pp. 302 jy.), One such princelet may have been the 
ancestor of die * King Theodamas* who has left no coins but whose 
signet, with his name in Kharoshthi, was found in Bajaur,3 and who 
apparently lived in die first century a.d,; another, whose published 
coin is said to have come from the Paropamisadae and who was there¬ 
fore probably later than die loss of that country by the Greeks, used 
the legend ‘King Antioch us’, whether that was his name or whether 
he was emphasising his Seleurid lineage.3 So far as can be traced, no 
Greek king ever became a Saca vassal. The Sacas, however, like the 
Parthians, whom they seem to liave resembled, were not mere destroyers, 
but were ready to take advantage of and utilise the superior civilisation 
of die conquered Greeks; they retained the Greek provincial admini¬ 
stration (pp. 241 tqq.) and coi ned i n t he Greek mints with a similar bili ngua] 
coinage, while the Greek dries, what few there were, kept some auto¬ 
nomy (p. 352^). The Sacas simply stepped into the shoes of the Greeks; 
Indian writers regularly classed them with die Yavanas, 3nd regarded 
them,as they regarded the Yavanas,as imperfect Kshatriyas (p. 173 n. (3), 

But Maucs could not, or did not, conquer the Greeks of the eastcrr 
Punjab; they seem to have held the line of the Jhclum successfully 
(p. 329), which implies dial the fndian peoples immediately concerned 
were srill on their side. But before Maucs came, the eastern Greeks had 
already lost Mathura and the country between Mathura and the eastern 
boundary of the Madras, the Ravi. According to the coins, the last 
Greek king to rule Mathura itself was Strato I in conjunction with his 
grandson Strato 11,4 a fact which seems to indicate that the eastern 

1 There is a class of round bronze coins (BMC p. 112) with debased Greek and 
khaioshthi legends, both illegible, and types a humped bull and a Bactrian tamd. 
Could these be coins of refugee princefers northward of Gandhara? 

1 Cfl p. 6 no. rtt. 
5 A. von Sallct, Z. fur Num. xx, 1S97, p. 119, who compares it in style 10 die 

Hyr codes coins, p, 305 n. 2. Legend ASAEWS MflOXOY, and Greek letter K. 
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kingdom remained in one hand as long as Strato I lived. As we have 
seen, he was a young hoy when Menander died hetween t jo and 145; 

allowing for his long life and for the fact that at the end his grandson 

was associated with him in the kingdom, Mathura cannot well have 

been lost before 100 b,c. or thereabouts, and a date for its loss of 
c. too B.c., or possibly a little later—anyhow before 90 b.c.—would 

agree very well with all other indications.1 

How the Greeks came to lose these provinces east of the Ravi is 

unknown, except that it had nothing to do with the Sacasj they con¬ 

tained no Greek centres, they were perhaps lightly held, and granting 

that Greek rule may have been acceptable to this or that Indian people 

in 180 b.c,, circumstances might well have altered eighty years later. 

Most of the peoples east of the Ravi already noticed as within Menander’s 

empire (p. 139)—Audumbaras, Trigartas, Kunindas, Yaudheyas, Ar- 

j u nay anas- began to coin in the first century B.c.,a which means that 

Lhey had become independent kingdoms or republics; but the coins do 

no[ oil tell the some story. Those at the two southenimosi peoples begin 

somewhere about too B.c. and bear the legends ‘Victory of the 

Arjunayanas' and (on their copper issue) ‘Victory of the Yaudhevas’, 

which point to their having won independence by the sword. With 

Eheirij from its position, must have gone Mathura itself, and its vassal 

kings became independent monarchs; it is lempting to see in the change 

of style on their coins from the king’s name alone m that name with the 

addition of die title rajan3 their declaration of independence. Of the 

Trigartas nothing seems known, but the Audumbaras and Kunindas 

may not liave been lost dll somewhat later. The coinage of the former 

The ite yuga-purdm, all give eight kings of d* Yavanas in 
if1. . $“" »*“ 0|. CQUI« f" “*•> bul ‘h* names and duration of rule differ 
(Levi, QutJ 6 Grjcu p. 11). These Lsu are valueless; the one said to be the oldest 
and usually quo ted, ihatot the 13 3 n. j), is in utter confusion chrono¬ 
logically and .s not true for any <m> p n« in India. But the figure, eighty-two years, 
for tint duradon of Yavana rule which Cunningham cited, KrC 1S71 p. tSy, m it is 
not a round number, might be a real tradition for some particular place; if so that 
plare must be Mathura, as the figure is far too small for anywhere else unless’Sind 
or Suras Irene, and they cannot come in question because |atcr Puranic history is 
confined to the United Provinces and Bihar {CHI p. J&7). This would make the 
Joss of Mathura shortly after too me., which agrees w«]| enough with the view in 
the IH£% based on coin*. 

1 See die introduction to and casbgue in BMC In£e under the respective 
flames, ^ 

J Ik p+ cx. 
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to whom their trade was of importance, starts somewhere in the first 
century b.c.; as they occasionally imitate the types of Demetrius and 
Apollodotus I, one wonders whether their ting Mahadeva’s assumption 
ot the ride ‘King of kings’ on his coins,1 which is said to be very early 
for an Indian king,1 was copied from Eucratides. Later in the first 
century a ruler of the Kunindas, Amogabhuri, issued a silver coinage 
'which would compete in the market with the later Indo-G reek silver’ 
both these peoples had been somewhat affected by the Greeks. 

About <k> B.c., probably before Maues died, the Sacas conquered 
Mathura, and the Indian kings are followed by Saca satraps, the best 
known being HagSmasha and Hagana;* they in turn were followed by a 
Saca Great Satrap, Raj uvula (once read Ranjubula) of the coins,5 
Raj uvula or Rajula of the inscrip dons,4 who imitated die money of the 
two Stratos; die change in style may have some connection with Axes’ 
conquest of the eastern Greek kingdom (p. 349). The dates mean that die 
Sacas reached Mathura quite independently of their advance up the 
Indus, perhaps from Malva across Rajputana by Ajmer. Attention has 
already been called 10 dieir numbers; their invasion differed from that 
of die Greeks in being a regular conquest, and their strength is shown 
by the manner in which some of the states they founded lasted far into 
the Christian Era.? There is nothing to show that when the Sacas 
reached Mathura c. 60 B.c. the eastern Greeks had lost Sagala; they still 
ruled everything between the Jhelum and the Ravi. 

The Greek kings of the eastern group cannot be arranged in order, 
bur one or more must have bridged the gap between Straw I and the 
last pair of eastern kings, Hippostratus and Nicks, about whom a 
certain amount of information can be recovered. Hippostratus’ coins^ 
show both the round and the square omicron, and the bearing of this 
upon his date must be considered. The square omicron had appeared 

1 BMC India p. 113. * It. p. Ixxxv. 
5 lb, p. tiii. 
« CHI p. Whitehead, NNM p. 45; BMC India pp. exj, cxvj, iS3-4, where 

Allan daces the first Saca satrap of Mathura to about <So b.c, ; this cannot be far out. 
* Coins in BMC\ gee p. seed*, and CHI pp. 5*7, jtj; Whitehead, NNM 

pp. 45 -6-, BMC India pp. 85-9. In 1853 ninety-six coins of Strato were found to¬ 
gether with Raj uvula's money in Mathura, Noe op, at, p. 1 id. 

6 Rajub on the Mathura Lion Capital, CH no. xv. Rajuvula, £5. p. xxxiii, and 
see BMC India p. cxiii, where Allan now reads Rajuvula on the coins also. 

7 Grousset pp. 6o-t; they held Seistan till the reign of Bahrain H, A.D. 176-93, 
and Katliiawar and Gujerat dll the fifth century. 

* BMC pp. 59 rj.; Whitehead, NC p. 338; Lahore Car, p. 75. 
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sporadically at Athens from the third century s.c.,1 and there is an 
isolated occurrence of it at Susa in an inscription of 98 b.c.;s but its 
regular appearance upon the Parthian coinage begins at some period 
in the reign of Orodes II, J who reigned from 55 to 38/7 a.c., and this 
derided Professor Rapson to date its appearance in India to c. 40 B.c.,* 
a little later than the probable time of its appearance in Parthia, though 
he has entered-a caveat that as regards the dating of the square letter- 
forms generally in India questions of different local usages may come 
in.S I think it may he taken that, if a king has a reasonably abundant 
coinage and that coinage regularly shows both forms of omicron (no 
king's coinage 1 think shows the square form alone), part of his reign 
anyhow should be later tlian c. 40 b.c.; but perhaps one can get a little 
closer than this. If lam right about the Chinese evidence (pp. 

and no alternative explanation is apparent—Hermaeus was reigning 
somewhat before 48 s.c. and somewhat after 31 s.c. His reign then may 
be called e. 50—3° and his coinage shows a mixture of both forms of 
omicron, which helps to date Hippostratus; for as Hippostratus’ coins 
showthesame mixture he must roughly be contemporary. But on a coin 
of Spalyris, who was dead before Hermaeus’ accession (pp. 341 s<t>) there 
is the square omicron,6 though he generally uses the round otw-7 the 
square omicron, therefore, is no bar to Hippostratus having begun to 
reign some years earlier than 30 b.c.,s should other indications point to 
that; the abundance of his tetradraehms suggests a reign of substantial 
length. 

The naval symbolism on the coins of Hippostratus and Nicias. a new 
phenomenon among the Greeks oflndta, not only renders it impossible 
to separate them, but connects them both with one of die Punjab rivers 
O n some of Hippos tratus'coin-series, both silver and square bro me there 
occurs the Fortune of a city—die sole appearance of this type on the 
coins of any of the eastern group of kings—and die dty emTonly be 
Bucephala, the one/»& known so far to the east; his ’dty’ coins must 
therefore have been minted there—doubtless it was his capital—and as 
one series ofhis ‘city’ coins shows as type Triton holding a dolphin 

1 Cumom, FcuiUti pp. 351 iq. 1 SEG vtr, 6. 
> EMC Pertkia np.jrj *?. hs regular occurrence at Sus3 begins with SEG v„, 

1i, in Hie reign of Oraka successor Phraates IV. 
\ ^Jl{Sw 5 JRAS J90J p+ fiu, 
„ |0Ol 7 lb. 173. 

In fact another leitEr-form, the square omega, appeared in India before it 
appeared in (western) Parting, p. 327 n. 7, r 11 
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and rudder,1 the river with which he is connected can only be the 
jhelum. AH the pdtya corns are distinguished by a peculiar monogram, 
that of his mint-master in Bucephala, found again frequently on the 
money of his conqueror Azes but nowhere else, and as it does not occur 
on his other coins he had at least two mints; the other was presumably 
Sagala. Most of his coins are said to come from Punch or Hazara, and a 
hoard of his tetradrachms has been found in Punch,1 It must be re¬ 
membered that that part of his kingdom alone which lay between the 
Jhelum and the Chenab, with its extension into the hills, was considerably 
larger than that of Alexanders powerful opponent Porus; and his 
realm may have been strengthened by Greek rehigees from die lost 

eastern provinces* 
Nidas can only have been a minor king, since, except for his unique 

drachm, he only strikes square bronze coins;5 some have die round 
omicron, some the square form and in addition the square sigma4 and 
an intermediate form of omega,5 which do not appear on any other 
Indo-Greek coins. The square forms of these three letters together with 
a square phi appear regularly on the coins of Gondophares, whose rule 
began in a.e. 19* and whose huge realm had its capital at Tamila; his 
coinage is die most extreme example in India of the square lettering,7 
which died out as Greek ceased to be a living tongue in India and is 
entirely absent from the more conventional forms on the Kushan 
coinage after Kadphises L Bui, in spite of the square letters, one cannot 
put Nidas later than Hippostratus, because of the round a micron; and 
the two are closely associated both by their naval symbolism, which 
points to similar circumstances, and by dieir common use of the type of 
Anrimachus II, *King on prancing horse1; diey should therefore be his 

1 BMC p* Go no$+ 11-13* * Whitehead, JVC pp, 336, 338. 
5 Coins, BMC pp, yS., 171 \ Whitehead, NC p< 334. 
f This form first appears in Parthia with Miihridates III (BMC PariAk 

ppT 61 who reigned $<^55 and ihen regularly from the latter part of die 
reign of Grodes II (&. pp. 73 jytf.)- This suit* my dating of Nidas well enough. 

5 BMC pi xtvi rr+ 
* C/// p. 5 76] Herzfeld, Sa&aitan pp. 91, 96, toi, 
7 As his reign Is a.d* 19-45 plus* and as the square omega first appears in Parthia 

under Vardanes, A.D.41-J (BMC PartAia pT 153)1 he Introduced this- formj thar is, 
some district in India, probably Taxila, was experimenting for iiself after Greek 
rule had ended. But the intermediate omega of Nidas, unknown in Parthia, shows 
that experiments had begun somewhere Aefore Greek rule ended. The square forms 
of phi, dieia, and rho appear at Susa earlier than Gondophares, with a square 
omicron but with a round omega: SEG vn, 11,13. 
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descendants. Hippostraius' coinage shows ihat he was the more im¬ 
portant; they may have been father and son, with Nidas his father's 
sub-king or associate* If it was known that Alexander's Nicaea still 
existed—there is no evidence1—one would emphasise the possibility 
that Nicias was "king Nicaea1 (with die name adapted to the common 
Greek form) and ruled Bucephalus bridge-head on die Saca bank of 
the jhelum, an outpost of Hippostrams1 kingdom, and also the possi¬ 
bility that die square letters other than die omicron were especially 
favoured in the country' between die Indus and the Jhelum which was 
dominated hy Taxila. In my case, Nicies' coins are usually found in 
die Jhelum district and his kingdom was somewhere on that river; his 
coins are of poor style, which may pint to an improvised mint. There 
is a diird king, Theophilus (p. 164), whose extremely rare coins show 
a square theta1 and who might therefore belong to the same group; he 
uses Demetrius' type of Heracles standing^ and was therefore probably 
a Euthydemid, but it is impossible to say where he ruled. 

The reason for one's interest in the obscure Nicias is a square bronze 
coin of his which show's on the obverse a head of Poseidon with Ills 
trident and on the reverse a dolphin twined round an anchor,* recalling 
the Triton holding a dolphin and rudder of Hippostiatus. That this 
coin celebrates a naval victory seems certain enough: Poseidon liad not 
appeared on any Greek coin in the Farther Ease since die first Antimachiis 
had used the type to celebrate his naval victory on the Gxus (pp. 90 jy,)* 
It might be suggested that, if Nicias was a descendant of Antimachus I 
through Antimachus II, he was merely copying his type; but even if he 
had it to copy, which would be very doubtful, it is far too remote in 
both time and place, and moreover the two types are very different. 5 

NIdas' Poseidon and trident must have its usual meaning on Greek 

* It has been Kneadvdy suggested that die type Nike on various Greek, Sara 
and Fohlava coins in India may refer 10 Nicara (CHI pp. jp, 591); but I think 
myself that Nike is loo common a rype everywhere 10 have a local meaning. 
Pioleray does not mention Nicaea; but he is not professing 10 give a complete list 
of towns west of the Jbelum as he does east of it, 

* Not used by Gondopharcs or in IVthia; but it had occurred at Athens* Cumont 
cit., and is found at Susa, SEC vu, ri [between 36 BX. and A.Q. t> and 13 

OuD. i), Ii seems to show ihai the Greeks in India were in communication with 
Susa up to the end. 

J BMC p. i&j no* u 
4 V^Tiitthead, N€ p, 334 no. 53* PE. XVt+ 14* 
J Nicias has *hcid of Poseidon* only, Antimachus I a ful[-Iength figure. 
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coins: he had defeated a Saca fleet on the Jhelum. In a sense he s$ 
imitating Maues' coin, but his Poseidon tramples on no river-god; to 
the invading Sacas the rivers were hostile barriers, but to the Greeks 
on the defensive the Jhelum played its traditional role of friend and 
would-be-helper to die defence.1 

It this requires confirmation it can be found in die dolphin twined 
round an anchor. This type had never before been used in the East, but 
it was known in the West, in Alexandrian or rather perhaps Phoenician 
art; it occurs on a mosaic in the House of the Trident at Delos, done by 
a Phoenician artist not later than the end of the second century R.C., 

and subsequently at Pompeii, and it has been interpreted to mean 
‘prosperous voyage*.1 * At Delos it seems to be connected with the 
Phoenician merchants established there, and merchants must have 
brought it to Bucephala; it need not have come from Phoenicia direct, 
for there were ‘Syrians* settled in Merv (p. ij) and Susa (p. 29) and 
a large body at Seleuceia (p. 18); Phoenician merchants had followed 
Alexander to India, Phoenicians formed a settlement called Tyre in that 
country,3 and it was Phoenicians who had passed this symbol across 
Asia. On Nirias* coin the symbol meant that his victorious fleet Iiad 
had a ‘prosperous voyage*. The Triton with dolphin of Hippostratus 
must refer to the same victory^ doubtless Nirias had been actually in 
command of the joint fleet, but the ultimate importance of the victory 
is shown principally by the fact that Hippostrarus, on one of his silver 
issues, assumes die title 'Great King*,* which no Greek in the Farther 
East had done on his coinage before him5 except Eucratides. But as die 
dolphin twined round an anchor became Nirias' usual reverse type on 
his bronze coins,4 associated with hi$ head on the obverse, the victory 
most have been won early in his reign, and might be anywhere from 
about 60 to jo B.c. (pp. }i<3, 336). 

Unquestionably the vanquished were the Sacas. Maues had struck a 

1 Pores against Alexander, which reappears later in strange circumstances. 
Nonnus, who knew little or nothing of India but the AJexantfcr-siury, makes the 
Hydaspes (Jhelum) and not the Indus the principal river in his India; it is the 
iather of the Indian leader Deriadcs and itself lights against Dionysus. 

1 Ch. Picard, Syria hit, ipjj, pp. j 18-10. 
‘J Stcph. /.r. Tvpoti see p. 10. 
-4 BMC p. 59 nos- 3 ffy.; Lahort Cm. p, 75 nos. dio-ij. 
- 3 Antiakidas is called ‘die great king* in the Resnagar inscription, but not on 

his coins. 
4 BMCp. 38 no, a- 
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coin with well-known types of both Eucratides and Demetrius,1 
showing that he claimed to be the successor of both kings; but he never 
used Menander’s characteristic Athena Alkis, and therefore never ruled 
any part ot Menander's home kingdom east of the Jhehim. Whether it 
was his fleet which was defeated, or whether he was already dead, 
cannot be said; it might suit best to suppose that his fleet was defeated 
in an attempt to open a way up the Jhelum to Buecpltala as it had 
opened a way up the Indus to Taxila, and that he died soon after. For 
the victory, as will be seen, was certainly followed, though not necessarily 
at once, by a period of peace, or rather perhaps cessation of hostilities, 
between Greek and Saca; and as this cannot have been due to one 
reverse—the Sacas were too strong for that—it may imply Maues’ 
death. It will be suggested later that his death was in 58 B.c. 

The notable tiling about Hippostratus’ reign is tile appearance of his 
tetradrachms in considerable abundance.* Tetradrachms in India are 
supposed to have been issued for the use of die Greek rather than the 
Indian community;^ and this must be right, for the Kushans, with 
masses of Indian subjects, got on quite well without any silver coinage 
at all except such punch-marked and Greek pieces as might still be in 
circulation. After Menander, tetradrachms of the kings west of the 
Jhelum are not common,4 and of the kings east of the Jhelum none are 
known at alls except a few of Agathocleia and of Strato I;6 then at the 
very end of Greek rule come a large number of those of Hippostratus 
and a still larger number of those of his contemporary Hermaeus in die 
Paropamisadae. As Greeks in India were certainly not increasing— 
they may have been considerably diminished by the Saca war, and had 
certainly lost a great deal of territory—the phenomenon can only mean 
an increased trade with the western world, and that in turn must mean 
that both kings for a time enjoyed an interval of peace, which must 

1 BMC p. 70 no. 14, Cunningham NC 1890 p. 13d no. 7; obv., Eucratides' 
'Rapid' type, with forepart of elephant before Zeus; rev., Demetrius’ type of 
Heracles standing and crowning himself. 
-3 Whitehead, NC p. 304; NNM p, 16, 
i Whitehead, NCp. J03. 

. i They were thought very rare (Whitehead, NNM p, ajj NC p. 304) dll 
ninety-seven came to light in the Kabul hoard in 1917 (Whitehead, NC p, 313), ihe 
most numerous being thirty of Archcbiui- 

1 lb. p. 303. 
Twenty-three in die Kabul hoard, and a few in the Tana hoard, P. Gardner, 

NC 18*7 p- 181. 
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primarily have been due to Maues’ death. We liave seen how the 
flourishing period of Greek rule in India coincided exactly with a great 
outburst of prosperity in Seleuceia on the Tigris (p. 261); one is inclined 
to ask whether a new increase in the Indian trade may have been one 
cause of die increase of coining in Parthia about this time—of drachms 
after Piiraates III had re-unified the empire (66 b*c.) and of tetradrachms 
from the middle of the reign of Orodes II (57—38/7 b.c.).' The matter 
is too obscure to be considered here. But it is of interest that these last 
fractions of the Greek empire in India should not only have been still 
trading with the West but should have been able to increase that trade, 
and that a new symbol should have reached India from the Phoenician 
world* and a new letter-form from Susa (p. 328 n, 2), It is known that 
Hermaeus and Hippostratus were in touch (p. 337); and though no 
doubt they could have maintained communication through the hills 
northward of the Sacs kingdom, still the Sacas held the great road and 
for effective trade purposes Hippostratus could only reach Hermaeus 
and the West across Saca territory, which again shows that there must 
have been an interval of peace (I shall come back to this): Hippostratus 
would not have coined tetradrachms in quantities had he not been in 
communication with the West through the Alexandria-Kapisa gateway, 
and it is worth notice that in a collection of coins recently formed in the 
Paropamisadae he and Nicias are the only kings east of the jhelum after 
Menander who are represented,1 save for a solitary coin of Strato. 

I come at length to the Paropamisadae. Hermaeus cannot have 
ascended the throne later than about 50 n.c.(p. 337), and it is certain that 
another known king, Amyntas, was his Father, for the monograms show 
that they had the same moneyer,* and both used a peculiar type of 
unknown meaning, a bearded male bust, radiate, in a Phrygian cap 
(?- 334)‘ there is nothing in Amyntas’ coins to suggest a long reign, 
and even if Anttalcidas could be brought down as late as $0 B.c., which 
seems very unlikely (pp. 313 jy.), there must soil be a considerable gap 
between him and Amyntas, with no Greek king to fill it but Telephus, 
the extreme rarity of whose coins points to a very short reign. It is 
difficult to make out what was happening in the Paropamisadae between 
Antialcidas and Hermaeus, but lar the likeliest hypothesis is that, till 
the advent of Maues, most of the country was in die hands of the 4 Sacas1 

s McDowdlp Corns of Seltuzia pp, 170—r. 
- 3 The unpublished Hackin coElettkm in the Biblioih&que Nationals in Paris, 

5 Whiteheadj NC pP 331 no. 44, 
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of Kabul, the Parsii, who have already been considered1 and who after 
die invasion of Parthia had separated from die main Saca body and had 
gone north-eastward by Alexander's route via Alexandria-Ghazni to 
Kabul, which was In their hands some little while before 87 (on the date 
see App. 9); presumably they took it when Antialddas died, and they 
may have had something to do with the break-up of his kingdom after 
his death. There is evidence that, with Kabul, they occupied some part 
of the Paropamisadae, for Ptolemy places them there and also gives 
two villages of theirs in that country', Parsia and Parsiana.3 Tt has been 
suggested that a people called Parsus, mentioned by Panini as somewhere 
in the Paropamisadae, were the same as Ptolemy's ParsiU No one can 
say whether tills were so or not; were it true, then the reason why the 
Parsii made for the Paropamisadae rather than Sind might have been 
that they had kinsfolk there, a deposit from one of the earlier invasions. 
To these Parsii of Kabul (Kophen, Ki-pin), whom in conformity with 
usage I shall sometimes have to call Sacas, belong the kings or rulers 
Spalyris (Spalahores), his son Spalagadames, and Spa!irises.4 Like all 
the Saca kings they struck a bilingual coinage, Greek and Kharoshthi; 
the find-spots of their coins point to a continuing connection with 
Arachosia, the one province outside of India and the Paropamisadae 
where Kharoshthi legends might occur,5 and probably the centre of 
their power was Ghazni and Kabul (App. 9), a combination not un¬ 
common in later history* I shah return to these rulers later; here I only 
want to point out that during the interregnum in the Paropamisadae 
the Parsii of Kabul may have occupied a good deal of that country. 

Another factor in the story of the Paropamisadae is that at some 
period Maues was certainly ruling and coining in Kapisa, and the 
monograms show that Ins immediate predecessor or successor wras 
Telephus (App. t6). As Maues’ conquest of Gandhaia cannot be put 
much later than c. 70 (p. 311), the commencement of his rule in Kapisa 
is probably to be dated between 70 and 60 b.c. It does not necessarily 
mean that he was ever there in person—he ruled a vast kingdom; but 
be had a governor there. 

1 Sec Chap, vn, pp. 193 jff., and App. 9. * Ptci. vi, ig; see p. 469. 
J S. Benlj jHiuan Isiangy $i-yu*ki u p. iSj n. Esdppo^ Parsu migAtrepresent Lhc 

form PaniUJ. (p. 193J. 
* F. W. Thomas, JRAS 1906 pp. aoS ^.h had doubt* whether these three names* 

though Iranian, were Saca. As I see it* these ting* were not Sacas btil Parsii, whose 
language was presumably some form of or allied 10 Persian, 

S CHI p- 
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Telephus, who for a little while ruled in Kapisa (App, 16), adds to 
the general obscurity* His extraordinary coin-types1 may suggest that 
he was not even a Greek, in spite of his name; he does figure one 
Greek god, the ‘Zeus enthroned' which had become the type of Kapisa, 
but he does not use the types of any known Greek king, a fact which 
might indicate a usurper*1 It is a commonplace that the coinages of the 
Greek kings in India down to the end show Greek sobriety in the types 
used—Greek gods and die old types of die rival houses—but that on 
the 5aca and still more on die Kushan coinages there appears a great 
multiplicity of types and that the Greek or semi-Greek artists who 
worked for these foreign kings let. their imaginations run riot. They 
have run riot on Telephus1 scanty coinage; among the types on his 
bronze are an Indian fakir squatting, 5 and his silver issue (p. 496 n. S) shows 
on the obverse a serpent-footed giant and on the reverse a radiate king 
or god faring a male figure with horns, a group which might belong to 
Iranian mythology,* The giant suggests that the artist of the coin had 
seen the Pergamene frieze, another sign that intercourse with the West 
was maintained dll the end; if we knew why the giant occupies the 
place on the coin normally filled by the king's head wre might know who 
and what Tetephus wasJ Later, in the art of the Roman empire* the 
serpent-footed giant figures as the opponent of die Sun-god or of 
juppiter and is thought to symbolise die Powers of Darkness;* but 
even a barbarian usurper could hardly put the symbol of the Powers of 
Darkness on a coin where his own head should be. Probably Telephus 
preceded Maues: in the confusion of the times he seized Kapha for a 
little while and Maues dethroned him* 

1 BMC p. 171; Whitehead* NC pp» 336^, 
1 Usurper* sometimes changed rheir names^ Diodotu* in Syria called himself 

Tryphon, and die Hyremian governor of Phraates It in Babylonia, whtn be seized 
the crown, railed himself Himerns; It is an inevitable deduction from E. T, Newell's 
study, NC 1924 p. 175, diat the Greek word was not the miffs real name. 

1 Whitehead, N€ p. 336 no. 58- 
* It might be the Sun-gud Mthirs (Nfidtraa) and the Moon-god Mao (said to be 

Zend, BMC p. ixisi), the horns being his crescent, who are so common on ihe coin* 
of Karirika and especially HuvishJca; the two together on a gold coin of Huvishka, 
BMC p. 141 no* 4a. 

S Skythes lias been suggested for the giam. But it is not known dial Sky dies was 
lialf a snake* though his mother was; and in any case he belong* to the Scythians of 
Europe, O. Siein, TiUphos 4 in PW, 1934, compares the giant 10 the Tritons of 
Hippostmtus and of Gandhara an. 

* M P. Nilsson, Arrk+f+ Beligwru-tPTjj* xxiu, 1915, pp. 175, 181; M Dun&nd* 
Le muj££ de SoueiJa 1934 p. 31 no. 3d. I owe these references to Prof. Nock. 
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There were still plenty of Greeks in (lie Paropamisadae, for when 
the Kushan Kujula Kadphises invaded that country some generations 
later, he thought it worth while trying to get them on his side in his 
conflict with the then Pahlava rulers (App. 17); hut if any independence 
remained in the confused period after Andalddas* death it must have 
centred in the two Greek cities, Alexandria and Cartana-Bamyan, with 
their grip on the regular route to Bactra and die West. As M a ties, 
however, ruled fora rime in Kapisa, no doubt Alexandria then had to 
accept his overlordship, which would mean that the city probably 
retained a certain autonomy in the usual way but that he appointed an 
epistates (city governor),1 who might however he a citizen. But as we 
next meet Alexandria in die hands of Amyntas, Maucs* governor must 
have been expelled by a Greek rising led by that prince, perhaps with, 
the help of barbarian auxiliaries; unless, as is possible, Amyntas himself 
was Maues' epistates and revolted. Beside the Chinese evidence (p. 339), 
Amyntas’ rule in Alexandria is attested by the 'Zeus enthroned' on his 
coins;* but who lie was is unknown. Some facial resemblance has been 
detected between him and two of the kings of Antialcidas' house, 
Archebius and Peucolaos;3 this is not worth much on Indo-Greek 
coins, but he may have been a member of that line. If we could explain 
an unexplained coin-type used by him and his son Hermaeus, the head 
of a god bearded and radiate who wears the pointed Phrygian cap (not 
the Saca cap with flaps),4 we might know more about him. 

The rising which placed Amyntas on the throne can hardly have 

1 The relationship is shown on a coin of Maues struck in Kopisa, Lahore Cm. 
p. 99 no* 1 j; obv,, Zeus enthroned; revn a turreted dry Fortune standing to front 
(Alexandria). 

1 His Ztm occasionally carries Athena on Ms hand instead of Nike, Whitehead 
NC p. 331 no, 4* The significance of this is unknown; perhaps she was the dty- 
goddess of Alexandria* or she may have symbolised the Greek recovery fcf, 
p+6*). 

* Whitehead* NC p. 331. 
4 BMC pp. Ci no*. 4, s, CC nos. ji-5; Laban Cm. pp, 78 no. 637, g4 no, 670, 

Sabados h often bearded and wears a Phrygian cap (EiseEc, in Roscher jv 
±45 fig. 4* 147 fig* 71 & the Copenliagcrt relief, also m A, B. Cook* Zem if facing 
p. 391; Sdiacfer, Sab^toj in PW 1 A 2, op. at. l^fi-fo) but is never radiate (Elide 

263). SozonT however* identified with Sabarios by Ramsay, Perdrizet, Cumont1 
and Htiler (PW rk col. 1281), though others dispute the identification, is radiate! 
But it would be a very Jong shot 10 suggest that the type might be a confiation 
of Sabarios and 5ozon and that Amyntas or some ancestor might have come 
from Anatolia; though die type cannot be meant for the heads of Amymas and 
Henrucus iliemselves (as Whitehead in Lahore Cm+ takes it) for several reasons 
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taken place during Manes' lifetime; it would be natural to suppose that 
it followed promptly upon his death, which provided an opportunity; 
possibly too it was inspired by, or connected with, the Greek victory on 
the Jhelum. Now Hermaeus conquered die Paropanusadac before 
48 B.c, (p. 341) and cannot therefore have come to the throne later than 
about ?o; Maues was certainly dead before Hermaeus’ conquest, and 
the most likely a priori chronology would be that Maues died and 
Amyntas came to die throne in Alexandria somewhere round about 
60 B.c. 

So far I have been deducing the chronology from the coins, with 
the help of the Chinese evidence which will be considered later; but 
there is another line of evidence which I think establishes the exact 
year of Maues’ death, and on that several odier tilings depend. In 
Indian tradition,7 after the Sacas had conquered Ujjain they were 
defeated and driven out in the year 58 b.c. by the Indian king Vik- 
ramadtiya, who established the first Indian Era, the Vikrama Era, as 
from that year, doubtless in imitation of die Era of the deleated Sacas;7 
the Jain tradition makes this (the first) Saca rule in Ujjain last four 
years only.1 * * * 5 If we suppose, as many have done, dial die tradition 
enshrines a fact—and anyhow the Vikrama Era is a fact—then the first 
Saca conqueror of Ujjain can only have been Maues, and die date of 
Maues" death is 58; and this fits so closely with the a priori chronology 
already worked out on other grounds that I have no hesitation in 
assigning Maues’ death to that year.^ (I must note that if the Vikrama 
Era related to the recapture of Ujjain from the Sacas, that is, was a 
Malva Era,s that might support die view that the Saca Era of a.d. 78 
was also a Malva Era and was instituted by the Western (Saca) Satraps;6 
it would commemorate their independence and their retaking of Ujjain.) 

1 CHI pT t£8; CII p, xxviL 1 CII p+ XSvUL 
3 U, 
4 It is interesting that Marshal], i£i4 F- 977, and Rapson, £7/7 p. 571* 

once inclined to think that the Vikrama Era might mark Azes" accession, winch* on 
the view that Azes succeeded Maues, would mean that Maues died in or about 
(8 G.a (so Marshall, ASI1911-13 p. 7}. But it is now practically certain dm Aaes 
was much later, as will be seen. 

5 By Malva Em I mean one which originated in Malva and not in the North, not 
one invented by the Milavas. 

* De la Val]6>PotL55in pp. 353-4; Konow in CH p. cuii. Bul l would sooner, 
if 1 could( treat a.d. 78 as lunlihka'a Era, for I do not believe in date for 
Kanishka (see p. 35 a)- 
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Tins dating for Maues' death brings coherence into the whole story. 

The rising which expelled Maues* governor from Kapisa and brought 
Amyntas to the throne of Alexandria was in 58, immediately upon the 
news of Maues’ defeat and death, and Hippo‘.tratus and Nidas won 
their victory upon the Jheium about the same time; these things, 
combined with the defeat which lost Ujjain, are pointers which show 
(as it appears that the story necessitates) that Maues’ swiftly won 
empire broke down, or broke up, on his death, which gives point to the 
Indian king’s Era; that empire evidently depended on a single per¬ 
sonality and had not yet had time to become consolidated. The Chinese 
noticed tliat the Sacas were composed of various peoples and normally 
formed separate kingdoms,1 which means that anyone who attempted 
to weld them into an empire would have to reckon with strong fissi- 
parous tendendes; and if Maues really belonged to the Sai-wang (p, jii), 
who cannot have been very numerous in India, he may have supplied 
one more instance of the ruler of a small tribe only holding the larger 
tribes to a precarious allegiance because his command alone gave 
promise oi victory. There is in existence an autonomous gold coin of 
the city of PushkalavatT,? which shows that at some time die dty was 
independent; one would like to suppose that its brief independence was 
also won on Maues' death (Ams subsequently coined in Push kata vati) 
but it U difficult to suppose that a gold coin with a Kharoshrhj legend 
on the obverse can belong to this period, though precedents for either 
alone perhaps existit is, however, equally difficult to suppose diat 
Pushkalavad, even if still a polls, adiievcd independence in the period 
when imported gold was being freely coined by the Rushan kings. I 
must leave it unexplained. One point may be added about Maues’ date: 
even though his conquest of Taxiia was not long before c. 77, his death 

' De Groot, p. $7, from the Chlen-lian-shii: 'Das Volk der Sak besemd aus 
Teilen die zerstreut lehien tmd in der Hegel verschiedene Rddic bildetcn/ See on 
this Hcrzfdd, Saimim p, 13. 

1 The stock example is Vcttingciprii. 

* CMI p. 587 Pi. i] tOj ohv.j lot nine of Pushkalavati wearing a mural crown 
and holding a lotus, with her name in Kharoshthi; rev., humped hull with Greek 
legend -raCporand a Kharoshild Word. Also given bv Whiieliead AWM PI VXI\ 
. 5; BMC p, i6a. No one, I thinks lias assigned a date to it. ’ 

* Agarliodes' Hirahasame win (p, 1 do) has Kharoshthi legends on both sides 
There is a littlegdi piece in the Lahore Museum wiih the unknown name Aihanvi 
(Laiart Cat, p. i4f no. 379; Rapsan JR AS 190; p, 7*3) which Whitehead, NNM 
p. 31, thinks is possibly Sara; and an early gold coin of Taxiia exist* (p. 104) 
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in j8 still gives plenty of time for his coinage; before he died he con- 
trolled at least three Greek mints, if not more. 

Unless I am entirely wrong about the Chinese evidence which 
follows, the accession of Hermaeus falls between two points, the first 
appointment by China of a general of the western lim*st which is said 
to have been in jt>/ and the accession of the Han emperor Yuan-tl in 
48; and as by the latter date Hermaeus was already in possession of the 
Pajopamisadae> then if Amyntas began to reign in yS Hermaeus’ 
accession was quite certainly not later than 50 and probably not much 
earlier. Numismatists seem agreed that his reign exhibits a curious 
revival of Greek power; his large and widespread coinage should attest 
a substantial kingdom, though any fresh influx of Greeks or mercenaries 
from the West seems at this time quite out of the question. It has even 
been suggested that his rule extended to the Jhelum.2 One would like 
to believe this, and it would certainly suit very well with his relations 
with Hippos trams; but it seems incredible that he could have been 
strong enough to take Gandliara and Taxlla from the Sacas, and against 
it is the fact that, on the Chinese evidence, he can only have taken what 
was under die rule of the Sacas of Kabul, and they were not ruling 
Gandhara. It must be supposed that he ruled all the Paropamisadae, 
but no more. He was, however, certainly in touch with the kingdom 
of Hipposlxatus on the Jhelum; his queen Calliope, on the silver coins 
which show their jugate busts,3 appears at his side wearing the diadem 
and is named with him in the legend and should therefore, as usually 
supposed, have been a princess in her own right, but whether that be so 
or not, she can only have come from Hippostiatus' kingdom, for these 
coins bear die type of H i ppostratus and Nicias,+ Ki ng on pranci ng horse 
which Hermaeus himself did not use. The idea iliac die last descendant of 
Eucratides married the last descendant of Euthydemus is very attractive; 
but the old feud may have been healed long before (p, 314) and in any 
case there is no certainty that I lermaeus was descended from Eucratides.5 

J Gutschmid p. 109. 
1 Gursdimid, i&, Gandhara and par* of the Punjab; Whitehead -YC p. 340, from 

Kabul to the Jhelum, on die ground that several monograms appear for die first 
time on hb coins (looking nit the long infetregriuni* they naturally would; there 
would be new moneyers). Conirtt^ Sir J. Marshall, JRAS 1914 p. 981. 

3 SMC p* G6 nos* I, 2* 
* Cfil p. j 60; originally Cunningham's deduction, 
* He sometimes wears Eucratides* helmet fP. Gardner, NC 1BS7 p. 181—the 

Tatta hoard—PL VU no* 9); but so docs StmoT i&. no* 6. 
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Many Kharoshthi letters appear on Hermaeus' coinage, but always 
in company -with a Greek monogram; they point to native mint officials. 
Kharoshthi letters are common on the coinages of the later Enthydcmid 
kings east oi the Jhelum (pp. 356 ff .), but had so far never appeared west 
of the Jhelum or on the coins of any descendant of Eucraddes. They 
might perhaps be an argument that Hermaeus did not belong to Eucra- 
tides’ line; but they are more likely to mean that he was seeking to 
strengthen his revived kingdom by a large enfranchisement of Indians.’ 
Hermaeus' abundant tetradrachms, like those of Hippos tratus, witness 
to an increased trade with the West; and Hippostratus may have got 
his silver from die Panjshir mines in Hermaeus’ kingdom. Indeed trade 
in Hermaeus' reign must have been brisk all round; a coin of his has 
even been found in Chinese Turkestan,5 and there has also come from 
Khotan a much defaced piece which apparently bears his name and has 
a legend in half-obliterated Chinese characters J It was doubtless of local 
manufacture;1 * 3 4 but his traders may have travelled far, and it would seem 
chatjp some way his sphere and that of China may have been in contact. 
>Beside Hermaeus’ own coinage, some issues exist which connect him 

v/yith the first Kushan king, Kujula Kadphises (Kadphises I).5 The five 
vchiefs of the Yueh-chi have already been mentioned; Kadphises, the 

chief iyabghu oryavuga) of the K uei-shuang tribe orscction, tlieKushans 
proper, conquered the other four chiefs and made himself king of the 
whole people, thenceforth known to history as Kushans. The event is 
recorded in the Hou-han-shu, and as that history professedly starts 
from the events of a.d. it is recognised that die date at which 
Kadphises seized the supreme power cannot be earlier. Gut It is also 
certain that Hermaeus did not live till A.D. 25 or anywhere near it, and 
it is now generally recognised that Greek rule had ended long before 
Kadphises I invaded and conquered the Paropamisadae.6 The old belief 
that these coins were a joint issue of Hermaeus and Kadphises I has in 
consequence been universally abandoned,? for it is recognised that a 

1 One might compart the large enfranchisement of Asiatics, for a special purpose 
at in 133 &.C, 

a Sir A- SlCanT SerimEa m p^ 13*0. 
3 BMC p. 172 no. 4; P, Gardner* NC p. 2.74* 
4 ft caftnot be Hcmiacus" own* as he apparently bears die title rajadjojasa (see 

App. 17)1, though only the first four letters can be read. 
* For these coins, and this section generally, see App, 17. 
* 1 diink CHI pp, 01-a expresses the genera] belief 
? Konow in C/I p- Ixiv still inclined to think that they meant an alliance between 
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considerable interval of time separated the two kings; but nothing else 
has taken its place. I see no reason to doubt that, like other coins we 
have met with—coins of Antimachus and Agathocles (App. 3) and oi 
Eucratides (Chap, v)—these are pedigree coins (App, 17): an ancestor 
of Kadphises, probably his grandfather, had married a relative of 
Hermaeus, and Kadphises was commemorating his relationship to rise 
last Greek king. The reason is obvious: in his struggle with the then 
Pah lava rulers of the Paropamisadae he was trying to get the Greeks 
on his side by proclaiming that he was no foreign conqueror but their 
legitimate king, relative and heir of Hermaeus, whose power he magni¬ 
fied accordingly. The ancestor of Kadphises in question must have been 
Miaos (his name is uncertain), the only KusJian before him to issue a 
Greek coinage; he is considered in Appendix 17. 

We now have several questions to answer. How did it happen that, 
with Greek independence in the Paropamisadae so near its end, 
Hermaeus suddenly managed to extend his rule and his power in the 
way he did? Why did he give a relative in marriage to a barbarian, the 
contemporary Kushan cliief? And why does there exist a suggestion 
of relations between him and China? Fortunately we have here, for 
the last time, the help of the written word. There is a story in the 
Ch'ien-han-shu, the story of the first and last intervention of the elder 
Han dynasty south of the Hindu Kush, which will answer all these 
questions, if it relates to Hermaeus; and the fact that it will explain 
Hermaeus’ situation and no other situation is very strong evidence that 

it does relate to him, for the story is dated. 
The story1 runs that W’ou-d-lao king of Ki-pin killed some Chinese 

envoys, a pastime seemingly in favour with kings who thought them¬ 
selves beyond the reach of Cliina's very efficient arm (ef. p. 309). After 
his death, his son (whose name is not given) dispatched an envoy to 
China with gifts, i.e. to make Ids peace, and Wen-chung, the Chinese 
general at the Barrier, the times west of Kan-su,1 was sent to escort the 
envoy home. W'ou-d-lao's son plotted to kill Wen-chung, but Wen- 
chung discovered this and allied himself with Yin-mo-fu, son of the 
king of Yung-kiu; the two attacked Ki-pin and killed W’ou-ri-lao’s 

Hermaeus and Kadphises I, some time after a.d. af; but he ha now abandoned this 
untenable view,JJM 1953 p, 39. 

1 Wylie p, 3.6; Franks p. 63; de Gtoot p. SS. 
1 On tile discovery of some stations along the Barrier see Sir A. Stein, SefinJi-i, 

Chaps. XIV-XX jwinnt, and Gtogr, Jount. 192$ p. 18. 
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sort, and Yin-mo-fu was installed as ting of Ki-pin, receiving the seal 
and ribbon of investiture; that is, Wen-chung installed Kira as king but 
as a vassal of China. Wen-chung, be it noted, played the leading part, 
though lie liad no Chinese troops, for k is expressly stated at the 
beginning of the story that Ki-pin was too far away for Chinese troops 
to go there* Subsequently Yin-mo-fu himself, in the reign of the 
emperor Yuan-ri (48-33 E.a), killed the escort of a Chinese envoy and 
sent an envoy to China to excuse himself; but Yuan~ti took no thought 
for such a distant land* In the reign of Ching-ti (31-7 B*c,) other envoys 
came (he. from Yin-mo-fu), but the emperor was advised not to notice 
them, the ground alleged for this advice being that they were not real 
envoys but only traders seeking trade. 

Very various interpretations,1 which need not detain us, have been 
given offhand of this story, often with little regard to circumstances or 
dates. The only real attempt to consider the several factors has been 

von Gutschmid's,* I have no doubt that his explanation is correct: 
Yin-mo^fu is Hcrmaeus; Ki-pin here h Kophen;i Yung-kiu is Yonaki, 
‘Creek-town',* W'ou-ti-lao he did not explain beyond saying that he 
was a Saca; for no king with a name the least like W'ou-ti-lao is known. 
Bui in fact a perfectly good explanation of the name had already been 
given by Wylie, though von Guischmid did not know tins: it is die 
word dScX$ou (adelphou) on the coins of Spatyris.5 This explanation 
has gained enormously in probability since it was put forward, for 

1 Lassen, it* p. 409, said Wou-ridan was Gondophares, now known to have 
been mure than two generations later. Cunningham, NC j88G p. made Yin- 
mo-tu Mhos; J. Kennedy, JfiJS 191a p. made him Kanlshka or a viceroy of 
his. A. Herrmann*Sskailn PW, made him Manes, Mayes being to him an Anmgjan 
Saca who came in from die north-west c. 6a b*c., while lie said that ‘no one can 
doubrp that W ou-d-tao was Apihodcia, nearly a century earlier. Franke p. 6h 
de Croat p. 88t and Konow til p. xxiv relate ihe story without explanation; but 
Konow p- xxv has some pertinent critidsm of Herrmann and thinks that Yin-mofu 
was not a Saca. 

3 Pp. 109-jo (in iSSS). Followed by F. CL Schrader, DU Progen da Kdnigs 
Mtntmdros 1907 p. xiv, 

3 On Ki-pin, at this time Kophen-KahuJ, see App. 9, 
* Sec the discussion of Yomka and lonaca in me Excursus pp. 417*9, Franke 

p, rtndens the word as Jung-k% and de Gmot, p. 88, as Jong-k'ui, which 
is even nearer; fur 1 gather (de Groot l p- ix) that die g in ng was not sounded in 
speaking and that in some words the final t was mute* 

$ Wylie p. $6 n, (in iflBiJ. He thought Wou-tidao a near phonetic approach to 
tL Karlgren (£// p. xxiv n. 4) says that the old pronunciation of wWu4ao 

would be uokTau-liu, which k very near dAbtyoti. 
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Professor Herzfeld has brilliantly shown that the name Phraotes, which 
Apollonius in Philostratus gives to the king of Taxik, is apratibata, 

one of Go nd op lures' predicates in the Kharoshthi legend on his coins;1 
and if part of one king's tide could be turned into a king's name, so 
could that of another. The other Saca ruler who called himself on his 
coins j&urtAtV? dSeA^of?, the 'king's brother’, Spa)irises,1 cannot 
come in question, for he did not die but became successively Great King 
and Great King of Kings; and Spalyris* (Spalahores in die Kharoshthi) 
did have a son Spalagadames* who presently succeeded him.? It is true 
that Spa!yds on his coins docs not appear as king, while W'ou-ri-lao is 
called king; but Pan-ku’s source, which can only he Wen-ehung’s 
Report, was merely mistranslating the words d&A^oif toS /SWicwc, 
‘brother of the king’, in Spalyris' tide as ‘Adelphou the king'. It must 
be remembered that, so far as is known, Wen-chung was the first 
Chinaman to come into actual contact widi Greeks or the Greek 
language. He probably knew Saca,6 but that might not help him much 
if the Parsii of Kabul still spoke some form of Persian; and he cannot 
have failed to get some very muddled interpreting. Besides Adelphou 
as the king's name, he never got die name Alexandria but only the 
adjective 'Ituvwoj (Ionake, ‘Greek’) wliich he took tor the name of 
die city; he was not the only person in the Farther East to make that 
particular mistake.7 

One may now attempt to put together the story of Hermaeus. 
W’ou-ti-lao was Spalyris, Saca governor of Ki-pin (at the time Kabul) 
and of as much of the Paropamisadae as the Sacas of Kabul held; his 
son and successor was Spalagadames. Yin-mo-fu, son of the king of 
‘ Greek-town was Hermaeus® son of Amyntas, king of Alexandria and 
of whatever went with Alexandria; and as Wen-chung allied himself 

1 Sakawm p- iij- i 
1 BMC p. 1so no* 1, obv., d£cA4o0 ftroAipurau. 
3 BMC p* lea* nos. 1-3, obv., ZvaAvplot &Wou daeA^u rou 

Skp-345* a , , _ ... 
« Kharoshthi legend on reverse of the last-menuaned coin* 

f BMC p« w- * u * * . 
* It was the Han custom that officials going 10 a country should be taught its 

language fp. n. 1). What Wen-chung would have known would probably 
have been die Yueh-chi form of the Sac* language, 

7 The merchant. Of whoever it was, from whom Ptolemy took the name lonaca 
for AncJoch-in-Persts (Bushin?) made precisely foe same mistake. See p, 418* 

1 If Yefl-kao-chen is Wima Kadphises, which everyone accepts as 
certain, Yin-mo-fu can perfectly well be Hermaeus. 
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not with the king ot ' Creek-town* but with his son, Amvntas was 
unable to act, perhaps dying, as Yin-mo-fu is thenceforth treated as 
king; and as he was king before Yuan-ti's accession in 48 s.c. we have 
a ter minus post quern non for Hermaeus' accession, and one substantially 
in accord with the date deduced from the use of the round and square 
omicron successively on his coinage. The prime mover m the conquest 
of Ki-pin-Kabul from Spalagadames was Wen-chung; he had no troops 
of his own, bur the whole prestige of the Han was behind him, and he 
must either have had allies or been able to secure them. At some period 
which cannot be ascertained but wliich was later, perhaps very much 
later, than the death of Chang-k ien in 114-) China had succeeded in 
securing nbat Chang-k ien had sought in vain, a perpetual alliance with 
^ Yueh-chi, whether the alliance still existed in Wcis-chung’s dav 
cmnot be said, but an indication remains of help rendered to China by 
that people at some unknown time or times,1 and it was the help of one 
of their princes which Wen-chung obtained > against the Kabul Sacas. 
Of the five Yueh-chi princes, the Kushan chief Mtaos, who was in rite 
country between Chitm] and the Panjshir district,^ was the nearest to 
Alexandria; he supplied the necessary force, presumably for a con¬ 
sideration, Spalagadames was defeated and killed, and Hermaeus was 
installed by Wen-chung as king in Kabul Doubtless Hermaeus, whose 
abundant silver coinage shows that the Panjshir mines were working 
well, paid Miaos in cash, precisely as the kings of Macedonia or Per- 

Wylie, part a P. 8jt When the Han sent an envoy to Woo-sun, the envoy 
passed wuthwwd 10 Ta-wan and the Yu*.5het forming a perpetual Jiu,™. wi.f, 
thwe nations. The statement» given by Pan-fcu as though between the veara ?u 
and t to, but » certainly out of place. The Yueh-chi had recently refused Chans: 
k ien s request for an alliance for a reasor which made it unlikely that they would 
change thor nunds till some considerable■ dOK had elapsed. Ssu-ma Ch’wn knows 
nothing of this alliance, and it is not alluded ro in his account of China’s war whh 
Ta-yuan, lotf-ior. It must at any rate therefore be later dun ior and brer dan 

passage is not in the SAi-Ai. particular 
1 The obscure sentence in Pw-ku's jcoouri of the Yueh^hi, which de Groot 

<P- 96 and Frank* s note) first translated Alte (,* the YueH^hi and Ta-hia) werden 
** mtt Befehlen der llan-dyrastie versehen* (which Franke preferred), and ^b- 
sequently Gettinnsain verlcihen sie den Gesandschaften vor Han ihren Beisund1 

J Tliis follows, as a Tan, from the Hermaeus-Kadphises coins; see App r? 
* On the location of the Kuei-shuang at this dmeseeKonow b VII p M and de 

Groot p* 100 {Kahiismn}. r 1 
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gamum had been used to hire a tribe of Gauls for cash ; but he also gave 
the Kush art a relative in marriage, who was probably his sister rather 
than daughter, seeing that he had only just come to the throne. The hand 
of Wen-diung ran be seen here: Kush an help might be needed again, and 
it was the regular practice of the Han, as can be read in the Ch'ien-han* 
shu, to bestow an Imperial princess in marriage upon a harbarian ruler 
whose help or alliance might be useful; indeed if no Imperial princess 
was available they made one,1 as bees can if necessary make a queen. 
In this way Hermaeus got the whole of the Paropamisadae, but as 
China's vassal. Subsequently, as the emperor Yuan-ti took no interest 
in the remote West, he virtually threw off his (rather nominal) allegiance 
by putting to death the escort of a Chinese envoy, but was still interested 
in trade; hence the coin with his name and Chinese characters found on 
the road to China. He was still alive after ji n.c,, when Ching-ri 
succeeded; but he certainly did not reign rill anywhere near a.d. 19, 
the date of the accession in northern India of the Parthian Gondophares. 
The foreign lords of the Paropamisadae after his death continued to 
copy his coinage;1 finally came the Kushan Had pluses I, Miaos' 
descendant, who claimed and conquered the Paropamisadae as the 
representative by blood of Hermaeus (App. 17). The whole story fits 
together extraordinarily well. 

The Greek revival in the Paropamisadae then was di reedy due to the 
intervention of China, and Hermaeus began his reign as China’s vassal. 
To what the successful stand on the Jhclum was due cannot be said, 
unless to a considerable influx of Greek refugees into Hippos trams' 
kingdom. The period of peace or of cessation of hostilities which 
followed Maues’ death and enabled the Greek revival probably lasted 
rill well after 40 B.C., to give room for the coinages of Hermaeus and 
Hippostratus with the square omicron and especially for their numerous 
tetradrachms, and that must mean that Maues' realm broke up on, 
his death, as has already been argued for other reasons; but though 
this might have saved the Greek kings from further attacks for the 
time being, it would hardly have given that security of trade communi¬ 
cation between Hippostratus and Hermaeus along the great road 
dt rough Taxila and Gandhara which, as we have seen, their coinages 

demand. 

* See two instances, tie GrOof pp. I aSj 117,' erhob... zur kaberlkhen Prinzcssin 
which is clearer than Wylie part 1 pp. 87, 88. 

1 CHI pp. ftSi—2. 
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We must therefore look a little more closely at this period of peace, 
and that will entail die examination of an obscure class of coins which 
bear die name Vonones1 * and which show that a Voncnes> called Great 
King of Kings, was suzerain of the Sata (Parsii) ruler* of Kabul— 
Spalyris (Spalahores), Spalagadames, and Spaiirises*4 There can be no 
certainty as to what these coins mean, and any theory must entail 
difficulties;3 I must give what seems to me the probable solution, 
though I am aware that it presents difficulties in turn. It seems certain 
from his name that Vonones was a Parthian, The Parthian survey 
reproduced by Isidore shows that, after die defeat of the Saca invasion, 
Mithridates II claimed that the Sacas of Sacastene and the Parsii of 
Arachosia were vassals of the Parthian realm, which means that with 
the virtual establishment of two Parthian realms they became vassals 
of the Suren in Seistan, if he could enforce lus authority. He may have 
continued to enforce si over die Parsii of Arachosia and Kabul; and 
even though die Saca kingdom of Manes in India was completely 
independent, the Surens must have preserved a claim that that kingdom 
was only an offshoot of Sacastene and that consequently dtey were its 
rightful overlords, for that claim was fully enforced later when in 
a.i>. 19 the then Suren Gondopharcs4 brought the Saca domains in 
India under his direct personal rule. 

The best solution I can see is that Vonones was die Suren, or rather 

1 BMC pp. 9S 17J. Mostly from Ghazni,, Kandahar, and Seistan, with a 
few from Kabul: Cunningham NC 1E90 p. icWS. 

1 The Vonones coin mentioned by Herzfeld, Sakai tan o. 92, which has on the 
reverse the legend rajadEnijass mahatasa Ayasa, cannot show dial Vonones was 
Azes+ suzerain* for Axes' ride Great King of Kings forbids the supposition. I do 
jioi know where, or what, the coin is, bur it naturally suggests, a coin overstruck 
by Axes ar a later date. 

1 The principal theories arc those of Rjapson in CHI Chap, xxiiip wMi which 
my own has certain affinities, and the very different one of Hcrridd in Sakustan^ 
who identifies Vonones with the Arsadd king of Parthta who reined 8-11 
(as does Konowq CH p, KltiiJ though their coin-types are entirely different, and 
consequently gets everything very laxe. He stares from two wrong dating*2 our 
fined points' he says (p* 91)* arc that the history of the Saca kingdom in India lies 
between Isidore, 1 &.C., and the date of the Ptriplax; for this (p+ he takes die 
Konvemann-Schur dating, A.D. 90^100, which lias been refuted since, he wrote, 
pr 148 n. 4, It really lies between xhe date of the Parthian, survey which Isidore is 
reproducing, e. 110-100 &.C., and the true date of the Periplui, the middle of she 
first century jwd* (ik); what manors is not Isidore's own date hux the date of 
his information, 

4 Hcrtfeld, SaJcaitan p+ 9S to end, a most enlightening study. 
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the ruler of the Suren’s realm, for the time being;1 * 3 he cannot have been 
Maue$’ successor, as his name is Parthian, nor Saca. The Suren who in 
May 53 had won the battle of Carrhae for Orodes II of Parthia had been 
put to death by him soon afterwards, perhaps the same year;* as he was 
under thirty he cannot have left a grown son, and Vonones might have 
been a kinsman, left to govern die Cast while die Suren was engaged in 
the West, or even an usurper. In either case he acted as though com¬ 
pletely independent and took the title Great King of Kings left vacant 
by Manes’ death, which shows that what he was thinking of was 
dominion over the Sacas in India. He was safe from interference from 
the Arsatids in the West, for down to the failure of Antony’s invasion 
in 36 b,c. they were fully occupied in fighting or watching Rome; 
Orodes had no opportunity to attend to die East, and it agrees with this 
that no Suren took part in die resistance to An tony.3 As for Vonones* 
vassals, Spatvris, the ruler of Arachosia and Kabul, on some coins4 5 * 
acknowledges Vonones as his suzerain and does not call himself king, 
but on another series,^ which does not mention Vonones, he calls him¬ 
self ‘king’s brother’; he cannot (as I see it) have been really Vonones' 
brother,16 as Vonones was a Parthian, and it wras probably merely a title 
of honour, since ‘brother’, implying brother of the king, was a known 
title of honour at Hellenistic courts;7 though the view has been taken 
(I think wrongly) dint it means brother-in-law.8 Spalyris* son Spalnga- 

1 This realty agrees with Ran$on, CHI p. j?*, 'suzerain over the kingdoms of 
eastern Iran*j for he wrote before HercfeJd had shown that that suzerain was the 
Suren. 

1 Ptm. Crazz. 33, ov ptra ttoXvv XP*VCV after Carrhaej it was early enough to 
prevent a Parthian invasion of Syria in Tarn, CAN IX p. 

3 If he had* he imipt have commanded; he could not have been subordinated to 
Monaeses, who we know did command. M.r Rostovtzeff* CAN XI pr 114* suggests 
tiiat Monaco belonged to the Suren clan, which I find difficult to believe, but does 
not (if 1 understand him) suggest thai he was the Suren, i.tm 1he ruler of eastern 
Parthia; the difficulties would be great, but need not be considered here. 

4 BMC pp. 98, 173. 
5 It- p. 100 nos. 1-3. 

Raison, Cffln* 574, makes him his brother, 
* OG/S ijS and further instances in Ditienberger's note 3. Many Hellenistic 

court rides were in use in Parthia, and the Parthian king himself was 4 Brother of the 
Sun and Moon1, 

H Herzfeld, Arch. Hut. of Iren 193^ p. 64 r He makes it part of the Saca rule of 
succession, under which the crown went to the dead Icing's sister's son (the sa-called 
Pictish or matriarchal rule of succession). But he gives no evidence that die Sacas 
And matriarchal succession (if such a thing really existed); Abdagases was Condo- 
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dimes does call himself king on W$ coins1 but also acknowledges 
Vonones1 suzerainty* If Vonones grasped independence and took his 
title in the winter of 53-2* there is room for the coins before Hermaeus 
killed Spalagadames and took Kabul* which need not have been before 
49; Spalyris might have governed Arachosia and Kabul for years as 
Parthian governor or vassal without coining and might only have begun 
to coin when Vonones seised power. For Vonones' title shows that he 
was thinking of something much bigger than Kabul? the explanation 
of the peace and of the trade communication between Hippos trams 
and Hermaeus must he that he did succeed in asserting his audiority 
over the Sacas in India* at any rate over Gandhara and Taxila* though 
he did not apparently transfer his seat of government to India* as 
Gondophares was to do. The peace then was a Parthian peace* and 
attacks on die Greeks by the disunited Sacas ceased; Vonones may have 
even favoured the Greek states—many Partitions were Philhellenes— 
as a useful counterpoise to die ambitions of his Saca vassals. After die 
death of Spalagadames Vonones* vassal ruler in Arachosia was Spalirises* 
who on his early coins1 called himself ‘king's brother'. 

If the period of peace lasted till well after the year 40 B.c.* as seems 
probable, Vonones can hardly have died before that date. The next 
ruler of eastern Parthia* whoever he was* seems to have reversed his 
policy and returned to the traditional role of die Surens as supporters 
of the Arsadds* for in 27 e.c. he received Phraates IV when driven out 
by the usurper Tiridates and restored him to his throne (p. 306). He 
can have played no part in the East outside of his own kingdom 
of Sdstan; perhaps he did not seek to, or perltaps Spalirises revolted 
and defeated him; in any event Spalirises seized what of Vonones* power 
lie could, took the title of Great King, and conferred die same title on 
his son Axes.3 

Support for diis theory concerning Vonones" successor seems forth¬ 
coming from the Chinese side- It has been seen (see also App. 9) that 
down to, and at the time of* die installation as king of Yin-mo-fu (Her- 
maeus) about 49 B.c, the term Ki-pin meant to Pan-ku Kabul and 

pliaies1 nephew,, but was probably a brother's son {SaAasta*t p. 105}* and anyhow 
they were PLjr|!iianst not Sacas. And Spalagadames did twi succeed Vonones. 

1 BAfC p. 99V 
_ % BMC p. 100. 

3 BMC pr ioi: obv4 Spalirises* Great King; rev,, Aaes* Great King, There 
seems no doubt thai k means father and son. Rapson, CHI p. 573, thought that 
these coins were struck in Vonones' hfetime; it is possible. 
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whatever of the Paropamisadae the Parsii of Kabul ruled; consequently 
his genera] description in the Ch’im-han-shu of Ki-pin as the Saca 
realm refers to a time later than 49 b.c., and as his history ends with 
a.d, i4 the time referred to is that of the Azes dynasty; Maues is 
too early. But side by side widi Ki-pin Pan-ku describes another 
kingdom, Q-ik-san-li1 (pp. 14,104 n. 1), which was bounded on die east 
by (die Saca kingdom of) Ki-pin, on the north by (the Kush an realm 
of) Bactria, and on die west by Li-kan (Media) and Tao-ki (Babylonia), 
and was therefore the Suren’s kingdom of Seistan, whatever it exactly 
comprised besides Sdstan proper. Tt was suggested long ago that 
O-ik-san-li was Alexandria,4 and that seems now certain;3 but it has not 
been asked where an Alexandria could be found in Seistan. One can 
now see diat it was the official name of Prophthasia, Alexander’s capital 
of Seistan (pp. 14, 49), which has perished in die Greek tradition;4 the 
Chinese named the country from its capital. The point is that Pan-ku 
knew that under the Azes dynasty the Saca realm (Ki-pin) was inde¬ 
pendent of the Parthian Suren in Seistan (O-ik-san-li), just as I have 
worked it out for Vonones’ successor; this independence ended in 
a.d. 19, when the Suren Gondophares again brought Ki-pin under 
Parthian rule. 

Spalirises and his son Azes were then joint kings. Coin-finds, notably 
coins buried beneath the foundations of stupas, connect Azes with 
Ta.rila, and the humped bull of Pushkalavati is common among his 
types, and therefore Spalirises, whose coins come chiefly from Ara- 
chosta,? must have ruled in die west of his realm widi Azes as co-ruler 
in the east—the regular Selcurid system once more. Subsequently both 
father and son appear with the tide Great King of Kings.6 Since Azes 
must have had that title by 30 B.c. at die very latest;7 since it was 
Spalirises who put an end to Hermaeus’ kingdom (p. 350); and since 

1 Wylie p. 38; de Groot p. 51. Wylie spelt ir Woo-yih-shan-le, 
1 Wylie p. 38 n. He thought of Alexandria-Hcrat, which probably did belong 

to the Suren's kingdom (Alexander had once conjoined Seistan and Herat), but 
cannot be O-ii-san-li, for the reason given in r, 4 (At/ow). 

7 De Groot p, 91 seems conclusive. 
* O-ik-san-li was the terminus of the road to the south, Wylie p. 39, de Groot 

p, 91; this makes it certain. 
* Mostly from Kandahar, with a few from the Punjab: Cunningham, NC 1890 

p. ro<j. Also from Kabul: Wilson, Ariatta Antique p. 316. 
i Spalirises, BMC p. ior; Azes, coins patiim, 
7 His enormous coinage, and also those of Azilises (which is plenrifi.il) and 

Azes II, have to come in before a.d. 19. 
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Hermaeus was ruling well after 3Z b^g. fp. 350}; the only solution of the 
chronological problem seems to be that father and son were both Great 
King of Kings at the same time, as they had been Great King at die 
same time; when Spaltrises took the title Great King of Kings he con¬ 
ferred the same title on his son and co-ruler, Azcs, just as Azes sub¬ 
sequently did on his own son Azilises.1 There is no lack of precedents 
for father and son being co-equals, whether in tide and fact, like 
Antigonus 1 and hb son Demetrius the Besieger, or in tide and theory, 
as in the Sdeudd practice; the only thing which makes it seem strange 
is the title Great King of Kings conferred upon a son, and even for that 
there is a famous parallel. At the Donations of Alexandria in 34 B+C, 

Antony had conferred the title Queen of Kings upon Cleopatra and the 
title King of Kings on her son and (in theory) co-ruler in Egypt, 
Ptolemy Caesar;1 news travels fast in the East, and Antony“s action 
may have prompted that of Spalirises. Doubtless die Parsii were by 
this rime thoroughly mixed with Saca blood, but they were Persians at 
bottom, and father and son may have felt themselves superior to the 
Saca tribes about them. 

This too might be the reason why Azes did not use the old Saca Era 
which had been used by the Sara Maues (App. 16), though Sacas 
themselves used it much later when under Parthian rule,3 It is now 
believed that the Era of Azes used by some individuals in the Kushan 
period to date their donations was the Vikrama Era of 58 b.c*4 (p* 335), 
and the explanation might be that Azes, finding two Eras already 
current in his realm, emphasised the fact that he was not a Saca and that 
his house and people had never been subject to Maues by adopting the 
Indian Vikrama Era in preference to the Saca one. But it would remain 
strange that Azes" name should have become attached to an Indian Era, 

1 BMC p, 17) nos* 1, at; coins of Axes, obv*. Azes, Great King of Kings; rev+T 
Axilises, Great King of Kings, The coins which have Azilises on the obverse and 
Azes on the reverse are those of Azilbcs reigning jointly with Ais son Azcs FI; the 
reigns of the three kings of this dynasty therefore overlap to an unknown extent. 
That there 1mre three kings, not onefc see App+16, 

* See Tam, CAM x p, 80. 
1 The Taxlla duck vase, see p. 500. 
4 The Taxila silver scroti. Cl/ p. 70 no. xxvu, and the KaSawln inscription, 

JR AS I9|X p. 94% ASf 1930-4 p. 1^3- Some scholars, including Marshall and 
Rapwn, have always thought this most probable (references CII ppT 70-1)^ and 
Konow, who formerly refused to believe [bat ayam in C/I xxvil was Axes, now in 
the light of the Kalawam inscription regards diis as unavoidable, JRAS 1931 
pp. 950-1; J/Hxil, 1933, pp. f-4i see p. 501. 
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and possibly it was not die Vikrama Era that lie used but one of his 
own creation? dating like the Vikrama from MauesJ death in 58 b.c, 

and indicating that he claimed not only to have succeeded to Manes* 
empire but that that empire* though it had lapsed de facto, had never 
lapsed de fanf. For in any case it does not mean that Azes came to the 
throne in 58 b.c* It used to be believed that he followed Manes im¬ 
mediate! y; but the reasons for a considerable interval between Maues 
and himself are much too strong** as has been seen* 

The advent to power of SpaUrises and his son heralded die end of 
Greek rule* As soon as Azes felt strong enough—probably about 
30 B*CfS though a somewhat earlier date may be possible—he attacked 
Hippostraius. The Saca fleet avenged its previous defeat on the Jhelum 
and gave Azes control of the river and a crossing; Poseidon with Jiis 
trident appears on one of his coins,1 and Poseidon writh his trident 
trampling upon a river-god on another,3 and it was with the latter type 
that Azes overstmdt some of Hippostratus1 coins*4 a fact eloquent of 
the end of the kingdoms of Hipposrratus and Nicias; that end is further 
attested by the appearance upon Azes* coins of the Athena Alkis of 
Menander5 and the monograms of all Hippostratus* moncyers.* But 
Azes* type of Poseidon trampling on a river-god ts copied from the 
similar type of Maues (p* 321); he therefore already regarded himself 
as Maues1 destined successor, and in the north of India at any rate he 
was to restore Maues" empire* 

Hermaeus* kingdom may or may not have lasted a year or two 
longer. The deterioration of his later coins with the square omicron 
has been said to witness to the difficulties which surrounded him;? if so, 
it might mean that the conquest of his kingdom was a slow process and 
that his best engravers, like the great Bactrian artists, fell fighting* 
Somewhere between 48 and 33 b.c_ China under Yuan-ti had ceased to 
take any interest in the Paropamisadae* which was relegated to the list 

* It has already been suggested dur Azes may not have followed Maues Im¬ 
mediately: Kotiow,y/jy xn, fpjj, p. 20. 

3 BAfC p. 77 no. 55; Cunningham, N€ 1890 p. 141 no. 7. 
3 BMC p. £9 nosT 101-4; Cunningham, NC 1890 p+ 144 no* Ip 
4 BMC p. 89 n.; another specimen, Lakort Cat. p. m no. 146. See CHI p. 57im 
,5 BMC Pi. XVm, 1* j; dearly Alkis, not Pro machos. PL XVTII, 4, migh: be 

meant for Promachof; it is uncertain* 
- * CHI p. J7i. His coins show a]] three of Hippostratus1 monograms, the dis¬ 

tinctive one of the Buccphala moneycr being very common* 
7 CHI p* 
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of*unregistered and impracticable1 * * 4 lands; Wen-chung had no successor, 
and Hermaeus paid for his virtual repudiation of China's suzerainty 
with the loss of her support (he might have lost it in any case), which 
may also have entailed the loss of die support of her Kush an allies. 
After a new emperor, Ching-ti, had in yi come to the throne, Hermaeus 
sent envoys to him, officially to ask for pardon, but really in a desperate 
effort to obtain China's help, which attests his altered circumstances; 
Ching-ti's advisers however were hostile to the idea of interfering in a 
land which Chinese troops could not effectively reach across die 
mountains, and it is the long memorandum on this subject presented by 
Tu-k’in to the Emperor which shows that in reality Hermaeus had sent 
to ask for help.' Ching-ti on a trivial pretext (p. 340) refused to receive 
the envoys, and Hermaeus was left to his fate; after all, his last dealing 
with China had consisted in putting to death the escort of a Chinese 
envoy. Spall rises conquered the Paropamisadae1 and the ‘Zeus en¬ 
throned’ of Alexandri a-Kapisa appears on his coins;} the Zeus is sitting 
full face, and it has been noticed for a century that his ' Zeus enthroned’ 
is a copy of that of Hermaeus;-1 also the sign /> for sh> which (as P) had 
appeared on Miaos1 coins presumably minted in, or copying patterns 
made for him in, Kapisa (App, 17), now sometimes appears on those of 
Spalirises (p. 509). But he cannot long have survived his conquest— 
his coins, though not rare, are said not to be very numerous—for the 
monogram of one of Hermaeus’ moneyers appears on coins of Azes.S 
Hermaeus’ death cannot be put much laier than 30 b.c., indeed it cannot 
really be said whether he or Hippostratus fdl first; but however that 
may be, with the deaths of these two kings almost everything in Asia 
between the Euphrates and the Jumna which Greeks had once ruled 
had now passed into the hands of peoples from the northern steppes. 

1 For this story, from the (TA’uH-AwwAa, see Wylie pp, 36^,, Franke pp. 63 *». 
d« Grooi pp. 88 rjf. See p. 47J. 

s CHI pp. *62, *74. 
.1 BMC p. lot, Pt. XXII, 4; CHI PI. VU, 38. 

4 First by Wilson, Ar'utne Antique p. ji* (1841), See the two side by side 
CHI Pi. VD, 38, 

* Whitehead NC p. 340, 



CHAPTER IX 

THE GREEKS AND INDIA 

The end of Greek rule east of the Hindu Kush closely and rather 
dramaticalJy coincided in date with two linked events in the 
Mediterranean world, the end of the last Hellenistic kingdom in 

the West, Egypt, and the establishment of the Roman empire of 
Augustus; as Augustus entered Alexandria on die first of August 30 s.c., 
it is conceivable that one or even both of the two remaining Greek 
kingdoms in India was actually the last Hellenistic kingdom to survive 
in independence. The reign of Augustus, though he had nothing much 
to do with the world east of the Euphrates, forms a convenient line of 
division both in India and in the Parthian empire, though not in the 
same way. For the Greeks of Parthia it marks, very roughly, the time 
when the period of achievement passes over into the period of decay, 
though in some places, as Seleuceia on the Tigris and Seleuceia on the 
Eulaeus (Susa), the latter process was perhaps not very marked till the 
second century a.d. In India, however, the period of achievement 
seems to have ended with Menander's death, though that may be an 
illusion due to the fact that the succeeding half century is to us a blank; 
hut in any case it will appear that the process of Indianisation of the 
Greeks cannot have well begun Inter than the early part of die first 
century B.C. The division which Augustus* reign makes in India is a 
hard and fast division in the nature of our evidence. The knowledge, 
principally of Northern India, obtained by the Greek invaders is carried 
no further, but is replaced by information about the coasts and the 
ports derived from merchants of the Roman empire, men of every 
nationality, who now began to visit the harbours of Southern and of 
Farther India and even of China, giving Greek names to the little 
nameless islets where they found anchorage or water;1 they learnt much 
about the coasts, but little or nothing about the interior of Northern 
India, with which they were not concerned. Much information about 
their doings survives in the Periplus, in Pliny, and in Ptolemy, and has 
been worked up in modem books; this has to be separated carefully 
from the fairly abundant Hellenistic information in Ptolemy and Pliny, 

1 Such names are too common throughout Ptolemy book vn to list. 
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and the Hellenistic historian must avoid drawing on it unless he has 
some definite reason, for it has nothing to do with die story of the 
Bactrian Greeks in India, 

As in this cliaptcr I shall sometimes have to refer to Kanishka and 
other Kush an kings, it may be convenient to some readers to have an 
indication of the dating. The five Kush an kings (or principal kings) in 
order are Kujula Kadpluses I, Wima Kadphises II, Kanishka, Huvishka, 
Vasudeva. The reign of Kujula, the conqueror of die Paropamisadae, 
is from somewhere after a.d. a;, the date at which die Hou-han-shu 
begins, to c. A.D. 50. Professor F. W, Thomas tells me that his 
chronology in die Cambridge History of India for the next two 
reigns will be Wima (the conqueror of Northern India) c. 50 to 78 (the 
so-called Sara Era),1 Kanishka 78 to c, toj. The date of Kanishka's 
accession has been one of the most disputed points in history, four 
theories having found support:1 the Vikrama Era, 58 a.d. 78; 
c. a.d. i 00; second century a.d. To-day the question seems to lie between 
78 and 128 (Dr Sten Konow’s date),4 I do not believe in 128 myself; 
even if it should mm out that, as some believe, 78 is a Malva Era (see 
p. 335) and not die Era of Kanishka by w hich the later Kushans dated, 
that would not make Kanishka second century. To avoid begging 
questions I generally (after Kujula) refer to reigns, not dates. 

Little remained in India which could in any sense be called distinc¬ 
tively Greek after about the middle of the first century a.d., or say 
roughly the establishment of the Rushan empire which replaced in the 
North-West the rule of the Parthian Gondophares and his successor 
Pacorcs. Such cities as were Greek pokis^-xhey were very few—lived 
on under Sara and Parthian rule in the same sort of quasi-autonomous 
relationship to their Iranian overlords as ran be traced in the relation¬ 
ship of Seleuceia to the Arsacid monardis; the unique coin of Push- 
kalavati (p. 336) show's that dial city, like Seleuceia for a time in the first 
century a.d., was at some period completely independent. The number 

‘ Sir J- Marsiial], ASJ 1919-30 (pub. 1933) pp. ^-7, has recently given reasons 
for believing that die Kushans, he. Wima Kadphises, took Taxifa between a.d. 60 
and 64. 

1 A convenient list of the writers who have supported cadi of these theories will 
be found in WiniemitxT Eng. irans. ll pp^ 612-13. 

J 1 had supposed this view wsul obsolete; bur D* Mukherjij Indian Culture if 
ipjf* p, 477* has adduced some astronomical calculations in its aupporr. 

* In C/L A specific argument against this date* breaking fresh ground, is given 
by L Bachhofer, Chttmat* Z. xvis tjjo* p+ 9* 
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of representations of the Fortune of some city (ie. the city itself) with 
her mura] crown on Saca coins1 tells ie own story; most illuminating is 
a coin of Zeionises,* nephew and satrap of the Parthian Gondophares 
(a.d. 19 to 45 pfus), w hich show's the Fortune of some city, undoubtedly 
Pushkalavati, confronting die king as a separate and obviously quasi 
independent entity. Literature gives little help here. The Periplus in 
the middle of the first century a.d. mentions Bucephala,3 which prob¬ 
ably, though not necessarily, means that it was still surviving as a city; 
the second part of the Milindapanha twice mentions Alexandria of the 
Caucasus (p. 421 n. 4), but that document may not be later than the 
end of Greek rule, and in any case the name may simply have been 
borrowed from die first part. For tuns of cities never appear on the 
Kushan coinage, and there can be little doubt that the cities, if not 
destroyed, had by the end of the first century a,d. become to all intents 
and purposes Indian, though that does not mean diat some people may 
not suit have understood the Greek language. This general result is 
borne out by the Greek monograms on the coins, for as long as they 

■'persist they show that Greek moneyers were still operating or con¬ 
trolling die city mints. On the coins of Azes and his dynasty Greek 
monograms are so numerous and varied that it seems as if Aaes must 
have opened some fresh mints. They occur on the coins of Gondo- 
phares (who was still reigning in a.d. 45) and of his nephew and sub- 
king Abdagases, but not on those of Gondopliares’ successor Pacores, 
or later; that is, we meet no Greek moneyers, as wc meet no Greek 
cities, after about the middle of the first century a.d. 

The question of whether Greek remained a living tongue in India as 
late as the reign of Kanishka was argued at a symposium of the Royal 

1 Manes: BMCpp. 68 no. 4 and 70 nos. u, j3, PI. XVI, j, 9; JVC 1890 pp. 131 
no. 7and 134 no. zr \ Lahore Cm, p, 99 no. 13; AS/1914-11 p. 46no. 11; Jyl 1943 
p. 340 no. 66. Aze$; BMC pp. S> nos. 109—it and 90 nos. 191-9, Pis. XVIU, 10, 
11, XX, j. Azilises; it. p. 94, PI. XX, 9-11; Cunningham A/C 1890 PL VTII, 4; 
ASI1914-13 p. 31 no, 26; an unpublished type AS I ti. no. 24; 2nd see CHI p, 388. 
Whether tin? seated figure on a Saca coin, Cunningham, JVC 1890 p. 134 no, 6, be 
really the Fortune ofa dey may be doubled; it is difficult to see the turreted crown 
on the plate. 

1 BMCp. 110 nos. 1,1, PI, XXJfT, 4, An inscription, C/Ip. 81 no. xxx, shows 
chat Zcionises (Jihonilca) also ruled In Taxi!a; but Taxila was not a polls, and the 
diy on Jus coins is certainly Pushkalavati, cf. CHI op. 381 it,, 388. 

1 P*T{$ut 47- The writer, who knew nothing about Northern India, wrongly 
put it in npatchiis, which here and in 48 is obviously not Pushkalavatf, as it is in 
Ptol. vit, 1,44, hut die province, Peuctlaltis, 
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Asiatic Society In. 1913^ and the supporters of the negative view, led by 
Professor F. W, Thomas, had the best of the argument.1 I am not 
going over that ground again; but several things are clear to-day which 
were unknown or not clear in 1913, and they are worth looking at. I 
must premise that the sk sign, A on coins of Kanishka and his successors 
lias nothing to do with it; that sign had appeared long before on the 
coins of Miaos and Spalirises (App. 17, j8). Greek was alive in the time 
of Kujula Kadphises; the square letter-forms and the different mistakes 
in the legend on his coins prove that much. But the coins of Wima 
Kadphises exhibit correct Greek written in the orthodox way except 
for the lunate sigma;prima facie, his moneyers were copying a dead 
language. Are there any signs of life? The significance of the verbal 
form rv/)Qvi«trtTos on the coins of Miaos, contemporary with Hermaeus, 
is no deed elsewhere (App. 17), and on the coins of Gondophares’ sub¬ 
king Abdagases the verbal form occurs again as 0aotA<iW, 
“under the rule of king Abdagases’;1 and as the use of /JoolWotto? 
on the pedigree coins of Antimacbus and Agathocles (App. 3) shows 
that it was regarded as the proper word to express the position of a 
sub-king, it follows that in Gondophares’ reign there were Greeks who 
still understood very well the distinction between fiavtXtvs and fiaat- 
XetjwvA This in itself takes us no further down than the Fortune of a 
city on Zeionises1 coins lias already done; but fiaotAtbtuv occurs again 
in the regular legend on the widespread coinage of the “Nameless 
king’.4 This shows that to some of his moneyed Greek was still alive, 
and also shows that he was a sub-king of some sort; and as the Hou- 
han-shu sap that Wima Kadphises governed his Indian possessions 
through a viceroy, and as it has usually, though not universally, been 
supposed that that viceroy can only have been the Nameless king,5 
this may take ns down nearly to the reign of Kanishka. 

For Kardshka's reign itself the question must turn on his Greek title 
r Reported at length in JRAS 1913 pp. 657 913 sq^ 
* BMC pp. 107-8- 
i In Philcsuams' Zifr of Apollonius ft, 31, Gondophares himself is made an 

Indian who talks Greek and reads rite Hcracbidtir. of Euripides, Any Partliian king 
might have known Greek; but Philostraius' story was merely invented for the sake 
of Apollonius* remark, ii, 33, about the ' return of the HeradeitW, 

* BMC pp. 114-ltfJ I&wolfds fiaatXcvtnv otur^p piyas. 
5 J. Kennedy, JRAS 1973 p. 664; de la ValMe-Poussin p, 31a; Konow in Cll 

pp. kviii-ix. Cunningham possessed t coin which connected the two, NC 1891 
pp. 53, 71 no. 14- h is noteworthy that a gold coin of Wima is now known {NC 
1934 p. 131, BMQuarterly vm p. 73) which gives him the ode PowiAfur frnriMtir 
rrwnjp 
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fiaaiMwv Kai^Koyj ‘Kanishka king of kings+5 where a 
nominative, fiaaLkok, is in agreement with a genitive KW^oy. To 
Professor Thomas in 1913 this appeared to be an unintelligent copying 
of a dead language;* Dr Slen Konow in 1918 compared it with an idiom 
from Chinese Turkestan,1 * * * * 6 which I understand obtained in more than 
one language there. This no doubt is a possible origin, especially if 
Kanishka, as some believe, came from Chinese Turkestan; but there 
does seem now to be a simpler explanation. Inscriptions from Doura 
have given us some knowledge of die sort of Greek, alive enough but 
vulgarised, spoken by the less educated classes in the decay of what had 
once been a Hellenistic city, and its most marked feature is the sub¬ 
stitution of genitive for nominative and the use of die two in agreement J 
We may believe that in Kanishka’s rime educated Greeks and educated 
Greek were alike extinct in India; but some of his moneym could 
evidently still speak Greek in a vulgarised form, whatever else they 
spoke also—incidentally an argument for not dating this king too late. 
As the coins of the Kushan kings after Kujula Kad pluses show no 
moneyers* marks, neither Greek monograms nor Kharoshthi letters, a 
diing which must reflect royaJ orders, we are deprived of our best means 
of Judging what Kanishkah$ moneyers were* There were still people 
with Greek names, and the father of Menander die wrestler* must have 
had som* Greek feeling if he named his son after die great Yavana king. 
The 'slave Agesilas15 who was the architect of Kanishka's stupa near 
Taxila and made his relic casket may have been anything from a skilled 
Greek slave imported from the West to a subject of Kanishkafi with 
little Greek about him but his name; as he worked in the Gandhara 
style the latter is more probable. After Kanishka no question arises, 

1 J/L4S 1913 pp. 1013-14. 1 07 p* lilt. 

3 Cticnont, FoiaIILes p+ 351, His instances are confined Toywaitck for ytv^T but 
instances of other words from later finds are SEG vnp 6® j, 68 j, 688, 696- 8, nomina¬ 
tive and genitive in agreement; 374 488, genitive for nominative. So on a coin 
of Goiataes of Parthk, a.d# 41-71, BMC Parriua p. r6f. 

* Cl/ p. 134 no. LXXp laie Kdian period, fmm Pcshawur. h is remarkable that 
[lie name, Minamdra, keeps the Greek mi; but / and n could run parallel in 
Prakrit (p. 138 n. a), and die ft does not prevent the inscription being late. 
- 5 /L pH 135 no+ cxxiij Agisala, 

6 If * slave' be used either in the Persian (Achaemenid) sense of any subject not 
royal, or in the Graeco-Parthian sense of any subject not d^d/, a member of die 
privileged Parthian nobility (Rostovtzeff and "Welles, Fsi/e Class. Stud. 11 p< ji; 
H, W. Bailey, BSOS vif 1932, p. 933), which in Greek was rendered by £W0*por; 
hence die strange idea in some Roman and modem writers that Surerias took an 
array of slaves against Cussus* 
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Greek legends cease to appear on die coins; Saca written in Greek 
letters continues dll the reign of Vasudeva, and then even Greek script 
vanishes from India. 

We can now return to the period of Greek rule and gather up what 
indications remain of what the Greeks in India did. The provincial 
organisation of the Greek empire in India at its fullest extent has already 
been examined (Chap, vi), and Indian citizens of one Greek p&lu at 
least5 Demetrias in Sind, have been traced at a date which cannot be 
much later than 50 B.c, (p. 2^7 n* 3)* The Kharoshthi letters on some 
of the Greek coins/ which from their relation to die Greek monograms 
are dearly the ini dab of an Indian moneyed enable us to confirm these 
Indian citizens. These letters are for some time confined to the group 
of kings who ruled east of the Jhdum, the kings of the houses of Euthy- 
demus and Menander, which for all purposes of policy were identical in 
fact as, except for Menander himself, they were In blood; Kharoshthi 
letters are common on the coins of Strato I, Zoilus II Soter, and 
Apollodotus H, and occur on those of Apollophanes and Dionysius, 
but arc never found on coins of Menander and his contemporaries, e*g. 
Antimacbus II, or for a little while after his death (Agathodeia and 
Zoilus I Dikaias); we may say roughly that they begin with the last 
quarter or last third of the second century &+c+ They never occur on 
coins of any king known to be of the house of Eucraddes, or on the 
coins of Lysias j who, though a Euthydemid, coined in Antialddas1 mints 
(p, 315). Except on the late base silver of Strato 1 they are, prior to 
Hippostratus, confined to the copper currencies, and the usual rule is 
that they never appear alone but always in association with a Greek 
monogram. In the Seleucid mint at Antioch it was die rule for two 
moneyers to sign die coins, one being a permanent mint-master and the 
other a changing dry magistrate.3 I do not know whether an examina¬ 
tion of every coin with a Kharoshthi initial on it (which I cannot make) 
would show if these Indians were ever magistrates; but there is one 
simple case in which the Kharoshthi letter certainly represents a per¬ 
manent official of the mint, and that is the "city1 coins of Hippostratus, 
minted in Bucephala (p. 245), a Greek polls* All his +dtyf type coins, 
both bronze and silver, bear the same very distinctive Greek monogram 
and the same Kharoshihi letter; these were his two mint-masters at 

1 BMC under die various kings here mentioned; cf. Whitehead, NC p. 314* On 
the monograms generally see App. 1* 

1 E+ T. Newell, Tht ScIeucU Mint of Antioch 191B passim. 
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Buccphala. It is known from Plutarch that Perseus had two mint- 
masters at Pella (p. 437), and I have traced the two in Bactra in the great 
period (App. i); what is not known is whether, when there were two, 
they were colleagues with equal authority, or whether one was sub¬ 
ordinate; this in Hippos trams’ mint would be the Indian. The latter 
is more probable, for we see the Indian moneyer at first signing copper 
money only before being at the end promoted to signing the silver also. 
But in one mint we find an Indian mint-master already in control by 
about the beginning of the first century b.c.; on some late silver of 
Strato, called semi-barbarous, and on some bronze of Strato, Zoilus II, 
and Apollodotus II, there is no Greek monogram at all but only two 
Kharoshthl letters, showing that the mint in question had two Indian 
mint-masters; die mint in question was probably Sagala, which, unlike 
Buccphala, was not a Greek pdir, The fact that Kharoshthi letters are 
comparatively rare on coins of Maues1 is one more sign of his early date, 
for throughout the Saca and Parthian (Pahlava) coinages from Azes to 
Pacotes such letters are common. Very rarely, and very late, one 
Kliarosluhi letter appears alone; this occurs only on some ‘uncertain’ 
bronze coins, which I have thought might belong to kinglets driven 
into the hills (p. 323 n. 1), and on the second series of the ‘ Hermaeus’ 
coins of Kujula Kad pluses (App. 17); he was an invader issuing proclama¬ 
tions, and had to get his propaganda money struck as best he could. 

That these Indian mint-officials who signed the coinage were citizens 
where they occur in a Greek polls is certain, for they could not possibly 
have been anything else. And as it cannot be supposed that Sagala 
under Strato or Bucephala under Hippos trams was incapable of 
supplying two Greeks to manage the mint, we must see in this admission 
of Indians to office a deliberate act of policy. The evidence of the coins 
takes us a good deal further back than that of the cave inscriptions, and 
no doubt by the last quarter of the second century the Emhydemids, 
whether from choice or by force of circumstances, were coining to rely 
more and more upon their Indian subjects; bur the coins do not supply 
evidence for the time of Demetrius and Menander. Seeing, however, 
that the rule of these two kings was based on the idea of a sort of 
partnership, Indians must from the first have been admitted to citizen¬ 
ship; indeed it is not apparent on what other lines a place like Dcmetrias 
in Sind could ever have been a polls, as it certainly was from its dynastic 
name. The kings of Eucrarides* line, like Eucrarides himself, may have 

1 Instances are Cunningham NC 1S9O pp. 1 j3 no. ijj no. 24. 
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held different view's; we do not know. But the only king west of the 
Jhetum on whose coins Kharoshthi letters occur, and the only king 
therefore to admit Indians to office, was Hermaeus, and it is quite 
uncertain if he did belong to die house of Eucratides; in any case he 
may have turned to his Indian subjects, as at the end he turned to 
China, in an attempt to stave off the inevitable. 

That is as far as one can get with the dries, though it seems obvious 
that if there were Indian officials of the mints they were not likely to 
be the only officials who were Indians; it has already been pointed out 
that the great loosely hung satrapies could only have been worked by the 
retention of much of the existing Indian arrangements. The one Indian 
governor mentioned, an unnamed meridarch, seems to belong to the 
early Saca period;1 but undoubtedly it must be supposed that, while 
the Seleutids occasionally fitted an Iranian official into their own Greek 
system, the Euthydcmid provincial administration in India was essen¬ 
tially Graeco-Indian. Still it must not be forgotten chat the undivided 
empire of Demetrius and Menander was in form a Hellenistic kingdom, 
one tliat had originally branched off from the Scleucid kingdom though 
it had taken a somewhat different complexion; and the Greek satrapies, 
with their strategoi and meridarchs, became so firmly impressed on the 
country that the Sacas took over the Greek provincial organisation with 
even less change than the Parthians made when they took over the Seleucid, 
while the four satrapies into which the Greeks had divided Sind lasted, 
with whatever boundary modifications, far down into Indian history 
as the four traditional divisions of that land. Other things too, for a 
time, were firmly impressed by the Greeks upon that part oflndia which 
they ruled. The bilingual coinage, with legends in Greek and Kharosh- 
thi, was continued by Sacas, Parthians, and the earlier Kushans, though 
with the passing of Greek rule its meaning and significance had passed 
also; the Kharoshthi legends were first discontinued by Kanishka.1 

1 CUp. 4 no. «» from Taxila, dated fay Knnow about the second half of the first 
century n.C. It reads: ‘By. - - the nreridarch. together with his wife, the stupa was 
established in honour of his mother and father, for file presentation of a respectful 
offering.' The name is Inst; but it is said that Indian Buddhist texts always jav 
1 women and menputting the woman first (Rhys Davids I p. 83 n.t jj p, \ 17 n, t) 
and in fact the phrase ‘in honour of mother and father' is very common in Kharosh- 
tht inscriptions, CH nos, xx, xxui, xxvit, xxxvi no. d, lxxxv, txxxvt; also 
mother comes before father in other phrasing, ii. not. Xnx, xxxi, xcit. This makes 
this Buddhist meridarch an Indian, for it is incredible that a Greek would have 
named his mother before his father. 

1 A solitary bilingual coin of Kamthkn is known, BMC p. i?j no, j. 
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Another dung was the Greek calendar. It has already been mentioned 

(p. <54} how that great invention the Seleucid Era, model for the 
Parthian and for the Roman provincial Eras, swept Asia west of India; 
and it is certain that the half-SeJeiirid Euthydemlds used it in Bactria, 
for they could not possibly have used anything else, in view of the 
trouble they took to proclaim that they were Seleucids; as to die house 
of Eucratides, Plato’s dated coin is definite proof {p, 309). Demetrius 
of necessity took the Seleucid calendar (in its Macedonian, not its 
Babylonian or semi-Babylonian, form)1 to India with him, and there it 
gave birth to many odier Em;’ kings or dynasties of alien blood might 
desire to set up Eras of their own, but they were all copies; die Idea of 
reckoning time from a date fixed once for all came to India with the 
Greeks, Sacas and Kushans copied so closely that nothing differed but 
the initial year, and their calendars have been called Indo-Macedonian;3 

they kept die same subdivisions, the Macedonian months, and the 
Macedonian names of these months in place of the Indian names often 
appear in the datings of Kharoshthi inscriptions of the Sara and Kushan 
periods/ Indeed, though B rah mi inscriptions normally use the Indian 
month-names, a Sanscrit inscription recording a donation is now known, 
written in Bralimi and found as far afield as Mathura, which is dated in 
the reign of the Kuslian Huvishka in the 18 th year of die Era of 
Kanishka on the first day of the Macedonian month GorpiaiosJ It lias 
however been suggested that die donor must have come to Mathura 
from the North-West/ 

The one town in the Greek sphere w hich has been excavated, Taxila, 
was unfortunately not a Greek polls. Hellenistic Taxi la has already 
been noticed (p. 179); but the town on Sirkap now so well known from 
the excavations is essentially the Parthian town of Gondophares, one 

1 1 must refer back to pp. 64 sq. It should be obvious now, apart from die 
evidence given p. 47 n, 1, that the Euthydemids could only have used the same 
form a* rbe Seieudds themselves. 

1 Konow's discussion of the Eras, Cll pp. Iraxii tfy., overlooks tiiis obvious 
fact. 

5 Korow, C/I p. Ixsirix. 
1 Cll nos. xm, lxxiv, lxxix, lxxxii, lxxxvt; one Saca period, four Kushan. 
5 Javaswal, JBQRS xvm, 193a, p. 4; Konow, Ep. bid, xxr, 1931 (pub. 1934), 

p. H; H. K. Deb, WQ 1931 p. 117, who points out that the Indian and Macedonian 
months were readily interchangeable, both being lunar. The Macedonian months 
could 3$ well be fitted to die Indian vrar as they were to die Roman vear at Nineveh, 
CIG 4671. 

4 Konow, I HQ tx, 1933, p. 147. 
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of his capitals, and the bulk of the jewellery and small objects found, 
which are very numerous, illustrate Parthian culture in the middle of 
the first century a.d.1 Sir John Marshall's comparisons of the details 
revealed by excavation with the account of Taxila in Phiiostratus' Ufe 
of Apollonius1 have shown that Phiiostratus, however much he may 
have romanced in other ways, had before him a tolerably accurate 
account of the external aspect of Taxila itself, given by some traveller 
who visited it in Gondophares’ reign; and though the ground-plan of 
Hellenistic Taxila was fairly regular, Phiiostratus remarks on the narrow 
and irregular streets of the Parthian town, which are compared to those 
of Athens.* The palace, a plain unadorned building in the middle of the 
town, probably Saca or Parthian, is frankly an Assyrian palace; it has 
been compared to Sargon's palace at Khotsabad.4 

The one definitely Greek public building which has been discovered 
did not belong to the Hellenistic dty. It is a little Ionic temple of the 
Parthian period at Jandial,* which in form is a Greek temple; die column 
drums were ground together in the Greek way, but it was covered with 
the common shell stucco and built on to it was a square tower; it is 
thought that this may have been a Tower of Silence and that the temple 
was built by a Greek architect for the Iranian community. There is a 
square Parthian tower also at Tel Umar (Seleuceia on the Tigris),6 the 
so-called ‘Ziggurat of Opis‘; what the relation, if any, between the two 
may be I do nor know, jandial attests the presence, shortly after the 
Christian Era, of a Greek or semi-Greek architect who still understood 
Greek methods of work; this naturally suggests the former existence 
of Greek architecture in Badri a, but it does not follow, and nothing 
can be known till excavation be possible in that country. But one other 

1 AS/ 1919-30 p- 57* 
1 AS/ 1912-13 pp- Sp 30* 34, 37 and pan j p. 13- 1 he passages cited arc from 

Phl!o5tf3i|ii£ li* 2J, if, 
3 ASI 1912-13 p* 8; Philos trains n, 23, S' As tc *al 

tow mum*k r*V itteu. The narrow winding streets of Athens, never remodelled 
were long famous in a world which liad adopted Hdfenisrie town-planning. * 

# Sir L Marshall* ASI 1913-14 pan 1 p- 16; A Guide to Taxila pp. es-yo, 
5 AS/ 1912-13pp, 35-9; 1913~M part 1 pp, r6-i7i 1*14-1* a p. M+ paK^s 

of the stucco* Aiffoti Kow^Tou of Phiiostratus, still remained. Wte remarks 
on Jandial in Benjamin Rowland Jr.p AJA xxxix, 193^ ppE 493HS; he thinks Ionic 
capitals disappeited from India with the Greeks, to be replaced by Roman Corin¬ 
thian. His chronology however e$ noi always correct* 

* L* Waterman in Second Preliminary Report upon tA* Excavation* a T*i Umar 
pp, 7J-8* cf. Preface p. vh 
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building at Taxi la reinforces my conclusion that c. a.d. 50 is the period 
after which we cease to find anything which can really be called Greek. 
A little Buddhist building of die late first century a.d. (early Kushan 
period), inside the Kunlia stupa, shows that its architect had heard of, 
and had tried to apply, the Greek principle oi entasis, that is, giving a 
slightly convex curve to parts of the building instead of a flat line in 
order to correct certain optical illusions; but he did not really under¬ 
stand the matter, and though he knew that there ought to be curves he 
has made his own curves concave instead of convex, thus increasing the 
optica! illusion which the curves were intended to correct.1 * 3 4 In other 
words, understanding of this principle of Greek architecture was dead; 
all that remained was the knowledge that there once had been some 
principle. 

In addition, so far as Greeks go, Taxila has supplied a tew pieces of 
Greek sculpture, the best known being the head of a Dionysus and the 
child with its finger to its lips;1 various small objects of art and also 
seals, some with Greek engraving and two or three bearing Greek 
names written in Kharoshthi (p. 3S3); and a great number of coins, 
including new ones of the Parthian and Kushan periods,3 sometimes of 
value for chronology because of rhe stratification of the finds. But the 
great value of the excavations to the Greek historian lies in their 
revelation of the fact that the capital which Demetrius built for himself 
was an Indian city and not a Greek one (p. J79), 

Something must now be said about trade. Trade between India and 
the West did not start in the reign of Augustus a considerable trade 
had been going on since the Greek conquest, and chough it is only now 
and then rhat details can be obtained, the main fact is unquestionable. 
Certain things have already been noticed; the new outburst of prosperity 
at Sdeuceia, which coincided almost exactly in date with the great 
period of Greek rule in India from Demetrius' conquest to the death 
of Menander, is rhe most notable (p. a6i), but almost equally so are 
the enormous quantities of Indian ivory and spices exhibited by 

1 Sir J. Marshall, ASI1314-13 part I pp. 13 if. 
5 AS} 1912-j j, PI. xx; CHI Pis. xxxi, xxxii. Often figured. 
3 Published year by year in AS/- many art noticed throughout this book. On 

one group see CHI pp. jBo-i, 
4 For the trade between the Roman Empire and India, which is a separate 

matter, see Watmingion (the fullest account); also M. P. Charleswnrtb, Tradf 
routes and commerce of the Roman Empire Chaps, tv, Vj. 
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Antioch us IV in his triumph at Daphne in i6C.1 Parthia grew wealthy 
on the land trade which poured through her, and towards the end of the 
second century b.c. Chang-k’ien, or rather perhaps Ssu-ma Ch’ien 
(p. 181), referred to the long distances both by land and water which 
the merchants of that empire (ie. Parthian subjects, whatever their 
nationality) were accustomed to travel.1 Even towards the end of 
Seleucid rule in Syria, when politically the kings appear to us to have 
been little but leaders of mercenaries and northern Syria to have been 
in a state not far removed from anarchy, trade between Syria and the 
East still went on, as is attested by the number of late Seleucid coins 
found in the hoards from MandaLi,*cast of the Tigris, and from Teheran;4 
but the commercial revival already noticed under the last Greek rulers 
Hippostratus and Hermaeus was connected with the establishment by 
Rome in 64 B.c. of settled rule in Syria, for Crassus* invasion of Parthia 
in 53 was too local and transitory to disturb die main trade route from 
Seleuceia to Syria for more dian a year or two. 

These facts suggest that what was important to the Greeks of Bactria 
and India was trade with die Seleucid empire through Seleuceia, for 
there do not appear to be any corresponding facts with regard to Egypt. 
This trade was essentially a trade with Seleuceia, which passed the goods 
on overland to Syria and the Phoenician ports; the great city which had 
taken the place of Babylon was clearing-house and middleman by what¬ 
ever route goods came from the Far East, whether by the main land 
road which ran Bactra-Hecatompylos-Ecbatana-Seleuceia, or by the 
southern land route duough Seistan to the Gulf of Ormuz (App. 12) 
and so up the Persian Gulf, or directly by sea from Barygaza and 
Demetrias-Patala to the Gulf of Ormuz (App. 12). More will be known 
about the trade between India and Seleuceia if the Greek centre and 
mart on that Gulf, Harmozia-Omana, the ‘harbour of the Mace¬ 
donians’, be ever located and excavated; its merchants were certainly 
important as middlemen, for Seleucid coins have rarely been found in 
India, and those apparently only certain pieces of Andochus I and 11,5 

* * Polyb, xxi, if, iz. Zoo rusks; ii. i&, 1-1, spices, of which the cinnamon and 
riard anyhow came from India. 

1 Hirth p- 97 §35- _ 
, 1 E- T. Newell, 2fC 1914 p. 141. 

* M. Dayri, Aridute 191? p- 131. 

5 Sir G. Macdonald, y/ff xxin, 1903, p. 108; &, K. Chaltrabortty, IffQ xt, jot; 
p. 144, who argues that certain specimens lighter than the Attic standard wer^ 
struck on an Indian standard for trade purposes; Wyuatrt. 
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Some of the Hellenistic information in Ptolemy with regard to India 
and the Farther East generally, which I have attempted to separate from 
that part of his information which dates from the Roman empire, was 
ultimately derived from the itineraries of merchants who went thither 
from the West, and the amount he knew witnesses to the number of hjs 
informants, that is, to a very lively trade intercourse. I may add that if 
an embassy from India came to Augustus as early as 16 B.c.,1 rulers in 
India must for some time have been accustomed to follow the course of 
events in the Mediterranean world. 

Of the spread of trade eastward in the Greek period we do not get 
too many indications. With the nomad conquest of Bactria and the loss 
of Bactra, whose equipment of markets was duly recorded by Chang- 
k*ien,* the Greeks lost control of the half-way house where met the land 
routes from India and China and the trade was gathered up, though it 
is evident from the coinages of Hipposcratus and Hermaeus that the 
Yueh-ehj no more interfered with trade with the West than did the 
Parthians at this time. But the loss of Bactria meant that when in 
io<S b.c.3 the Chinese sent their first caravan through from China to 
Parthia via Bactra, the Greeks, now confined to India, had no part in 
this through trade or anything to do with the import of Chinese silk 
which grew up along what was to be known as the Silk Route. The 
most definite things which can be traced to the time when Greeks still 
held Bactria are the import of nickel from China at the end of the reign 
of Euthydemus (p. 87), an Alexandrian glass vase with a head of 
Athena of the second century B.c, found in Honan,4 and Bactrian and 
Syrian cloth, perhaps as early as the late second century, found by the 
Koslov expedition at Urga in Mongolia,* which had travelled along 
the route to Mongolia of which something has already been said (p. 109}; 
whether it was at this time or later that die Greek word diadem reached 
Mongolian6 through Sogdian I do not know, nor do I know the date of 
the famous white bronze mirror of the Han period with Graeco 
Bactrian designs.' The failure of the people of Ferghana to get into 

1 Warmington p, 36. : Hirth p. 98$ 51. » Hirili's date, p. 133. 
' M. Rojloviztn, Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire p. J tj. 
s W, P- Yetts, Burlington. Magazine 1926 p. h$8; M. ftestovneff, Mon. Piet 

xxvili, 1925-6, pp- 171-2 (some Bactrian, some Syrian, end of second or first 
century b.c.), and The Animal Style in South Russia and China, 1919, P|. XXIV a 
and p. S5. 

k B. Laufefj Sino-Iranica p. J7], 

1 In the Victoria and Albert Museum. See S. W, Bushel I, Chinese Art 1* 1910, fig. 60. 
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touch with China and their anxiety to do so, recorded by Chang-k'ien 
in «8 a.c. (p. 87), may show that the difficulties had been, very con¬ 
siderable till China opened up the way; and the things which China 
received from the Graeco-Iranian world—the pomegranate and other 
' Chang-k'ien’ plants (p. 311), the heavy equipment of the cataphtact,1 
the traces of Greek influence on Han art1—are probably all later than 
106 a.c., as were her own exports of silk, furs,5 and the high-class iron 
which came to Parthia through Mervj* and if China got the vine 
(p, 311) and the great war-horse (p. 309) earlier, it was still not till after 
the fall of the Greek kingdom of Bactria; the Greeks lost Bactria too 
soon for the Chinese trade. Doubtless in the first century a.c. the 
Greeks in India imported for themselves silk and other articles from 
China, for Chinese jade5 and a Japanese scallop-shell6 (the earliest known 
indication that japan existed) were found at Taxila, and later we hear of 
a regular trade route from Bactra to Barygaza;7 but what the ancient 
world really found lucrative was transit trade,4 and it cannot be supposed 
that silk, instead of going to Seleuceia, would travel all the way to Bary- 
gaza to be shipped to the West till ditect voyages to Egypt became 
usual, and by that time the Greeks had lost Barygaza and their Indian 
ports. 

Two slight indications may exist of communication, not of course 
direct, between the Greeks of India and the Indo-Chinese peninsula. 
One, already noticed, is the occurrence of Menander's name in Indo- 
Chinese tradition (p. 167); the other is an object dug up at Taxila 
(Sirkap), the head and shoulders of a gorilla-like figured Sir John 

1 Laufer, Ckiiait day figures 1914 p, 117; M. Rosiovcajff, Man, Piot xrvi, 1913, 
p. Styitti. 107. 

1 Hiflh, Udxrfrtmdt EtflfJin* in Jer chinestichtn Kunst 18965 RosrovtzdT, Mon, 

Plot X)miit 1915-6, pp- j71t_3 and reference InlnJA hron^j tk* Han 
1911 pp. who thinks (IVf gritio-sranUi^ Rev, dkr Arts AsLuiqutJ 1933 
pu 11S) ihat it was exercised through chai form of Gr^ecohidian in which he calls 
Gieco-Sakian, Stminofium KonAnkwianum 1933 pr 169. Coning Q. Fiidlcr, Dut 
chintstsche Makrd der Hmiyfynsttiu 1931 (not seen)i Han an purely indigenous, 

J Pliny xxx rv, 145; Perlphu 39. 
* Seric iron was called Margian in 53 B*c> because it reached Parthia through 

Merv, Orossus vj? 13, 1 combined with Plui. Cronus 24. The widespread theory 
tlui Seric iron came from the Chcras of southern India (Wannington pp. 1571$.) 
cannot stand against this fact* Pliny xxxixy 15 say^ that Seric iron was better than 
that produced in Psrthia* 

J AST 19part l p, 19. “ /*- 191^ p. ti* no, 14. 
t Pcjyrfu.1 40t 64+ Tam, Hdl. €h?.% p. inx 
* AS? 1919-30 p- 91 hOp ns- 
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Marshall has pointed out that it is hollow like many Hellenistic statuettes, 
and that the modelling is much superior to that of objects from the 
Saca-Parthian and Kush an strata; and as it came from one of the Hellen¬ 
istic strata it is probably Greek work. No Greek in India can have 
known the gorilla* but die figure certainly suggests that the artist had 
seen, or had had a description of, an orang; and if a polar bear readied 
Alexandria,1 an orang may well have come to Taxila. In addition, the 
Greek word for mustard, ff&wn, is supposed to have come from 
Farther India,4 but chat has nothing to do with the period under con¬ 
sideration, for the word was known at Athens in the fifth century b+c. 
though how it got there is a mystery, as it is said not to occur in 
Persian, 

What India, whether Greek or Indian, did try to do was 10 get into 
touch with China through Khotan, independently of Bactria. We have 
seen that the Greeks were trying to do this in the reign of Hermaeus 
(p. 338}; in the latter half of the first century B.c* Indian-speaking 
traders had got as far as the Chinese Amw,4 and in the first three cen¬ 
turies of the Christian era there appear to have been settlements of 
Indian or Indian-speaking traders in Chinese Turkestan, more especially 
in the Khotan district^ with a view to the Chinese trade; but the com¬ 
munications of that country with India, whether with Gandhara or 
Kashmir* were across difficult passes, and it is not known how much it 
really means. The Greek words found in documents of this period from 
the Khotan country have already been considered (pp* 8^ s$J); but 
to these settlements must belong the clay sealings found at Niya and 
other places near Khotan6 which occasionally show Greek or Graeco- 
Roman types, sometimes on the same documents as Chinese sealings; 
a number of day sealings of the sort, once also attached to documents, 
have been found in India at Besnagar J Sir Aurel Stein said compre¬ 
hensively in 1907 that all these classical seals from the Khotan country 
were Roman work*3 of the third or at earliest the second century aj>., 
and certainly most of them came from the Roman empire; some 

1 Albert. Vf K*r C, optcros1 Aevteij pcyaXf} pta, 
? J. PfEyluiki and C R^gamy, If SOS Yin, 1936, p, 703. 
5 Aristoph. E$. $3 ip in the form wrv; see A then. ixp 367 a. 

-4■ Sir A. Stein, dsw Mnjor (Hirth Attiiiv. volume) 1913 pp, 3^ 371, 
> De la Va3L£e-Paussin pp. 311-2 and references. 

6 Published by Sir A, Sirin in jfnemu KAvum 1907, and SeruuHa 1911. 
? ^5/ 1914-13 pari i p. w; see D. R. Bhandarkar, rA 1914-1 j p, 

H AfhrUm KAomn p. 337. 
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correspond to types on Roman Imperial coins, as the supposed Eros to 
the Geniuspopuli Romani on coins of Diocletian,1 Or Ganymede feeding 
the eagle of Zeus to a similar type on coins of Marcus Aurelius and 
Commodus.1 But it is also possible that this or that one might have 
come from Seleueeia, or those with a Kharosh thi legend, like the Athena 
Promachos,3 from India, or some might even be copies made locally; 
dating by seals is rather delusive work., for a signet ring might pass 
from father to son for generations. It is certain however that the 
Turkestan seals are essentially later than the period treated in this book, 
and I have only mentioned them to bring out that point, since they are 
rather famous. 

With trade between India and the West* in the period of Greek 
rule we reach firmer ground. Earlier times need not detain us here. The 
export from India of ebony and other woods,? of peacocks, and doubt¬ 
less of some spices, was very old, and in rhe third century under the 
Maury as there must have been a regular export trade to the Greek West, 
chough it cannot be said how large it was: Indian ivory continued to 
reach the Aegean tilt Ptolemy II threw enough African ivory on the 
market to break the price and secure the trade for himself;* Indian spices 
came to Egypt; Ptolemy 11 exhibited Indian dogs and cattle in his 
triumph." So long as Egypt held the Phoenician ports the overland 
commerce from the East through Seleueeia partly enured for her benefit; 
to this period may belong the epitaph, once seen at Harunabad near Ker- 
manshah in Media, of a Greek merchant from Samaria in the Fayum who 
was working the land-route.8 But what needs considering here is the 
increase of trade aftex Northern India passed under Greek rule, and 

' 1 LC Woolley in Strindia I p. ir<S; figured Pis. XX, XXVII (N. xni. ii. 10). 
1 Woolley Ifl Serindia J]J pp, IlfO, trtfo; PI. V (F. VII, ooi), 
J StrinJin I p. a 5 8, PL X X; frontispiece to Ancient KAoteti. Several impiesswris of 

her were first given by Stein mSandkuried min* ofKkotan 190;. She is Grwk enough, 
- * Most of the literature on the Indian trade In the Hellenistic period relates i t 
Egypt, Sec M. Chwostow, History of the eastern trade of Graeco-Roman Egypt 
1907(in Russian; results in M. Rostovtteff, Arek.f Pop.tv, 1901,0. 15®); H.Kcrttn- 
beutel, Der agypiieckt SuJ- unit Osl&andrl in ter Poiitik der Piolimdtr und romiseken 
KaiitT 19J1; RoSIOVIZtff, Foreign Commerce of Protemaie Egypi^ Jousn. of Eeon 
arid Holiness Hits, fv, 1951, p. 718 (largely the Arabian pan); E. Lei der, Der 
ffendelvot1 Ahjamdftia 1^33 Pp- 57Jffv 

S Warmington p. it j. 4 Tam, Htli. Ctvd p, izfl (references}. 
T CaUixenus in Adieu* v, bf c. 
1 Fr. Sane and E. Herrfdd, Iranhche Fehrtliefs 1910 p. ji6, reproduced from 

an old copy, which, though very imperfect, shows the earlier form of sigma Z 
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especially certain things which happened round about too b.c.; the 
caravan which came through from China in i©6 bx. was not the only 
phenomenon of importance at die turn of die century. One must first 
get clear about the sea-route. 

Indian vessels were coasting along Gedrosia to Arabia and the 
Persian Gulf before the time of Alexander, for Nearehus got a guide in 
Gedrosia who knew the coast as far as die Gulf of Ormuz;1 but from 
those points Arab peoples had a monopoly.1 The chief Indian export 
for some dme must have been spices, which Arabs distributed to the 
western world along with their own spices; the Arabs of Gerrha on the 
Persian Gulf supplied Seleucda, so far as die trade did not come over* 
land* and after the Ptolemies lost their Phoenician ports at the end of 
die diird century they wrere thrown back for spices exclusively upon 
their Arab middlemen—Sabaeans, Minaeans, Lihyanites; Alexandria 
knew so little about the trade diat even in die second century bx she 
believed that cinnamon came from Arabia or Somaliland, Egyptian 
records testify to the importance of die spice trade at this time, and when 
the Greek Eudoxus of Cyzicus made the first (Greek) through-voyage 
from Egypt to India c. no ax f p. jyo) it was with spices and precious 
stones that he loaded his ship for die return journey;* and Demetrius 
may for a time have held the spice-land of eastern Gedrosia (p. 94). 
But the wealth of Antioch us IV in Indian products shows not only that 
the Seleucids, after diey acquired all Phoenicia, probably began to gain 
on the Ptolemies, but that there wras now a Itrge increase in die ivory 
trade: the 800 elephant tusks from India which that monarch exhibited 
in his triumph at Daphne were presumably meant to overtrump, in the 
eyes of die world, the 600 African tusks which had been carried in the 
triumph of Ptolemy II.4 The position in Menander's reign has already 
been described (pp, i6osq^): ships from the Greek ports in India were 
following Nearchus' route along the Gedrosian coast to the Greek centre 
on the Gulf of Ormuz (App. 12), whence die goods went by water to 
Seleuceia; what is not known is when die Greek centre on that gulf began 
to compete with Gerrha as intermediary between India and Seleuceia,5 

1 Arr. IriJ. 17, i* 
3 For what follows tee generally Tam, H*H. (TiW pp. 213 ^ and references. 
s PoseMomus in Strabo «» pB, *al At&vv$ 
4 Caliiwnu* in Athene v, 101 a, 
5 There may already in Persian times have been a centre on this gniEf intermediate 

between India and Babylonia, for Nearehus changed guides there, his second guide 
being a Persian* An% Jrut-, 37, a. 
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and how Gen-ha, which was badly placed, stood the competition. 
Tliis route, in which ships from Barygaza hugged the coast the 
whole way, calling at Demetrias-Patala, is the first of the four stages 
described by Pliny. It is now necessary to date those stages, for the 
second and third have usually, in defiance of Pliny's own language, 
been put far too late; and as I shall need these stages to explain the 
Yavana merchants of the cave inscriptions, I must not at this point use 
those inscriptions. 

Pliny’s four stages1 are stages of the voyage from Egypt to India, the 
gradual utilisation of the south-west monsoon; no information remains 
as to the use ot the north-east monsoon for the voyage westward hut I 
shall assume that tthen ships began to cross open sea on the way to 
India they soon learnt to cross it on the way back also. As Nearchus was 
told of, and waited for, the north-east monsoon,1 Indians had known 
of it long before Greeks, though they had only used it for coasting 
voyageshad they learn to cross the open sea,' Greeks in the second 
century must have copied them. Pliny's four stages are (i) coasting all 
die way ^ (i) cutting across a bit of open sea from a point in Arabia 
wtoch he calls Syxgios to Demetrias-Patala;? (3) cutting out Demetrias 
(this is the important matter) by sailing direct from the Arabian coast 
(and a fortiori from the Persian Cun’) to a port he calls Sigerus some¬ 
where south of Barygaza (and naturally therefore to Barygaza* also).* 
(4) cutting out Arabia altogether and sailing direct from the Somali 
coast to Mu7.1 ns and other pom in the extreme south of India t He 
gives certain time-indications. The fourth stage was in use when he 

Clearly done in U arnungron, PP. 4^ and ^.p. but b ^ 
he h» not co^idejyd wha, Pl.ny ^ Se, aL^o (more briefly) 

1 C.R L'Amz.vi.Hwpi) ipii.p. ,6; wh0 puB ti,e thirds^ 

SfESH*** ^ 8 °r 1*• ‘■“'i— »>'«-■ ■»«« 
1 He left Paata when the ‘Etesian winds’ die S W mr,***,,., . i_ 

September or early October, Art. Ini. 1, He waited'a 
harbour dll he got the N E. morsoort, November; Art. Aook v,, ,, 
fS]v atpov TW vapairAw, shows that he kiww it was coming J 

/ ftden"5S !“*£".IT*** W‘ H- Sdl0Er* PtfiP^ PP- but the use of a shore-sighting bird does not prove ocean voyages. Tam 
Greeks and Indians at one particular period; PolynS *n(I MaJa^Se 
gnat expands of oar*m m ilmt Canoes both before and r crossed gnat ^pauses oi ocean in Umt canoes both before and since 

* Pliny vi7 ptf-fOTp ending sic AJerandri dassis navigavjt/ 
5 Ik loo, posrea,. .aestimatk)fie+ 
* Ik ioip ioip secuta jeias, + +dhique ia rflYigarmn est. 
7 Ik ioij dome compendia rnvenit mertator*.. io& 
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wrote bin bad not been in use very long;1 doubtless the usual date for 
its commencement, A.D. 40-50, is approximately correct. The second 
stage was very short, for be says that the next generation, secuta aetas, 

passed to the third; the second then did not last more than thirty years. 
By contrast, he says that the third stage, after the secuta aetas adopted 
it, lasted a long time, diu, and ‘a Jong time', as specifically contrasted 
with a generation, cannot mean Jess than a century and might mean 
more; from the way he puts it, he is clearly describing what, to himself, 
had seemed to be the permanent way of the world till quite recently, 
Taking then a century for the third stage, which would make it begin 
c. 60-50 B.c., and thirty years for the second stage, we get from Pliny 
a date ofc. 90—80 b.c. for the first use of the south-west monsoon (other¬ 
wise than tor coasting). But we happen to know from other sources 
that something important connected with the Indian Ocean had happened 
before 7S bx. and after c. tu bx-, say c, too-8o B.c., and this cannot 
well be anything but the first use of the south-west monsoon.1 The two 
lines of evidence then agree as well as may be; that means that die third 
stage cannot have begun later than c. 50 B.c. and may have begun r, 70 
or even a little earlier. It does not seem possible to put tile beginning of 
the second and third stages in the Ron tan Imperial period. 

I have carefully avoided mentioning the much discussed and variously 
dated Hippalos, die traditional ‘discoverer1 of the south-west monsoon, 
for it matters nothing to me which stage he inaugurated or even 
whether he was not a man at all but either a sailors' name like Davy 
Jones or a personification of the monsoon,5 as Greeks had personified 
other winds as Boreas or Zephyrus. And I have also not mentioned 

1 Pliny vi, 101, nunc prifnum cerra notiria picjcemt 
1 Some have put the whole thing much later, e.g. Warniington, and M. P. 

Charles wo nil, Class. Quarterly xxn, 1928, p. 91, Bui the inscription given in 
Preisigke, Sammeihuck 2164 - Schubart, Kim x p. 74 n. J, dated 78 b.c.,and followed 
by QQIS 1 SC (da B.c.) and 190 (ft B.c.), which ill nuke the epittraugos of the 
1 "heboid epLstrattgos of the Indian Sea a$ well as of die Red Sea, shows that some 
Important new' tiling relating u> the Indian Ocean had happened prior to 78 a.c., 
and W. Otto, Hippalos j in P W, was dearly right in making this the first use of the' 
monsoon, which he therefore put c. 100 bx.; see also E, Komemann, Justus 1 p. 
and R. Hennig, Terras Incognitas 1936 p. 228. Then H. Kortenbeutd took the 
matter further {op. at. p. 48) by giving 111 B.C. as the terminus ante quem non on the 
strength of P. Icr.J, it, 1 j («. Sir F. G. Kenyon, Greek papyri in the British Museum 
1898), which is substantially right (see his discussion); Kenyon's actual words were 

‘safely dated about the years ii$-i it’. Lcider op. eit. p. 58 follows KortcnbeutcL 
3 Hippalos is the monsoon in Pliny vi, too, 104. 
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’direct* voyages, because the first man who went right through from 
India to Egypt or vice versa could have done it as well coasting as in any 
other way. One Indian' and perhaps a second*1 who cannot be dated, 
appeared in Egypt in the Ptolemaic period, but the first man actually 
recorded to have gone all the way by sea was the Indian captain who 
in die reign of Ptolemy Euergetes II was picked up half-dead in the 
Red Sea, having lost his crew (? killed by Arabs) and the first Greek 
recorded as having gone all the way was Eudoxus of Cyzicus, who 
sailed under that Indian's guidance to Dememas or Barygaza.4 Eudoxus 
got hack to Egypt hefore Euergetes’ death in 116, but his subsequent 
activity was under that king’s successorsj his voyage therefore was 
c, 120, and he presumably coasted. After him a few ships in the late 
Ptolemaic period went right through from Egypt to India,* but the 
extreme rarity of Ptolemaic coins in India shows that to the end the 
Ptolemies really relied on their Arab middlemen. 

Having now dated Pliny’s third stage I can turn to the pepper trade,6 
for the export of pepper from India on any scale certainly began in the 
period of Greek rule, It has been thought that Indian pepper in small 
quantities packets passed from one people to another—may have 
found its way to Greece and been used as a medical drug as early as the 
fifth century B.C., but I am not clear about this. Certainly in the fourth 
century there was something called pepper to be bought in Athens;? 
but the 'pepper' with which the epicures of the fourth and third cen¬ 
turies stuffed their sucking pigs is specifically called ‘Libyan',0 which 
means that it came from Carthage, and as Indian pepper would hardly 

1 Buddhist gravestone at Alexandria discovered by Sir F. Petrie, s<xJRA$ i&^ 
p. &7J- 

’ JW h™.b“ “ Indian who gave dunks for a safe journey ht Pan's temple 
at Etlfu (inscription m note to OG1S yi, see U. Wileken, Arch, f pap 
Grange t p. 164); but the words IZ&uv’ti&k are only WilefcmV emendation 
of a meaningless word. It may be right; but no odwr Indian seems known who 
look a Greek name. 

- J Sfrabo 11* 9a {Posddonius)i 

' * Poseidonius* Endows « F. no. S7,fr. i^Stntbo 11, oa-ton 
One need not doubt the voyage, even d Posadonius docs display itmonmee of 
the Ptolemaic regulations concerning imported spices. J 6 

S.AIIBaSd lo; Jtt“P'i™.™d XV., 7S**not 
ngsmsi ie. See U. Wileken., Zeiu.p agypt. JEjpfodU 1925 p gg 

4 For the pepp« trade in Roman times see ^amtington pa^ Schoff 
Wnptus pp. 2IJ-IO. 

* lli 66 d, e. H Ophelion \u A then. ii+ d. 
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have gone from Phoenicia to Carthage and thence back to Athens* it 
was undoubtedly the so-called African pepper; it can only have come 
in very limited quantities, as it is only known as a luxury for gourmets. 
Alexander's expedition found out nothing about Indian pepper, for 
Theophrastus, who regularly reflects the botanical results of that 
expedition, only knew pepper as a medical drug and only included it 
among some medical odds and ends in the very last chapter of his 
History of Plants;1 he knew nothing about its growth or its country. 
Certainly Indian pepper did not come to Egypt on any scale in the third 
and second centuries or there must have been some hint of it by 
now in the papyri; and rliere was no longer a Carthage to send it 
after (4*5 BiC. Then, comes a casual notice in Plutarch,3 which shows that 
In the year SS B*c. Aristion, at the moment tyrant in Athens, had so 
much pepper in his house that he could use two quarts of it for an 
extremely base practical joke. That Exes tile beginning of die substantial 
export of Indian pepper nor later than c, too bx., and it might be a 
good deal earlier, for though Eudoxus brought back no pepper on his 
voyage of c* 120, that does not actually prove that export had not yet 
started; suil7 somewhere between 120 and 88 B.c* is die most likely date. 
Tiie probable beginning of the pepper trade then is not far from the 
probable beginning of the use of die monsoons, but I think this is only 
coincidence, for pepper seemingly did not as yet go to Egypt; it went 
to SeleuceU and overland to Syria, and the Romans first made irs 
acquaintance after they had annexed Northern Syria in 64 ».c<, and for a 
time thought it came from Syria or Arabia-3 

Here at last the Yavanas of the cave inscriptions, whom we have 
already met (pp* 254^*), can be brought in—wealthy Indian merchants* 
who were Greek citizens and who appear in die country behind 
Bombay. One, Indragnidatta the Yonaka, is known to have been a 
citizen of Demetrias-Paiala, and all must have been citizens either of 
Demetrias or of Theophila (whatever its Indian name was), as no other 
Greek poteis in the south are known* The c hairy a hails at Nasik and 

1 Odd* and ends, Hlur of Plants ix, 19+ 4; medical drug it. lx, 10, 1 and irr/jt 
TrvtyjAcny fr. 166, both died in A then, TIS 66 e, f* 

Suita 13. 
1 Vitruvius vjjit j, 1 j. 
4 O. Stein* Indian Culture i, i93fT p* J43p has pointed Out that some of these 

Yavanas belonged to corporations. Probably this means trading companies; the 
'companions* of some of the Khaioshthi inscriptions (C// nos, xu, xiv, xvin, xxv, 
xxvni) mighi be the same iMng. CL die guilds of the TariU coinage, p. 161 n. 1. 
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Karti are first-century B.c,, when Demetrias and Suras Irene were under 
Saca rule, and on archaeological grounds are said more probably to 
belong to the later than to the earlier half of the century;' while 
Indragnidatta’s own inscription,1 on internal evidence, can be dated to 
about 50-30 B.c. Indragnidatta had come to Demetrias from the north; 
and there can be little doubt that these merchants’ inscriptions belong 
to tile period of the cessation of hostilities between Greeks and Sacas 
already described (pp. 343 jy.),that is, roughly between c. pandc. 30 B.c., 

die time which saw a revival of Greek trade in the north under Hermaeus 
and Hippo-stratus (see generally Chap. vm). The main route from 
southern India northward came to Ujjain, where it met the road from 
Barygaza going eastward; it then continued northward from Ujjain by 
the way Apollodotus had once taken, passing through his foundation 
Theophila and so to Demetrias. This was die road taken by die produce 
of southern India going northward; and the most important product of 
the South was pepper, of which one district in Malabar bad something 
approaching a monopoly.^ When therefore a genuine export trade 
started, pepper had to make a laborious land journey northward to 
Demetrias; and even if it went to the sea at Barygaza (not of course 
through Ujjain, but by some road branching off from the southward) 
all ships going westward had to call at Demetrias, as Pliny shows; that 
city was the first centre of export. 

Then came Pliny’s third stage, with direct voyages from Sigerus 
south of Barygaza (and a fortiori from Barygaza also) to the coast of 
Arabia or the Persian Gulf, cutting out Demetrias altogether—that is 
the point I have already emphasised; and pepper shortened its joumev 
to the Persian Guli and Seleuceia by going direct across the sea from 
one of those two ports. Nobody knows where Sigerus was,-* but it 
must have been somewhere in die neighbourhood of Bombay ■ the five 
Yavanas of the Karli cave, and some of the Indians, came from an 
unknown seaport Dhenukaka (p. 23a) which may be die equally un¬ 
known Sigerus. Now Pliny's third stage, as we have seen, began 
c. 70-50 B.c., and it obviously has some connection with die appearance 
of these Yavana merchants in die south not long after 50 B.cTwhat 

1 Sir J* Miiireltall, Ci// p+ 637, 
1 Nasik 18; on the daic see p. 157 n* 3. 
* PfripluJ jfS, 

* Wanting*™, p. At and map, makes it Jaignh, which U about the location 
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happened seems now tolerably dear. The cutting out of Demetrias 
threatened the pepper merchants there with ruin; Indragnidatta and his 
friends left the city* went south to the country behind Bom bay, and got 
on to the new pepper mute to the sea; their donations show that they 
prospered greatly, as their enterprise deserved. Ultimately it was 
pepper, the 'passion of the Yavanas1 as a much-quoted Tamil poem 
calk it,1 which brought about Pliny's fourth stage* when ships went 
direct to the pepper country of Makbar; but 1 need not describe the 
enormous dimensions which this trade was to reach, except to notice 
that the insatiable desire of the Roman world for pepper in the first 
century a.d. had a later parallel in the desire for pepper which arose in 
western Europe after Vasco da Gama had opened the sea-route round 
the Cape and had for the second time in history made Malabar easily 
accessible to the West* 

One would expect to find in the Greek period a brisk trade in die 
export of parchment to India, for since in the early second century 
Etimenes II of Pergamum had started its manufacture on a great scale 
in his slave factories it had become the common writing material of 
Asia west of India* and at the end of that century Chang-kJien or his 
lieutenants had noted its regular use throughout die Parthian empire 
(p. 2S1); jt may have been die knowledge they brought back to Qiina 
diat there were better things to write upon than silk and split bamboo 
which ultimately led in a*d. 105 to Tski Lun’s great invention—paper. 
But the only actual indication of parchment which I have found in 
India is die Greek letter written on that material to Augustus from 
Barygaza (p, 321), and that is not enough to argue from. The Greeks 
in India must however have had some writing material—their words for 
pen, ink, and book passed into Sanscrit (p* 376)—and it is not likely to 
have been anything else* 

But one odier trade must, I fear, be carried back to Greek times, one 
that thrusts roughly on our notice the shadow-side of all andent 
civilisations, that slave basis of which the historian must never lose 
sight. Among a dry list of articles for which there was a ready market 
at Barygaza the Periplus lists certain things which the king would buy, 
and one of them is "good-looking virgins for concubinesV and the 

* Yava&apxiya* A list of the commodities beginning with Yavana, all of the 
Roman ImperbJ period, was given by Ltfvi, QuU Jt Grattii 1890 p* 25 and by 
A. Weber, Btrlm SB 1890 p, 91a; often repeated since, 

a Ptripltu 49, TrapfitVQi FlkuSecf rrp&s TraXXuxlav. 
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way it is put indicates a well-known thing, a 'standing order' in that 
market. In some plays of Kalidasa (fifth century a.d.) the king ts 
represented as accompanied by a body of women called Yavanas;* these 
Yavana women had already appeared in the plays of Bhasa in the first 
century A-o.,9 and p name and tradition that could last so many centuries 
must have been old and well established, which takes time. It would 
seem, too, that the tradition was true. In Kalidasa's play Malavikag- 
nimitra, Agmmiira has a brush on the Sindhu river with some Yavana 
cavalry, a story which is certainly a genuine tradition (p. iiS), as usually 
supposed; and! if Kalidasa’s use of the word Yavana goes back in one 
case to the second century h.c,, doubtless it goes back to the Greek 
period in the other case also. It might perhaps be argued that these 
Yavana women merely meant ‘westerners1, seeing that there seems to 
be evidence in Ptolemaic times for an export of girls from Syria ;3 but 
in view oi the meaning of \ avana in the Malavikagnimitra this would 
be difFieuIc to support. Certainly these Yavana women only make it 
probable that an export of Greek girls to India was going on under 
Greek rule, but there is confirmation from the Greek side, for Posei- 
donius says that Eudoxus shipped some girls singing girls or 'flute- 
girls’—for his attempted voyage to India round the Cape* (end of the 
second century b.c.), and Poseidonius' testimony to this traffic is valid 
even should we regard his story of the Gades ship which doubled die 
Cape and inspired Eudoxus' attempt as not proven. Earlier back than 
the penod of Greek rule in India this particular traffic can hardly go, 
for Megasthenes says that Chandragupta’s girls were Indians, bought 
from their fathers.* Certainly in the third century Ptolemy II was im¬ 
porting Indian girls into Egypt along with Indian dogs and cattle 6 and it 
has been thought that die high m in Egypt in the first century a.o. on 
girls for prostitution imported from the East by the sea-route might 

1 Weber, op, cU. p. 9io, alnady eonnecied this wi.h iV. IW-jl... 

* CaDkemis in A then. v1 201 a- His parrois were not 
been supposed. 

century) is a 
tor export. 
necessarily Indian* as has 
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go back to, and witness to, their import in Ptolemaic times;1 but we may 
believe that the bettcr^cbss Greek would feel some difference between 
importing 'barbarian* girls and exporting girls of lus own race to 
'barbarians". If however this export of Greek girls to India be a fact, 
it is difficult to disconnect its origin from the vast increase in slave- 
tradings with Delos as its centre, which took place in the Mediterranean 
in die late second and early first centuries &.C. after Rome had broken 
die Hellenistic Powers, and if this be so, the mixture of nationalities 
among the merchants of Delos w ould show that the traffic was largely 
in the hands of foreigners, who were not likely to be particular about the 
nationality of their wares. 

can now leave trade and turn to the relations between Greeks and 
Indians* Two peoples can hardly live side by side in the same country 
for a long period without a certain amount of mutual borrowings but 
speaking generally, we know far less than we could wish of die inter¬ 
action between the civilisation of the Greeks and the civilisations which 
they met with in Asia and Egypt, A number of people in Asia Minor, in 
Syria, in Judaea (dll the movement was quenched in blood)—that is, in 
die lands whose natural outlet was to the Mediterranean—borrowed a 
good deal from Greek civilisation and became, as we say, hellenised, or 
par dally so; but if we except the religious sphere—the effect upon 
Greeks of the religions of Asia and Egypt and the invasion of the 
Mediterranean world by those religions—it seems that the only people 
who really affected Greeks in turn were the Babylonians (Chap. n). 
The interaction between die civilisations of Greece and India, which is 
what concerns us here, produced certain interesting effects for a time, 
but (leaving the Buddha-statue out of the question for a moment) they 
were not lasting, and what we see is rather one-sided: we see what little 
Indians took from Greeks because we have the Indian literature, but it 
is not so easy to see what Greeks took from Indians, because the Greek 
literature is lost. Indian rivtliradon was strong enough to hold its own 
against Greek civilisation, but, except in the religious sphere, was 
seemingly not strong enough to influence it as Babylonia did; never¬ 
theless we may find reason for thinking that in certain respects India 

1 The tariff of Koptos of a.d* qo7 OGIS 674 (yunurib* Jmipujf*Av); L 
Flcsel, Gdft. NacAr. 1911 pp. $6 cf. Andr^adis ^ p. 17 n* t. Fiescl, p. 101, 
asks if the import taxf more than five rimes [hat on a soldier's Vifep, was meant to 
be prohibitive; ac might only mean that die traffic was extremely lucrative and could 
stand a high tax. 
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was die dominant partner. It must be emphasised that Greeks were not 
in India for the purpose of hellemsing Indians, and there is no sign that 
they ever attempted to do so; they had come to India for a definite 
purpose, which had failed, and they stayed there to rule what they could 
because there was nothing else they could do. An Indian who was a 
citizen in a Greek polls was bound to some small extent to hellenise 
himself; he would have to learn enough Greek for purposes of daily 
life and understand something of Greek civic forms, but hellenisation 
in the proper sense—the adoption of Greek culture as one’s own 
culture—is not likely often to have happened. A few of the educated, 
we shall see, read a little Greek literature and were slightly affected by 
it, but it did not go very far; we get no trace of the ‘culture-Greek* of 
the West, or even of Indians taking Greek names, as was common 
enough among some Asiatic peoples; the Indian Yavanas of the cave- 
inscriptions, who were Greek citizens, kept their Indian names and 

4 .culture, though one had been slightly affected by Greek custom.1 The 
I l two peoples merely lived side by side on good terms; had the terms not 
[ Vbeen good, Greek rule could never have lasted as it did and there could 

Viot have been any Gandhara school of art. T wo Greek kings, Demetrius 
1 end Apollodotus, were taken up into the great Indian epic, the Mahfr- 

bharata (p. 165), which was still receiving additions; and except in the 
extreme East (p. 324) Greek rule everywhere was overthrown, not by 
any action by Indians, but by a new and more numerous body of 
foreign invaders. We must look more closely at the borrowings for 
their own sake; but, except for the Buddha-stanie, the history of India 
would in all essentials have been precisely what it has been had Greeks 
never existed. 

Literature must have first place, A few common Greek words found 
rhdr way into Sanscrit, terms for pen and ink and book (which tell 
their own story), a horse's bit, a mine used to sap a fortress wall,1 and 
a camel;3 the mine, syrinx, may show that Indians had something to 
kam from Greeks in the matter of besieging 'fenced cities’. That 
Sanscrit should have borrowed the name camel is interesting, for India 

* Nasik 18: Indregnidam, a Buddhist, in his dedication uses the Greek ‘father 
and mother1 instead of the regular Buddhist 'mother and father’ (p jjg n 1) 

’ Weber «r;PP. 911-14: meja bdamo (*<£**<*), p^aka 

khalina (w***), HP*J5£>i now commonplaces. On kamtwm 
(campus, <*»>) see B. Liebidt, BSQS vI( iw,( p, 0. Stein, ii. vn, ,9jj, 
p, 61; not before AM too anyhow. For syrinx cf* p. 

* Knrnitla or kramclaka, Lkbkfa he. cit.; said 10 be fairly widespread 
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already possessed both rhe camel and a name for it* ustra; a new name* 
in these circumstances, augAt to indicate a different animal. The camel1 
of India, as of China, was the two-humped camel of Central Asia, the 
so-called 'Baetrian' camel, which at this time was not the camel of 
Bactria; the Bactrian Greets had used the camel of Iran, the one-humped 
Arabian camel wrIiich by Alexanders day had already been domiciled 
about die Persian desert; whether it was Persians or Greeks who brought 
it to Bactria is not known, but it w^s the one-humped camel which the 
Yueh-chi found and used in Bactrim* One would have expected, from 
the Sanscrit word, that the Greeks bad brought their one-humped camels 
to India with them*3 but of this there is no sign; all the camels on coins 
in India from Menander to the Kushans are the two-humped species,4 
and tliis particular borrowing remains a mystery. On the other side, 
the Greeks must have used some common Indian words, as the English 
in India do to-day, but the only ones which reached the West were 
terms for "camp*, "army*, and "general*, preserved by a Greek 
lexicographerthey illustrate die native armies of the Greek kings. 

Apart from Alexandria and die old Greek cities, Greeks of the 
Hellenistic period settled in Asia or Africa did not as a rule produce 
literature unless they were reacting against some definite threat to their 
Greekhood, like foreign rule. In Egypt they only wrote letters and 
epitaphs; for a long time their Grcektiood w'as not threatened and they 
left literature to Alexandria, which wras not Egypt. The western part of 
the Seleudd empire was much the same, until the bte flowering of 
poetry in Syria wrhen Seleudd rule was dying and Greekhood seemed 
likely to go down before the Arab and the Jew. But when the Parthians 
took over the Seleucid empire east of the Euphrates there was an out¬ 
burst of literature in the Greek dries of ParthU (Chap, u); it was their 

1 On the distribution of the rwo species at this time ef* Tam, AfHilary Devdop~ 
mij\ts App# UL 

* Wylie p. 40; de Groct p. 9J* 
3 CF* JJebich 
* Menander, BMC p. 169 no. 4, PL XXXI, Round bronze coins, uncertain 

fpr 323 n- t)p /A p- 111- £f+ PI. XIX, 9; NC i S90 p. 145 no. 2; LaAm* Cm. p. b 29 
nos* 305^7; ^/ 1914-15 p. jo no. lo. Kiijula Kadphissf^/ 1311-13 p, 51 no. 51* 
1914-15 p* J4 no, 4cs, 192S.-9 p+ 66 no. 19 j Gundndwn, NC 1392 p* 66 nos, 1-5. 
Naturally j)so on some Indo-Chinese coins from Khot&n, /ASM 1899 vol. lwiu 
part 1, extra no. 1 p. 16. A tftKo-humped camel on an early ring-stone from Mathura 
in the Indian Museum, Calcutta; stSI 1930-4 p. 261. 

5 HesychilJS: trap’ 'faBou to oTpaTontBov. PaiiTTjvof' 6 nTjPardy. 
CF. O, Stein opr cifn and add paparpm 1 ai eTpaTTjyoi imp* 'JVSotf, 
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response to the challenge of the foreign conquest, the assertion of their 
continuing Greekhood in the now dominant world of Iran. And in the 
same way, though almost all the evidence is lost, we can still get traces 
of the literature written by the Greeks in India, the assertion of their 
Greekhood against the heavy pressure of the civilisation of India. We 
have traced at least two Greek poems, one a lyric and one in hexameters 
or elegiacs, written in Menander's empire (pp. 146-9}; and a Greek 
original of part of die framework of the first part of the Milindapahha, 
which reached Alexandria, is about as certain as any work can be which 
is not actually mentioned anywhere (see Excursus). And the Indian 
author of Part 1 of the Milindapafiha gives us our best idea of the attitude 
of a well-educated Indian to Greek literature. He knew the current 
Hellenistic Greek of the East and had evidently read a little current 
literature; the idea that he may have had some knowledge of Plato, 
though quite in the air, is not impossible, for Egypt has shown that 
Plato was a favourite enough author with Greeks abroad. But the man 
himself, his thoughts and beliefs, were not touched in the least; had no 
Greek ever existed, his treatise on Buddhist doctrine would still have 
been written without a thought or a word being altered, save for the 
omission of the Greek allusions. But it would not have been written in 
quite the same form or in quite the same setting. And this, we shall 
find, is what any borrowing from the Greeks of our period seems to 
mean in almost everything (unless possibly medicine); it is a matter of 
external form, but very rarely of substance. 

I have said 'very rarely', for there may have been one Indian writer 
who borrowed more than form. The bit of chronicle in the Yuga- 
purana which narrates the Yavana conquest (App. 4) is unlike anything 
Indian, for no Indian wrote or understood history; their minds did not 
work that way, and they left the historical sense and the independent 
discovery of historical writing to be among the great possessions of 
China. I have no doubt that Dr Jayaswal was rig] it1 in seeing behind 
these sections of the Yuga-pumna a chronicle written soon after the 
events described, written by an Indian, and written in Prakrit, for the 
Sanscrit still has the form Dharmamita for Demetrius instead of 
Dharmamitra,1 If this be so, the original Indian author wrote under 
the influence of Greek historical writing, whether it was the mere 
knowledge that there was such a thing or whether there was once 

* JBORS XIV, ipaS, p. see App, 4. 

1 For an occurrence of the form Dhirtnqmiira in Sanscrit See p. 118. 
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a Greek account of the conquest, perhaps used later by Apollodorus 

also. 
There is a bare possibility that another Indian writer may have been 

influenced, not by any particular Greek writing, but by die knowledge 
that there existed a certain Greek literary type, and that is the author of 
Part n of the Milindapanha, who drew a picture of an ideal Buddhist 
dty, the city of all wise and faithful men.1 * * It has been called die only 
Utopia known in Indian literature,9 and it has been suggested that the 
author may have read Plato.1 There is no need to go to Plato, for the 
fourth and third centuries abounded in Greek Utopias, but the Indian 
Ideal City is not in the least like any Greek Utopia which has survived; 
it is more like the New Jerusalem, 3nd its bazaars sell Buddhist virtues. 
The most that could be suggested is that the author had heard that 
Greeks wrote Utopias, and even that is somewhat discounted by his 
dting a lost Indian work as his model.4 And in fact there is said to be 
another description in Buddhist literature wliich has also been compared 
to the New Jerusalem of Revelation and which cannot be far in time 
from Part u of the Milindapanha: that is the paradise of Amitabha, the 
Buddha of measureless light, one of the antecedent Buddhas of the Maha- 
yana, where men live in unbroken happiness till they attain Nirvana.5 6 * * 

There is a statement in die rhetorician Dio Chrysostom that Indians 
possessed and used a translation of Homer into their own language.* 
It has no chance whatever of being true,? for nowhere in the Hellenistic 
world has there been found any translation of any piece of Greek 
literature into any language except (at the end) Latin; and now that it 
appears that some Greeks probably knew the Mahabharata (pp. 380 
the suggestion® that Dio really meant the Indian epic has gained greatly 
in probability. The interest of Dio’s statement is that it has been used as 

1 Rhys Davids 11 pp, it 1-43- 
1 Mrs Rhys Davids, Tkt Milindu Quctiwos 1930 p. 133. 

1 lb. p. 137. A connection of the author with Plato on general grounds was 
suggested long ago by Weber, op, q't p. 717. It has not received support, though 
comparison has been common enough. * Rhys Davids 11 p. 13a (j-P)- 

J Sir Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Brahmanism 11,1911, pp-19-30; written about 
the Christian Era, p. 181. ... 

6 I_lll, 6, ptnahafiairtuiv fts tt}v atf,trtf>0» SldAtJcno'v rt fas tfmivfo. 

1 II docs nor improve matters to dte Aelian, V.H. xil, 48, a story thar then: was 
not only an Indian translation but a Persian one also; for Aelian indicates plainly 
enough'tliat he did not believe it. 

* Weber, Ltd, Stud. II p. 161; R, Piscbel, Du Indhcbr Liuratuf 1906 p. 193. 
See Wintcmitz nt p. 617. 
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ihe basis of a theory that the Indian Doha metre grew out of the Greek 
hexameter1 (though a translation would probably not have exhibited 
the hexameter). The Doha metre, which is dactylic in structure, belongs 
to die group of literary languages called Apabranfa1 which are neither 
Sanscrit nor Pali, and the earliest remains of this group are said to be 
the language of the Abhlras (p. 171), who in Menander's reign were in 
his satrapy of Abiria on the Indus; but more recently the connection of 
the Doha metre with the hexameter has been denied on the ground that 
h can easily be explained from Indian sources.3 I do not presume to 
discuss the matter, but if anyone should again desire to connect the two 
metres he could base his theory on something more to the point than 
Dio; for the Abhlras were Menander’s subjects and Greek hexameters 
were being written in Menander's kingdom (pp, 148 .). 

Plutarch’s statement, however, that some Indians worshipped Greek 
gods4 is on another footing: it is not rhetoric but simple fact, for Indian 
citizens in Greek dries of necessity took part at certain times, even if 
only outwardly and for conformity, in the official city worship. 

But much more important than the things to which I have referred 
are the traces which show that some Greeks probably—one might 
almost say certainly—knew the Mahabharata; for Hellenistic Greeks as 
a general rule took no interest in the language or literature of the Asiatic 

peoples with whom they were in contact (p. 59),* and this illustrates 
once more the fact that their attitude in India differed somewhat from that 
tn other parts of Asia. The inscription which Heliodonis son of Dion, 
ambassador from Antiaid das to some Sunga king of Vidisa, set up on 
a column at Besnagar (p. 313) concludes with the words, inscribed on 
the reverse side of the pillar, ‘Three immortal precepts when practised 
lead to Heaven—Restraint, Renunciation, Rectitude';6 and these words 
have been identified as a concise rendering of two passages in the 

1 H. Jacobi in Avnbwpov, Festschrift Waekermtgd 1913 pp. , 

* Jacobi op. tiiA. B. Keith, A hbtory of Sanscrit Literature 1028pp. ji-j. 
J Kdih op. At. pp. 370-1, 
4 Plur. ir AUx. fortttna out virtuu 318 c. Tl* whale passage, of which other 

items are noticed where they belong, attributes to Alexander in the usual way 
things which happened later. Plutarch no doubt would have said that they were 
due to hb original impulse. 7 

5 The most amazing instance is that the well-informed Strabo (xvt 760-13 had 
never even !*ard that Jews possessed a great literature, though the Li LL. 
tnin*Iaikin was available lo him* r ^ 

ms ■w - -»• 
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Mahabharara*1 Heliodorus called himself a Bhagavaia, a devotee of 
the reformed worship of Vishnu-Krishna as the Supreme Being ■ and it 
has been suggested, independently of the words cited above, that he 
may have known the Bhagavadgita,1 one of the philosophical chapters 
tacked on to the epic. The quotation by itself is perhaps not quite 
conclusive for his personal acquaintance with the Mahabharata, as it 
might have been found for him by an Indian secretary* if he had one; 
but if die inscription means that he is pledging himself to these three 
virtues* then it is conclusive, as would in any case be the natural 
interpretation* Another instance is supplied by the occurrence in 
Ptolemy and in the Bassarica of Dionysius of the name of the Pindava- 
Pandits/* who are not known to have played any pan irt, or been 
mentioned in, history during any period in which Greeks were ac¬ 
quainted with India; they were only a people of the epic, and the ultimate 
common source of Ptolemy and Dionysius can only have been a Greek 
who had read the Mahabharata and taken the name directly from it.5 

It may be connected with this that, as has often been noticed, Ptolemy's 
names for the rivers of the Punjab are nearer the Sanscrit forms than 
are the Greek names in use since Alexander's day, and suggest as their 
ultimate source a Greek acquainted with Sanscrit. Another case ol 
a Greek knowing some Indian literature has already been noticed 
(p. 47}: 'Trogus' source" knew the Jain dating for Chandragupea's 
accession (it may have been through him that the name 'Jains* found 
its way to the West),6 and can only have got it from some Greek who 
read Jain writings, unless, as is not impossible, he could read them himself* 

After literature* one naturally turns to the drama. The days when it 
could be suggested that the classical Sanscrit drama of the Gupta period 
wras in any sense derived from the Greek drama are long past; no one 
now doubts that the Indian drama was a native growth precisely as the 
Greek drama was, though it may be matter of debate whether its origin 
was religious or secular, and what part was played by different elements.? 

1 H# Rayehaudhiiri, Jj4$B xvm, 1923, pp. uSp-^r; V. Baideliarya, /HQ vmT 
1933, p. 610. 1 De la Valtee-Pous&m p. 190. 

1 Sir J, Marshal byjJVdJi 909 pledges himself 10 the three'cardinal virtues. 
4 For thit name and the evidence we App. 19. 
J Conceivably ‘TrOftus* source", p, 47^ 
1 Hesychius ( Fcvvot' d FvpvQaoifrurrat. Query if FW represents /mot. 
7 There h a large literature on the Indian drama; but Winter™tz m pp. jCo-Sj., 

and the exhaustive discussion by A. B. Keith in part 1 of Th* Sanscrit Drama 1924, 
will give all that is here necessary* 
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But the much-canvassed question of whether, during its formative 
period, it underwent any or what Creek influence is another matter. 
Details have now been so thoroughly examined that there is no need to 
do it afresh,1 even were I able; I need only give just what appears to 
myself. The fragments of Bhasa’s plays, first century A.D., and the 
fragments of Buddhist dramas discovered in 191 * by Professor LCiders, 
have brought the Indian drama far nearer to the period of Greek rule 
than ate the plays of die Gupta period; and if Professor A. B. Keith be 
right, and there was already a nascent Indian drama in the second century 
b.c. or at latest early in the first century,’ then there must have been 
ctmiaa of some kind between the two arts. For the argument that we 
do not know that Greek plays were acted in India is worthless. There 
were Greek poltis^ and a polis of any pretensions without a theatre is 
unthinkable (cf. p. 17); the one at Babylon has been excavated.3 And 
Egypt has at least taught us that whatever other works Greeks might 
take with them to foreign lands they would certainly rake Homer and 
Euripides.4 There is no need to doubt Plutarch’s statement that Euri¬ 
pides and Sophocles were acted at Susa, 5 for it is known that Sophocles 
reached India: on a fragment of a vase found near Peshawar and now in 
the Punjab Museum at Lahore is the scene from the Antigone where 
Haemon begs Creon for Antigone’s life,6 and as the vase was of local 
manufacture? it proves at the least that somebody in Gan d him was 
interested in Sophocles, and there is therefore no reason to doubt 
a knowledge of Euripides also at PushkaJavati or any other impor¬ 
tant Greek centre. Contact, then, there must in all probability have 
been. 

Before going further, a word must be said about the mime, for 
Reich’s view that the Indian drama was influenced not by the Greek 

J On die alleged Greek influence, Wintcmiiz tu pp. 17} gfj, and Keith op. etc. 
pp. *7 m- wiu 6*vc die literature and arguments; I have not met with anything 
more recent which is material, except w regards the mime (kWj, There is a sensible 
disciissiun by Wecfcer* India m PWT19its. 

1 9*. £h. pp, 41 p 71* 
3 ft. Kddcwey, Das mtdtr crsithmdt Bahykn* 19*5 ™ 293-9* 
^ Cf. C. H. Old£aihcrp Cfwi litttaiy ttxti Jr&nt JEffynt IQ11 

pp. £6*67,70. OT' 
5 Met. 3d? D. On the possibility that SEC Vrr, j implies that the Dionysiae 

artists visited Susa see It. Cumottt, CR Ac. Inter. t933 p. lfis n. 4 Ttot is no 
reason why they should not have visited India* if miEne-aciors did, 

4 Sir J. Marshall, JRAS 1909 pp. , ASI p. n n. i. 
1 Marshall in CHI p. 646. 
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drama but by the Greek mime1 has had a certain amount of support1 
Little js known of the Greek mime, in the sense of a regular vnode vis 

or stage-play; knowledge of that seems largely confined to the Roman 
formJ But the mime was of Greek origin, and numerous notices of 
mi me-actors in the Greek world have been collected from inscriptions;4 
mimes were acted in the Seleucid empire, for Antiochus IV included 
some in liis triumphal celebrations at Daphne;5 and It would seem that 
companies of mime-actors did visit India. Perhaps the extant parody of 
the Iphigeneia in Tauris, in which the barbarian king is an Indian and 
talks pseudo-Indian gibberish,* may bear on this; but in any case it 
seems to follow from the much-discussed Yavanika, die curtain against 
which Indian plays were acted.7 The word, to my mind, cannot merely 
mean *Yavana doth', because the Yavana name occurs three times in, 
or in connection with, the classical dramas, and as we have seen that the 
Yavana cavalry and the Yavana women embody true traditions come 
down from the period of Greek rule (p. 374), it seems inevitable that 
the Yavana curtain must also represent a tradition going back to the 
qarr>*» period. Now Greek dramas were not acted against a curtain, but 
Roman, and therefore presumably Greek, mimes usually were;® and the 
Yavanika must be, as Reich thought,^ the siparium of the mime players. 
Reich brought out some likenesses between the classical and Indian 
mime,1" and perhaps the curtain does make a case for Indians being 

1 H. Reich, Dtr Mimus^ 1903* 1 ii chap, vm p> 694. 
4 It convinced Pri>feisor Kortef AW Ja&ri. f. d. k£ns$- £1* i^Jt P- 139* 

Hubcrt£iigendf; and Wimemitz, lH p. l8oB thought It posable that the mime kad 
some infiucneetand dial the question was not ycE decided. But the majority ofschoUrfl 
have rejected it; see E. Wust, Aftmot in Pwt 1932, coL 1761* and WinEcmipc iL 

3 Christ-Sdunid6 u 1 p* rSi^ 
4 L. Robert, Rtv. Eu <Jr+ kjjx, 1936, p. zyu who stress ihe 

Greek origin; see esp. p. 243. Cf+ Cumene, L'Egypx* tbs Asirologms i937fP- 
s Polyb xxx, 1^ 7« Athcn, vf 195 f. See also Achen. i,19 e; Suida*, vpv&rtxrfp; 

WQst op* dr- , 
6 F+ Ory. ill, 413; the papyrus is second-century A.o.* but the piece itself might 

be older. On the language see j- LL Powell and E. A. Barber, Nnv Ckapm m fA* 
ftiitwy of Gruk iita-atur* ix, 1921, p. 21 

1 For the Yavanika sec Ltvi, Quid uSt Gratets p, if p and many since ; Keith op. cu* 

^ * Cases occur in the Roman period of a more elaborate background with doors, 

Robert op. tit* p. 
9 Op. cii. pp. 706^7. 

» The most important is the correspondence (p. 701) of the sutradJim and 
sutradfciari with the Greek aichimimua and archiminv^ 
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borrowers,1 though 1 feel some doubt about this. But If Indian mime- 
actors did borrow more than the curtain from the classical mime, 
which is quite uncertain, what could it come to as regards the serious 
drama? The answer must be, very little; perhaps a stock character like 
the fool, where he occurs; nothing that goes to the root of the matter. 
When we talk of Shakespeare, we are not usually thinking of the downs 
or the prologue to the Taming of the Shrew; and Reich himself 
admitted that in Kalidasa’s most important play, Sakuntala, there is no 
trace of the influence of the mime at all.1 

To return to the two dramas. Contact, as we have seen, was probable; 
but contact does not necessarily mean influence. Certain parallels 
between Greek and Indian plays have been put forward, but nothing 
convincing in this respect; human minds, working on the same subject, 
have a tendency to work on parallel lines. 1 shall not attempt to go 
beyond the view- that we cannot deny die possibility of Greek influence 
but that there is no evidence;* perhaps however I can make two points 
a little more precise than hitherto. On the analogy of the MiUndapanha, 
if there was any Greek influence it would have been a matter of form 

only, of outward shape; die substance is as Indian as it can be. No one, 
I think, can read a play like Sakuntala, which in a less sophisticated age 
than our own took London by storm as it did Goethe without 
realising that he is in a totally different world from anything which he lias 
ever met with in Greek literature. And my second point concerns that 
same substance. The strongest argument of those who have believed 
in substantial Greek influence has always been that Kalidasa’s plays 
contain recognition scenes, and these were the stock-in-trade of the 
Athenian writer of comedies, Menander. Why Menander should be 
brought in is obscure to me, for any contact is much more likely to have 
been with Euripides;* even Philostratus knew that much.5 But in any 
case the argument is easy to disprove. Ancient civilisations whatever 
their merits, usually gave far less individual security than ’we expect 

‘ Reich p. 740 though! that a ™™C[or in India, being again* radian canons 
(m »n«« drama), must have been borrowed from Greece. Bur the archimima 

equally agoiwt die canons of Clascal C«e« in serious drama, so the argument 
Msv The mime in fret was a thing apart and a Saw to iisdf. S 

1 Op. at* p* 739- 
J Keith cp. of* p. 68. 

* Oldfatlicr, eh. pp.$7, TO, show, that fa, Egypt E«ri,*fes was much the 
more popular of iht two. 

* Lift of jjp&ttonms llj yi (the Htrvcktdat); see p. 354 3, 
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to-day, and in any country, not only in Greece or India* recognitions 
of lost wives or daughters were the most obvious of all die material 
which lay to the hand of die dramatist. We possess an old Peruvian 
play (and a very good one) called Apu OJlantay,1 composed in the 
reign of the Inca Tupac Yupanqui and written down after the Spanish 
conquest. That play turns entirely on two recognitions, the first by 
the imprisoned princess of her lost daughter* and die second, through 
die child's instrumentality, of the prisoner herself by her husband and 
her brother die Inca; but the most hardened Diffusion is £ would 
scarcely suggest diat the author* who had never heard of the Old World 
or of reading or writing, was borrowing from Menander* 

In another form of literature modem study has entirely shifted its 
ground. No one would now whether India derived her fables and 
folktales from the Greeks, for it has been recognised diat each individual 
story presents its own problems and must be treated on its own merits;1 
one may have originated in India or even in China1 and unveiled to 
Greece, anodier may have originated in Greece and travelled to India, 
while others may have started in Babylonia or Egypt or Iran and 
spread in any or every direction. Tracing the paths of these stories, 
which range over many centuries, is a fascinating pursuit, but has 
nothing to do with what we are considering* 

We come for a moment to science. Except for mathematics, die bent 
of the Indian mind was almost entirely towards religion and philosophy, 
the matters of the spirit; it no more wanted Greek science than it 
wanted Greek history* The Babylonian astronomer might meet the 
Greek asuonomer on equal terms and put his knowledge at his disposal, 
but nothing of the sort seems to have happened elsewhere in the world. 
Nearly everything connected with scientific relationships is of necessity 
matter for the expert, and I can be very brief. There are said to be 
some analogies between Greek and Indian medicine which necessitate 
the conclusion that India took over some Greek medical learning,4 in 

1 A rendering into English, with a history of dw Spanish text and a bibliography, 
will be found in Sir Gements Markham, TA* Ineas of Peru 19to. 

1 Winicmiu Hi pp. *94-311; A. Bf Keith, A History of Swtttrit Literature 1918 
cllap* xvn; W. R. Hslliday, Indo-European Folktales and Greek legend 1933. The 

JfcfieAt on the Greek fable by W+ Port in Bursion-Miaucher voL ccxl, 1933, does 
not deal with India* 

3 Like the story of ihe Magnet-rock which holds ships, K. Hennig, AreL fir 

KulturgescMiehre xx, 1930, p, |30p T|ie story comes in Ptolemy vu, a, ju 

4 Wksemitz in p, 534* 
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return supplying Greek physicians.with some valuable drugs; but it 
has also been held that no conclusion on the subject is possible.1 Some 
Indian astronomers of the Gupta period are generally supposed to have 
made an attempt, which failed, to introduce Alexandrian astronomy 
into India;1 but even this has been denied,! and in any case is tar outside 
my period, as is the relationship, if any, between Greek and Indian 
mathematics, in which science India, by the invention and positioning4 
of numerals, ultimately made possible advances which could not have 
been reached by the purely geometric methods of Greece. Certainly 
India, though she might not want Greek science, knew and admired it, 
more especially medical science; the Yavanas appear in the Mahi- 
bharata as 'all-knowing',* and there is an Indian story that the Greek 
physicians of Bactra and Taxi la were so skilful that they could give 
sight to the blind,1s a story which no doubt grew out of some real 
operation for cataract, just as the similar story in Greece that the 
physician Asclepiades once raised a man from the dead is known to 
have grown out of the fact that he once recognised that a man being 
carried out to bunal was only in a state of catalepsy.7 It was therefore 
natural and inevitable that after Greeks had vanished from India legend 
should credii them with magic powers, as has happened to other 
vanished peoples; in the Kashmir poet Ksemendra (eleventh century 
a,d.) Yavanas can make and fly aeroplanes,® As to the pseudo-science 
of astrology, Indians bad long known something about it, and most of 
such contacts with Greek knowledge as can be traced are again much 
later than the Christian Era ; but it is now said that one thing did come 
from Babylon to India during the Hellenistic period, the art of fore¬ 
telling the future by means of tlie stars 4 

* Keith op. fh- pp. ft 3-14. 
1 The Mlesi account I have met is G. ft, Kaye, Hindu Autonomy, in Memoir* 

ofthe Arch, Survey of India, xvm, 1914, For the literature generally see W. Cundcl’s 
Betit hi on Astronomy and Astrology in Bursian-Mumtktr vol. CCXLII, 1934, ti, 
pp. 1x3-11. 3 Sukumar Ranjan Das, I HQ nr, 1918, p, 68. 

* lets now said that Babylon had what was practically a positioning system, with 
base 60 instead of to, many centuries before India: O. Neugebauer in Siudkn fir 
Gttth. d. Mitkemtuik-, by B. Datta and others, U j, 1930; see JHS1931 p. 1 jo. But 
seemingly nothing came of iL 

5 Lfvi, Quid de Graecii p. 13. Often quoted. 
4 Przvluiki, Afoko p. (07. 
I Cf."Pliny vir, 114 with Celsus 11 p. 38 I. ij, and see Tam, HAL Civ.1 p. 174. 
1 Lh i op. rit. p, if p and in many books. 
9 J+ Schefelowitz, Die Ztit in d*r m£xim mdiranlscfm Religion 1919 pp. i-io, 

which 1 only know in the dtabern by Gtmdel op. di* pT 1 
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But die real strength of Greece lay not in science but in philosophy, 
and here Greek and Indian met on equal terms. That is the meeting we 
would know about; and diere is not a word that can be said.1 The 
Greeks in India may not have been the most likely soil to develop 
philosophers, though one cannot imagine a Hellenistic kingdom without 
them; but communication with the West was free enough, and there 
was the Stoic school at Scleuccta (p. 42), which doubtless held to the 
Stoic tradition that they must do more than sit and wait for men to 
come to them: they roust go to men. We may, if we will, let fancy play 
round some meeting of Stoic and Buddhist, and seek to interpret for 
ourselves how far each would understand the other's point of view. 
But it is only fancy; we know nothing—nothing but a little Greek ivory 
pendant from Taxila, which bears on each of its two faces the head ol a 

philosopher.1 
We may turn now to a matter more important to the Greek historian, 

the influence of India on her Greek invaders. Eratosthenes3 instanced, 
as the best ‘barbarians' whom Greeks had met, Romans and Cartha¬ 
ginians in the West and eastern Iranians and Indians in Asia—the 
peoples who when he wrote were about to be included in Demetrius’ 
empire. Of the Bacmans and their cognate peoples in eastern Iran we 
know nothing; but it has already been indicated that the Greek attitude 
with regard to Indians was not quite the same as their attitude with 
regard to Asiatic peoples farther west. For one thing, many more 
Greeks relatively knew some Indian language. In other Hellenistic 
kingdoms, though there must always have been some officials who knew 
the language of the subjects, the mint officials needed only Greek, but 
in India the mint officials from the start had to know some Prakrit and 
be able to write Kharoshthi. And there is the matter of inscriptions. 
The fact, often emphasised, that India has yielded no Greek inscriptions 
means nothing; no place where Greek inscriptions are likely to be 
found has yet been estcavated, and it will be time enough to draw 
deductions from their absence when Bucephala or Pushkalavati has 
been thoroughly dug out; I say ‘thoroughly’, for the excavation of 
Susa had lasted for nearly a generation before the workers came upon 
a pocket of Greek inscriptions. Taxih, the one town in the Greek sphere 
in India which has been excavated, was never a Greek city, and so far 

1 For suggestions see Wsnrermtz in p. 47®- 

t ASI1911-13 pari 1 p- 14* J Siralso if 66- 
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,4s I know, no cemetery of the Greek period has been unearthed any¬ 
where. But it is important that we possess a number of inscriptions by 
Greeks written in Kharoshthi (and even in B rah mi), though unfor¬ 
tunately they give little or no information about the second century b.c., 

the time we want to know about; just as in the Seleurid empire we now 
know more about the Parthian period than about the constructive reigns 
of Seleucus I and Antiochus I, so in India we get material for the first 
century B.c. which is denied us for the age of Demetrius and Menander. 
But these inscriptions, which are chiefly dedications and votive offerings, 
do tend also to show the special place which India held in regard to 
Greeks, for no Greek votive inscriptions or ptaskynemata have, I 
believe, been found in any other Oriental language, like Aramaic or 
Egyptian. 

Of the inscriptions dated in the period of Greek rule, that of 
Heliodorus on the Besnagar column is probably the earliest; it is not 
likely to be later than too B.c.and may even be a little earl ier(pp. 3 ■ 3 jy.). 
He was the Greek ambassador oi a Greek king, but he does not use 
Greek for his inscription; he proclaims himself the adherent of an 
Indian creed, quotes an Indian epic, and sets up his record in Brahrai. 
It might be argued that there were no Greeks in Vidisa to read it, or 
that he wished 10 pay a compliment to the state to which he was 
accredited, though even so a bilingual inscription would have been 
indicated. But such considerations do not in any case apply to the very 
important Kharoshthi inscription, on a vase From Swat, of the Greek 
meridarch ThcodofUS.’ Dr Konow put this inscription not later than 
the middle of the first century b,c.; but his whole scheme of historical 
dating in the Corpus, some of which he has now abandoned (p. 495), 
is later than the one worked out in this book, and this inscription is 
probably early in the century, and might well be even as early as that 
of Heliodorus. Theodorus was a Buddhist, and his dedication deals 
with a matter which by his time must have been of interest, or even of 
importance, to many more Greeks than himself, the establishment of 
(that .is, the provision oi a stupa to contain) some relics of Buddha; 
but his dedication is in Kharoshthi alone, not in both languages, and he 
therefore assumed that every Greek in Gandhira who was interested in 
Buddhism would know Prakrit and could read Kharoshthi,* One must 

* C1I p. no. L 

* It might be objected that, as the vase would be enclosed in die snip*, die 
inscription would not show. But d* -enclosed1 motions 0n d^ gaTpliLes 
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suppose therefore that by the earlier pan of the first century s.c* many 
Greeks in Gandhara were becoming bilingual. The only other material 
inscription from the period of Greek rule, that of the Buddhist 
Theodoras Dariaputra of about 42 s.c., will be noticed later (p. 391)* 

The Kharoshthi inscription of the wrestler Menander {see p. 353 
0, 4), who may not have had much that was Greek about him, is ot the 
Kushan period. But we get two Greeks of about the Parthian period, 
the first half of the first century a.d., who used the Indian forms of their 
names, King Theodamas on his signet-ring found in Bajaur/ and 
Theodoras son of Theoros on rwo silver bowls from Taxila.1 Theoros, 
though sufficiently attested as a Greek name,* was a tolerably rare one 
and not one that an Indian would adopt, even if Indians did take Greek 
names; there is no evidence that they ever did, and as we have seen 
there is some evidence that they did not (p, 255). Theoros then, round 
about the Christian Era, really was a Greek, which is interesting; but 
bis son, evidently a well-to-do man, put his name on his votive offering4 

not in Greek but in Kharoshthi. 
Lastly come three names which have not been or cannot be dated; 

two on signet-rings, Timma {Demetrius) from Besnagar* and Denipa 
{Deinippos) from Taxi la,6 and the feminine name Sapha, the donor in 
an inscription now lost,7 which Dr Konow suggested might be 
{Sophe), This seems fairly certain,® for though is apparently not 
actually known,9 the masculine form So^os occurs as a man's name in 

used as foundation deposits far Darius' palace at Persepolis are trilingual; and it is 
possible that copies of ‘enclosed’ inscriptions were exhibited, perhaps in a non- 
permaneni form. 1 P- ^ no- llI> 

* lb. p. 9® no. XKxvir, 1,1: Theiltaras(y)a Thavaraputras(y)s. Konow sougnt 
to explain Thavara from Sanscrit, but iltere can be no doubt what it is; as 10 the * v , 
Theoros would be Thavara just as Thecs is Deva. O, Srein's sweeping deduction 
from Thavara as an Indian name (Indian Culture j, 1933, p. J1}) was unfortunate. 

1 Two instances in PW, one in Prdsigke's Namtnbueh (Egypt), several in Pape. 
The feminine Theoris also occurs. 

* Marshall, ASI 1919-30 p, 6S, gives reasons for dunking that Theodoras was 
making a donation of these howls; Konow also translates (Gift) of.....*, 

5 D. R. Bhandarkar, ASI 1914-1S p. 77 and part 1 p. ao. 
* Gif p. iot no. 7; J. Chirpeniier, Ind, Ant. 1931 p. 7®. 
^ C//p. 114 no. XLVit. 
8 O. Sicin 0/1. (it, p, JJ4 tried to make Sapha tlie feminine of the Indian name 

transliterated as Sophon1 in Eifav 'Ivhit (p. 379 n. a). But 7»Sof 
is only a conjectural emendation, and Sophon is not an Indian name but a well- 
known Greek one; Susemihl 1 p, 878 and Din.} ton may suffi« here. 

» I have not searched among recent inscriptions. 
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papyri,1 and that should suffice, seeing that Greeks in the East had some 
fancy for similar names.1 One other name, however, is far too late to 
consider, that of the bhikku Dharmatnitra from Nagara; for though 
Dharmamitra had been used for Demetrius (pp. 178,455) and Nagara 
had been Dionysopolis, the inscriptions are fifth-century a.d. and both 
the monk and his name were certainly Indian,1 

The conclusion then must be that from about the beginning of the 
first century b.c., speaking very roughly, the Greeks, or many Greeks, 
in India were becoming Indianised. The conclusion can only be tenta¬ 
tive, for we do not really know what was happening in die Greek 
cities; but on existing material it seems the only conclusion possible, 
and we shall meet with other things which bear it out. 

I doubt if mixed marriages played as much part in this result as 
might be supposed, at any rate so long as Greek rule lasted; the general 
question has already been considered for die Middle East, and there it 
was found impossible to envisage mixed marriages on any considerable 
scale till after the Christian Era (pp. 35 ryy.). Naturally there would be 
some mixed marriages in India in the first century b.c., for Greeks had 
not the faintest feeling about what among English-speaking peoples 
to-day is called the ‘colour-bar’; but they had a good deal of pride in 
their Greekhood, and must have attempted, at any rate for a time, to 
keep themselves as Greek as possible (p. 38). whatever the attractions 
of Indian religions. There are said to he statements in Buddhist literature 
that among the Yavanas, if a man met with a sudden death, he might 
nor be buried till the king was told,1 obviously to give the opportunity 
for an enquiry; it seems to point to some care on the part of the kings 
to keep up Greek numbers—the life of a Yavana was not a thing to be 
wasted, I think there was another factor, apart from mixed marriages, 
to which a good deal of weight must be $ven. British children are not 

/ m* hi J a !■ 4t HI4 a I* f; B tjo J. * (a,d. 40)- A read; ns, ntpl 
tofcmv p. 34 (Barker)) who says that* as a name, the word is paroiyione. I owe 
ihese references to Professor List* 

Wit}] Sophe, Wj$e\ compare Dikaias* the name of rwo different 
youths in me ephebe lisi from Babylon of 109^8 /Gm nt, 1909, p, 3^1 no. 1. 

a !us survived into modem Greek, white Sophc,' in the form 
Sophie, Sophia* has became common in many languages, 

1 CIl pp, 95,96, xxxvi nos, t, 0. 
* L*vi, <W dt Grvecit p. 13. By ‘Jung’ one must understand the proper offidaJ. 

it must mean something more than a mere register of deaths such as there apparently 
was in Egypt under the Ramans, 
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brought up in India to-day, not so much because drey cannot be reared 
(though in some places they may grow up sickly) as because there is a 
tendency that at their impressionable period some of their native 
characteristics may weaken and they may actmire a mentality somewhat 
nearer akin to that of the Indian, and not the highest type of Indian; 
continue the process among the Greeks for several generations— 
it would work like compound interest—and the resulting Indiamsation 
would be obvious. The Greeks in India may Jiave ultimately vanished, 
not because they became Eurasians, but because they became Indians^^^^^ Somewhere I have met with the whole-hearted statement that every ' 

ek in India ended by becoming a Buddhist. Some no doubt did, 
jgh a good many must have ended by being killed in the Saca wars; 

but in fact at present there are only five Greeks whose religious pre¬ 
dilections are known or can be deduced, and three of these were not 
Buddhists. Heliodorus the ambassador was a Bhagavata, a worshipper 
of Yishnu-Krishna as the supreme deity; the legend on the seal oi 
Timitra from Besnagax has been interpreted as referring to a B rah manic 
sacrifice which he instituted;1 and the Creek who read Jain literature 
and passed a piece of his information on to ' Trogus’ source (p* 4?) 
was, if not actually a Jain, at any rate interested in the doctrines of that 
sect, Theodorus Datiaputra, whose inscription, found in Swat, was most 
probably written c* 42 e.Cp*1 was certainly a Buddhist, as he dedicated 
a tank4 in honour of all beings*, which is said to be a common Buddhist 
formula; and though one interpretation of Datiapumi (see p. 125 m 2) 
would make him by descent not a Greek but a helleruscd Bactrian, this 
is unlikely. Lastly," Theodorus the mcridarch, who established some 
relies of Buddha Tor the purpose of the security of many people*, was 
undoubtedly a Buddhist; for had he merely been carrying out an order 
of his Government he must have said so and not taken all the credit to 
himself- If, however, we meet Greeks of different creeds, it must at any 
rate speak to a good deal of general interest in the religions of India, 
while the Gandhara school of art, of which I shafl have to say something 

/D, R+ Bhandarkar, AS/ 1914-11 p. 77* „ 
vAA Cl/ p« no, XXIV. I? is dated in the year in of some EraT which Konow, 1 

think rightly, made the first Saca Era, that of fhe Moga copper-plate. The year n j, 
on his reckoning in CII, was a.d. 19; on mine (sec App^ 16) it would her. 41 sx., 
which is preferable j for at that lime die Saras were ruling in Giandhlra, while in 
A.D, 29 they were not. Kdnow, however, has now abandoned the C/I dating for 
inscriptions dated in the old Sara Era (s& J/H xuf pp. 1-4, and App, t6) and 
his new dating would fait during Saca rule. 
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presently, is probably evidence that this very limited analysis, though 
the best one can make, does injustice to the position of Buddhism 
among the Greeks of the North-West; Buddhism to them must have 
been far the most important religion, if only for the political reasons 
already considered (Chap, tv), and the kings must always have de¬ 
pended a good deal on Buddhist support. 

If ’Wte had enough Greek names from India, something might perhaps 
be learnt in this connection from the nomenclature; but only thirteen 
are known1 beside the twenty-seven names of monarchs, omitting those 
kings who came from Bactria* However, even these scanty names do 
show one phenomenon which attracts attention and mav be noticed ior 
what it is worth. Among the royal names are four compounded with 
the names of Greek gods,1 few enough, perhaps; but among the names 
of commoners there is only one, Heltodorus, and that is uncertain, for 
the Helios may well be Surya. Four of the commoners are, naturally 
enough, named after kings, but three of die others bear the same name, 
Theodoois; and if the late kings Theophsius and Theodamas be added, 
no less than five names in our scanty list, all later than 100 are 
compounded with the indeterminate Thcos.3 That may mean that the 
Greek father, while willing to be pious, was not going to specify what 
god was the object of his piety; he was not clinging to the gods of 
Greece, but was ready to come under other influences. It would seem 
that the Greek gods in India, though they remained as official coin- 
types or material for artists, had little enough to do with the religion of 
the people, at any rate in the first century u.c. Menander’s adoption of 
the purely Greek Athena may have helped her to keep some hold, as she 
did at Seleuceia (p. 6S), though only one slight indication remains 

(p, 33a n* be said how far Heracles and Dionysus 
were merely Krishna and Siva, and certainly Zeus was almost always 
the elephant-god of Kapisa* 

" Demetrius and Antioch us from the Milb\dapahha (so? Tim on 
(DenMtnusjjMenandw {the wrestler); Hdiodoros (son of Dion); Dion, Throros 

ll* meri(iarfll> Theodoras Datiaputni’ 
Theodoras son of Theoros. All have already been referred to " 

" “ * hetedirary name and Arre^doras as prabobly 
formed from the non-Greek goddess of Pushkalavati (CHI n tr&i „„ * __ii ' 

plrr D»T“4H.lfc™"“=»* 45&£j£ty& 
3 II "“K'1' that Theodoras is only Deviate. But tXsTr™ Jr £ 

name were Buddhists and could hardly have home the name of Buddha’s implacable 
enemy, who pursued him through all his <*>dsier,ces. imptataoje 
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Tliis does seem to have some bearing on the relationship of the 
Greets generally, or of many Greeks, to Indian religions and primarily 
of course to Buddhism, once Indianisation bad begun after e, ioo B.c.; 
and in fact it was, as we shall see, about this time that sometlung took 
place which is without parallel in Hellenistic history: Greeks of them¬ 
selves placed their artistic skill at the service of a foreign religion*1 and 
created for it a new form of expression in art* Nothing can be more 
eloquent of the Indianisarion which was taking place and of the attitude 
of Greeks generally to Buddhism; it has been well said that the art of 
Gandhara was bom of Buddhist piety utilising Yavana technique.1 If 
Greeks elsewhere made statues of foreign deities, it was because they 
wanted them themselves; for example, they made statues of Isis, not 
for the benefit of the religion of die native Egyptians, but because 
sections of the Greek world were taking Isis to themselves as didr own 
and wanted statues of her* But what happened in India was a different 
matter, whether some of the Greek artists of Gandhara were or were 
not actually Buddhists; it might sometimes be difficult to say, for very 
many people gave Buddhism some sort of intellectual assent without 
joining the Order, just as in Russia to-day only a small minority of 
those who assent to Communism ate members of the Order, the 
Communist Party. But Buddhists or not, these Greeks worked for the 
Buddhist world; and the school of Gandhara, in that sense, is unique. 

^ith that school, considered as art^ I am not concerned; I only 
want the chronological history of an idea* A great mass of sculptures 

\and reliefs is now known, and the Gandliara art extended all over 

1 Greek kings elsewhere, from motives ofpolfcyj might build or restore temples 
to a foreign deity and employ some Greek work-people; but that is a very different 
matter. 

1 Grousset p. So. 
* There is a targe literature, winch I need not set ouj« The standard work is 

A Fflydiffj ZVr Ji Gandbdra 1914 (1 yok.); such of die later 
special Literature as is known to me and is materia! to my subject will be mentioned 
in its place. Accounts will be found in all general works on India, like those of 
R, Grdusret, L. de la YalMe- Poussin, and R Masson-Oursel and others, /fnetint 
India and Indian Civilisationsf 1934- For jaccr influences in Central Asia see 
primarily the works of Sir A. Stem and A. von Le Coq; for those in the Faicpami- 
sadae, the memoirs of the French archaeological Mission, notably J. Barthoux on 
Hadda and A. Godard and J. Haddn 1 m Runyan* None of this is materia! 10 the 
particular question wiili which I am alone dealing. A recent study has sought to 
deny Greek influence altogether and to connect Gandharan art with Mahtnjodaro, 
the gap being only some three millenniums: Fr. H. 1 [eras* Joum* R,j4Srj Bombay 
Btaw:Ap xii, 193d, pH 71. 

27 
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the Greek North-West; practically every tiling k an illustration of the 
life and the previous lives of Buddha, very few pieces being known 
which do not relate to him,1 and the Gandhlra influence Tins been 
(raced into Central Asia and, some would say, still farther east, as well 
as in the later Buddhist an revealed at Hadda and Bamyan. The content 
of the art is purely Buddhist; the form at the start is largely^ Hellenistic 
Greek, and commonplace Greek motives are freely used as decoration; 
as rime passed die style steadily became more and more Indian and less 
and less Greek. This Graeco-Indian art is distinct from the purely 
Greek pieces found in north-west India, like the Athena of the Lahore 
Museum, which represent the art of die Greeks for themselves; some 
of these pieces are said to belong to the second century bx*, but some 
have been placed in the first century,5 so that the two arts may have 
overlappedh There are affinities between the Greek decorative motives 
of the earlier Gandhara pieces and the coins; the Tiitons3 recall Hippo- 
stratus' coinage of r. 6o-fo bx. onwards (p. 316), and die so-called 
gigantomachy,^ which shows the influence of Pergamum,is a parallel to 
the serpent-footed giant on Telephus* coin of c- 70-60 n.e., (p. 333), 
which also connects with Pergamum; it seems probable that an occasional 
artist came out from the West. 

The beginnings of the Gandhara school have been dated everywhere 
from the first century B.c. (whichwas M. Toucher's view) to the Kushan 
period and even after it; and the late date, which one had hoped had 
died with Vincent Smith,is now becoming fashionable again (pp* 397^.) 
and is supported by postulating that in the Rushan period there was a 
large influx of artists into India from the Graeco-Roman West. There 
is indeed said to be a class of gems found in India which suggest that in 
the first and second centuries a.d. a strong wave of artistic hnflumc* 

from Asia Minor did reach India;> but whether these gems were en¬ 
graved in India or whether, like the Turkestan seals, they themselves 

J H. Hargreaves published two in ASI192G-7 p. 2 51 and said there was only one 
other then known. 

% Marshall in ASI 1911-13 p. 17 assigned the Dionysus to the second century 
fix. but the statue of the child to the first century, 

1 Foucher 1 pp. 141 figs. 120-4. Fig. 114, from Fushkalivatf, is a two-tailed 
Triton, as is the Triton on Hippostratus" coins, BMC PL XIV, 6, wiih which 
Foucher p. 242 compares it. On the Lwo-iailed Triton see Dressier In Roscher v 

P 
* IL p. 14V fig* Bui die giant of the fight is reaily a two-railed Triton. 
* Marshall in CHI p. S48. 
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came from the Roman world I do not know. Bur the builder of the 
little chapel inside the Kunala stupa (p. 361) did not come from the West, 
The only people we actually know of who did come to India from 
the West in the Roman Imperial period were, on the one hand, the 
numerous merchants who frequented the ports of Southern and Further 
India and gave Ptolemy his information about these coasts and who 
certainly had nothing to do either with art or with north-west India, 
and, on the other hand, an occasional traveller like the one whose 
description of Taxi la under Gondophares was reproduced by Philo- 
stratus (p. 360) ; and if it be supposed that die powerful Kushan kings 
did import artists on a considerable scale from Graeco-Roman Asia 
Minor, it is strange that these men, instead of working in their own 
Graeco-Roman style, should have proceeded to start a school of Indo- 
Greelt art, and even stranger that no information about the Kushan 
kings or the Northern India of that period ever came back to Roman 
Asia or to die West at alL Gandhara art, much Indjanised, flourished 
under the Kush a ns because an art-current will last after the people who 
started it have vanished; but to date its beginning at a 'time wnm 

were dying out and Greek influence in India was over is an historical 
impossibility, and certainly no trained Greek historian will ever believe 
it 'unless something very much more to the point can be adduced than 
has yet been done. I have already pointed out (p. 134), with the terrihle 
example of the Victory of Samothrace always before me, the danger of 
trying 10 found chronology upon different writers' different and perhaps 
subjective views upon style; no doubt style is sometimes useful as a 
support to or illustration of chronology, but the style-sequences must 
themselves be properly founded first, or else one is merely arguing in 
a circle. 

My reason for considering tire chronology is on account of a matter 
of great importance to the story of the Greeks In India, the origin of 
the Buddha-statue and the controversy of late years regarding that 
origin; for there seems to be a definite and very material chronological 

1 The only Greek historian known to me who has noticed the matter is 
E; Cavaignac, who said in 19;3 that somehow the Gandhira school mint be connec ted 
with the Bactrian Greeks {Indian An end Letters vrr p, it;), i.t. die Bactrian 
Greeks in India. This is the view for which Sir J. Marshall for long contended, t,g> 

JRAS 1909 p. redo; and in t9t4 A. Foucher (u, 443) made it die dominant view 
for a good many ycare. But Marshall, under the influence of die hctlenised art of 
Parthian Taxi la, has now changed his view and nuts the origin of Gandhara art in 
die period of Parthian rule, first century A.D.: A,SI 1930-4 (pub, 1936) p, jjj. 
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fact of which, so far as I can find, no account has been taken, and which 
in my view should be conclusive. Before coining to it I must just sketch 
in outline the conflicting views on the matter; and I had better state 
once again that the real question at issue is not one of style or stones 

But of the genesis of an idea. 
For centuries Indian Buddhists, as is well known, had felt a deep- 

seated repugnance to depicting Buddha in human form; they repre¬ 
sented him only by symbols. In Indian art from the third to the first 
centuries B.c., at Bodh Gaya, at Bharhut, at Sanchi, Buddha had never 
appeared in person; his presence was indicated by the Bo-tree or the 
Wheel of the Law,by his footprints or his umbrella, by an empty throne. 
But in the Greek or semi-Greek art of Gandhara he war represented in 
human form, while on the other hand at Mathura there have been found 

^/purely Indian statues of Buddha' as a man which show no trace of 
^ Greek influence; something—what it was may be rather the question— 

had therefore occurred which had overcome the repugnance of Indian 
Buddhists to portray him or sec him portrayed as a man. Twenty years 
ago M. Foucher’s view was generally credited: the portrayal of Buddha 
as a man was due to the semi-Greek an of Gandhara, and the great 
mass of Budd ha-statues which have existed for many centuries and 
exist to-day all over eastern Asia ultimately go back to the Gandhara 
Buddhas, though all traces of Greek influence have long died out. But 
to-day the Indian Buddhas of Mathura have come into prominence, 
and it is being argued that the Gandhara Buddhas had only local 
influence or no influence at all, and that die later Buddha statues all 
derive from the purely Indian art of Mathura. It is a big question; it 
teas summed up by Dr EL Waldschmidt in 19301 in the telling phrase 
that the battle-cries now are ‘Gandhara and Greece* or ' Mathura and 
India'.3 

1 First detected by Dr Ph. Vogel. His latest and fullest work on the art of 
Mathura, with magnificent plates, is La avlpiwt de Matkurd 1930 (- Art 
Asieiiea xv). 

3 Bit EnswktltMggeschithte dt-1 Baddha-bUdci in ladita, Osmslal. Z. jjjo 

p. 17J- 
1 There is an excellent exposition of the question and arguments in de la Vallde- 

Poussin, pp. 244 I howler ventured to take it my own way. The 
question has sometimes been mixed up with the very different "question whether 
Indians made statues of their gods before Creeks come, i.t, before Alexander. 1 
think the evidence is sufficient that they did; but this has not, and cannot have, anv 
bearing on die question of the fluddha-statue, for Buddha was still being represented 
by symbols at Sanchi (fust century S.C.). r 
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No one has ever put the Mathura Bud dims before the Christian Era,1 * 3 4 5 6 
and usually they are assigned to the late Ktishan period, second century 
a*d», the association of the Kushan Huvishka with artistic activity at 
Mathura being indisputable/ The champions of Mathura are therefore 
in some difficulty, and are not certain whether to meet it by dating the 
beginning of the Gandhaia school very late (a matter to which I have 
already referred) or by positing two separate and unconnected creations. 
Dr L. Badihofer^ for example, who dates the first Gandhara Buddha nor 
later than the Chris dan Era, has said that soon after Kanishka's accession 
Mathura did over again for itself what Gandhara had already done; that 
is, he believes in two independent origins of the Buddha-stame. 
Wajdschmidt, whose view has been much supported/ also dated the 
first Gandhara Buddha to about the Christian Era, and die first Indian 
Buddha of Mathura, uninfluenced by Gandhara, about a century later; 
he makes Greek influence reach Mathura twenty years later stiil (winch 
is odd, seeing that Greeks had ruled there from r. 175 to c. 100 b.l\) 

and die out again, leaving the path dear for the classical Buddhas of 
the Gupta age and all subsequent Buddhas to derive from the art of 
Mathura. Dr W, Cohn, who 1ms maintained since 1925 that on internal 
grounds the Buddha-statue must be a purely Indian invention even 
though this be only a theory resting on hypotheses/ also believes that 
the Buddha-image was evolved twice and independently, and has said 
that die time will come when Mathura will stand forth as the sole place 
of origin of the Budd ha-statue, even though h cannot be pr&vedh—-a 

1 li is difficult to separate the Buddha image at Mathura from the Jina-image; 
and according to^Ramaprasad Chanda, ASI 1715-4 p- 114, all the Jain images of 
the Mathura group an? dated, and dated in die Kushan period, except one figure on 
a jablet of homage, which may be as old as the Christian Era, 
1/1 PL Vogel, ASI too6-7 p. ?9* 

3 Z7£s fr^Jimdiscke Annst 1717 p, lid. I have been unable to see this hook and 
rely on W. Cohn 5 summary, QttasiaU Z* 19)0 p. 386. 

4 Qpm ci£M n* 377, His view is died as being now the general opinion of 'Indo 
logieF—tiardfy that, unless in Germany—by R+ Fide, Dk buddhiswch* Kultut unJ 
das £rSe Alexanders des Giessen 1734 p. iy 

5 BuddAa in dtr Konst des Qsttns 19a 5 pp. jocymocvu* and see a valuable review by 
him of recent literature in Qsraswt* Z. 1730 p. 2S5, I liave not seen SchdTnan, Die 
Buddhadnrszelhmgen des Afunckner Aiuseums fur Viilk.tr kundtn 1718, who J under- 
stand supports Mathura. 

6 In a review of Fick in Ostasias. Z. 1934 p. 137 (my italics). In BmMta m der 
Kunst des Qsieni p. xxvi he had looked forward to it being one day proved 1 khpp 
und kJarF_ 
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remark which deserves to live* (By 'influence' these writers mean 
influence upon style*) 

On the other hand Dr A. K. Coomaraswamy, who has always 
championed Mathura, lias seen that it is really putting too much strain 
on people's credulity to ask them to believe that a Buddba-image was 
created afresh and quite independently at Mathura a cenrury or more 
after it had already been created in Gandhara (a point which Dr Vogel 
has often emphasised}* and he has always made the two creations take 
place simultaneously; in 1916 he declined to fix a date,1 but in 1927 he 
put the date in the middle of or early in the first century a.d,^ and in 
1931 he repeated that die Gandhara Buddha must be later than the 
Christian EraJ Other writers also, as already noticed, have thought to 
solve the problem by dating the Gandhara school late, since the 
Mathura Buddhas could not be put early. Mr C de B. Codrington* 
who found the Greek side unintelligible both in fact and chronology* 
and therefore turned to the Indian side* has said that FouchetJs chrono¬ 
logy does not contain a single fixed point and that there is no reason to 
antedate Gandharan art in order to provide a borrowed origin for the 
Buddha image.5 L. Bachhofer in 192^ argued that Gandhara art mutt 

be late because no coins earlier than Aaes I were found under excavated 
stupas without coins of Azes I also, which is not even true to the 
facts? and also neglects to notice tJiat under many stupas there were 
no coins at all; and in 1931K he argued that, as the heads from Hadda 
look like Hellenistic wrork of the second century B*c. and in fact belong 
to the lourth-fifth centuries AfcD„, the earlier any Gandhara work 
looks the later it actually is-, one would have expected a critic of his ex^ 
perience to have had some Inkling of the explanation^ Dr StenKonow,10 
aiter finding that on his own chronological scheme all dated statues of 

; Indum^km of th Buddha image, JAGS XLVf, 1926t p. 165. 
fJisfory Indian and Jndamfuzn art^ 1917 pr 60. 

J Reviewing BftdihpJcrtJAQSu3 1931, Dr js. 

; 4™" l9* RP- SO-u 1 do not bbffle him. S Op. dr. f 1. 
Kur Oditrimg dtt Gandhara-Ptastik pp, £ 
Under stupa U' at laiik, A&i 1915-16 p, 3, die |3[eS[ TOin found was one of 

ipalahora (Spilyns), who died c, jo a,c. (before 48 B.C.), some twenty yeai* before 
the reign of Azes; s« Chap, vjjj. J J 

, ]^.Slu£a hd^faUn (Ehtngabe fur W, Ctiger) i«i p. 39. 
i he stucco heads were casi in old Hellenistic moulds and then attached to [be 

fourih-wntury a.o. bodies; see A. Foucher, Mm. Pin xxx, 1919, p. 101, who says 
ut die very beautiful head in the Muj6* Guintet w hich he is considering is good 

enough to have been by Lysippus. » Berlin SB ,938 p. (65 
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Buddha are very late, has made the Gandhara school begin after the 
Kushan period, w, at a time when Greeks and everything Greek had 
completely vanished from India; and finally Dr E. Herzfeld has put 
the Gandhara monuments ‘later by many centuries' than the Grace o- 
Bactrian empire.1 It is a fact that there is nothing to be made of the 
dated Buddha statues; the earliest, the Loryan Tangai Buddha, is dated 
318,* and even if the earliest possible dating, the hypothesis that the 
figures refer to the Seleucid Era, be taken, that only makes it a.d. 6; in 
fact it is quite uncertain in what Era it is dated. And though the 
Bimaran casket in the British Museum was found with some coins of 
Azes I, that only means that it is probably not earlier thane. 30 b.c. and 
may be a good deal later; his big coinage may have long remained in 
ejaculation. 

seems evident that some of the writers I have cited are confusing 
V^o different tilings, history and psychology. What history desires to 
s/know is fwho made the first statue of Buddha, and when. But this 

school is so impressed with the belief that Indians ought, as a matter of 
psychology, to have made the first statue of that revered figure and that 
they alone would have possessed the necessary religious vision^ (this I 
think is in one aspect true and I shall return to it later), that they argue 
that what ought to have happened must liave happened, a very danger¬ 
ous procedure. It has led one writer to die statement that 'the essential 

■ h 10 prove* what he wants to believed it has led others to the 
hypothesis that IF Greeks made statues of Buddha they must have been 
copying Indian work and that therefore we must postulate earlier 
Buddhas of wood or ivory which have perished without trace,* a 
hypothesis admittedly unsupported by evidence and definitely con¬ 
tradicted by the fact that on die Gandhara statues Buddha’s hair is not 
shaved and his head is really the head not of an ascetic or a monk but 
of a king/' Clearly what is wanted is not more theories but some definite 
piece of chronological evidence which shall decide whether the 
Gandhara Buddlia be early or late; and that evidence exists. 

1 Archaeological History of lean 193 j p, jS. 1 Clip, rod no. xl. 
1 Cf. Cohn, Buddha in der /(unit dts Os lens pp. xxvi-xxvii; Cod ring ton Op. tilH 

P- 47; v. Guloubcw* BEFEO xxm, 1913, p. 451. < Goluubew op. pT 4p. 
3 Cohn op. tit. p. KKiil; H, v. Glasenapp in GM, Ohjt Commemoration Volume 

1935 (not seen; I re]y on Qitaiim* Z. xxiT 193 ^ p. iji)+ 
^ 6 A. FoLitKcrj The beginnings of Buddhist Art (tram, by L, A. Ultimas and 
F, W. Thomas) pp, 131-3, For the assimilation of Buddhi*g funeral to that of a 
Qukravartin king see p. 264. 
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It exists in the represen ta don of a Buddha statue on a coin of Manes;1 
for that Maues reigned from c. So to c+ 5S n+c* seems now certain 
enough (Chap, vmj—his reign may have begun somewhat earlier but 
cannot have ended later—and no one can ever again place this king 
near the Christian Era without first explaining away the definite fact 
of the identical Telephus-Maues monograms at Kaptsa (see App* td), 
which will take some doing. The high probability (we shall find it is 
a certainty) of there being a representation of Buddha on a coin of 
Maues was pointed out in 1914 by Mr Long worth Dames,2 to whom 
the credit belongs; bur it was done in a review, which might easily 
escape notice, especially in 1914, and as die review was later than the 
three numismatic works professedly dealing with die Saca coinage, 
those who consult those works naturally find no trace of the matter; I 
have in fact only met one reference to it, and that did not appreciate its 
significance,3 Longworth Dames was not considering the controversy 
over the origin of the Euddha-statue, for in 1914 it was not in view; 
he was merely interpreting a particular coin, which must now be 
examined. 

The coin is one of a pair with identical obverses, which cannot be 
separated; but I will leave the second coin4 for the moment, merely 
saying that the humped bull on its reverse shows diat both wet£ minted 
at Pushkalavati, die capital of Gandhara, The types on die first coin 
were said by die older numismatists to be, obverse, elephant running 
with wreath in trunk; reverse, king to front seated cross-legged on a 
cushion with a sword across Jus knee$+5 I will take the reverse first. 

P- 7° *1®$* 343-24, PI- XVJIj j; Cunningham ArC 1&90 p* 133 no, 17, 

PL Illa 17? Cai. p. ids nos, 19-31, PJ* Xt 31. 
1 In a review of vol. t of Whitehead's Lahore Cataloging JKAS 1914 p, 793p be 

said: A dose examination of die plates and of three specimens in my possession 
fails to confirm the presence of a sword, the horizontal line ro the right being 
probably pa n of 1 he seat* The attitude of the figure seems 10 justify Its itkflwfication 
35 a seated Buddha, very like the seated Buddha on Lmklita's coin', W/C 
Pin XXXII, 14. Tf this attribution is correct it is probably the earliest appearance 
of Buddkn in coinage,' 1 note that V+ A. Smith, Indk Mm. Catalogue p> 40, left it 
open whether the figure is a king or a god* 

| Codrington vpr cit. p. jfi n* 3, who merely said shat if Longworili Dames was 
ngln 11 was the earliest Buddha figure known \ 

* Lahore Cat. p. ioi no, A second specimen has recently been dug up at 
Taxi la, ^5/ 1919-30 (pub. 1935) p- IB no. zz, 

5 obverse and reverse are enclosed in a square frame of fillet pattern, but 
niis is merely ornament, not enshrinement, as similar frames occur on other Sact 
cobs wlwre no such meaning is possible; see Lahore Cai. pp. 104 no. 355, 141 
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First, the cushion. The object supporting the Maues figure is not a 
cushion, for it does not go down in die middle and up at the ends as a 
real cushion does if a man sits on it;1 it is solid, that is, it is a pedestal or 
throne of some kind. Then as to the sword* The plates and coins 
accessible to me1 show dearly that Longworth Dames was right about 
the line: it does not go across the figure as a sword would, but there is 
a line on die figure's left (our right) and apparendy a tiny bit ofline on 
the figure’s right^ the figure interrupts the line and diere is no trace of 
a sword-hilt It is therefore die back of the throne, and die figure is 
seated on one of the thrones with a back which occur so frequendy as 
supports of statues of Buddha.4 It is material here that the latest 
numismatist to describe the coin, Mr Whitehead in the Lahore Cata¬ 
logue, does not mention a sword or any other object across the knees 01 
the figure; in fact it las its hands folded in its lap in a well-known 
attitude of seated Buddhas, and 1 do not envisage a Greek artist giving 
a king a sword for him to fold his hands meekly ever it. It hardly needs 
to be added that a sword is a most unlikely object tor a Saca king to 
hold, seeing that the weapons of die steppes were bow and spear. This 
can be illustrated from another Saca king, Aaes I. The horseman on die 
obverse of one series of bis coins, who can only be himself, carries a 
couched spear;-1' and another coin-series shows on die obverse a king, 
undoubtedly Azes himself, seated cross-legged* and holding across his 
knees the butt end of the great spear of the cataphracts, the kovt6s'— 

nos. 386-9, BMC P|, XXI, 11 (Spalyris); Lahore Cat. p. 144 no- 397, BMC 
PL XXJi, 4 (Spa)irises). 

1 This can be seen in the case of the cushion on which Kanishka's Buddha is 
seated, BMC PL XXXJJ, 14. 

1 Of;wtual coins I have only been abb to see die series in the British Museum. 
J This second bit of the line is shown in Lofton Cat. PI. X, jt. 1 cannot see it 

on the British Museum specimens, al] somewhat worn* 
* kor the square throne of the Buddha statues see Foweher it pp. 315, 439, 679, 

687, 691, etc.; one with back and side-pieces, p. 493, and another such unadorned, 
Vogel op. tie. PI. XXXIJI 6. Some of those with backs aie elaborately carved, as 
Vogel Pb. XXVI, XXVU. 

* BMC PL XVHI, ro, n; Lahore C<». PI. XII, 291; ASI1929-30 p. 89 no. 16. 
* BMC p. 83 nos* i <$—10, PL XJX, t; Cunningham NC 1890 p, 147 no* 9; 

Lahore Cal. p, r (S nos. 138-208. 
‘ BMC swotd, Cunningham sceptre, Lahore Cat. sword or mace. It has no 

resemblance to any of these objects, and there can be little doubt what it is, though 
I believe no explicit illustration of a xoirds lias been found (the Douta graffiti only 
show a line), tor die figure of (possibly) another king of nomad race with a spear 
see The Extavaiioru at Dura-EuropoSj kmi season, 1928—9 p. 196 (M. Rostovczeff). 
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the part for the whole, there not being room to get in the whole spear; 
it lies across itis knees because his raised right hand is already occupied 
and a Komk presumably required both hands. Lastly there comes the 
placing of the figure on the Maues coin, which is most important The 
cross-legged king Axes is of course on the obverse of his coin, that 
being the king's place on coins. Were the Mattes figure a king, it could 
only be Manes himself; but it is on the reve™, which on coins is not the 
king’s place but the godps place.1 * 3 No Greek engraver could have put 
Maues, the conquering ruler of a large empire, on the reverse of his own 

coinage. 
The placing of the figure, then, on the reverse should alone be con¬ 

clusive that it represents Buddha, or rather, from the throne and die 
attitude, a statue of Buddha; but whether it be conclusive or not is not 
actually material, for the obverse of the coin, "elephant running with 
wreath in trunk’, clinches the matter* The elephant is run running: he 
has both his forefeet high in the air, and any Indian Greek knew well 
enough that elephants do not run like that. The creature is dancing, 

dancing on its hind legs and offering a wreath to the seated figure. 
Here the second coin comes in; it has precisely the same obverse type, 
elephant dancing and offering a wreath, but on die reverse the place of 
the seated figure is taken by die humped bull of PushkalavatL Elephants 
may offer wreaths1 to kings or gods, but they do not offer wreaths to 
humped bulls, and what the bull, Siva’s bull, therefore represents is 
dear enough: it is Siva himself, die god's symbol for the god, who in 
fact does not appear in person on coins till those of the Kushans; there 
is an earlier instance in India of an elephant offering a wreath to a god, 
die Zeus of Kapisa, on a coin of AntialcidasJ This settles the question 
of the seated figure. The dance of the elephant, on both coins, is a 
religious dance before his god, like that of David before Yahweh and 
many another instance; he is performing an act of reverence or w orship 

1 Kamshka's Buddhas are naturally on the reverse, BMC Pis. XXVI, XXXJI, 
14* The Buddha of Kujiik Kadphises (p. 40j) is on die obverse because (here w a 
god, die Zeus of Kapisa, on the reverse, and Buddha was ihe more important of die 
iwo. 

3 The iheramte on wreaths is collected by L. Deubntr. AtcA. fur RcligionsK'bs* 
xxstj 1933, p. 70 n. 1. For the offering of wreaths to gods see Ganszyniec, in 
PWT cols 

■ BMC p. no. x, the elephant kendt it to Zeus. A rare com of Antialddas 
(ZdAera Cm, PL IVP iti] AS/ 1929-30 p. E6 no- 9) has obv, bust of the king, rev* 
elephant standing and holding wreath; it may mean he is offering it to the king- 
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before the two beings (I must not here call Buddha a god)* who repre¬ 
sented die two religions which divided the allegiance of Pushkalavatl, 
those of Buddha and of Siva.* 

Whedier the elephant represents Manes* Indian kingdom,* or 
whether it be the elephant of Taxila (pp, 163^,), symbolising his capital 
—there is no third alternative—is not very material, for in either case 
the meaning is clear: Maues, having conquered Gandhara, is at pains to 
assure his new subjects in the usual way that he will respect both dieir 
religions; coins of this kind, as I have said before, are only the dead 
residuum of what were once living proclamations and acts of State. It 
is material here that there is a series of coins struck by Kujuh Kadpfaises4 
after the conquest of the Paropamisadae which show on the obverse a 
seated Buddha with one hand raised in benediction, and on the reverse 
a standing Zeus, which must be the Zeus of Kapisa; these coins afford 
a close parallel to the Maues coins, for in each case Buddha is associated 
with the god of the city of minting, in the one case the elephant-god or 
Kapisa and in the other Siva of Pushkalavatl; it may be worth notice 
that Wima Kadphises after his conquest of Gandhara called Mmsdf a 
follower ofSi va J 11 was a standing difficulty when M. Foucher wrote6 that 
the earliest Buddha-statue on a coin was that on a coin of Kam&hka,? 
which is fairly late; we now liaye a regular sequence—Maues, Kujula 
KadphiseSj KanishfcaL 

Manes' conquest of Gandhara wras not much earlier or much Later 
than 70 B.c. (p. 312), and the Buddha-srarue must have been wrell 
established before he issued his coin; that dates the Gandhara Buddha 

c If not actually a god on Manes* coin, he is very near one, as on Kanishka's 
coins; for the latter see Fauchtr jj p* 439*, dc la VaJfe-Poussin p. 313. 

1 This tin have nothing to do vicli Siva as Nattuaja, Lord of the Dance, □ 
mo live which seemingly docs not occur in art before the sixth century a.d,; E, B, 
Ha veil, A handbook of Indian Art 1910 p. tyG. 

1 A gold srarer of Wima Kadphtscs represents him riding on an elephant to 
commemorate the conquest of his Indian realniT Era. Mus. Quarterly ¥111, 1931, 
p. 7M J+ Allan* NC jliv, 1935, p. 4* No other king, Greek, Sac*, Pphlava, or Rushan, 
tides an elephant. 

* ASI 1911-13 p. ji nos. p-4 (fl spedmensjp 1914-15 p. 33 no. 3S, 1915-16 
p. 34 nos. iS, *9, By combining the coins Marshall read die legend on the obverse 
{ASI 1911-13 p. 44} tL\ yavngasa Kujuta Kasasa Kushanasa, "Of die chief Kujula 
Kadphises the Rushan*. 

1 Fouther ll pi 519; de la Yall6e~Poussin p. 312. 
^ See Foucher 11 p. 442. 
? BMC PI. XXXN, 14; ASI 1915-16 p. 34 no, ao, 
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10 early in the first century fi.c, at latest? and that agrees with the 
already noticed parallelism of some of the Greek ornamentation of 
Gandhara art with coins of Telephus and Hippostratus. Tliis means 
that Foucher’s chronology for die beginning of the Gandhara school 
was substantially right. 

The Gand!lira Buddha is then at a century, and perhaps nearer 
two centuries, older than the Indian Buddha of Mathura; by the rime 
die biter started, statues of Buddha had been common for generations 
in die North-West of India, the original Greek territory, and Mathura* 
situated on die great high-road, the most frequented road In India* 
which ran from Pataliputra and the Ganges country through Mathura, 
TaxiJa* and Pushkal avail to Kapisa and $0 to the West, could not 
possibly have remained ignorant of them. I shall not instance the pieces 
at Mathura which show Greek motives unintelligently applied by some 
Indian artist commissioned to do something which he did not under¬ 
stand;1 but Greeks had ruled Mathura for three-quarters of a century, 
down to somewhere about too B.c., and therefore, whenever Mathura 
first received Greek artistic mftuencts? it is idle to suppose that people 
there did not know what the Greeks were doing—quite a different 
matter—or that there could have been in that town a second Creadon of 
die Buddha image bearing no relation at all to the first creation. 

1 am only concerned with chronology, and the long priority of the 
Gandhara Buddha is now, I think, proved by a definite piece ol 
evidence; but I should like to sketch what, in my opinion, must have 
been die course of even ts. 3 The Greek, as we have seen, was becoming 
Indiamsed from about the beginning of die first century a.c., and there- 
with was born the Gandhara school, which must from its date be in the 
line of development of die Greeks who came to India from Bactria; 
the Indian Buddhist, influenced by Bhakti (p. 406}, wanted the story of 
the life and previous lives of Buddha cut in stone, and die Greek was 

1 

] Heracles strangling the Nemcsn lk>nt die so-called Silenuj, and the Btadhtfudiaii 
scene; this last has been dated to die first century by Rintaprasid Chanda, 
s$Sl 1932-3 p, 167, Vagd | think has no[ dated these piecesTbuf would, J imagine, 
on his argument put them Liter; sec generally his articles jfSI 1906-7 pr 137* 
J p- 63, and La Sculpture dr Mathura p. ^ 

Vogel ha* il ways eon tended that they came through the medium of die 
Ganeiliara school. 

1 It has been suggested to me by Professor A. D. Nock that there is in a measure 
a parallel eo be found in Miihraic iconogfiipliv^ last smdEiiid by Fr* SaslP jWiMra 
m*- 
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now, as he might not have been in the time of Demetrius and Menander, 
ready to respond. The first Greet artist had to decide what to do with 
the perpetually recurring central figure. He may or may not have 
known, or eared, whether Gautama had been a man or a god; being a 
Greek, he only knew one way of representing either, and therewith 
was bom, in the mind of some unknown and obscure Greek sculptor, 
the idea of representing Buddha in human form. The Greek artists took 
their own Apollo type and Indianised it; the steps from the Greek 
Apollo to the Graeco-Indian Buddha have often been traced.1 * But their 
Buddha went no deeper than their Apollo; he was Just a beautiful man; 
you may search these suave faces1 in vain for what should have been 
there, the inner spirit of the great Reformer. 

So some Indians ultimately felt,3 It can only have been dissatisfaction 
with the established Gandhara type of Buddha which first produced the 
Indian type at Mathura, It was recognised that it was now far too late 
to represent Buddha in any way but as a man; but they wanted a Buddha 
of their own, not a Greek Apollo. How far at the start any question of 
spirituality entered into the matter may be doubtful; something may 
have been due to the Kushan king Huvishka’s patronage of Mathura 
art; in any event the light ladies who figure as Yakshis on some 
Buddhist monuments there4 do not suggest any excessive spirituality 
among die Buddhists of Mathura, Their first essays at making Buddhas 
of their own produced, according to Dr Vogel, only mediocre figures, 
gauche and heavy and of an astonishing uniformity** But Indian artists 
had to learn how to express themselves, which took rime; they were 
struggling toward something better* 

Most writers who regard die Indian Buddhas of Mathura as earlier 
than the Gandhara type have not attempted to explain, though it 
urgendy calls for explanation, how the Indian came to discard the old 
rule of only representing Buddha by symbols, which had lasted for 

1 Beside Fotacher rt pp* 283-4, $« a number of images of Buddha arranged to 
show tile transition from die Apollo type by A. H. Longhtirst, Itiuitraud London 
News 1929 i pk 394 (March pin); also the development on PL VII in 
P. Masson-Oursel and others, Anci&u India 1934. 

1 Whar I mean can be illustrated from various figures in Foudicr, vol. it: p, 291 
fig. 44F* [lit; Buddha in the Guides' Mess, Mardan; p+ ]oj % 449 (Pcshawiir 
Museum); p, 309 fig. 4^2 (Lahore Museum). Also A$I 1915-16 PL XX d. 

J Cf+ EL EL Havell, A Aandhok of Indian art 1920 p. 1 
4 Vogel, La Sculpture de MatAufd p. 32 Pis, XVIII, XIX. 
3 /i. p* 39. 
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centimes, and to make of him a human figure; an interesting view 
however has been put forward, which at first sight seems as though it 
might provide an alternative to the explanation that it was due to 
Greek example, and that is that it was due to the penetration of Bud* 
dhism by Bhakti.1 But the chronological difficulty is considerable* 
Bhakti, which means devotion, has been defined as 1 passionate self- 
ohliviom devotion to a deity1 (say rather, A supreme personal Being) 
who in return bestows his grace';1 its scripture is the BhagavadgM, 

which was added as an episode to the Mahabharata and which enjoins 
the worship of a personal godJ When Bhakti began to penetrate 
Buddhism seems unknown, but it substituted devotion to the person 
of Buddha for die original idea of Buddha as a teacher, and was one of 
the factors which led to the divine Buddha of the * Great Vehicle', the 
Mahayana. But Bhakti penetrated other religions also t it created the 
new V bhnulsm, the personal cult of Vishnu-Krishna as an all-embracing 
god, the Rhagavat whose worshippers were called Bbagavatas^ Possibly 
the new Vishnuism did originate at Mathura, the traditional birthplace 
of Krishna, but it is far older than the Mathura Buddhas; it is said to be 
mentioned in Panini^ and also in a Brahmi inscription of the second 
century bx+/ and indeed it radier looks as if Bhakti, generally speaking, 
may have been partly the reaction of the Indian mind to, or against, the 
foreign invasions, Persian and Greek. By about 100 the Bliagavata 
religion was well established in places as far distant as Taxila and Vidis3t 
as is shown by the column at Besnagar of Heli odoms die Bhagavata 
from 7 axih (p+ 381) and by another column two miles away at B hi Isa,7 
sec up by a man named Bhagavata in connection with the temple of 
Rhagavat and dated in the reign of die Sunga king Bhagavata (the names 
explain themselves); while in die course of die first century b,c.* besides 
die occurrence of the word in inscriptions^ a king of the Audumbaras 
in^fie eastern Punjab called himself a Bhagavata.^ 

Ramaprasad Chand^ AS/ 1915-* p. raj; Konovjt Btrlin SB 193E p, 570, wise 
quoces so she same effect fp. ^CG) a srudy by A. K- Counw^ amy in i9n which 
I have nor $«n. Cf. cft la Vafl^Poussin pp, 

1 Sir Charles Elios, Hinduism andBuddhism rr, 1921* p+ i*Jo. See also Wlmcmiiz, 
tng, itzm. ir p, 4^ 

3 EHo[ °p- nt* pp* iSOi 1*0; WtnrerniEz d>. p. 437, 

l ™** ^ ,St 5 Not later than 300 u.c, CHI p. nj* 
, kl(£ referring to no, 6 in LOcferV Ikt of BrJjmi iiwripifon* 
. D. R, Bhandarkar, AS/ 1913-14 p* 190. 

„ IfeP; ciim P' W* drinE no- in Lfrders' Hsl 
BMC India pp. Ixxxv, tij5 on coins of MaJlideva, 
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Though it is not known when Bhafcti first began to affect Buddhism, 
i t seems impossible to separate this by any long interval from die origins 
of the Bbagayata religion, which probably gave the impulse1 and which 
was well established in the Buddhist North-West by or before c* too B*c.; 
and where Bliakti may come in over the question of the Buddha statue 
is not in relation to die Mathura Buddhas at all but in relation to die 
creation of the Gandhara Buddha in the early first century B.c;a it may 
have been the reason why the Buddhists of the North-West began to 
want the lives of Buddha glorified in stone and why they acquiesced in 
and took up the methods of their Greek artists, who could only 
represent Buddha, as they represented their own gods, in human form* 
The Indian artists of Mathura discarded the old rule of representing 
Buddha only by symbols, not because of Ghakri, but because for 
generations that rule had vanished from the Graeco-Buddhist art of the 
North-West and they could not fall behind; it was too late to do 
anything else. 

Ultimately the Indian artist reached what he sought, a spirituality 
which the Greek Apollo type could never have given him* Beside the 
writers whom I have been quoting, Sir John Marshall has pointed out3 
that, in the great Buddhas of the Gupta period, we get a spiritual 
quality in the Indian conception of the Divine wliich could not have 
arisen in a school based upon classical tradition; and I may perhaps 
refer to the wonderful and saintly face of a Budd ha-statue in the Lahore 
Museum,4 where die bones, outlined through the starved flesh, bring 
vividly before us one who had suffered deeply with and lor suffering 
humanity. But all that Indian artists did—and it is immaterial here 
whether, as regards styUt all subsequent Buddhas derive from the 
Indian Buddhas of Mathura or from the Buddhas of Gandhara— 
originated in a reaction against the established Greek type of Buddha. 
What they might have done had the Greek type not existed is bootless 
speculation; in the way drat things did happen as matter of history, all 
the Buddha-statues in Asia with all their implications—and the Buddha- 
statue played its part in that conversion of Buddha from a man into a 

* Ramaprisad Oianda, oj*. ck, p. 115, who, however, says ‘evidently'* noi 
"probably'. 

1 Witiiemin: suggested this, Eng. irans, 1 pv iffi11 ■* much die most satisfying 
theory chronologically. 

3 JiSI 1907-3 p, 4&p quoting Havell; €N/ p. 649. 
4 Figured in Foucher n p. 439. 
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god which took place in the Mahay ana1—are there because some name- 
less Greek artist in Gaud ham, who had to earn his living, first portrayed 
Buddha in the only way he knew of. I have been tracing the history of 
an idea, die idea of representing the founder of Buddhism as a man; 
and that idea originated, not with India, but with Greece* It was die 
one great mark which the Greeks set upon India; and they did it by 
accident. 

But far-reaching as the Greek mark may have been, and deeply as it 
lias influenced many countries in Eastern Asia which Greeks never 
knew, it no longer influences India: Buddhism has long since vanished 
from the land of its birth. The Greeks, as we have seen, did to some 
small extent affect Indians while they were in India, and were also to 
some extent affected by them; but there was nothing that was to be 
permanent there, not even the Buddha-statue, What I said earlier in 
this chapter, that (except for the Buddha-statue) the history of India 
would have been essentially what it has been had Greeks never existed, 
only needs now one very trifling qualification—the Alexander-descents 
of some hill rulers. I have already considered the origin and meaning 
of these when writing of Bactria* (Chap, vn), and the part played in 
them by die fictitious Seleucid pedigree; the only thing which need be 
added here is to call at tendon to the fondness of Indians of all classes 
for keeping pedigrees, which with them, as the Puranas show, really 
took the place ot history." As in Bactria, so also in India, I have never 
met with a complete list of the Alexander-descents, but a recent writer^ 
has given an interesting account of two of these hill rulers, Shah 
Sikander Khan, Mir (or Fbum) of Nagir, who likes visitors to remark 
on the resemblance of his profile to that of die heads on some Creek 
coins (which happens to be true), and his elder brother Sir Mohamed 
Nazim Khan, Mir (or Thum) of Hunza; chose who like picturesque 
link$ across die ages may find one in the fact that Hunza is to-day ruled 
by a descendant of Alexander who bears a British title. And that is all. 
Tt might serve as a text for yet another sermon on the vanity of human 
wishes that, while all else which Greeks did or sought to do in India 
lias long van is] led from that country, the one thing which still survives 
there in living form is a legend based on a fiction. 

1 The Gandhara statues of IkidMsattvas show that Mafia van Ism was already 
beginning in Gandhira art, 

1 Wintcmitz III p* Sr. 
i R. C. R Schoinberg, ffannun tht Qxm and M* InJui e$p+ pp, jotf, 



CONCLUSION 

Much was lost to the history of Hellenism when the Greek 
accounts of their empire in Bactria and India which once 
existed were allowed to perish. The story of the Greeks In 

the Farther East is notable in two aspects, first as the history of a march 
state and secondly as a unique chapter in the dealings of Greeks with 
the peoples of Asia; and to omit the Euthydemid dynasty from 
Hellenistic history, as has usually been done, and to confine that history 
to the four dynasties which bordered on the Mediterranean—one of 
which, the Attalids, was of very secondary importance—throws that 
history at least out of balance. A few words may be said by way of 
conclusion about these two aspects of the Graeco-Bactrian empire. 

Professor Toynbee in his great work has dealt once for all with die 
characteristics of the march state at large1 and has given many instances 
of how such a state, under the stimulus of external pressure, might be 
expected to develop such strength that it would not only master the 
pressure but would have plenty of energy over for other purposes. It 
might perhaps be said that in the Greek world Macedonia had been 
such a state: exposed to barbarian pressure from the North and to the 
pressure of Olynthus and Athens from the side of the sea, the little 
country developed such amazing vitality that it not only mastered both 
pressures and for two centuries shielded Greece from die barbarism of 
the Balkans but was able also to conquer the great empire of Persia. 
But however that may be, Bactria under the Euthydemids was a perfect 
illustration of the history of a march state. 

When in the middle of the third century B.c, the hand of the Scleucid 
slackened on die dangerous north-eastern frontier and a body of Patni 
irom the steppes broke in and set up the little kingdom which Greeks 
called Parthian, Bactria not only stood in the gap and shielded the 
Graeco-Iranjan world from the nomads for over a century, but the 

v/ 1 A. J, Toynbee, A StmfyofHmary n (and ed. 1931) pp. 11 i-ioS, * The Stimulus 
of Pressures’. A march sine was a state art the boundary of the community to 
which by race and culture it belonged, and as such acted as die shield of the inirritir 
against pressure from some alien community, in the case of Bactria the northern 
nomads. The classical instance is Brandenburg as the Teuronic outpost against 
the Slavs. 
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story of Macedonia repeated itself* line upon line* in the Farther Fast: 
Euthydemus was Philip II* Bactm was Macedonia* the derelict Mauryan 
empire was the Persian empire, and Demetrius was a second Alexander* 
As Philip had completed the making of Macedonia and the welding of 
its feudal princes and Us tribes into a people actively aware of its unity, 
so Eutliydemus was able to complete the process—others may have 
begun it—of turning Bacrria, with its Iranian barons, its Creek settlers, 
its serf peasantry, into a real state, which promptly developed such 
strength that while it held off nomadism with one hand it was able to 
annexe most of Northern India with die other. Alexander had had 
difficulty enough in conquering the powerful Iranian barons of the 
marches, and as he knew that mere conquest was useless unless you 
could find a way of living with the conquered afterwards, he had sought 
yf/econcile them by marrying into their class. Whetiter by accident or 
^|6ignt Seleucus had aUo married the daughter of a march baron, 
which may—we do not know—have favourably affected the fortunes 
oE her son Antiochus I in the North-East. But in some way Eutliydemus 
did succeed in doing what Alexander had meant to do; he did reconcile 
the great landowners and secure their co-operation. Thai no doubt was 
always possible, on terms; but what is extraordinary is that he did it 
while at the same time he was also transforming die peasantry and 
substituting for the open serf village of Alexander's day the quari- 
autonomous communities in large walled villages wliich Chang-k/ien 
found in Battria* Vt,re would give much to know his secret; what it 
meant to unite Bartria can be seen by looking at the complete failure of 
the Seleudds in regard 10 the rest of Iran* w hich fell away from them 
almost automatically as soon as the Parthian5 made it possible, while in 
IJactria the Parthians could never get a footing* Alexander had seen 
that ruling Iran was going to be the real difficulty* and before he died 
he had derided that the only solution was frankly to take her into 
partnership and create a Graeco-Iranian state. Whether even Ins genius 
and driving power could have carried this through against the opposition 
of the old-fashioned Macedonians was never to be put to the test; hut 
Euthydemus, aided by the ever-present danger from die nomad world, 
was able to do it in Bactria. 

Demetrius took the ideas of Alexander and of his father to India, and 
the kingdom he established there was not Greek but Graeco-Indian, 
some sort of a partnership. He had several advantages; one was the 
political position so skilfully exploited by himself and Ids lieu tenants* 
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which threw a good deal of India on to his side from the start; another 
was the fact that the attitude of Greeks, or of some Greeks, towards 
Indians differed somewhat from their attitude towards other ‘bar- 
barters’; they regarded diem mote as their equals. He was quite 
consciously copying Alexander: he meant to sit on die throne of die 
Matiryas as Alexander had sat on the dir one of die Achaemenids. But 
there had been two Alexanders, the conqueror and the dreamer; and 
Demetrius' idea of an empire which was to he a kind of partnership 
between Greek and Indian was inspired by the Alexander who had 
dreamt of a human brotherhood. How much with Alexander may have 
been sentiment we do not know; he was great enough to indulge in all 
die sentiment he pleased, did he desire to. But naturally one does not 
attribute sentiment to Euthydemus and his son; what they wanted was 
a great empire, but they thought that in die world of their day co¬ 
operation between Greek and Asiatic, such as Alexander had envisaged, 
offered the best chance of making one. Something of their strength isJ 
shown by the fact diat Demetrius’ general Menander, who was not oill 
his blood, carried on his policy wholeheartedly after his death; none or 
Alexander's generals had done as much. 

If we look at the state-forms of the Hellenistic kingdoms in their 
prime, say in the third century, we see in Ptolemaic Egypt absolute 
monarchy unfettered by any other element in the state; we see in 
Antigonid Macedonia a monarchy limited by the age-old rights of the 
Macedonian people under arms; we see in Seleudd Asia a monarchy 
limited by the rights of many more or less autonomous dues, rights 
which in most cases they had themselves created. All three state-forms 
could be traced back to some aspect of Alexander’s monarchy; all three 
dynasties could claim to be carrying on something which he had done. 
But there was another element in the matter, the huge mass of native 
subjects of the Alexander-monarehy; and we see no monarchy in the 
West which (putting religion aside) was subject to limitation, voluntary 
limitation of course, by the rights of its native subjects, though one docs 
not know what Cleopatra VII might have done had she come at the 
beginning of Ptolemaic history instead of at the end-1 But Hellenistic 
history would be imperfect had no dynasty made some sort of an attempt 
to put into practice, as the Stoics in some sense put into theory, not 

It is interesting, in connection with Demetrius 35 King of Justice, to compart 
conception in the Cleopatra prophecy of the justice she is to bring to the world; 

\f’TztTLtjR$ xxxii, 193*, pp. 136, 139. 
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anything which Alexander had Jam but die greater thing which he had 
dreamt; and that is the importance of the Euthydemld dynast)' during 
the three generations of its power (for politically Menander may be 
called a Euthydemid). The banishment of that dynasty from Greek to 
Indian history has been a sad impoverishment of die Hellenistic story. 

But the successes of Euthydemus and his son were bought at a price. 
Naturally we do not know cxacdy what the co-operation of Greek and 
Asiatic meant in their hands, or how far, if at all, they limited their own 
autocracy by rights conferred upon their native subjects. But dim as is 
our sight in the historical twilight which is all that has been vouchsafed 
to u$, two things stand out sharply enough: that some Indians saw in 
Demetrius something resembling die ideal King oTjustice of their own 
traditions, and that many of Demetrius' Greek subjects were not in 
sympathyjridi his policy , just as many of Alexander’s Macedonians bad 
disliked his policy with regard to Persia. The result was seen when 
Antioch us TV sent his cousin Eucratides to attack Demetrius* Apart 
from their traditional feeling of loyalty toward die Seleurid, many of 
the Greeks of Bactria undoubtedly preferred die simple nationalist 
policy of the hellemsing Antiochus to what they must have considered 
the pro-native policy of Demetrius; Demetrius is not the only king in 
history who has fallen because his ideas were too advanced for the 
majority of his subjects to follow them. The most important fact in the 
history of the Greek East is that something not very unlike the modem 
struggle between nationalism and co-operation was fought out two 
thousand years ago under the shadow of the Hindu Kush. 

Perhaps I may be permitted here one moment of pure fantasy. There 
is in existence, I believe somewhere in the United States, a slab of stone 
brought from Swat on which a Greek artist lias carved two figures. I 
have not sought to trace it, as it is not historical evidence; but the figures 
have appeared in a very remarkable work of fiction,1 and one who saw 
die slab before it was sold has assured me that the description of them 
there given is entirely accurate* One of the figures is a Greek Victory, 
and facing her is a strange composite creature with the head of a Greek 
Zeus and the body, repulsively rendered, of a native; and it pleases me 
to imagine that some Greek nationalist was here giving his views of the 
Indian empire of Demetrius and Menander* * ThL then is the result of 
our victories—this mongrel monstrosity/ It is but a fancy; and his 

1 A story, ad vmtcttmficm* caKed TAe Stiver Hand of Alexander, by an anony¬ 
mous author, in Blackwood's Tales from the Outposts, voL r, 1931. 
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view would assuredly not have been the only one, though it played its 
part. 

Unfortunate as were the results of Antiochus' attack for the future of 
Greek civilisation in die East, one must in fairness admit that he had 
plenty of provocation. It may speak well for the Greeks of the Farther 
East that, both in Bactria and in India, they were never, except in tile 
extreme east of their Indian realm, ousted by thejpeoples they ruled ; 
bur nothing ever prevented Greeks themselves from tearing each oilier 
to pieces so long as they had die power, and, as in die West, so in the 
East, they had fallen victims to themselves before they fell victims to 
the foreign conqueror. The weakened march state of Bactria itself was 
destroyed by a sudden blow. But its defence against its own domesuc 
barbarians, the peoples it knew, always held good, like dial of Mace- 
donia. The Macedonian defence was broken once for a moment, but by 
a strange race from the distant North Sea; and when the Bactrian 
defence failed at die end it was broken by an unknown people from the 
borders, of China, who not only possessed irresistible numbers but had 
perhaps been rendered desperate by their long failure to find any land 
where they could setde in peace. Had Fortune allowed Demetrius to 
consolidate Bactria and Northern India into one empire, it should have 
been strong enough to withstand even the Yueh-chi; but die Jot fell 

otherwise. 
The story of die Euthydemid dynasty is then, in one sense, the story 

of a courageous experiment which failed, though there is nothing to 
show that it need have failed but for external interference. But die 
experiment is only one aspect of it. In our mechanical age to-day, when 
the hopes, or the fears, of many are that the future will be a future of 
men thinking and acting in droves, at the mercy of mass belief and mass 
propaganda and little less mechanised than die machines they serve, it 
may please a few here and there to go back for a moment to a simpler 
and less sophisticated world, a world of wonderful chances for the 
individual, where great risks might sdll bring great prices for those 
who ventured. It is with some such thoughts in mind that I have 
attempted to see what could be recovered, it only in barest outline, of 
the lost story of the Greeks in the Farther East and of the dynasty 
which so nearly led them to amazing success, For one thing about that 
story is sure; win or lose, succeed or fail, it is the story of a very great 

adventure. 



EXCURSUS 

THE MI LINDA PASHA AND PSEUDO-ARISTEAS 

The Milindapanha1 or Questions of Milinda is the one ex taut work professedly 
dealing with any of the Greek monarchy in tile Far East; for Milinda, beyond 
any question* is the king Menander.1 It exists in a Pali version and, in part* 
in a Chinese translation of die fourth otaiiury A.D, of which two recensions 
are extant. The Pais work falls into two well-marked divisions; die first 
comprises pp. i-% in TrenukncFs edition of die Pali text, being books i-tii 
inclusive;5 Inc second and longer part comprises all that follows. It is now 
generally agreed that Part n is later than Part l and the work of a different 
hand,4 and it is also generally agreed rha: Part i (or perhaps I should say die 
original of Pari t) cannot be placed too long after Menander's death; but I 
need not quote the datings suggested, for none of t hose who have professedly 
dealt with thy work have investigated Menander's chronology and Iiave 
usually put him near the end of the second century b.c. or even in the first 
century. The Chinese translation includes Pari i and a few pages of Part 11. 

The work is cast in the form of a dialogue between Menander and a Such 
dhist sage Nlgasena, with an introduction in which Menander, at his capital 
Sagab, appears as a great king fond of learned disputations, together with 
Ins joo \ onakas, four o( whom play a part in setting the scene for the 
dialogue proper. In the first part Menander's professed object is not the 

I die this work in Rhys Davids' iransLnion of die Pali version., i vols. - Sacred 

*?&“ ™lfc xxxv-vit 1890, iS94;J give Iiis pagesand in brackets the pages 
Ot I tenekners Pali tm; Part J is vol. 1 pp. 1-1 jtS. 1 have also eon^ltd L* rinni, 

1?13 {mmsblion of Part 1); O. F. Schrader, Dm Fragcv 
dtt K&tigx Mtncndrm 190J; Wintenutt it, 1910, pp. 139™. (ji pp+ 174^ of the 
Ertg]tsli Translation;, P. PeIJiot, Ijts ao/nspropres dam Izt traductions ckmoisr 1 

du Mdindapank^JA 1914 p )?$>; Rhys Davids, Tht Afiliiuk Questions 1930, 
I haw been unable to see IE G j rbef Dcr AidmJaponAa> cm k.uiturkhtUcktr Homan 

1903, and A. Guedt, Eh'Mu Nynirniioka, Die Fragtn dtt Attfinda 1919 For tV 
(-Jiincse iransluion I luve used IJcnuevillc's ubustivc ^ludv, who gives {pp. 7 j ™.) 
a F rcndi translation sub tin Surra du bhikshu Nagastna. A blbhography of if ic 
literature relating to the Chinese version b given by Siegfried Behring in BSQS vuT 

f934p F- 3jy* of that relating to the Pall version H. p. jjy. 
Sev now Pdliot op, cu* pp. 380-5, and for die interchange of f and n Sylvaio 

LF^JA 1915 p, roi . 

it concludes wills HHcrc ends the answering of the problems of the questions 
of Milinda \ Rhys Davids 1 p. 13k 

^ o!iyS C^gianst die general belief) argued for a single author, as docs 
^ ,iv ***• ^ cjrin^E believe myself tiiat the wry different picture* of 

Mjiindj himself in Farts ] and zi an; by the sansv hand. 
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pursuit of knowledge but a dialectical victory over Nagasena, though he 
does not in fact keep his end up very well. In the second part, in which 
Menander gives Nigaserui a succession of dilemmas to solve, the king has 
become a Buddhist devotee humbly seeking knowledge, who at the end 
forsakes his throne and the world and enters the Order. Part it, notwith¬ 
standing its merits as literature—has it not preserved for us the Song of ihe 
Two Fairy Birds?—has no pretensions 10 be history; what I shall have to 
say deals with Part u The charm with which the whole work is written and 
its importance for Buddhist doctrine—it stands just outside the Triprtaka, 
the Pali Canon of Buddhist Scriptures^has led to it being much treated by 
Indian and Buddhist scholars* but chiefly of course for its doctrinal content; 
and it has been asserted, in all good faith but without sufficient knowledge 
from die Greek side, that it has no value for history and contains no trace 
of anything Greeks It Iras never been examined by any Greek scholar, and 
it is time mat this should be done* With Buddhist doctrine I am not con¬ 
cerned; my aim is to try to get the relation of Part i io Greek rule in India. 

Kings who liked disputations were a commonplace in Indian tradition, as 
were philosophical discussions in Indian life; some sage, arriving at a village, 
would challenge all and sundry to dispute with him, the conclusion being 
that the vanquished became the disciple of the victor,* as at the end of Part u 
Milinda becomes the disciple of Napsena. Also, with the Dialogues of ihe 
Buddha, the dialogue had become in India a well-established literary form 
for die conveyance of instruction in religion or philosophy. What was nos 
known in Indian literature—what had never happened before and was not 
to happen again—was that the interlocutor in a dialogue should be a foreign 
king and that the aim of the interlocutor should be a dialectical victory; for 
the interlocutors in tbe Dialogues of the Buddha, like those in the Dialogues 
of Plato, are only an agreeable piece of machinery fur didting the opinions 
of Buddha or Socrates. The model of the Miflndapanha has often been 
sought in one of the Dialogues of die Buddha, die Siimafinapliala Sutta;4 but 
though it is pretty certain that one section of the introduction ip the Milinda 
echoes die introduction to the older dialogue,* the scheme of the two works 
is eotally different. In the Samahnapfida Suria die king Ajaiasattu, who 
really wants ro know, asks one reasoned question, naming various learned 
men (some of diem blown to be historical) who have been unable tu give 
him the answer, and the Buddha then makes a long reply; there is no working 

* For the Canon see Winremiiz il chap, i and Cftf pp, tpi jfy, 
3 -F.y. Wtntcrniiz u p. 141 n*1 (Eng. Erans. pt 176 nP z)? also citing Garbe op* rio 

p. 114; Mrs Rhys Davids &p. as. p, 11. Ic k a commonplace, 
1 Rhys Davids, Buddhht India 1903 pp. ^47-8, Buddhism 1896 p+ 98. The 

Uptmuhads also give of kings instructing Brahman* (L. H. Gray, £nc. ofRtb 
Ethics vn pr 721), but that is a rather different master* 

4 Translation by Rhys Davids in Dialogues of the Buddha i+ 1899, p, 6$ ( SanrJ 
Books of shf. Buddhists II), 

* Rhys Davids p* S n* 2. 
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om of ills argumenE by question and answer. But though Indian scholars 
may be reminded of tile Samafinaphab Suita or ihe Upanishads, any Creek 
scholar who looks into the Milinda will ai once he reminded of something 
very different, a Hellenistic work in which the writer makes a foreign king 
put a large number of questions to the wise men of the writer^ own race and 
creed, the whole work being designed to do for tile religion of the Jew ish 
writer wiiai Part i of the Milinda was designed to do for tile religion of its 
Buddhist author: the Letter of Pseudo-Aristeas. I shall come to this work 
presently; I hope that it may help to resolve one or two of the problems 
which the Milinda presents to the Greek scholar- 

Phcre are however two preliminary points, It has been suggested that 
certain passages in the Pali test of book i of the Milinda are interpolations;1 
but, if they are, it happens that none of them are material for what I want, so 
this need not be considered. More important is die widespread belief that 
the Pali text is not the original, but is a translation of a work written cither 
in Sanscrit or some northern Prakrit.1 Part of the argument for this is 
philological and must be left to Pali scholars, but there has also been a desire 
10 account for differences in the Pali and Chinese versions by supposing 
both to be translations from a common original* This supposition does not 
commend itself to me*3 It is hard to bdteve that a Chinese translator same 
five centuries bier, dealing with a foreign language and a long forgotten 
geography, would be bound to reproduce his original unaltered, even If (a 
bige assumption) he desired to do so (one could find! many analogies); and 
It is said that the Chinese text itself has been subject to revisions and modi¬ 
fications^ which must surely affect the question. The question then whether 
the Pali test be original or derivative is one For philology, but it does not 
affect what I have to say, which, put briefly, is this: there are in the Pali 
Milinda as wt have it certain small but quite definite Hellenistic Greek 
elements which cannot be explained on any current theory. I must now 
examine these and see whither they lead us* These Greek elements can more 
or less be dated ; to date the Pali text of Part i is not my province, but reason 
may appear for suggesting a terminus post ywm non. 

The first thing is die word Yonaka, used for a Greek; it is used twice of 
Greeks general!y,5 and twice of Menanders 500 Yonakas; except for Milinda 
Part i the word seemingly only occurs once again in India, in inscription iS 
from the Nasik cave (p* 157 n. y)J* The ordinary Sanscrit word for a Greek 

* Wimemifc rr p. 143 ji.1 (Eng, tratis. 17S tu i), 
" Rhys Davids 1 p. xi, rt p, xii; Pelliot op* at. p. 380; Wmtemitz it p. 141 n. 1; 

Dcmieville p. 4; Mrs Rhys Davids op. ek. p. jf J, Rahder, Groot-ImH^ died by 
Behrsing op. n/+ p+ 343. 

Neither did it to Rhyv Davids, it p. x|it though he believed in an older original 
on philological grounds. 

J Demierille ppP 3, 4* S pp. 1 (i)t m 
1 have found no dear statement that it never occurs elsewhere; but the only 

earlier Pali writings ait the books of the Buddhist Canon, which arc not likely to 
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was YavanaL Tliis is the Greek and It certainly came 10 India 
through Achacmcnid Persia, for in die Old Persian of Darius' inscriptions 
the form used is always launa,* which was also the colloquial form*3 The 
fact that Hebrew' made of U Javan (Yaw an) and the Hiitices Yevanna has Jed 
to a suggestion that it came to India not through Persia but through Semitic 
Babylon j4 but this seems impossible, for in the Babylonian version of Darius* 
inscriptions the form used is always ia-ma-nu or ia-a-roa-nu^ corresponding 
to a form Yamanim in a document from Ras Shamra,6 and this cannot 
possibly make Yavana* The Prakrit word, used in the dlird century a.c. in 
Asoka+s Inscri prions, is Yoni I have never seen its relation to Yavana 
discussed, so it is probably unknown; the obvious supposition is that Yona 
stands to Yavam as "fojv to Td/ojv (the relationship of the two Greek words 
is also unknown}? and that ic was derived directly from for no similar 
Persian word has been cited and the third century is late for a borrowing 
from Persia. 

Yonaka also did not come through Achaemenid Persia,® as it corresponds 
to nothing in classical Greek; it is not "Iwvurds (which incidentally does 
not mean Ionian), but implies a form MturaJnfc, unknown to classical Greek; 
and the appearance of the word ts far too late for a borrowing from Persia, 
for no one would put Part 1 of the Pali Milinda earlier than the late second 
century B.C* and the Nasik cave inscription is probably not earlier than the 

refer to Greeks, and neither L£vi in Quid de Gratis nor Weber In Berlin SB 1S90 

PP* ?o7 qj-, tbo give every mention of Yavanas they can find, gives any other 
instance of Yonaka- I thought l had discovered another In B. C. Law, Some 
Krhuiriya trikej of aiszkiu India 1913 p. 150, who among his ancient sources cites a 

passage containing the word Yonaka from a work called Sdsana^amja; but I found 
dial this work was written in Burma in iE6j (Winternitz n p. 176)—-not the only 

blue in lids period that a modem work has been quoted by somebody os ancient 
authority* 

1 LeviT Quid de Graecb p. j, n.: Yavana Sanscrit, Yona Prakrit- That Yavana 
in this period usually, though not always, means Greek lets long been settled by 
many lines of evidence. (3. Stein's recent contention {Indian Culture r, 193,3, 
P* 343) that it never means Greek fs mere paradox; be examines one line of evidence 
onlyT and from die Greek side inadequately. 

1 F. H, Weissbach, Die Kettituckrifttn der AcA&nemdcn 1911: Bdlistun 
Peiscpolls e §1; Naks-i-Rustam §3* So in die inscription from Darius1 place at 

Susa; Kcnlr JAGS uuT 19331 P- ri B- 31» 4si who gives it as YaunL 
* 'laomv in Aristophanes, AcL 104. 
* C, G, Torrcy, Vawdn and Ht/ku, JAGS xxv, 1904, p* 30a, 
$ See note a, a&ove, 
h E+ Cavaijgnsc3 MCanges Bid*^ i, 193 4+ p* S6. 

7 Busolt, GrkcL GescL l1 p. 583; Ion (rftiv) 3 in PW (Eitrem)* See Addenda, 
b Weissbach, Ionova in PW, says 1 wahrsehcinlich « alrpersisch iaunaka1; but as 

he gives no reference for 'bun aka1 I take him 10 mean that this would be die Q*P. 
form and not that such a form actually existed* It mokes no difference cither way to 
nay argument. 
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middle of tile first century b.c, (p* 257 n, 3), The questions to be answered 
are, where did the author of Part l of the Pali Milinda find the word Yonaka, 
and why did he use it instead of either of the current terms, Yavana or Yona? 
Where lie found it is not in doubt; for the form TiDHww, though unknown 
to classical Greeks existed at this time in the current Hellenistic Greek of the 
Farther East, one instance being certain and another almost certain. One of 
Ptolemy's innumerable sources gave him the phrase Ttui^d tfqAie, 
'Creek-town', for a dty on the Gulf of Bushire, presumably Antioch in 
Persia1 and the word seemingly occurs again in the Ch'ien-han-shm The 
story of Yin-mo-fu who ruled in Yung-kiu in the time of ilie Han emperor 
Yuan-ii 33 b.g*) is dealt with elsewhere (p* 339); all that need be said 
here is tliat the story as Pan-ku Rives it must have been taken from a report 
made by the Chinese general Men-chung who played a part in it, for no 
other source for an incident in the remore Paropamisadac seems possible; 
and Wen-chung can only have got the name Yung-kiu (Jong-k'ut), which 

is Youaki, " Greek-townV ftom people on ihe spot, Yonaka therefore was 
taken from the current Hellenistic Greek of the time,3 whether from the 
spoken language or from some Greek writing, which means that in either 
case the author of Part \ of the Milinda knew some Greek* This is confirmed 
by the fact that the wealthy Indian merchant w+ho called himself a Yonaka in 
the Nasik inscription w as a driven of the Greek dty Deim-trias (p. 1J7) and 
as such probably knew some Greek also. 

Why the author of Part 1 of die Milinda used the term Yonaka wall, T 
hope, presently appear; but I must point out in passing that if the Pali work 
was derived from a Sanscrit or Northern Prakrit original it is difficult to see 
why die common Sanscrit or Prakrit word, Yavana or Ynna, was not used; 
and it is equally difficult to see how, if the Hellenistic Yonaka was used, it 
kept its place in a translation, seeing that even tn Parr 11 of the Pali text it has 
Been replaced by an explanatory' term, as it lias in the Chinese translation. In 
fact the word Yonaka is a considerable difficulty in the way of current 
beliefs. 

I come to Menander's joo Yonakas. They are introduced without any 
explanation of what they were,1 That they were really his Council—die 
ordinary Council of every Hellenistic king, which in another aspect was his 
1 Friends*—is not in doubt; ihe number 500 is of course conventional and is 
fully explained elsewhere (p. 267). The author himself might perhaps have 
known what Menander's Yonakas were, but the point is that he assumes that 
llis Indian readers will know also, a large assumption. He is supposed to 

1 Ptok Vi, 4, 2; see Tam, J£st XV, 191^ p. 11 n. 4. It is not uncommon for 
Ptolemy to give, as a town, the description without the rame,e,£. vi, i, j, tfaipo- 
ireAi*; vr, 7, % 'Apafitnt //jiropiav. See p. 13. 

1 On die various spellings and the sound see p. 340 n. 4. 
? The word Jonaka is said to be still in use on ihe weft coast of India for 

foreigners; K. R. Pishamti, Indian Culture II, p. 
1 Pp. 36-7 die king is attended by 'tile 500 Yonakas1, That is all. 
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have written in. north-western India, and this assumption shows that die 
allusion to Menander's Yonakas was written at latest soon after Menander's 
death. Even so, it may have puzzled Indian readers, for later times at once 
felt the need of explanation; in Part H of the Pali text "Yonakas" is replaced 
by 1 ministers V1 and a corresponding expression is used by die Chinese 
translator of Part U1 What emerges so far* then, is that the writer of Part 1 
of the Pali Milinda knew some Greek and that the reference to the Yonakas 
was written very soon after Menander’s death; even so, he asks rather much 
of his Indian readers. 

In fact lie asks still more of them. He himself seems to be so familiar with 
the four-square type of Hellenistic city—the type described by Polybius 
(vt, 31, 10) as cut into four quarters by two great roads crossing at right 
angles in the middle of the city, with four gates at the ends of die two roads 
—that he can use if as an illustration: Napscna says "It is like the case of the 
guardian of a city who, when seated at the cross-roads in tile middle of the 
city* could see a man coming from the East or the South or the West or the 
North5;* and this is identical with what Strabo (xtl, 566) says about the 
cross-roads of Nioaea in Bithynia, "so that from one scone in the middle of the 
gymnasium a man could see the four gates \ Indians had their own system of 
town-planning, but their cities were not built like that*4 It used to be said 
that we hardly knew a Greek city built like that either^ except Alexandria in 
Egypt and Nicaea in Ridiynia; but this was due to die cities excavated having 
mostly been old cities in Asia Minor remodelledp and it now appears that 
enough cities in Syria which exhibit the four-square plan are known to 
warrant the statement that this seems to have been the usual plan of die new 

1 n p, 373 (419), "the 500 high ministers of the king1. 
1 Dcmitfvilte p. pj (xxviii), *Les minisircs de rentuurage du roi\ So ppT 90 

(xxiv), (xxvii). 
* R *1 (62). Finot's translation p. 107 is identical, 
* K* Rangaduri, INQ iv, 1918, pp. 101-31 according to the $tfpa£&stra*t if a 

city be square with four gales at north, cast, south, west, the middle part must be 
a square wirb a temple at each comer and four roads connecting the four temples 
a very different matter* (For his sources (one unpublisltcd) see INQ ill, ipa?* 
p. K13; tin; earliest Silpasdfitas are supposed to be fifdi or sixth century xtd*p i.f. 
Gupta period-) For the normal square in the middle of the city, containing the 
temples, palace, and ancillary buddings, with four broad streets demarcating it, 
(compare t,g. the Parthian square at Haifa), sec also B. if Dun, Town Planning 
in Ancient India i$3,j ppP One of these late writers, Man4SamT is said to 
refer to towns with two large streets crossing each other at right angles m die 
centre (Dun p. 114); but none such is known, and it might be a Greek or Roman 
echo; all the&e wriiers deal only with ik*My+ The usual belief (Rangacnaris INQ iu 
p. S14) is that in fact Indian towns grew up haphazard, like Delos, 

* The two great cross-roads which appeared in the brat air photographs u{ 
Selruocta on the Tigris seem only to be lines between the tds- Excavation did not 
go fir enough to show die plan of die city. 
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Sdeucid foundations/ and it vsas of these that Polybius was thinking, 
Whether there was a Greek city in India built on the four-square plan is 
naturally unknown (once again, the location and excavation of Bu cep] sal a 
are badly needed); the nearest in distance to Sagala actually recorded is 
Cartana-Tetragonis in the Paropamisadae (pp. 98 jj*)* Tlie author of Part 1 of 
the Milinda might have been a travelled man and might have seen such cities* 
But the point is that he expects his Indian readers to rake his allusion, that is, 
to be familiar with the idea of treating Hellenistic cities of the four-square 
type as the normal type of cky, rather than the Indian towns they knew* He 
could not really expect this; the probability therefore is that he just took his 
illustration from some Greek work because it was useful* For that die 
Greeks of India had been very familiar with the four-square type in Bactria- 
Scgdiana seems to follow from the fact that in Arab times die great cities 
there (except Bokhara) still retained the typical four gates*1 

We have then two allusions in Part t of the Pali Milinda which are very 
near in time to Menander and which presuppose a knowledge of certain 
Greek things in the reader* Another Greek item is shown in 3 list of people 
which runs Yonakas, Kshatriyas, Brahmans, householders (bourgeois)*3 An 
Indian Buddhist writer would naturally put Kshatriyas before Brahmans* 
hut no one hut a Greek was going to put Greeks first of all; to Indians they 
were, at best, imperfect Kshatriyas (p* 173)* This hem, like the word Yonaka, 
is from some current Greek source, oral or written* 

The next point is whether Menander's birthplace is historical or not- 
Seeing that the author of the Greek allusions in the Pali Milinda, whether lit 
were the Pali writer or another, was very near in time to Menander* it would 
be absurd tq reject his evidence about the birthplace; it is very much better 
1 ban the evidence for most people's birthplaces in the Hellenistic world. In 
the Pali text Menander was bom in a village called Kalasi not far from 
Alasanda (Alexandria of the Caucasus) and 100 yojanas from Sagala;* I need 
not go into the distance, as Professor Rapson has said all that is necessary.q 
Tlie name of the village has been doubted, because the Pali text also makes 
Nagasena born in a village called Kajangala under the Himalayas, and as the 
only known village of that name was on the Ganges it has been suggested 
that a later interpolator added names at random;* but the argument is not 
a valid one, for it makes the untenable assumption that there cannot have 
been a second village of the same name- Another wrriter has proposed to 
comeci Kalasi into Kapisa;? but an Indian author of the North-West would 
not have called Kaptsa a village, and it is not scientific to turn an unknown 
name into a known one without some dear reason* In any case, whether the 

* Fr. Cumortt, Gtf// xi p. 
1 W* (V, V,) Barthold, Turku ten ilown to tAe Mongol Invar tan1 tgxS pp- 78 

(Balkb)i 13 f (Samarkand), 100 (Metv), 147 (Gurganj)* 
3 P* I OS (S3)- 4 P- 1X7 (&2r~3). 
* CM/ p* fso* 6 DemftdDe p* *3 n* 1* 
7 A. Foucher,/^ 1919, it p. 544; BSOS vi, 1930-1, p. 344^ 
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unknown name Kalasi be correct or not, we have the invaluable fact that 
Menander was bom in a village Hellenistic queens did not live in villages, 
neither were Hellenistic princes bom in them; consequently—and this is the 
point which matters—Menander was bom a commoner* and was not there¬ 
fore a Eudiydemid (sec further p, 141). 

This conclusion is not affected by the very different version of the Chinese 
translation several centuries later* which makes him bom a prince,* He had 
already, in Part 11 of the Pali Miltada, become a prince* descended from a 
long line of JCihatriya ancestors;1 it is usual enough* In the successive stages 
of a story* for a commoner who achieves fame to turn into a prince, but no 
one has ever known a prince turn into a commoner That is simple; butt he 
Chinese translator has gone on to alter the locality of Menander's birth. He 
describes Alasanda as 2000 yojanas from Sagala instead of 200 (r.t. he makes 
it Alexandria in Egypt) and makes Menander born heir to the throne of a 
country near Alasanda beside; the sea,1 * 4 * It is indeed unfortunate that a 
number of French scholars should have championed this as against the Pali 
version* and should have believed that Alasanda from the start meant 
Alexandria in Egypt and that the Pah writer altered an original iqoo into 
100. * If the Pali text be the original, such a theory Is of course indefensible. 
But even if not* die theory first violates the sound canon of historical criticism 
diat die smaller number is to be preferred unless there be very good reason 
to the contrary* and then lands us in a historical absurdity; for where does 
anyone propose to find* near Alexandria in Egypt about a 10— 200 b,c** a 
country on the sea ruled by a Greek dynasty? The matter is really free from 
difficulty* The Chinese translator had never heard of Alexandria of the 
Caucasus; if he had heard of the capital of die Paropamisadae at all* he would 
only know die name Kapisa (p, 433 n. 1 and App- tf}* to him Alasanda 
meant, and could only mean, the only Alexandria lie knew of* Alexandria in 
Egypt* and he altered 200 yojanas to 2000 accordingly* but he called attention 
to this by recording the distance in yojanas as well as in Chinese lit which 
should pur anyone upon his guard, Abo he knew no dung himself about 

1 Dcmi£ville p+ 79 (ix)*1 naquit an bord de la mcr commer prince hdriticr du roi 
d'un pays'; so p, 90 (xxiii), 

s ll pT 206 (319). 
* Demi^ville p. i<Sg (evih) and see n. 1 above. 
4 Pelliot op. cit. pp. 413-17; followed by Demi'^viSle pT i<5B n. 2* Finot p. 157 

n. SG* and Gcoussct pp. n* 3* fBu.1- IM xth >936i P- also followed 
Pelliot in making all due mentions of Alasanda in ties Mdwda refer to Alexandra 
in Egypt, This is impossible. Beside the passage in Part t here discussed, die name 
occurs three rimes in Part Ul Rhys Davids if pp. 204 (327)* zit (J31)? ant*lC^ GMw- 
In the last passage it is Alexandria in Egypt beyond question* as you cross the high 
seas to get there. But in the two former passages the name occurs in lists of places 
kf inJiap and tan only be Alexandria of the Caucasus; sundy ill {jixji ff™ 
Kotumbam and Mathurl* from Alexandria* Kashmir, and Gandhira"* is plain 
enough. 
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Menander* but he found that in the book he was translating he was called a 
great king, and that the second pari of that book made him bom a prince, so 
he inevitably made him horn a prince also; and as he did know that Alexandria 
in Egypt was on the sea, and as Menander's birthplace was said to be near 
Alexandria, he naturally made him a prince of a country on the sea. It is very 
simple if taken in die proper order. 

The next thing is the names of those four of Menander's Yonakas who 
play a part in the introduction or soene^setting to Pan i of the Pali Mifinda, 
Devamanriya, Amntakaya, Mankura, Sabbadinna; what is material is not so 
much the names, whether real or fictitious, as the nationalities. That the first 
two names are Demetrius and Anriochtis lias never been doubted, though 
they have seemingly been 'adjusted * to make some sort of sense in Pali.1 It 
seems equally certain that the third name is Pakor (Pacorus)*1 Pacorus was 
a common Parthian name, occurring in India as Paeores, but Mankura can 
hardly have been a Parthian and must have been some other north Iranian, 
Bactrian or Sogdian; looking at the doubts whether the first Arsaces was a 
Parthian (Pamian) or a Bactriaxi the difference cannot have been great, and I 
understand that the rwo languages, Pahla viand Sogdian, are closely connected, 
and that Sogdian borrows from Pah la vh 3 

The fourth name, Sabbadinna, is unexplained, for one cannot take seriously 
suggestions like Sarapodotos or Pasidotos, the latter of which is not even 
Greek;4 it has indeed been said that die name cannot be explained from 
Greek, Sanscrit, or PaEi.5 The Chinese translator gives no help, for it is 
supposed that he took site name literally as meaning * endowed with every¬ 
thing1 or something of the sort, and translated it by K^en, ‘ the avaricious 
The word Sabba- occurs in various Indian names, like Sabbamitra," or Sabba- 
kami, the Pali name of Ananda’s disciple Sarvakanm,6 7 8 or the king Sambos- 
Sabbas of the Alexander story but I must suppose that Sabbadinna, which 
would presumably be Sarvadatta in Sanscrit,*® makes no sense in eidier 

1 Rhys Davids i pp. xviu-xisc, who suggests that Devanrantiya might mean 
f Counsellor of the gods * and Anan takaya * having an infinite body\ Fo r other inch 
'adjustments’ see p. 45& n. a. 

1 Pel Hot p. 4oy; it is the Chinese Manddiu, the name of Pakor II in the HouJum- 
jAu (E. Chsvannes, T'wmg P<w vm, 1907, p. 17S). 

5 R. Giuihiot, M4m. it la stxlitlit ZJ^gumifuc xix, 1916t p. 126, with instances. 
4 If it were, it could only have the nonsense meaning of ’given to everyone1, just 

as1 * .." ^ ' 0 Zen* ill, 19454) means 'dear to eveiyone% 

6 Demi£vil!e p* too (xi) and n, 4; if K*ien be really Sabbadinna, which is not clear 
to fnCi Why Etemi^ville calls the name Sabbadinna an 'appellation sans doute 
uonique" escapes mc+ 

7 Rhys Davids n p. 45 and n. ct Preyloaki, dfoka p+ 266, 
" Prryluski, AfaAa p. f u 
5 Sambos in Arrian, Curtins,Diode -JJL 17 * *“ *1 ™ ‘ 

64; Sabos, Strabo xvT 701. 
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language, or this explanation would have been given long ago. Ptolemy (vr, 
it, 6) gives an otherwise unknown tribe, £ajJa&uu, in Bactria; but a 
connection with this would. involve treating -dtnna as a mere ‘adjustment', 
to give the name an Indian look* More hopeful is the group of names which 
centre on Sabazios (Thracian Sabadios) and are allied, through the equation 
Sabaaios-Sabaoib* to Jewish Sabbath-names;1 for though a comparison wish 
the Macedonian (? Thracian) name Sahamns1 (probably connected with 
Sabadios) or with the common Jewish name Sabbataios-Sambathaios would 
involve the same difficulty about -dinna, a better suggestion can be offered 
which would make -dinna an Integral part of the name- If CresHmann be 
right,* there was in Anatolia a goddess Sambetlie-Sabba (the traditional name 
of the Chaldaean Sybil, Beros^us* daughter) corresponding to the god 
Sab batistes, worshipped by the well-known Sabbatistai of Cilicia;4 and a 
name Sabbadotos, 4 the gift of (the goddess) Sabba',5 would be a normal 
Greek formation on the lines of Theodotos, Diodotos, Apollodoios, and 
would in Pali be Sabbadinna/ This wrould not of course make the man a 
Jew, any more than the Sabbatistai were Jews; he would be a more or less 
hdlenised Anatolian. Menander, it seems, had some Anatolian troops (p. 150); 
and there would be no objection to an Anatolian being on his Council, 
seeing that under Antiodius III an Anatolian, the Cartan Hermeias, was 
vizier* If this be well founded, Sabbadotos must have been die man's real 
name, for no Indian would have known of the goddess Sabba or been able 
to invent the name; he (and naturally die other three also) would dierefore 
be historical. However that may be, since it has been seen chat the Greek 
allusions in Part 1 of die Milinda must have been written soon after Menander's 
death, that work ts at any rate good evidence that his Council was a mixture 
of nationalities, precisely as one would expect.7 

Nlgasena has been investigated most thoroughly, and the conclusion 
reached is that lie was an invented character; be has no knowm existence apart 
from the Milinda/ It seems therefore that the Indian Buddhist who wrote 

1 On this subject see Cumont, CR A?* frtscr. 190G p. 63. 
1 DiitJ 267; cf. Gf Hoffmann, Dm Maktdonm p. i£>4t connected with Sabadios- 

Sabazios, 
3 (Jressmann, Sj£&arLuai and Beer, Sa/nbeiA,r in PW. 
*0G/$m. 
5 Somewhere I have seen it suggested that the Cappadocian it^me "Afifkn-os (in 

the genitive) of Michel ^46 should be Daftftar&s. 
* Cf. Devadinna, The gift of the gad1, in an inseripdon of Asoka^s time; de la 

Vall^e-Posissin pT tff- 
7 So die Par tliian kings' Council, copied from Hellenistic usage (Fr. Cumomp 

CR Ac. Inter. 1931 p, 245), must sometimes have included foreigners (Greeks), 
since Hesriaeus of Susa was a * FriendSEC vnT r. 

5 Demidville p- 67concludes his examination by deciding that ihere is no mention 
anywhere of Nagasena which is independent of [he AftEnda* Cf* Finot p. lif 
Nagasena is unknown to Buddhist tradition and is not historical- This is home out 
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Part s of the Milinda, with a large selection of Buddhist monarchy and Bud- 
dhist sage* to choose from, selected as the principal characters in his Dialogue 
a foreign king and a non-existent sage- Why? To answer [hat question, 
which goes to the root of the matter, 1 must leave the Miiinda for the present 
and mm to Pseudo-Arnicas* The investigation, I fear, is going to take us 
right down one of the by-paths of Hellenistic literature; and I must begin by 
analysing Pseudo-Aris teas. 

The litter of Pseudo-Aristeas1 tells the story of Ptolemy II inviting to 
Alexandria 71 Jewish Elders to translate their Scriptures into Greek—rbe 
legendary account of the origin of the Septuagint; there is an introduction 
or scene-setting explaining how Ptolemy ivas led to do it, and an account of 
his entertainment of the Elders* Among other filings he gives seven (jreat 
banquets, at which he puts a question to each of die Elders and the Elder 
answers it; them am ten questions on five nights and eleven on tile last two* 
Tile author introduces throughout the work praise of die Jewish religion 
and customs, and it has been universally recognised that it is a propaganda 
work designed tn commend the Jewish religion to Greeks. Another thing 
now universally recognised is that its date is very much later than the time of 
Ptolemy H; it has even been put after the Christian Era- Wendland dated it 

90 b.c. or later; Thackeray put it about no to So B.c.f Flvrier merely put 
it before 50 &<&, that is, before the end nf the Ptolemaic dynasty Momi- 
gliano, comparing various letters in I Maccabees, til ought it was e. 110“ 
iqo s„c*;4 the latest study known to me, a detailed examination of the 
language in die light of Hellenistic Creek, decides that die linguistic evidence 
so far as it goes supports an already well-known dating, r- too B.cJ Many 
arguments have been adduced to prove this or that dating which are not valid, 
but one was given by Wendland in his Introductionwhidi seems 10 me pretty 
conclusive for a date not earlier than c* too b.c. * and 1 have not been ton- 

by a wild Indo-Chinese tradition (G, Codes, MEFEO xxv, p. 1 \ 1) which makes 
Nae^tscna a pupil of Dhammarakkita (Asoka's missionary to the West) who lived 
So Asokagiama (Pitaliputxa) and liad been Menander's teacher before Nagasena. 

1 I use die text of P. Wendland, Aruzem ad PAUoenuem Episttda 1900, and rite 
by hk paragraph numbers, A Iter (not quite exhaustive) of writings on ilte subject 
will be found in EL BiekermamTs study, Z.f d. neutestamentlkhe Irhsenschaft xxix, 
1930, pn aSo- Some 1 have not seen* 

* H. St J. Thackeray, The Utter ofArtsoas 1917. 
1 J« G. Fdvrier, La date, la composition* et its sources de la Uttre d'Aristee d 

Phikctatc 1915* 

* A. Momigliano, Aeeyptits xtr, 1952, p* e&i. 
5 H. G. Merchant, fke Utter of Ariiteas 1933. This date is that adopted by 

Wibmowio, Deutsche Literamridttmg xxi+1900,001,3310, and by Chris r-Sthirud6 
It, i+ 3 yio, p> 

4 Among the names of the 72 are Ananias and Chelkias, the latter a ran: name; 
iluese are the names of the two Jewish generals of Cleopatra III in her war with 
Ptolemy Lathyrus. 
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vinced to the contrary by Dr E. Bickcrm arm's attempt to fix the date befwreen 
145 and 117BX.1 For the purpose of this Excursus I take the date as c. t oo 
though all that I really need at this stage is the certain fact that Pseudo- 
Arisieas wrote much later than the reign of Ptolemy IL For ii has then to be 
ashed why the Jewish author should have chosen as his protagonist 
Ptolemy U, a king long dead and done with; and perhaps if we can answer 
that question we shall know why the Buddhist author chose Menander, 

Now, though Pseudo-Aristeas is late* there is one parr of the work which 
is most obviously third century b,c.—the questions addressed by Ptolemy 1! 
to the Elders and their answers*1 This document* except for some inter¬ 
polations which I shall come tOj is paragraphs i S7-294 inclusive in Wendland* 
and I must have some distinguishing names; I shall therefore use p Pseudo- 
Aristeas* for the late author of the Letter and those parts of the work which 
he wrote himself, and shall refer to the thtrd-eenrury document as ‘the 
Questions of Ptolemy II1 or simply the Questions*. 

These Questions of Ptolemy H, though embodied by Pseudo Aristeas in 
a Jewish propaganda work* are in no sense Jewish propaganda* A reference 
has been thought to be detected in 12® to die fifth commandment or Moses; 
but even if this.be so it lias no propaganda value* for many people beside 
Jews honoured their parents*3 In 163 occurs a statement which is very close 
to James iv* 6, and I Peter v, 5/God resisted! the proud but givedi grace 10 
the humble*but attempts to find the source of in the Uid Testament 
have not been very successful^ and it is centuries earlier than the two 

1 Bjcfcermann op. cu. His valuable examination of the formulae in the royal 
letters puts the work within the limits 14% to 100 B+tL* though strictly speaking the 
facts he gives p+ m 1 prove a date c+ too. Hjs dating before 127 depends entirely 
(for on the sea-port matter Pseudo-Aristeas is self-contfadictory) on the implication 
in a phrase of Pseudo-Aristeas that Idumea was fioi part of Palestine, 1x7 being 
the date of its annexation to the Maccabee realm. But Bickemunn has himself 
shown that m uch of Pseudo-Aristas' description of Palestine is simply a compound 
of the Old Testament and of ideas about die Ideal State, and one cannot, I dunk, 
pick odd items out of this farrago and say1 TAue are dated history*; the independent 
Idumea is only 0+T+ Edom. He has not noticed that PseudtH-Aristeaa was so 
ignorant about Palestine that lie makes die Jordan encircle Judaea and then join 
another river near Egypt and run out to sea with h (116-17). 

T Thackeray op. cis. p. xiii says chat Ptolemy's questions in 187* 193,174,176 are 
late and indicate a tottering dynasty. The ease is precisely the opposite: Ptolemy 
asks how he may be invincible in war and a terror to his enemies* and (twice) how 
be may keep his possessions unimpaired, fj* the conquests made from the Sekucids 
and Antigoolds by hU father and himself, The writer knew Ptolemy H pretty well. 
] do not know of any other question which has been used to support a late dating 
except 2^0 (see p. 4x7). 

1 For Greeks, cf the famous parabasis of Aristophanes1 iFoipj, 
4 163* d refe vntpTf^dvQus rfa&aipfl tmtlKUS ko! rawtiVO&S 4^0^ 

5 Thackeray refers 10 / Sam, ii* 7; Prov. iii, 34, There an? other passages also; 
but none is really very dose. 

30 
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Epistles. There h no thing else. Tile Questions never mention Jewish religion 
or customs or even the Jewish people; these were not the tilings on which, 
in that document* Ptolemy was seeking information. Hfc questions are 
□tout himself and his own rule—the duties, privileges* ambitions of a king; 
and this is underlined in 294, where at die end he thanks the Elders* not for 
telling him anything about their own religion or ideas, but for giving v 
c^i frpdj to jScurmruV^) * teaching me how to rule * The document is in 
Fact a Trap! flaviMias or treatise On kingship,1 but written by a hdleniscd 
jew and not by a Greek- At the turn of the fourth-third centuries &-C-, and 
right down the third* nearly every Greek philosopher wrote a ^pi ^aaiAsmc 
as a matter of course;1 the Hellenistic kingships were a new' tiling, and 
philosophy worked hard at shaping the theory of the new phenomenon, 
though most of the literature is lost. The Questions are full of the well-known 
third-century terminology of the matter:* beneficence,4 e*juity,* good feeling 
towards all men,* and above all the famous ^tAaid/wrii or love of one’s 
subjects/ which is said (265) to be the most necessary possession of all for 
a king. 

That all this belongs to a rrcjol jJaoiAela* and must have been wntten in 
the third century, not the first, should need no demonstration ; the document 
belongs to the period when the irept flood#(a$ was a most active literary 
form." But in fact a precise demonstration of the date is given in 251—the 
king must judge pet i [ions justly-8 The Questions then belong to a time when 
the reigning Ptolemy might receive petitions, in the third century petitions 
were sent 10 the strateges of the nome, and some* though probably not the 

* Bkkermann op* fir. p. 2S5 saw that the Questions would sow day Itave to be 
analysed on die lines of a mpi ^ornktio-s. Momtgliano jjp. ni.* p 169 refers to 
the difficulty caused by the insertion of a treatise rrrpl pa>crJwyas, but does not 
go into it further. This Excursus was finished before I saw cither of these articles; 
but in fact Bsckentunn and myself both go back to Professor Goodenough’s 
illuminating study (next note)* ^ 

4 Sec generally on these treatises E. R. Goodenough* The Pafiticd Phifosuphy of 

HAUnUfk Kmgikipy Yalt CW. Stud, t, 1928* p. 55- Cfi Tam* Alexander the Gftas 
and iAt unity of mankindf Proe. Brit. Acad. XIX 19 31- 

1 See generally Max Miihl, DU antike McnsMtiisidcc in ikrer gue&kktac*** 
Mnnvicklung 1918; E. Skard, Zwci rtHgici-poEdicAc Begrijfe: Eucrgttrs-CcntordU 
1932; Tam fljP. m. _ ( 

* Eikpyima or cuepy*ttjs, 190, 205, 210, 249* iSi; beside the above works, 
see the references to kings’ Setters in F- Sdiroeter, Dt rtgum kdknistkorum 
rpUtulis in hpidibus imam 1932 p- 44. 

5 'Emu*tZn. and iVwuafff, i88+ 191, 207, an* 263, 290. 
4 fPtMa ra all men, 115, 228, 
7 208, ij7, 263, 290* On see especially S. Lorens, De progress* 

nattarij ^iAaiSpamU$r 1914; J* Kaenr, GcicL des Htitcmmw n1 p. 321 and 
references; Schroder op, cit. pp. lA n. t* 4%* 

1 Kpi&ti xartv&imuv m t&v At*ia£«*uv. 
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majority, did reach the king himself; but by the beginning of the second 
century special officials had been appointed 10 deal with them, and none ever 
reached the king.1 * The Questions therefore art third century; and as they 
must obviously be earlier than the troubles between Ptolemy IV and the 
Jewsy they belong to the reign of Ptolemy HI, when Ptofemy IT was still a 
great memory* The famous question in 250, ttQt dpp6uat yovaiK^ 

forms no objection to this. It does not of course mean, as it has been taken 
to mean,1 How can 1 get on with my wife?1—the writer had presumably no 
desire to court the fate of Sotades by putting sudi a question into a king's 
mouth;3 4 * it is impersonal, * How can a man get on with his wife?p—a common- 
place aporiaT 

Now undoubtedly* in the original Questions of Ptolemy II, the king 
questioned 70 Elders, divided into groups of ten (I shall come 10 that), and 
not 72 as Pseudo-Aristeas makes him do; the join where the two numbers 
were fitted together can still be detected. If 73 were the number, the fast two 
groups must contain eleven apiece, as in Pseudo-Aristeas they do; and when, 
in the last gTOup but one, Ptolemy questions an eleventh Elder, Pseudo- 
Aristeas 273 volunteers as the explanation of this rov iv&iKamv rrnjpcSts 
Std ri Sud TrXcm-d^iv twv ifS&m^KQXrra^ "he questioned the eleventh 
because there were two more than the 70 V that is,H the 70' of the Questions 
which Pseudo-A risteas is working into his book; otherwise flic remark 
would be pointless, for he has already explained at length in his introduction 
that there were 72, and why there were 72, and given all thdr names. That 70 
was the original number in the legend is presupposed both by the name 
Septuagint and by the obvious imi ration of the 70 Elders of Exodus xxiv, 

71 does not occur before Pseudo-Arisreas, and was invented by him to 
make six from each of the Twelve Tribes, as Epiphanius says;6 he therefore 
had 10 add two more questions to the original 70* I have already mentioned 
that there are certain interpolations in the Questions; beside these two 
questions and answers, there are the sections which mention Greek philo¬ 
sophers at the Court7 and which have nothing to do with the original 

1 P. Collomp, Rtek&rckcs jur la dtanoBais ^ In diplomatic dkr Lvgidts 1926+ 
1 It lias been applied to Ptolemy II and Arsinoe II and to Ptolemy Euergetes If 

and Cleopatra II. Neither view requires comment* 
1 We shall meet many apodal, commonplace "hard questions' or (colloquially) 

"stumpers1 (see further p. 430 n. 6). They were not confined to Greeks, add were 
proper to kings; the Queen of Sheba tried her collection upon Solomon, / JGngr 
x, r, and see Plutandfs Banquet of the Seven Sages (p, 436), Though Plutarch there 
is very cofitempruous about them, he was not above discussing them himself; 
the essays Mor+ gj f e " Whether water or fire be the more usefulp and gjg B 1 Whether 
the creatures of the land are more intelligent than those of die water". 

4 Thackeray's translation, Tor their number exceeded 70 by z\ misses rhe point 
of the definite article* 

* Sec ThackerayTs discussion of the numbers, op. dr. p. xviii. 
6 Thackeray & p. ny. 7 200-203, jljj. 
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Questions. The reason for their insertion by Pseudo-Aristeus is obvious. 
Though writing propaganda himself, he was building his book round an 
older document1 which had no propaganda value but which was useful as 
being probably well known among hellenised Jews and as vouching for 
good relations between the Jews and the greatest of the Ptolemies, and he 
tried to make propaganda of it by explaining (ajj) that the Jew could beat 
the Greek philosopher on his own ground. Josephus, when he incorporated 
much of Pseudo-Aristeas in his own work, showed better judgment by 
omitting the Questions altogether, as having no value for his purpose. 

One other point needs explanation, another sign of die adaptation of the 
Questions to propaganda purposes. As they stand, the answer of the 
Jewish Elders to every one of the questions contains, at the end of the answer, 
a reference to1 God’ (or in one or two cases to the1 Divine law’); and it will 
be noticed by anyone who cares to go through the answers that in practically 
every case the clause containing the word ‘God’ can be omitted from die 
answer without impairing die meaning in the least. The original Questions 
had nothing to do with the Jewish religion, and Pseudo-Arisieas has adapted 
them to his purpose by adding these references to 'God*, He himseli lias 
made it clear (aj$) what he was doing: the Jews, he says, could outrun the 
philosophers because they took God for their starting-point 

Now why did Ptolemy II, in the original Questions, go to the trouble of 
giving seven great banquets to die Elders in order to ask onlyi31 questions 
each nighi, boih questions and answers being very short? There must be 
some explanation of that number tun. The Jewish author of the Questions 
was steeped in Greek learning, as he knew about Greek treatises on kingship; 
had he before him some tradition, or some model, presumably Greek, which 
indicated that when □ king questioned foreign wise men ten was the right 
number of questions for him to put? To answer that we shall have to do 
what one has to do sooner or later with so many Hellenistic problems and 

get back to Alexander. 
There is no reason to doubt Arrian's story1 that Alexander in India really 

* Professor Nock tells me that the Orphic texts and die Sibyllines supply other 
instances of Jews of this period utilising existing material. 

* An. Aiiab. vu, i, A/yetwu’. (On Arrian's use of this word see t. 
Schwartz, Arwohidm in PW, and E, Komemann, Die AUxandtrgeithkku titi 
Kdntgt Pfdtmatasl 19 j? pp, si-jo.) Arrian's source Item cannot be Callisdicnes, 
who was dead, Or Onesicritus or Megasihenes, who gave versions of their own (see 
in text), or the Gdrarchcan vu (gate, because Diodorus, Curtins, and Justin alike 
know nothing of a conversation between Alexander and any gymnusophisls; and 
if Komemann op. tit. p. t j8 be right, it cannot be Aristbbulu*. Only Nearehus and 
Piulemy therefore remain. Nearcfcus told the story of Catanus (Arr. vit, J, ti), 
whoever else did also; but whether Arrian's source be Nearehus, or Ptolemy, or 
both, the^aei of the meeting is very well atiested indeed, even if Komemarm (p. 1 j8) 
be right that the ecavtriation had received some Stoic-Cvnk colouring before it 
reached Arrian. 
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did meet and converse with certain recluses (though imperfectly, since at 
least two interpreters were needed)]1 * 3 * S for Galanus is his tori cai enough, what¬ 
ever his real name was, and die fact that he did accompany Alexander shows 
that some sort of meeting took place. The meeting to which Arrian here 
refers is that near Taxila, afterwards worked up by Megasthenes/ at which 
Cal anus was present; Arrian subsequently relates it again from Megasthenes 
as though it were a different one- The incident caught the imagination of 
more people than Megasthenes,andT like various 0tiler things, developed after 
Alexander was dead. Onesicritus indeed pui out a storyS mat Alexander Itad 
not talked to the men himself but had sent kim to do in but he could do no 
better than make one of his Indians give the ordinary Greek account of the 
Golden Age and the other talk a few Cynic commonplaces, and his version 
never exercised any influence. 

What Alexander may actually have said to the recluses is not material 
here; what matters is the legend. Though the steps cannot be traced, our 
existing literature shows that, at some undefined period later than Mega- 
stbeneSp two main versions of Alexander's conversation with the Indian 
gymnosophists had come into existence: one* which I will call Y, is repre¬ 
sented to-day by the Metz Epitome/ Berlin papyrus 13044/ and (with slight 
variations) Plutarch;6 * 8 the other, which I will call Z, is the version of the 
Alexandrr-Romance/ both represent Alexander as putting a number of 
questions, though other incidents may differ. It has been contended that the 
list of questions in the Metz Epitome and the papyrus (these two lists are 
identical) is the oldest form, Plutarch and Z being derivatives; but I cannot 
see it quite like that. In Z Alexander comes to me Indians peaceably and is 
quite agreeable; In Y lie Is a tyrant who threatens [hem with death/ though he 
ultimately relents; in this respect Z agrees with the historical fact (Arrian) 
while Y is a tendentious invention, which should therefore be bier. Again, 

1 Arr+ viij 1, if Si1 Ipjivji*«W, and therefore two at least (Indian into Persian, 
Persian into Greek). Onesicritus, Strabo xv,7uS, says dirte, which may be true, i*e+ 
the Indian-inlo-Persian interpreter did not know tile particular dialect of the recluses. 

1 Strabo xv, 71& - Axr. vil, i, 1-4; to be distinguished from Arr. Vli, r, f-& 
3 Strabo xv, -/if. 
+ Ed* O. Wagner, jakrh.f. klw. FMl. Supp. Bd. 26, 1901, pp-9h 
S Ed. U. WiTcken, Btrlin SB 1913 p. itfv, with a valuable examination of the 

whole subject. 
* Pfut. AUxw ^4- 
J The references for the questions in the four oldest versions are: A , nl, 6 

(Kroll, ffistofh Alvctuuiri M*gni 1 p. 104); R. Raabe,7crrc^ 'AXtfdrfpM 1B96* 
111 p. 77 (the Armenian version); Sir E. A. W, Budge, Th* History of Auxander 

rAe Grmr 1&89 pp. 91 (the Syriac version); Julius Valerius ill, 1 t-u- 
8 Wilckea ap. at. p. 174. _•, 
* Cf. the story of Ahikar the Wise, where the king of Egypt threatens Sennacherib 

with war If he cannot guess his riddles; W. R. Holliday, Irtdo-EttfOp&tfi Folktales 

and Grtck legend 1937 pp. 144 and references. 
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the question which in Z isA Which is bigger, land or sea has become in Y 
'Which rears the bigger animals, land or sea?' and the simpler form must 
be the older.1 Y attempted to turn Alexander into a tyrant by shifting 
the time and tite place of the questioning to Sambos' revolt, of which 
Z knows nothing;, in Plutarch we still have the historical Sambos on 
the Lower Indus, but in the Metz Epitome Sambos lias been shifted to 
ihe MaJIi; Plutarch therefore in this respect represents an earlier version 
of Y. As every account in both Y and 2 begins with the same question, 
‘Which are more numerous, the living or the dead?" it is clear that both 
ultimately derive from a common original. Many variations of this must 
have come into existence,1 but in some respects Z, however much its different 
versions may have been worked over, represents (as we have seen) an earlier 
form, i.tf. stands nearer to the common original, than does Y. The common 
original must be early, for of the Y documen ts, though die Epitome and the 
papyrus generally agree as against Plutarch's variants, in one important 
point the papyrus agrees with Plutarch as against the Epitome;* and as the 
papyrus has been dated to c. 100 b.c. or perhaps a little earlier,4 the original 
of the Y documents must be second-century at latest, and the common 
original of Y and Z earlier sdlL 

A feature of Y, however* is that its three documents all represent Alexander 
as pm ring i/n questions, a matter which they drive home by saying that there 
were sen Indians; one question is pur to each, as it Is also in 2, though Z 
never specifies tile number of Indians. The common original then, it seems, 
must have made Alexander ask ten quest ions, and this becomes certain if Z 
be examined. Of the earlier versions of tile Romance, the fullest list of 
questions is in the Armenian; the others have all become imperfect, A’giving 
hve questions only, the Syriac and Julius Valerius eight. The Armenian has 
eleven*—ten aporiai6 and an added question ri flaotAtik; "What 
is a king?* (jSacmA^td in ET, imperium in Valerius,4kingdom' in the Syriac), 
a question which goes straight to die root of the treatises on kingship. 
Undoubtedly therefore the common original of Y and Z contained, not 

J Wilckcn <?/. en. pp* i&& jfj* 
* Wikkcfl up. cit. p. 3 Si. 
3 The seventh question in Plutarch and the papyrus is *How can a man become 

a god?1 while die Epitome lias4How can I be thought to be a god?B Wslckcn p. 170 
explains the Epitome version as a scribe's error; I fed no certainty about this. 

4 Wilcken p* t6o+ 
i The Z versions all begin with an exclamation of Alexander's, qvk 

*X£T£ i Thar this is not one of the question? proper is shown by Leo (Ihr Akxnm&r- 
remafi Ju AreAiprtjfyttrt L&>f ed. Fr. Piaster, 1913, III, <5) who belongs m die older 
group of recensions (tW+ p> ao) and who retains rids exclamation, though he omits 
the questions (and much else) for the sake of brevity. The end of the list in the 
Armenian version, kticrrolv tI «m yAWmirfli'... rt Be 7rwpfiraT«'; though 
separated, is only one question; so Kroll &p. di. p. iof n. 

6 On eporiai see Wilckcn pp. i<k?} ifcj, 179; also p+ 417 Eu 3 antz* 
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simply ten questions, but ten questions which were u&orim; and these Sresenily began to be altered. Plutarch and the Epitome have six aporiai— 
vc identical with the Z list and an altered one; they have two questions 

which have been substituted for ap&riai 10 carry through the contention in 
Y that Alexander was a tyrant, viz.:1 How did you induce Sambos to revolt? 
and 1 Who has answered worst?* (for he was to be killed first); and for the 
two remaining aporuu have been substituted two questions relating to 
Alexanders kingship, (t) 'How can one be most loved?' and (a) cither 
"How can a man become a god?" (Plutarch) or be thought to be a godr 
(Metz Epitome). As the Armenian version of Z has the complete list of ten 
apariai and also a question about kingship, a question reproduced in ibe 
other (imperfect) versions of Z, it can be seen that what happened was this. 
There was an original list of ten aperuii, which in course of time became 
altered by the introduction of other questions of two typ*s* one 
appearing only in Y, was substituted for some gpofini for the sake of Y s 
+ tendencyf; the other type consisted of questions relating 10 kingship, which 
in Y were fu&sdtmcd for certain aporiait but in Z were added to the list; and 
there can be little doubt that tile sen ap&rtai ext ant in the Armenian vers ton 
are the list of questions in die common original. Hie point however which 
I wanted to make has now made itself: the stereo typed number of Alexander^ 
questions, from the common original onwards* was ten, however the actual 
questions might be shuffled about-? . 

There can be little doubt that when the author ol the Questions ol 
Ptolemy II made that king ask only ten questions a night he was following 
the tradition of the Alexander-questions- There is the further resemblance 
that while Alexander questions quite fictitious Indians, invented to be 3uestiojicd—this appears from the location of the questioning in several 

iderail places and at different times5—the author of the Questions uf 
Ptolemy II invented a body of quite fictitious Jewish Elders to make the 
responses to that ntonarch+ What die relation may be between the questions 
about kingship put by Ptolemy If and those which (bund their way into the 
Alcxander-questions I do not know', for it cannot be guessed at whai rime 
such questions first entered the Alexander-!isi; diere may well be no relation 
at all, seeing what a muclinJiscu^cd question kingship was in the third 
century, and indeed Plutarch+s Banquet of the Seven Sages (p. 43^) shows 
how easily a discussion of aporiai would slide into talk about kingship* 

* Plutarch and the Met* Epitome divide the ten Indians into nine and □ leader, 
who in Plutarch is umpire, and to whom is put the tenth question Who has 
answered worst?1 This explains die tide of a work Wiickcn dies as agreeing wit i 
the Mer/. Epitome, *Ewla arrmft&iypaTa irpo$ rov JlrJWeSana. 

I have been unable to see it, 
1 Historically, near Taxib (Arrian)- Tlie Romance: directly aher the bttUe Wldi 

Porus and among the Oxydrarae (where Alexander never was). Plutarch: on the 
lower IfndnSjafter Sambos' revolt. Mets Epitome: in the Malli towfl whereAlexan er 
was wounded, Sambos being transferred to the Malli- 
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Now nobody ran say chat Ptolemy II may not at some lime have converged 
with some Jewish Elders; but those lie is represented as conversing with are 
fictitious. Nobody can say that Menander may not at some time have con¬ 
versed writh a Buddhist sage; but the one he es represented as conversing 
with is fictitious. We can now see that Pscudo-Artsteas chose Ptolemy IJ as 
his protagonist because there was already in existence a document, the 
QyesEions of Ptolemy JI, which made Ptolemy IT converse with Jew's; and 
the author of the Questions had chosen Ptolemy II because, for the Jewish 
world of that day, he was the greatest king of the time and die Alexander- 
questions showed dial it was proper for great kings to converse with foreign 
sages. Let us suppose, in die same way, that die Buddhist author of Part I 
of the Milinda chose Menander as his protagonist because there was already 
in existence a document which made Menander converse with a Buddhist, 
and that die author of that previous document had chosen Menander because 
he was the greatest king td the time to die world about him and ihe Alexander- 
tradition showed that ii was proper for great kings to converse with Indian 
sages* This would imply that toe story of Alexander's conversation with 
Indian sages was, in some form or other, known in India; bui if any Creek 
literature or tradition found its way to India at all, as it certainly did,1 stories 
about Alexander in India certainly would. But if the author of Part i of the 
Pali Milinda had such knowledge of a previous document as Pseud Q-Aristeas 
had ol [he Quest ions of Ptolemy ii, that means that there was once in existence 
a Greek Questions of Menander based, like the Questions of Ptolemy II, on 
the Alexander-tradition—did not an eastern Greek, Apollodorus (pp. 143 jy.), 
compare Menander's conquests to Alexander's?—and conceivably also on 
some real conversation of Menanderpss just as the Alexander-tradition goes 
back to a real conversation of Alexander's. 

This hypothesis of a Greek Questions of Menander will explain a number 
of things, and is required in order to explain them, I have already mentioned 
the curious way in which the author of Part 1 of the Milinda takes certain 
things for granted—that his Indian readers would know" what Menander’s 
Yonakas were and would know that the lay-out of the four-square Hellenistic 
diy was the normal one; if he was taking these things from a Greek work 
that would be explained, as would his use of the Hellenistic Greek word 
\onaka and his placing of Greeks before Kshatriyas and Brahmans. Hts 
know ledge of Menander's birthplace and of the mixed national!ties on his 
Council he might Iiave had himself, though it would be more natural to 
suppose that theyr were taken from the Greek work also; but if the names of 
Menander's four Yonakas are historical, and as we saw there is a possibility 
of this, they must have come from the Greek work; and if what I have said 

1 Pp. }j& (books), 37S (historical writings), 3&1 (Sophocles, and therefore 
afirtrtti Euripides, cf. p. JH m 3); possibly mimes (p jSj). Em in Fact no one 
could fail to know that Demetrius claimed to be a second Alexander, which meant 
that Alexandcr-ltteracure would be in vogue; see the legends deed p. iff. 
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in Appendix 6 tk: correct, the fact that Menander's birthplace is said to have 
been near jf&xmdrm instead of near Kvpua is very likely due to the Greek 
work also,1 The Greek work, toot if hypothec?) it were suggested by one 
or more of the lists of AJexander-qnestiom, must have confined some 
aporwi—as a matter of historical development it could not do otherwise— 
and that would explain the fact diat the author of Part i of the Milinda repre¬ 
sents Milinda in die Introduction as eager to score a dialectical victory, while 
in the body of the book he makes link attempt to do so- And it would 
explain, not only why the Indian author chose □ Greek king as one prot¬ 
agonist, but also why lie chose an invented character, Nagasena, for die other: 
Nagasena came from the Greek work, like the Yonakas, and was invented as 
the Indians in the Alexander-quesdons were invented. 

There is also a curious remark in the Milinda which can only be explained 
if we suppose that tile Akxander-quesrions were known in India. When 
Milinda and his Friends are discussing how many of die brethren Nagasena 
shall bring with him, Sabbadinna says 4 Let liim come with ten\ and sticks in 
his point till the king has said three limes that Nigasetia shall bring as many 
as he likes. ’ This number only has meaning in reference to tile ten of the 
Alexander-qucstions, and presumably comes from the Greek Questions of 
Menander (which no doubt, like the Questions of Ptolemy li, were not 
confined to ten questions); what Sabbadinna in effect says is 'You ought to 
follow die Greek tradition* and Milinda says * No1- 

So farT die existence of a Greek Questions of Menander has been deduced 
as an astronomer deduces the existence of an invisible body in the heavens, 
from its disturbance of other bodies; but there is one fact still to come which 
I think goes far towards providing direct evidence. Pseudo-Aristcas begins 
as the Milinda begins, with an introduction which sets the scene. In die 
introduction to Pseudo-Aristeas four Friends of Ptolemy II play a pan— 
Demetrius the librarian, Aristeas, and Archias and Sosibius the 
$v\awe?; and the principal part is given to Demetrius. In die introduction 
to the Milinda four Friends of Menander play a part—Demetrius and three 
others whom I have discussed; and the principal part is given to Demetrius. 
Coincidences do occur, but one must not reckon upon their occurrence; the 
natural explanation is that one of these schemes was borrowed from the 
other. But certainly neither the Questions of Ptolemy II nor Pseudo-Aristeas 

* This would explain why the Chinese translator turned the word into Alexandria 
in Egypt; he only knew the capital of the Paropamisadoe as Kapkar whether, as 
is likely, the Alexandria-name had perished by his time, or not- Trie appearance of 
Alexandria of the Caucasus twice in a list of Indian cities in Part u of the Milmda 
(p* 411 a. 4) may be taken from Part r, but may also mean that Part 11 cannot be 
much later than about die end of Greek mle. 

* P. 47 (jb), Ultimately Mi Sin da silences Sabbadinna by saying 'Does lie think 
we are not capable of feeding so many?' One thinks involuntarily of Ptolemy 
feeding seven times ten Elders; but there cannot be any connection. 
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would be known in India; they are not likely to have circulated much beyond 
the circle of heliertised Jews, and in the Hellenistic period Jews are not heard 
of farther ease than Susa (p. if). And certainly the Pali Mtlinda was not 
read in the West, besides being probably too late, But a copy of a Greek 
Questions of Menander* written in India soon after Menander's death (which 
was between ijo and 145), could have readied the library at Alexandria vk 
Babylonia, the great clearing-house between East and West, and reached it 
in plenty of time for Pseudo-Aristeas c* too BX, to read it; he was obviously 
interested in kings1 questions, and would have read it had he found it+ It 
looks as if it were the Greek Questions of Menander which gave him the idea 
of resurrecting Demetrius the librarian (who was Demetrius of Phalerum, 
dead before the time of Ptolemy H) so that he might have a Demetrius to 
play the principal part in his own scene-setting. There is of course no diffi¬ 
culty' about a Greek work being written in Menander's kingdom; we have 
already (Chap, vi) met with conclusive indications of at least two Greek 
poems written there. 

And if the author of Part 1 of die Pali Milinda could and did read Greek, 
it does help out what some Pali scholars have felt about that work taken as a 
whole. Rhys Davids (1 p. xii) called it "the only prose work composed in 
ancient India which would be considered, from the modern point of view, as 
a successful work of art’* Finot (p* 14), after observing that the vivacity and 
sobriety of the dialogue resembled the Socratk dialogues rather than any¬ 
thing Indian, said fQn serait maws enclin h reconnaitre dans cette forme 
originiife et presque insolite une influence hdMniquc** Winrerniiz (n p. 143) 
said dial it was so alive and fresh that it well supported comparison with the 
Dialogues of Plato.1 Evidently some Pali scholars have felt about the 
Milinda much as most people have felt about Ecclesiastes, that at some time 
the author had read Greek literature and breathed Greek air; and if this be 
true. Part 11 cannot be later than the first century b.c*, seeing that Greek rule 
ended altogether about 30 b.c*, and the earlier in that century the belter (see 
also p. 433 n. 1). It would be interesting to know how ii is proposed to 
reconcile this Greek atmosphere of the Pali Milinda with the common belief 
that it is a derivative document from an Indian original (p* 416); a translator 
could hardly maintain that atmosphere if he found it or create it if he did not, 
I venture to think my own explanation preferable. 

The conclusion is that certain things in Part I of the Pali Milinda and 
certain resemblances to Pseudo-Aristeas can only be explained fay postulating 
a short Greek Questions of Menander, in which Menander questioned an 
invented figure, rise Buddhist sage Nagasena; the questions must, as a matter 
of the historical development of this form of literature, have consisted largely 

1 Wjnrermts however (JL\ Eng. nans. p. 176) rejected Weber s suggestion 
(Berlin SB 1890 p, yi?) of an actual connection with Plano. I noce a recent attempt 
to show dial Plato knew the Dialogues of tltc Buddha; C. Fries, BA. Aim. i^xxxifj, 
ma. P* »4I* 
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of apariai? though there may have been others- This work, like the various 
versions of the Akxander-questions, must have Jtad some sore of introduction 
or scene-setting, from which the Pali author took the Yonakas and their 
names ; the parts of die introduction to the Pali work dealing with the previous 
existences of Milinda and Nagasena and so forth were naturally not in the 
Greek work. From the Greek work came the fact that Slgala was Menanders 
capital, and probably the details ,of his birthplace; but that and the reference 
to the four-square Hellenistic dties might have come from some other 
Greek source* We have seen (p, 249) that some Greek in India may have 
written a Praise of Menander, and that in any case there was some Greek 
poem which mentioned him. There may in fact have been a regular Menander 
literature; and wre seem to possess traces of another bit of it, an Indian 
Avadana intermediate in time between the Greek Questions of Menander 
and the Pali Milinda. It survives in a Chinese translation made in a.d. 472 
by a sramam from the West* and is called* Avadana of die discussion between 
the king Nan-t'o (Nanda) and NagasenaV It has been pointed out that the 
Indian original must have been older than the Pali Milinda because the name 
NWida still kept the first n of Menander;1 but there is more than dial* The 
first three of the four questions asked by Nanda-Mtmander are serious 
questions relating to Buddhism; but the fourdi is merely two commonplace 
opormi on die Greek model,' Why is summer hot and w inter cold ? And why 
is a summer day long and a winter day short?'J These aparim show' that die 
work stood nearer to the Greek Questions of Menander than did the Pali 
Milinda, from which aporiai have completely vanished. 

The end was dial, fust as Pseudo-Aristeas saw in the Questions of 
Ptolemy II a useful peg on which to hang a tractate1 on Judaism, so some 
Indian Buddhist saw in the Greek Questions of Menander a setting which 
could conveniently be utilised for a treatise on Buddhism* We have seen 
diat the Greek work, assuming that it existed, must have been written very 
soon after Menander's death and, if it readied the library at Alexandria, 
must have reached it bv or before too BX*; and as Part J of the Pali Milinda 
(or the Indian work of which it is a translation, if it really be a translation) 
has to fall in the period when Greek was colloquially spoken in India and 
Indians might know Greek works, I do nor see how ir can be much later than 
100 B.C., which would give ample time for intermediate development. It 
might be earlier; it must surely be before the Greeks in India began io be 
Indianised (Chap, ix) and die Sacas began to break up the Indo-Greek 
world. 

One further point. The earliest list of Alexander-questions could consist 

1 Given as pari 3 of an ankle by Dr J+ Takakusu on the Chinese version of the 
Milinda, JRjfS 1S96 p+ 17; 7lie Samvttkta-faina-pitaAd Sutra* Tills contains 
Jil Stories in eight books; [he Avadana in question is no, cxi in book E, 

1 Feflioi opt rir, p. 380. Cf. Takakusu p. 17, + » comparatively early dauf* 
1 Takakusti *A. p. 21, 
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solely of aporiai because it was only a small incident in a long story; but it is 
hard to conceive of a Greek writing a Questions of Menander with a formal 
introduction merely to make the king put apodal to a Buddhist sage. The 
Questions of Ptolemy II is a serious enough document, even though it has 
not got rid of apodai altogedier;1 and the Greek Questions of Menander 
must surely have contained serious questions as well as apodal, questions 
not perhaps specifically connected with Buddhism, but at least concerned 
with such commonplaces of philosophy as might interest both peoples. It 
sot die legend of Menander as a great Buddhist monarch might not be pure v 
Indian; Creeks might have played 3 part in its formation. But that would 
not prove ihai the Menander of history took a personal interest in Buddhism, 

(see pp, 168 if.)* , , 
I must con Linde hy referring 10 ibe Banquet ol the Seven Sagest as in that 

work Plutarch* at a later day, summed up this business of kings" Questions. 
He starts hum a list ol aporiai supposedly sent by the king ut F-gypt to the 
king of Ethiopia to guess, to which Thales casually supplies the right answers; 
and Plurarch* through his mouthpieces* says diat Greeks were once fond of 
these tilings (153 e), but now they are no better than children’s riddles 
(154 a), though they may do for kings {153 f) (see p. 41? n. j). Bui when, 
on two occasions, the Seven are prevailed upon to give ihdr opinions on a 
question, these are concerned, the first time with kingship (15* at a) and the 
second rime with another torm oi polity (154 o—!f). So lar as Plutarch gP 
there is nothing which disagrees writh wJiat I have written. 

Early in this book (p, 30 I suggested that we might find that the Greek 
culture-sphere, which extended at any rate to Susa* did in the second century' 
b.c. embrace die Greeks in India, I trust that this Excursus, together with 
Chapter ix, lias now shown that this must have been the case. 

1 Two ai least: 113, +Hgw can one sleep without dreaming?1 and a jop 1 How can 
a man get on Willi his wife?1 Later on* aporiai may have been finally dropped from 
kings1 Questions; see a Hermetic fragment, in which a king questions a prophet 
named Tat about doctrine, in RemetiStetfVi Pdmtntjr^ p. 354* xvii. 1 owe this 
reference to Professor Nock, 
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MONOGRAMS AND FIND-SPOTS 

In order to save much repetition in the text, the principles followed in this 
book oil These two matiers are set out here, _ ~_ 

It has been widely believed that the monograms on 
Baciria and India, or most of them, denoted mint-cmes; and evra CMi y, 
understand, k is thought that some of them must be mints, thou^ '-"; 
numismatist has stated that they may sometimes denote tbenameof^ 
local magistrate under whose authority die com Yet Cunn - 

ham's laborious effort to work out the mint-aw from these_nu 
monograms was a complete failure, and it ,s adf 
of study, no single monogram of any mint has been idenufo^ hde > h 
other hand the typej of at east two mmt-attes, the Aeus enthroned or 
^nd^-Kapi^and the humped bull of Pushkatavatl, are perfectly 

^ it *,3 ever supposed that the Greek kings in the E«t would make 
sticha radical breach JiSh Seleucid custom I cannot n««i}^ 
between the eastern Greek kingdoms and the Seleucid realm is as marked as 
that of other Seleucid Succession states, indeed in 
book has, I trust, shown the trouble taken by both houses, «u » J 
and that of Eucra tides, to prove that they were Selcuads Noo*S«^e™ 
to have doubted that the Seleucid 
SeSeucid sTttem of monoerims at the Anitoch mint has been d < 
Mr E. T. Newellthe monograms are those ofone 

SSHBSSSiSeSSSse 
' SMC p. Iv.Ctfl P- 44J 

the prtnagonist of this view, wu that notflnfi h* 
* Whitehead, AWAf p. aS. ,t,ou-v,t he was dealing with 
s This is where Cunningham went wrong, he thought B 

p. 4. For a case of a mint-master moving from Tarsus to l elta see iu 
Newell, The coinage* of Demetrius Pe&tttHr i?S7 P- 8J- 
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those of moneym/ That the Bactrian and Indian monograms must also be, 
anyhow as a general rule, those of moneyed—mint-mas tern or dty magis¬ 
trates—seems to me almost too clear for argument; the Kharoslithi letters 
(instead of monograms) on some of the Later Greek coins in India (pf J0) 

should alone be conclusive. The contrary belief would mean that some 
prince Jets were operating as many mints as Alexander ever did; that the Saca 
AieSj whose monograms and letters are very numerous, was operating several 
times as many; and that Eucraddes" twcnty-staier gold piece, of finest 
Bactrian work, was struck in the same mint as some of the very inferior coins 
of his bitter enemy Menander in the eastern Punjab. 

It is becoming clear that both Sdeucids and Partbians operated only a few 
mints, serving large areas; and so far as can be made out there were very 
few regular Greek mints in the Farther East. Only four are at first certain: 
Bactta, Alcxandria-Kapisa, Pushkalavati, and one in Menander's home 
kingdom m the eastern Punjab, presumably at the capital, Sagaia. A fifths 
Taxi la, is morally certain; and it is possible that there was always a second 
mint in the eastern Punjab, at Buccpliaia,3 though it only becomes certain 
under Hippostnmis (p* 3*6), It is possible, though it cannot be proved, that 
there was for a time □ mint in Anrimachus1 sub-kingdom of Margianc, either 
at Amioch-M&rv or possibly at Susia-Tos; but this is very speculative* for 
his famous portrait was certainly engraved in Bactra (p* yj) and bis coinage 
may have been struck for hitn there also (pr 440). Them seems no trace to Es 
got, so far, of any Greek mint either in Arachosia-Seistan or in Sind, wrhere 
stood two of Demetrius1 name-cities, though later the Sacas struck, or got 
struck for them, a rude coinage in Seistan itself (ps 30a). Ho doubt any city 
with a Greek community could produce coins of some sort if die political 
position necessitated this; but I am talking of the regular royal mints. 

One reason alleged for the belief that the Bactrian and Indian monograms 
represent min cecities must be noticed—that certain monograms appear over 
such long periods of time that they cannot be muneyers^ There is nothing 
in this- None of the mim-dties possessed an overflowing population of 
Greeks, and no doubt the office of mint-master was often hereditary,1 as was 

] Wroth , BMC PariAnt pp. hcrix s$. and a certain instance p. Ixxxiii; McDowell, 
Coins from Seieuoin p, 16S (the ttEradradmis), It is noteworthy that Professor 
P, Gardner, who in 1879 said that many of the Bactrian and Indian monograms 
might stand for mints (BMCp, fvjp had in 1877 maintained that to call the Parthian 
monograms mints was to go altogether beyond the evidence (his Parfkian Coinage 

P- *3)* 
1 It has been suggested tltat Menander's ox-head was meant for the type of 

Bueepliala* 
* BMCpAvi CR/p-443- 
4 Macdonald toe. eit.i tile monograms show that 'the magistracies attached eo 

the mini (at Alexandria Troas) were held in succession by members of the same 
family or families, a practice that we know to have been followed in other pans of 
the Hellenic world 
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die office of urategor at Doura.* Lei roe give an instance from a row which 
had 3 numerous Greek population, Athens. During a large part of the third 
and pari of the second centuries 9.C. the office oi paidotrthes at Athens was 
hereditary in the family of Hermodorus of Achamae; the inscriptions show 
tile name Hermodoms as paidotribes spread out over about a century, 
whether there were two or three men of the name, r.r. whether we are 
dealing with three or five generations^ Suppose that that family, instead of 
being nereditary paidotrihai in Athens, tiad been hereditary m i nt-runs. ere in 
AJexandria-Kapisa; we should get the Hemtodoms monogram spria om 
over about a century, and we might get it over the whole century and a halt 

of Greek rule in that city. . , 
That should suffice for possibilities. While not asserting that all BactTKin 

and Indian monograms must necessarily represent monevers—an 
might be that some represented ojfteinae^ workshops, of w ic I a gre _ i 
might have more than one—I see no reason to suppose that they ever denote 
mint-cities.4 And I am not sure if any monogram occurs which is sufficiently 
stereotyped to denote an ojfitina.* _ . 

It may be worth looking as an illustration at one common Bactnan 
monogram, for as this monogram also occurs on a group o copper 
coins of Seleucus I found at Seleuceia* it quite certainly a man and 
not a place. It is dominant during. Bactria's great 

before he took the title ‘Great King', —-—- - - fu_ 
with the mint at Bactra, since it is one of the only two monograms die 
money of Euthydemus II; its appearance on two o t v pedigree c i 
Agathodes shows that they were struck for him in Bactra, as wnul . 
natural in the case of a sub-king; the same applies to the other sub-king in 

1 Toiharo Johnson, Dura Studies 19 ji PP- f7 W- — ... r. 
> The inscriptions are ret out by W. £ Ferguson, Athenian Tg*lQ&4 

pp+ 104 on the (fating stt also Tam uvt P- }?* ,C P „ ®m ± 
inscriptions into three generations; I inclined 10 five, with three men na 
Hermodoros. The principle is the same in cither ase. parihia 

J Suggested by Wroth as regarded the Parthian coinage, BMC Pankea 

^4 Such minor variations of type in a series as are reared tom iHI p. 
of course be due to different mints or ojfianae, different die-cutters, 
not know wliai relation, if any, such tilings bear to die nwftogtams^^ 

4 McDo well, Caine from Sehtueia p. i^. maltes the attrecuve sug£«!;o« that 
the stereotyped monograms on later Parthian drachmae) w ic 
dueed those m die money of Phreates III, were at the start moneyert monograms 
which became stereotyped to mean certain mints, 

6 McDowell ^ f/f. p+ *5 no. 9 ^ 

1 BMC pp' 6, S, to, tyxy fur Demetrius see also NC 1904 p. jai, *9JJ P- >* 
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[he list* Antimnebus, The fact that this monogram does not appear on the 
earlier coins of Euthydemus, on the later coins of Eucrarides, or on any of 
those of Hdiodes, is further proof that it cannot represent a city or a work¬ 
shop ; it is, beyond any question,, a marfs signature. This man then hdd office 
from about 200 B,c. (certainly not earlier) eo 16?—say thirty-three years at 
the outside; he was therefore a mint-master. There is no reason whatever 
against his holding office for thirty-three years; two mint-masters are known 
at Antioch who held office for twenty-two and twenty-eight years,1 and a 
case is known of a man being paidoiri&es at Adieus for thirty-four years a: 
the least;1 not to mention Sosibius, who held high office under the third and 
fourth Ptolemies, first as dsoeteics and then as vizier, for forty-one years J 
If we like, we may see in ^ the mint superintendent who was largely 
responsible for enlisting the services of die artists who made the Greek 
coinage of Bactria such a wonderful portrait-gallery. His colleague or vice¬ 
official other monogram on the coins of Euihydemus Ut which 
appears also on the coins of Demetrius, Agadiodes (including a jsedigree 
coin), and Eucratides (including die Heliocles-Laodice coin), held office from 
about ago to, ai latest, Eucrarides1 death in 1 39, say perhaps thiriyHone years. 
Thai these two men went over to Eucrarides may illustrate die sirengih of 
his appeal (Chap. v). 

The same monogram g in India on twenty-two coins of the Sajaur 
board,* composed of coins of Apollodotus, Menander, and Antimachus II 
(p. 229), must be another man, whose monogram also appears on coins of 
Menander's son Straio I; and a third man, possibly a grandson of the first, 
signs coins of two later members of the house of Eucraiides, AndaEddas and 
Archebius, with the same monogram* Whai little is known of Greek names 
in India apart from the kings points eo certain favourite names being often 
repeated (p. 592)* This seems to be the story of one common monogram, 
and it has nothing whatever to do w ith mint-cities* But it is to be hoped that 
it may one day be possible for numismatists to work out the Bactrian and 
Indian mints as the SeEeucid and Parthian mints arc being worked out. 

Much use has been made by some writers of the find-spots of coins in 
determining where this or that king reigned, but ii is not a satisfactory form 
of evidence; L have sometimes been forced to use it in default of belter, hut 

J Newell, 77i£ SAiucid Aflm ojf A/uiocA p. to. 
Abascamus; IG ri1 20SG L 1 t j and 2097- »e W+ B. Dinsmpor, TAc ArcA&ttof 

AtAtns 1931 p. 941 J* Kirchner, Gnomon 19ja p, 4fj. 
1 Tamp JHS Lkiit 1933, p, &L 
* Two con temporary mini-masters arc met with at Antioch (Newell, op. dt. 

P* 10) and at Pella (Plur Aem. P<mL 23); whether thev were colleagues Or whether 
one was subordinate to die other cannot be said. So far 5s I knowp this monogram 
never occurs again. 

s ^ Mmrfo^jASB xxiut 1927 (pub, 1919), Num, Supp. xi_ pp, ifi, zo. Ii 
is Eififorrunaiely not seated on whose coins this monogram occurs, but $orae 
twenty-five years wiU cover the whole. 
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coins travel in trade and almost any other kind of evidence is preferable* In 
many cases too ibe find-spots are unknown; at best we have only □ very 
partial picture. The following rules seem sound* If a king has an abundant 
coinage which is found in many places over great distances, like the coinages 
of Apollodotus and Menander* that is evidence of a widely extended rule* but 
not evidence that he ruled in all the places where his coins are found* If the 
coins of a king with a very large coinage are never found in a particular 
district* that creates a presumption, in the absence of other evidence* that he 
did not rule there; but if the coinage be small, no presumption is created; and 
in both cases, large and small coinage* the absence of coins in a district cannot 
be set up against other evidence that die king in question ruled there* If only 
a few isolated coins of a king be known* ihe find-spots afford no real evidence 
for the locality of his rule. The belief that find-spots of copper coins are good 
evidence of rule, because they do not travel far from the place of issue* is 
unfounded; copper coins must have circulated regularly over all the country 
served by the mint of issue, which might be very extensive, and a good deal 
more than that can be demonstrated. There have been found in Susa 14} 
copper coins of Seleuceia on ibe Tigris*1 and sixty chalkoi of an unknown 
king Tigraios, who if I am right ruled at Gmana on tile Gulf of Ormuz 
(p. 48$); large numbers of copper coins of Kadpluses I have been found at 
Taxila* where probably he never ruled;* and copper coins of the Ptolemies 
have frequently been found, not only all round tne Mediterranean,j but even 
at many places in Britain.'1 

Account must also be taken of known centres of trade; for example, the 
great mass of coins of many kings which Masson got about Begrarn reflects 
the fact 1 hat Alexandria-Kapisa was the gateway of die trade between India 
and the West, bus does not necessarily show who ruled there. It also has to 
be borne in mind that the coins of some kings continued to be struck after 
their deaths* Eucrarides was not long in India, but Masson picked up his 
copper coins at Begrarn by the thousand; Euihydemus was almost certainly 
dead when Demetri us conquered Sets tan* but his copper issues are said to 
be the only money W'hieh has been found in that country in any quantity; 
the copper money of both must have continued to be coined after their 
respective deaths. Tile most curious instance, for wrhich the evidence is 
unimpeachable, is that the money of both Apollodotus and Menander was 
circulating in Barygara in the middle of the first century a*D, (p. 149)* two 
centuries after chetr deaths* though Suras Irene had long been lost to the 
Greeks* It must he supposed that the great trading port* having found that 
these coins were good media of exchange, continued to copy them inde¬ 
finitely for trade purposes; the Saca rulers would not desire to interfere with 
what was presumably a lucrative procedure. 

1 i\fDP xx* 1918* pp. 37-40; xxv, 1934, pp. iSa-3, 143 altogether* 
s CHI p+ 584; Marshall, AS! 1919—30 p» 57, 
3 J. G. Milne1931 p, 247; and p. 149 n. <5. 
A List of places in NC 1930 p. 338, 
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THE NAMES IN -HNH 

The form of name ending in (or which is proper to the Sektidd 
eparchies has been considered in Chapter i. But as in Chapter vl I have 
made use of tills form as a test with regard to certain passages in Ptolemy's 
account of India, it is necessary to consider the converse question: gran red 
that die form is the most characteristic form for the names of the 
Seleudd eparchies and for the satrapies of Seleudd Succession states or of 
states which were influenced by and copied the Seleudd (or, what comes to 
the same thing, the Parthian) organisation, do we find, eastward of the 
Euphrates* -1}^ (or Hcznj) forms which mean something other than such 
eparchies or satrapies; or, to apply it to the particular case in question, when 
we meet Greek forms in Ptolemy's (or anyone rise's) description of 
India* a country which at the period in question (second century b*C*} had 
never been under Seleudd or Parthian influence, are we justified in treatang 
these names as die names of the provinces of a Greek kingdom? I have tried 
to collect any seeming exceptions l can find in the relevant Greek literature 
and must now go through them; I am not of course noticing the mass of 
such forms in Strabo, Ptolemy, and elsewhere which are obviously cithcr 
eparchies of a known satrapy or satrapaf provinces of j known kingdom* To 
avoid misconception, I must emphasise once more that I am only here 
dealing with Asia east of tile Euphrates, the rtew world which the Greeks 
settled and which never became Roman, though in fact Ponfus, Cappadocia, 
and Armenia Minor exhibit the same phenomena 1 am not considering 
Syria, which k a world by itself/ and in particular I am not considering Asia 
Nlbior west of the Balyk J do not know what its organisation in this respect 
was, and no one lias worked it out; when Strabo talks of Cvzicene or 
Amisene I do not know if he means eparchy or city territory; die names 
might, for all that is yet known, be related to the old Greek city-names in 

like Mytflene, Pricne, Ccbtene. All this has nothing to do with the 
matter in hand, which is Ptolemy upon India. 

Three so-called towns in the Peuringer Table—Pamyene, Tazarene, 
Thy brasserie—are really eparchies of Carmania and Gedrosia; it has long 
been recognised riiat in this pare of Asia the Table gives provinces as towns.1 
Doubtless this is another of those traces of die Seleudd survey which 

Tomaschek detected in the Table/ 
1 U. KJirstedr, Syrittht Territorial m ktHcnhtuchtr Zrit 192C3; O. Leuze, Din 

SntrapkftfinifUung in Syrun IJ3J. 

1 Muller, GGAf ip rcvs +Dcinde (after Media and Persis) Tab. Peut. non oppida 
sed rtgioncs memorat usque ad Besten1; K. Miller, hbitrana Romans i$i6 coh 
and map, * IFtitt S£ cnf i BBj, p. 145. 
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Stephan us (j*n) gives □ town Barerte in Media near Ecbatana. In Isidore's 
list of the Parthian satrapies (Seleucid eparchies) in Media along the great 
road he omits (§6) the name of die province between Gambadene and 
Rfiagiane in which Ecbatana stood, merely calling it rj Mi$ia ij avw. 
Banene is not a town, but is the missing name of this eparchy. 

The Peri plus (48) and Ptolemy (vti* 1, 6z) both call the dty of Ujjain 
This has nothing 10 do with the -yvrj names; it is merely someone's 

transliteration into Greek letters of tile sound of the Indian name UjjahinL 
It suggests however that other similar transliterations may exist. 

The Peri plus (Gi) gives a region Dqsanene on die coose of Orissa* where 
a Greek name is impossible. It is not given in Ptolemy, who only gives a 
town Dosara and a river Dosarcro (vit, 1, 77). The author of the Periplus, 
in the middle of the first century a.d., was an unlearned trader who knew 
nothing about the long-vanished Seleucid eparchies; but he knew that in Asia 
a great many names of districts ended in -tjvp?, and he just coined Dosarene 
from Dosara as a likely reproduction of the sound of the Indian name 
Dachama.1 I shall return to Dosarene* which is much later than the Hellenistic 
period. 

The *regio Attene* near Gerrha of Pliny vi, 148 is identical with Polybius' 
Xctmjvio, the third or province of the Gerrhaeans.* That die Ger- 
rhacans, who were closely associated with the Seleucids Throughout, would 
organise on the Seleucid model* as did the Nabataeans* is obvious* 

Two names may be dismissed offhand. Maikcne (Strabo Xvi, 7^7) is a Srovince of Cbaracene, and Buhacene (Curt, vm, j, 1) is an eparchy of 
□gdiana. 

Gotiriane* a town sit Margiane, is Ptolemy's one mistake, if it be a mistake* 
for it appears from Polybius that the proper Greek name of the place was rd 
ravplava* What probably happened is that the native name was something 
like Ghurian fa name existing to-day, but farther southward);4 Ptolemy^ 
source, an unlearned trader, turned it into Couriane, nor knowing any 
better* and Ptolemy, usually careful in this respect* overlooked in Beside 

there is a sort of parallel in Eratosthenes' term Adana for the 
Iranian plateau, which is not an -tcivtf name bui only the Pahlavi ary an5 in 
Greek letters. 

Pliny vi, gives the Median Apamea* which was really in Cboarene/ as 
*Apamea Rhagiane cognominata'; this is only an adjective, A pamea 'the 
Rhagian*,? like his Andochia Syria, 'the Syrian1? 

1 Gied by Mtillcr for. from Lassen as the Sanscrit form, 
* Polyk x, % t”3 — Sieph. r.v. Adfim and 
3 On the identification of Gotidane (Ptof. vi, ic, 4) and rd Fovpttiva 

(Guischmid's certain correction of the MSS Tayoi^iav in Polyb. x, 49, 1) see 
CJH vin p. 141 n. 1. 

4 Kiessling* Cifdaw in PW. - Hct^lcld, Sakaiton p, yj+ 

* Isidore 8; unless there were two ddes of the name. 
7 Strabo xit £14 calls it rrtpl r<b Tdyar. 1 Pliny vj, 47; see p. 15 m t. 
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I come now to the two real difficulties, which are in Hyrcania* a country 
where the town-names are so hopeless that not even Professor Kiessling has 
cried to straighten them out; no one of the lists we possess bears any recog¬ 
nisable relation 10 any other* Polybius gave a town 'A^tavij,1 a^d 
Patrodes, a century earlier, gave one called Ea^optnnJ.1 1 have found 
nothing to throw light on Achriane; it may be a transcript of a native name 
ending in -in* but that is guesswork* Samariane of course looks like 
* Samaritan*. Tile re is a story', given only by Oroslus fin* 7, 6) and other lace 
writers, that Artaxenies Ochus deported some Jews to Hyrcanta;* but even 
if he didr they would not in the fourth century BpC. have named their town 
after the hared Samaria. There are later legends which iden tify Gog and Magog, 
shut up behind the mountains* with the Ten Tribesbut one can hardly 
bring this into relation with Patrodes, neither did Assyrians really deport 
Samaritans to the Elburz, far outside their empire*5 A Greek epitaph of u 
1 Samarian*, Eumcnes, is said to have been seen near Kcrmanshan in Media 
(see pi 366 n* 8)* but as his wife was named Arsinoe he presumably came 
from Samaria in the Arsinolte nome (Fay dm) in Egypt* A colony from 
Samaria in Palestine, sealed by Alexander or some Persian king, is con¬ 
ceivable* but none such Is known. Patrocles got his information through 
interpreters* and the name may he his own rendering in Greek of what he 
understood an interpreter to say^ but w hat it means I do not know* 

Lastly I must notice VApaprjvij in Arabia* as it comes in Strabo* apd is 
instructive. Strabo (Xvi* 7S1) says that Aelius Callus, after leaving Leuce 
Come, went south tlirough the land of Obodas1 kinsman Aneras and then 
through a land of nomads, largely desert, called Ararene* under a king 
Sabos. The Nabataean state, though never Seleucid, had the Seleucid 
province-names, like Saracene (the first occurrence of the name Saracen), 
but in the first century b.c. and later the southward boundary of that state 
was at Hegra,* a little north of AU'Ula, and Ararene was far beyond its 
bounds. But Ararene was not east of the Euphrates and is a late name, 
belonging to the reign of Augustus; it is the first example of a process, due 
to the -TjsTj termination having become so usual throughout Asia, whereby 
under die Roman Empire that too familiar termination tended to be applied 
loosely to any territorial district; examples are the already mentioned 
Dosarene of the Peri plus and the later Palmyrene. But this late usage has 
nothing to do with the second century b.c., and (Dosarene apart) I have only 
met with two instances of it east of the Euphrates* Writers of the Roman 

1 StepK nd\t§ 'YfMuvtas* IJokdfkot Sfadrut. 
1 In Strabo XI, foS, 
J See on dm story A. R. Anderson* Afexou&r's Ggi*? Gog and Afagogt and tfi* 

Endojtd Naims 193a p, $9. 
4 Anderson tip. cih passim. 

5 As Andcrsrm p* suggests. For the real location of Gozan (Guzana) sec 
Sidney Smith in C.dH m p. 6 and Map 1. 

ft Tarnxv, 1959, p. ij+ 
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Empire even Strabo, sometimes misused two particular words and wrote 
Bactriane and Parthyene for Bactria and Parihia^1 but this is a mere mistake, 
due to the cause mentioned above, and cannot affect the general result 
arrived at for the Hellenistic period. 

The conclusion for that period then is that we have found two difficulties, 
perhaps exceptions, in Hyrcania and one lapse in Ptolemy. Looking at the 
great number of -ijitj and -tetnj names known, this is little enough m the 
literature of a people who were often careless about, and pcrlmps even dis¬ 
liked, the consistent use of technical terms in the modem fashion, and, in the 
particular case of India, h iitde to set against the fact that Ptolemy, but for 
his one lapse, is always careful in his usage. Moreover the eparchy- or province- 
names in the Pairopamisadae seem certain (pp+ <$6 .); and though prior to the 
second century b.c. that country had belonged rather to the Iranian than ro 
the Indian system, it could not fait, from its position on the Indian side of 
the Hindu Rush, to be something more than a half-way house to India. It 
seems rlten that such exceptions as I have succeeded in finding da nor 
provide any alternative to the view that the nine province-names collected 
in India—seven from Prolemy and one each from Pliny and Arrian—and 
discussed in Chapter vt must have die same connection with the Seleueid 
terminology as is exhibited in the nomenclature of all the other Seleueid 
Succession states, that is, that they were provinces of the Greek kingdom 
in India. 

1 Isidore shows that there was a Parthian satrapy (Seleueid eparchy) called 
Partbyenc; perhaps therefore there was also a BactrEan satrapy (Sefcucid eparchy) 
called Bacifiane, 
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AGATHGCLES' PEDIGREE COINS 

In the first century a.c. them was in existence a fictitious pedigree or the 
Seleudd house which derived the descent of ibe dynasty from Alexander,1 
The fact is clearly shown in a series of inscriptions31 set up by Antiochus I of 
Commagene below the representations of his ancestors, each inscription 
giving the name and patronymic of the corresponding figuremf these inscrip¬ 
tions professedly give the respective pedigrees of ilis father, going back to 
Darius, and of his mother Laodice Tliea Pliiladdphos, who was a Sdeueid 
princess, a daughter of Antiochus VIII Grypus; and his mother's pedigree 
is the ordinary Seleudd pedigree5 but begins with Alexander-4 

How was Alexander brought into the Seleudd pedigree? I must emphasise 
that the Coitimagenc inscriptions mean that some member of the direct 
Seleudd line wws (supposed to be) a Imad descendant of Alexander, This 
member could not be die first Seleucus and the story could not have originated 
in liis reign, as a great many people knew that he and Alexander were con^ 
temporaries and much of an age. Professor Rostovtzeff in an inEeresiing 
papers has suggested that the explanation is dtat in 306 Seleucus was try ing 
to connect himself with Alexander by connecting his own mother Laodke 
with Alexander's mother Olympias. The method suggested is ncu too con¬ 
vincing, seeing that Laodice was a Macedonian name and Olympias was an 
Epirote; however, his quotation from Libinius may be taken 10 show dial 
Seleucus I, like Ptolemy I and Amigo cuts I, did claim some connection with 
the Argead Sine. But a daim by Seleucus I to be connected with the Argeads 
has no bearing at all on the question, howF did some member of the direct. 
Seleudd line later than Seleucus I come to be considered a lineal descendant 
of Alexander? I answered that question in ipap,6 but I can nowr take it 

further. 
There is a story preserved in almost identical language by Livy and Appian,? 

which therefore (I think no one will dispute this) originally came from 
Polybius; and as it concerns people who lived in Polybius* own city, 
Megalopolis, during hss own youth, it is extraordinarily well attested and 

1 I must refer 10 my paper Quten Ptolemcij and Apa/rtaf Class. Quarterly x\mr 

388-401. J Ii. 399-401. 
* /i- 1<>B. 5 nvvroxoi, JJIS tv* i9jT, PP. ,6, 
* t gave it briefly, as being a simple case of two and two making four; but as 

Professor ReatovizefT thinks my answer ‘far-fetched1 (& p, -6j n. 14) I must now 
give every link in the chain with (I fear tedious) minuteness 

7 livy xxxv, 47, 5 - App, Syr. 13. 
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the details must be taken as trustworthy* The story is that in 191 ex* there 
was living in Megalopolis as a citizen a Macedonian named Philip who 
boasted that he was a descendant of Alexander, and 4 to gain credence for 
his story' he named his two sons Philip (after Alexander's fattier) and 
Alexander, and named his daughter A pares ► In Megalopolis at that times 
therefore* it was believed (or some believed) that there had been an Apama 
who was a very dose relative of Alexander's in die sense that his father 
Philip was a very close relative; for die man who wanted 'to gain credence 
for his story* would surely have named his daughter after Alexander's 
mother Olympias or his sister Cleopatra had it not been believed that there 
had been a woman named Apama who was at die very least as dose a relation 
as they. Now as matter of history it is certain that Alexander had no relative 
named Apama* and tolerably certain that that rare name is Achaemenid1 and 
not Macedonian at all+ Bur though there was no Apama connected with 
Alexander, there was a very well-known woman of that name connected 
with Sdeucus: at Susa in 324 he married an Apama who was a daughter of 
the Sogdian baron Spitamenes* and almost certainly an Achaemenid on her 
mother's side, and she bore him a son* Antioch us L We have accordingly now 
got to find rwo things: an Apama who shall be (supposed to be) a very dose 
relative of Alexander's, and a woman through whom some Seleueid king 
prior lo the second century could claim iirual deseeds from Alexander (it has 
to be a woman* as the male line hack to Alexander's contemporary Seleucus 1 
was at the time accurately known to everybody); and as the name Apama is 
tare* and no Apama is known in the period of Alexander and the Successors 
except Seleucus' queen* the conclusion is inevitable that the answer eo both 
questions is identical—Seleucus' queen Apama became a daughter of 
Alexander, and the fictitious Seleueid descent from Alexander was traced 
through her as (the real) mother of Antiochus 1 

The fictitious Seleueid pedigree thus established is the key to several 
tilings in the Farther East, and the first is the coin-series of Agathodes, He 
struck a series of tetradrachms which bore on the obverse ihe head (or 
device) of some former king with his name and cult-title or legend* and on 
the reverse the characteristic type of that king, with the legend pWiAeuairruj 
¥AyuBoK^eoti^ ^ucaioi>t "Under the rule of Agathocles the JustThe 
coins known give the names of Alexander* Antiochus Nika tor, Diodotus 
Soter* Euthydemus Theos, and Demetrius Aniketos;* the Alexander coins 
(there are two in the British Museum) of course have the head not of Alexander 
but of Herades (or Alexander as Herades) wrearing the lion's scalp* and the 

1 Tarn, op. di, p* 140; see Rostovtztff op, df. p. (Sf and n-14. 
1 An. vi 1, 4, 6 (from Ptolemy I)* 
5 On see further p- JJ4. 
* Tile first four coins i&AfC p. 10 nos, l-j, PI. IV, i-j, and p. 164, Pf. XXX, u 

the Diodorus and Euthydemus coins also in C/f/PL IV* t and a. The new Demetrius 
coin: NC i£3f pF 
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Antioch uscoin, from the characteristicreverse type, is certainly Antioch us II.1 
These coins used to be called memorials of former rulers (which is meaning- 
Eess), though mom recently one numismatist did utterT very doubtfully, the 
word 'relationshipV they are in fact Agathodes' pedigree* The exact 
resemblance of this coin-series to the series of inscriptions in which Antiochus 1 
of Commagetic gave his mothers pedigree—both begin with Alexander and 
continue through the Seleuctd line—shows titai the nature and purpose of 
die two series must be identical* and as the Commagene series is professedly 
a pedigree, so must that of Agatboctes be: he is giving the Euthydemid 
pedigree back to where it branches off from the Seleucid pedigree* follow ed 
by the fictitious Seleucid pedigree from that point back to Alexander. Some 
inscriptions are missing from the Cominagene series* and rwo coins— 
Antioch its I and Sdeucus (or Seleucits and Apama)—from A ga til odes' 
series; but as the Demetrius coin only came to light in 1934 specimens of ibe 
others may yet be found. As Agathocks1 pedigree passes backward through 
Diodptus to Amiochus II* it proves, as siaied in Chapter tu, that Diodoms 
married a daughter of Antiochus II and Euthydemus a daughter of Diodorus 
by the Seleucid princess; Agachodes was a Seleucid on the distaff side. The 
reason why he desired to proclaim that ibe Euthydemid family were Seleucid 
collaterals fa given in Chapter v. 

Antimachus published his pedigree at the same time as Agathocles; it was 
of course the same from Euthydemus backwards* but only the Diodotus and 
Euthydemus coins are known they show (see pp. 7| if.) that Antimachus was 
a son of Euthydemus- The coins follow the same plan as those of Agathocles, 
but bear On the reverse the legend jlaatAivovros ’ Am^a^ou 8tour * Under 
the rule of Antimachus the god"; naturally the two series were issued by the 
two kings in collaboration* and for the same reason. 

There are several things to be said about the fictitious Seleucid pedigree* 
[ think Yule ms the first* though not the last* to suggest that the Alexander- 
descents of the Hindu Kush country were connected with the Bactmn 
Greeks;1 it was a wonderfully brilliant guess* for now that is is known that 
tile Euthydemid kings (and the house of Eucratides too, for that matter) 
claimed to go back to Alexander little doubt seems possible. These descents 
are discussed in Chapters vti and ixj here I need only point out that one of 
them further defines the position of Apama* Marco Pob relates that in his 

1 The first diree kings named Andochus have all been proposed, but there is no 
doubt at all. See CHI p, 4^0. 

1 Wliiielieadp Nlfm p. t<S, 
J Tile Diodotus coin, BMC p. 164, PL XXX* 6. flic Euthydemus coin, long 

known to he in the buds of an Indian dealer* is now in the British Museum. 
4 Yule, W*ra> iWe* and ed. 1874, voL 1 p. 16$ (p. 160 in the 3rd ed.)*1 probably 

due to a genuine memory of the Graeco^Bactriin kingdom'. He did not consider 
die claim to Greek ancestry' real. Recently given by W. P. Yens* Eurasia Scpten- 
mmaHt amifna tx* 1934, p- a>4* *an ouicume of the Greek conquest of this region 
and tile establish mem of helleoised stalest 
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day the (now extinct) family of the Mirs of Badakshan claimed to be descended 
from Alexander and a daughter of King Darius,1 Alexander did marry 
Darius' elder daughter, Barsine* ar Susa in 3x4/ hut it is not Barsiiw who is 
meant, for Marco Polo also says that when he was at Eatkh (j.e. Bactra) ‘the 
people of the city tell that it was here that Alexander took to wife die daughter 
of Darius hJ The wife Alexander Jut marry at Bactra was Roxane, daughter 
of the Bactrian baron Oxyartes; and in Bactria therefore she had become 
Darius' daughter, just as she is in the Greek Alexander-romance* and some 
other Greek sources^ Apama theft in the fullest version of the legend became 
a daughter of Alexander by his wife Hoxane daughter of Darius Iff; the fact 
that the real Apama was an Achaemenid* and that she and the real Rtsxzne 
both belonged to the Bactrian nobility/ doubtless helped, as perhaps did the 
legendary story that (beside Alexander IV) Roxane did have another child 
who died,7 Naturally the makers of legend were not troubled by the trifling 
fact that the two women must in reality have been much the same age; legendp 
like law, cares not for trifles One Hellenistic instance must suffice* When 
Amigonus I sent to Polyperchon a boy to play, under the name of Heracles, 
the part of an illegitimate son of Alexander, he chose (doubtless for some 
facial resemblance) a boy nearly six years too young for die alleged occasion 
of his birth / but the discrepancy did nest trouble the common man at the 
time, and has troubled few historians since. 

The fictitious Scleucid pedigree played its part in the West no less than in 
the East. Apart from Megalopolis and Comrnagene, another Alexander- 
descent has come to light in the Greek city of Teos/ and others may follow; 
for an Afcxander-desccnt implies attachment in some form or other to the 

1 l chap, xxix in Yule; p. .3 6 in A, Ricci's translation from [he text of L* F* 
Benedetto, The travels of Marc# Polo 1931, 

1 Art. viz* 4, 4 (from Ptolemy I), 
1 T chap, xxvii in Yule; Rkd p. 54. 
4 Hbtoria Ahxandfi Afagnt, cd+ Krollp p* 91 ]»2* and often; and in some later 

versions. 
5 Suidas s.v. Aaptio*; Syncellus p. M4 n, given as Porphyry in FHG in 

p* <>93 fr* 3 (i), but not so in P. Gr. Hist, Porphyry in fact, K Gr. Mist. no. 260 
ft- J (2)1 gave an intermediate version ; Roxanc was daughter of Qxyartes* king of 
the Bactrians. 

h Sir A* Stein, Innermost Asia 11 p. EE6 n, at made the attractive suggestion that 
Roxane was the same word as Rushan (which would make HDalian Qxyartes* fief), 
and then withdrew it on the ground ihar classical literature knows other RoxaneSi 
Rut, so far as I know* other occurrences of flLc name arc all much later ilian 
Alexander and therefore quite immaterial being merely taken from his queen's 
name. 

7 Bervet Dtu AUxnnJerrcich 11 pT 347. 
H TXLit 1911, pp, 14, ay, 
* SEG ll* 581, second century B.C.* a long catalogue of names of citizens of Teos, 

with patronymics but no Other descriptive words* in die middle of which appear* 
die entry dtoni/u^ Hv&tou S If \4AefdvSpcu* 
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Seleurid pedigree* and doubtless there were people in the Greek world who 
traced their lineage, real or reputed, from a concubine of this or that Seleucid 
king; compare the one-time descents from Charles FT in England. Whether 
there was once a version in the West which made Apama a daughter of Barsine* 
not of RoxanCj cannot at present be said; but certainly in the second century 
b.c. the legend dial Apama was Alexander's daughter was well known from 
Megalopolis to Merv,1 

It is tempting to try and guess when this legend originated. The coin- 
series of Aniimachus and Agadiodes can be accurately dated to 16& or 167 me. 
(Chap, v), but we can go back much further than that in the West, Apama 
of Megalopolis married king Amynander of Athamania in 192. In that year 
the claim of her family to descend from Alexander was known far beyond 
the bounds of Megalopolis* for it was known 10 Antiochus III: he held out 
to Apama’s brother Philip, as a bait for his services, the hope of the crown— 
his ‘ancestral' crown—of Macedonia.4 If Apama married in 19* she was 
probably bom round about 212-210, and she had rwo elder brothers; her 
father's claim then must have been in existence about no, and might of 
course be older than that* We have then to seek an occasion of origin earlier 
than about 220; and as obviously the origin could not fall in the reigns of 
Seleucus [ or of Apama'a son Antiochus I, we are restricted, speaking roughly, 
to the reign of Antiochus H orSeleucusD. The establishment bvAndochusII 
of the cult of the rtpoywen (ancestors) of the dynasty3 might nave prepared 

a Apama underwent yet another transformation in Augustan literature; in 
Livy xxxvru, ij, $ she is Srleucus.* filter* 

l Livy xxxv, 47* 7; App. Syr. 1 etrfAmftuv—playing with him. 
1 Rostovcreff ap„ In hk text, pp+ fg he calk the founder Andodiua IH, 

on rather slight grounds* hut in the later note on p, 66 lie inclines to return to 
Antioch us H* the usual opinion. But I do not believe in the suggestion fp* 65) that 
there was an earlier cult of ?rpoyovoi under Antiochus I which included Alexander 
and the Athaemcnids, and that Antiochus HI (or II) * eliminated' them "from the 
fist of his jtjpoy&vot1. Ro&tovfxeiF (see p. 62) is going on the reference by the 
Ionian League to the policy of the TrpoyoFoi of Antiochus I in OGIS 221, a tmich- 
discussed expression, most recently treated by C B. Welles* Royal Correipmd- 
€TKC in ike ficlicniliil period 1934 p. Ef+ Now the polity is an essential parr of the 
business; and if the references given by RosiovehIT in the notes 10 p- 62 be exammed* 
it wilt be found that there is only one real parallel to die phrase in OGIS 222* bur 
that is a very exact parallel indeed. In I. 17 of Din.J 434/s (Chremonidcs1 decree of 
167 ax.)—a document of the same generation as OGIS 222—Chremonides makes 
Ptolemy U, in shoeing real for the liberation of Greece, follow rtl rmv npoyGitirv 
ftal Jtl ri}$ Trpomplijti, die policy of hk rrpeycvcH and of liis skrer 
(Anqncie IT); both inscriptions refer to die poiky of the ixpdyo^ot* and no one, I 
think* has ever doubted that in Clirtmnnides8 decree the word means Ptolemy I 
and no one eke at all; the official pedigree of Ptolemy II as it was in 267 k well 
known from Satynis and Theocritus (Tam, JHS i_mf mh p. 57), and does not 
include either Alexander or anyone else who could have I tad a policy about Greece 
except Ptolemy L tr follows that the vpdycvoi of Andockra I in OGIS 212 
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the ground, for the common min might not know very wdl whom this 
might include, while he probably did know that the state cult of die rival 
Ptolemies started with Alexander, But this euh was not the origin of the 
popular belief, for it did me start wirh Alexander.1 It is dear, from the Sroceedings of Anttochus III in 192, that, though he knew of the alleged 
deudd Alexander-descent, he did noi believe ic; we may assume dierefore 

that the Euthydemid kings did noi believe it either. But the fictitious pedigree 
was used as propaganda by Agfttftodes and Aniimachus in order 10 influence 
the common man at a time when they were fighting for their lives (Chap, v); 
it may dierefore be supposed that it originated in some Seleecid extremity in 
order to influence the common man, and that it did influence him* If so, the 
fictitious pedigree first saw the light about 24$-U w^hen Ptolemy HI was 
overrunning the Seleudd empire in the name of the alleged rightful heir and 
she young Seleucus II was fighting for the very existence of his dynasty;1 we 
Seleucids are the true sons of Alexander would have been no bad battle-ay. 
His sister took die fabrication eastward with her when she married Diodotus 
and it passed 10 her Euthydemid descendants; Bactrian local patriotism did 
the rest* As on the coins of Agathocles and Andmachus the dead kings of 
Bactrla, Diodotus and Euthydemus, appear with cult names, it is conceivable 
that the Euthydemids had a state cult of their own, running back through 
the Sdeudds to Alexander (see p. aoi n. 3). 

should mean Selcucus I and no one else- RrattmafiFs article really does not bear 
as all on the pains considered in this Appendix—how came the Seleudd dynasty 
10 be made lineal dejt&uf&us of Alexander? 

* OGIS 245, 14<L 
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THE YUGA-PURANA OF THE GARGl SAMHITA 

Tht Glrgi Sambita is an astrological work of uncertain dare (ii has been 
da tied anywhere Irosm the Christian Era to the third century a.lO, one of 
whose chapters, the Yuga-purana, contains an historical account of (among 
o[lter matters) the Greek advance to Fatalipotra, written as usual in the form 
of a prophecy. The existing texts of the Yuga-purana are written in Sanscrit 
with (it is said) [races of Prakntismsj in the opinion of (he late Dr Jayaswah 
who devoted special attention to this work/ the extant account must go 
back to a historical chronicle,1 written either in Prakrit or in mixed Sanscrit- 
Praxrit, which he dates in the latter half of die first century b.ci on the ground 
rhat it mentions no dynasties later than the Sacas. Historians of India have 
usually considered [lie historical account of the Yavanas in the Yuga-pudifia 
as valuable, an opinion shared by Jayaswal, who regards the work as the 
earner known Purana and as exhibiting an independent tradition; occasionally 
someone ha_s dissented horn this vk/w^ but the manner in which the accounts 
o± the Greek Apolbdoms and of the Yuga-puriana complement each other 
(Chap. ivj ought to be conclusive for the H avana sections, as the two are 
presumably independent. 

a translation? of the greater pan (not all) of what are §§5 and 7 in Jayaswal s 
translation(p. 453). Of $6 he merely said that it contains complaints against 
heretics, presumably Buddhist monk6 Nothing more was published, and 
wliat was known of the Sanscrit text so far as it related to the Greeks was 
confined to these parts of M, and 7, whkh Weber subsequent!v reprinted,' 
and to one line of §6 which Kem had quoted; except for Lfvi *'R6 has gone 
unnoticed, though many writers have quoted or raranh™^ kW« ■£««. many writers have quoted or paraplirased Kern's trans- 

IiUt0rk^L f*™« ,Ae GtW'Samkitf anJ ,ft< Btvkmbi Empitt, 

■^hsfrSdon!' F’m' *S pLb!lcad0n °f ^ ■“* <* th* rwpJa**, 

‘ The worihleiness or ihc other Puranas on die Yavanas (pp. ,,, n. 3 and 3*4 
n. I) makes tbs, to me, quite (main. ” 5 } 

As j. F. Fleet, JRAS p. 753, who called it historically worthless, hut gas* 

/ \ ?riAc['SanAjl£ °f Vatika-Mihhro, vol. XLVnr of the Biblmthtta 
/nfth* Soewty of Bengal j Calcutta, 18S5. 

I PP‘ 17-® of "he preface. * /£. nm js. 
7 ^ Weber, fndutkt $tu&m xiii, 1873, p. jod. 

P*4^ post. 
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latiqns of parts of and 7- I am informed by Dr L. D. Barnett of the 
British Museum that die MS used by Kem has been lost; consequently the 
bits of Sanscrit text mentioned above are of some value* li is also of interest 
that, on the strength of the historical passage, Kem dated the GargI Samhita 
to e* yo b.C*,1 * * 4 5 that is, he agreed very nearly with jayaswal's dating of the 
original, for dial lie should confuse the date of the GargT Samhiti irself with 
the date of certain information contained in it was in 1 $6} inevitable; even 
to-day it is unhappily noi uncommon to find statements preserved by some 
secondary Hellenistic writer assigned to that writer's own date. 

This was the position till quite recently, when Jayaswal discovered two 
other MSS of the Yuga-purana, one in the possession of die Asiatic Society 
of Bengal, the other in the Government Sanscrit College of Senary; these 
he lias edited with a translation,1 of which I reproduce the material part. 
A third MS also exists in Paris, and Ldvi sent Jayaswal a list, which he 
published^ of the readings in which it differs from his edition; I gather that 
the variants, which in the Yavana sections are few, have as regards those 
sections no historical importance and that* speaking generally, the Paris MS 
confirms his results, but naturally I cannot be sure. 

jayaswal has conveniently divided his translation into fifteen sections, and 
I now give his translation of §§$ to 7; the section headings are his own. 

‘§5* [The Greek invasion and the Battle of Pushpapuru.] 
"After this, having invaded Siketa, the Pafichilas, and Mathura, the 

viciously valiant Yavanas (Greeks) will reach Kusumadhvaja ("the town of 
the flower-standardpr). Then the thick mud-fortification (embankment) at 
Pitalipuira being reached, all the provinces will be in disorder, without 
doubt. Ultimately a great battle will follow with tree (-like) engines*1 

[Condition of the people at the end of the Kali age-] 
+In the end of the Yuga there will be non-Aryans following the religious 

practices of the Aryas, The Brahmanas, the Kshairiyas, tile Vaisyasas wrdlas 
the Sudras will be" low men. They undoubtedly will dress themselves all 
alike and will have conduct all alike* In that end of the Yuga men* will be 
united with heretical sects; they will strike friendships for the sake of women. 
This is without doubt- Without doubt there will be in this world Bhiksukas 
(religious mendicants}* of the Sudra caste, wearing Chlra (Buddhist religious 
cloth) and bark, wearing matted hair and bark* At die approach of the end of 
the Yuga in this world, the Sudras will offer oblations 10 fire with hymns 
proclaimed with omkara and (will be) keepers of the three fires with little 

1 Op. p« 4a * P* 451 n- 
J JBORS xv, 1919, pn up; die variants, usually single words, ire only given 

in Sanscrit, with one exception which is translated; if that be the most important, 
the others are presumably, to the historian, negligible. 

4 The slrtkasdstra mentions that on die walls o( a city there should be engines of 
war (jmyaswil * note). 

5 /.*. the orthodox (W*W.T*). * Buddhists (W+VOV). 
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hesitation*1 Without doubt in the end of the Kali age there will be Sudnis 
who will address with 1 Eho l1 and Brahmanas who will address others with 
1 Am!1 They will be alike in dress and conduct. 

‘§7* (Exactions of Dhartna-mita, and Greek retirement from Mad ha- 
dfesau] 

'Tne ramn-elders of Dharma-mira will fearless!}1 devour the people. The 
Yavanas (Greeks) will command, die Kings will disappear. (But ultimately) 
the Yavana5t intoxicated with fightings will not stay in Madhadesa (the 
Middle Country); then? will be undoubtedly a civil war among them, arising 
in dieir own country,1 there will be a very terrible and ferocious war/ 

I nowr give for comparison a translation, kindly made for me by Dr Barnett, 
of those parts of % and 7 which Kem gave and of which the Sanscrit text 
of his lost MS survives; it will be seen that it differs from jayaswal on one 
important pointy the definite statement that die Greeks took Parajjputra. 

'§J. Thereupon advancing to Sikera, the Pari dial as, and Mathura, the 
Yavanas, wickedly valiant, wDI win Kusumadhjava. Thereon* when the 
goodly (?) Puspapura lias been gained*+. [Kardame pmthiic are unin¬ 
telligible]' all regions will become disturbed, without doubt. 

*$% The Yavanas furious in battle will not stay in the Middle Country; 
[here will be without doubt mutual conflicts (reading samgrami for sei*i- 
blilva]; out of their own circles wilt arise an awful and supremely lamentable 
strife.* 

Before going further, I must mention one later study* Diwan Bahadur 
Professor K. H. Drava,* after premising that in all the MSS all the lines but 
twelve and many proper names are corrupt and many lines misplaced, has 
reconstructed the story with liberal alteration of proper names and, as he 
admits, free use of conjecture, inference, and "gjuesses at truth V his ideas of 
Greek history ace somewhat antiquated, and the result, I fear, is too arbitraty 
10 be of any use lo ihc historian. But he has made one or two acuie sugges¬ 
tions* which will be noticed wliere they belong. 

Certain points about the document must now be considered, Jayaswal 
points out, as is clear if the Yuga-purfma be taken as a whole, that to tile author 
tile history of India centres on Fataliputra;* he has in fact no further interest 
in the Greeks once they have quitted the Middle Country, ft seems to me 
equally dear that ihe document as we have it speaks from the Brahman 
standpoint and rather dislikes Buddhists, Sudras, and foreigners, whether 
Greeks or Sacas, But this was by no means an inevitable feature of a historical 
document written from the point of view of FStaliputra, where Buddhism 
was strong; and in fact the work contains two curious exceptions io this 
dislike of die Greeks, One is the name Dharma-mjia. Undoubtedly jayaswal 

1 /.t Stidras will usurp the functions of Brahmans (W.W.T.V 
1 f.t. not in India (W.WX), 
* fiittomal commit of dt Yuga-purdna^ JBORS xvi, p. 16. 
* /A p* fp. * Opm at* (19*8) p. 4t|+ 
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is right that this name is yet another transcript of Demetrius,1 but he has not 
noticed that it has been ‘adjusted' in order to make the word Dharma part 
of the name,1 Friend of Justice'\ and thus recall the phrase Dhartnaraja; that is, 
Demetrius is made a King of Justice. The allusion to Demetrius is dealt with 
elsewhere (pp. 178, 411). The other exception is the characterisation of the 
civil war between the Greeks which was to damage the Euthydemid power in 
India so badly as 'supremely lamentable "* The original chronicle or document, 
therefore, on which the Yoga- purina as wre have ii was based was probably 
favourable to die Euchydcmids, and the tone has been somewhat altered in 
transmission by die later author- As to die ra^a-officiais, Jayaswal lias 
pointed out that the word is unknown and has suggested a connection with 
TtfucZm;* certainly 'tax-collectors1 gives [he sense required. Tile objection 
to the tax-collectors might find a place in the original document, even if it 
was favourable to Demetrius; fewF people Jove raxes. 

Jayaswal thinks that §5 means that the Greeks did not take Patajiputra-3 
But even in his MSS the first two lines of §7 show that Demetrius and the 
Yavanas had the supreme power, which entails the occupation of the capital, 
and Kern's MS gave its capture; the translations of both Lfri4 and Barnett 
(above) are dear as to that- There is no doubt That in actual fact the Greeks 
did take Rataliputra, from the passage of xApoIlodorus given on p, 144, a 
passage which lias not found its way into the stock Greek quotations available 
10 the Orientalist and is therefore usually overlooked. 

Section 8 says that after ihe Yavanaa have perished by die power of the 
Age seven kings will reign in Siketa, and risen with §§9 and ic we come To 
the advent of the Sacas* I mention this because Jayaswal, by certain syn¬ 
chronisms with the Sunga kings which I am not competent to check, has 
reached the date of c* too BX, for rhe coming of the bacas, which is very 
much the dating I have adopted on quite other grounds. 

In §11 are mentioned five Mlechchha kings, greedy and powerful, who 
wit] destroy the four castes: (1) red -eyed Arabia, die invincible; (2) Gopalo- 
bliama, reigning one year; (1) Pushyaka ihe fust, one year; (4) Savila the 
invincible, three years; (5) Vikjiayas a non-Braliman, three years. Jayasw'al 
suggests that rile first four am the Greek king£ Amynras, Apollophanes, 
Peucolaos, ZoiIul I think this most improbable. These Greek king£ have 
nothing to do with ihe story of PataEipuira; their coin-titles, except perhaps 
in the case of Peiicolaos, dp not agree with those given 10 the kings of § 11 
and ZoiKus fitWatof and Peucolaos are certainly, and Zoilus aturrjp probably, 

For a list of the known transcripts of die name see p. 4j 0 n. 1. This form, 
as Dhanruuniira^ occurs again as the name of Dcmcrrias in Sogdiana; L£vh JA 1933 
P- *7 n. r* and see p, 113, 

1 JBQRS Xiv, ipigj p. 12S. 

3 /£. p^ 417* 

* (hud di Gratis p. 17; he transires *deinde capta urbe Puspapuro*. 
* On die coins Amyntas is puesreup and the two kings named Zotlus are Swrau*? 

and ateT7jp (sec Chap, vtti); none are nvimfror. Peycotaos is HWmof and crar^p* 
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earlier than Amynras. These MIeclidtha kings are well down in the Saca 
period; I fortunately do not have to guess who they are. 

Finally £6* which Kern so Eaniattsingly omitted, tevL's brief paraphrase in 
tSpo5 of this section* based I suppose on Kern's indications, was 'tunc 
pravae rdigioni addict! populi (Buddhism scilicet) tmperabum*, and a 
section in this sense would have been invaluable to the historian; but Jay as- 
weal's full translation has nothing in it about ruling. What the section seems 
to mean is that the world will be turned upside down, distinctions of caste 
wiEE vanish, and low-caste Sudras will do many things which they have no 
business to do, I he reference to Sudms becoming Buddhists seems to me 
meaningless, as Buddhism knew' no cjsfc> and equally accepted Brahman and 
beggar; it may be a way of saying that Buddhism will get the upper hand, 
but I do not so read iL But whether this picture is meant for the result of the 
Greek conquest at all may be doubtful; the section begins 'In [he end of the 
Yuga*s the AgCj and it looks as if Druva might be right in transferring the 
whole section to the final period of destruction which will follow all the wars 
and close the \ uga. Also this section clumsily cues in half the chronicle of 
the acts of die Yavanas and looks like an interpolation; it may be that the 
destruction of caste was a common-form accusation which could at any time 
be brought against any foreign ruler, as it h against the Mlechchhas in §11, 
One thing is clear: a Greek historian could only use §6 with the greatest 
reserve, and I am not using in 

1 Quid lit Grata* p, 17. It will be understood that this need not necessarily have 
been Levi's opinion later. 
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DEMETRIUS IN THE HATHIGUMPHA INSCRIPTION 
OF KHARAYELA 

Few inscriptions have evoked so much discussion as the long document in 
the Uathigumpha cave (Cave of the Elephant) in Orissa which records ihe 
acts of Khtravela, king of the Kalingas.1 h ought to be o valuable historical 
record, but it is said to be so defaced and so difficult to decipher tfiat almost 
everything about it seems to be matter of controversy or conjecture, in¬ 
cluding its date; for though the dominant opinion has been, and is, that if 
belongs to ihe middle of the second century b.c. (the reasons for this belief 
have differed considerably at different times), this opinion has not passed 
undisputed; there are archaeological difficulties for one tiling,' and if an 
eminent scholar could declare in 19-30 that on epigraphical grounds if must 
be very much later than ijo b+C. * a layman cannot regard the dare as settled. 
What interests the Creek historian, however, and the reason why this 
Appendix has to be written, is the fact that of recent years this inscription 
has been supposed to contain, and may con lain, a reference to Demetrius. 

In 1919 the late Df Jayaswal and the late Professor R. D. Banerji made a 
fresh examination of the rode, and jayaswal announced that lie had read the 
word Yavajiaraja, followed by the proper name Dimata; he has stated that 
he found the syllable -ma- dear and ultimately with great difficulty read 
Dimaijh.4 This reading, and its interpretation as die Greek king Demetrius, 
were accepted both by Bancrji^ and by Dr Stem Konow.6 Konow however 
said of hh own reading: T can see Yavanaraja, as read by Mr Jayaswal, and 
of his Dimara the -ma- is quite legible*' he did not say if he could see the 
supposed faint traces of die rest of the word. Finally * in a join! article in 
1930,7 Jayaswal and Bancrji, after saying that -ma- was distinct and that the 
first and third syllables could be read with great difficulty, added dial the 
Greek king Demetrius called himself Dime[tra on his coin legends. The 
inscription b in Prakrit, and Dimata might therefore, I suppose, replace 
Dimetra; but though Dimutia might have passed in 1919, when nothing was 

a Bibliography of ihe large literature in CHI p. 683, supplemented at con¬ 
siderable length by de la Vallde-Poussin pp. 193—4+ Accounis of the inscription in 
CHI pp. 5341$$. and dc la Vallte-Foussin pp. I9JW- Un the various datings 
proposed see also Steel Konow, Acta Orimrvlia i+ 1923* p- r'■ 

J Sir John Marshall in CHI pp. -639 
* De la Vfill^c-Poussin p. 19&; must be ‘aprte* beaucoup aprb l jo , 

probably early first century AUX 
4 JjSORS xm, 1917, pp. ait, 12S. 5 ./A 
* Konow opr erf. p. 17. 
7 Ep, ItuL xx, 1929-30, pp. 76, 84. 
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known of tile Kharoshdii version of Demetrius name on his rare bilingual 
coins but the letters Dime-, it should not have been put forward in 1930, 
seeing that in 1953 Mr Whitehead liad published1 the bilingual tetrad rachm 
(p. 77)T n™ in the British Museum, which gives (in the genitive) the full 
hharoshthi reading of Demetrius1 name, Demetriyasa. There Is however 
among the transcriptions of the Greek name Demeirtos1 a seal from Besuagar 
which reads 'Of Timitrah, and which would J suppose suffice to make 
Dimata a quite possible Prakrit formJ Bui on the facts above stated it would 
appear that there is an demem of conjecture in the reading. 

There is also, I apprehend* an element of conjecture in die decipherment 
of the sentence which states what the Yav ana raja did, as the translations of 
Jayaswal and Konow (I have not found any other) differ considerably- 
Konow s version* tn 1923 was: 'And through the uproar occasioned by the 
action [h** incidents of KMravela's invasion of Magadha] the Yavana king 
Demetrius went off to Mathura in order to relieve his generals who were 
in trouble.1 JayaswaL’s version in 1927s was: 'On account of the report 
(uproar) occasioned by the acts of valour [i+tf* the capture of a fortress etc* 
previously mentioned] the Greek king Demet(rios) drawing in hts army and 
1 runs port retreated to abandon Mathura-' Then in 1928 Jayasw'al put forward 
a totally different view :6 what the inscription refers to, he said, is the Greek 
king (he docs not say Demetrius) being beaten off from Patalipuira when he 
attacked it and retreating to Mathura* He had evidently discarded the 
a&afiibriTnL-ni of Mathura (which is wrisc), and on this theory Kharavela docs 
not come into the business at alL 

It appears [hen (unless [here be something later which I have missed) that 
all we can get atT taking the most favourable view', is that a Greek king, who 
may have been Demetrius, retreated 10 Mathura. So much is known from 
other sources: the Yuga-purana records the withdrawal of die Greeks from 
[he Middle Country'(App. 4), while Ptolemy and the coins showr that Menan¬ 
der subsequently ruled in Mathura (pp.217, 2180.2,245). Certainty die reason 

iVG 1923 p. 317 no. 2. 
" Transcriptions Daitimitra (Patanjall and AftiAdMaraitf), Devamanuyii 

Dharma-miia (Yuga-piudnii^ App* 4); these three are 'adjusted* 
ro look tike Indian ward*. Demetriya (on the bilingual tetrad rachm), Tlmirra (on 
a from Bc^nagar, AS! 1914-15 t p. 19, ii p+ 77) r Add Dun tarnjiiyaix or Dua- 
mitsy'aka (Nasik 18, sect p- 257 n, 3) for an inhabitant of Demerrias, and Dharma- 
mitvw-DemetHas, Li\i in JA 1933 p. 27 n. 1 (sec p+ 118). Note that Demeuiya, 
though Prakrit, has retained [he r* 

1 Hie substitution in Prakrit of j for die Greek £ can be seen cn the coins in 
the usual Kiiaroshlhi form of Anemidorus, Atrimitora, arid in the two variants of 
Diomedcs, Diyamcdra and Diyunetasa, Whitehead NC p. 333. On one teira- 
drachm of AriemidortB the KWushthi has dropped the r but kept the Atimi- 
dara: Martin, JrfSE xxm, 1917, Num. Supp. xl 20- 

* Op+ «*■ *7- J JEORS xu 1 p. ia8+ 
* JBORS xiv pa 417, 
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for this withdrawal given or implied in the inscription^- [hat the Greeks 
were frightened away by the invasion of Kharaveh, though ax hypothaA he 
was attacking their enemy Pushyamitra—cannot be right; it may have pleased 
Kh ant vela to chink so (if the inscription really be his and not of a later time), 
but one must follow die Yuga-purlna, which h explicit that the Greeks left 
the Middle Country because of Eucratides" invasion. Ii is true that this 
statement of the Yuga-purana cannot be checked; but as the account given 
in the Yavana sections of that document is supported by the Greek Apollo- 
dorus where we possess him (Chap, iv), one feels confidence in its statement 
about the Greek withdrawal* though no fragment of Apollodoms on the 
subject has survived. But the inscription, though its somewhat conjectural 
decipherment affords no firm ground to the historian* may be right about 
the fact of the withdrawal, even though the reason be wrongly given. 

One further poinr must be briefly noticed. Konow has put forward the 
view that, if die Kharaveta inscription realty mentions Demetrius (note die 

1 if1)* then Demetrius was the king of the sieges of Saketi and Madtiyamiki 
mentioned by Patahjaft*1 which would mean (among other things) that it 
wras he and not Menander who led the Greek advance southeastward and he 
and not Apollodotus who led the Greek advance southward of Sind, Had 
the relations between Demetrius and his lieu tenants ever been worked out* 
such a dieory could never have been put forward; the evidence given in 
Chapter tv is too strong to give it a chance. But quite apart from that, the 
inscription can have no bearing at all on the Greek invaslan^ as I have been 
at pains to explain (pp. [46 j^.). What it might show is that Demetrius was in 
she Middle Country when tile new s came of Eucratides" attack, and ordered 
the withdrawal from PStalipucra; but at present it is not possible to rely on 
this as attested by evidences though the course of events (see Chaps. IV and v) 
renders it probable enough in itself 

1 Op- dt+ p. Jayaswal has followed him* JBORS xiv p. 127. 
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ALEXANDRIA OF THE CAUCASUS AND K APIS A 

The relation of these two towns to each other Ls a problem* The Alexander 
historians make It dear that Alexandria was meant to be the capital of die 
Paropamtsadae, and the references to it in the Milindapanha (p. 421 and n. 4) 
show that it ww existing in die second century b.c., in the flourishing period 
of Greek ndep and probably In the first century also; and there is a Chinese 
mention of it round about 50 a.c, (p. 340). The literary evidence is then 
perfectly clear. Bue the evidence of the coins is equally clear that Kapisa was 
the Greek capita], for die coins of Panraleon and Agachodes w hich show the 
Zeus of Kapisa holding Hecate rpto&lris on bl$ hand prove beyond any 
doubt that (among other things) Kapisa was successively the seat of these 
two sub-kings (see on this p. 158). I need not enlarge here on the importance 
of Kapisa; this book should have sufficiently shown it* and Kapisa con¬ 
tinued to be a capital for centuries after the name of Alexandria was forgotten.1 
Nowit is unthinkable that there should have been at the same time two Greek 
capitals of the Paropanusadae; and a solution of the difficulty must be 
attempted. 

In the absence of excavation there can naturally be no certainty about the 
site of Alexandria; all the sites so far proposed—the most favoured has been 
tile ruin-mounds at Opian near Charikar— are mere guess-work* and the 
French archaenlogical mission declined to locate it.1 There is however no 
reason to doubt the statement that it was in Opiane^ for Alexander founded 
it on his way northward by the Seistan-Ghazni-Kabul route, which would 
take him through Opiane on bis wray to the passes of the Hindu Kush; this, 
means that it stood somewhere to the west of the united Panjshir-Ghorband 
river. We are also told that it was close to the Hindu Kush^ that it was the 
gateway to India,- and that it stood at the meeting-place of the three routes 
which crossed the Hindu Kush from Bactra (p. 139),, thicrptbSos1 <ir Bdicrpcuv 
which was in the Paropamisadae. Tins last is shown by a comparison of the 
two surviving versions of die bematists* account of Alexanders march. 
Pliny (vt, 61} names as stages along the route die town of1 the Arachosians* 
(see App. 9), Ortospana (certainly Kabul, p* 471)* and Alexandri oppidum* 
A lexander's city, r'.c. Alexandria* I n Era 10s thenes* die name * die Aracnosia nsf 

* On Kapisa see generally Foudicr, 1 pp. iG6r 
3 /A p* Z74- 
* Alexandria no* ( in Stephanas* iv ttJ ’Ojthutj irara rijr Vv&jrqv, see p. 96* 

Curtius Vii, 3* 23, in radiribus momis* 
^ Died, XVIlj Sjj lt WTl! t^oAlJI1 T^l' ^CpQMTlllr TT]Y 

Scrahn xc* 514. Eratosthenes adds diat the tpi&So? was in die Paxopamisadie, 
xt* 723. 
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is followed by die sentence tlr ' Oprotmti va ini rqvtK Bcurrpajk TptoSoi1 
&8XF&&MS* As bis version and Pliny's alike go back ultimately to the 
bematists’ account thepr must agree oft the stages, and Gnospana-Kahul was 
nOTvhen* near tbe rptaBos; for as, pf ihe three routes across the Hindu 
Kush* one followed the valley of the Ghorhand river and another that of the 
Parijshir, the tpuj&os, as everyone has seen, can only be at or near the point 
of junction of the two rivers*1 Tills being so, so me chi rig lias fallen out in the 
rest of Strabo XI, 514 after the senienoe should read elr' 
'QpT&nrava [figure, tlr*] ini TT)V £k BaKTpinv rploSorJ* The rplofcr then in 
Eratosthenes is the same stage as Alexandra oppidum in Pliny; Alexandria 
therefore stood at (or near) the rptoBor, £* at or near the junction of the 
two rivers- 

But what did stand at die rpibSo? tvos Kapisa; die above-mentioned 
figure of Hecate TpvoStrtg on the hand of the god of Kapisa is conclusive 
(see p. 158). Knpisa then stood at somewhere about the same place as 
Alexandria, and its history leaves no doubt tliat it was in fact the gateway of 
India, as Alexandria was said to be. The Milindapatiha (ana) forbids the 
assumption diat in the second century b.c. Alexandria had ceased to exist 
and that Kapisa had raken its place. And a physical identification of the taxi 
towns is Impossible, for Alexandria stood in Opiane, to the west of the united 
Pan jshir-G ho rhand rivers, and Kapisa stood in Kapisene3 to the east of them. 
There is no doubt about this, for Kapisene was Kafiristan or pari of it; the 
province could only have lain to the cast of the united rivers, because the 
province to the west of them, Opiane, is fixed hv the modem name Opian; 
and in facr it has been suggested that Kapisa anJ Kamboja, die name of the 
people of Kafiristan, must be the same word.* Doubtless the native town of 
Kapisa was in existence long before Alexanders time-!' 

One further point- It has sometimes been stated that Kapisa is represented 
by die modem Begram, and this was the view of the French archaeological 
mission,6 the reason being that Masson found vast quantities of Greek coins 
about Begram, including thousands of those of Eucratidrs, who is known 
from one of his coin-legends to have ruled in Kapisa (p. 112). Bur Begram 
is on the west side of the united rivers, in whai wus once Opiane. Whac 

1 Eraiosthtncs in Strabo xv, 723; ^ piv in' euftt{a$ 
TTJ? TOU Op&us ’OpTMTWa iwl Tt$V ix Bamptuty fpu)£oi' ia-riv 
fV tqi? fJ^poTTiifUGfidQi^. Tile words fiff 'Oprotrxctra, which have got in from xi? 
514, nuke nonsense and should be omitted; the meaning is quite simple, Vic direct 
road through Bactria and across the Hindu Kush to the rpfd^t in die Parapami- 
sadae** 

1 I am deliberately not considering die distance figures, as I only need the names 
of the stages- By Pliny's time mote than one version of the bematisis* figures had 
grown up, vt, fii. 

3 Pliny vr, $1, Capincnc hahuit Capisatn urbem* 
4 hhA^ JA 1923 ii p. you * Pliny vi, 91 implies this* 

■ 6 Foticher, Afgkamnan p. z$p. 
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the mass of coins found about Begram therefore shows is that the mini (or 
principal mini) and trading centre of the Greek rulers of Kapisa lay west of 
the united rivers* La in Alexandria* 

There seems only one solution* Alexandria-Kapisa was a double city; 
the Greek Alexandria stood on the west bank of t lie united Panjshlr-Ghorhand 
rivers near the confluence, facing the native Kapisa on the east bank* and the 
two formed one city; and what Begram, a name meaning 'the city*,* really 
represents is not so much Kapisa as Alexandria. Greeks may have tended to 
call the double city Alexandria and Indians Kapisa,1 but there was no clear 
rule, for the name Alexandria appears In the Milinda and die name Kapisa in 
one of Pliny's sources. For consideration of what such a double city might 
mean 1 must refer to the text (p« 98); others of course are known* On the 
evidence of literature and the coins, which is all we have, there seems to be 
no other explanation; but it is to be hoped that some day it may be possible 
to test It by excavation. 

i Maxumdar in Cunningham, p, 671. 
1 Eg. Mihamiyuri IL S3, 94 *9*1 PF- *5) and die Kharodrdii 

msenption on one of Eumrides' coin-series (p* Hi). But It is said not to be 
mentioned in any Sanscrit torn 
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ANTIOCH US IV AND THE TEMPLE OF NANAI A 

Did Antiodius IV attack the temple of Artemis-Nanata in Elymais and suffer 
a nepulse, or is the story a doublet of the story of Antiochus III attacking the 
temple of Bel in Elymais and losing his life?1 The sources are Polybius xxju, 
9 (if); i Maccabees vi, 1-4; II Maccabees i, 13 sqq* and ix, 1 iqq.\ Josephus, 
dm* xnt 3H-?; AppiaUj Syr. <$ti; Porphyry, frs. 53, 56 in F Gr■. 
Eusebius 1, 253 (Scheme); Jerome on Daniel x, pp* 71®, 722. Of these, the 
two orly sources, Polybius and the author of [ Maccabees (whose story is 
independent of Polybius and is reproduced by Josephus), know nothing of 
any attack on a tempit- 

What Polybius says3 is that Antioch us wanted money and proposed to 
attack the temple; it does not follow that he had information as to what 
Antiothus had in mind, and the statement might mean no more than that 
Antiochus had his army with him. Polybius does not say either that he then 
attacked the temple or that he was beaten off; he goes on to say that he was 
deceived of his expectation because the barbarians of the place would not 
agree to the proposed transgression of law (or custom)* As Polybius could 
not possibly say chat die natives did not agree to being attacked—j mere 
absurdity—the only thing which his rather obscure nopavofd^ can mean 
is that Antiochus made some proposal to the temple authorities which they 
rejected as unlawful or sacrilegious 1 and as he begins by saying that Antiochus 
wanted money, doubtless what it means is that the king demanded of the 
temple authorities money in some form, perhaps as (nominally) a loan 
which he may or may not have intended to repay. He was refused, and 
nothing further happened; when we come to the circumslances, it will be 
obvious that nothing further could happen. 

The story in I Maccabees is that Antiochus heard of a wealthy city called 
Elymais in Persia in which was a wealthy temple; he attacked the city but 
was beaten off and fled 10 Babylon where he died. This, as we shall see, is 
fiction* but the point is that the writer knewr nothing of any attack upon, or 
intention to ai&ck, a umpU; the king attacks a city. This story is repeated by 
Josephus, who has added the name of the temple as that of Artemis. 

1 Hcrzfeld, Satasm p. 39, goes further than die double* suggested hy Bouch£- 
Ledercq and says that Antiochus IV was never in Elymais at all. But, sources 
apart* he cannot have come do Gabae from the north-wesi* as Herzfefd suggests; he 
would have been going away from his objective, Partbi^and for no apparent reason. 

1 fttJuMptvoi iJvOpfora* jtfnjptlW frpo49*TO ffipanetatF nri to t^c 

Upov tir ttjv *EXvpnapa.ycvaji*vo5 £* twl rota t&wqvs tad Ukaiptvcfhk ttj* 
iAni&os TO if rjj irdpaFC^tp rota fiapfidpous (rota) <H*guFTar n£pi 
m twoVj if.ri. 
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Ii is worth notice in passing thar neither Strabo’s sources nor Josephus 
knotv of any attack upon the temple. Strabo, in his account of Susa and 
Elymais,1 gives the arracks on temples there made by Amiochus III and 
Mnii ridates J of Parthia; had he found in his sources an attack by Antioch us IV, 
^ !to comes btfween these nvo kings, he could hardly have omitted it. 
Josephus, in his cmirism of Polybius, blames him for connecting Amiochus’ 
death with a wish to plunder a temple which (he says) he did not in fact 
plunder.* 

Before going Further the actual circumstances must bo considered* which 
means answering the question ’What was this temple of Nanaja-Artemis?’ 
fj has been known since 1931 (ciffe wrirere on the subject could not know) 
that die Etamhe nafure-goddess f^anaii was the great goddess of Greek Susa, 
and dial tier temple was at Susa and was, for some purposes at any rate (e,F. 
rminumsssiotts), used by die Greeks of Susa as their city-temple (see p. jo), 
Ft is also dear from Strabo and Pliny tint there no other temple of 
Nrntaia (i.c. no other of importance) in EJymais at all this temple at Susa is 
ujc one Strabo calls ra Afylpa^ and this is the temple of the Amiochus 
snt “ tnay be mac I olybius knew this,, though he has contrived to give 
die false impression of a temple in Elymais; the one writer who certainly 

™r hi a great city ss the author of I Maccabees 
(Josephus merely copies hint). I “do not know whether Nanaia's temple 
stood within or without the wall of Susa;* but as regarded the dtv it was a 
little temple-state with its own treasury, a staie within a state, as tile temple 
of Artemis at Ephesus liad been prior to the reign of Lysimachus, and as 
manv other Asiatic temples were, c.& at Babylon and Urnk; and exactly as 
< )c Lptiesjans (before Lysimachus) nevertheless treated rhe Artemisiori as 
fheir ™ lempJe so the Greeks at Susa regarded the temple of Narnia. They 
sometimes called Nanaia Artemis, and it seems that by the fatter part of the 
second century she, like Ishtar-Artemis of Uruk, had appropriated from 
Lphesus Artemis bee {p. 6); and tile importance of (his temple of Naitaia 

vt taC[ lbat, lbtf ^ar^1'an king Phraates II, whose father 
Mjthridates l had conquered Elymais, occasionally put her bee on the royal 
coinage. Now Susa was Amiochus' city—the inscriptions show l\vji it was 
Sdeuctd throughout the reigns of Sdeucus IV and Amiochus IV;■ con- 

i 1°^ ^ 744' di 1 rn' 3J8- 
StnLbo xvi, 744 j Plmy vi, who shows it was at Susa. 

H mraho xvip 744. 

., ?'*Jf lfH,t*ca!r W1t*1 **** temple of Anaitis mentioned hy Aeltan where rame 
Irons lived m die preemet, it tKts probably outside; but ^identification isgue**-work. 

For the bee see Allotte de In Fuye, MDP xxv, D l(v 
_ Seleucus IV: SEG v.i noS i7and *. Antiodtus IV ■ k’nos, i4 (sec Fr. CunwOt, 

£f Ac* twr t9,i p, a*,) and probably J, may t* n question w hether no. .S 
belongs to tberdgn of Amiochus HI, whose rule is known fmm Polybius (so 
Cornnnt .nritI Hoikaux, on d* Informs, CR A,, fnscr. ,9ji p. iS7), or of 
Aimodius IV (E* Cavsigrwe, BCN Lvut 1933, pp 41g). r 
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frequently the temple of Nanaia was Anaodlus* own temple. And Hellenistic 
ksEitc*i did noi sack their own temples;1 that is first principles* Bui though 
Nanaia s temple was a state, it was not a large territorial state like some 
temple-siams in Asia Minor, bur a city-temple like the Arrevision at Ephesus; 
and had Antiochus really desired to sack it, the 'barbarians of the placc\ 
that iSj the Elymean priesthood and personnel of the temple, would have had 
no chance of resisting his army, as very fate writers make them do* 

It follows from this that the story in I Maccabees, that Ant lochias attacked 
his own city of Susa^ cannot be true, and also that the two late versions which 
grew up rhac of Appjan (second century a.d.), that he did sack his own 
temple, and that of I orphyry fr* tj, that he tried to sack it and was beaten 
off cannot be true either, apart from the fact that these late stories cannot 
be set up against Polybius. They belong to a time when the facts about 
Nanaia s temple and its connection with busa were no longer known in the 
Nvest (Porphyry fri $6 apparently puts the tempfe on the summit of a holy 
mountain called Saba); and probably they all grew either out of Polybius1 
unhappy phrase Ttpae&ro orparfueip or out of the fact which itself gave 
rise to Polybius" phrase and to the story in I Maccabees, the fact that Ajuiochus 
did march his army to Susa as a stage on the road 10 Parthia; I have given his 
route elsewhere (pp. 113 ay,), Whether Polybius understood what Antiochus 
™ doing is very' doubtful; but we cannot go behind him, and whatever be 
the dealing between Antiochus and the temple authorities which is concealed 
benea rh the obscure ph rase avy^inp^tv rjj irapa 1^^/^ the words can only 
indicate some peaceful dealing and not an attack. Whether die la# story of the 
attack may be a doublet of the story about Antiochus HI is quite immaterial. 

I need hardly notice die ewo inconsistent stories in II Maccabees. In i, 13 
Antiochus enters the temple of Nanais peacefully to wed the goddess—diat 
is taken from his marriage to Atargatis—-and is murdered by die priests, 
wFiich Polybius shows to be untrue. In chap, k he attacks a temple in 
Pcrscpotis, is beaten off, flics to Ecbgiana, and dies 'eaten of worms* on his 
way to Judaea. Polybius shows the latter part to be untrue; but the story 
has this amount of interest—it know's that Antiochus was at Pcrstpolts with 
his army, as he must have been on the road he was following (p. 114). 

The story then that Antiochus IV sacked or tried to sack die temple of 
Nanaia is very late and demonstrably untrue; but there is still one point to 
notice, and chat is that Elymais, in the sense of [he kingdom of Elymais, does 
nor come into the story at all, though both tile early sources use the name* 
Whether that kingdom sometimes included Susa or 1104* it did not do so in 

1 It hos been thought that Antiochus III at Ecbatana was an instance to the 
contrary; sec Hollcaux in CAH vm p* 140. I think myself duu 11 proves ihai, as 
some have supposed, Ecbatsna was at the time Parthian. 

1 The notices am imse confused- Weisshach, E/ntaii in PW, thought that 
Elymais and Susiane were aim Grundy' identical; Cumont, CR Ac. Injcr. jpp 
p. 248 argued that Susa was never subject 10 the kings of Elymak I need not go 
into the question here* 
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ihc reign of Antiochus IV, as the inscriptions show that Susa was his dty. It 
cannot be said for certain whether the first king of Elymais, Kamnaskires I, 
threw off Seleudd rule after Magnesia or after the death of Antiochus IV; 
Strabo would suit either view,1 but the former is more probable, for Diodorus 
(? from Polybius) implies that when Antiochus Hi reached Elymais it was 
both independent and organised;1 moreover while Kamna.skires I on his 
drachms does not bear the title ‘Victorious', on his tetradrachms he does,3 
which could be interpreted to mean that it was only after the repulse of 
Antiochus III that he took that title and began to coin tetradrachms. But 
there is no certainty. It is however certain that if Elymais had a king, or 
whoever was its king, during the reign of Antiochus IV, that king was 
Antiochus* vassal; for Eucra tides, who was responsible, could never have 
gone eastward leaving behind him an independent rebel of considerable power4 
at the very gates of Susa. And with the temple of Nanaia at Susa that king 
had no concern. I have mentioned Elymais because of one curious Hide fact 
bearing on Amiochus1 story: when fdamnaskires II, whose date (Sa-i b.C.) 

is known from his dated coins, revolted from Parihia in the break-up which 
followed the death of Mithndates II in £7 and again made Elymais indp- 
pendent, he put on his coinage, not the Seleucid Apollo of Kamnaskires I, bur 
die well-known type of Antiochus IV, Zeus enthroned holding Nike on his 
hand.5 There was no hostility to the memory of Antiochus IV in Elymais. 

xvi* 744- Elymais had refused 10 be subject to the Sdnddit as it refused to be 
subject to the Partisans. 

1 Diod. xxiXj 15s Antiochus III said that the Elymeans began ‘the war‘ against 
htm, which implies Organisation. 

-1 Hi[| op* cu* pp. cbcxxvv-m The coins are dated by their style to the first half 
of the second century B.C* 

4 Strabo, iA, KtKTQpJim ptydXnv. 

5 Hill w pp* Hi PI- XXXVm, i~4h 
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A SEALING FROM SELEUCEIA 

Among [he sell-impressions found in excavating Seleuceia on the Tigris is 
one which differs considerably from the ordiruiw run of impressions made 
by seals of local or western manufacture;* it is the head of a man, between 
youth and middle age, who wears the Hat kausia of the Euthydemids known 
from the coins of Antimachus and Demetrius JX*1 and the portraiture is so 
strong and vivid that to my mind there can be little doubt that the seal was 
engraved in Bactria by one of the good artists.? Mr McDowell, in pub¬ 
lishing it, called it Timarchus,4 but I see no possibility of it being Timarebiis; 
[fie head is not diademed, and tears not the least resemblance to the head of 
Timarcbus on his coins,5 quite apart from the Bacman kausia* If, after the 
death of Antioch us IV, Eucra tides, as seems certain enough, acknowledged no 
alfegiance to the Seleucid Demetrius I and stood with the rebel Timirclius 
(p+ 118), Demetrius I cannot have been badly disposed cowards Euciarides' 
eneEnies; and it might therefore be conceivable that the portrait in question 
was that of some member of one of the Euthydemid families who had escaped 
the slaughter of his house by Eucratides and found refuge in Sckuctia after 
the accession of the Seleucid Demetrius L 

It was common enough for Hellenistic kings to give asylum to other 
states' exiles, who might one day have their uses; one need only recall the 
number of the dispossessed who had found shelter in their time at the courts 
of Lysimaehus and Ptolemy 1L Out if some Euthydemid prince did escape 
in 167, his natural refuge would not have been Seleuceia* which was closed 
to him and was to remain closed for another four years till Antiochus IV 
died, bur Apollodotus or Menander in India; and the discovery of the 
Baj aur hoard has made it more than probable that a son of Antimadlus, 

1 McDowell, Stamped otyestt, PL I, to and p- 
1 Two coins of a 'King Antiochus', with a head-covering something like a 

kausia, have been found at Sdeucdar McDowell, Cabufrom Stlcurin pp. 17, 18 
nos- 1% 40; but h cannot be said that it is tile same as the Euthydemid kausia. There 
is also a head of King Diodorus1 in a flat kausia, JLahof* Cat. p. 10 no. 4. Bui these 
earlier instances are not really material, for 1 am going on the portraiium, nor the 
kausia, 

1 McDowell, Stamped octets p, ail, thought of some connection with Bactrbn 
art, but did not draw the obvious conclusion, 

1 I& pp. 114 
* BMC S*I- p. s o, McDowell ih p. 317 sought to meet this objection by saying 

that the head on Timardsus* coins is not himself but Antiochus V. But the head is 
that of a middle-aged man, while Antiochus V at his death in 161-1 cannot have 
been over twelve, the earliest possible year for his birth being 174* 
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afterwards Amimachtis II Nikephoros, did escape to Menander (p. 129). As 
both Menander and the ScEcucid Demetrius I were natural enemies of 
Eucra rides, it is therefore conceivable that Menander, during his struggle 
with Eucratides, sent this Antimachus (not yet hb sub4dng) to Sdeucda as 
his envoy to Demetrius [ and that he b ihe prince of the seal-impression who 
wears the flat kausia of the elder Antimachus; the portrait of Antimachus II 
happens to be unknown, as when king he did not pur his head on his coins-1 
If so, another si mi Ear Seleucda sealing* an excellent portrait of an older man 
whom McDowell calls Heracleides^1 would be some official who accompanied 
Antimachus on hb mission. 

This theory would imply that the prince of a rude coin-mould found at 
Seleuceia^ who. wears both kausia and diadem, is not identical with the 
prince of the seaE-Jmprcssion, with whom McDowell was inclined to identify 
him* The identity seems to me more than questionable; so Ihr as can be 
judged by the coin-mould as illustrated, the features of the two men bear 
Jittle resemblance, and she half-obl iterated type of the coin-mould is certainly 
not the well-known type of Demetrius, Heracles standing upright and 
crowning himself^ as McDowell thought she club over the left shoulder is 
absent, and ihe figure is not standing upright at all hut Waning on some 
object (.3 a pillar) as large as itself; it b no known Graeco-Bactrian type- The 
prince of the coin-mould might be some refugee to whom some Seleucid five a Jittk principality for his living, as Ptolemy II did to Ptolemy 'the 

elmessian or Antony id Monaeses;" hut it is entirely obscure* 

* No Jotibrhb coin^ry pc3_1 king on prancing horse1 (BMC PL XIII, j), b mean t 
tor himself On p. ^ this king's head-dress is called a kausia; but nothing on 
die plate suggests that it was the fiat kausia. 

! ^^1,12, j ik pl vi, in, n*. 
* "■ PP1J7^ M9*f- 
r ™ P* where his references are 10 Demetrius1 type* though he does not 

name it. 
* QG1S jj. : pim, j,. DjQ 3^^ J4i t 
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Rl-PIN (KOPHEN) AND ‘ARACHOSIA* 

Th^ controversy whether the Chinese Ki-pin in the Kushan period meant 
Kapisa or Kashmir is now, or ought to be, ancient history; there is no 
reasonable doubt that the word mean* the Kushavi empire, which included 
Kapisa and Kashmir and much dse; if you went to either place you went to 
Ki-pin.1 But the Chinese had the word long before the Kushan period; and 
its earlier meaning has its bearing on the story of the Greeks in India. 

It was seen long ago that the word Ki-pin imports a Greek place-name 
Kophen3 or Kopbene, obviously connected with the Kophen (Kabul) river. 
Cunningham, in die belief that this place-name does not actually occur in 
Greek (Kophene does not)* gave the name Kophenej a properly formed 
eparchy name* to the district south of the lower Kabul river of which 
Pumshapura (Peshawur) was die capital,? thus making it one of die satrap tes 
of Gandhara; and in fact, though die names of several of the Gandham 
satrapies are known (p* 237), that of the Peshawur satrapy is missing (unless 
ir were part of Peucdakis and not a stearate satrapy). But this cannot be 
right,, for* though the province-name Kophene does not occur in Greek, a 
town-name Kophen does, and it cannot be Peshawur. Stephanus gives the 
name and identifies it with a town Arachosia 'not far from the MassagetaeV 
his source for the identification is noi given. By 'Massagetae* here he can 
only mean die people called Parsii (Pasians of Apotlodonis)^ who after the 
overthrow of the Bactrian kingdom had joined in the great Saca invasion of 
Farihta; his statement means mat at the time of the invasion the Parsii were 
members of the Massagetac confederacy,6 for no other Massagetae had any¬ 
thing to do with Kophen. After the defeat ofthar invasion the Parsii had 
sepamied from the main body and had worked nordiward through Arachosia 
by die regular route which Alexander had once foliowed, by Glmni to 
Kabul;7 ihis is clear from Ptolemy, who has preserved so much information 
from the Greek period in India (Chap. Vi), and who, perhaps ultimately 
from "Trogus" source*, records the Parsii by name as being in the Paropami- 
sadae (which they could not have reached in any other way) and also gives 
two villages of theirs in that country, Parsia and Parsiana.* 

1 L£v 1 concluded long ago (JA 151 j p. 101) that the Chinese mixed up Kapisa 
and Kashmir in their Ki-pin. 

1 Lassen, i1 p* 29 n. 1; Gutschmid p. 109. 
5 Gcag* pp. 3^, 43, and see his Map 3. 
^ tjy. ’ApuftWrcrifi 1 'Apa.j(W(rLa.f irMt? gvk &wO&€¥ MSfirmyttojy -p ^5 K&1 

tfWffAfLTO. 

5 For the Pasiani-Farsii see pp, 295 
6 For another case of a particular member of the Massage cae confederacy bring 

called ’Massagetae* compare Ait. ivt 1^ 4 with Strabo xt, 513 (given p+ 479 n« i)- 
7 Tarns SP Stud* pp- t4 m; CAN ix pp. 3S3 
1 PtoL vi, iS; Paraiana is the adjectival form, like Pasrani, p+ 292* 
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One must first try to be dear about this town Aradiosia, for no serious 
examination of the difficult geography of die Arachosian satrapy has been 
made since Droysen. Stephanas' town Arachosia k die town Aracho^U of 
Pliny vi, 92 and the Arachotos of Ptolemy vat iof and is also+ the Arachosunsp 
of Eratosthenes in Strabo xt, 514* and of Pltny vi, 6if two nonces which 
both go back to Alexanders bemads ts and give their distances; the name 
'the A radios ians1 indicates the Persian capital of the Arachosian satrapy. 
4The Aradiosiam* has nothing to do with any Alexandria, or with Kandahar 
or Ghazni; we have the bema lists* figuresT and Droysun3 proved conclusively 
that "the Arachostans' was somewhere in the neighbourhood of Katat-i- 
(lilzaij a natural enough situation for the seat of die Persian satrap who had 
to govern both the plains ofSeistan and the lull country it] the north and east. 
But Alexander separated Seistan from [lie Aradinsian satrapy and left that 
satrapy nothing but the hill countrys identical with the later Parthian satrapy 
of A radios i a in Isidore 19; and 4 die Arachosians’ ceased to be a good centre 
for government. Alexander, therefore, who had already provided for 
Sets ran by tile foundation of Alexandria-Prophdiasia (p# 14) on the Hamun 
Lahe, proceeded to found, much farther to the north than Kalai-kGiI?.ai, 
an Alexandria which was to be capital of the hill country; the foundation of 
dus Alexandria is recorded in Arrian m, a$, 4 as made before Alexander 
crossed the Caucasus into the Kabul valley but when he was already in the 
hills and in a district where the people were "Indians* (if* in, 28, 1); without 
any doubt therefore it is now represented by Ghazni. This Alexandria is the 
fiTjTpQTTQXts ' A of Isidore *9* which D toy sen rightly saw was 
Gharjii;3 Isidore, in calling the Parthian satrapy of Antchosia * Wliite India\ 
recalls Arrian's 'Indians*. It is also Alexandria 'among the Arachosians^ 
no+ 1 a in Stephanus’ list, and may also be no. 15,1 beside the Aiathosians (or 
"die Arachosians") bur bordering on India'*4 

Fhis shows that the corruption in Isidore iS and 19 goes deeper dian has 

r Stephamis j.v. 'APax<#roif citing Strabo xi, 514, calls 4 the Arachodans* 

^ city of India, which can only mean Isidore's "White India* (p, jj). As Isidores 
phrase belongs to- the cl me of the A^es ilyzilasty, c. 30 B,c.—a.d. Stephanas shows 
that the name Dcmetrias had been lost and the old name Kid come back by iliat 
dair, w hich agrees roughly with the period when the name Demetrias in Sind" w ent 
out of use* p. 257^.3, Fhe of the notice in Stcphanus* for which he also dies 
Strabo XI, no* $e kgu fflAoi has (as- oAApi 
show-s) nothing lo do with fihc Arachosian*" or the dry Arachosia; it is merely 
die Apaxtvrtn on the Gxus of Strabo XI, ytj* an obvious error for Apasiacae, 
sec pH 91 iu 3. 

1 HcRcnhmui nif ir pp. 217-10 (second German cd,, 1877}. 
j lb. rrr, i, p, 7*0. Writers since Droyscn have usually called it Kandahar, and I 

fear I have done this myself; bui ft will not work once it is looked inst>. 
* Hopk tois1 'ApavwTvts. d^poikra rfl ‘ii&ttjJ. This may be a duplicate of 

Alexandria no* la, *V 'Apatf&Ttois, from another source, or perhaps a duplicate of 
no, Alexandria (of the Caucasus) in Opiatic* 
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been supposed;1 the name of the metropolis of Aiachosia in 19 must be 
'AAefdropCfa, not ^AffariSpampAtv, and 'AAffdvSpeta should not come in 
18 at all hut only 'AAefo^SpoTToAtj, near (wAigtriW) Sacasiene (not in 
Sacastene, as Droysen As'f* cif. and Tscherikowerj p, 103 give it). Alexandre)- fjolis near Sacastene can only be Kandahar, and this settles the question of its 
bundation, for a place called Alexandronolis cannot have been a ciiy 

founded by Alexander (p. 7), and in fact mere is no record that he founded 
Kandalaar; Alexandrupolis at best wis a military colony which (possibly 
quite correctly) attributed its settlement to him. I need not consider the 
conflicting opinions about the name Kandahar, ’whether it be derived from 
Alexander (Iskandr), from Gandhira (for which there seems no his tor tea] 
reason)* or (most probably) from the Parthian Gondophares (Gundofarr). 
It must however be supposed, for reasons given elsewhere (p. 94), that the 
old Persian capita!, 'the Araehosians\ was the point at (or representing) 
which Demetrius founded his name-city Demetrias* 

Stephanus* notice of the town Arachosia and the Massagetac is Jierefore 
absolutely right. But his farther identification of the town Arachosia with 
Kophen cannot be right, for Kophen cannot be separated from the Kophen 
(Kabul) river; what the identification does show is that there was some 
connection between the town Arachosia and Kophen* and this is shown 
again by Pliny viT 94* who makes die Kophen a river of Arachosia, though 
he places on it a town with an Indian name.1 Returning to [he bemacists* 
route from Seistan to the Paropamisadae via Ghazni, there is no doubt that 
Ortospana, as universally believed, is Kabul/ ibis being its Iranian name;* 
and as the town Kophen has to be connected both with the town Arachosia 
and the Kophen river there is no place which it can be except Kabul, for 
[here is no other place of importance on the route Sdstarv—Arachosia 
(Demetrias)—Ghazni (Alexandria)—Kabul (Orrospana)—tptohas (Alex- 
andria) whose Greek name is missing*5 Kophen therefore is Qrtospana- 

1 In 18 (Sacastene) he has nXipnav rdAij ifat yt.W^ai - 
vdAtr. and in 19 (Arachosia) he has ^Atfa^pwroAir, pqTpSmbtr 

MrttxfctftW. It has long been recognised that one of the two nam^ in 18 must go 
out; and Arrian hi, iB, 4 makes it certain ihat the name in tp (Isidore is reproducing 
an official survey) should be Bi4A<£dpSpfui, \d therefore lias been trans¬ 
ferred from 19 io 18, and must go out of 18 and back to its place in 19, which his 
been filled by MAef^p^oAis;, taken from 18, The real reading then of ri is 
-tthpriov *AXl$avBp6rraXi^ ’naX^ and of S0 'AAtfdvSp*w* ptT^rpdiroAls" 

1 Condigramnu^ which is Sanscrit -grama; see other rases p* 144- 
1 Pliny vi, 61 (from the bematists), fifty Homan miles from Alexandria, m* ftom 

the rpfaSof, a fixed point (see App. €}; it is near enough. On the right reading of 
Strabo sti, 514, see p- 461: the distance between Ortospxna and the has 
fallen out. r 

4 Ptolemv has similar Iranian names in vt, 8* ijs Uopfwnro^a in Oarmania, 
and vif 4, 4, nopwkr7rm>a in Persist 

I [ cannot use Hsuan Tseng's Llu-pi-fia as evidence for the name Kophen* far 
opinion has always been divided as to whether Hu-pi-na w-as Kabul or whether 
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Kabul, and Kophene, though (he actual word does not occur, must have 
been the Greek name of the Kabul eparchy of (he Paropanisadae satrapy under 
the Sdeucids; several eparchy names in that satrapy are known fppV atfw.), 
but the Kabul name is missing. Stephens’ mistaken identification of the 
town Amchosia with Kophen (Kabul) arose therefore, not mereiv from the 
tact that the two towns were stations on the same great route from Seisran to 
Alexandna-Kapisa, but from the fact that in Demetrius’ reign both were for 
a time under the same sub-kings (Pantaloon, Agathocles, see pp. r t7 «.) and 
both subsequently formed pan of the kingdom of the Parsii, a kingdom 
known to some source of Ptolemy (presumably ‘Trcgus’ source1), if his 
™, or Gauzaka be the native name of Alexandria-Chazni;* for he puts 
this place in the Paropamisadae, which (as Ghjani was certainly in Arachosiu) 
litfrc means the kingdom mJ«d from KabuL 

It can now be seen what happened. After the Panhians, somewhere 
between and 115, broke the Saca invasion, the invaders, who comprised 
more than one people, entered India not by one route but by mo The 
movements of the main body, who ultimately came up the Indus to Tax]la, 
are noticed elsewhere (Chap. viti). But another body, the P^h, went north 
from Sacastene through Arachosia by Alexander's route—we have been 
fookmgat the reeord-and ultimately took Koplien-Kabul from the Creeks. 
From their first contact with China dates the origin of the name Ki-pin. 

Kl-pin was originally Kophen-Kabul.» The name Ki-pin is unknown to 
Chang-k .en and also to Ssu-ma Ch’ien, who is supposed to have finished 
the Sh.-ki about p a.c. or somewhat later* (Chap, cxxill, which alone 
concerns us, commm information ol the year lot); the name had therefore 
not reached Chma by c. too s.c. It first occur m the Ch’fen-han-shu, 
written by Pan-ku late in the first century' a.d. That work states that the 
first relations of CW with Ki-pin (Le, China’s first attempt ,o reach anv 
land south of the Hindu Kush) began in the reign of the Emperor Wu-ti/ 
who died m 87 B.c.; Kabul therefore was in Saca hands before thaida w, and the 
natural supposition is that theSacas took it when the kingdom of Amialcidas, 
who must have h«n a king of some pow er, broke up on his death (p. 31 y); 
incidentally if ns furnishes another reason for supposing that he was not alive 

w«£reoCdv°pU?iV “d .thcrc “» )" n° Wrtainty- Sre the discussion in T. 
’ t (l cnwwio t travels in India 11, 1905, p, 266, with the itinerary 

fe??2 0 • ^ Smith, who preferred Opian, and add to Watters’ references 
WylM* p. $4 n,, who preferred Kabul. 

’ 1>l°h VI, 18,4, rdfoxa ij Tau'Ccoto. 
E. JA 116, ijjj, p. 143, reading TuV^awa. Ttiis town has not 

the same co-ordinates* Alexandria (Ghazni), vr, so, 4i bur that means little; 
1 t?Vny * hab,t of nnte® two places out of one is notorious (pp. 311 saX 

5 Ussen suggested ki-pin might be Kabul, but if has never been worked out; 
wyl»PP* JJ-4 assumed it. 

« Hirth p. pi. j Wylie p, Franke p, 6y, de Groor p. *8. 
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as late p 90 &X* (p, 314)- Wu-ti's communication was certainly not with 
Antialddas himself: the Chinese could never have been given, or obtained, 
the name Kophen as the name of Antialcidas' extensive realm, for to the 
Greeks Kabul was of very secondary importance. At the same time, the 
great Saca state in northern India created by Maues had not formed by 87 
(Chap, vin); Wu-rifcs Ki-pin therefore was Kabul and whatever the Sacas 
(Parsii) of Kabul ruled at the time, which may have been a large part of the 
Paropamisadac (p. 331). Xliis too is the meaning of Ki-pin in the story of 
Yin-mo-fu given in the Chhfen-han-shu (set out pp. 339 sf*)t which Pan-ku 
must have taken from Wcn-thung,s Report, no other source being possible. 
But shortly after this episode communication with the Paropamisadae was 
abandoned by the Emperor Yuan-ti (48-33 b„C*), and a memorandum drawn 
up by Tu-k'in for the nexr Han Emperor Ching-ti (3^-7 B.c) said that it was 
impossible to reach that country effectively and that it was best to leave ir 
alone (p. 350); Wen-chung was probably the last Chinese official to visit it* 

The name of ihis the first Saca state south of the Hindu Kush with w hich 
the Chinese had become acquainted was transferred* by a natural process* 
to the grear Saca realm w hich soon afterwards absorbed it, and that is 
what it meant ro Pan-ku himself,, writing about a century later than that 
absorption; probably he did not know what Wen-Chung^s Ki-pin was, but 
he transcribed faithfully and gave us ibe chance of knowing. To Pan-ku 
personally Ki-pin meant the Saca realm in India;1 later writers transferred the 
name to the realm of die Kush□ ns w ho ultimately replaced the Sacas, It has 
been truly said that the Chinese never got clear ideas abour this great 
kingdom of1 Ki-pin" in Saca times.3 Pan-ku did not follow his usual rule of 
giving the numbers of families, of inhabitants, and of warriors, but merely 
said that the numbers w ere those of a great kingdom, his formula for stales of 
which he knew little* and his ow n formal account of Ki-pin3 is a mixture of 
dements draw n from different parts of it and not necessarily all trustworthy; 
for its alleged currency4 numismatists have sought, and will Seek, in vain. 

I venture to think that the story of die name Ki-pin is now tolerably complete, 

1 So Herzfeldp Sakasrem^ p. 31 (cf. p. 35): Ki-pin must be treated as ’die 
politische Einhcst des Sakandcfas’* Pan-ku* having transferred the Ki-ptn name or 
Kabul to the Saca kingdom, introduced a new name for Kabul (Ko-fup Kao-phouT 
Ko-lm) and wrongly made it the domain of one of the of the Yudl-ehi- 
the author of the Hou-han-shu pointed out the error (see de Groat pp. ioi-i). The 
evidence given in this Appendix and in Chapter vm shows that the Hw-hvn-*ku 
is right* 

1 Franke p. fp; c£ de Groot p. fid 
3 Wylie pp. 33 jf.; de Groot p, 87; Konow, C/I pp, XXtii jf, 
4 Wylie p. jf i de Grooi p. 87; gold and silver coins with obv. a man on horse¬ 

back and rev. a man's face- 

ji 
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TA-YUAN 

The Greek occupation of Ta-yuan1 (Ferghana) has noi been accepted,1 * 
and one must consider [he evidence* Certain things may be ruled nut at 
once* Naturally I agree with those who have said that Ta-yuan does not 
mean 4 * * * the great land of the Yavanas'; it i^ enough that the Ch'ien-han-sliu 
know's of a "little Yuan*, Sia^-yuan* in the Tarim basin, which had nothing 
to do with Greeks.^ The vine and the alfalfa grew in Ta-yuan, and a con¬ 
siderable number of scholars have believed that the Chinese terms for these El ants, p*u-t+ao and muk-tuk* were respectively /Jorpov and MijSur^ (iron), 

ut I do not see how this belief can survive Professor Lauferps analysis.* 
Certainly, though Laufer said that the vine was native ah over Iran and was 
not brought to Ferghana by Greeks^ he could produce no evidence for it in 
Ferghana itself earlier than the Annals of the Tsin dynasty, fourth century 

which is not in point- But his evidence for the vine in Margiane and 
Baa Hu [the nearest countries) is from Strabo* who never mentions Fergltana; 
so, for all we know* the vine may have been native there or may have been 
introduced by Greeks or by anybody else; it is no evidence for anything- 
The habit of keeping wine in jars for years was of course a Greek custom; 
hut unless it be proved dial it was not a native custom in Iran also (as to 
which I know nothing) it cannot be asserted that Creeks introduced it** 

This narrows the cpiestion down to two points. Ssu-ma Ch'ien says that 
Chang-k'ien travelled through Ta-yuan on "postal roads*.8 Persians made 

1 See generally Qiang-kpi<rnp5 description of Ta-yuan in Ssu-ma Ch'ien (Hirth 
pp* fljHS), reproduced in she CA'm-Am-sAu (Wylie p. 44, de Grom p. 109), and 
further Chapter vil 

1 ] think die only writer who has really considered it was V, V+ Barthold, TA* 
Grafca-Bartriax $Utft and iir spread tti tkt Nonk^Eaitt Sulletm (/pviffiyfif) cf tht 

Imp. J?. Acad. Sc, 191# pp. (in Russian); he rejected it, but apparently solely 
on the wine question* and that is not the evidence at all* Professor E. H. Minns 
kind ly supplied me with a synopsis of the mainjpomrs in this article. 

* Wylie p. iB, de Grom p. £4 (Sao-wan). The latter (p. 11) says there is no 
traceable connection between Ta-wan and Sao-wan; all the less likely* therefore, is it 
that vuan (or wan) should be Yavana- 

4 Vine: B. Lauficr. Suu>*lranli:a 1919 pp. 215-6; alfilfah ii. pp. lti-ij, Barthold 
Qprtii* had rejected the equation p'u-tfeao - floTpus three years previously- O, Franke 
(note in de Groot p* 3f) says that muk-tuk (mu-sUj hufc-suk) must he derived from 
some unknown Iranian word. 

* Laufer <w, ctr. pp, ui jff. h /i p- uu 
1 Barthold op. &tm said that there are no Greek words for wine-making in die 

eas i-lranian tongues. 1 Hirth p, 94 §9* 
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post roads before Greeks did, but ii cannot be shown that the Persians ever 
ruled Ferghana. The 'Sacas' of the earlier lists of Darius' empire (Behisrun 
and Pemepdis) were in the last list, that of Naksri-Rustam, divided into ihdr 
two components, the Sacas wearing pointed caps and the Amvrgian Sacas 
(haumauarga, H preparers of Haoma1),1 the new province-list of Xerxes1 
agreeing in this respect with that of Naksri-Rustam ; but Herodotus, in bis 
reproduction of Xerxes1 army list, specifically identifies the two,3 and even 
if not identical they cannot therefore haw lived far apart; I know' no reason 
for Professor Herrmann's view that the Amyrgian Sacas lived on die Pamirs* 
(which cannot possibly have belonged to Darius), and the Hellanicus 
fragment, the source of which must be Persian, says that they lived on a 
plaint It is now known from Darius' gold plate^ that the Sacas he ruled, 
who must be these two bodies, lived para Sugdam,H beyond Sogd', /.<?. in the 
country between the mountains north of Samarcand and the jaxanes; and 
the question is whether the expression “Saeadand beyond Scgd\ primarily 
no doubt the Chodjend country and the land to the westward, would also 
include Ferghana, (It would be no objection dtat Ferghana was an agricultural 
country; some Saca dans were no longer nomads.) I cannot answer that 
question; but it is certain that if Ferghana was ever Achaemenid it had been 
lost before Alexander^ day; he could not have left an outlying Persian 
province without either occupying it himself or sending a force to do so, and 
also Ptolemy's Sogdiana does not indude Ferghana.? But supposing that 
Darius kad ruled Ferghana and kad made post roads, is ir conceivable that 
the local population would have kepi them in order for nearly four centuries 
rill 118 i.a* when Chang-k'ien saw them? These roads are good evidence 
for the Greek occupation of Ferghana, but tiiey are not actually conclusive. 

What is conclusive is that Chang-k'ieii found the country, as he found 
Bactria, full of *walfed towns'; be gives f fully 70' in Ferghana alone* a small 
country* What they were has already been explained (pp. 121 ; most were 
large native villages wolfed round. But the pltenomenon, precisely as in 
Bactria (which Cmng-k'ien compares with Ferghana throughout), means 
Greek occupation and nothing else; for eastern Iranians did not build towns 

T Op IxtiZCj DU Sartapicneinmlung in Syria* undim Zwmrromhndt von S20-j20t 

l£3f, pT iyo [94], seems to me conclusive that ic was such a division and not a new' 
conquest* 

1 E* Herzfeld, Auk. Mitt* aus Iran vm, 1936, p< 51 1L ad?* 17. The list is 
before 480 BrC- 

* Herod. TO, 64, (he Saeas wearing pointed *lpfianla* are called by Persians 
Amyrgian Sacas. 

* A. Herrmann, Sakai in PW; see Marquart'i criudsmd Unuriuekttngen pr 
Gesckkkte von Fran 41, 1905, p. 440, Set however jp* 477, 

5 In Siephanus: 'ApvpytQY' ircfiov Fakwy. 
1 S. Smith j /HAS t$2& p. 43?; E. Herzfield, Memoirs of ike ArcA. Surrey of India 

xxxiv, 1928* 
7 Cf+ on this Be r rhelot p. 191. 
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and did not wall-in villages. This comes out clearly enough In the Alexander- 
story. There is one exception in that story, and it is given as something 
exceptional—die seven fortresses which the Achaemenids had built to guard 
the jaxanes frontier against nomads.1 These were military fortresses* not 
villages, Yer six of them had only low mud tampans/ and Alexander took 
them as he pleased > only of the largest one, CyropoEis, is it stated that it had 
a 'higher wall’/ compelling him to bring up his siege intim If there was one 
place in easiern Iran in Alexanders day large enough id be called a town it 
was Bactra itself; and Bacira was not walled. When Spicamenes ariacked it 
behind Alexanders back/ the commandant in the place had only a few 
details and the sick; on the other hand, Spttamcnes had only light Sogdian 
and Saea horse, useless against walls. Had there been a wall, rhe com¬ 
mandant only had to dose the gates and Spitamenes ivas helpless; instead, he 
led out what men he had and they were naturally annihilated; therefore there 
was no wall, and Spitamenes could have taken Bactta, but for Cra terns’ 
timely arrival. Spitamenes, just befon^ had taken one of the border forts 
’which guarded the Bacrrian frontier/ if his horsemen could take it, it had 
notiung hut a low mud rampan, at best. It was Greeks who turned Bacira 
into a great fortress and filled Bactria with 'walled towns' which nomad 
horsemen could not take (see generally Chap, in); and no one else could 
have done the same thing in Ferghana- 

11 wi II be seen t lint I fol low the opinion wh ich 5 p riot to Professor Herzfdd1 s 
Sahas cm, was universally held, that Chang-k'ienhs Ta-yuan was Ferghana 
(though, as will appear, it was larger than Ferghana proper), as Ta-yuan 
admittedly is in Chinese literature from the fourth century a.d. onwards.* 
HersfeEd howrever has argued7 that Chang-k/ien meant by Air Ta-yuan noi 
ferghana but the Pamirs; but though lie has rightly pointed out elsewhere 

that what Chang-khien saw and what he heard are different things, lie has here 
omhied what Chang-k'ien saw In Ta-yuan and has based hss argument solely 
on tile relative positions by points of the compass which Chang-k'ien gives 
for the several peoples he mentions, a thing over which a stranger in a strange 
and unknown world might easily make mistakes; indeed if one considers me 
mistakes made by Ptolemy, with all the sources of information which he had 
□t his disposal,8 it would be extraordinary if Chang-khen bad w made any. 
And when Cbang-k'ien put the Yueh-chi west of Ta-yuan* (which is what 

1 This story is in Arrian tvp i 
1 IL IV, 2T Tbi Kai ov* lHijtjAfjji OITC 

5 /A iv, j, i, . .vyhjAcrr•ipw rtlxti ifircp al dAAcu+ 
1 IL iv, 1 

I IV. is, 4-J* 
0 For this later evidence see dc Groot p. 109. 
7 SahuteK pp. » *w. and plan on p. ij, 
1 Eg. be puts tbe Massage&e east of Sogdtana instead of west (vi* ij)s and 

Sogdiuta both cast (vi, n) and west (vrp ti) of Bactrim both being wrong, 
9 Hirth p. jy Jit 
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Herzleld is going on) he didjusr make a mistake (or Ssu-ma Ch'ien made one 
m transcribing ins Repon); this is shown dearly enough by Pan-ku, who in 
transcribing the same passage quietly corrected 'west* to 'south-west1 or 
souiii , and this is one of those cases in which rlvc later historian, who had 

at his disposal much new information collected by Chinese envoys and 
caravans, is bound to be right. J 

But the real point is that, apart from its Saca rniers, Chang-k'icn describes 
ia-yuan, wiudi he had seen, as a settled country exactly like Ta-hia 
(Bactna),* with the same soil, dimale, productions, and customs.^ which 
must mean highly organised agriculture like the Bactrian. He says that the 
people grew not only wheat but rice,4 which means irrigation "and a hot 
summer climate (he does not mention rice in Battria, though he had heard 
thatit grew m Chaidaea),* and that die vine and alfalfa grew well in Ta-yuan ‘ 
and that like Bactna the country was full of‘walled towns1, whose number 
he gives as fully 70 V the Chinese subsequently planted an agricultural 
colony there* Was there really on the Pamirs a highly organised agricultural 
state wi t r 1 wheat- field s and rice-fid ds,9 clover-tields and vineyards, and seven tv 
walled towns? Any description of the desolate and windswept Roof of the 
World will suffice to negative the supposition. 

it may however he taken as certain that Chang-kTienKs Ta-yuan, as a state, 
was larger than Ferghana proper and extended up the river valleys to the 

anur watershed. He says that Ta-yuan borders to the east upon two states 
1 latt-mi (U-bi), a very small place, and Yu-tien (Hu-tin, K ho tan), and that 
m Yu-tien all the rivers run eastward but that westward of it (le. in Ta-yuan) 
they all run westward.10 The Saca rulers of Ta-yuan, then, ruled un to the 
watershed,, and may in pan have tapped round the Yueh-chi country on its 
eastern side; and the people in the high vaJIeys may, for all we know, have 
™n part of die Acnyrgkn Saqas, Blle diis Is not what Herald meant (see 
his plan p. 23); and it is not wlmi Herrmann meant eidter. 

' F- 44 (south); de Groat p. top (south-west). South-west will serve. 
I he Yueh-diE had noi moved in the meanwhile except to extend mutAward across 
ihe 0*us io occupy Bactria; rheir capiml was stUJ north of the Oxus. 

* P* &7 $37- 3 Wytie p* -44k de Croat p. 109. 
I s u.p.97Ut' 
: «■ PP- life JOS §99. 7 A p, p; 120. 
* Ik p* uk 

* ^ Indian side, some inferior rice is said to be grown to-day in d* Gilgir 
valEey, about joco feet up. Bui Gilgil is very far from being the Pamirs* which 
™ve an average heigh 1 of t|]ooo feet and are under snow for at least half the year. 

** ^s,tL"maf (Htrrh ph 95, dW Grooi pH ri), The pamlld passage in rlic 
Ch «n-AinwA^ w ylk p. 30, de Gtoot pT 6% shows dm the sunemenc is Chang- 
k*icn*s* 
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CHORASMIA 

The name Choinsmia h never given by any Greek writer, but only a people 
ChorasrnLL It is always assumed dial this people lived in Chorasmia, u 
Kwarizm, Khiva, the fertile country south of the Aral on the lower thus- It 
may be well to test this assumption and see whither that leads us- 

The Oiorasmii axe first mentioned by Ffecataetts1 * as living in a land, 
partly plain partly mountain, eastward of die Parthava; this land is not 
Kwarizm, where there are no real mountains and which was not easrward of 
the Parthava* In Herodotus also the land of the Chorasmii is partly plain 
partly mountain,, their neighbours being Hyrcaniarts and Parthians(Fartha va), 
but in his day they had lost the plain to the Persian kings;* they were subject 
to the Persia ns, and in Xerxes' army list they are brigaded with die Parthava 
□nd with no other people*3 Herodotus then agrees with Becaraeus, except 
that the Cborasmii had lost the best of their land* He puts tlietn in the itfth 
satrapy with the Parthava, Arians, and Sogdians; the passages cited above 
show that this is correct for the Chorasmii even though ^Sogdians" here are 
impossible.4 5 Darius" three lists of lands give no help, as the eastern lands 
are not in any geographical order and moreover the position of the Chorasmii 
differs in the Behistun and Naks-i-Rustam lists; but in the inscription relating 
10 the building of the Apadana at Susa Darius obtained some substance from 
Chorasmta which, if the translation "turquoise' be correct^ agrees with 
I lecataeus and Herodotus^ for turquoise could not come from anywhere but 
the famous mines in Khorasan; but as there are other translations this cannot 
be stressed. Lastly Arrian* describing the "Taurus-Caucasus" line of moun¬ 
tains from an unknown source {? Eratosthenes), makes it run from 
Armenia by the Parthians and Qtorajmhns to Bactria and tlie Hindu Kush.6 
So far, then, the Chomsmii are a people in the Hyrcanian-Panhian satrapy* 
and as Darius' land-lists name them separately they differed recognisably from 
the Panbava* but they were apparently Iranians? and not a pre-Iranian 
people Hke the Tapurh It would seem therefore probable that Darius I 
never ruled Kwarizm. 

1 Athen. II, 70 b. * Herod- in, 17- 3 IL vn, 66. 
^ lb. nr, 93. I am not concerned here with the Sogdians; but Herat and Samarkand 

cannot have been governed by the same satrap when the Boctrian satrapy, which 
included frfargus (Merv)* cut communication berween them. 

5 Kent's translation* JaQS mi! 1933, p. r 1. 39. Schell however gives haemauie 
and Henfeld grey amber; see Kent's note and p. 103 n. y+ 

* Ajt- v. 5. 
? Pseudo-Ludan, MatfoiH 4; noi the best of evidence. 
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By the time Alexander arrived the state of things had changed. The 
Chorasmii were now no longer subject to Persia; there are none in the army 
of Darius III# Instead^ they had become members of die Massagetae eon- 
fed era cy,1 though that does nor locate them; but something may be ieamt 
from the visit of their king Pharasmqnes to Alexander.1 * * Arrian makes him 
$ay that his kingdom bordered on the Colchians, a wild, impossibility 
doubtless arising out of an interpreter's hfunder;5 but his offer to guide 
Alexander to the Euxine shows that he knew, or knew of, the trade route 
which ran through the land of the Aorsi north of the Aral and Caspian to the 
Black Sea « which certainly sugeests that he and his people were at the time 
in kwarizm. Tile Chorasmii then in the hie Persian period had moved 
north, whether to escape Persian rule or because they had lost their best 
land; but the important tiling is that their king should have had a good 
Persian name.! Two other pieces of evidence belong to the time between 
.Alexander and the nomad conquest of Bactria; Ptolemy6 puis the Chorasmii 
on the Oxns, i.r. in Kwarizm, and the Mihr Yast (§ 14) implies the same. It 
says that Mitilras beholds the broad navigable waters hastening towards 
Monro (Merv), Hardyu (Aria), Gava-Sughdha (Sogdiana), and Hvairizem 
(Chorasmia).? The three first rivers are obviously the Margus, Arius, and 
Oku5; and the fourth must also be the Oxus on its way to Kwarizm,® for no 
large river hastened towards the Parthian satrapy. Once we get to the rime 
of tile nomad conquest of Bactria, the name Chorasmii does not occur again 
in Greek sources. 

We now have to ask why the Chorasmii migrated from south to north 
against the general direction of all known Iranian migrations, and why they, 
a people living in northern Iran, had a king with a Persian (south Iranian) 
name. The hypothesis pur forward in Chapter vii pp. 192 sqq. (to which I 

1 Strabo xt, f tj. Strabo adds that Spiiameno took refuge with the Chorasniii. 
while Arrian iv, iG, 4 says that he went to the country of the Mas&agctac; the 
Chorasmii therefore were already part of the Massagetae confederacy in Alexander's 
day. 

1 Art. iv, 1 y, 4. 
1 Droysen i, 1, p. 66 (ed. 1877) saw dwt it was nonsense; and the Chinese 

evidence and that of Strabo xi, fod as to the Aorsi King round the heads of the 
Aral and Caspian is conclusive U. Wj3ckenp Alexander dcr Grasse p. 161^ has a 
most interesting idea: Pharasmanes (who had just given asylum w Spitatnenes) was 
challenging Alexander to fight the nomad worlds 

* Strabo Xl? jod, 
S It must be the same name as Phammanes, son of the satrap PJuaiaphcmcs, 

Air. vt* x?* j. 

* Pfol. vi, iir, 4; doubtless ultimately from the Alexander-story# 
? Danrastetcr's translation^ Sacred Books of tA* East ixm, iBBj, p. taj, does not 

give * navigable'* but only "wide-flowing rivers1. "Broad navigable waters' is 
the recent translation of A. Christensen,. DU fraiirr p. u<5L 

s So Darmestetcr lor, ck. The A trek flows an ay from Farthia proper- 
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must refer) regarding the Pasiani-Parsii of Apollodorus will answer these 
questions: the Parsii (Parsua) were Persians who had stayed behind in 
Kwarizm when the rest of the Parsua-Persians went south, and the Chorasmii 
must have been a section or tribe of the Pamii. That is why tile Chorasmii 
went north to Kwarizm; they had once migrated from it to the south and 
were now returning to their own people. Thai is why their chief had a Persian 
name; like the Paraii, they must have spoken some form of Persian. That is 
why they were in the Massagetae confederacy; the Parsii were members 
(p» 469). Thai is why their name died out in Greek writers; they were included 
in the ParsiL Though die Greeks had never had a name for the country of 
the Chorasmii, the Persians had; and that name, as the Mi hr Yast shows, 
followed the Chorasmii to Kwarizm. I believe that my hypothesis covers all 

the facts at present known. 
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ORMUZ: A LOST KINGDOM 

Of all the Sdeurid satrapies Carmanxa is the least known; it seems to have no 
history. Strabo (xv, 72b) has scarcely a word more recent than Onesicritus 
and Nearchus; his notices of the mines and the gold-bearing river are 
explicitly ascribed to Onesicritus; the head-hunters might be new, but as 
they come between references to Onesicrjtus and to Neardtus they are 
probably taken from one of them. Except for some names in Ptolemy* the 
only writer with any new information is Pliny in book vi, and it can be 
isolated by first taking out the old information. The mines and the gold- 
bearing river (vi, 98} are from Oncskriius, as a comparison widi Strabo xv, 
716 shows; die distance (ih.) of rhe crossing from the 'promontory' of 
Carman 1:1 (Cape Jask)1 to Macae (Ras Musstrndam) in Arabia is shown by 
the name Macae to come from Nearehus,1 though Pliny's 'five miles' must 
be a corruption, for h is neither the actual distance nor Nearehus* 'one day1^ 
voyage\ The statement (vi, ito) dial beyond the 'promontory' are me 

Harmozaei is from NcarchusA 
Deducting these passage and omitting for the moment vi, 15a, Pliny's 

informa don later than Qnesicritus and Ne&rdius is as followup vj} 107, the 
country ah out the A mans s river is fertile, with fields and vineyards, and is 
called Armysia (this variant on Harmozaei should indicate a new source); the 
towns arc Zctis and Alexandria (die lamer, near Gulashkird, comes in the 
Alexander-historians), vi, 110, after mentioning the I-krmozaei* and giving a 
parenthesis to what 'quidam* say, he goes on -ibi (among the Harmo&aei) 
Partus Macedonum et arae Alexandri in promumurio’; that is, his source 
knew of a Graeco-Macedonian harbour town on the GuEf of Ormuz4 and 
altars on C, Jask attributed to Alexander, who was never near the place 
(Ntardms* who was, built no altars). This information is from Hellenistic 
sources. Next vt. 149: Juba (he says)omits to mention two places, Bansstsave 
1 he tovn of the Omani, and Omana, which earlier writers (1 priores\ iV*. some 
Hellenistic writer) made a much frequented harbour of Carmania* Pliny 
here is following Juba down die Arabian coasi southwards from Gen-ha, and 
he himself thinks that Omana, like the Omani, was in Arabia, This is im¬ 
material, for the Periplus (36) is dear that Omana was in Carmania on the 
Gulf of Ormuz, as Juba probably knew also from his Hellenistic fi prions1; 
Pliny has confused Omana with the Omani on the Arabian side, whose name 
survives in Oman, doubtless the same people were, or had been, active on 

1 Tiie iv BdSti °f Air. Ind* 32, j. 
* Nwra In Air. /W. 32* 7, 3 Arr. Ind 33* *- 

-4 Nesrdbas found no town at the Amanis mouth; but fills does not prove dial 
Porrus Maoedonum was a new Greek foundation, Jbr it need not have been actually 
at the river mouth. I have, for once, got link from Kiessling, in PW. 
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both sides of the narrow strait (seep. 481). Oman a then was a much frequented 
harbour of Carmania in Hellenistic times, as it was to the author of the 
Peri plus; this means that for once the Periplus can be used for the ear I ier period. 

Pi demy vi, 18 adds little; native names apart, he gives three towns in 
Carmania—Alexandria, Carmania Metropolis (certainly Kerman), and 
Harmouza (? Haimozia); this last is doubtless Pliny's Portias Macedonum 
among die Harmozari, and, as will presently appear, it was probably Omana. 
Ptolemy’s Harmouza is the Harmoza Regia of the Ravennate geographer, 
this ought to mean that it was once somebody’s capital. Of course neither 
Haimozia nor Portus Macedonum (p. 13) was its official name. 

We have then in Pliny bits of some Hellenistic account of a settlement 
about the Amanis (Minab) river country' reaching roughly from Alexandria- 
Gulashkird to the sea, with a harbour town on the Gulf of Ormuz which did 
a large trade. There seems to he no other place along the Carmanian coast 
where a settlement on any scale could be made; and this district, not Kerman, 
to (he essential 'Cannula*. * Alexanders altars on C+ Jask are like 
* AlexanderV ax tempt to establish agriculture in Gtidrosia (p* i<So) i both refer 
10 some Hellenistic mler* Pliny's Zetis (not noticed by Fscherikower) is not 
another town but only a nickname for Harmozia;1 it is a cornipiioii oi a 
transliteration of fifnjCTts* (or perhaps made in Pliny's usual 
fashion*3 and is a parallel to Prophdiasia (p, 14); as the latter city was 
nicknamed ‘Anticipation* (not of course by Alexander) in allusion to 
Alexanders anticipation of Philotas* conspiracy, so Hamtozia was nick¬ 
named 'The Search* in allusion to Nearchus search for Alexander. The 
name Portus Macedonum should show that the place was hdleoisadr 

Before going on I must notice Naumachaeomm promunturinm in Pliny vi, 
iis,, the projecting land which forms the northern horn of the Gulf ol Ormuz 
as C Jask does the southern; Pliny calls 11 *over against Carmania1, a good 
instance of the use of’Carmania1 for the Amanis river country'. Nauma- 
chaeorum is another of these mistaken transliterations (n. it is mu- 

or ratijfia^o uvran* or something of the sort turned into a tribe, the 
reference being to Nuuienius' sea-fight in the next sentence. This took place 

% Zetis and Alexandria in Pliny must be Harmouza and Alexandria In Ptolemy* 
On nicknames see chap. 1. p * 

1 Droysenp and German ed. nt? ip p* ji&, already wondered whether Zens mignt 
not be connected with Nearchus' search- 

5 Besides Zeds and Nsumachaeoruni here given* I have noticed the following. 
Pliny TV ihi Napaei interisse dicunttir a Palaeis - Acy**™* v™ iraAw^ 
('ancient writers' have become a tribe)- vj, 92, pmefiuens Parabesten Aradto- 
siorum BfOTTitr (Besda desolate of the Peudnger Table). vifc 9a* Caraoes, 
v.L Careers, a tribe in Paropatnisadae - k^oikoi (p. 99). vif 96, Xy lmegolis ab 
Alexandra condite (repeated by various modem writers) ~ itoAi^ a 
town built of wood/ (p. 244), Doubtless a search would tcveal others. There is a 
famous one in PtoL ill, 3, 37, noticed by Nobbe: town Uumsvrav&a - Tac* 
/fnji. IV* tx, ad sua rutanda. 

4 See Athen. rv, 154 f, 
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while Mesene (Chaldaea) was still Sdeudd, and belongs to the reign of 
Antiochus III, probably 10 some movement In Persis after Magnesia; 
Ntmienius was his epardi of Mesene1 and also commanded his squadron on 
the Persian Gulf whose fleet station was in Mesene, probably Antiodi- 
Charax* But how be had a sta-JtgAr with Persians of Persis* unless some 
Greek cities were helping them, is utterly obscure- 

I have pointed out (p. 261) the need in the second century s.c* for some 
trading intermediary between India and Babylonia on the Iranian coast 
(Gerriia being on the wrong side of the Persian Gulf), as die southern Arabs 
formed a trading intermediary between India and Egypt; for this was the 
time when trading vessels from Barygaza still hugged the Gedrosian and 
Carman ian coasts,3 The natural point for such an intermediary* as it was in 
the Middle Ages* would be the Gulf of Ormuz* and the Pcriplus* which can 
be used here, describes die trade activity at Omana (36); there was a regular 
ferry to Arabia run by hand-sewn native coracles* and in exchange for Indian 
w ares they shipped to India spices brought from Arabia, gold,3* and various 
other products; the place was also a centre of the pearl trade. Whoever ruled 
there may well have ruled on both sides of the strait* Probably too in 
Hellenistic times Indian goods came overland to Omana as well as by sea* 
Though Strabo thrice m en dons a road fram BabyJo nia a nd Susa by Persepolis r o 
* the middle of1 Carmania*4 he never carries it on to Seistan; probably therefore 
most of the caravan trade from India by the southern route through Seistan 
did not in Hellenistic times go overland to Babylonia by Persepolis but came 
10 sea at the Gulf of Ormuz, again as in the Middle Ages, This was perhaps 
the return route taken by the Hyrcanian envoys 10 Nero in a.d. 19* w ho had 
to avoid VoEogases of Parthia and who started somewhere on rhe Persian 
Gulf;5 it would have been far shorter for diem to go by Ormuz to Seistan 
than to go round by Pa tab and the Indus. The Peutinger Table* some items 
of which in the East may go back to the Seleudd survey* appears to know 
this route between Seistan and Ormuz and names as a half-way house a place 
Axciotis in the Jim ft basin* possibly Marco Polo’s Camadi* whose mbs have 
furnished some Hellenistic seals*6 

What now was the political position on the Gulf of Ormuz after the 
Greeks had occupied Barygaza and got the Indian end of the great sea-route 
to Babylonia? After the Seleudds had lost Seistan* Persis* Elymais* and 
Cliaracene* a process begun after Magnesia and completed at latest soon after 
the death of Antiochus IV in 163, they cannot have retained the dien isolated 

1 Niese uT 401 rightly saw that it was Antiochus IIL Under Antiochus IV the 
epardl of Mesene was Hyspaoanes, 
' 1 See Chap* vr p. 160 and references, 

3 Gold from the Hycianis in Carmama, Pliny VI* 98; gold mines on the Arabian 
side* iA vi* fo. ‘ 

4 79; xv* 7x7* 744. It goes to ra of Carmania* La, Kerman. 
i Tat- Ann. XIV, if; ef Herxfdd, Sakastan p. ^7; CAM X p, 764, 
4 Tomaschek, JFZpi SB cn p. 17J; Sir A. Stein* Jmm* Sot. lkxxiii* 1934* 

P^ iiT, 118* 
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Carrnama. But this province was not at the time included* so far as is known, 
in the Ractrian or Parthian realm; two cenJuries later Perris ruled die 
Kerman country,1 but that is not in point- The general of the Carmanian 
satrapy, like others* must have done something for himself in the universal 
break-up* but no record remains; Carmania an the second century b*C is a 
lost [and. And by a curious coincidence the British Museum possesses a lost 
coin.1 * It is a well-executed Greek copper coin, showing jugate heads, both 
diademed* of a king Bellaios and his queen* whose name is effaced; the reverse 
type is the prow of a Greek war-gal tty* and "the strongly bevelled edge 
recalls Sekudd influence"* It ought then to belong to some Sekudd 
si on State on the sea, but it will not fit any place whose coinage is known* The 
name Bellaios appears to be Macedonian*5 

My suggestion is that the Hellenistic notices of the Amanis country in 
PJiny, the need of an intermediary on the Iranian coast for the India-Baby Ionia 
trade, the epithet Regia applied to Harcnoda* die account of Omana* the 
unknown fate of the Carmanian satrap, and this unique coin.,, are all connected* 
and that Bellaios, sometime general of the Carmanian satrapy (or that 
general's descendant)* ruled a little kingdom on die Amanis river with a 
good sea-port and capital on the Gulf of Ormuz, a kingdom which must 
sooner or later have become a vassal of Parthia and had apparently foundered 
before the dace of the Periplus (middle of the first century a*I>*)* There may 
be other traces of It beside die coin, 

Stephanos -r*v* calls Carmanta "a country of India*. It was never ruled 
from India ; the notice is one of a class in Stephanos* like ‘Gen-ha, a city of 
the Chaldeans1 or ‘Barygaza, die emporium of Gedrosia1 (p. i&j)> which 
refer to dose trading connections; it snows that at some time Carmania (the 
A minis country) was neither Seleudd nor Parti nan (r.e* was independent) 
and was an emporium for the Indian trade, as I have worked out. 

Isidore of Citarax knew a king Goaisos who died at a great age in his own 
lifetime and therefore lived in the first century b.c. and who ruled 'the spice- 
land of the Omani1.4 There was no such place, for the Omani, opposite 

1 PtripLu )jF 1 Sir G_ F. Hill, NC p. 15 nu, 41* 
* The name BcAAnW in Egypt, second century BGU 11 no. £01 U 20; tlie 

form BMtiot both in Egypt (Preisigkc, Namnt&ixA *.v.) and in Macedonia 
(SEC m 499-501); the form query BeAJicf/ou), at Doura* 5EG yu 
451. The name BMnio? (Nonmis xxvit 117) is merely dun of the river Billaios 
(App RhocL ii, 793) or thlhs (Pliny vi*4) m Asia Minor and can hardly be connected 
with BeMcrios; it is more probobEy the same as the Ionian BMSsf on which see 
L.Robert, BCH uni, 1933, p, 47^*4* There was in Illyria, probably e* i<5?-iSJ 
a prineelet named EdAAoIio? who coined (Head1 p. 317); but he cannot be con¬ 
nected with jEJtAAcuos:, for, beside the different spelling, he bad nothing to do 
with die Sdetirids. Could fits name be connected with the Illyrian town 
on which see Robert, BCH ill, 1928, p* 433 ? 

4 Pseudo-Lucian AfatraL 110* rife npn*tiu.7o$6pDv ftuunfaikmr. There 
is no need to suppose that this Is From Pseudo-Isidores (p. 34). 
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Qmana^ were far from the nearest frankincense country; tt}s dpoi/iaro^opoy 
means, in the usual way, rhe depot for spices, which to a native of Charax 
would be Omana, just as Egyptian Greeks regularly caEled Somaliland jJ 
Kivvaiitavofopo? because it was for them the depot for cinnamon from the 
Far East. Goaisos therefore probably ruled on both sides of the strait. He 
can hardly have belonged to the Greek dynasty; he was probably an Arab 
who (or whose predecessors) ousted (or succeeded) the Greeks, like die 
Arab line of the Abgars in the same century in the formerly Seleurid Osrhoene* 
If Goaisos were an Arab king ruling also in Omana, Pliny’s belief that 
Omana was in Arabia would be explained, and there is evidence to show 
that somewhere in the Hellenistic period some kingdom must have embraced 
both sides of the straits;* even EO-day the coastal population of the Gulf of 
Ormuz is said to be mainly Arab It would also explain the Arab name 
Omana; the Arab dynasty, doubtless sprung from the Omani, had given a 
name taken from their own [and and race to the Hellenistic harbour-town 
and capital which we have met under the names of Harmozia, Zeds, and 
Portus Macedonurm Wliatever the Greek official name of this town may 
have been, it has perished as have the official names of Hekatompylos and 
many other towns (p+ r 3)* 

There is still another unknown kin^ who may belong to the same dynasty 
as Goaisos. In 193^ J. M. Unvala published sixty chalkoi from Susa widi die 
legend 'Of king Tigraios*,1 wbicn incidentally revealed that a coin of this 
king from Susa was already known though the name was corrupt.* The 
reverse types include the Ptolemaic eagle, an Artemis, a term, a winged 
thunderbolt, a boar's head, and a palm, some of which are Seleudd, while 
the last three are also Graeco-Indian of the second century b.C* Unvab's 
hypothesis that Tigraios was Molon has nothing to recommend it; apart from 
the silence of Polybius, Molon could not have taken and used a barbarian 
name. The coin-types point to an international trade centre having definite 
relations with Greek India ;4 and as coins from Omana would naeunilEy appear 
at Susa, Tigraios is probably another of the lost kings of the Amanis kingdom, 
eartier than Goaisos* 

* 1 SEephanuSp j y* M<xkvi (which is Ras Mussendim), an l&va? between Car- 
mania and Arabia; and s.v. *jQyvpti (the island JGdsni), whose ethnic he forms on 
Arabian analogies. Stcphamis' source For these notices is not given, but for ilm 
part of the world his usual source is Marrianus, and these notices may therefore 
ultimately be Hellenistic. Grohmamt, Afa&m in PW, leaves at open where this 
people came from; KiessEing, Gcdrosix in PW, makes them Gedrosians who had 
migrated to Arabia across the strait. 

: Rty. Nuttu p. ffamMag TcypmW, and king's head on obverse. 
3 Motte de la Fuye, MBP sxv, 1934, p. if no. ftf; paniA*W lUAlO. 
4 This, and the Ptolemaic eagle, seem to forbid any supposition that Tigraios 

might have been a king of Cbararene filling the gap in the dated coinage after 
71-2; it would be much too late for the types* 
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2 AT AAA H KAI EY0YMEAEIA1 

Renou1 in his edition of Ptolemy's Indian books prints Eu^vBijpa. His 
note is: iJE^6v&r^pxa scripsimus: X, coffcjfuet F, mt 
-^3ca 4** His text is based on X (Vaticanus 191, thirteenth century) which 
ail editors seem agreed is the best MS; F (Vatic, Palat. 388, fifteenth century) 
is said to exhibit some curious and erratic readings ; tu is Renou's sign for 
th e genera] body of MSS, and d for die edirio princeps of 1533 (Bale) which 
Mailer rated highly; it is based on P but has various divergences. The Latin 
versions all have “media. One MS of the group tn (Vat- Urbin. 82) is eleventh- 
century; -pTfiia therefore is actually die oldest reading known, for what 
that may be worth* 

It might be held that of X warrants EfflvSnpfa, but Renou 
did nor explicitly put it on that ground j there is little doubt from his note 
(scripsimus) that he adopted Bayer's old conjecture EtiBvSript* because 
most writers since have done so. The historical considerations which make 
Ev8v^pua impossible are dealt with in my text (pp* 247 ry.); here I am 
only considering Ptolemy’s text. 

The corruption of -pr^Sia into *$wUa would be easy and obvious; 
E68uh}pm makes such good sense sp long as one does not think about it, 
and the reasons which have affected the modem writer are precisely those 
which would have affected the ancient scribe. But if the original text gave 
the obvious Evfh^pia, no reason can he found for its alteration in almost 
every MS into the meaningless Eu8vpT$ta. It is just possible that Evftupj&fr 
was a (very rare) Greek name;3 but rides were not named after commoners, 
and though a military colony might be (pp. 6, ii)# no one would suggest 
that Sagaia was a military colony. No modern writer has in fact adopted 

It is clearly a corruption; hut one cannot suppose almost 
universal corruption of anything so obvious as 

We must therefore follow the rule prats tat lectio djjficifiimx and turn to 
Eiu8vp/&uii This cannot possibly be a corruption of Evflv^/ita; and it is 
not easy to see how composed apparently of two words well 
known to any scribe, could become while would infallibly 
become -twfila owing to the mental pull of the welUtnown name MijSku 
Now EvQupABta as it stands is not only meaningless but wrongly accented; 
place-names ending in *+a after a short vowel are paroxytone,4 and it ought 

J PiqL vu# it 46. 1 L. Renou, geographic de Pioldmfr, jF/ndcf 1915- 
3 The one possible instance is Euihymedes of Pliny xxxv, 146^ with a vJ- 

EuthymideS' 
4 As 'Appxrtn, Majie^ovvXf KuTFiroSoffut, and many others. 
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to be BvBvftzBia. The accent shows that the right form must have been EuBv- 
peBeia* This could easilv be corrupted on the one hand into Efifhpdtka 
and on the other into for MijSra (the country) was sometimes 
spelt (and accented) MifSeut/ and the corruption therefore ran EiJPyjueSeta 
—That Eu&u^doem. n^uiJ have been corrupted 
ts certain, for no scribe would have understood in I have not traced die 
first appearance of this word, but prior to Renou's edition it was generally 
supposed that it had MS authority; one must take it From Renou that this 
is not so. It is a properly formed feminine name, one of a class (p. 148 n+ a); 
but it has been generally discarded for EvSyS^^ua because writers could not 
explain it. 1 gave the right meaning long ago/ but did not know enough it 
the rime to account for it; it ts now extremely obvious (p, 148). Ptolemy 
then wrote ZdyoAa tJ xcti EuBuptB^tOL 

I must however notice one further point- Kenou actually supported the 
conjecture Ei/AuSt}^ by an appeal to Nonnus Xxvi, 338, not in nis critical 
note, certainly, but in his index;3 a misleading statement which took in 
Prayluski1 and might cake in others, Nonnus never mentions the word/ 
The MSS of xxvif 338 (see Ludwiclfs edition of 1911 aJlocJ) give die line as 

fEptcrroj5d/wtav £d<ms. Of course Eratobarcis is 
meaningless ; Nonnus* z6\:h book, the gathering of the Indian army, h Full 
of meaningless names which he invented himself But de xMarcellus, in his 
edition (l&jtf) of Nonnus for the Didot series, went steadily through 
book xxvt altering meaningless names into names he happened to have 
heard of, sometimes regardless of scansion, and among others he altered 
'Epwmp&petav into producing the marvellous hexameter 
Aaos €VKp^&€^ov Ev&vSrffictav iaoa$. He gave no reasons; his note6 
merely says that Eristob&reia, a meaningless word, V^vppore devant 
rEuthymedie de Ptolemfe, qtfil faut lire Euihyd^mie1* It is a pity that such 
rubbish should have found a place in Ludwich’s apparatus/ as well as in 
Renou* 

The whole story of the word Eridu&j^ud (see further, p. 147) has been 
a lamentable example of how not to write history. 

1 Stephanus i+r. wApa*ud&. 3 INS xxriF 1902* p. 174. 
J P. So: *Ev&i£qpia i* 46; [££0u5^£4ta Nonnus i6r 33SJ/ 
4 JA tfjiti p. 11 n. 1: Rapson (he means Macdonald) thinks Eudiydemia con- 

Jecftmf hut 'ef. toutefois la le^on (Nonnus xxvjf 338) cittfe par 
Renou* JLa gk/grapAie de PtoUmde p. So". 

5 In faci Nonnus himself did not know a single name from the Indo-Greek 
period; for Kamrctptitv of xxvr, r67, if correct (all MSS have «cu was 
certainly merely taken* like so many other names, from the Bajtaric& of Dionysius 
(sec Stephanus r.v. KWrrftpor)* His few’genuine Indian names arc taken from the 
Alexander story, 

* P. Eii fi* 84, 
T His note is: '{purrofidpew* Lfi; £v0u£^E«iav trip "Niim 'ApibrofldpnavF* 

b*r (Le+ Koechly), *m“ is de Matcdlus' edition. 
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THE SUPPOSED OXO-CASPIAN TRADE-ROUTE 

This route from India to the West by the Oxus and the Caspian, sometimes 
called the northern route, is supposed to be given twice by Strabo1 * * 4 and once 
by PJiny;1 there is nothing else, tor Solintis 19, 4 is merely copied from Pliny- 
The correct explanation was given by Professor Kicking in T914J hut it 
was given in □ couple of sentences in the middle of a very long article on 
Hyicania and has never been taken up or followed; and the whole subject 
has been such a mass of misunderstanding that it is wordi setting out the 
forma] proofs- 

Strabo h, 73, A comparison with xr, *09 shows both that this is from 
Patrodes and that it is not Eratosthenes* version of Pa nodes; it may there¬ 
fore be taken to be what Patrodes said himself. The literal translation is: 
"The Oxus is sufficiently navigable for the Indian trade 10 be carried across 
to it and to be easily brought down the river to the Hyrcanian (sea)* and the 

1 Strabo rrH 73: ml tov ri3f0v Si rov opi£ovra, rip jEftnfTpicu/^v dir& rijff £oy~ 
ovrtii ^aqiV tiwAaEr? ffrai tknt t&v 'IvSt/cav $6pTav OS 

nvriv paSkus fit 'Y/Mtauiar xttT&ytct&ai tfctl tons1 r^novt tow 
n&vTuv Sm t&v TTVTap&v* Strabo XI, fop. Aristobulus says that file Oxus is die 
greatest river he himself saw in Asia, except the Indian rivere: xol cAfAeti*1 
ihrXn. real otViW val w EpaTOdBtv^i mtpa /InrporfAfowf AaBJ?vf xa.1 ?rt>AAd 
VriScw^iv $aprlwv ffarctyru' civ rip1 WAnr™^ IvrtvBtv S' f(f 

aviav TTEjpts s&vcj&ai xai <3ia tow Kvpov arai twv T&EtuV f!f tqv Bfi^mroV 

1 Pliny vj, 51 (it. Vairo), Jahn+s text: Adldt idem (Vairo) Pompei ductu 
explorarum in Sactros vn diebus ex India pervemri ladmim ad human quod in 
Oxum inftuAtp et ex eo per Caspum in Cyrum subvecias, ei v non amplitts dicrum 
Lerrano s dnem ad Phasini in Pan rum Indiras posse dcveM mcrces. This as it stands 
is neither grammar nor sense; the whole passage is friuned on the words exploratum 
posse mcrces and governed by posse, and subvectos therefore ought to be subvecras 
and the following et should be omitted; subvecrass to agree with rrtcrmjs guaranteed 
by the subject of TTepaieftyflat in Sambo xir J09 being 'goods1. Read therefore 
'in Cyrum slibvecms Y non amplius1 etc. 

1 Kiessling, N^rJcama in Pw, the best thing on Patrodes* KtessUng makes two 
points: (a) eoh 4^3, Pliny no less dian Emtosdienes depended on Patrodes; 
(Jj) coL 4*57, Patrodes said that goods ectrfd easily come down the Oxus to the 
Caspian and so to the Cyrus* and this was turned into a statement that they 
come. Tliatp in a outdid], is the whote of the matter. 

4 ^ TpKavia is only used for the Hymmian zta when the context is clear, as 
Strabo «, 1x9 and Xl, *19; Art. vp i5* 2; Prol. v, 13, <k As it must certainly mean 
the sea here—that was the point of getting a report at all—we have not the whole 
context- 
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Pt!aCS! be-y°^ “ 35 rhe Bbc!c Sea by way of the rivers U ihe Cyrus and 
1 j ■ ??35' , 13 so^Cr sEatement is pan of Patrodes' report to Anriochus L 
and m Greek, as in English, item mean rwo things: (j) that the Indian trade 
™ being brought down the Oxus to the Caspian and beyond, and (2) that it 

not being so brought but easily could be. The word ‘easilyp shows that 
(i) is [he real meaning oi Patrodes report; he told Anriochus that it would 
be easy to make a irade route. Be it remembered that, when he was exploring 
the Caspian , he had taken die mouth of the A trek for rhar of the Oxus1 and 
had therefore supposed that fhe Gxus entered that sea. 

1 Arfetobulus is probably only cited here as an authority for 
me Oxus being eutrAovs-, for it is unlikely that he wrote late enough to use 

aifodes; noweverjE does not matter if he did use him, for that would only 
mean that he understood the report as Eratosthenes did. What follows is 
Era tosthenes version of Patrodes t Eratosthen es, ci ting Patrodes, says that 
the Ox us is navigable and brings down many goods from India to the 
iyrcanian sea; thence they cross the sea to Albania and are carried by way 

of the Cyrus and the places beyond to tile Black SeaJ Note that Eratosthenes 
has altered the whole sense by niming ‘easilyp into 'many goods \ This makes 
it dear, first that Strabo n, 73 is Patrodes' own version as given in his report* 
and secondly that Eratosthenes understood that report in sense (1) above (i.*. 
misunderstood it) and* perhaps quoting from memory* made an alteration 
in she report which confirmed his own misinterpretation. Strabo, who had 
himself later knowledge (e,jr. from Apollodorus), duly repeats Eratosthenes* 
version, though, after giving Eratosthenes1 views generally on this part of 
the world, he says impatiently fxi( jio) that Eratosthenes tries to reconcile 
a Jot more things of the sort but that he has given quite enough; it may not 
have escaped his notice chat what Eratosthenes says is in direct eonfiScrwith 
his (Strabo’s} own statement that the Caspian wras not navigated and not used,1 
for which he proceeds to give his reasons (he means of course serious naviga¬ 
tion, not native fishing boats and so on). The only other point worth notice 
is the facr that you could not have a regular commercial route across, or 
rather coasting round, a large expanse of water without also having pons, 
both for shipping and money-changers; and no port, Creek or native, any¬ 
where on [he Caspian is ever mentioned by anybody. 

I come to VarrO (Pliny vi, fi)P Varro says that it was found out (not 
‘explored') on Pompey*s expedition that in seven days goods came through 
(or could come through) from India to die river of Bactra, which ran into 
the Ojojs, ‘and from the Oxus these goods, carried (or "if carried*') across 
the Caspian to the Cyrus, can be brought down the Phasis to the Black Sea 
with a land porterage not exceeding five days'. The India Bactria time-table 
might come from anywhere and does not concern ibis Appendix, while the 

1 Kiessling op, ch, col, 464. 
1 xi, fop, uAouf re oftra *r*J dpydff. Improved upon by Meb„ ittp j, 3: 

it was too full of monsters for navigation. 

33 
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overland porterage between Cyrus and P basis was a weEbkftCrwn thing1 and 
may be left out; what remains is die statement ‘Indian goods can be brought 
from Bactria vta the Oxlls, Caspian, Cyras* and PI Las is to the Black Sea\ 
This is Pan-odes' report, for like that report it is pm in a shape which could 
mean two things: (i) goods are brought* (i) goods could be brought, hut 
are nor. ii would be too much of a coincidence to supoose that independent 

* reports w ere made to Antiodius I and to Pompey, each of w hich w as drawn 
up in language legitimately susceptible of two meanings- Pompey was 
never near the Caspian* and the man he commissioned to find out for him 
merely quoted Patrocles, adding the well-known land porterage; probably 
it was die only thing he couEd do. Bui otic point is dear; had there been a 
trade-route in active operation* Pompey would not have called for a report 

on its feasibility. 
There was never then in existence more than one independent statement 

about an Qxo-Caspian trade-route, Patrocles' report to Antiodius I, and the 
word "easily' shows that its real meaning was, ‘You can easily make a trade- 
route from Bactria across the Caspian to the Black Sea if you like/ This is 
confirmed by Strabo's dnAm** and by Pompey*3 enquiry whether such a 
thing was feasible. There is no evidence at all that* in Greek limes, any such 
trade-route from India ever existed.1 

1 Strabo XJ, 498* Scleueus' alleged intention to connect the Caspian and die 
Black Sea by a oarail (Pliny vi* 31) meant connecting the Cyrus and the Phasis by a 
waterway to do away with tfe [and porterage and avoid breaking bulk. The Soviet 
government to-day have a plan to connect the Caspian and the Sea of Azov by a 
ship canal (the Manych canal) a long way to die north of the Cyrus (N. Mikhaylov, 
Savki geography 1935 p. 19a and Plan p. i8f)i but this goes far beyond anything 
which Seleucus' can have dreamt of* and would traverse country unknown to him- 

1 There was in existence in Strabo's own time (30, \c£) a made-route from the 
East 10 die Black Sea which passed north ward of the Casp tan, the Aord (who had 
by now absorbed tile remnant of the Massagerac) being rite middlemen, and which 
became impomuit later; hut this has nothing to do with the supposed Qxo-Caspian 
route. 
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THE OXUS QUESTION TO-DAY 

No competent person to-day believes that the Qxus ever entered the Caspian 
bodily in historical times. The dominant modem theory about the Oxus in 
the Greet period, as pul forward by Professor A- Herrmann*1 is that the 
river itself entered the Aral, as to-day! but that before reaching the Aral si 
threw off a branch into the huge Sary Kamish depression south-west of rbe 
Aral, and that that branch issued southward from Sary Kamish, flowed down 
the Uzboi channel, and entered the Caspian at Balkan Bay, admittedly the 
only point where a lost river could enter the Caspian. He relied on two things : 
(i) a study by W* (V. VP) Barthold1 of Arab evidence of the [hirteemh to she 
sixteenth centuries, and (2) an article in German by W. Obnit5chew,3 who 
explored the Uzboi and published his results in Russian in 1890, of which 
book his German article is a summary'. 

Herrmann has envisaged a regular lost river, perennial and large enough 
to carry shipping, not an occasional spill-way, though Obrutschew called it 
an overflow' channel for Sary Kamish when it got full* but both were rather 
obsessed by the belief that they had got to explain the non hem or Oxo- 
Caspian trade-route from India, which never existed (App* 14)* It was 
unfortunate therefore that Obrutschew discovered two (dry) waterfalls on 
his line of route* which would necessitate unloading and reloading vessels 
twice* a point already nibbed in.4 Herrmann claimed one of these waterfalls, 
that at Igdy* as a confirmation of fits view, it being, he thought, the waterfall 
of Polybius x, 45^ it may suffice 10 say that Qbmischew gives the fall at 
Igdy as 3 to 5 metres high, while that in Polybius shoots the river dear to 
such a distance that a quarter ofa mik of dry ground is left between cliff and 
water* a feat which even Niagara makes no attempt to emu Tate. In fact, that 
chapter in Polybius, with its Oxus running into the Caspian near Hyrcania 
(the Atrek again), is only a couple of yams, told as such to Polybius or to 
his source: nomads can cross the Oxus because either (o) there is a miraculous 
waterfall &r (i) The river conveniently dives underground for a space. They 
crossed in feet as Turkomans have always crossed, swimming and holding 
on 10 their swimming horses. Herrmann's theory is reproduced without 
comment on E, Herzfeld's map in Sakastan and elsewhere^ but naturally has 

1 Pmrmnmt Milt. t^ty, ii* p* 70; P- i?ji p- 7SGort* sf&k* xv, 1914 
no. 4 (the principal exposition). 

1 In R. Stube’s Qutfitn und Forichungtn fur Erd- undKithwkwvk 11, 1910. 
5 Pettmuniu Mitt* 1914* i, p. ®7- 
* By It Hennig, 1930 p. 288* 
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not escaped criticism;1 * for example* J. Kirstc3 4 5 has pointed out that Herrmann 
has neglected 10 notice the view of Fr„ von Schwan: in his book Turkestan 
(1900) that the Uzhoi was a salt-water channel connecting Ara] and Caspian 
which is why they were sometimes treated as a single sea (in fact* others 
beside von Schwarz have long believed in a salt-water connection); and 
R. Hennig* has recently collected examples of other rivers which were 
supposed in antiquity to discharge into, or send a branch into* some sea which 
thev never in fact eruered. 

The scientific evidence is in a hopeless tangle. M* Konshin, who in¬ 
vestigated the ground earlier than Qbmtsehew/ and F. Walther, who 
investigated it later,* gave results which on two different lines were incom¬ 
patible with his and with a lost river; he in turn has declared that they are 
wrong,, while Konshin has said that he is wrong-6 7 There seems to be no later 
scientific evidence, or rather* if such exists in Russia, it has not been made 
available to the western world. One important point* however, appears 10 
have been overlooked. The Gxus is recorded to have burst through into 
Sary Kamish more than once during the nineteenth centurys but it did not 
seek the Caspian or go any farther. If then 2000 years ago a perennial rivet, 
fed by ihe Oxus and large enough to cairyshipping* flowed from Sary Kanush 
dow n the Uzboi to Balkan Bay, it would seem that fhe Oxus must have 
carried a far greater volume of water than ii has done in modem times; 
certainly it then received some tributaries which do not now' reach ii, but 
on the other hand much more was being drawn off in Bactria for irrigation 
than in the nineteenth century. 

Here comes in Bartholdi Arab evidenced Me says that only two Aral; 
writers are independent witnesses* Kasvin in the fourteenth century and 
Kafm-Abru in the fifteenth ■ both agree that in their day the Gxus entered die 
Aral by several mouths but sent a branch (whose route I cannot identify) 
over a waterfall and into the Caspian; and both state that in former times the 
whole river entered the Aral, the change having coincided with the appear¬ 
ance of the Mongols in the country* Now in Babylonia the Mongols utterly 

1 Dv ft root p t6v on die Chinese evidence {which is conclusive that ihe Aral 
existed)* calls Herrmann's views on the Anl grotesque; but this does not necessarily 
touch the question of a lost river. 

a iFien SB clxxxu, 1918, Abh. 2 p. yt. 
3 ATrfi XXVI|I9JJ, p* 2$3; Ttrrot Incognita* 1936 p. x8f* 
4 His results, pub! id^d in Russian, are given by Moser, A trovers f'Aiie Ctntrak 

rS86 p. 128; E. Del mar Morgan, Proc, R* Gttg. Sac. xiv, 1892, p* 23d; Prince 
Kropotkin*Gtogm Soe. xil, 1898, p. 306. 

5 Petermaivu Milt. 1E9S p. 204; a good Study. 

ft In a work of 1898 which I have not seen, probably in Russian, 
7 I have been unable to see his German article which Herrmann used, but a 

summary of his views, from ihe Russian* appeared in die Journal 0/rA* Gr^graphkal 
Society xxit, 1903, p. 32B. 1 have not looked for recent work, on these Arab writers; 
it is not material to the point I want (o make. 
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destroyed the irrigation system. If they did the same m Bactrim then the 
Gxus would suddenly increase in volume and might seek a new outlet, 
though it would remain strange that the new water got as far as Kwarizm 
before finding one. What knowledge of antiquity these two writers may 
have had l have no idea, neither do I know if their statements have been 
subjected to the necessary critical analysis; but evidently they met with no 
tradition that ihe Oxus had ever done this before* and so far as they go they 
are therefore against Herrmann's view* 

I am not saying here that Herrmann's theory for the Greek period is either 
right or wrong; no one can say that,1 The Greek evidence does not support 
it, and the Arab evidence is priftta few against it; but that is not tile point* 
The point, as I see it, is that it is-not a question for scholars at alt but for 
science, and that the only people who can settle it are tile Russian Govern¬ 
ment; and apparently it may soon be too late* For it has been a Russian 
dream for centuries to 1 tom the Oxus back into die Caspian'; and the Soviet 
Government are credited with a plan1 to break tip die Oxus and to take one 
branch across die Kara-Kum desert (for irrigation purposes) to a point east 
of Balkan Bay, and another branch, which w ill join it there, from a poins in 
the Khiva country down the Uzboi, avoiding the saline expanse of Sary 
Kamish; the two together will dien enter the Caspian at Balkan Bay, if there 
be any water left Eo enter it. We are not explicitly told how far the plan has 
gone—if die amount of wafer available has been calculated, if the Uzboi has 
been surveyed (it used to be said that there was difficulty about the levels), 
and what h to be done with the Aral when halfdry; but there are said to 
have been "scientific expeditions' and the branch across the Kara-Kum is 
said to have been begun- It is greatly to be hoped that, before work be 
started on the Uzboi* scientific experts may investigace tsH the various lines 
of evidence and decide whether that channel formerly carried fresh water, 
salt water, or no water at all (unless this has already been done); for once a 
river be brought down it the evidence will be destroyed, and the 'Oxus 
question1 will, for the Creek scholar, remain for ever the nightmare which 

it has always been. 

1 The tfeory might be right even if the actual course suggested be wrong. 
1 N* Mikhaylov, Sovsti Ctcgrvphy 1935 ppT 130-2. 
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THE ERA OF THE MOCA COPPERPLATE 

FROM TAX1LA 

The copperplate inscription from Taxifa1 which mentions ‘the Great King, 
tiie Great Moga1 (Ia Mattes (p. 496)* subsequently Great King of Kings), is 
dated on tlte ^ih day of die Macedonian month Pantimos in the year 78 of 
some unknown Era* That Era has been the subject uf many theories;1 htii 1 

have to treat it afresh, for ihere is a definite piece of evidence which has not 
been utilised, and the date of Manes is vial to any understanding of the firs! 
century b*C* in India, Including the problem of die Bud diia-s tame (Chap, ix). 
It b obvious that the jnscriprion must come very soon after the Saca occupa¬ 
tion ofTaxila, for Mimes was not yet Great King of Kings, on the majority 
of his coins. It is possible to clear the ground somewhat at die start. 

First, tile Era was used by a Saca king and was therefore a Saca Era; 
theories like ihat of Mr Banerji^ which make it a Parthian Era can be ruled 
out. Certainly it w-as for Jong believed that in India Saras and Firth ians 
(Pahlavas) were so closely associated that they could not be distinguished; 
but they man be distinguished, for they w ere perpetual antagonists,4 and it 
is incredible that a Saca king would have used a Parthian Era. This also puts 
out of court tiie view of M* A. Foucher,5 that this Era was the Arsadd Era 
with the hundreds omitted; moreover, apart from Systems with omitted 
hundreds being open ro damaging criticism,6 the Arsadd Era is not known 
to have been used by the Fa}]lava kings in India, which means that it was not 
used in the east Parthian realm of the Surens of Seistam 

The Vikizma Era of *3 n.cJ can he ruled out; fur, apart from the im¬ 
possibility of a Sneaking using an Era established through a Saca defeat, it 
would make Mimes king in Taxila in a.d. 10, while it b a fixed point that 
Gondophares1 reign there began in jld, 19, 

The suggestion that the Era might be that of Demetrius* conquest of 
India* may be ruled out* Such an Era would have started somewhere about 
1 Bo ax., which would make Mauw king in Taxi la somewhere about 101 a.cM 
and w ould leave no room for Ptolemy's kingdom of 'Indu-Scythia*. Few 
would defend so early a date;* but the point, Tndo-Scythia1 apart, is that, 

T Cl7 p. 13 no- Xiii, 
1 Some are discussed by dr la YaUSe-Poussm, ppT i7i ra*., 
} /i«f. Am. xxxviri, 1908, p. 67. 
4 I heartily agree with Konow as to M^/JtAS 1931 p. 95 j* I Irusi that this book 

has brought it out* 
5 Foucher 11 p. 4§3. * See CII p. boodv. 
t H. K. DtbJRAS 1911 p. 4±. 
1 J, Charpenrier in a review, Ind. Am. 1931 p+ 78. 
9 For A. Herrmann^ theory about Manes, which mixes up the first and second 

centuries B.C., see p. 340 n. t* 
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looking at die trouble the Euthydemids took to prove to the world dial they 
were Sdcudds (Chap. v>, Demetrius could not possibly have used any Era 
but the Seleucid, while Maues would not have used an Era of the conquered 
Greeks* 

Sir John Marshall once thought it was an Era of Maues himself and dated 
the inscription to 17 b.c.p' but he lias now abandoned that view for the one 
advocated by Rapson (p, 4S>Q-3 There is no real doubt dial it means an Era 
used by MmesJ 

We come therefore iso die group of theories which connect the Era with 
the Sacas of Seistan. Dr Stem Konow in the Corpus took the view that the 
Era celebrated Saca independence obtained on the death of Miihridates [J in 
S3 b.c. (really 87) and that the dare of the inscription was therefore to b.c.;4 
hut the discoVoy of the IvaEawan inscription5 lias led him to abandon this 
view and (substantialiy) to adopt that of Rapsou,* which has also entailed 
abandoning the chronology of the Corpus tor a number of other inscriptions 
dated in the old Saea Ehl' There is in fact no reason Tor supposing that the 
Sacas of Seistan £J obtain independence on the death oi Mirhridates II„ 
though the Suren whose immediate vassals they were may have done so* 

Dr K, P- Jayaswa]1 made the Era c. tio b-c., which he took as the date of 
a revolt by the Satas of Seisran against Mithridateg H, and dared the inscrip¬ 
tion therefore c, 41 &a The legend he cites, if based on fact, certainly shows 
that they were at enmity with Mirhridatesj but the Saca invasion, of Pari Ilia 
was quire certainly in 12%$ and if one can speak of a molt in Seistan (1 

doubt it myself, see p. 500) it was probably then. As MjthricUtes was 
completely victorious, it does not seem a hopeful point for the start of a 
continuing Saca Era; but this dating will be considered later* 

Professor E. Herzield1* m 193a, after a long criticism, concluded with truth 
that there were only ilteories and no firm ground, but suggested that the 
date of the Taxi la copperplate might be about 31 3-C, (arrived at by estimating 
die time required for the coins known prior to Gondophares) and the Era 
consequendy about 1 to. This also will be considered later. 

* AS/ 1712-13 p* 7;JRAS 1914 p. 786, Konow in Cff p. xxxh said that Marshall 
took this date 'from archaeological reasons’, which might have been important; 
but a reference to the passages 1 nave died shows that this was ipprendy a mistake, 
and anyhow Marshall ftas abandoned the dating- An Era of Manes was also ad¬ 

vocated by Ramprasad CliandaT JRAS 1710 p. 319. 
1 ASI 1737-30 (pub* p* 63, ef, p- 71* 
3 First pointed out, I think, fey Serun: de la Yall^e-Pousdn pp. 172-3. 
+ Cl! p_ xssii. 
5 Text.IRAS 1931 p. 949; AS/ 193^4 (pub. 1936) p. 163, 
b JRAS 19JJ pp, tfj, xii, r?J3t ?■ 4- 
7 JIH xii, 1933, p. 4- 

1JBQRS xvi, 1930, pp. 131,140, 
* Tatn, SP Sind, p, 14; CAti rx pp. 381-1. 

10 Sokattan pp. 98-100. 
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The dominant theory lo-day is that of the late E. ]. Rapson in ifii;1 
both Sir John Marshall and Dr Sten Kenow have abandoned their own late 
datings in its favour. It makes the Era c. 150 B.c*; what he says is that it1 may 
possibly mark die establishment of the new kingdom in Seistan after its 
incorporation imo the empire by Mlthridates V and is +prohably of Parthian 
origin1. This makes the Taxila copperplate e, 72 b.c, and is very' dose to the 
dating arHied at in this Appendix- But, though I agree that the Era marks 
the date of the establishment of a new kingdom in Seistan, 1 cannot my self 
accept a Parthian origin for an Era used by a Saca king* apart from the fact 
that an inscription now calls a date in that Era *Sakav;* so I must attempt 
both to date the Era and to find an occasion when it could have been estab¬ 
lished by Sacas. 

1 must however first notice the name Moga of tire inscription, generally 
supposed (as I believe myself) to be the king of the abundant coinage* whose 
name is given in Greek as Maue$ and in Kharoshthi as Moo* though doubts 
have occasionally been expressed.* I take it that the ful[ form of the name 
sounded as Mauakes* to Greek ears, rust as it sounded to Chinese ears as 
Mu-kuJa;6 this would easily represent Moga. Gut I do not see how to equate 
Moga with Moa; there must therefore have been two forms of the name in 
Saca, a long and a short one, Greek writers record such double name-forms 
from other languages, e+g, Kynna-Kynane^ daughter of Philip II and an 
Illyrian mother (? from 13Syrian); Sabba-Sumbethe* the * Chaldean Sibyl* 
(presumably Anatolian); and Fhraates-Fhraarakes (from Partliian Pahlavi), 
an exact parallel in another North4ranian tongue to Maucs-Mauakes* Indeed 
there might be a paralle] from Saca itself, if it be correct that Axes-Arises 
are only short and long forms of the same name,7 and if the language be Saca. 

The point I want to make myself is one of which no theory has yet taken 
account* the close connection between Maues and an obscure Indo-Greek 
king called Telephus, Tdeplius" coins are very rare,* only nine specimens 

r CHI p. 570; cL JRAS 1930 pp. tMr 193. 
2 in the Jihomka inscription, CII p, Si no, xxx (sec p, yoo)* Konev says that 

F_ W* Thomas and himself have now read H Saka’ before the number* [91: JIH 

•m coins: BMC pp. 63 Cunningham NC 1890 pp. ijd 
4 J+ F. Fleet* JRAS 1914 p. 797; and see now pT 502, 
- Leader of the Sacas at Gaugamda, Am in, £* 3. 
6 King of Taiyuan in tot B.c,* Hirch pp. 109 jyj.; see p. joB. 
7 F. W. Thomas, JRAS 1906 p. zoS; Herafdd, Szkasf&i pp. 93, 97; Konow, 

CII pp. xxxix j£. This does not necessarily mean that Axes and Ariliscs were the 
same king (p- 498 n. j ); kings, of the same name succeeding one another were as 
familiar to the anrient as to the modem world. 

s HEs coins: Whitehead NC p* 337 nos. fls 59 (four bronze pieces)* ef. White¬ 
heads JASB vit 1910, Nm Supp, xiv p. 5&1 no. and another sped men* ASI 
T912-13 p. 46 no. 7; and four specimens of the silver coin* BMC p, i?i PI. XXXJT, 
7s AS/ 1919-30 p, 74 no. 46 - p. S3 no. n* and the two in Berlin. O. Stdn. Ttfepke* 
(4) in PW, 1934. 
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being actually known, but one of them gives a tiny picture of Mt Rltisara1 * * 4 
like the well-known one on the " Kapisi' coins of Eucratides (p+ 213)3 that, 
and die type ‘Zeus enthroned' on his hronse money, show that he ruled and 
coined in Kupisa. Hh coins show rwo peculiar monograms, which can only 
be those ut his moneyers in that city (see App. i); and these two monograms 
also occur on coins of Manes and are said to occur nowhere else.1 Mattes 
then not only coined in Kapisa—that could be deduced from his coins which 
show' the hZeus enthroned 1 type of Kapisa*— but coined there with the same 
two moneyers as Telephus, and therefore either directly before or after him; 
as the extreme rarity of felephus1 coins points to a very short reign, Maues1 
date at Kapi^i in either case is substantially the date of Telephus. What h 
that dater® Telephus" coins all show the round omicron alone, which prima 
fatit puts him before c. 40 bx. if not before jo ax, (p, 316); in fact no numis¬ 
matist, on numismatic grounds, has ever classed him with the really late 
kings like Hippostiattis, NfoUs, Hermaeus. Now the round and the square 
omicron (p, 316) afford a good test for comparative dating in the same 
locality; and Una makes it impossible to put Telephus after Hermaeus, who 
also ruled and coined in Kapisa, For Hermaeus" corns show' both the round 
and the square omicron, and their abundance postulates a reign of some 
length; and on this ground alone he cannot well have come to the throne 
bier than e. 50 B*e* or died before 30 &.c (see generally Chap. viii). Indeed 
if, as seems almost certain, he was Yin-mo-fu of the Cfrien-han-shu (p. 340), 
then there is evidence that became to the throne before 4S bx. and was alive 
at some date alter 3 a b.c.; the end of Greek rule in the Paropamisadae, i_e. his 
death, falls about or soon after 30 b,c. (p. 350). Bur immediately before 
Hermaeus comes the reign of Ihs father Amyntas (p. 331), of unknown 

1 No, jp in Whitehead NC - PI. VTXI no, 640 in Lahore Cat, 
‘ Whitehead's discovery in JASB 1910 (for reference see p. 496 n, G); I rely 

on him for the face of non-occurrence elsewhere. He pointed out (NC p. 337) that 
it implies a close bond in time between Telephus and Maues. The Tdephus mono¬ 
gram on Wliitehead no. 5S occurs on several coins of Maues given in BMC; that 
on no. yp is on two coins of Maues in Lahore Cat* Pis* X, so and XVf j. 

* Lahore Cat. p* 99 no* tyv Cunningham, NC iBpo p# t^4 no, ni and p, t}6 
no. 17 a BMC p. To no. 14. This last is unmistakable: Zeus holds Nike on his hand 
and before him is the forepart of a small elephant, as on Eucrattdes1 H Kapisi * coins 
fp. 213). Cunningham p. 104 says that Maues* coin* are never found in the 
Kabul valley; but in fact some come in 10 dealers at Jalalabad (J, Hackin,/^ aa6l 
1935, p. apo)T and in any case the evidence of the type last mentioned, and of the 
monogiamii is much too explicit to be overruled by any consideration of find-spots 
(see App. t). 

4 O* Stein op- cit. only says fnst century bx. He puts Maues before Hippostraa^ 
(which is right, bui he gives no reasons) and Tdcphus before Maucs, because 
Maues, he thinks, copied his coins. His date-sequence ihtrtfore is substantially 
mine, but it is done in a few lines. 
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length; keeping everything as late 35 possible, that still puis Tetephus* and 
consequently Manes, not later than about 6a b.c. at beat*1 

This should suffice; but utiler things bear it out* Debased or barbarous 
imitations of Hermreusp money continued to be struck after his death1 and 
down to the advent of K uj ub Kadphises by those, whether Saras or Pah lavas, 
who (hen ruled in Kapisa; this makes it almost impossible to postulate another 
Greek Ling in Kapisa alter him, and in fact he has always been considered 
to be the last Greek king; and KujuU Kadphises, who was in a position to 
know, certainly treated him as the last Greek king in the Paropamisadae 
(App. 17). While these considerations forbid us to put Tdephus after 
Hermaeus, an additional reason arises in die case of Maues, even leaving out 
of account die fairly good style of his coins and the absence from them of die 
square omkron* The accession of the Parthian Gandophares is fixed by an 
inscription to 19,* and there is good proof that his predecessor ^-as named 
Azes*4 Between Maucs and Gondophares iherefore must come in the coins 
of the three members of the Azes dynasty-—Azes, Azilises, Azes IIs—and 
also those of another Saca Great King of Kings, Ares' father Spal irises (p. 5 ad), 
who is later than Maues, as his coins after he was Great King of Kings show 
the square omicron, while those of Maucs have the round form only, Ares1 
large coinage, and still more the great number of letters and monograms on 
his coins, indicate a reign of substantial length; and this alone suffices to 
exclude the idea that Manes can be anywhere near the Christian Era, 

On the other hand, even if Anrialddas be brought down as late as 90 B.C, 
which Is very improbable (p. jm), there is still a time-gap 0/about a genera¬ 
tion between Antialddas and Amyntas, with no Greek king except Tdephus 
who can be placed there; it seems obvious that die rule at Kapisa of Tdephus 
and Manes must come somewhere in this g?p, which cannot begin later than 
c. 90 or end later thane, 60. The monograms then are fatal to any attempt to 

1 In Chapter vitl reason is given for putting Mauesp death and Amyntai1 acces¬ 
sion in die year 58. But, as mat chapter presupposes and draws deductions lrom_ 
i\m Appendix,, this Appendix has [o be argued as though, as regards die dating of 
Tclcphus and Manes, those deductions did noi yet exisu; otherwise one would Jse 
arguing in a circle. But there is no mxd 10 repeat here what t have said in that 
chapter about the square omkron and die Chinese evidence; that could have come 
in either pbee* 

1 CHI pp, -560-1. 
1 CHI p+ 576; Herzfeld, Sa^attan p. 101. 

4 CHI p. -577; Herzfdd, SaAosmn pp. 96-7* 
1 Herzfeld, ^cutcumn pp. 97-8, made all three the same man. But rAe aom* 

tngravtr tin tkc mme coin could not use the tw o forms Ares and Aziliscs for the same 
man; also the stratification at Taxila, wlsere the coins of Ares II have generally been 
found nearer die surface, is regarded by Maritall as conclusive for two kings 
named Ares; see JR AS 1914 p. 979, AS! 1929^-30 p. 7a. R G. Majumdar, AS! 
1928-9 pp. 169* 171, has draw n die same deduction from Kharoshibi palaeography. 
See also p- J43 ™1 n- '■ 
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dare Maues in the la tier part of the first century e,e*, lilce Herzfdd's yi b.c. 
or Jayaswal's 41 &.c*; and they show, therefore, that the Era of the Taxila 
copperplate cannot be later than the reign of MiEhridates I of Farthia. 

There is still one other consideration which seems ip exclude the dates of 
Herdeld and JayaswaL The Era must be a Saca Era; and this cannot be 
reconciled with any dating of it in the reign of Mithridates II. For Herzfdd 
has brilliantly shown that Sdcastene became the domain of die Suren1 * * * 5—a 
vassal state of one who was himself a vassal of the Arsacid; and he is certainly 
right in dating this event to the reign of Midiridates IL While fie was showing 
this, I was showing that Midiridates H had entrusted the liquidation of the 
Saca invasion, in the countries east of the Persian desert, to some one whom 
I could not identify hut who was needed eq explain certain coins and whom I 
called the 1 king of the cam paign coins\* If die two things be placed side by 
side, ii will be seen at once that Hercfeld and myself were approaching the 
same thing from different points of view and ihat my ‘king uf the campaign 
coins1 {' king* was a mistaken word to use) is his Suren. This makes the 
matter very plain. Midtridates II entrusted the campaign against the Saca 
invaders to the Suren {as Grades II encrusted that against the Roman 
invaders to a later Suren), and after bis success rewarded him with the con¬ 
quered Sacastene as his fief. The * campaign coins*,1 which as I pointed out 
were no part of the Parthian royal coinage, were struck by the Suren, or 
struck for him, to pay his army; the head is his, hue the Aisaces of the 
coins is Mithridates II.1 just as on the bilingual terradradim of Demetrius II 
the head and type are his but the name and legend are his father1* (p, 78). 
This agrees with ihe fact brought out by Herzfeld, that prior 10 Gondo- 
phares the Surens had, so far as is known, no regular coinage.* The Suren 
then got Sacastene early in the reign of Mithridates II, and would certainly 
have kept it while that king lived* But an Era implies independence, and 
the Sacas of Sacastene would hardly have started one 10 celebrate the fact 
that they had been put under die rule of the Suren; we need a Saca, not a 
Parthian, Era* This bears out the conclusion from the monograms that we 
must look to the reign of Mithridates 1 and not to that of Mithridates IL 

1 Sakastan pp, 70-80* 
a Tam, SP J/W* t^tS, McDowell, in assigning these coins to Sin amices 

(Culu o/Stfeucia p. in), has not considered Herzfeld on the Surens. 
J The five coin* with legends teaTaarpaTtin (twice), Areia, Trxtiane, Margjanc* 
* The legend on tine coins, fkunA*W ftavMmv 'Apadxou &€cwdTopoi 

iirpyJrov is not one of those which Wroth in BMC Pari/tia 
assigned to Miiliridates II, though that king employed dielast throetides;BtoirdTopot 
(which need mean no more than the Kushzndevapuira/ Son of Heaven1) is taken from 
tbc legend of his father Arrahanus II (Artahanus l, Wroth)* It means that Mithridates1 
rules were not yei settled and that the Surd's Greek engraver in die Far East gave 
him a good selection* On the confusion of the Parthian legends of dlls period and 
the gradual formation of the later stereotyped legend see Henddd, Satarttm pp. 46-3* 

5 Sakasttm p* 98. 
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We are therefore compel I ed—there seems no al tentative—toseck an occasion 
in the reign of Mithridates. I which some Sacas, who must be connected with 
die Saca invaders of India^ could have found opportune nir establishing an 
Era. I have given elsewhere (p, zzy) lire reasons which seem to necessitate a 
supposition that Mithridaces I settled some Saca a flies or mercenaries in 
S:icastenehor that they settled themselves; the process must have been similar 
to the 'settlement' of the Galatae in northern Phrygia by Nicomedes of 
Bithynia and Mithrldaxes of Ponrus,* and Mithridaies of Parthia may have 
had as little option in die matter as had his namsake; if there w^ere already 
some Sacas in Seistan3 (on which I express no opinion) that wrould help to 
explain their choice of that district. The newcomers need not have been very 
numerous; Isidore's Sacasrenc is not a large province, and the Gatarae held 
up Asia Minor for years with only 20,1000 men. The settlement can be roughly 
dated, by means of the dare of Eucraridesh death in 159, toe. iff (p* 323)—a 
couple of years margin either way. Then the question arises, did these Sacas 
assert a dr facto independence from the start, as did the Galatae, or not until 
Mithridates I diedjeaving a minor to succeed him: that is, dots the Era dace 
from f. iff or from. 138-7? The former date would put the Moga inscription 

77 ex., the latter would date it So—59- This latter date might perhaps be 
fitted in with Telephtts; but, though no chronological argument can be 
draw n (as has sometimes been done) from Maue$T title Great King of Kings, 
1 he earlier dale is almost certainly correct For there was one important 
diTerence between the settlement of the GaLatae and that of MithridatcsP 
Sacas. The Galatae only got, in Galatia, a poor country; bur the Sacas got 
one of the richest, and safest, districts in Mitliridates1 empire. This proves 
that they virtually settled themselves; had he been able to settle them as 
subjects, he would have followed tile usual course of settling them on a 
frontier to guard it. They can only therefore have dated their Era from their 
acquisition of a good new country; they were doubtless independent, or 
virtually so, til] the Suren conquered them for Mithridares IL This does not 
necessarily mean that they iwtbuwd their Era e* iff; they may have done 
that much later, just as nobody knows when either the Sdeucid or the 
Axsarid Era was actually instituted. 

One other dating must be considered, that of the Taxila duck vase in¬ 
scription (CIJ p. Si no- xxX), which as already mentioned is dated under the 
satrap jihonika (Zeionises) in +Saka* 19** The vase was undoubtedly buried 
when the Kushans took Sirkap, an event nowr dated with fair certainly to 
a.d. 60-64? but it is much worn, and Konow considers that it had had 30 to 
2f years of usage before k was buried.* If the Saca Era be rightly put 

1 CAN vii pp. 104-6. 

1 F. W. Thomas, JRAS 1906 p. ill. Konowrp who disagrees, points out that 
Darius docs not mention Sacas in Zranka (Dtangiana), £11 pp. xviii ff. Neither 
do the AJexander-hisuariaFis, 

5 Sir J. Marshallp ASI 1919-30 (puh 1935) p* if, where he gives his reasons* 
* Konow, JRAS ijjs p. JlH 1933 p, j. 
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r. iff b.cl, the vase was made ca a.d. 36* in the reign of Gondophares, some 
24 to 1% years before it was buried, which confirms the dating I have come 
to+ The inscription shows that, though Zdonises was a Parthian, a nephew of 
Gondoph ares, Condophares* Sara subject still dated by their own Era. 

d~bis makes the first Saca Era c. 15 yf arising out of events for which definite 
reasons are given in Chapter v, and the date of the Moga inscription r* 77; 
as Manes naturally conquered Taxi la before he could reach Kapisa, this 
agrees very' well with the deduction already made that Tdephus cannot be 
later than about 70—60* It agrees very well too with the history. The Saca 
state in Sacasiene must have acted as a magnet to the Saras of the North 
when they invaded Parthia in 129. The invasion was finally liquidated by the 
Suren somewhere between 124 (the accession of Mlthridates II) and nyt by 
which date the Parthians were in possession of Merv (p. aSi), Tile Saca 
invasion of Sind may then have begun any time after about 120; there was 
a halt after the conquest of the provinces between Abiria on the middle 
Indus and Surastrene, of unknown duration but Eong enough to find sis 
way into tradition (p, 320); this was followed by a fresh move up the Indus 
from AbLria under Manes* which put TasiEa into his hands by or shortly 
before r. 77+1 Mithridates Q rewarded the Suren, and tried to provide against 
Sacastcne being again a danger point, by putting him and Ins house in tfmtge 
of Sacastene and the East; if we neglect names (he was not yet a 'king') and 
look at things It was one more offshoot of the Sdeurid system of a joint- 
king governing the East. The ultimate result was a second Parthian realm in 
the East {Indo-Parthian or Pahlava of the numismatists) which for a time 
under Gondophares may have been more powerful than die Parrish of the 
Arsacids. 

It only remains to notice two possible objections to the view here put 
forward* One is Herzfdd's: as rile Saca Era of A*n+ 78 is certain* a second 
Saca Era is Improbable.1 There is really nothing in this. The first Saca king¬ 
dom in India ended by every thing that remained after the loss of Malva and 
Ujjatn coming under the rule of the Parthian Suren Gondophares in a.d. 19; 
this put an end to the use for official purposes of the first Saca Era of 
c* ifs 0*0, even if Gondopliares1 Saca subjects continued to use it. Malva 
and Ujptin had been lost in f B a,c* to the Indian king Vikramaditya (whatever 
king inis name represents), who commemorated this by the establishment of 
die Vikrama Era; and when the Western Saca Satraps retook Ujjain in 
AiDp 78 they may have set up a new Era of their own (see further, p. 335), 

1 Konnw suggested that the Khareshihi inscription from Malta in the Salt 
Range, C/l p. 11 no. VIit, might belong to a year of the same Era as the Moga 
inscription and might mention Moa (Maues), and might mark the progress of the 
Saras up the Indus* But date md name seem to be really conjectural, and Ite said 
(p. xxadi) that it is *100 defaced to be utilised with confidence V More recently 
however (JIN 1933 p* 19) he Aas utilised ji with confidence, dating it c. 86 b,c* and 
using it as evidence that Manes began to reign about 90 B.c. 

1 S<7Xasfaft p. 99, 
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Both the Eras of e. 155 P+C. and a.d. 78, though set up indifferent kingdomsT 
would naturally be called sSaca*, Suppose the Angles who invaded Britain 
had used Eras; there would have been a Northumbrian Era, and then when 
Mercia rose 10 power a Mercian Era; but both would have been ' Anglian \ 

It also mjjght be asked, if the Sacas were independent enough c, tf j to 
institute an Era like the Arsaeids (PgrniJj why did tliey not also coin, as the 
Arsacids apparently did from an early period? Diere was a good reason for 
this. Neither Pami nor Sacas could at first coin for themselves; Lhey de¬ 
pended on getting comrol of a Greek mint, or anyhow of a Greek dry. The 
Pan Il ians early secured HekatompyIosf which would explain the coins of the 
kings before Mithridates l {if the 'beardless1 coins really belong to them). 
But in Sacastene the Saeisf as Isidore shows* did not control any Greek city; 
indpd there is no trace that there ever was a Greek mint at all in Seistan, 
which had continued to be served by Euthydemusp money (pp+ 9*, 164 n* 1)# 
The Sacas did their best; they produced some barbarous imitations of 
Eurhydemns coins,1 But they probably had no chance of instituting a 
proper coinage till Maues got comrol of the mint at Taxila; their first 
kingdom on the Indus, comprising Patalene and Abiria, seems to have left 
no numismatic record (pp, 321 ^+)+ 

Ii will be seen that my date ofe. if j for the Era of the Moga inscription is 
much the same as Rapson's c* 1 jop but has been arrived at on other lines; and 
that it is in my view a Saeap not a Parthian, Era, 

* i * * 

An article by M* Govind Pait JJH xiv# 193^ p. 309, only came to my 
notice after this book was finished- After a minute examination of the 
writing of the Taxi la copperplate inscription (pp# 32S-38) he discards the 
name Moga and formogasa reads magasa* 'of the month Mlgha '; he decides 
that this relates to an Intercalation of this month in 77—5 b.c** wduch makes 
the Era iff—4j he refers this Era however to the usual imaginary Saca con¬ 
quest oi Bactria (p. 283)* which he puts between 162 and 140! I can only 
notice the strange coincidence with my own dating of the Era; his readings 
I must leave to Kharoshthi scholars, though I should be astonished to find 
an inscription in any language dated by * t he Great King, the Great' writ hour 
giving Trie- name# 1 note the similarity of bis view to one once held by 
Dr honow with regard 10 tile Taxila silver scroll, C/I p. 70 no. xxvn; |n tile 
Corpus Konow interpreted ayasa as referring to an intercalation of the 
(named) month Asbadha, but the form ajasa in the Kalawfn inscription has 
led him to abandon this and to agree with Marshall and Rapson that ayasa, 
like afasa, is Ales; JRAS 1931 pp, 950 1933 p. 2, 

1 Rapson mJRAS p, (frf no. f. 
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THE HERMAEUS-KUfULA KADPHISES COINS 

Hermaeus' Greek legend on his own coins, both Silver and copper, which 
were struck in the Alexandria-Kapisa mint, h always flaatXit&s- atiiTijpoz *Kp- 
fHLtoUj 'Of king Hermaeus, saviour", and the kliaroshthJ legend is ine 
corresponding Maharajas* tradatasa Heramayasa, with the 1 Zeus enthroned1 
of AJexandria-Kapba/ The Kadpluses coins, winch are of inferior style, 
resembling the debased copies of Hermaeus* money issued after his death, 
fall into two classes* The first class3 lias: obverse, bust of Hermaeus diademed 
and Greek legend /Jaoutau>s mi 'E^clW (often corrupted); 
reverse, Heracles facing with dub and lion's skin, and a Kharoshthj legend 
signifying 'Kujula Kadpbises, Kushan, ywuga (chief)1* This class has tile 
square omicron but no odier square letters. The second class3 has: obverse, 
bust of Hermaeus diademed, and a Greek legend, usually mutilated, reading 
Kufula Kadpluses, Kushan*; reverse, tile same as the first class* This class, 

beside the square o micron, has the square sigma and phi w hich one associa tes 
wadi die coins of Gondcphares; as both classes muse be near In time, it is 
dear that the period is geiting too hie for letter forms to mean much chrono¬ 
logically, In addition, there is a third class which belongs here, a strange 
copper coinage:4 obverse, bust of Hermaeus wadi a Greek legend /WiAeW 
trrtjpas uv Ep/rtuou; reverse, Nike holding wreath and a KhamshthJ 
legend Maharajasa rajarajasa mahatasi Heramayasa, +Of King Hermaeus, 
King of Kings, the Great', or 'Great King of Kings1. Tills class show's the 
round omicron, and no square letters at all. It cannot be Hermaeus* own 
coinage; he never uses such tides, nor could he, and the Greek legend is 
identical with chat of the first class mentioned above. The round omicron 
therefore has nothing to do with die round omicron of the earlier coinage of 
Hermaeus himself, and that means that we are approaching the time when, 
on die Kuslian coinage, the square letter-forms will have vanished from 
India and the round omicron will have become stereotyped. As, of the coins 
mentioned above, the first and third classes are connected by the identical 
Greek legend and [he first and second by the identical reverse, all the coins 

* BaMC pp. Gz-G. 
3 Ik pp- no-i. A number have since been found at Taxilsu ASI1512-13 p. 51 

nos- 48-jo, 1JI+-I5 P- JJ nos. 35-7, 191^-30 p. 83 nos. 355-63* 
3 BMC p* 1 i*. There arc a number from Tiixila among the coins of Kadphises I 

fisted in AS/ 1929-30 pp. S3 nos* 364-451. 
4 BMC p. 171 j Laban Cm. p. 85 nos. 681—91. I suppose that the coins found 

at Taxila with bust of Hermaeus and Nike are of this type, ASI1519-30 pp. 74 iq. 
nos. 47 but there is no further description of them. 
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must belong* roughly, to the same period, which can only be the reign of 
Kujuh Kqdphises I; his reign cannot have begun dll somewhere after 
a.d, if,1 the dare at which the Hou-han-shii begins, and probably went down 
to e. ^o (p. 3*1), so that these coins are at least some two generations later 
than the death of Hermaeus. 

Tile late date of the third class* the copper coinage with tile round 0 micron, 
is also shown by the words cmjpor <ju in the Greek legend- o-njpos used 
to be treated as a corruption of trumfpor, but it occurs too regularly and 
consistently for this to be possible, and also such a corruption will not 
explain <rt>. Konow lias explained tru as Kushan jAatr, ke, SltahT king/ which 
in view of the seal From Bajaur with the inscription (in Kharoshthi) su 
iheudamalsa] * seems most probable; but he still took to be cronrrjpof* 
Many explanations of both words have been put forward;-* [ venture to think 
[he view' is certain enough which makes <rrqp&$ die same language as and 
that the meaning must be related to the Kharoshthi legend on the copper coins 
of the third class with round omicron—* Great KingF or something of the sort. 

In any case there is little question as to what these coins are. Those of [he 
[bird class, certainly in the Kharoshthi legend and probably in the Greek 
legend, mike out that Herniaeus was a much more important king tlian he 
really was, that is, they are propaganda; die first and second classes are then 
propaganda also- But if kadphises I used as propaganda the name and 
portrait of a Greek king who was dead some fifty- years or more, and equipped 
him with extravagant titles which he never bore and which were not soiled 
to his position, only one explanation ts possible. We have in this book met 
with several undoubted pedigree coins or series of coins used as propaganda -- 
those of Antimachiis, Agathodes, Eucratides (Chap, v)“and these coins of 
Kadphises I are pedigree coins also: the Kushan* who was about to take or 
had just taken the Parts pami&ad&t from its Pahlava rulers, is announcing 
that lie is related by blood 10 Hermaeus in order to make himself more 
acceptable 10 the Greeks of that country; be is not a foreign conqueror but 
their lawful king. We get three steps in the process, though the sequence 
may be notional rather than temporal. The first (class 3) is that Hermaeus 
was a very great king. The second (class 1) stresses the relationship; 
Hermaeus has half—the more honourable half—of the coin* In the third 
(class 2) Hermaeus lias lets than half; he is falling into the background. 
Lastly come the cobs of Kadphises alone, which I need not give* Neither 
of the Greek types on the coins here eTtamined is a type of Hermaeus, any 
more than the legends are his; they are put on at random; Heracles? and Nike 
might always be well-pleasing to Greeks, 

1 One of his coins bean an imitation of the head of Augustus, CunniingkintT 
NC p* no. 7. 

1 C/f pp. Ixiii-tv, 1 p. 6 no. 111. 4 Given p. bdiL 
* Cunninghani suggested due the Heracles was die Kushan god of death t NC 

p. But what then waa Nike? 
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Tliis view of the coins* which seems to me inevitable, supports and is 
supported by a theory which has been put forward about Rad pluses L The 
name is spelt, in Khatoshthi* Kaphasa or kapasa on coins of his found at 
Taxita,1 and L£vi interpreted the name Kadphises to mean 1 the Kapisa man1,* 
which, as Konow lias pointed out, might mean that his people considered that 
lie had a rifle to the throne ol Kapka. 5 As we have seen, he himself did claim 
such a title through his relationship to Hermanns. 

I have given in die text of Chapter vm (p* 343) the reasons for supposing 
that flermaeus gave a relative—sister is more probable than daughter—in 
marriage to a Kushan chief who was anchor* probably grandfather, of 
Kadphises L He can f think be identified- A Kushan chief is known, prior 
to the time of Kadphises I, who struck a Creek coinage wiih a Creek legend: 
Miaos (or Heraos—the name is said not to be certain) who calls fumsdf 
‘Kushan* on his coinage. ^ The obverse shows his head, while the reverse 
has the type of the Hermaeus and Calliope coins.* 'King on horseback'; but 
a dying Victory crowding the king, natural enough tn the circumstances, has 
been added, a design repeated later on the coins of Gondophures, Miaos* 
coins are earlier than the Hermaeus-Kadphises coins, since for a monogram 
they bear die Greek letter Bt while one class (class a) of the fiermaeus- 
Kadphises coins has Kharoshthi letTers but none have Greek letters* The 
portrait of Miaos bears a very strong resemblance to some of those of Wima 
Kadphises, the son of Kadphises I, who if 1 am right was his great-grandson* 
File legend is TYPAN NO YNT01 MfAOY (or whatever the name is) 

ZAWAB KQPPANQY. with many variants in he spelling. The last word 
is certainly 1 Kushan hp the P being the jA sign (see App. 1®); this is its first 
appearance on coins in the Farther East, diough It was soon followed by die 
jA sign on (he coins of Spalirises (p. Tile word tvpwvqvvtqs 
shows that Miaos was not a king, but a local ruler of some sort whose 
position was less than royal; is regularly used in that sense by 
the author of the Periplus? about a century later, and rvpavvovmz 
show's not only that the moneyer knew' Greek as a still living tongue but that 

1 AS/ 1911-13 pp* 44, yi, On the various spellings of the name see Konow, 
£77 pjk bdv, htviiL 1 

1 M |91J P- 1 Cff pi hrvi n. j. 
* BAIC p. tuS (i.v* Herails); Cunningham NC ;8S8 p. 47 and more (ally 1890 

p* it 1; Rapson, Indian mns 1S97 p, 9; j. Kixsie* Wten SB cutxxir, iyiS, Abfu a 
op. yo i C/I p, liif, 

6 See especially BMC PJ. XXV, (S; die resemblance is most marked* Th-en: it no 
portrait of Kujula Kadphises. 

7 Ptriphu 14 is the best msuncc; we also 14, ttfp ix, 13* J. Kent^dy^/RAS 1913 
p. 113, thought that Tvpawos in the Ptriplm meanr a local ruler who was probably 
a vassal, but the evidence does not go to show that vassddom was of dw essence of 
die meaning. Some have thought that die five Yuch-chi princes were vassals of 
some supreme overlord; there seems 10 be no evidence. 
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he could appreciate the distinction between nipavvov and tvp&wduvtq*— 
not 'ruler1 hut 'under the rule of; he probably had in mind 
on the pedigree coins of Antimachus and Agaihocles. ^ Hie Kushan Miaos 
must in fact have been one of the five princes of the Y uch-chi, the yaigAu 
(yavuga)o( theKuet-shuang, who at this time are said to have been somewhere 
between Chitral and the Panjshir country (p. 341); there is said to be 
tolerably easy communication by the Do rah pass between Badakshan on the 
Bauman and Chitral on the Indian side,1 The Greek moneyer did not attempt 
to render Miaos1 title; perhaps he did not know very weJl what yavuga 
meant, and so used the indefinite on the later Kushan 
coinage yttvugn was to be truns[iterated- So far everything agrees well 
enough with the view that Miaos wras a contemporary of Hermaeus and 

ancestor of Kadphises P 
The word EANAB is unexplained; hut Cunningham was certain of the 

B nn ever)- coin he had seen. His own explanation,, tsanyu (= dewjmim of 
ihe Kuslian kings), is hardly satisfactory; it neglects the B, and it may be 
doubted whether □ Ktishaii chief at this time could have called himself ‘Son 
of HeavenV whatever his Imperial descendants were to do.J The popular 
interpretation, Saks,4 is equally unsatisfactory. It, also, neglects the B; 
Miaos coined teiradrachms, which no Saca king ever did;5 above all, no 
known Saca or Kushan king ever calls himself *Saca\ and it is not, I think, 
e ven known whether the collection of peoples whom the Persians (followed 
by the Greeks and ourselves) called Sacas ever called themselves by (bar 
name, precisely as it is not known what ihe people whom Greeks and 
Romans called Panhians called themselves. One writer lias sought to remedy 

the omission of the B by saying it is Middle Persian ve* 'and", and that the 
legend should read +3aca and Kuilian ‘:6 buc Greek coin-engravers in India 
did not join two titles by xtu and did not use Middle Persian words for 
simple Greek ones. XANAB remains unexplained. 

Miaos* coinage, especially his portrait, ii too good to have been struck 
anywhere but in a Greek mint, which, if I am right about his relations with 
Hermaeus, could only be Kapisa; the introduction of the jA sign could only 
have taken plate in some regular Greek centre. On die other hand, the various 
coins we have show too many variations and blunders in the legend for the 
Kapisa mint at the beginning of the reign of Hermaeus- It may be that there 

1 Sir A. Stein, Serimfia I pp, 15-d. 
1 Cunningham suggested 5father and predecessor*, AFC 1S90 p. 114; but on the 

dares it must be ‘grandfather1 at the least, 
* Cunningham (eh) however claimed 10 have read J^opuira on a copper coin 

in the (usually illegible) Kharaslnhi legend. 
4 BMC pp. 1 id, xlvii; Kfrste vp* ri*. p. ytf; C/I p. liii* 
5 Cunningham AFC 1890 p. 114, 
* Kiraie p, jd. He suggested (p. jf) that KQPPANOY really means, not Kushan+ 

but ‘conqueror of Rushans^ instancing Germankus. Bui Germankus is not 

Germanus, as i t would have to be on Ills argument- 
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was by now a good deal of difference between the mints in Creek Alexandria 
and Indian Kapisa- But the cummonsexise of the matter seems eo fee that 
Mhos* portrait was engraved, and coin-models made* for him in [he capital, 
and that he then copied them, as best might be, in his own lordship. This 
would agree well enough with the story. 

The conclusion* then, is that when Kujista Kadphises,a descendant of the 
Rushan ywuga Miaos w ho had married a relative of Hermaeus, invaded the 
Paropamisadae* he proclaimed to the Greeks dial he came, not as a foreign 
conqueror, bin as their lawful ntler by heredilary relationship to their last 
king Hermaeus; the coins here considered are die dry bones of that pro¬ 
paganda- It shows, incidentally, that in the first half of die first century a.d. 
rhere were still enough Greeks, or what passed as Greeks* in the Paropamisadjc 
to be worth conciliating. 
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SAN AND RHO 

Thar [he sign P which appears in Greek legends on the Kushan coinage and 
on dial of two earlier rliters has the value si was remarked in 1871 by 
Cunningham,1 who thought chat die sign was a peculiar form of Rho* In 
18S7 Sir A* Stein1 put forward the theory that it was a revival of ihe obsolete 
Greek letter San (which had the value sA\ since the oldest minuscule form 
of Son resembles, though apparently it is not identical with, die f> sign On 
the Kushan coinage- Tills lias raised a good deal of discussion; on the one 
hand, various other origins have been suggested for the > sign, including the 
Aramaean Tsade,3 and on the other, much learning has been expended in an 
attempt Eo show that this sign had not die value sA at all but the value r 
(Rho)/® while Professor F* w. Thomas lias taken the viewr, which resembles 
Cunningham's, dm the sk sign p was derived from the r sign p (Rho)>* and 
has also xatd that after the fifth century San only survived as a numeral6 (and 
as a numeral it cannot come in question, for it w-us written with a totally 
different sign). But I have never seen the one enlightening Greek text on the 

subject quoted. 
Atltenaeus,7 in discussing various substitutions of San {A) for Sigma (s\ 

says that Arisroxemts (end of the fourth century b.c.) frequently remarked 
on the tendency of singers to make that substitution; Artsioxenus' words as 
quoted (Kaibefs test) are to atypa^y^iuwap^rouvro Em to ffwA^pdcrrcifios' 
zivnk. a .to Se pd> Sid to tvKohov iraAAajct? TrapaAa^rjBdvoiKu. Now the 
MS of Adienaeus, Codex Marcia nus, in the second clause of the passage 
cited has to Be pt which die Epitome, followed by Kaibd, lias corrected 
to p£j (see Raibefs note), out that Arbtoxeniis meant San (the A 
sound) is certain, not only from the manner in which Athenaeus quotes the 
passage tn the midst of a discussion of San, but because the tendency of 
singers to sing San for Sigma had previously offended borh Pindar® and his 
teacher Lasus of Hermione, who wrote an ode and a hymn without a Sigma 
in them* so as to give singers no excuse for singing the hated sh sound; and 

1 NC i®7i p, iGj, 1B90 p- iofi, 1S92 p* 14* 
1 Atedtmy mu, P- 17^ 
3 See F. W* Thomas, jRAS 1913 p. 641, 
* JH Kfcsie, Omfafu, ^itn SBctiXXXU, 1918, Ahh. z. 
* JRAS 191 % pp+ rorti, P- *4** 
7 Athen- xip 467 a, b. 
* Fr, 79 b, to auk- KiftSfTjXai' anto an>i\mtwv. 
9 Aihen. x, 4rT h, c; see in J. U. Powell, AW Chapters in the History of Greek 

Ustmtlire, yd setks, 1933, p- 49 (G- M. Bowra). 
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it is dear that n is this tendency do which Aristoxenus is alluding* This 
means [hat, i/Aiiienaeus quotes Arisroxenus correctly and j/Codex Marcianus 
represen is Adienacus correcdy, San at the end of the fourth century was 
written p (Rho)* But it is incredible (hat such a wonderful insirumeni as 
Greek in its prime should have made one sign do duty for both the $& sound 
and the r sound,, even though the sA sound was no longer used in speaking. 
What Arisioxenus must really have written was not p but £* which a copyist 
who no longer understood turned into p; there were two signs* £ (San) and 
p (Rho)p perhaps with a very slight difference between diem* Lg. die upper 
limb of San very short (compare the very slight difference in the German 
alphabet between the signs for / and *); and in some limes and places, 
especially where knowledge of Greek w as imperfect or failing, much con¬ 
fusion might result* one might be used where the other should liave been, 
sometimes perhaps owing merely to a slight error of an engraver's tool. But 
unquestionably the sign on the Kushan coinage is generally sA;' this is 
proved by die Indian pronunciation Kanishka of the Greek KcurThe 
same is the case on some coins of the earlier Saea king Spatirises; his name is 
certain from the Kharoshthi Spalirisa, but in the Greek form* though the 
first letter is usually Sigma, it is also sometimes either ft or a form indis¬ 
tinguishable from a capital fthoff actually the first instance in the Hast of u 
sign whicli looks like a capital Rho having the value sh appears on the Greek 

coins of the Kushan Minos (App* 17). 
Stein then should be right that on the Kushan coinage f* represents San; 

butit wasnoi I think a rnival of San. The Aristoxenuspassage should solve the 
problem of how the ‘obsoletew Sin ever reached the Farther East; the answer 
is that ie was not entirely obsolete-J It was obsolete in classical literature, 
what kept it alive, ready to represent the jA sound in a foreign language if 
required, was not literature but music* Music formed part of the curriculum 
iff ihe gymnasium, and gymnasia, as has been seen fp, 18}, must have been 
universal in the Greek cities of the East; but there is more than that. Aristo- 
xenus* says Athcnaeus, spoke often (iroMdicts) about San. But Arisioxenus 
was famous; he was a learned Peripatetic and worker on the theory of music, 
and his works on the subject became classics in the Greek world; from him 
other writers on the subject took their start, and his writings must have been 
widely known* All the Hellenistic literature on music is lost* but there must 
once have been such a literature; one cannot suppose a blank between 
Arisioxenus in the Fourth century b.c* and Aristides Quintilian us in the 
second century a*d., and indeed mere is a reference 10 different schools of 

J Kirste «p, fir. pp. ia-17 makes rather a strong case for a Rho in OKPQ on [he 

coins of Kanishka and IJuvisbk*. 
3 Set out C// p. xls. Sec Cunningham, N€ 1890 p. 108. 
1 Z make no reference to the horses branded with San in die fifth century 

(Aristoph Clcwdr 111; Athen. xi, 4C7 b), for it is not known what the mark was 
or if the custom ever travelled to Asia. 
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thought having existed.1 There was plenty of interest in music, and nor only 
among intellectuals—the Syracusan Women of Theocritus proves that— 
and that ihis interest extended to the Farther East is shown by Herodems1 
Ode to Apollo (p. 39) from Susat where the unusual and intricate metre 
testifies to a corresponding study of music. All this must have kept alive 
the knowledge of San, because in music* unlike literature* the d sound 
could notate understand that the tendency of some singers to sing sA (c+g* 
Jsh for Ich in German) is as well-known in modem times as it was to 

Lasus and Aristoxenus. k is not necessary to sav that a know ledge of San 
survived in fm&t (though it may well have done so)t for two art-motives 
troweled to India from Pergamum and the Phoenician sphere respectively 
shortly before tile time of Miaoss and Snalirises (pp. 394, n9)s and there was 
perfectly good communication with tfie West in their day. And it seems 
cemm that* ii the sk sound could not die, the frequent comments on the 
subject oi San by the most famous of Greek writers on music would not have 
been til towed to die either. And they did not die; some of them reached 
Athenaeus. 

Pie reference in Aristides Quin ti 12anus to oi 01411?J and ot vwtU&rrvw 
on which see Susemjht rt p. 1*3, A r 1 
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PANDAVA^PANDU AND PANDHYA (see p* j&t) 

Ptolemy vii, i, 6 calls the country between the Jhdum and the Ravi, with 
the cities of Bucephala, Iomousa, and Sagaia, » IlavSooytui' or llaiAxoc?^ 
X^pa. The readings vary;1 dm of the best MS, X (flav$6mov)t is too 
corrupt iq make anything of, and the o titers vary between [lavfiotW, 
Ilai^Sooywp^ (which flenou prims), and OarSaouW; ilu? word is 
certainly Panda va, the form last mentioned being an exact transliteration. 
The Latin versions give Pandanorum, Fandonomm, Pandorum, and Pan- 
diana regie. 

The location of the name, which is part of Ptolemy's Hellenistic material 
(Chap. vi)#1 shows that it can have nothing to do with the kingdom of die 
Pandhya in the extreme south of the Indian peninsula, which moreover only 
really came within die purview of the West about the time of Augustus, 
though the two names have sometimes been confused, both in the Latin 
versions of Ptolemy and in modem writers. The Pandhya are the HuvSiWrf 
of PtoL vii, i, 89, widi a king Pandion (iL if 11 Dav&£ovo$ xwpas) 
whose capital (i, 89) was MdSoupo, the ‘southern Mathura1. All the vw& 
without exception, both in 1, 11 and 1, 89, and whether Latin or Greek, 
retain either die i or the n or (more usually) both- Consequently, when the 
Latin versions of r, 6 give the forms Pandanorum, Pandonorum, Pandiana 
regie, these readings have nothing to do with the name Plndava, but are a 
confusion with, and are taken from, the Hap&u)m; Pandiana regie 
explicitly occurs in j, 11 as r Latin rendering of UavEiowr? x^pa- 
The only Lai in reading therefore of i, 6 which belongs there is the form 
Pandorum; this is the reading of the majority of tile Latin versions, and 
implies a Greek form ITqiSqi or perhaps Jld^SiUj which would represent 
die name Pandu. 

The Pindya of southern India are mentioned in other classical writers.* 
Mcgasthenes (Arr, Ind+ 8), who calls their country Pandaea (IldvSaui), had 
heard dimiy of them—that the Pindya and not die Pandus are meant is 
shown by the reference to their wealth uf pearls—but had nothing else to 
tell about them except 3 foolish and unpleasant legend* die reference to this 
legend show s that they are also the gens Paxidae of Pliny vi, 76, though he 
separates them from die king Pandion (IL 105)^ probably Pandac here ought 

1 The readings throughout this Appendix are taken from die apparatus in 
L. Renou, La g&gmpAie ic PtoOmAtj l'indiy 1915. 

1 T has which is obviously 3 mistake for 
* Renou's Index attaches these passages to //cwWtww instead 0/ to 

but does not die Dionysius* 
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faHnLU3’ whl> “P*4 Pji«y* gives Pan claim gens 
f*a. ™r ^hefe has been 2 good deal of confusion is obvious. Bui iliere 

IS one other notice which has been overlooked and which almost certain Iv 
rders, not to the Pandya, but to the people of Ptolemy vti, t, 6 (Panda va- 
r and us). Dionysius m the Bianca, in what survives of his list of the 

tan peon es who followed Derjades (corresponding to book xxvi of 
Nonnus, who substantially copied lijm), lias a name IlovSni,' which is not 
m annus. lonj ssus date is quite uncertain' and he may have been earlier 

3,1 hif H"™3 **bpothtn belong to northern 
ndta, Iikc those of Nonnus, for Bacchus' conquest of India is merely a 

reflection of Alexander s, and with one exception (flttv&u apart) all Jits 

^ ri! ”me^e *«• Of Nonnus, are taken from the Alexander 
story- But he has Hdlemstk name, Kaspeiroi,^ which Ptolemy also lias; 

vftfe <blIlfY of a real name outside the Alexander story is not ruled out. 
Now we have seen that the majority of tile Latin versions of Ptol. vn, i, 6 
imply the existence of a name ndvSoi or perhaps IldvSo*; and this Jiame 
is JldvSot of Dionysius, whether he took it from Prolemy or whether 
bodtultimatdy go back to a common source. 

™«,dtgn llT “ nortbfms!nd,ia versions of the name of the same 
r /nS<1j^t °I 1!avSoovoi and Ildv&u, connected by the form 

SdSuTb (Pandk °f 0tlj cf ^okmy maps’); and these OaiSaQiki- 
Pindya of southern India but are die 

l n us of tim Mahabhanita* Ptolemy must be wrong In fact in 
making the country between the Jhduoi and the Ravi belong to this people 
(who m theepicare near Delhi), for, in the period when GreekJare concerned, 

-rr f^L J^eJum tbfi Chcnab was Paurava country and 
tha between the Chenah and the Ravi belonged to the Madras (p, 170); but 
hat IS not the poinL The point b that the Pandava-Pindus do nor appear in 
Prnh^ong solely to rhe epic. The name therefore came to 
Ptolemy and Dionysius from some Greek who knew the Mahabharuta (see 
pp. 380a?.); this was its ultimate source, and they could not have got it in 
any oilier wsy* 

,jhe of a connection, legendary or otherw-ise, between the 
historical landyas and the Pandavas oi the epic need not be discussed. 

Diorn.'^m'^^3 i 're' 11 *** ^lwlf«i GGM it p, mrvii. The new fragments of 
fV' ?Y 35 £nrified as Dionysius by R. Plevdell, PUL 

. rS. ',0I) 3dd "£** “ ** of peoples already known. 
* Sr5?™! V’c*14' P- °1* ™ on!>' “y between a.d. too and j«j. 
* fSTv*' ° {tm ‘>,i“ PP' »>*. #7 0. |. 

and d?rhe^nj li6 ^ ° Rcn?u^Tl,le location> on the sources of the Jhelum 
and the Cherub, does not agree with Ptolemy's text; but I only want ibe spelling. 
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THE CHINESE SOURCES 

The rwo main Chinese sources for the conquest of Greek Bactria are 
chapter tzy of the Shi-ki of Ssu-ma Gi'ien, who is said by Hinh to have 
finished his history about 99 B.c. (some put it rather later) and who reproduces 
Chang-k'ien's Report, more or less interwoven with his own narrative but in 
places apparently given verbatim; and chapters 96 (both parts) and 61 fols* 
r-d of the Ch’icn-nan-shu (Annals of the Former Han) of Pan-ku, who died 
in 92 and whose history, left incomplete at his death and finished by his 
sister, turn from uri b.g, 10 a,d. 24chapter di fob* i-d contains among other 
things a Life of Chang-k'ien, largely drawn from himself, and chapter $6 
is Fan-kti*s own account of the Western Countries, based on Chang-k'ien s 
Report which is sometimes apparently mioted verbatim, but incorporating 
later material. Ssu-ma Ch'ien is supposed !o be tile more valuable source for 
what Chang-k+ien actually wrote, but it is not always easy to say what is 
Chang-k'ien and what is Ssu-ma Chlen; the latter writer brings in bter 
material just as Pan-ku does, and for historical purposes chapter 113 of the 
Shi-ki requires the same kind of critical analysis as lias been applied to 
many Greek historians;1 I have done what little I can from a translation (see 
for example p- 281) but Ido not pretend that it can be saris factory. Pan-ku 
(who of course needs a similar analysis) had much new information at his 
disposal which Ssu-ma Ch’ien had not possessed, and his occasional correc¬ 
tions of the latter on matters like geography can be valuable. It b as well to 
explain that to accept a correction of Fan-ku’s is not to prefer later evidence 
to earlier; it is like tile case of two modern historians of whom the later in 
time has before him the same evidence as the earlier one and some additional 
evidence as well. 

For Ssu-ma Ch'ien I use Dr Fr. Hirth s translation of chapter 123/ to 
the excellence of w hich many have testified. Taking Hirth's section numbers, 
Chang-k'ien's Report (or what professes to be lib Report, see pp+ 280 *7.) 
comprises § 13 (p* 91) to § 52 (p* 9S) both inclusive and §§ ior-3 both inclusive 
(pp. T08-9) ; that §§ 101—3 are our of place w here they come is proved by the 
sense running on without a break from the end of §98 to the beginning of 
S *G4f which must once have been contiguous (§599-100 are a separate inter¬ 
polation), These sections 101-3 ought to come between §52 (end of tile 

1 Tlte need of this for Chinese historians generally w'as noted by H. Maspero, 
Histe 'trt« Hhtariw dtpuit rinquant* am7 1876-1926, ii, 1918, p. fj 1, If i t has been 
done for chapter 123 of die Ski-ti 1 have not succeeded in finding in It is a mis¬ 
fortune dial Chavarmes* great work did not reach that chapter, 

1 JJOS xxxvit, 19*7, pH £9, 
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Ta-hia part of tbe Report) and ^ j j (beginning of Chang-kpienps memorandum 
for the Emperor on India, which is a different document). The An-si section 
of die Report has certainly been edited by Ssu-ma Ch'ten, for it includes 
information later than Chang-kTien (p. ifi). Some believe, as Professor 
W. R Yeits kindly informed me, that chap ter 113 of die Slii-kJ was inserted 
by another hand alter Ssu-ma Qfien’s death, though I gather that no definite 
study of this question has appeared in print, I call the author of chapter 113 
Ssu-ma ChPicn throughout, without prejudice to any question (on which 
naturally I can express no opinion) as 10 whether it ought to be PseudoSsu- 
ma Ch'icn, To the Greek historian it is probably immaterial whether it was 
Ssu-ma OiTen or another who preserved Chang-k'ien's Report; internal 
evidence ! think shows that chapter 1 23 is anyhow much earlier than Pan-ku. 
The mara! thing would be to know how much really comes from Chang' 
k'ien, the contemporary eye-witness; on this I have found no help. 

For die CIT ica-han-shu I use die translations of A. Wylie1 and j. ]. M+ de 
Grooq published in 192^ after his death by O. Frankc,2 Wylie's translation 
is severely criticised by de Grooc {voL t, p. v); but, except in the spelling of 
proper names and a few out-of-date explanations of them, I have found 
remarkably little difference in those parts of the two translations which I 
have had lo study, while more than once without Wylie I should have been 
badly offj On the odier hand, Frankc*s contcdons may indicate that de 
Grnet's own translation is not always as faultless as he thought it was; and 
in one wel[-known passage it is, to use his own expression, * hair-raising\ 
for it introduces an alien set of ideas (p* 29E m 5). If one knows something 
about the subject beforehand, there is much useful detail to be got from 
de Groofs commentaries; but bis is a tiresome book to use, as the translation 
is scattered in snippets throughout the work and does not include quite 
everything (see die important omission noted p+ 342 n, i);and die historian 
must have everything that there is—that is first principles. 

Beside the two main sources, an occasional item of information is added 
by chapter 118 of the Hou-han^shu (Annals of the Later Han) of Fan-ye, 
which carries on Pan-kif* history from jld. 15; this chapter has been trans- 
lated by E. Chavanncs in T* &ung Pa& vm, 1907, p. 149* 

1 Jimra. AnihropologUal Inst, xp iSli, p. 20; xi, liSt^ p- 83- 
* Ckinuiizkt Urhxfidcn par Gesshiehu Askns\ rweker Tdlp DU tPuttandi 

Chinas in dir v&TchfiidUkm Zw 1^16. 
3 See for example, beside the omission noted p. 342 n. t, my discussion of the 

name Wou-ii-U-o on p+ 340. 
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THE GREEK NAMES OF THE TOCHARI 

It is claimed (p. 289) that the Tochari who invaded Bactria cannot have 
spoken Dialects A and/or E, because their name was aspirated and these 
dialects have no aspirate. It seems advisable therefore to collect and examine 
all the Greek forms of the name, as this has not been done, and the Greek 
forms are much earlier than most of the Oriental ones. 

Apolhdorus, e. too b.c., has Tdxapot (Tocharoi);1 this form was 
popularised by Strabo and has passed into common use as this people's 
name. Ptolemy, vi, n, 6, has this form in connection with Bactria, and also, 
vi, la, 4, a form T&XQpoi (Tadiorot), with metathesis of the vowels, in 
connection with Sogdiina. In this form the aspirate comes in the second 
syllable, not the first. This placing of the aspirate is also found in the Sanscrit 
Tukhara, and again in the name of Bactria (in various languages) from the 
fourth to the eighth century A.&., Tocharistan (presumably taken from 
Togqpot), and in forms derived from Tocharistan, like tt^rf (toxari or 
irryurt) which is found later in Central Asian documents as the name of the 
Saca speech of the Rushans of Tocharistan (p, ipo), and Hsiian Tsiang s 
Tu-ho-lo (Titoxudld, Bailey) in die seventh century A.D.1 

What form was used by the other Greek historian, ‘Trogus’ source', 
Sf 8,C^ can only be deduced, but certainly it was not Tdx<V<n- The MSS 

of Trogus Pro/. XLit give Thoarorum, Thodarorum, Thodarorum, Toda- 
rorum,3 to which the best MSS add, in Justin Xlii, a, 2. the form Thogariis. 
It is possible Therefore, but by no means certain, that tills Greek historian s 
form hod tk and was Thocaroi or ThogaroU that is, that the aspirate came in 
the first syllable, not the second. This position of the aspirate ts found later 
in the much-quoted forms 0ayovpoi (Thagouroi) and Qoyapa (Thogara) 
in Ptolemy (p. 285 n. Q for a people and town in Kan-su on the way 
to Sera Metropolis, forms derived from agents of Maes Titian us and 
therefore second century A.D.; and again in the Thibetan forms1 Tho-kar, 
Tho-gar, Thod-khar, Phod-kar, whose date I do not know, for a people in 
Kan-su. The form Phod-kar might guarantee Pliny's FocariS (in Chinese 
Turkestan), usually taken to be a corruption of Thocan; this passage in 
Pliny js most probably Hellenistic, and his form, and not the MSS of Trogus, 

* Strabo xi, f iif w p- a*4 n* 4* 
1 H. W. Bailey, Ttaugara, ffSOS vjii, 19j5, p. 887* „ 
3 This list from Ruehl's edition, rSSd, p. bdi; O. Seel's recent edition, 1935, 

omits Thodarorum. In the text of Prat, xlii Jeep printed Thogaiorum, Ruehl 
Thocarorum; See! prims Apollodorus’ form, Tocharerum, which has no place in 

Trogus. 
4 F. W, Thomas, JRAS 1931 pp, 834-5. 
5 Pliny vi, 55, on which see p, 84. 
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is the likeliest evidence for the aspirated first syllable being Hellenistic.* The 
forms Thagouroi—Thogara show the same metathesis of the vowels as has 
already been seen in Tocharoi—-Tachoroi. 

There is still a third type of spelling which is almost certainly Hellenistic, 
and might well be as early as the form TocharoL Pliny vi, 21 says that a 
people called Tagorae1 crossed die Tanais-Dpn from east to west with other 
+ Scythsp, while across the Tanais had been another people called Inapael who 
had utterly perished, viritim ddetos; but in vt, 50 he puts this latter people 
among another set of "Scyths* altogether, across (north of) the Tanais- 
Jaxartes—ibi Napaei interisse dkuntur, He has therefore confosed, as is 
common enough, the two rivers called Tanais in antiquity, and has also 
confused two gro Lips of' Scy thsf connected with the two rivers; it is uncertain 
therefore, from Pliny alone, whether the Tagorae lived east of and crossed 
the Don or lived north of and crossed the jaxarm. FortunaEely Ptolemy 
settles it. He knew' of a people 'Tattopaiot (Takoraioi) north of the Imaos/ 
and gives them again as TnMupawi (Tapouraioi) living near the 'T&wtnfpa 

Professor Herrmann has conjectured Tayoupauji (Tagourdioi) for 
faTFOE/parot^ but did not nonce Takoraioi, which seems to make his con- 
jecrun: certain. He identified the mountain chain near which ihe Tagouraiui 
lived (on the plains to die north of it) with the Alexandra vski range west of 
LakelssykKul, andsaw'in theTagouraioi that fraction of the Tochari-Yueh-chi 
who remained in theSas-wang country when the Wu-sunand Hiung-nu drove 
out the main body of the Yueh-cbi (p. 276) and who were ultimately absorbed 
by the Wu-sim, a brilliant explanation which may be gratefully accepted. 

Certain source?, then, or a cej tain source, of Puny and Ptolemy knew the 
Tochari as Tagorae or Takorfaiot) or Tagour(aioi)T all unas pirated forms. 
But such source or sources also knew of the sojourn of the Tochari in the Lake 
IssykKuJ district and of their crossing the Jaxartes southward. The information 
here, then, in Pliny and Ptolemy does not come from merchants11 itineraries 
or anything similar; ii must go back ultimately to some historian who related 
the movements of the Tochari, and, as ApoEIodonj? used the form Tocharoi, 
the only possible historian is 'Trogus' source*, to whom, as this book has 
shown, a good deal in Ptolemy ultimately goes back; therefore, though it is 
only deduction, ft is at least as likely that this historian, our best authority, 
used some unas pi rated form like Tagorae as that he used the aspirated form 
Thocari or Thogari. If Professor Bailey s suggestion* that die Chinese in the 
second century b.c. were trying to copy a form rayapa be right, the un- 

1 P. Pelliotj T'tnmg Fae xxxnt 173d, pp. 26hm* expressed doubts about the 
existence of an aspirate in S&yavpot and 0pwW (p, 519), hui did not apparently 
consider Trogus and Pliny* It would simplify matters if the first syllable of due 
word had never been aspirated, but there is a good deal of evidence. 

3 Apparently no vJL 
3 PidF. vit, i, 15. ^ 4 PtoU vi, 14, 7-14, with vJ. 
* A' ^rrmaiirii Tdnavpa ip^ in PWm The name can have nothing to do with 

the Tapuri, Sir away in Hyrcania. and the Eiburz, 
6 Op, eft. pp. 
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aspirated form is very old, which supports the virtual cercaimy that the form 
Tagorae is Hellenistic. The form occurs again, as ttaugata, in a Khotan Saca 
document oft. jld. Soo.1 

Before going on I must notice one thing about Ptolemy, as it is alluded to 
in my text (p, iS6). I have described his method of work elsewhere fp. 231); 
lie knew nothing about Central Asia himself, but he meant 10 get in ah his 
(or Marin us") notes, and he has given five notices of the Tochari, belonging 
to different times and places and with different speUingjs—Thagouroi in 
Kan-sti* Takoraioi north of Imaos, Tagouraioi near Lake Issyfe Kul, Tachoroi 
in Sogdiana, Tocharoi in fiactria—without suspecting chat he is recording 
the odyssey of one and the same people. 11 is very characteristic; but the point 
is that this odyssey is that of the Yueb-chi as given by the Chinese sources 
(Chap, vu), and it makes the identification of Tochari and Yueh-^chi certain. 

To sum up rhe Greek side. We have forms of the name with the second 
syllable aspirated but not the first, one of which is certainly Hellenistic; forms 
with the first syllable aspirated but not the second, one or more of which 
may be Hellenistic; and forms with no aspirate at all, one of which almost 
certainly is, and all may be, Hellenistic. Sloteover each aspirated form has 
an unaspirated parallel; with Tocharoi—Tachoroi compare Takor(aioi); 
with Thagpuroi compare Tagour(aioi); with Thogari, TbOgata, compare 
Tagorae* Is this conclusive (as tx kypoth^si it ought ip be) that the name of 
the historical Tochari was certainly aspirated? I do not so see it, and one 
must consider what it means. 

Will the known phenomena of metathesis and shifting of the aspirate 
account for all these forms? These phenomena are largely dialectical variations, 
as for example the several forms of the Thessalian name, and belong to the 
formative period of the Greek language; but in our case dialectical s anations 
do not come in question., for we are dealing throughout with one form of 
Greek only, the Hellenistic Koine. As regards the Koine* the interchange of 
t and & is said to be common in Egypt and Asia Minor,3 and would account 
for the variation T—Th in the initial letter of the Tochari name; the inter¬ 
change of * and x Is also said to occur in the same countries,J though 1 have 
not seen the evidence given.* Again, the variant To^/joi—Thocari would 
represent a known form of aspirate-shifting, like for xtT<**v* 
fladpcuea? for f$&rpQXp$t Oimo? for IttJtfiorpS though, once more, much of 

1 Bailey op, tif. pp. EE4-5. 
1 Many instances in K. Die tench, UnUriUcAvngt* Gcsch. J. grktA. SpmcAd 

1S98 pp, §4^, and add SEG vi, 1S1, Qfxva fat tIkw (Phrygia); see also E. 
Schwyj&tr, Griich* Grammafik l (in Mulleris HatuOucA 11 i), t$}4, p. 204. 

1 Schwyrcr ih. p. 204. Dietrich p. 84 says it does not occur. 

1 A good case is SEG vi, 71B (Pamphylia), JfoAdjfov and J&tMjfflu (the same 
man). It is said to occur on Attic vase-inscriptions from the fifth century h.c. 
on wards {G. Meyer, Grmk. Grammottt1 ]3SG p- 109), hut that is hardly in point- 

5 Lists in TL Kiibner, AusfukrlkA* GfammaiiA i. meL Sprac/u (3rd td. by 
Fr. Blass) h f. iSpo, pp- 27S-9; Meyer op. cii* p. 109; Scbwyzcr op. at- pp. 
Many art old, and in Kflhner-Blass are given as variants between Auk and New 
fonit* tfhfr*of“i7ufftop is Hellenistic, Ditt.5 710 b+ 
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txiis is dialectical; and then* are cases of interchange between k and x which are 
due rci aspirate-shifting, like XdAxa^—KdXX^t Xt^Wrj&oVuH,1 
ihougfi the two forms may sometimes belong 10 dlfferem localities or 
dialects.3 So far, the points to be noted are two. First, ait these phenomena, 
so far they appear in Hellenistic Greek—-and we have to include vet 
another, the metathesis of the vowds—appear as single cases in some 
particular word and largely in inscriptions (or papyri)] there is no 
authority for supposing that we can apply diem all together to die same word* 
especially one known only from literary' texts, and claim that they will 
explain the tremendous mix-up we find over the Fodhari name* which 
appears to have mo parallel in Hellenistic Greek/ And secondly, inter¬ 
changes like that of * with 9 or k with x do not enable us w say in any parti¬ 
cular case whether the aspirated form is the original one or not/ 

But there are further considerations* One is the persistent y in the Tochari 
name; I have found no suggestion anywhere that y ever interchanges with 
AnoslkT is the fact that am aspirate may fust be introduced where no aspirate 
is> Atrac has a tendency' to rum unaspi rated tenues into the aspirated form,* 
and me Koine m turn aspirates a good many w ords which arc not aspirated 
in / ttiCi I have come across twTo cases^ not in Egypt or Aria Minor and too 
recent to be cited in any grammar, where a certain * has just been turned imo 

and there is die wdl-known instance of the Indian Pataliputra becoming 
f 11'V“Llft writers. Tills is not the only case where the Creeks 

o die East just inserted an aspirate; the Sp in tile Inman name 
ipa rinses (Chap, virt) is certain from all the Kharoshrhi and most of the Greek 
Ggends on hts coins, but there are wins (see App. 18) on which in the Greek 
legend it is 3pdt Sh pal irises (A for Sigma), Indeed it must be remembered 
i ai m common speech in many languages (and some of the Toduri-forms 
must come from unlearned traders) the aspirate is an unstable thing; Catullus1 
Amus is own brother to Jolm Leech's ’Arry. As regards the Greek evidence, 

en, this cursory examination may suggest rhai it is difficult to say offhand 
^ et erm the second century &.C* there wai an aspirate in the Tochari name 

1 See lair note. 

Cfi G. Daux D^IpAij 193d ppr 240 tff.-, on fJAyvamr and 
who in the second cenmry b.c+ were different peoples. 

b“ * "W » *«•» variants, fiirpa^ (list m Kuhner- 
-b p 189), bur they cannot be HcUmisck; of rhe first four& two are lonk, and 

(he last four, from Hesydilus, must belong to different dialect*, ihouch no in- 
lorrnaiion ts given, & 

Blas^Tr tflcoriel 35 «ga«Is fid Creek in Meyer p. and Kflbner- 

' Mcver pp. to$, a^i; Kuhner-Bfass t t p, tij. 
\ Kohiur-Blass * * p, ul 

T SEG fn, 141 (Palmyra, a.d. Si) Ifnanwn Xap*XKt fQr Xdpaxos (spelt 

J* CouE,y ^ BCH L*> W6> p. 4* (Philippi, 
Dt £lC as a tramhieration of colonise, r ' rr* 

Sdiwy&rop. fir, p, 104 ealli attention to this. 
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or nor; and even if ir be supposed that 0 or x fr both ready belong to the 
original name, we are faced with a fur riser question; in the period under 
consideration (second century b.c. to second century a.d.) is it certain that 

9f X,rt ,Greek wen aspirated forms at all ? The latest authority has pronounced 
rise evidence on this point to be quite indeterminate.1 

In fact, the Greeks never had a settled name for the Tocliari (even the two 
contemporary historians use different forms) but only a medley of forms 
winch fall into three classes; and the reason, whatever it was, must go deeper 
than such Greek linguistic phenomena as metathesis or shifting of the aspirate. 

■ fr ^r members of the horde themselves pronounced their name 
m different ways, and, if so, one possibility (there are probably others) would 
be that in the language of the Tochari we are dealing with a dying aspirate, 
as tlte jro sound died in classical Greek; compare tlw mure A in modern French 
and the dying aspirate in «>k in Britain to-day, wherein the Gaelic-speaking 
Highlands one still hears ‘which ’ and ‘w hen1 *, while in England it is common 
enough to hear ‘wich’ and ‘wen1, A curious point may be noticed here. It 
h;is recently been claimed1 that, beside A and B, a third Tochamn' dialect 

existed in ihu1 Sh3Ln-Shnn kingdom (near Khtnan) in the third century * 
and some words contain the spirant kJi, which would be equivalent to the’ 
£»rttk x in Td^apji, Since A and B contain no aspirates,, thes£ words have 
been pin down as foreign ;J but I wonder whether In some cases ihev may 
not be the remains of a dying aspirate? J 

I must just mention diat another name, Qpoavtt, Ins been brought 
into discussion and claimed as the one relic, apart from their own name of 
the speech^ of the historical Tochari.'1 But what Ptolemy does give is a 
ptopU Qpoavot somewhere on the Silk Route with a town ©podia ;S 
and the 0/fcfoiw have been omitted from discussion, 0poaVa is said 
to be Sogdian drw»n;4 * * 7 but unless some Sogdian document actually makes 
drw n a town of the Tochari, Ptolemy s sixth book isprirtutjacic conclusive 
against any connection.? 

I am not of course trying to prove anything in this Appendix; that is a 
matter for philologists. I am only pointing out that the Greek forms suggest 
that further investigation may be desirable before it be stated as an ascertained 
fact that the centum dialects A and B cannot represent the language of the 
historical Tochari. 

1 Schwyzer p. 105 sums up the evidence as1 tells poritiv tells negativ'. He himself, 
not so long ago, would have written ‘theila’. 

1 T. Burrow, JRAS t«f pp. 667, j fa p- ^ 
4 Raley op. cit. pp. SS8,516; cf. Pelliot op. cit. p. 163. 
s Ptol. lit, id, s and 6. 
4 Bailey op. cit. p, ft$R. 

7 I suppose the occurrence together of die two names 9&yJpn (Tagora in some 
Larin versions) and Bpaava. in fid, vn, a, 7, an the Great Gulf in Further India, 
near the equator, might be held to point to a connection. But what the names an 
mean here I liave no idea, unless it it merely one of the usual cases where Ptolemy 
turns one place into two, see pp, 131 sq. 
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THE GREEKS IN BACTRIA AND INDIA 

In The Times of 16 October 1957, to which Professor Adcock called 

my attention, there was aiuiounced the discovery, at Shinkot in Bajaur, of 
^ r^!ic casket with an inscription in Ktiaroslidii by the dedicator, an Indian 
Buddhist named Vijayamitra, dated on die rwenry-fifth day of the Indian 
mondi Vaisakha in the fifth year of the reign of Menander. As Bajaur was 
the frontier province of Gandtiani to the northward, this furnishers proof of 
is tint ( had previously deduced from the coin-hoards (see p, 115) that 
Menander recovered and ruled the whole of Gandhira, Also it is the first 
instance in India of dating by the regnal years of a Greek king; that this 
should be done by an Indian Buddhist may bear on wliat I have written 
with regard to Buddhist support of Demetrius and Menander. Menander’s 
tilth year most probably lies between iGi and 155 b.c. 

o a,*^ latest possible date for Menander's death is 141, because 
nelioq.es conquests in India, which were after his death, took at least three 
years (pi 271) and w-ere over by 141, a date fixed aliunde, 

, ^ Bwtgston, PhUol, xcti, 1937, p. rip, asserts that 'Iuiv is 
derived from IojW, but his references do not bear this out. The difficulties 
have been investigated by P. Kretschmer, Glotta I, ,909, p. 14 n. 4, who 
suggested that they w ere parallel forms, and by A. Cuny, Rev. E.G. xxxiv, 
1911, p. 1JJ, who suggested that IdAswf was not Indo-European and was 
adopted in Asia by the Greeks. But no writer seetns to have noticed the 
two similar parallel forms in India. 
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ADDENDA (1950) TO THE SECOND EDITION 

P- i n. i. Add: I fie Sdcudd sections in Rostovtaeff, SEN now give i)w 
besi account 

and L. H. , T J P" l‘7‘P Eparchies. Beside my SP Stud. see M, RostovtzefF an< 
J7 ,, 1 j. Class. Stud. 11, i?] J, p. 4& n, 66, and Rostovuteff, SEH p. 576: 
M, Cary, A History-aft he Greek World from 3231a ij6 b.c, p. iffi. H, Bcugtson, 
Vie Straugu tn&rhllenutucken Zen )it 1944, fp. 30^. tried to main Pin, 
in the face oi Strabo xil, 560 and xvj, 7Ah Jiat eparchies did not exist) 
Almoin 1 p, 173 copied him, bur on p. 27S returned to my view, and later 
(n, p. J9> correctly called Gabiene an eparchy of Elymais, and (11, pp. 46-7) 
Mtsenc an eparchy, See farther App. 31, p/. I might ask doubters two 
questions: was Armenia, with invert led eprchy luities like Xerxenc and 
Lam by sene, copying a fion-exis rent system? and why did ianpyla become 
the usual Greek translation of the Latin provineia? 

Ph 6 n. !. See Newell, ESM p, 123, nos. J17, 323. 

P. 7 n. 3. RosiovtzelT, Annales de l Jnstitui Kondakov (^Serttinartartt Kondo- 
koytarmm) x, 1938, p. 103, citing Cumont, FouilUs xvm 399.. made this 
Ntcanor Sdeucus' nephew on the authority of Mafalas p. 198. Bui not only 
IS Mala fas wretched evidence, but what he (lots say is that Scleucus entrusted 
[«ef to his nephew Nicanor but] to his nephews Nicanor and Nicomedes die 
rare of ‘the satrapy of all Asia', T^f ntivjpa.mtas ttji> dp'OeriSn adtrni rnr 
Atfiar, There was no such office, nor could there well be. 

P. 9 m 6, Michel 344 does not mention prytanies. 

P* [7* fans, x, 4, i: gymnasium, theatre, agora are the marks of a paTti. 
I he mention by Plutarch, Alexander lxvii and lxxiof fhtiitrcs in 

and Ecbatana in Alexander's day is merely an anachronism, see Tam 
Alexander ji p, jn. But later there war a theatre in Gedrosia, Tarn, iL 
pp. if4~5, a passage which supersedes my explanation on p, 94 ante. 

P. to n. 6. Called Elitna by the Ravennare geographer; cf. A. Herrmann, 
Das Landder Seide and TiAet im Liehte der AtttUte J938, p. 50, 

P. 14 n. 2. The reference to Arrian is wrong; but the fact ts certain from 
Pan-ku, p. 347 ante. 

P. if n. 7. Add Diog. Laert. vi. Si, Diogenes yhvs 6 Kai 
jSdjJyAwi-irjs KahovfiU'O’i Sii ttjv yctToa&if, 

P. 19. Anisa: RostovtzefT, SEH pp. S40, 155,3 n* 120, with the literature. 

P. if. On the Seleucid epistates see Bikerman, Inst. pp. 16119. In line 3 
from bottom of text read Antiochus HI for Seieucus IV; see p, id n, 1, 

3S 
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P* 26. Unit* Rosiovizeff, SEN pp. 4]6f 514, now maintains, with much 
probability, that Uruk-Warka (Oreboi) never was a Greek pahs; this would 
get rid of tlie difficulty referred to in note u 

P. 30 n. 4, Np C- Dcbevoise, A Politico! History of Porthia 19>ST p. 11, 
follows Olmstcad's translation* 

P. 33, fudges for the peasants^ so Rostovtseffi Koimat^p. 25B. Eikerman, 
/rut, p. 107, translates 11 *le jugc des affaires royalest and there can be no 
certainty whether ftamAmtuv means the king*s peasants or the kingTs affairs. 
See now Rostovtzeff, SEN p. 50B, to which E- V. Hansen, The Atmlids of 
Pergamon 1947, p* 154i merely refers, 

P. 39 n. 5. Add the acrostics in Nicander, Lobd C.Q. xxii, 191B* p- s *4, 
and see Kroll in PW xvu, ifd; also an abacus from Egypt! SEG viti, 4^4 
G, 5, second to third century a.b. 

P. 40 n. 4, Omit die second reason, for the Aeneas legend is an older in¬ 
vention: A, MomighanOj JRS xxxv, 1945, pp+ 99-104+ 

P* 4fm 'Trogus1 source." Akheim's book is based on a belief (i, pr. r, 
ch, i) that my *Trogusp source" Is Apollodorus, which I consider impossibly 
if only for the simple fact that Apoilodoms calls a certain people Tojpipo4 
while the MSS. of Trogus-Justin gjve five different versions of die name 
(p. 5 if but never TodharL Other reasons passim* 

P« 46 ru a. For the gazetteer see further my Alexander u, App. 14 and 17- 

Pp. 40*9> PluErdi, de Alexandra fortunes aut virmte jiB r< The blunder 
goes deeper dtan I once though 1. See a better exp [ana lion in my Alexander 
11 pp. 151, 257-9, which supersedes ibis one. 

P* 50. Althejm i, pt. r, chap, j, makes Plutarch's eastern source in Cratsus 
Asintus Pollio. The difficulties are very great, and need a detailed analysis. 

F. 51 n. 1. See now on this Tam, Alexander It pp. 396 *f. 

F. f 3 n. 1. For Bysposines see also G+ F. Hill, B.M. Coins Arabia ere. 
exevi; EL T. Newel!, NNM xxvt (1915); Dcbevoise, op. at. p. 38; A. R- 
Jkfltnger, Yak Class. Stud. Yin, 1942, p, 53, and NC vi, 41 1944, p. j 8. 

Pp 55 L a. "Parthian survey/ So now Rostovtzeff, SEN p* lojB, * based 
on Parthian official itineraries*. 

P, 55 n- 1. Ilermiann, Das Land der SciJe p, 50, makes these fragments 
in the PeutSnger Table Parthian, not Scleudd. 

P. 61 n. 5, Dcbevoise, Claes. Weeklyf Feb. G, 1939, says of the Akshak 
inscriptions that they are not contemporary, dun the readings arc extremely 
doubtful, and that mere are different views about ihem. 

P. 64 n. 1. See now Biketman, Inst. p. 10$, and his Chronologic in Gercke- 
Norden III* 1933. 
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P. 66 L t. Asia, In deference ro an Indian critic, I note that only Seleudd 
Asia was meant. I had thought this obvious. 

P. 63 n. r. Kerefto. The account of the late Sir A- Stein’s visit to Kerefro 
is contained in his Old Routes of Western Iran 1940, pp, 314 sqq.t with 
Dr M. N. Tod's note on the inscription, pp. 337-8. But the problem remains 
wily Greeks called a rider-god Heracles. 

P, 71, A French expedition is now at work at Balkh, but I have not heard 
that Hellenistic Btictra has yet been located. A sherd bearing die Greek 
inscription arpos was found by VI, Schlumberger at Tepd Nimlik, 35 km. 
westward from Bulkin, and published CRAtf 1947? itp, 141 JJ., cf.JHS 1947, 
p. 1 ad. But die now desolate plain for many miles westward from Balkh 
along the Oxus is thick with traces of former villages (? Arab), testifying to 
a once high degree of cultivation (communicated). 

P, 7a n. 2. The destruction of Mery (and o ther dues) belongs to die story 
of Antiochus I in die East, given in Tam, TarrnUt*. See Addendum to pp. 

] 18-19. 

P. 73 I, 3, Newell, ESM p. 148, lias now shown that the Diodotus coins 
which bear die royal title belong to Diodotus I, not H; this removes an old 

difficulty. 

P. 73 n. 7. There is a good note on [itipdiciov (die intermediate period 

following 7fais) in W. H. Porter, Phuareht Life of Aratus (9J7t P- S1, 

Pp. 73-4. These relationships follow automatically from Apdiodes' 

pedigree coins, p. 448 ante. 

P. 74 n. 6. Presumably taken from Droysen (lit, p. 366,2nd German ed.) 

who merely put it out as a possible conjecture. 

P. 77 n. 7, Demetrius II. Rostovizeff, SEN Plates VII, 3 and LXIX, 8, 
figures another Demetrius coin, apparently from Newell, Royal Creek Coin 
Portraits (which I Itave been unable to see); lie calls it Demetrius 1, as the 
head wears the clepluuU scalp. Bur the face is cpte unlike, and much younger 
than, Demetrius I, the legend is only AijfcrjTpwti (no ditwtjTou), 
the diadem has the unmistakable ends of that of Demetrius II, and the 
garment lias die same opening ar the thmat as on die coins of Demetrius 1IT 
while those of Demetrius I differ (see Plate, post). I incline to Demetrius H 
tnvsell; but I have not smi tlie coin, and one ought to see every Demetrius 

coin in exisimce. 

P. 83 n. 3, Certain: see my Tarmua. 

P. 90. Bo tit Rosrgvtzcff, SEJ/ p. 530, and Althrim J pp. 318*9-* have 
accepted die idea of sub-kings as a matter of course. 

P. 90 n, t, Whitehead, NC 1940, no. 4, publidled an oblong copper coin 
(provenance not stated) with obv. B All A EWE ANTIMAXOY and tlmnder- 
boh rev. elephant and no legend; lie called it Antimachus ( and said room 
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muss now be found fr>r film sowurds Taxila. In my view it cannni be Antt- 
madrns 1, as @£GY is omitted, Moreover, while the obverse is well done* 
though skew-eyed to the coin, the reverse is notj the elephant is a caricature, 
with head too big and legs too long for ils body. I suggest that, tike von 
Sallets Antiochus coin (pp. 301, 315), it belong? to one of the hill states 
formed by refugees when Creek rule ended- Three more specimens have now 
come from Afghanistan (Whitehead, communicated). 

P. 94, I. 4- "some important urban centre/ Eastern Cedrosb was not 
governed from Sind; it Imd its own urban centre, Alexandria in Makarene, 
on which dry sec Tam, Alexander n, App. 8, ih This supersedes lines 5-? 
on this page1 and the reference p+ 143, 

P* 97* Kapisa. See Addendum top. 4G0. 

P-9® n. 3* Other suggested explanations have been the Semitic 'double 
fortunt/, Cumont, £t+ Syr, p. 163 (doubtfully), and astral goddesses, Sydney 
Smith, Babylonian /fistmeal Texts p. 66. 

th 99. Nicaea w-as not founded by Alexander and was not a po!h\ see 
Tam, Alexander 11 p. 239 ru 6. Arrian tv, 22, 6 is dear enough* 

P* 100 n- 4- The Median Hydaspes, Akheim ti p. 63 asserts that there w^as 
no Hydaspes in Iran (he does not notice Vergil's 'Medus Hydaspes1, Gearg* 
iv, 211) and says that the name always means the jhelum* further, that 
Orosius and Diodorus exactly agree, v&tle Obereitu 11mmang, in making 
Mithri dates 1 of Parthta conquer India as far as the Cbcnab. In fact they 
exactly disagree, Orosius $T 4^ id, probably from Livy, makes the Parthian 
king, after conquering Babylonia, subdue all peoples from the Hy das pcs 10 
the Indus, and thus extend his blood-stained rule (cruentum) to India; if 
Hydaspes here means the Jhdum, he went backwards* (Orosius uses the 
namr Hydaspes four times, depending of course on his source; here and in 
i, aT 8 it is ciuite certainly the * Medianp river, in 3, 23, 11 probably the Jhdum, 
in 7, if, 9 the Tigris.) Diodoms xxxin* 18, repeated by Suidas Arsaria, 
is pan of a eulogy hy some unknown writer vn 'Arsaces*, usually taken to 
be Miciirjdaces I, It says, in direct contradiction of Qroftus1 crucntum, that 
this king liad so many virtues that, as he desired to extend his rule, he became 
lord oi Poms realm without fighting, ajfiSi'ihxtK (like a Chakra- 
Virtin); how he got there Ls not said. I only mention all this because Mithri- 
clates E on the Cherub distorts so much of Altheim’s subsequent story. Add 
us the evidence for die name Hydaspes in Iran Lactantius, Inst, vie, tj, 9: 
Uysiaspes, qui fuit Medorttm rex antiquissimus, a quo amnis nomen aecepit 
qui nunc Hydaspes didiur. 

P. tot. Newell in J5$M has shown that in 303 all $eleucusr eastern mints 
were celebrating a victory, and as in that year 3te ceded Candhara so Chandra- 
gupta* the victor>' pn only be the conquest of the Pampamisadae (discussed 
in my review, JHS 1939,, p, 3 21). The attractive idea of an Oxyartes dynasty 
must therefore, it seems, be given up- 
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P. 104 n. 3. Cf. Dionys. Periegetw 1140 (GGM 11 p. 173} KtLfas 
apyvpaStVijs. 

P- 104 n, 6. Dr Whitehead informed me in 1945 that some half-dozen 
gold coins of Menander* of two types, had recently been discovered. 

P* 11 m* 1. See Herrmann, Das LcmJder SetJe 1938, p. 33, 

P. 113. I have examined Greek knowledge of die Caspian and Aral in its 
proper historical sequence in my Alexander np pL r* B and C. 

P+ 114 l. 5. Now known; Addendum to p* 73 I. j anre. 

P- 114 n+ f, Analysis has shown that Arrian was nat using two different 
sources here. Alrheim 1 p. 311, makes Bactra pre-Iranian. 

P. lift. 23. 1 trained to devour the dying* * This hard-wo rked story is only 
a mistranslation, Strabo s words are roif ami^ifOTas Sid ynjp&s tj rouw 
fdjvrtts KaraftaXA* crtfat «wiVT and the meaning is 1 those who through age 
or sickness had ceased to Jive (lit. lphad given up living1”) were thrown to 
the dogs'; on this use of d?rtttrciv with a present participle see the instances 
in Liddell and Scott % The sentence is clumsy, out Strabo is professedly 
quoting Onesicrifctis* of whose style we know nothing, Alexander of course 
did not interfere with the Zoroastrian* or Magian, custom of exposing the 
dead to birds or beasts; what he was doing was cleaning up the city by 
expelling the pariah dogs* precisely as Axarurk did in Constantinople* 

P- n<S n. 1. Onesicritus was liardiy a "liar*; his hook was professedly a 
romance. See my Alexander n p* 3 j and n. 4. 

P, 118 n. 1* The wall of Bokhara, miles long* excavated in 193^ is 
called eighth century A.D.: American Anthropologist 39* 1937, p, 474. 

Pp. 118-19, Some of this is now superseded by my Tarmim; my Alexander 
11 p, a$8 makes a few additions. 'Phree Alexandria—A. on the Qxus 
(Tarmira* now Termez), on the JaxartQ (Chodjend), and Mery—were 
destroyed by nomads c. 393 b.c.; Antiochus ! rebuilt the first as Antioch 
Tarmatd, the second as Antioch *in Scythia v7 u, Saca-jand beyond Sogd; 
the third* Antioch Men', had no nickname; that Tarmita later became 
Demetrius* as in my text* is 1 understand* a mistake; see Whitehead NC 
1947 P> 9- Siephanus1 "Apfiara has nothing to do with Tarmiia; it is the 
*ApfxdnqMa of Diod. xvn* 103* 1, called 'App/nn m ewq MSS. 

P, 120 I. 20. ' Land of tooQ dties/ Some writers habitually ailed villages 
cities, pokifj Aristohulus for example (p. 144 n. 3* and Tarn* Alexander tt 
p. 32 ru 3)* and logo was a common round figure, as to-day: cf. the thousand! 
canals of the Oxusp p. 102 ante; the plain in Pontus called XtAtoKtupai^ 
Str. xn* 561; and the iooq dries of die earth in Onesimus* speech ip Smicrines 
in Menander^ Ephreponus. 

P, 12a In what follows about the walled village* I now partly agree with 
Altheim 1 pp. 314—1S* that the type was older than the Graeco-Bactrian kings 
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or tile Scfeudds; he makes it pre-Iranian, which is possible; contra, Ros- 
tovizeff, SEfi p. 549, due to the feudal lords. Bur however that may be* 
Chang-klen shows that the Graeco-Bactrian kings had greatly improved the 
type; in Alexander's day a village he took had only "a sort of wall1, rt k&I 
Tttxot, An. in, 30, i, 

P. iM n, 3+ Menapia* Altheim 1 p. 306 solved this mix* Menapii =bison- 
mcn (juAmirof) = Paeonians. Add that Alexanders Paeonian troops are not 
mentioned again after Bactra, so Menapia must have been their settlement; 
and that Oroslus, iT a, 75, spells Menapios Menapos. For "bison-men1 cf+ 
Scott's Fair Maid of PcrtA, where the men of Clan Ghattan are sometimes 
called Wild-cais and those of Qan Quhete Falcons, from their respective 
badges. 

P+ 124. Rostov tzeff, SEN p* 350, *Ii seems plain that the rulers of Bactria 
achieved what die Sdeudds and their satraps never succeeded in accom¬ 
plishing; they created a lasting understanding between two nations, the 
Iranians and die Greeks/ 

P* iif n. 2. Add Hyspasines son of Mithroanes, a Bactrian who made 
offerings at Delos; one is first mentioned in 179 a second in in/1? 
Inter. ds Dibs 441 B? L 109, 1432 Aa jlt 1. s6+ 

P. s 32+ On Alexander's visit to Delphi and his title iwctym see now 
Tartly jdkxtmdtr it, App, 11. 

P. 154. On dating by style tf. Rostovtzefl; SEH p, 1457 n. jtfi. 

P- 137 n, i. There is now a third edition (Delhi, 1936}. But I used the 
second throughout 

P. 137 it 3. H* Birk eland t jdeta Orimtalm xvt, 1937, p, 222, makes this 
inscription third cenmry B.cfJ and gives another Aramaic inscription, muti¬ 
lated, from Laghman, which he dates fourth to fifth century ej.c. 

P. 140 n. 2, Alexander, with an army, took ten days from Bactra to 
Alexandria, Am 1VT aaT 4. 

P- *4*- Demeirias, The late E. H_ Johnston argued against a Demeirias 
in Sind, JRAS 1939, p. 217 and 1940,0+ 1S9; contra Tam, ik 1940, p, 179. 
It must now be taken that the Mahafaharata does not mention Demetrias, 
Demetrius, or Apoltodoius; but [ failed to stress sufficiently the Greek dty 
Theophib, Ptolemy vii, i, So, wffiich on Ptolemy's positioning must have 
been the eapiial of the province corresponding to the later Cutch, the name 
of which is lost. A conqueror coming southward would reach Pa tala before 
Theophila. But a to wn with a Greek female name was a dynastic 1 foundation* 
without any question (cf. those of Seleucus I), and ii the Greek conqueror 
gave a dynastic name 10 the capital of Cutch, he must have given one to the 
tar more important capital of PataEcne* But Demetrius did give his own 
name to the capita! of one province, Demctrias in Arachosia (Isidore, 
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i*e. official), and that ought to conclude die matter, even if the evidence of 
a scholion and an inscription can be set aside, 1 add two points. The dual 
kingship ar Patala, wlien Alexander arrived (Diodn Xvil, 104, a), which I 
gave JIL4S 1940, p, i8f, and which is so important for die position of the 
Sauviras, is from Aristobulus, who was there and saw (see Tam, Alexander 
uf pt. i, § F, on Diodorus' sources); and in Diod. ill, 47, 9, based on 
Agathardiides, which says Alexander made (aorist) of Fatal a a great harbour 
town, when he did nothing of the sort, we have another of the common 
instances of attributing 10 Alexander what was really done by Demetrius. 

P> t4}+ Eastern Gedrosia was not governed from Sind; see Addendum to 
p. 94. 

P+ T44 n, 3. These 5000 cities occur again In Plutarch, Alexander LX, 
distinguished from villages. Sec my Alexander n p. yi n. 3. 

PpK 147-8. Kingdom of Sigerdis. It lay on the coast, near Surastmne 
(Strabo). But an unnamed province, later called Cutch, with a Greek capita I, 
Theophila, also lay on the coast, near Surastrene, It is difficult to argue that 
they were not identical, Altheim 1 p. 324 puts diis kingdom south of Sura- 
strene, because Pliny mentions a harbour Sigerus in those parts; to make 
this plausible would need a lot of juggling with names. He dies (p* 325 nu 15) 
the late P. Schnabel as making Sigerdis' kingdom Magadha! 

P, 149. Whitehead, NC 1940, p_ 12, says he has never heard of any Greek 
coins found at Broach. But as Barygaza was certainly a Greek trading centre, 
tliis might suggest that flarygaza was not Broach. 

P, t jt L <5, 80 miles may be too little, 

P, 153 n. t. Many more instances in Alexander's day. For 'Asia' as the 
Sdeucid empire add Josephus Ant, xm, 113, tip and especially OGIS 253 
(p« 195 post)* 

P, t J4 n. f, Chaucer. See A* D, H* Bivaris article, Addendum to p. 220, 

P, t n n- 1. For this legend, see now Tam, Akxander nf App. 14. 

Pp, 158-9, The * dancing girl \ Mr H. K. Deb sent me photographs of two 
worn coins of Pantdeon and Agadiodes (PL IIT1,2,/fidfit Museum Catafogue) 
which he said showed the mural crown. They Tvere too worn for me to check 
dais an photographs, but on the Aga diodes coin ihe girl certainly has a long 
non-human head; hut so apparently had some Yakshis, J. N, Banerjeet fHQ 
Xiv, 1938, p, 302. 

P. 1 £4, Aits, a Sdeucid elephant-name, Pliny vius 12, Some of Sekucus' 
elephant-chariot coins show one elephant widi a bell, Newell, £SM pp, 40, 
119, 125; this may indicate a squadron-leader, who was decorated, Pliny iL 

P, 165. ApoiLodotus as Bhagadatta in the Mahablilran cannot now be 
supported; see Addendum £0 p* 14** 
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P. itiB I. 33, Alexandria 'at the junction of the Chenab and the Indus* 
should tic on the upper Chenab'; see Fam, Alexander ji p. ijy, 

P. 169 n. s. So Poms' nomarch Spi takes, Arr, v, 18, 2. 

P, 171. Sauviras: see also the works quoted in the Addendum to p. 14*. 

P. 171* A very different account of Pusbyatnitta is given by A. K, Ven- 
teswara in a review in the Aryan Path, 1939, pp. 206 jy., citing two Sanscrit 
works unknown 10 me; query, part of the legend? 

P. 17j 1.18. * a large house,'like the Attali d " palace ‘ ’ *: this applies only to the 
irst Aitahds, see E. V. Hansen, The A Halids of Pergamon, 1947, pp. aij, 127, 

P. 181. Joint rule' (G lines from bottom of page) is a slip; I had already 
correctly stated elsewhere that v-px'i here means realm. For the full exposition 
sec now Tam, Alexander n pp. 443—7, 

P. 189 m 3. Since discussed by Newell, E$M p. tji. 

, 1,1 P^fj*33® Medos. People of the pratum' must be wrong (so 
Altheim), as it implies a Latin word with a Greek termination. The w.ll. of 
Plmy vi, n 3 (and ed. of Jan's Pliny by VJayhoff) are parwaa (F1) and 

C"1flJ &51 Hcrmo!a1' Bjffaari Castigationes Romanic 1493-3); 
art nan biedes would make sense, but again the termination would be 

^rong, whether for Greek or Latin. Now Pliny in book vi always calls 
Phraates Prates; and as die Parthians renamed (probably temporarily) 
Europus south of die Caspian Araacia, and ^ Ptolemy vi, n, 7 nves ™ 
towns in oactna, anti tbpdnsv, which are hound to be one, 
^oupaywra ytparou, Surogana of Phrates, then, if we suppose dot Phraaies 1 
renamed some place in Media Phraatia, the people would be dWTt™, 
which Phny would transliterate 55 Pratioe. this is a guess, but it would 
mlhl all lile conditions* 

p. rpt. Rostov iieff, SEH p. 434, suggests that Olympian Zeus’ was a 
composite deity, Zeus^Ahura -Bel, Add perhaps Hadad L 193 n. 3 ™«), 
for Zeus un corns of 1 herapolis-Bambyce, rime of Antiochus IV, has Hadad’s 
Dull: Duur m hxcavaiumx at Dura m p. i j i, 

P. 191 n, 6. Seleucus as Zeus is rejected by Newell, E$M p. 94. 

™rPk-tft7' S1 SP- "tJ! it PP' 40 and 33-3) lias attempted to 
refurbish the old view that Antiochus IV won no victory in die East and that 
Eucratides w-as nether a Scleudd nor his general, bu, only a rebel in Bactria; 
,hVS achMrV<^ by om'ltl!ie muc}] of* die evidence. The two questions are 
realiv one and go to die mot of my Chap. v. To Altheim, the Laodice of 
the Hehoches-Laodice com either does not wear the diadem or, if she does, 
she was not Eucra tides mother; the important fact that Eucraiides adopted 
beteiicus personal badge besagt mclu; and he w as not Antiochus* victorious 
general because (this is what matters) Antiochus won, no victory. As to 
Anuochus, Altheim puts aside, with the barest mention, the important 
inscription UG/S 333, and does not even mention the words 'Saviour of 
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Asia’, which are conclusivej he relies on Polybius on Daphne, which he 
calls 'the evidence', an unfortunate choice. For it is clear iliac Antiochus ai 
Daphne was celebrating a triumph (in its Hellenistic form), which implies 
a victory \ and Polybius (xxx, 45, t) does nor say or imply, as Altheim makes 
him do, that Antiochus at Daphne was attempting to outdo Pauius’ triumph, 
which is not given as the reason for Daphne; what Polybius does say is that 
Antiochus desired 10 outdo Pauius’ ^cyaAoSnipLO, munificence, a secondary 
matter* Bui there is much more than this, In the next fragment (xxx, a<5, f, 
jj. J04 in Buttner-Wohst) Polybius calls Antiochus njv jSaooh'a *0* rwv 
oAwv Kvpiov, lord of to oAa, wliich Altheim omits altogether; and the phrase 
is repented at the end of die fragment, afi, 8-9, where the onlookers marvel 
at eV rots dydro! Kol rro/iTtitaif oiKovefjttav (which corresponds to rhe 
following roy finoditu.) and also at (rqv) S<aTo£iv tw(' SXtuv (which corre¬ 
sponds to the following rip (hmiXstav). Wliat is the meaning of ra oAa? 
And, as this fragment of Polybius is Diodorus xxxi, i6, j.7 then, granting 
(as is certain) that die sense is Polybius*t are the words Twr oAtup Polybius1 
own or is Diodorus using his own phraseology? If the latter* it is simple; 
10 Diodorus (see xvm, to, 2) ra oAa meant Alexanders kingdom in Asia, 
including the East, But if die phrase is Polybius’ own, it is no Iks simple. 
To him, rd oAa commonly refers to victory and the fruits of victory, dominion 
of some kind; the subject has been excellently done in Schweighattser's 
Lexicon Polyhianurn ppa 196-7 j.v. oAof. For victory or the decision of a 
war, see lt a it J 5 i ja, 4; 70, \ ; mf 70, 1* For its fruits, see in, 90, u# where 
teparw run- nXw means the conquest of Capua; v, ioif to and 102, it 
where nut- oAan1 iXwiSos iA/em^said of Philip V3 means all tlie dominion 
he might hope for if lie crossed to Italy/summi terramm imperii spemp (S.); 
and xxxit 25, B (inner-WobstT where the conquesf of Perseus promises 
Rome Tftpi rwv cLW dominion over the (known) world. Con- 
sequendy, apart from die contemporary evidence, Polybius xxxs z6y f is 
alone conclusive for Antiochus’ conquest of the East, which could only be 
that of Eucratides, 

P. 196 I. 23. "Superfluous daughters': cf. Bikerman, Inst, p. 28. 

P, 207 n, 2. See Addendum to pp. 193-7. 

P. 208. Newell, ESA I p. 1415 makes Eucraiides’ gold stater commemorative 
also, 

Pp. 108—9- Eucrarideia, In Bactria proper, Strabo xit j 16 (?■ Apollodorus); 
Ptolemy's coordinates (vi, m * 8) put it north-west of Battn, on or near the 
Oxus. The simplest explanation of the difficulty on pF 20S would be that it 
was 1 founded’ after Antioch us'* death, 

P. 210 n. 5. Add now Timj u pp+ 429-34* 

P. 212 n+ If Add ]+ N. Banerjee, INQ xiv pp. 2961^. 

P. 214 L ‘eparch of Mesene1; A. R* Bellinger, JVC vi, 4^ 1944^ p* 
gives some fresh support to tins dating. 
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P. 214 para. 3. The coinage ot the priest-kings of Persis is now generally 
supposed to have begun early in the third century, and the relation of Penis 
to the Sdeudds is obscure. So is Antiochus* route; I think If Maccabees is 
the only authority which takes him to Perapolis, and in Polybius XXXI, 9 (11) 
he dies at Tabae in Persis, usually since Niese emended to Gabae (in Elymais), 
He may not have gone 10 Pcrsepoib ai all* 

P. 130 and n* t. 'a filio/ Very strong, though not conclusive, support is 
given to my view (historically the only one possible) that Eucratidcs was 
killed, not by his own son, but by a son of Demetrius 1, by an article bvr 
Mr A, D. H. Bivar, *The Death of Eucratjdei in Mediaeval Tradition pt 
JRjfS 7, who has made an interesting discovery to dial effect* Those 
cnrics who dislike mv handling of Justin should look at p+ nj n, 2 of my 
Alexander 11 and see how Justin himself handles proper names. 

131, See Bikerman, Inst* p, Go, on Seleudd chariots. 

P. 331 n+ 3* So Arrian i, il, 4, JlaiTunj, a Thradan province* This sup¬ 
ports Ptolemy's name-endings. 

P^ 134. Kamhtan Gulf. It is now said that one of the maps found by 
Deissmann in Constantinople shows tftat Ptolemy did know the Kanthian 
Gulf and die Gulf of Bqrygaza, togetlier with Gutch and Kathiawar: Altheim 
it p, 71* 

P. 134. Sigerdis+ Addendum to pp, j 47-8. 

P- 133- Dr Sten Kunow informed me that [his ^tilpav only vests on a 
textual correction of Weber's and is guesswork* So on p, jxt* 

P. 136 n. 4. 'No one* (on p> 137)- Now died in Glotz-Cohen, Hissoirt 
Gntcftte IV, if p. 157 Up 187 <1938), 

P, 137. The names Gorys, G omasa, Gouraios are confusing. For a Persian 
named Corns see p* 29 n. 5 ante\ lor Go unis as a man’s name at Calhtis, 
L ttoberr, Etude* ijK etpAihJ. p+ 1B5, who suggests that die word is Thracian. 
Might it be Scythian? 

P- 14f ft- Acid ft. B. Whitehead, The Dynasty of the General Aspavarmay 
JVC Vlt 4, 1944, p. 99, 

* ^ ^ Steph, MoipteTf (Mauryas, see Hesychius 
ctfv&ff hdttfup, Iv foAivoiv QiKQumtf ot*fOiy. 

P. M5 n* 3+ This is taken further in my Alexander 11 p. 137, qrvr 

- /Iw Movcru. "Hail, O Muse’ is correct; hut probably "Help me, 
U Muse (to sing, etc.) would also be possible. Altheim's translation (it 
RP* Muse. , W oe, O Muse*, is not a translation at all, and 
ihe deductions he draws from 11 are unfounded. 

P. i4<S ft- 1* Add Queen Musa Ortobaris in Prusias ad mare, before 
Augu?^5: Macurdy, Fmaf Qutens 1937, p. a& Muse-names for women, 
recorded in Creeas, are Eraio, Euterpe, Clio, Calliope, Thalia (Pape-Benseler). 
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P* 247 I- 4- Really Alexandria on die upper Chenab: Tam, ^£jtszWffr 11 

P- *37- 
P. 25 a n. 7* Pisidians: add Jos. Ant, Xiri, 374, in jaiuoeus1 army* 

P. 251. Mys£an& Thus Anbochus W had 5000 “Mysians* at Daphne, 
Polyb* XXx, 2^ 3, though Uyw. had long been lost; also a 'commander of 
the Mysuns*, J] Macc v* 24 (see Marais1 note voL vii* p. 117 of die Loeb 
ed. of Jos. Anri). Cf- the J Mysianp hip parchy tn Ptolemaic Egypt- 

P. 1*5 1, 18. ‘These Yavanas were Indians/ One of than, Indragmdatta, 
Nosik IS, says +mother and father*; on the significance of putting the mother 
first see p. 35$ n, 1* Senart's translation gives ‘lather and mother*, which 
misled me* p. ru t; but Dr Sien Konow informed me dtat this was a 
mistake and dm it was “mother and father’ in the inscription. 

P« 1*5, last 1. Dliammayavana is usually called a proper name; in the last 
place Johnston, JRAS 1939, pp, 1J7-8, LL N, Goslial, JHQ xiv* 1938, 
pT E61. But surely the genitive of Dhamma the Yavana would be Dhammasa 
Yavanasa, 

P. For a Greek parallel to Yavana secundum legem see Ps--Lucian, 
Macrob, 20: riaff€rS<iv4t>v 6 \Wajicuj, vo£±ui Se 'PdSto?, Lc+ he had been 
legally made a citizen of Rhodes. 

P- M7 n. 3, The dating at the end of this note, Johnston, JRAS 1939, 
p. 235 put the Indiagnidatta inscription Nasik iS much later* partly on 
archaeological, partly on palaeographic grounds; for the latter he cited 
0- Stein, Indian Culture Jj 3*1, who he said “gives the Iasi pari of the 
ist century a.d.p. But what Stein said was ‘may belong to1* which is hardly 

* gives \ and die reason lie gave was that cit show's palaeographscal forms like 
Usavadata's Nasik I no. n1. Bui Burgess made me cave of No. iS belong 
in style to die group containing No. it, Usibhadaia's; so both Johnston's 
reasons come back 10 one thing, Burgess' connection of two cave-buildings 
on grounds of style. I am not for one moment suggesting that Burgess w as 
wrong* I have not the knowledge; but I do say it is a somewhat slender 
thread on which to hang a confident assertion; I have seen 100 much of 
dating by style- The right course is to treat my own dating as uncertain and 
10 say that Nasik rS may be late first cenrury a-D. 

P- 258. Last line: east of Encephala should read east of Iomousa. 

P, 259 L T3- Eudamus in the realm of Poms is a slip; he was stationed 
in Gandhara- 

P, 264- Stupa is translated irupaptf by Alexander Polyhistor (Clement* 
Stromata ill* 6* 6o9 4); and on as pyramids see Tarn, Alexander it 

p, 385 n* 2* 

P+ 167. On the Indian use of the number 500 see Tam, JHS LX, 1940, 
pp- 84-*, with copious references. 
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P. 172 n, 3. Now in the Hermitage Museum; set? Whitehead* NC 1947, 
p- if* no, t+ The monogram, with my remarks about the ride s&rer* should 
make it Eucraiides II fqr certain, pact Mme Trever. 

P. 273 ft. 1, But see now Addendum to p. 30 n. 4. 

P. 174. Chap- vii generally. There is much dint is uncertain in the story 
of die nomad conquest of Bactria, and it may be long before? any general 
agreement is readied. Only an Orientalist could keep abreast of the literature 
relating to Central Asia and its languages, and I have no pretensions to have 
done so. See my preface eo this edition. 

P. 276. Tfje Little Yueh-chL Their movements liave been investigated at 
length by Professor CL Haloun* Zur t)*-m-Frugt* ZDMG 1937, voh pr, 

pp- 

P. 277 L f- I have still not met widi any notice of the loss of a generation 
in the Chinese accounts, though it is obvious. 

P. 177 L 2^ 'Not having yet moved across the Qxns/ See Tam, 
Alexander II, App. B, in. Ptolemy (vtT 12, 4, the TtL^opot in Sogdiana) 
knew that there was a time when this was so. 

P- 277 L 29, Ki-pin. For die meaning of this name at t&is time see App. 
9, p. 469 amt. I see no reason to alter it. 

P. 27B1. ii. K'ang-Liu. J, Junge, Saka-Studictt 1959 (Klio N- F- Bdheft 28) 
implied (p* 97 n< B) that 1 identified this people with the Sacataucae, a theory 
which I explicitly rejected* p- 292 ume. 

P. 278 I. 27. * two components of die Yueh-chi hqrde.b Whedicr this view, 
dominant in 1937, be right or wrong 10-day 1 do not know. Sec Adden¬ 
dum to p. 284. 

P. 278 n. f. junge aEso identifies them, up* c'tL pp* BG, 95. 

P. 279, Qiang-k'ien. Halo tin, op. cit- p. 25011. i warns against uncritical 
use of Shi-ki cap. 123: some of Chang-k'icr/s life, he says, is legendary, 
and 2 later insertion; he cannot have been sent out in 139* or before 133; 
we need a further historical evaluation oi Shi-ki 123 and Ck'itn-kan-ikv * 
Whether this has been done I do not know. Naturally I could fi0C gp further 
taiyseEf than what I wrote (from the interna! evidence of translation) on 
pp, 281-3 and pp. 513-14 attic. 

P. 284 L 6. * Four nomad peoples/ Sten Konow* XXIV, 
■ 945? P-r has argued for five names* not four, the fifth being Sacas; I fear 
I have failed to understand his emendation of Strabo and its results. 

P. 2S4. AriB. This word, which occurs only in language A, has passed 

through many Yids&uudcs; the Aral have been identified with Strabo s "Am 
with Kin- Acisjp widi Pliny's Am (p, 285), with the Wusun (Ibsun), with all or 
part of the Chinese Yueh-chi (Ue-tsi); what viewr may be dominant abroad 
to-day I do not know* though something can be gathered from a long critique 
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by H. H. Schttdcr in Altheim i p. 54. Consequently I do not know now whai 
Strabo's* Atnot (Trogus’ Asiani) wore, or what part they played in the conquest 
of Bactria- On the other hand. Professor H, W. Bailey,^ eh. 194S, maintains 
that the word called Arsi in language A does not represent a people at ail, 
but is really arya, tvhkh means a beggar monk, an nortoured teacher. The 
one certainty is* that the Yueh-dti of the Chinese were the Tochari of Strabo 
and Ptolemy; the correspondence between the Chinese itinerary of the one 
and Ptolemy’s itinerary of the other (see pp. yi6-i?) is conclusive. 

P, 283. Pliny's Arsi can have nothing to do widt die Arsi nr supposed 
Ansi, but ate merely one more (presumably Iranian-speaking) tribe, ol whom 
Pliny knew only the name. Altheim 1, pt. 1, cap, 4, placed them originally 
on the Caspian, because of Ptolemy's Arsitis (in, 9,1) in Hyrcania, but made 

them later the Atii. 

P. i8j. On Thogara and die kindred forms see also, beside my Appendix a 1, 
Bailey, op. tit, 1948, pp, 147-8; A, Herrmann, Dai Land det Seidt 1938, 
pp. 13Halnun, qp.cir. pp, 180 tfa. On 0podn<a, beside my no te p, f 19, 
see Hatoun, «&, Herrmann, ti. p. 141. But Herrmann has not noticed that die 

name occurs in twa districts in Ptolemy. 

P* 1861,23.1 Reges Thocarorum Asiani.' This much-discussed phrase, from 
an excmsiis, cannot refer to a ’revolution ; it can only mean the kings of the 
Thocari are Asiani*, Le. the Asiani supplied (he royal line (many hordes had 
kings). 1 do not know what Asiani now means; and as the sept which supplied 
the Tochari horde with kings was undoubtedly die Kushans, some scholars 
([ ihirtk Mark wart was the first) have favoured reading Cusani (Kuslians) for 
Asiani; see eg. Haloun p. 153 n. 4, junge p. 103, Schaeder ap. Airheim 1 p. U- 
h is tempting; but anyone can solve difficulties by arbitrarily altering proper 

names- 
p_ 188 n. 2 I cannot get over the resemblance between this portrait of 

Wima Kadphises and the coin-portraits of the Kushan Miaos-HeraGs Uwt). 
These strange faces were never * Indo-European1. The Kushan royal house, 
at the least, must have been ’Turk!’ or something analogous, 

P. 188 n, 6. A list of tile principal relevant works from 1937 to 1947 on 
the ‘Tocharians’ will be found in Bailey, op-«r* 1948, pp. 138-9- 1 have been 
unable 10 see Professor W, B. Henning’s recent article, ‘ nit name of the 
“Tokharian language’" in Alia Major n.s. vol. t. 

P 289. Dialects A and B were both once called Tocharian, but were not 
brought bv the Little Yueh-thi; they were thought to be the languages of 
Agni and fvuci. But a later discovery (Bailey, op. P- >»7) shown 
that B Kufihean, ^ somfthitig difFt'rtnt irom rochariiiji K which h&im 
can oniv be applied, if at all, 10 A, Agnean. But in Professor Beley’s opinion 
the name 'Touharian' should be confined to the literature, written m baca 
speech and Greek letters, of the true Tochari, the Great Yueh-chi, for cen¬ 
turies after they hud settled in Todiaristan, the later name for Bactria, 
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P-190. Probably this page, except the first five lines, is now superseded* 
The interesting matter Ls the supposed Itafo-Cdtic affinities of the speech of 
the Tochari; as early as 393S Professor A. Berriedale Keith, IHQ xtv, 201, 
had said that any such affinities were remote, while as late as 1945 Professor 
H. Pederson was championing the connection with Italic Celtic and Hittite 
(given in Bailey, op. at* 1948, p, 138). It still seems shifting sand; but those 
grave mounds need excavating, 

P» 191. The Sacaraucae, a name appearing in many forms, lived between 
the Oxtis and the Jxwtes* Ptolemy vt, 14,14; litis statement can only mean 
before they joined the invasion and wem southward, and settles that they 
urn? the Sacas, Darius' allies, who fought against Alexander at Gaugamela* 
1 do not understand the much-discussed passage from Apollodoms (Strabo 
xr, &, 2 (510) that die four peoples (Sakarauli Sacaraucae) who contjuered 
Baciria started a-no ri}? ntpacar tat} 1 fijf imrd Sitas «ni loySt- 
dvovst vp Zdjeat* 'from die pcrata of die Jaxartes over against 
the Sacas and Sogdians, which die Saeas were occupying'; something is 
wTong with Strabo's transcript* for it cannot be said which side of the 
Jaxartes is meant; it may be two statements telescoped together* 

Ph 292* Pasiani, I see nothing to be said for Vaiilanfs conjecture ij acncuoi 
Tor imami-qx, though it is adopted by Hatoun, ap+ cii*, p+ 244 n* 1, and by 
Professor L. Bachofer, *On Greeks and £akas in India\ JdOS lxi, 1941, 
pp 223* Althdm 1 p. 11 rejects it, though he disagrees with my explanation, 
it, p. iqo* Bailey, op* tir. 1948, p. ipf says that the [IamaPtH may perhaps 
survive in the speakers of modern PaSto in Afghanistan, which would agree 
widi my Parsti. 

R 299 n. t. On early gynaecocracy, presumably pre^franian, among Saos 
see Junge, op. dr. pp. 8-9} 74, who, however, does not mention Chang-k'ien’s 
observation. 

P 303 L 24. + Chang-k" Sen's Tablet/ Cf. the "Springs of Pan-chao' at 
Kashgar: Sykes, Hist- of Persia 1, 387; G Ph Fitzgerald, China, 193^ p* 
193^ But Kashgar had been under Chinese rule. 

P. 3T2# Probably no one at present is fully abreast of the coinage. 14,000 
coins have recently come from one district in Afghanistan atone, 

P. 314 n. 4. Some of Antialcides' coins show die typical diadem-ends of 
Demetrius II. 

P. yj& tii 5. Oman, Eng* Hut. Rev* Jan, 1939, apparently believed this 
and suggested that there were more usurpers than Telephus; diis is possible 
enough, though Telephus (p+ 333) seems the only king known whose types 
do not join him to any predecessor* 

P* 319. A teiradradim of Zoilus Dikaios with a fine portrait has come 
to light (Whitehead, NC 1947, p, i8f no. if 
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PR- 327-9. A tetradrachm of Nicias is now known: Newell, NNM 8a, 
1938, p. 93; Whitehead, NC 1940, p. 10. The levetse shows Athena bran¬ 
dishing a thunderbolt, Whitehead assigns this king to Gandhara. 

P. 329, Rostovtzcff, SEN p. 1540 n* t*o, approx Picard but does not 

notice the coins. 

P, 334 n. 4- Newell, NNM 82, 1938, pp. 89 sqq. makes this god Zeus- 

Mithras. 

P. 333. Bachofer, op. eit. JAOS 1941 (I have not his paper by me) also 
makes M a lies' deadi 58; Sir John Marshall, ‘Greeks and Sakas in India', 
JRAS 1947, p, 3, some time prior 10 $4 or 53 b.c. (pp, 20-1); Altheim ti 

p. 121, before 48 b.c. 

P. 337. A coin, of Hermaeus, with type 1 King on prancing horse' is now 
known, Whitehead, NC 1940, p. 23; the deduction in my text based cm litis 
type may therefore be wrong. But {pace Dr Whitehead) Calliope must still 
have come from Hippostratus’ kingdom, for there was nowhere else; and as 
an unmarried Seteucid princess was /JaouWan, she was presumably Hip¬ 

pos trams’ daughter. 

Pp. 342-3 and 330. On Miaos see Addendum to pp- 503-6. 

P, 344. There have been several explanations of the difficult Vonones 
group of coins; the principal ones are those of Rapson in CHI voh I, Bachofer 
in JAOS 1941, and Marshal! in JRAS 1947, criticising Bachofer. Altheim 
ti pp. 118-21 makes Antes succeed Maues, as does Bachofer; Marshal] has 
shown titis to be impossible. He adds (pp. 19,10) that in his view there can 
be no question that my sequence of rhese kings is the right one, though he 

differs on some "minor points', 

P. 345 n, 7. Add Bikerman, Irtst. p. 4}, and ef. the appearance in India 
of draywafos, Addendum to p. 510 {post). 

P. 345 n. 8- Altheim It p. it?, citing Hertfeld, has gone back to the 
‘Pictish succession", but his table does not beat him out. 

p. 348. Antony. PluT, Ant. xxxvit, Antony’s preparations against Parthia 
frot rnwf m'pav Bditrputv 'trSuof ttil iraoav tupdinjr 'A<mv. 

P. 349, Altheim 11 pp, tar, 113 makes Greek rule in India end everywhere 
in 48 s c. He gets his chronology from the Puranas, whose value, he says, 

lias not been recognised, 

P. 332, Kanishka’s date. Marshall, JRAS 1947, p. 32 now' makes his era 
a.d. 128; Altheim also, 1 p. 83, says probably second century a,d. 

P, 356 L 9, See Addendum to p, 137 n. j on the date, 

P. 339. The idea of an era. U. N. Goshal, INQ Xiv, 1938, p. 839, says 
Buddhists and Jains used pre-Greek Nirvana eras. I must leave this 10 

Indianists. 
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P, 361 fl. 4. Add the new material published by Dr Mortimer Wheeler 
in the second issue of Ancient Indie, kno wn to me only from Mr Charles- 
worth's detailed review in The Times Lit. Supp* for Jan. 1 r, 1947. 

P. 3<>i. On Syrian trade in the last Sdcurid period see RosLOVueflf, 
S£H pp. 841 j^., 85(5, 

P+ 363, The Honan vase. W. Hakland, Danse he /JMmmrrttiujg 96, 193^ 
pp. tftffHS, said it wus nineteenth century a+d. RosiovtittrfT, SEN p. [408 
n. 164, left rhe question of genuineness open. On die Alexandrian glass 
beads lound at Lo Yang,, Rostovtflef^ i&- pp. 1409 n+ i<j7 and 1595 n. 103,, 
with references* 

P+ 363 n. 5. Mongolia. Add Rostovtzeff, £fc pp+ 1223 and 1614 n. 173, 

^ P. 365. Polar bear. Some have suggested an albino, Syrian or Thradan; 
G. Jennison* Animals for Skew and Pleasure in Ancient Rome 1937, p. 34, 
cf. p. 7i; J. O, Thompson, A History of Ancient Geography 194®, p+ 200. 
But this will not explain Callixenusf |myafof* 

P. 366 n. 4* Add RostovtuefF, SEN pp- 922—9. 

P- 369 a, 2, Otto-Eengtson, Zur Gtech. dts Nudtrgangei des Ptolcmaer- 
rtiehti ch. in [Bayer Abh. 17, 193$), make Eudoxus in 117 a.c. sail directly 
across the open sea (Indian Ocean) to India, with Hippalos as steersman; 
Pliny 3 four stages are just set aside. The intricate argument is most exciting, 
but 1 gravely doubt its correctness; it needs a more minute examination than 
‘ could give in a review {JHS Lix, 1939, p, 323) or can give here* Rostovtzeff 
follow^ it, SEN pp. 927* 1 ^56. 

P. 3711. 5, On the date see now Addendum to p. 237 n, 3+ It might mean 
that these wealthy merchants came south, not because they were threatened 
with ruin (p. 373), but merely to make money. 

P- 374 n* Parrots. There are African parrots; also Poseidonius in Diod* 
11* 13, 2 mentions parrots from the borders of Syria. 

PT 376. Demetrius and Apollodotus in rhe Mahlbhanita cannot now be 
supported; see Addendum to p. 142. 

P. 37* n, 1* Not so; see Addendum to p, 1 j j il r, 

Pp- 37*7?= Camel. Mr Sidney Smith has informed me that this word, 
Assyrian 6amnia or Gammaiut is almost certainly a loan-word from Arabic 
and signifies the one-humped species; Assyrian has a different word for the 
two-humped species. 

P. 37S L 12, 'Current Hellenistic Greek of the East*; see Addendum to 
p. 418* 

P. 383 L 5% For The fragments of Bhasa's plays* read Lhasa's plays*. 
P. 3S3 n. &* For *11, 1921, p. 21 j1 read % 1911, p. 121; nf 1919, p. aif** 
P, 390 n, 4, Strabo xv^ 708 (Megasthenes) may mean that the Mattrvas 

had registers of births and deaths. 
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P* 395 Marshall's latest pronouncement is in his already quoted 
article in JRAS 1947. The Gundhara school, he says, cannot begin much 
before 30 b,c. (p. 12; that is about die time the last Greek rule in Indus ended), 
but did not reach maturity until after tile advent of the Rushans in tile second 
half of die first century a.d, and belongs mainly to tile second century a.d.; 

it virtually ended with the death of Vasudeva (p. 16). If was not an offshoot 
of either Indian or Hellenistic art, though it took and assimilated much from 
foreign sources (p. 13). 

P, 39A O. C. Gangoly, Osmsiathcht Z. xiv, 1938 (pub. 1939), p. 41, 
suggested that there may have been a 'canonical interdiction' on representing 
Buddha, 

P. 398 n. 9. This note is incorrect and should be omitted; it follows that 
the Sentence-in die text beginning' one would have expected' etc. was written 
under a misapprehension, and should be omitted also, or rather should never 
have been written. If Dr Bachofer's preceding statement be correct, then 
the heads and bodies were presumably made separately, as pointed out by 
Mr E, Barger, Geog.J. xcm, 1939, p, 38a, n. 6. But who at die time in the 
East could have made heads looking like good Greek work of the second 
century fl.c.f M, Fouoher, studying one very beautiful head from Hadda 
{Mon. Pbt xxx, 1919, iaj) which he compared to Lysippus' work, did very 
tentatively mention moulds. Moulds are very perishable and rarely found; 
the American expedition to Seleticcia unearthed masses of figurines cast from 
moulds, but of the moulds themselves very few. And whether these fourth 
century A.P. statues have genuine old heads or heads cast from old moulds, 
where were the heads or moulds preserved during tile intervening centuries ? 
One would have to suppose imports from Homan Syria, though it would 
be pretty late. But the subject is really outside the scope of this book, 

P. 399. The Bimaran casket. Marshall, JRAS 1947, p. 14, says it cannot 
be put earlier titan the second century a.d. 

P. 402. Several scholars (I may mention Bachofer in JAOS 1941, Marshall 
in JRAS 1947, p. 14, and the late Dr A, K. Coomaraswamy (in a letter to me)) 
do not believe that the seated figure on the reverse of this coin of Maucs is 
Buddha, and Marshall (it.) says that the evidence is ’overwhelmingly in 
favour* of the figure being Maucs himself; I wish he Itad given that evidence, 
t can only repeat that two things are certain; (1) that a king’s portrait cannot 
be on the revtrte of his own coins, and (2) that the coin in question is one 
of a pair with identical obverses but different reverses, and that it cannot be 
considered apart from its pair. (As to (t), it has been suggested that Anti- 
machus 11 Nikephoros appears on horseback on the reverie of his silver issues, 
with Nike on the obverse; but the reverse is not a portrait of the king, but 
a new rype, ‘King on prancing horsecopied by many of his successors, 
pp. 230 n, 4, 316. But in saying the reverse was the god's place I meant if 
the king’s portrait were on the coin; if no king's portrait, any god could 
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come anywhere.) Whitehead, NC 1940, p. iej is doubtful; but we may all 
agree with him that what is wanted is a really clear-cut specimen of the 
Maues coin. Althetm li, p. 1 so, merely quotes me. 

4*7 II. 6-gu Yavana. I was wrong in saying that these form* with die 
syllabic -ma- could not make Yavana; J did nor know the phonerie value 
of this syllabic in transliterating cuneiforms* 

f/ 4*7 n* 7. H. Bengston, PkiloL xcn, 1937, p. 129, asserts that mlwv is 
derived from 1 fdJW, but his references do not bear this gul The difficulties 
Jiave been investigated by P. Kretschmer, G/otta I, 1909, p, 14 m 4, who 
suggested rhat they were parallel forms, and by A, Cuny, Rev £.G* xxxrv, 
19*1 j p- suggested that It&/bi.,esr was not Indo-European and was 
adopted in Asia by the Greeks. But no wrriter seems to have noticed die 
two similar parallel forms in India. 

P, 418 I. 2. Yonaka. I am told (Johnston, JRAS 1939, p. 226; Professor 
H. ^- Bailey and Dr Sten honow in tetters) that it was Indian usage to add 
-ka to ethnic names and that it means nothing; but such instances given me 
as I could check were all for later than the Creek period, and I do not feel 
that this clears the matter up, *hy, More tile Greeks came, did Asoka call 
Greeks 1 onas, while after they came, the Aiilinda calls them Yonakas? And 
ii Yonaka then was normal Indian, why did Indian readers of the AfiSnda 
need an explanation of the word (p. 4^1)? And why does tile word appear 
in a Greek writer, attached to a town on the Fenian Gulf {Ptolemy's wJwvatca 
TToAiff, vi, 4, 2) which can have had no tiling to do with India or any Indian 
usage? Surely this needs explanation, though I probably went too far in 
speaking of4the current Hellenistic Greek of the East* fpp. 257, 578, 418} 
on the strength of lonakos (\ onaka, Jong-k'ut) and the revival of the letter 
San. Two writers have suggested that lonakos came through Persian; 
Wets&bach (p. 417 n> 8) old Persian, and Altherim (i, 273; 11, 86) a middle 
Persian form which he admits never occurs. On Jong-k'ut see pp, 340-1 
oak, and the Addendum jn p, 41S L 16 which follows, 

P. 418 I. tC. 4\onakiT Greek-town/ This name for Alexandria of the 
Caucasus, which is a parallel to Ptoleipyfs mJAif for (presumably) 
Antioch in Perris, is confirmed by Plutarch calling the dty 7roXiv "EAAdSs, 
on which see my Alexander iif App. 8, lit, p* 2 $7, a detailed examination. 

P. 419 a 4* Johnston+s long nat^JRAS 1939, p. 236, can only die theories 
of a much laier rime from SomAem India, which naturally do not bear on 
the matter, 

P- 422, Johnston,, ii. suggested that Sabbadinna might be Indian (Siva- 
datta); and F- O. SchraderftJRAS 1939, p. 606, made both Mankuni and 

Sabbadinna Indian names (the latter fiaivadatta). Should this be so, it 
strengihens my view of Menander's kingdom as a sort of partnership, his 
Council consisting of two Greeks and two Indians. 
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P. 4zi m 4- Pasiphilos is really an adjective, SEG viit, 486* 491, 494, ere., 
which became a common enough name, 

P* 404* Datings; add W. Schubart, ArdL fur Papyrus/. xi|t 1936* p. 4, 
second century a.c. 

P. 416 m 1- Also cf. Tam, Alexander ii, pp. 409-10, 436 n. 4, and Rostov- 
rzeff, SEH p. ^94 fl 34* 

P. 4i6. 0n paragraph 294 of Aristeas- Josephus’ version {Ant. xi^ 102) is 
7fapP auTLyi-' pzpa&YfK&ra B*t fSaaiAtutcv. 

P. 426. On para 25a. Professor Bikemian told me in 1938 that the king 
coidd receive petitions in the second and first centuries; but his study in 
AnrAivJur Papyrusforschung ix, 1930, to which he referred me, seems only 
(pp. 1 tii-a, i?<S) argue that the Ptolemaic system was much the same in 
all tin- three centuries; for die actual receipt of a petition by a king in his 
own hand he could only quote old Macedonian custom, Philip II and Deme¬ 
trius, Plur. Dim* xu 1, 6 (his citation is confused; something may ham fallen 
mu). As to die third century* F< Magdola 22 was once used as an argument 
that the petition it refers to was actually placed in the king's hands; but 
0< Gu^rard (ENTEY5EIZ, 1931, pp. xxxi-vi, 222-4) showed that ibis Was 
due to a faulty reading by Lesquier; he sums up diat, though the king cer¬ 
tainly had the power^ no actual case is known of Its use, Bikerman must be 
right in saying that die ‘persona] jurisdiction1 of the Ptolemies was meant 
to give direct contact between die king and the subject over the heads of 
ihe bureaucracy. Only the bureaucracy won. Para, xp cannot therefore 
be used for dating as I used it, unless fresh evidence has come to light; it may 
be a common-term exhortation derived fmm the fact that every petition 
began Blopat tret?, flaGtXtv. or something analogous. 

Pp. 438-40. On the belief that some monograms occur over too long 
periods to represent mint-masters see now, and compare with p. 440, Newell 
ESAI p. 89, a mint-master at Seleuccia for 36 years, and p. 183, one at 
Ecbatnna for over 30. As to a family succession, p. 438, Professor S. Dow 
has discovered two "dynasties' of doctors at Athens, at least dtree or four 
each (from Marouzeau, Vannlt pkthlogiquct voL xvn, p. 427)* but in fact 
there is an overwhelming modem instance: in die eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries three genera tions—father, son, grandson—of the Monroes of Miln- 
town occupied die Chair of Anatomy in Edinburgh University for lid 
consecutive years (Scotsman 29 Oct* 1940)* But naturally I am not going 
to assert dogmatically that every monogram must represent a mint-master. 

F. 442. Barene presumably represents the people Bariani of the Pcuungtr 
Tabic, 

P. 444. Wilcken made Samaria in Egypt a Jewish settlement, as all the 
names are Jew ish, Ar<Am fur Papyrus/ XHt, 1939, p. 117. But would Jews 
have used that hated name? 
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P. 444. Swacene. The reference is Ptol. v, 17, j. 

P. 447 l. 2 For Philip read Alexander. Alexander of Megalopolis was 
honoured at Delos, Dm A $76, 

P* 447. The fictitious Sekueid pedigree is alluded to again in the Livy- 
Trogus speech of Mithridates Eupator (Justin xxvjii, 7t 1), where the king 
claims descent ah Akxar.Jro rege et StUuco fficaton. His descent from 
SeJcucus was true, as his ancestor liad married a sister of Sdeucus II; that 
from Alexander refers, as all Alexandcr-descents must, to the fictitious 
Seleucid pedigree. 

P- 447-^- Ahheitn 1, p. ai, cf. it, p. , said that these coins could not 
exhibit a pedigree because no Seltrucus coin has been found; but the argument 
from silence is peculiarly out of place here, and also the pedigree does not 
run through Seleucus, Alexander s contemporary, but through his wife 
Apama as Alexander's supposed daughter. One might expect a coin with 
jugate busts of Seleucus and Apama; but it ir possible to envisage a coin 
representing Seleucus alone, of course as fits wife’s representative, as there 
is a parallel in the Commagene pedigree of Antiodius of Cornmagene's 
descent from Darius I. Tiiat pedigree runs through Rhodogune, daughter 
of Anaxenes LI, who married Antiochus ancestor, a certain Aroandes; but 
while there is no inscription celebrating Rhodogune herself, there are two 
(OGISm, y$i) celebrating Aroandes in her right, to* ycuejtrwnt fkuri- 
kactav ToioyoiJ^v, and the chain is then continued (jpj) from Aroandes* 
son. 

P. 449 n+ 8. See now 1 Alexander n App+ 20 and especially pp. 334-B. 

P. 4H- The Hail tigum phi i«scriptkwL The htesi editor, R. M* Bainia, 
said that \avanarajiih was certain, bill dial if wras absoltudy 

impossible 10 read the king1* name; date probably first century a.d. Althfcims 
reading ApoIIodotus (i, 330) 1 must leave 10 Indianists, 

P« 460. Appendix 6 w3Sj as it stateSj written from literature and coins, 
and subject to excavation; and J see no use in writing anything more on the 
sublet rill die French mission now working at Begram issues a detinue 
report of their conclusions; I have not yet seen or heard of one. Bur it seems 
likely that there wtas not a double city of Alexandria-Kapisa. 

P* 4^7 L 4. Newell, ESM p. 96, says it is not a kauria. 
P. 470 n. 4. See now my Alexander ii? p< 141. 

P, 475 n. 4. Herrmann subsequently made the Amyrgian plain die Alai 
valley; Das Land der Seide £938, p, p, 

P' 4?8- Arrian, source hem unknown* twice mentions the Hecataeus- 
Hcrodotus location of the Chorastnii, v, jT a and vu. to, 6: see Tam, 

11, p. 294, 

Px 481. The statement here that Alexandria in Carrnania "comes in the 
Alexander-htsEoriansT is not the case. 
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PT 48 j para. 2. Unvala's view that Tigris os was Mofon has also been 
rejected by Newell, £SJ\t pb 140. For Melon's own coinage, besides Newell, 
ik p. Sf, see Babelon, Rais de SyrU lxxxvj* 

P+ 485, Eudvfie&eui, Altheim t, p* 324, seeking to revive Bayer's anti- 
equaled conjecture, says eu^uStj of a warrants and nothing else 
matters. As if a thirteenth-century MS were infallible. On pp. 247-8 [ gave 
two reasons, both conclusive, why Efi&iimpossible; these Altheirn 
neglects altogether* 1 have no need 10 alter anything I have written; but 
I may notice here a curiosity of spelling, which bears on ^Sut, 
-ufSica. Diodorus in book xvii spells the province of Media Mqfcb 
throughout, but F (Floreutinus) twice has Mrfim (1 to, 7; in, 4); hut in 
books xvtii and xix Diodorus has throughout, while F (XVNL» 3, 3) 
once has MipSda* 

P. 4S9. Aristobulus is earlier than Pa trades: Tam, Alexander tif pt. t, 
§ D and especially p. 42, 

Pp, 491-2. The Oxus seems to have lent itself to yams. On the vagaries 
of the E underground river* see Tam9 Alexander 11, pp. 87-8; while J. Mark wart 
in Wthrat and A rang 1938, pp. gt 113, refers to a popular belief that an arm 
of the Onus became the Gilgil river and entered the Indus, 

P. 496 n. 8. Telephus+ two coins in Berlin are said to be forgeries; 
Whitehead, JASB 111, 1937, no. aT p. 141 N, 

Pp. 503-^, On the coins of Miaos or Htrails (the reading is quite uncertain) 
see now A. N. Zograph, The Cains of fferafist Tashkent 1937 (Russian with 
an English summary): nearly ail the known coins come from north of the 
HindLt KushT therefore he ruled in Bactria [and presumably therefore did not 
coin at Kapisa]; date first century fi.C*; the B is part of the word Sanab or 
Sana bom Reviewed by S. F. Tolstov in Fesmil Brevity Istord (Messenger 
of Ancient History), Moscow 1939, pp, 114-19 (Sir Ellis Minns kindly sent 
me a summary): KOPPANOY is certainly Kushan; every explanation of 
Sanabou js uncertain. See both writers given in Whitehead, NC 1940, 
pp. 31—4. That Miaos or Heraus, wherever he ruledt must have been the 
ancestor of The early Kushan kings seems certain from the extraordinary 
resemblance of hiss [range head to that of Wima Kad pluses, 10 which I called 
attention on p, 505; but my idea that the Henzmeus coins show that he must 
have married a relative of Hermaeus had better be given up, with all deduc¬ 
tions from tills. Sir John Marshall, JRAS 1947, p. 25, has studied the 
Hermaeus coins, and gives three classes of them* which may be compared 
with my four classes on pp* 503-4- His (i), the genuine coins, is my (t), 
his (2) is my (2 +3), and his (3) is my (4); and he says of hb (2) that they 
are barbaric imitations of the genuine coins (p+ 25) and ‘may have been made 
by forgers" (fik)* I atn rather at a loss over this, for a barbarian must have 
existing coins to imitate; and these coins, wherever they came from (Marshall 
suggests from Saca or Parthian rulers of the Paropamisadae after Hermaeus) 
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do at least all bear the name of Kujuh Kad pluses the Kushan and so therefore 
must be long after Heimaeus' death, on Marshall's chronology about three 
generations at least* and I can see no explanation but the alternative one 
which I gave before—these are propaganda coins. That would mean that 
every niter of the Paropamisadae after Hermaeus* death* whether Saca, 
Parthian* or especially Kujula himself* must have believed that it advantaged 
them in some way to use Hermaeus' name. What dial way was is anyone's 
gut-ss, 

P+ n. 7. For Tvpawo? as the native ruler of a small territory see also 
Jos- Ant. xiil* *}5 (TvfxuwifavraO: XIV* 4& (nip«uro?) and *97 (where 
rvpamun expresses subordination to a greater ruler* in this case Cassius)* 

P. 50& My statement that Greek coin-engravers ui India did not join 
two dries by W is not universally true; there b a coin of Apollodoms II 
(V. A, Smith* Indian Museum Cat, I, pr 18) on which he is ROTHPQZ KAI 
^lAOnATOPOI. Another case (Strato)s Whitehead* NC 1947* p. ao* no, 11- 

P. 514. SAiAd cap, 113; see Addendum to p. 179, 

P. 519 n» 7* See Addendum to p. 185. 

P. 52a The Tunes notice here cited has mixed up two inscriptions* pub¬ 
lished by N. G. Majumdar* ‘The Bajaur Casket of me Reign 01 Menander'* 
£p. Ind. xxiv* 1917* p, 1 (appeared late in 1938). This relic casket was first 
dedicated under Maharaja Minedra (Menander)* year not given; it was 
reestablished* considerably later* by a king Vijayamitra, perhaps a Saca* 
in his fifth year, A third inscription on the bottom of the eisket* referring 
10 the notice of its re-establishment* says ‘ written by the anaijikaya Vispib\ 
on which word see Sten Konow* JRAS 1939, pp* 265-6; he said it is noi 
an Indian word* and can only be die Greek m’ayrfmo?, relative. This word 
occurs in two Attalid inscriptions: a letter of Eumenes II, OGfS763 = Welles, 
Emvl Correspondence no. 51 I. 31* and a letter of Attains IIt QGI5 
= Welles no. 61 1, f* It b an lionorary title* like 4 King's Brother' (on which 
see p. 345 n. 7* and Addendum) bui something more; Welles* p. must be 
right in suggesting it means a member of a State Council, not a standing 
body* hue one which the king could call on to advise him when he desired. 
The" word does not seem io occur among the Seleudds, but the Saeas must 
have taken it from die Greeks, as they took mcridarch and struiegoi- 
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Abdagascs, 335 fu, 353-4 
Abear dynasty, 4»i 
Abhiras, 17i-*r i3J~*t *3*t **?* 3®° 
Abiria, 172, 132-3, *3Ii *37^ M0* 3Z°* 

3&0, 501 
Aduea (town)- -S*i Hertditi 
Achaeus, 103 
Aehrbmc;, 444 
Adiibenc, 2, 4, $4 
Adius Callus, 444 
Aemiiius Paulina, 194, 207 
Afghanistan, 1^ 
Agaihocleki, 78^ 115-7, 130, 31^ >i7« 

gadEike', 249* **Ji ™«™s ^rfi. *49i 
i?ir 33°i 33^ t t. 

Agathucfcs, 76-8, 87, 217; MttHtirtg. 9*« 
156^7, 199; coins and types* 131, 13sp 
H7-6id 21 j, 461; no Buddhist sym¬ 
bolism, 160; relation to Tania's coins, 
161; his pedigree coins, iot, 263, 439- 
40, 450-1, 504, 5061 described and ex- 
plained, 447-S 

AgarhocleS Of SelcUcela, 4® 
Agdasseis, 151 

AgesHas, 35 S> 393 
Agni-Karacha-r^ 1I9 
Aias, z-&4 
A&tasami, 41T 
Aimer, 155, 325 
Alai valley, 84 

Alansj. 278, 307 
Ahsanda, 420-1. Alexandria of me 

Caucasus, Alexandria in Egypt 
Alexander: 2nd Persia. 1; and Iran, 3^ »1t 

4ioj and nomads, 8i* 2^1, *79i tu¬ 

torial arrangement^ 94, iwi 

35; foundations, 6-8, *a CJK Alex¬ 
andria): in Sristan-Ar^choaia, 14, ?4+ 
470-1; in Eactria-Sogdiana* 113, 11S- 
ia; in the Paropamisadae, 07s 99* M°i 
460-1; in India* id, t£S. 243-4; Alex¬ 
ander in Bactria-Sogdiana, 115—19> 
410, 475-d; crosses Hindu Kush, 139- 
40; conquests in India, 141-3* >^7’^ 
Alexander in India, 119-31, 3?1 I afl“ 

Brahmans* i?31 questions to gymnow- 

phim, 438-33, 431; divinity, pi; 
TQf, ijij " reconciler of the world , 
iBj, 411; in the fictitious Sdeutid 
pedigree, 446-7; stories and legends, 
148, 155, 164. 1?*, 160, 2*6, 481 -i 

Alexander-descenu, m the West, 446, 
449-51; die Eudiydemidx,, 201, 447-8; 
in Ractria* 302-3/448-9; in India, 235, 

3Mf 4^8 
^4/jixaadtr-Rvman£€v Ine, 59, ^ fl,, 419“ 

Alexander II (Sdetitrd), loGn* 
Alexander Balks* 40 
AlexuidriJ-Bactra, 115, 118- Ste Bacipr 
AEexandria-Bucephala, tG- Sat Bueephab 
Alexandria in Camwiia, 481^2 
Alexandria of the Caucasus, 49, 96, 119* 

*4Jt 33+1 341* 3Bi 4i*-tp 507; dis¬ 
cussed, 97-8, MO* 460-2, Sat Alts- 
andrb-KrkpEsj 

Alexandria (Chamx), 17. Sea Char ax 
Spadnu 

Alexandria on the Chenah, i&a* 247, Stt 
iomousa. 

Alexandria in Egypt, 18, 21, 23^, 49, 

Alexan^a^sehate,nl Sm Chodjend 
Alexandria-Ghxtni, Hj 94i 470, 472* and 

u* Ghami 
AJmDdrb-KapiBi, 61, 29, io4n iff* 13^ 

40, 157-8, 161* 216-171 128, 270, 441* 
472* min t, 98, 438. 5*3 o w 

Alexandria in Margliine, 71. Ste Merv 
Alexandria af the Gxux, |l8 
Alcxandria-Pfophthisia* 14. Sm Prd- 

phthasix 
Alexandria* on the Indus, 16S* 245 
AleiandropoHs (the name), % it-t near 

Sa^stcne, 471, «■ Kandahar 
Alexandrov ski Range, in, i?6, 5j6 
Alexarchus, la, 92. 210 
AJtait t05 
Amanis river, 261, 481_ii 4®4 
Amarkot, t6fr Jit 
Amhala, 239 
Amjcabha, 379 
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Ambea, 4^ 
ArnogaLhiiti, 315 
Ampdone, 6 
Amphictatcs, 41 
Amynander of Athnnunia 4^ 
Amynias, 331, 334-3, ^ 4fjp 49t_s. 

336; cotiwypc, 134 
.Vfnwgiaft Saws, S?i, 473, 477 
Anahit^ 29-, ig*J i27| jjj 
Attains, ipp ina, iij, i3T 
Ananias., 424 n. 
Anantakya,. 421 
Anamkae,, 293 
Anatoliy 9, aye, 
Anauoij E4 fi_p 20 
Andhra I, lfoP i6f n+ 
Afidnigorss, z 11 

Artiua, 19, 20 
aAn^I, rSr, 310, ji4| the fume, 38t H 
Anuatcidas 48-?, *73 > !Ji, j8of 498; 

chronology, 31^14, 472-3; coin- 
3N'lJf 4°-p (nonognmSj 

44^ 
sInngowY the, 382 
Anngonieb, if 7* j&s 
Antigwius I 7, J74, ayj, J4a, 449 
Arttigarms Dosoni 
aAmikidnus Gonatas, 92, 16^ 269 
Ann til, 397 
Annmachus, 94-* il4, lcCp ^Jg ^ 

4^?-a; reJaijonsliip^H 7y-8; hi 5 aub* 
kingdom, 88-92; coins, 438-40; coin- 
typ«, 90-1F 143, iS^; his pcdigtH 
coins mi* 448,4(0-,, 304, ,o« 

AfttifnadlLS 11. 7«, ifi,r i^ja; salting, 

i;s; corns, 319, 33a, 440, 4ftS; types. 
IJOi yi6, 317 

Aniinrjuhj, iof 

Antioch-Arabia. $** Antloch-Edam 
Aiidodi-QHHK, ifj* sS« Chorax Spasinu 
AmJocfchEdcsH, 7 n,, 15, 15 
Antioch on the Kallirrhot S& Antioch- 

Edesw 
Antioch in Margfgn^ io„ Sn Mery 
Antfoch-NMUt Se* Nislbi? 
Antioch on the Onjnwi, 49 61; mint \%6 

4J7, +40 1 
Andoch in Perris, 6, 7p 66* 418 
Antioch towards Pisidia, 6, 11 
.Antioch art 4Scydua‘ f> Fer^hjna)p 8tp ttfi 
Antioch in Sittakene, 17 
Vmioch ‘the Syrianij. Metv 

AnEJpcilUs l, tp 36, 74, 7S il, 138, 17ft 19* 
y**t 447*4$° *■i in the East, I 17* 4^9—90 

Amiochns uf 73t 204, 3$h 44*1 410* 

Anuodmj III, 27, 8jp 93, ig4> lSfi 196-7, 

Ja2i ap?, 113-14, 450-1 i in [Kef East, If, 
20, *«*, 61, y-4, 82, »i, 117, 463-4. 

Anciochus IV Epiphanei* eady cancer, 
i8j-6; admiration of Rome, 28, 184, 
186, 206; foundation* and settlers, 41, 
186-7, 31 3, J49; hdkdsing policy, 190; 
Andochus and Roitie^ 190, e^i; and 
Egypt, tya717a, 17S; marries AiarffaTis, 
J9j, a6f, 46^; design to restore Alex¬ 
ander's emp Lre m die East^ 188—90, 206^ 
With his capital ar Babyion, 187-8, tji, 
*M-T; plan of campa ign, 199; conquest 
of Baerria and j|| eastern Iran, w 
Eucratlds; his power, 107; his Ersumph 
at Daphne, 193-4, ct 184, 186, 191, 
yjSt j97-83 aod. aS3p 562, his 
i-lunstena as Babylon, 19 |p 198, 206; 
'Saviour of Asia', rf4T i84p 19J, 198, 
30\—6; retotons with Eucratide^ 208-9 

EucntidefiJ; two Solenoid realms^ 
20h 405—6, 209; his eastern campaign h 
413-14; i5E Susa, ai4l 464^31 temple of 
Nanaia, 465-6; at Persepolis, 465; 
death, ny 

jAnriochits V, 118 
Antiochus VII1T 446 
Anicockos I of Conunagene, 446, 448 
Amiochtlf (king^E), 301 n.t115 
Amiochus (of Slenander's Coundl), 422 
Antiochus (Susa), 27 

iT7p i«yf w. 4ss 
An-tsaj, 181. Str Aorsi 
Ann, ^9 
Armbis> 168 
An u-uhaJlit- Sm KephaTon 
Af5r:J, Si, *81, jC?7p 479, 490 n. 
ApaKran^a, 580 
Apqdiina. S*c Susa 
Apama (supposed daughter of Alexander), 

■M7-fo 
Apama of Megalopolis, 447, 4ja 
Apama (wife of Sdeucus !)_, 447 
Apamca KiboTOa, 13 
Apamea Rhagiane, 443 
Apame* on the Silhu, 17 
Apamea in Syria^ 70 n. 
Apamea, peace of* 93, 1&6 
Aparanra, 108 n+, 148 
Apssiaeie, Si, 91 
AfSttC, 13 
Apavarkti Scene, 46, 88 
Apokopa, 2t3 
ApoJio, 19, 39, 132, 191,40fp ^ 10; a* coin- 

fyps1 7^j < 34* *87, 203+ 271-^ 4^ 
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ApoElodorus of ArtemiErtp 44-5, 143-3, 

7\% aj* 184, 286, *95, 19^ 4) ^45*9 
419. J J 3 

Apoljodorus of Seleuodaj 4qt 41 
Apollodotus, ? Dcmctniu' brother, t6> 

166; sub-king £n SeLstan, 95, 134; 
Demetrius' lieutenant in India, mp-j; 
conquest 147-? iP iff, 182, 34 ■^awJ’p 
ITJ-Sj liitstub-kingdom in India, l6a-f, 
<66-7; returns 10 Gandhan, 164, it±; 
defeated by Eucntidct, aia; death* 21 f- 
ffij 123* 230; In the r6j, 
167? coinage, 149, I36, l6$p 3:8-19, 
440-ii types, *63-4; types copied by 
others, ij9, jil} jif 

Apollodoms II* 316-J9. 336-7 
Apollonius of Myndus, 43 
Apojjopluinei (kind, J17, JSS, 411 
ApoHophanes of Nisibis, 40 
Apollophanes of Sdeuoda, 40 

Appun4 13, 4G3, aW set Index U 
Apu OSiantay, 3B3 
Arabia, 66, 444? -4S1, 4*5, 4^5 
ArabtUp 133 
Araljs, j67, 170, 48}, 485 
Ararhosifl (utrapy), |, ij, 83, 93-5, 100, 

143, lTtt-7, 199, nj, 19 j, 331, 343-7, 
430-i 

Arattioiia or "[he Andiownt* (town), 
94" J, 4&>, 4<59-7i 

Aral Sea, S 10^ 113, aSf, 491-2 
Aramaic, f]? jt-8, 162 
Aranene, 444 
Aravatli Mts, ij^T ijj 
Archcbius, 3(3in, 313, jjob., 334, 440 
Arertedemus of I arcus, 41—1 
AwJiias, 433 
Arcktis, 483 
Arenhusa (Arabia)* i 66 
Argeadj, 446 
Argfls (Bacda), it, 110 
Aria, Arons, 93, 93* 199, 2Jlj 47®-? 

At™*, 443 
Aris, 14 

Axis Earchiis uf Samos, 43 
AristcaS, 413. 5*f Pseudo-Aristcas 
Aristides Qumtilianus, 309 
Ari-stion, 371 
Ariiiobuiutp 336, 489 
Aristotle, 3 
Arisfoxfnuj, 308-10 
Arius river, 82,, 87—9, 113* 270, 479 
Affurilyafiaa^ 139, 324 
Armenia, 31, 6** 64, 213, 283, 193, 29J 
Armysiip 481 

Arrian* 479* anJ it* Index II 
Arvada-Europe 231 
Artidd Era* 28, 30* 63, 494 
Arucids, ai, 30, ii, 93, ID4, 341, 499, J« 
Aisi, 384-3 
Arsinoe (a woman), 444 
Aretnoi'Lc nunle, 341 
Ambojius II, 92 
Amhamis HI, 27 
Artabazus (CharaKne)* 3 4 

Amvasdes, *1-3, 6a 
Anaxerari II* ir^ 117, 130 
Ariatuntfis IIT (Ocbus), jjo 
Artcmidorui (king), 316, 438 *r« 
Anemsdorus of Farium* 43 
Artemis, 29, 68, 463, 48*; of Ephesus* 6, 

M, 68, It6, 464* S*t Anahtta, Anaitis, 
lahejuTp Nsruia 

Artemi ta 12, 44, 623 in .Arabia* 66 
Asdepiad«T iS6 
A*ia {as a political term), 1 193 
Asia Minor, 186, 442 
Aiiani, 45. 284 
Asnt 43 p 284, 286-8 
Atoka: kingdom of. !OJs 129^ 133* 138* 

164; spreads BuddMim, 100-1, 129, 
135, 148, 170, 17^ 180; ? a Scteuridj 
1 ja; Stories about, 177, 266-7 

dfoka^vad&mi^ the, 177, 263 
Aspasii* 170 
Aspavarman* 241 n. 

Aspdw^ 77 
Aspionet. 15 j 
As pit, it 
Assacen^ ifir* 17^ 
Abtauenc, Astauenoi, Byt 132 
Atlerusia* 99, affiia* 
Astrassct, 231 
Asvaka, 161, 169-70 
Asylum Pcrsarum* 13 
Atargaris, 193, *63* 463 
Atbenap 68, 26263; as ooin-cypo* 

aat; in art, ^63* 394; Pngmachotl, 366; 
Alkis, B coin-type, i6ip 318, 349, 391 
(™ Menander) 

Athenaeum St* Index TI 
Atlicna, i?l, 1jfio, j6|, }?o-1, 439. 

40 
Atrcfe river, *13,489, 491 
Airopatet, lot 
Arnalidt, 366, 409 
Attains If. 183, 203 
Attaint III, 1 S3 
Artusti, Sr 
Altcnr, 443 
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Attic standard, llf* 273-4 
Audumkin^ i^p 314-5* 406 

Auguii^ Si 
Augustus, iiol 311* jf i* fGfc 373 
AvanU., Iflp 164* 17a* ljc^ ajfi- 5** 

Mllva 
Avronuri, 19* 63, lad 
AycdJiyav 117-8. Sh Siketa 

Aiw J. 91, J« 49*. T«i 
ends Creek rule in the Punjab, 349; 
Eta of, J4&; coins, 163, 319, 344"-, 

, JffiWJS), 19*-?, 4J* 
Aies II, 348.1., 498 
Aiilwes, J4*. 49* 

Babylon, 17,11« , 57, <9. to, ?o, m, 10j, 
3G6, 417; and Afiftochui !Vf 41, 184, 
187-8, jjji, 194-f, afi-| 

Babylon (Egypt), 60 n. 
Babylon (Scieuceta), if, 41 
Babylon Thronia (nymph), 188, 253 
Babylonia, i<S-6o, 6S, »«*, an, 373, 434, 

Babyionian($j, xy, 43, l«, 61, IIJ, »J| 
calendar, 64-5 

Babylonians (SdcUcaans)p 1^ 21 

jBacc&act the, 31 

Bsctra, 61, ?t. Si, 89, 97, rid, 308, 13 r, 
476; described! t^-i^ bazaars, 
363-4; routes, 139-40; and Yuth-chi? 
304-I; mint! 438; mint-masters, aoz, 

i??t 4 
Baccria, Histories o(> 44-8; described, 

101-j, 119; settlement^ nS-it; pro¬ 
ducts, IOJ-4; gold tJUrscioti, iOf—8; 
trade, S79 iQQ-ii* 363-4; *rr, 116-8. 
an; artist^ 75-8* 1 26* 301; monograms., 
437-40; satrapies 113, M&* alia* iiS- 
19; military colonies^, 119-20; native 
BactrLans, in>-5s 128, 412; (lie 
1 tftDusand cities\ ri8p HO, 122; walfed 
villages^ in 44 *99, 47f“6; march 
state, 409. 413; shield of Iran, 143; 
history* 72* Sa, zjy* 27J-4; and nomads, 
8o. Sr* 116-17; and EuEhydemus, chap. 
Ill rr&ilim; and Eucratidcs, 199; and 
Mitnii dates I, 211-j; nomad conquest, 
chap. VII puzsim; Chang-kPienPs ek- 
count of, 278-9* /« Ta-hia; noticed, 

^ fb **J, 377 
Bactriane, 443 
Bactrus riverp 114, 119,487 
Eadjksban, 83, 103, 114, 139^ 280. 301-3* 

306; Mlrs of* 30a, 449 
BihEtkas, 111* tj6* *%, 171-1 
Bahrain Shah, 303 

Bajatir* Ij3p 170, 137, 323, 389, 304, jao 
Ba'raur board* fdf, 129, 319, 440, 467 
Balkan Bay? 491-3 
BoJkh, 71* 1174 Baetra 
Baluchistan, 91, 94, iff 
BajnvaiL 97, 99, 139-40. Ill, 393 n,w 394 
Band-i-Emir rivcTp 114 
Bandobene, 97, 114 
Baroe* 144 
Earerte, 443 
ikrkznioi* 83 fu 
|449, 4*0 t 
Bzvygaza, i7ip 243, 171, jn; old shrines 

at* 148, 310; the wells* 1481 jn; under 
Apdlddotus, *49—fl, 163, l6f; trade. 
160, J6z* 364, 368, 37*-3? 483-4 

^HUiancLip the* 238 4^ 381, 487 Ah, $tl 
Beas, i-M-Jp 167, 119 
Begtam, 217* aa#* 441, 461-2 

H *63 
Belluos* 484 and n, 
Berenice IT, 227 
Berossus, 41* f 9 
Besnagar, 3<Sjs 389; column, 313* 380, 388, 

4^ 
Bbaga or Bltiigavata (king), 406 
Bliagabbld.ra, Jlj—14 
BiuLgadatra {ApoiCodotijs}, 87 n,¥ 161 

BhagavnJgii&r 3B1* 40* 

BliiLgavat, 406 

BhagavataCs), 381. 391, 406-7 
Bliaga\Tita (a man), 406 
Bhakd. 404^ 406-7 
Bballas, 169 
BharhuLt, 39^ 
Bhua, 374, 381 
Bhilsa, 406 
Bihar, iff 
Binuiin casket, 103 ft.r 399 
Bieidusari, 129, if2 
Block Sea, 489. 490 
Bodh Gaya, 111* 396 
BoUwra.sj, 117, i?t, j 

Bambjy, 1 u, if?-*. J73-J 
Brahmanism, position of* 171^ lyf-cS; and 

Greeks, i7f-fia 391 
Brahmans, 173-4 
Brahmiiy 162, 349, 3E8 
Brazil, 297 

ro8, 23 % 452 
Britain, 441 
Bubaoene. 114, 443 
Bucephak, id* 4pp 9S i%p |^8P 2f8* 261* 

318, 3531 position ™f 245-6; capital and 
mini of Hippos trams,, 326-7, 356-7. 
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Bucephalus, id, joi 
Buddha, 13 jp 16 j, 388^ 391, 4°3* 4^6; 

hwralT 264- legends 266-^7; in an* 394. 
400-7 (ft* Buddha sfcitue{$))i I8&- 

a/fita, 415 
Buddha stamps): in Gandhira, 396-®? 

399, 403-f, 4°7* ai Math Ufa, 396-8, 
404-3, 407. Individual statues: Loryan 
Tangai* 399; Buddha of the Emerald, 
j&j; others, 40 J 4°7 p _ 

Buddhism, 406-^8, 4*H^ 45^1***^ “* 
1*9, 171, i?4t *7*; ^d Greeks 388-9* 

Buddhists, 135-6* 4Q7. 4*6> 4S4S and 
Greeks, i®o 

Buddhist stupas, 164 
Btmdelkhund, 165 
Burrer* 135 

Cabeiri* K?4 
Cadrus, 99 n. 
CadusU, *8? 
Caesar, f7r 
Calanus, 41a 429 
Callimachus, 79 . _ 
CalEippci in India, 24^7: m Panhia, ra* 

ij* tf, Z4$t Mus*t *46; qu™ of ™- 
maenti, 34^, 337* So* 

Camadi, 481 
Camhaye, Gulf of, 14*1 155 
Cappadocia, Cappadocians, 9, 19, &4 
Carmania, 6j, 93, 160, 481-4 
Czrmania Metropolis, 483 
Carrhae, ira* 51, 66 
Cartana, 97-9, 33>, 4*Q 
Carthage, 370, 37J 
Caspian Gates* t®p> 199 
Caspian Sea, 84, 90. 114-13, 145. 4aft”9°« 

CaitinJcr, ao8, no* aif 
Cassandreia, mS 
Guiana, 318 
Cataces fat Catetes, 97? 4*t «- 
Cathaei, 169, 170 
1 Caucasus1, 2S5 
Chacb, 234. Cutch 
Chaki? (Arabia), 1 i, 66 
Chaldeans, 43, 484 
Chambal river, 21B 
Chandragupta, 4^7, ioo, tifr >Hj 

168-9, 174*574*8*1 , - 
ChHigi1™, *4i *7, 474, *77, ^>^4* 

373. 4?i; ™ Life* 313 j his Re- 
LA, ito-5, i 1 J-h; oiuhe of 
Baceria, 276, 283; on the Ta-lua, ira, 
1 iS, 110-3, *OTi 298-9, 300-t; on lar 

yun, 179* 307-9, 471-7 ^ (d* 

1 clw^~k%cnfm Tablet1, 303 

CharacdW, 53-4, 64 
Charakmoba, 21 
CharaK Spasinu, 17, 13-4, 6ip 66, 113,161 
Cham, 13 
OiirUteria- Andochus IV 

443 
Chaucer, 154 
CheUciaSj, 4M «- 

])9f 343? 347? 4K®t 47i_4j 

477* 5IJ-M _ _ 
China, 87, *04* no-ra* *74, i?6p iSo± 18a, 

*88, 197-8, 308-u ; war with la-yuan, 
149, 309-10; intervention in the Pam- 
pamisddae, }J^-9, 343» 34*-f0« 47^3? 
trade, to^ri, 2fl2-3P yttf 363-1, 367 

Chinese, 87, lit>, 111* *76, l?8, *86, 197, 

JOI* J07t JlO-tti 334 33P-43? 477 i 
hlsiiomns, 513-14 (i« Paft'kii^ Ssu-ma 
CJrten) 

Chinese Turkestafi, 179-80,31 5j 365; 
Greek extension inio, 84-7r I31 

Ching-d, 340, 343± 35°* 473 
Chitor, 131 
Chatral, 30(1 506 
Cfciodjendr 1 i<L 118,178, 191, 475 
Cho-kle (SSgaSa), 310 
Choraimi^ Bi, 83, 103/1., 113, 1I7* *93* 

307*47® ^ n 
ChorasmU, iit i«S, i94t 478-8a 
Chremonide, 45* *- 

Cilicia, r87 
Clenmenes HI, 178 n. 
Cleopatra VII, 74, non,r 11 7j 1*7, 26^ 

*68-9,348, 411 
Cleopatra Thee, 317 
C3io, 246 
CoSchtans, 479 
Commagene, 446, 44® 
ConchoMf, 63 
Crass us, 38, 50-x, 361 
Crete, Cretans, ayo 
Oen phon, 60, 98 
CuftiUi, 244“5j 249 
Cutch, 14®. I (5* ^ *M-5* *J7i >w; 

Rarut ofP 147» ^34 
Cynics, 116 
Gyrene, (town) 36; nymph, 15 a 
Cyropcdis, 84, 14Tt 4?6 
Cyrus (river), n h *4** A^9~^ 

Dacdab, 149-P 
Dahae, So, 89, H7t m ** 3°7 
Damascus, 61 
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DjimiimittvjVj. S*4 Djfcatnidyaka 
Djphcic. St* Amiochu* IV 
I>1T4, 46 
D3mdiidn1 3 07 
Darius lp 1J0^ 141,161,446; cnbuit.% 106-S- 

hh inscriptions* So, £it 103, JOf* jyt, 

471*478 
D^nns III! 191, jOJp +49 
D junto river, 114, 139-40 
Djttv j;, 301 
Dataiili tiy? ka* 14 f Oi-p 237 it., jfg it* 
DjiumLiTj (Dometnua), 141, 4Yl"- 
Dattirtiitri (Demetrius), 142, 137 
Detnippcn, 1*0, 393 4 
DeUy, [40, 339 

3*9* 371* 4'9 "« 
Delphi, 131 
Detncma* in AmfmU, £3, 93-4, Mli 

47s 
Detnemj^P3®i44cT of 
Demetaat in Sind (fcjiEaLi), 04* i?l* l^lt 

*4}p 3f&, 330: fmavUiion, 141: indlm 
dtixefu, 1 81, 3J7P 4>B? trade* 

DoncETut in Sogduiu, 1 1 <—t 9> 10# 
Demeirimr chronology, 91, iji-j; faimiy, 

73-^ 7i; Alexander hi* mbdd, ijl-l, 
if ip 1 Sif 410-11; Demetrius 2nd R*e- 
tiii, lie* nl, flip *34* Mji ctraqilm 
cistern Iran, 8 ^ y j -f, IOI; foundauorij 
in Iran, *3, 98, tlG-tg; invades India, 
130-1E oceupHTt Gandhfra md TisnU, 
131; hh oommunicaricmv 139-40; 
ApaUodotu* and Mcnandcf h» lieu¬ 
tenant*, 140-i; occupies Sind, 143-3; 
foundations in India, 117, I41; extent 
of hi* teaton, i*j ;SelexKid calendar, 359, 
4^1 i nature 01 hii :oru|ue*U+ iSop a&#; 
hit plm, rp-4; ’Ktng of [h* IndUm1, 
144: "King of JusticeiTMS ftl^ll, 
4M'fi lb* bilingual coinage, I IT-* 
itl; Ml capital* 179, 361: hii policy. 
1S0—iv in, 16c; n#mre of hii kingdom, 
i8st 411; rrlurni to Eatitria, Iftf, i 66; 

reorganise* hii rub-kings, 136-7: with- 
dnn from the Middle Country.* 146, 
4T&-9; defeat and death. 19ft, too, 103; 
hrt career, 410^13,; in Indian documents, 
*61-7, tA 4f 4""it MT-f f tranWip<kK» 
of hii (unit, 417* 41 S and ibf notion of, 
67* i** pOfc 1*3, J Ui 4W Wa *oin. 

93> HI* pi"*, **li bit 
pedigree coin* jOi; monograms, 4J9- 
40; hk type* copied by othcfi* 139,161, 
314, jit-i, 31I, ijo 

Dffwmui II, 77-B, 174, iti; iu^iinj;T 

137; joini king, 137-0, u»i and En- 
ef-arideip 111-3; coin* and typo, 77* 
J^ip 178-9, rf7, aot, iij; the bilin¬ 
gual Eetradrax.,hinT 7a, j>3, 138* ifi* 

499 
Demetrius the Ben^p 263-6* 34S 
Detnctriiai [ (Sclcudd), lof* ii£^i9* l6lf 

467-S 
Dcraetrlm II (Selcndd), ill* 19^ 

^99 
Demctrita of By^ansiLimj f * 
DemctiiUfi tike libranan+ 43,3-4 
Demetriu* {of Menander^ Coondl)p 4ia* 

4n 
Demttrim (name). SVt Timim 
Demtmya (Deitiemus)p 4f S and n. 
Demodamal, 4lp £3-% 111 
Denipa. >&9 
Derbies, £l 
Dcrbde*, 319 ^ 312 
Devamantiya (Dem*tn.M%)p 42 lp 4fS n. 
DlvafftPna, i|6p 26) 
Dhammarakkitap i^h 424 n. 
Dtoammayavana, 24 j-6 
Dharmainita (Demetrius), 178* )7*p 4f4t 

41* n- ^ 
Dliamumitn (Dcmctriai)p l£3f 45* jl 
Dhamumttra (a monk), 390 
Dheeiokiki, a^S, 37a 
Dhukvimein* 30) 
Diadochou, 13 
DiTTUta* 4f7 
Dtrnctrj, 437 
Diodotus, 72-4, *9, 104, 114* 3*^ 

44*i Cidt-namn, aOi n.t 447^ 4| t 
Diadottn IL 74 
DkOffonei of Sekuceia (EpieUrnto), 40 
Diogenes of SeSeuCrU (Stoic)*, 40, 41 
Diomede*, 313, 41* n- 
Dion, 31 J, 3K Wirt, 
Dfenyua* (king), 317-1*1 3t® 
Dionyutlt (poet), )Si, 4*7 ^ Til 
Dionyiopalii, the name, 11 y in Candhar^, 
^ Ws tf£p 144, i|&* 590 

Diofiytti*, it£-9,391 
DkifCDeiai, 111 
Dioicuri {coin.type). 163* 19?* 105^6* 

■71:^ of. *&h Mf* 3*>-M 
Podmeum, f it., 11 
Doha metre, 3*0 
Donato Pan, fotf 
Dourener 443-4 
Doun, 39, 63! #Si III, 4391 foUodariun, 

7, 1 i; mortgage Jrtd. S*p 63 ■„ fuccoion 
hw, 7f *, 31, 37; popularion, 

Dudial, 163 
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Ebou&moip 19 j 
Edwcan^ 49, 6a, tfil, 114, 149, 443* 4^ 

l£, 434 
Eddaru, 10 
Egyp*. J4, IOf, JJ*. )77i >»** 4'.'! >***, 

J6», J7*r )74t 4®J* Ann- 
odun IV 

Elynsseana, j, ay 
Eiymai.de, 1* 
Elymsis, ^ to, 17* Sfc 64, 114, 463-6 
Epander, *tf 
Ephesus, d, 4*4- Artemi* 
Ephtlsahtes, ift ihT jtsf 
EpigcncS of Byzantium, 43 
Epiphanri*, 149 
Epipb*nM* 19*, alO 
Kragatsa Metropolis, ij% If 1 
Erafi* itfj 
£rinV«, *93-4 
Emotiho^ 8o, iw, 44>p 460-1, 4*M 
tmioboieia, 4*7 
EftKp %66 
E-sagiU, 1I7 
Eucralidcia, t iS, 107-9 
Euctaiide*: chronology* i$7-X, 111; * 

5eLeui.~iidt 196, 101; cousin and genera] 

of Antiodmt IV, 193, 197-8, 101; hi* 
army,, 198; conquetr of eastern Inn and 
!WriJt 199-w* *■*; **" 
pbnation of, 1*1-3; *ub-kmg of And- 
^huip l*3-4i *Cr*at King** 1071 re- 
Uoons with Afttksdhuf, a**-*, *07-yP 
m-lj; ponraiiip 109; Plata probably 
hit brother, at*; conquers Paropami- 
ladae, ns* independent king* Ilf: 
COfrqticn Gardhlra* tiU k King of 
kings1, ai7* 164* in and treaty with 
Menander* *16^17; retain* Paropamr- 
Ubdae but not Gandlita* 117, «8, fin: 
connection with 'nmjrchuaj 111; re¬ 
called I* Bactria, alf; defeat and death, 
aao-a; dale of death, 118-19: results 
of hii career, 114; norite* of. If, ill* 
15a, 1*4 184* lift “«* 
*ft 11% JI4, 3^5* Ji7i A4t '*4. 
143, ?9*> »®7* ll<S-a7t 171, 4jS~;fi Km 
Dioscuri lype, 163, 103-3; ™ "KipiB 
coin, uj-r6, 497; type Im* 
staled. 330 

Eucritidcf If, 171-1 
Eudamuip 16I 
Eudoxus of Cyiicui* 367, jTO^r, 374 
EiiLunit, i« 
Eumei>rslfofPergarnum, 1*7.iflf, 373 
EiinKnet (of Samaria}, 366* 444 

Euphfansx of Seleuceil, 4* 
Euripides, qa, fl, 94, jll, 3*4 
EufupU*, I I 
1 Euibydcmia", 147-4, 4I&-7 
Euthydemid dynasty, 409, 411-11; pm* 

pagmda, m i-t, 493 i family loyalty, 
164, 111; iiate-cuk t-3a 1*^ n-t 4f1 * ^ 

3 1 |F 447 
EuthydemidSp 171, ill, ipl,)0h»f» sit. 

^ ijsi. ji7p 33*431 * .. „ 
Eurhydelmhr family and relation imp*. 

73-I, 448; king of Bacfria, 74; and 
Andodhui It!, tl-3, 117* 1*4! citefaion 
of Ida realm, jh Qlincse Turkts-tan, 
Ferahani, Sem, Tapurii* Ttudme-, 
hit kingdom, jh BlCfria; tntroducei a 
new lUte-focm, 90; utiapiev llt-M? 
defence against nomads, 116-17: Creek 
rides, lti-19; military colonics, 119- 
jd; Ids 'thousand cities', Eli, lip, m; 
WaJled Yillegrt* J11-4, *99* 4?S^: mrf^P 
tS4; landowners, 114^^ ukr~4 Bactria 
into partnenhip, liu 4ro; Ini search 
for metals* 104-j, 1*9p &*** °f death, li, 
973 cult-rwne, 101 n.f 447, 4fi; house 
of, jii, 316; eom-type* 93; mbit- 

4JJ-4*: continuance of hfci 
coinage in Sditan, 93* 136^ 164 n,, 441* 
501 ^barbarian 164 ft.+11 a, 1*3 

Etithydemu* IT, 76^*1 94* 04* 

EuthymtdeUL, M7-*i 4*W 

Fan-ye, $14 
Fir*n, 14 
Ferghana, ®7P m* «A 

and Eutliydemui, 83-4, 109, tit", and 
Saca^ 178-9; hocsei* 5ol-^; Chang- 
khien on, jpc Ta-yuan 

Focm% 84 »-* 1 > 3 
Fonune of citieai, 134, mj of Akundris- 

Kaptia, 13411.; of Bahvlofi, iSI; of 
Buci-phala, 116; of Puihkil£vi!l, 136, 
3*1, J?<*«-* Ili-j; of Sdieuceia, 98 a- 

Gahae, 4 n-+ i»4“tf 
Galatae, t, 117* 1IO* MJ, J*** 3» 
Galitia, 300 
Gandaii, ilf 
Gandhir^, fOQf iod, 137, ifil* lit, t?0* 

i*o, 133; d^crihed, iji-S; fw™iu*e 
of, 137T 4*9: “^der Apollodotm, 163* 
111; Menander* 119, f»; Hdtoclct, 
071-1; bter kings, Sacas, 3*1- 
1* 4® J 



INDEX 

Giindhwa an, 11!, m, 39H, 

cSSU, m 
Ganges 10a, 140,144-f, 

and river), 96-7, 99, 

fijrji Jam Alla, 111, 451—} 
Goalee or Giiuui, 47a 
Gedrona, G«liva«ul 93-4, iw, 143, nj, 

a<5o, 367, 481-4 
Gtrrlu, Gtrrlueins, Hi, 113, iSi, jd?-!, 

443>4aJ-4 
Ghazni, yj, 1JJ, JJl, 469-71 
Ghorbind (valley and 

IJ9-4A 4*0-1 
Gilg&neiA tpk, 39 
Gilgit, 477 **■ 
Ginrai, I)) 
Goai 10s, S4 n., 484-5 
Gog and Magog, 444 
Gondophiirrt, 2U3 re, 341, 343-4, 346-7, 

33^-+ JJ9, 47f, 494, 498. jot. joj, 
JOJ 

Gopalobhaina, 49 3 
Ciunij 29 fK 
Gotdyeae, Gordyeni, 66 
Gorgon-hcad {corn-type}* iifla 
Gorgos, ipS 
(Jonioia, 337-8, 140 
Goths, ipi. 
Goufaio* rivea^ 137 
Go inline, 89,44} 
Go^n, 444 A- 
GridcO'BscEmji an, 127-8 
4 G^e^:^>^5akbn, art* 117 

Gujerat, tig, 13°, 133, **J, *3°* ^34 
CiuJiilikir^ 481 
Glipta period, jfll, 386, 397, 407 

Hadda, 393 394, 39B 
Hadrian, 2Q j 
Hjglnusm, jij 
Magana, 52* 
Ham Lin Lake, r4* 91, 9Jf 1*7, 470 

Han* the, 87* 279* yiof 339, 542-} 
Hanging Pas, ihe, 277 
Harmpi(_i P.rgb, 482* 484 
HarmDpei, 481-1 
Hanrto^ia, t6i+ 461* 48 { 

Hathigumpni cavr* 146, 4$ 6 
Hau-mi (U-bi), 477 
Hazara, 327 
Hcciiapu, 478 
Hecate, i^-S, 460-1 
Hegna, 444 
Hekacotnpyloi, i), 14, 6 a, 199, 14®, 501 

Hdioclw (king)* governor in Bactria, 218; 
king, 13.j, 170* 279; conquests in Indit, 
27I; a vccGnd HcLiodes unlikely, 173i 
coinij 271-2, 305-4, 440; later imita- 

^f^ 112, 27^3&I'4p 3» s ^ 
Htliock'S (father of Eucrmtides}, 

210 
Hdiodorus, 313* 3*0, jSB, 3?t~*s 4°^ 
Helios, 92, 391; chariot of* aio-Et; crown 

of, 188+ 210 
lleSlamcus, 47$ 
Helm and, 225* 320 
Hemodi Mis, no-11 
HeracEeia-AcJiaea, 13, 15 
HtfucJridtt, the* H-, 384 n. 
Heracles* 68* 392; as coin-type* 78,93* 

468* V03-4 
Hcradcs (supposed son of Alexander}* 449 
Memos, 5m MiaOs 
Heral, 93, 199, 170 
Hermaeuf, 117* 330; ctirunoLOgy, 316* 331, 

IJ3, 1|7> 34*-3. 497-8; history, }}$- 
43; refill tins with Hippostrams, 

343! <™k. 13® J linage. 333, 33*. 343. 
3}S, foj; types, 334, 337, foij his ™d, 

on coins of Kujuh Kadphises, 

33*~9. 3»3-7 
Hefmciai, 413 
Utmodoros of Athamae, 439 
Hcidioiij 41, 2J2-J 
Hcrodoru^ 39, ylO 
HnaartiSj 23+ 30 
Hieronymus of Cardia, 46, 124, 233 
Himalayas* no 
Hindu Ku-tb, 96-7, 139, ij8* 4^“* 
HippaEoSj 369 
Hippztichus, 43, yj n., 131 
HippOStratus, 318-19, 31f-1l, 497; due. 

326; capita] Btlcepfyla* 326-7; viciory 
on tli* jhdum, 329, *f Nidas; 'Great 
King1, 329^ hi* fetradrachnti, 330-1* 
143; relation & with Hermseus* «* 
Hermacus; coins and type*, 325^7* 

3J*-7> 394* 404; hi* 349 
Hininasatne* 160 
Hiimg-nti, 84-1, tio, *7?-3o, 288, 

jrG 
Horacts 379, 381 
Honan, 361 

2S7 it 338,114 
HriSm Tsiang* 119, 137! 139* 134* 3°U 

47t *■* Jij 
Hunaf 408 
Huviihka, ifi* 359* 197,40} 
Hyctani&j river, l&S a,, 483 s. 
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HydalpeS (Gcdflnu), lOa 
tfypanis, river, 144 
Hyphi^ river, 144 
Hyrotnia* 1f, i*, % 251* 444-}i 

47® 
Hyrcanijm £cas 4&£-j9- S« Caspian Sftl 
Hyneodcs, jo 1 «., 305 it 
Hyspaosints, 214 

‘lafsrff! ly&j 4l7p f» 
laurta, 417 
Idumea, 4*5 «- 
Igdy, 4^J 
InapacLj f 16 
India; Greek historians, 44-Si dividing 

Sine in evidence about, 351; as a political 
term, 1 j4; Greek con^t of, tbp, iv 
paiiim; Greek provinces, 1^4, n^i 
44$; Greek cldcs and seuSemenis* 143- 

jfi-3; organisation, 24^2* jiM; 
an Indian tneridarch* 143, 31a, Indian 
citizen*, 3$ 5-7, Indian mint- 
masters, >1^7 r Greek siories about, 
if 2-3 - gymnosophists, Akxmderj 
survival of Gr«k language, jfjnS; 
rdatiom between Greeks and Indians, 
375-6 ■ Indian knowledge *f Greek and 
Greek literature, 378-9, 41*^5; Greek 
knowledge of Indian language and 
literature, 47, J*o-it 387* 39»i T11? 
question of die drama, jSl-f; same pos¬ 
sible contacts* Greek inscrip¬ 
tions in KJriaJoshlhi, 388—9; Greeks and 
Indian religions, 391, 353* and se* 
Bhagavata, Bliakii* Brahmanism, Bud- 
dha-sutuc(i)» Buddhism, Jains, Siva, 
Vishnu; trade; the gold question, id*- 
3; the sea route, 3*8-70; widi China 
and die East, 338, 363-*; with the 
West generally, ui, «o-ia 
jG6-3, 483-4; with Sefcuceia, itka-i, 

3; In pepper, 370—3; in parchment, 

373; » 8^371-1 
Indian coinages, 130-1, iwr-j, 
Indian months, foa, 520 
Erdo-China, 167, 3*4-5 
Irdo-Macedonian calendars, 319 
lodo-Pardua, 49- -S« Suren, kingdom of 

the 
'Indo-Scythi*", 50, 331-3, 320-^ T*3 
Intiragnidatc^ iff* 137* JT«-J 
Indus, po-r, 93, 14a* 216, 131* 236* 331-^ 

yoj; as boundary of India, y&, 100 
Indus Della, 171, ij3, 144 
Icrhousa, 146-7* 11S 

ionaCB pafijy IJ* 297 41® 
Wu^r, 397, 343, 417-18- Y* Yonaki 

tn fdarij, parody of, 383 
Iran* ff, 57, 9f, 9&* l«-J, l«* *M» M3* 

i<*9« 193.3*1 
Iranian art, 117* 111 
Iranian cavalry, 31 
Iranians. 31, 77, 96, ill* 136-?, 17^ 393> 

_ 477 
Iranian samps* a $9 
llkisbtAm, 84* 177 
E^hi* 149* 3°9 
IsagouroS, lsagouroi, 231* 141 
Isamos, river, 144-5 
ishtar, 6* uy, 464 
Isidore of Chamx, 19, II, SJ-J, 344, 4®4- 

Su /ufdir, Index IT 
Ids, 393 
Islam, 
Issyis Kidd Lw, III, 275, 1S0, 303,, $ lS~7 

Sgutb, 145 
iin images, 397 n. 

MM, 47? 38li 35>s 
aialaoad, 96, If9 

Jala I pur, 246 
i indial temple, 3*0 
+ask, C„ 481-2 
,ason oF Tralles, fa-j 
J5vant 417 
Jaxartes, 8e-J* 84, lo^ 1 u, 1 Ij, 1id* 1M- 

* *• twfTrT-*,2?i*ii& 
Jeremiah, 253 
ews* 11, 29, Sf> 183, 193, 434, 444; m 

Pieudo-Aristeis, 423-3 
Jhe)Lim, river* 91, 167, aif, 311, 317-30* 

town, 146 
ihonika. If 3 rf., J00, 5«i £eioiiises 
Inift* 483 
osephus, 418, 4*3-4 

Juba, 481 
Lucian, *4 

] udas Macobaeu?, 193 
ulltjndur, 139 
umna* *44“Tj 239 
unagarh, 135 
lunnar, 254, 2f7fl.? a$9 
uppitti, is^ 19a, m 
ustin, jof 144, 170. St-t jurifitr, irtdtx U 

Kibd, 93-4, 99. 1^0, 195. 460, 469, 
471-3; kingdom of, 314, 3jj, 337, J41- 

*, J+H5* <7> 
Kabul river, lj& Stf Kflphcn, river 
Kihristau, 96, roi, 138, 170* 4*1 



INDEX ft* 
tUingak, 
Ka]*ait 4iQ 

4** 

Kakr-i-Gitzai, 94* 469 
KaUw3n inscription, the, 495* 501 

^74,314 
J^wopa^ iqi, t}&t 170, 461 
Kaitmoskirca I 466 
Kamnas&in^ |IP 466 
Kflndsfw* 62, 9h 3ao, 470-1 

K aftg-kui, iy-B-eip J®7i j09~ia 
Kjfluhkv i^p 352-5, 3t3^s Wi Jo*i 

Huddha cqu1( 40Q #jrp |nj 
Kan-su, iTfl, 186-7.190 
H Kanthian Glilf* atw 
Kaoslum Pa^ 139 
Kaphas (Kapaw}p 505 
Kjpisap 96-8, 137-8, 11^ 30f, jf0j 

4&pa double dry with Akx~ 
aildri^ 46^1; under Maucs, |i|_ u6t 
497; under Tdtphiwj 333, 4,7-s. i„ 
Alexandria-KapL$a 

Kapiien% 9G-7, iqip 461 
Kari-Kurn desert* 493 
Kandgln, 301 
Kardudu, 66 
Katli* *J4-Sp iyg| J7J 
hartial, igg 
Ka^f-Rud river, SB. 391 
Kashgar, *|-|, *79 

Kashmir, iJ3p 
Kaspfflria, 13 140 

"T™“t 4*7^ f« 

KcreftUp 68 
Kerman, 481, 4B4 
Kermanshah, 444 
Khirjva*, n6, .66,4(7-9 
Kharo3iithiT i<Si| corn-legends, *38* i8it 

3t®; initials On coins* 1T<S-7- 418: 
Greek use pft 3S7-9 

Kbwalt Pass. 110—40 
Khorasan, 103 
Khotin, 8f-6, j]8, j6(, T[9 
Krsybcr Pass, rjtf 
Ki'ang, fiTl 176 

Ktdenis (Kidinnu), 43, f 7 fl. 
K icn, 411 

*77"*. J11. JJ*> J3S-<t, 346-7, 
.4^9, 472-} 

Kaiit-Kum deiert, 102 
Kizil Uien ri v«, t u 
Koh-i-h*hj Range, 140 
Kswne, the, j 17-18 
Kumopolis, 13 

KcpfittL, river, 96, 47r; town (Kabul), 97, 
„ W. JJi, 34Q. 469, 471-3 
Kapfime^ 97, 469, 471 
Kpsamot, iyp-i 
Krishna, ifz, 381, 391-*, 406 
Kscmcndn, 167, 386 
Ksfiarriyas, 173-4. 3*3, 4» 
Kucha, 276, *89 
Kud-stuang. S& Kiidiuns 
KuJw-Khwija* 127—S 
Kujula Kadplnses I, 334, 34j, 393, 3(4, 

44 4 49*; die Hermann coira* 538-9, 
11 7j $°3^5* 107; die Buddha coin, 403 

Kiihridfene* i6j, *38-40 
kunak stupa, j6t, 395 
Ktuwriw jfi, ™ 1Jf, 137 
Kunindas CKuhndas), *38-9, 3*4-5 
Kiirdisan,, 64, 66 
Kuthaai, 104, 127, 4*7*4* 490, 30^ 359, 

19 Jp 4^1* too; Kiishans proper (he. 
Kus-shuttig), 303, 338, 341-3, 303-7; 
chronology, 3i 1; empire, jja, 469; 
lKl ‘P™1 ™p ip®. 304-3, j 1 j jcolrugc, 

„ 3*7, 330, jej, 106,308-9 
Kuificlilt, 10 j-6 
Kusnmadjavo, i4j, 413-4 
KusumapurZp 145 
Kwarilm, 291-4, 473-80. Sit Choirani! 
Kynna-Kynaiie (ruitbe), 496 

Ughlnan, ^ 
Lakahnu, 156 
I-an^hi (Bacon), n is 
I-Bodice (daughter of yVnciochus ITDt 185 
Ijpdjce (ntorher of Eucradde&)l, 196-7, 

nr 
Laodice (mother of Sdeuctis I] 446 
i-aodiceT lltca Philadelphos, 446 
Larisa (Arabia), nh 66 
Lasus of Hermione, 508^ 510 
Lena, iod 
Unaeus, 192 
Lihysnftes, 567 

Li-kant 347 
Litrk It uch-chi, 84, 1 iop 286, 180 
Livy, 3fs lar. 5+t furm*rt Index II 
Lycia, 145^^ 
Li-sias, ji4-i^ 3T6 
Lysimachcia, 10H 
Lysimadnjj^ »oS—9, 4fi4i 4^57 

Mi* 19,19 
™«» 4«Ip 4S5 
/ jVflfmiSl'il, 461-r 
II jttWtuW, 463 



INDEX *53 
Macedonia, 301, 307; of the Anhgonidl* 

T^s T^i J41i 4**» 4371 a march state, 409, 
4*3 

M^doni^n months, 64-5, 359* 494 
MffidQnian^p iiS} icz 
Macedotiopolis, s 1 
Madhyumiki, 1J-O—T, 155, 170, ific, 130, 

1J®K 419 
Madras, 1G9* 170-1, 178* 447, 512 
Magidhi, 119* 15$. 437 
MiigOeril, battle of, 83, 91, ija, i&£, 

107 
M»ptsk on die Maeandvr,. ^ 63, 7? 
Magnesia under SipyJos, 9 74 
Afiikd£Ji^tatat 87 47 toy* 165., 1 67, 171, 

3A4*5; Greek knowledge of( 
47_p 379-9 h 

MahldeVWj 325, 4*6 ft* 
Mribiyana, 379^ 401s, 40S 
Maikene, 443 
Mamma* 11 
Malabar, 571-5 
MfifoftL f^r 171 
AldlavU'Sgnmsiir^ 228 374 
Mul !st i^t 17a 

Matva* 1S1, Bf> f&i 
Mlnasira* 419 ft. 
NUndiiH hoard, 361 
Manikyalo* 135 
Mankura, 41a 
Mara, io, js 
Marco Polo, 302.-3, 44B-9 
Mafdi, 285 
Margiane, a /uT 3, 102, 232^ 2E4; sub-klng- 

duitl of Antirttachlis, 38—po? 438 
Margush 88-9; riverp 473 
Massagetaet8i, 91, ioj, 117, tzo, 278, 381, 

4<>9i 4?n 479-80; and die invasion of 
Parrhiah 17 s, 391, 394, 306-7 

MaKnurl, 61, mj, H9> 1% 217, 
43&-9j 359> 4^p 413-4* 4*8; king of, 
169, 2f9; &€UFf *45, 25I-3; lost 
to Greeks, 323-4; wt of, 396-8, 4^4“*. 
4*7 

MuLhuri (the southern), 511 
Madam,, ifif 
Mauakcs* 381, 496. St* Manes 
Maw** 91, 3 M~l^> 344-*. ]48-9p 

401-3; chronology, 233 > 335-6,494-9, 
jot ; forms of name, 496s victory on 
Indus, 311; takes Taxila and G and ham, 
321-2; and Kapisa* 331-3; cofliem* 
ponry -with Telephu^ 334, 496-8; 
'Great King of Kings', 322, joq; flwt 
defeated Oil Jhduin* 329; takes and 

loses Ujj-nin, 335; death, 330; dare of 
death,, 133; break-up of his empire, 336; 
coin*, 321, 357; oom-iypes, 133, i^% 
163-4; die Buddha corn* 4OQ-3 

Msurya dynasty* ijo, 152-3, 366 
Mauryan empire, txy* 133, 151-4* 169, 

4jd 
Media* jd, ru, 123* 443 
Megalopolis, 446-7, 450 
Megasthencs, 41, 107-8, 119* 154, 419 
Men* 31 
Menander: rfironotagy* 133-4- birth¬ 

place, 99, 310* 431“3; not royal, 
141, 421; Demetrius" general* 340-2* 
i(kj-7v 182, 411; advance to Patalip Uttn* 
J4J“^ Ifjj 4S3”f l abandonment of (lie 
Midd le Country', ^ at a* 454; new 
frontier* 217-8; checks Eucr.itides, 21&- 
ivjikovck and rules G«ifldilara but not 
Paropamisadai-* it?, 239* JIG; treaty’ 
Witli Euciarides Ii7i 130; king, 215; 
mames Agatfiocleta* iL; extern of em¬ 
pire* 217-30, 458; sub-kings^ 239, 319, 
468; the satrapies: in the south, 232-7; 
in Gandhira* 237-S; east of die J he! urn, 
238-40; hts Council, 359, 418-19. 423; 
Organisation, 240-1; itfAtegai and mcri- 
darcks, 241-2; capital, 247, ree SSgala; 
Greek towns and Settlements, 243-51; 
Greek literature, I47-9* 378* 3S0; 
trade, 160-1; nature of his empire, 258- 
6a, 411; Indian citizens, 255-7 (j« 
Danetriai in Sind); dating by his 
reffnd years, 520; 175-6*’ 17s; 
rules with equityy 263; a Q barmansj a, 
261; a Clmkravaxtiii* 217, 263-4; ‘weds 
Athena', 265; attitiid* to Buddhism, 
268-9; ^ Buddhist symbolism on his 
coins, 262-3; a Greek king, 261^ 391; 
death, 228; date uf death* 226, 520; hts 
bouse, 312* 356; a Menander literature 
434-5; coins, 149* 156, 217, 225, 319, 
356, 440-1; mint, 438; coin-types: 
Athena Alkts, 161, 269, jr8, 330* 549; 
Others, 164, 262-3; flOdc«^ 4?“8h 98, 
toi* l|5* 163, 165-6* 3SJ,4ii 

Menander legend, the: a great Buddhist 
monarch, 265-3, 436; in the Ift&tdb- 
pvA^o* 4:4-15, 432-6; frt Indo-Chirui, 
j67t 364; stories transferred to him, 
166-7; his funeral, 264 

Menander (writer of comedies), 384-J 
Menander (uTKller), 355, 389 
Menapia. 1204. 
Menedemium, 11 
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M«vf iop if, S4, 71, 84, SB, 9j, lea, iii, 
117, 199, iij, 17*, J64, 4J*> 47?; 
by the Suren, jj, 89, 9Jj *81, i9,t ,oi 

Mesene, 4, Hl-14, 483 
£jhD»w* 146 n., 429-31 

' Mi»Oi (Herjin), jof, 340 n.t 341-3, jo^, 
*0J 

Mikf Ko/fj 479-80 
Miletus, G* 36 
Milinda. Menander 
/Wi/jf-aJajwAltfT JjQj 164-9, 37®-9, 4M-IJ. 

4ji-fs 46^1; Chinese transkdonp 310, 
4^44«HJ Greek dements in, 416- 
20; presuppose n short Greek Qatsri&n* 

“/ ^Wffj 43i-j, 434-6 
M matins, 367 
Minnagan, 
Mrthras, 479 
Mithridiia I, 30, 41, 94, n4l 184, 1*4, 

yijj 464, 4m ^tautology, 197, ait; 
pkc? Media, 11% Tapuria and Traaiinc, 
iki temporary occupation of Baetria, 
111-3 i rains reeling to, zat, m and b. ; 
his empire* 172-3; his part m the Saoi 
settlement in Seisran, au% 495, 300 

Mithridatei II, 30, 4f, 4S-9, 99, 114, *?j; 
and the Saca invasion. pj, 214, 
a81, 310; and Seiran, 34, *09, 31a, 344, 

ma&rnr,. 
Mo^ 331, 496, 501 5r* Mllies 

Mcncfoura (nymph), 252-3 
Mop, 321, 494, 496, jdi, 5r# Malles 
Molan, *24, 301, 485 
MtMUCSes, 545 *rp 468 
Mongolia. Mongols, to*, 107, 109, 363, 

Monoglotsofi Empopon, 144 
Mu-k'ua, 30a-to, jji, 496 
Muses* 246 
Musiomi^ 169 
Muttra, 14 f 
Muairis, 3 68 
Mysia (town), 9 
Mydans, 9, 351 

Nabataea* Nabataeans, 64, 66, 443-4 
Nahurionmi^ 3 b.p 43 
Nanasa, E is,3 iop 19 
Nagan, 96, 99, 139* 144* 390* Sm Dicmy- 

sopoLk 
Na^amhira,, 159 
Nagiri, 150-1 
Nagasena, *67^8, 414-15, 419-30, 413* 

Nagtr, 40S 

Nahapana, ji8 
Nameless king, 208 n., 154 
Nanaia, 6P *9P 69, 114, 463-d 
Nanda* 435 
Najuri, jhS 
Nasik, 142 n, 114,257 flrp 258* 371, 416-18 
Naumachaeortmi promomorium, 48 3 
Neandiuip io8t 260-1, 167-8, 48 1-1 
Nero, 109, 483 
Nesaean fields, 189 
New Jerusalem, 179 
Nkaea, in Bithynia, 419; cm the Jhehini, 

16S* 158, 328; in the Paropamisadae, 99 
Nscanor* 7 b* 
Nicep barium, 6a 
Nidus. 315-10,, 349, 497“ victory on the 

Jhnfuin, 319-30; its dale, 336; coin- 
tj pes. 318-9 

Nicodes of Paphos, 71 
Nifi (Nell)* 20 
Nike as coin-type, Sm Victory 
Nidbis* 7 n.¥ to, 4dp 6y; in Aria, ip 
Niya. ]6f 
Noitiads, 79—B1,. 116-17* 274—6, 3O0* 

Asup Dahae, Hilmg-nu, K'ang-kiu, 
KusliajtSp Mas&igetae, Parsid* Sacarau- 
eae* Saras. Sm-wang, Tochori, Wu-ttm, 
Yuch-ehi 

NonnuSp ion,h 165, 329^, 487* 50 
North-W«s Frontier^ 2J, 
Ntiffieniiis, 113^ 4B3 

Ochui riverp 113* $£f Arios 
O-ik-san-li* 14,104 ft., 347 
Olympia^ 446-7 
Oman, 48.1 
Omana, !Oi nrf 44!^ 481-^ 
Omani, 481^ 484-5 
Orciicrituv 115-16^ 419, 481 
Opjltlp 97b 4So—l 
Opiane, 96-y, 140, 460-1 
Opis, 61, 98* 181, 3S0 
Ore hoi, Stf Uruk 
Orhai. Set Orrhofi 
Onnu^ Gulf ofp 93, 261, 367* 44*1 4®*“4 
Orcdes II. 90* 32S, 331, 345, 499 
O it hoi, 7, 11 

Ortospana, 97. 460-1, 471, St* Kabul 
OftThewme, 4, 15, 64, 485 
Qnranppdlis* iap 92 
lOxo-Cilipian trade route1, 111-13. 4*®" 

9°k49I 
Omvtp-i, iii-ii, **9^77,479,4*3^°; 

goddess of, ioif 115; fleets on, pi, no, 
143: supposed connection with Qts- 

pian^ 112-13t 491-3; Treasure of the, iop 
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Oxyutes, 96, ioi, tli, 449 
Oaydraeac, 140 

1ft, 441. Su Cjjair 

Paco res, 331-3; name, 411 

Pactmis, faj namc? 422 
PacidEu^ iOJ 
Pahtavi, 79,4«, 49& 
Palestine, 241 
PaJibachra, Pjlibodiros, tfo+ fiiL Set 

Pllslipuin 
Palmyra, 64 
Palmyrene, 444 
Pamiri, B4, iSo, 47\~? 
Pjruissj, 2,5 j 
Pafarhilas, Mi, 453-4 
Pandava, jti 
Pandjvz-PqndLLS* nS, 511-11 
Pandhya, jn-iz 
Pandicm, jit* 511 
Pandus, 47+ 511 
Panifii, jjip 406 
Panjshir (valley and river), 96-7, 104, 137, 

_ *39. 33*. 34^ 4**"^ I06 
Pan-kii, 14* 17a, 2Slt ^OOm, 307, 311, 

34i fl y 34*~7t 4tfif 47i-3» 4771 513-M 
Pantaloon,, 76-8, 94-5; Stib-king, 156-8, 

1 Sii coins and lypesj 138, i J 7—Sp 46a 
Panrycne, 444 
Panbalei, 86 nu, 143 
P^r-j i tikertL^ 95 
Paricarti, z8| 
Pami, So, 504 
Paropamisadae, 141, 161-3,, 140-50, 3 id* 

313, 445. 473; account of, 95-101; 
capital,, 4601 under the Euthydemids, 
■37? i5*S“8> under Encratides, 217* iatj 
tinder Heliocles, 170; Andalddas, 315J 
interregnum, 331-5; HetmaeuSp 337- 
4i: lose 10 Gnicki, 349-^, 497; Kujula 
Kadphises, 504 

Paisa, 193 
Parsjgadae, 191. St* Pasargadae 
Parria, Pareiana, 191, 331, 469 
Parsii, 50* 54; name* 193; account of, 

191-v, 4*9. 49*1 conquests of, -193 314, 
471-3; coins, 1941 kingdom of, m 
Kabul, kingdom of; put an end IO 
Greek rule in India, m Ales* Spalirises 

Parsua, 193-4 
Parous, 33a 
Parthava, 478 
PartltH, 80, 114, 189, 199, 214, 114, 27\t 

183, p£, 331, 364, J77, 484, 409; in¬ 
vasion of, j« Sacts; eastern Panina, 

m 
r« Suren, kingdom of the, St* generally 
An-si, Arsaridk, MervT Mithridates I, Ilf 
Ocodes 11, Phonies II, III, IV 

Parthian chargers, 301 4., 308; mono- 
grams, 437, 439 *» 

Parthiins, z, 18, 34, 3$, 41,44, 47^9, 
64-^ 117, no, 113, ifli, 300, 306, 412; 
copy Greeks, n 6f* 90, 113, 203-4. 

_ *4*. 3*7 
Parthian Kinney, the, 55, 94, 344 
Parthyene, 88, 445 
Pa^atgadae, 191 
Pariani, 184, 191. Set Farsit 
"Paail (*Pa5i), 29s 
PassJgadac, 191. Su Pasargadae- 
Patala, 141, idfi, 136, 260, 483. Dc- 

mcim* in Sind 
Pstalene, 94, 147, i3J, 2js, jj7-3, i<5o. 

_ JW 
Pitiliputri, <51, 67, 119-jo, 140, 177, 1 to, 

43«* fi*; Creek occupation of, iji-j, 
*44-5? 1J J-5,1^6, 413-51 abandonment 
of, 100, 117 

Pniafljati, 150, ijf, 4J9i date, c+9—eS 
Pdcroctes, 41, iii-tj, 444, +88-90 
Paurava* 511 
Peithon,. iGS 

Mb. JJ7 
Pembrokeshire, 118 
PenE^gzammat 143 
Pen them, a65 
Pergamenc frieze, 333, 394 

Pergamum, 179* 373. 394. f10 
Penkephalaia* ij 
Ptriptus, jiq, 331, 443, 481-3, yn(; da«, 

148 n. 
Persepoiis, fix, 68. 93, *14, 465, 483 
Pencils, t jx, 337 
Persian empire, to, 83, 133-4 
Persian Gulf, 4}-n4, fix, 66, j|], ifij, 367, 

483 
Persian months, 64 
Persians, 29,3 i-a, 139,193,474-3, 478-80 
Persia, jj, m, 113,4«J-4 
P«hawurv 138 

PcuoeU, 237, *44~h 31*- &* Pwh* 
Mlivad 

Peuceblris, *37-8, *40, *43, 469 

Prucobos, ^44-ft JH-ii, 33*. 4ff 
Ptuaagtr Tahlt, 33 /»., lipn,, 441, 483 
PKiarlsmanes, 479 
Phamouchrs of Nishis, 63 
Phasis (river), 11 iw 469-90 
Phibdelptiia, 231 
Philip rtr, 111 



INDEX n<s 

Philip V, is* 
Philip of Megalopolis 447, 430 
Philip piJ i, 191, Ml 
Phitoirratus, 164, J4it }U 3fot 
Pniicwenus* j iy-16 
Phoenicians, to, $2, 329, 33,, ,» 
Pnra, 14 n. 
Phnaiej H, 22J, J(7, 464 
Phmia rri, 45> 131 

Pjrauei IV f j-4[ 91, 248-9, joe.j+d 
rhrzatofficial in Bacma, iij; offidai at 

S Uso* X7 
Pbrar^PIiriaiakes fname), 4^6 
Plirado, E4 n. 
PloOBS, J41 
Phriapamis, 91 

Ptlryni (Phuni)* 84-3 
PEiSdg^ciia^Sj 3.05 
pnuaara. Mt, 97, ijs, H J, 497 
Pmdaf, Jol 
P^Ldwrls, ifa 
PlqtO (king)* 198, 209-t1 
Plaw (philosopher), j, 378-9, 4,5, 434 
Phny 287, J(s 443. 47°, Sit, 

/MrtMf, Ifido II 
Plutarch 249, joa, i,7, 380, 381, 417 „., 

436, Ste Jurtntr, Index II 
Pokhpu, 301 
Polybius, 8a, 99, 4,8, 444, uf,. S*t 

further^ Ind?s [] 
Po(>tirnnu5a ioi, 104 
Ponnpcys 489—90 
Ponrua, 1S3 
PopiJ]jmi Latnis, 191 
Porphyry, II6^., 449 4 
Ponui Mgcedonitm, ijf 481-^ 

Pams 4^ 137, 1*4, 167, 169, 2J9, 3,7 
Poseidon (m coin-type), 90, 321, jl8, 

34? 
roscldotliui, 40K 374 
Prasianc, 13 <^-7, 140 
Prasti, 137 
Praiitac* 189 m 
PfqpjsT3t 14 n. 
Propiuliaiia, ,3, ,4, ?4i 347, 4*9, 4S2 

Z.rr«r s/; 416r 431-f ■ 
iuiifysed 4i4-gr S<*jurd*rt Udtx It 

Pseudo-1 sidoros, 5:4 
Pfdoni 7 
PtolsiuiSf X37 
Ptolemies 1&7, no, 441 
Ptolemy I 13,, 17J, 41®*. 
Ptokciay IJa ®7p 4fQ a., 4^-S; his pv/npe at 

Al^mdna, 194, 366-^7; trade, 3^ 374; 
iq Pieudfr-AlivtEl*, 366, 414,, 43^-3 

Ptafetfty //> Qii4tMbrt/ qfj x68p 425-8* 

nfiS-^4,. 
Ptolemy IVt 4x7 
Ptolemy VI,, ij4t 
PtoE^my VII EticrgcCes II, 370 
Ptolemy Caesar* 348 
Ptolemy -the Tdmi's^wn'j 468 
Piotemy (geog7m|aber): method and maier- 

ilia, Jjo-l, JH, 363, J9S, 44S* °n 
Bjcuij-Sogdiana, 8j, 208-9, i?S, 
^3+ eastern Iran, 470, 482; 
India, ill, 119, 2J1-S, 145-13, 3*t, 
4-I3-}* Marginne, 88f i«p 443; FarsiL 
and Sac3ip So* ipjL 469, 471; Toduri* 
S 15-17*519. SwfuriAtr, Index II 

Ptmch, 317 
Punjab f yy* nSyj, i7&* tlQf ™iemp 23jT 

„ V9*m 
Piirali nver, to* 
Puniihjpurj, 1 j6p 4^9„ PcsEu wur 

*7h a'A 31 y-ld* 4*1* 
M4-I: acceunt ofp ijjh5| man^ 438; 

autonomous ctiiit, 33^ yyi; liomped 
bull of, 1 ji, tfij, 31J, 4oo, 402, 437 

Fusnkir, i^y 
Pushyaka* 4^ 
Rushy amitra, 133, 141-6^ 10, I<M-S, 

'“Pi 4S9i career, 171, 1^7-8; alleged 
persecution by, 176-8; death, 228 

Puspapurj, 4f4 

Rabbadi Ammon h 231 
Hajputana, iyo? jyc, x6x 
Rajuvub (Flaj li]j K RanjtiIjLiU)p jiy 
RanugTXrtlii, 
Raon of Cutch_ ^ Cmzh 
Has Mujiendain, 481 
Ras Shamnip 417 
RhOj faS-9 
Rb&ctca (Bactna)* rrt r?o 
RLiul, 117 
Rfltl* 165 
Roman rmpitre 14, 3yif 3^3 
Rome, 4, j8p 4;, 184, j84, 190, 191, 206-7* 

J® 
Roruka^ 171 
Ro5han? 702, 449 is. 
Roxana, 303, 449 
R oxotanip 110 
Russian TurkesQn* jyy 

Sab4ip 4iST 
423 

Sibaean*, 3S7 
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Sjhaijoi, 334 411 
SaDba-himbcthe* 423, 4$ti 
Sabbadinni, 4**-}, 

Sabbatistes, Sabbaisstai, 415 
Sicaea, itf 

Sara Em. lilt Did, JH, 348, 49-t^y -)5W- 
JOa; name, 49$; not Partiiian* 494-6* 

_ -*5% f« 
Sara Era (a.d, ?8)p J3J. 3*^ 
Sara language 63, 79, 1(17-8 
Sacamiirae. 48, 8o, 117* i7f, i7s- de¬ 

scribed, 191-5; conquests. 191, 194; 
' peri si ring of the'j 30(1 

Sicanuli, 1S4. bacaraurae 
Sacas- generally* 70-81, 175, 199 ; the 

name, 79, 506; those 'beyond Sogd \ 
S^i 475, with MMllidwei It aiij 
settlement in Sacasrcne, jsjj the Sacu* 
□ f Septan* 513-4, 495* 499^00; Sacas 
Occupy Ferghana, 84, 178-9* 47?! their 
invasion ofParthii, 89, 181-a, 191-j, 

*H 3otf, W 4^ 47** 499* S&i; its 
dare, 194, 49j; their supposed conquest 
of Bactria a myth* 183-4, *87 n.t 502; 
their invasion of India, 50, 331-3* i78t 
J«» 3*0^1* 45?, foi; their rir*r king¬ 
dom, w 1 Indo-Seyihia1 j cake Taxila and 
Gandhara* j*a; Kap-isa* 331; MathutS* 

take and Jose Ujjain, 335; die 
Socasin India, 104* 171* 173,331, 
473; at 1 axila, 179, ijz* 301; satraps* 
543, jaf s the Western Satraps, iyi, 143, 
3<S, 335, for; they copy the Greeks, 
W-3i 3»* 3*3* 338-9; their fleets, 91, 
319-30, 311, 319, 349; early coins, 438, 
jot, 5« Sacaraucae, Masagetac, Snjj- 
wang^ K*atng-kiu, Mkub, Ales, Ki-pin 

Sacnstene, 9^ 113, 310, 344l 471^ 499, 
50a, 501,4?W Seiscm 

Siigala^ <St. 113, 14^ 177—8, 339, 3<8, 325; 
Menanders capital, 49* 98, 171, 147^ 
f}** 43^ Ip 43?: 357. 4^8. Sm 
Eutnymedeia 

Sagalassos, ijo 
Saharinpur, 439 
Sai-nrang, 171-6, 291-1, }up jjtf, 516 
Saksta, M(-a, tto. iiSt 4n-J* 459 
ootayuaM* 384 
Salagissa, 150 

hA4qj?A nix SuitG^ 4 E f -16 
Saraar^ntf, toi* t 17, 177, iSo, 307 
Samaria (Fay lifnj, 366,444; (Paletinc), 444 
Jiffianane, 444 
Sambethe, St* Sibba-Sambeiiie 

f S7 
Sambos, 1^9, 431, 430-1 
Samkassa, 151 
Samothrace, 104 
SjeIj 30S-10 
Smabares* 305 n> 
Smchi, 396 
Sapadbizes (I), 301 j*rj joy jt. 
Sapha, 38^ 
Sincere, 444 
Saraklis, 16 ji. 
Sirangac, 185 
Saraostos, 147, sjo* 154 
Suiucae, 1S4, Set Sacaraucae 
Sardis, toy—0 
Sary Kamish* 491—3 
Sauviras, t4iT 171, 538 
Sjuvira-Sindhus* Sit Sauviras 
Savtla, 4|( 
Scythians, 79, i m 
Setstan, Git 90, 117^ 198^-9, 223, p-i, 

4®3p 49?-S> Eudiydemid mle in, 93-5, 
15S-7. Suren, kingdom of the 

beleuceij on the Tigris): 17, iS, n, 
93p 3?i* description, ^0-1; nirk- 
name* 15; People, yS; history, 41, 47, 
?t, ^7; relation to Gpis, Oi, 9S; to 
Ctc5i phon* 98; a measure of autonomy,, 
3^* 3lf eoirtij jOF 98 n.. 441; EitcratUfe, 
41; scahngf, 4b?-S; calendar, t^; trade, 
afii, 3e*, 367 

Sdeucaa on the Eulaeug* St* Susa 
SeEcticeia on the Hedyphonr 17 
Stleuoeia on the Persian Gulf* 17, 41, 66 
SeJeucda in Picda, 17, if* 18 
Seleudd coin-tjrpes, 7^ 90, 164^ 187, t9r, 

!97p 204* monograms* 457 
Seleudd empire* t-f, 155* 190, ,9ft nf> 

541* aj8, 3611 3B8, 411, 437- the cpu> 
chtc^, 2-4, 4+i-y? foundation^ f-ji* 
settlers, 36-7, tfi<5-7; land system, j 1; 
litemnirep 40-5 

Selcucid Era, 28* jo, 47 4^ 56, <Sj|—T, 495, 
jm; in India* Wh ™ 

belcucLd pedigree, use fictitious, 20307- 
1h4^p 44^1 

Seleudd survey* the, J5* if 3, 44a 
Seleucus f, ?^7, ii, *t, 4S-7* 60, 64. 72* 

1 $h i*% aai* "-p 4t^ 44^f 
4ft n.; and Chpndnguptai, too, tji* 
tfa* 174^ coins, i3rt 191* ±*41 zitr 4^9 

Scleucus II* 73-4, J^-7, ^4* 215, 299, 
4IQ-I 

Stlencus HI, 197 
Sekucus IV* 184^6* 4^4 
Seleucua CajtrortomeT), 43-4 
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ScIgKSOJ, IjO 
SfptUOgUlt, 424 
Sews, 84, 109-11 
yey w Sages, San/uttof fit, 417 n, 4} 1,436 
shiin^haii, j19 
Shtba, queen ofp 417 n* 

icat jq, 

*?-**» ^1“J4 
Snorkot, 
Sia!«L Si* Sag ala 
Siao-ymflt 474 
Siberia, TOj-flj f g£p f 12 
Sibi, Hif 170V t8o 

147, 234 
Stgenaa, 368, 37a 
Sigma, £dS-9 

419 n. 
StnMruqes, 4J, 34,,., j«S 
-■und, 130, 141-3, 1 S3, ts,, 133, i7r, jta, 

jw* nvcr, 228 
Sindhu river. 228p 374 
Siradan^, t&H, 
Slmkcrte, 16 
Sirok* j* a. 
Sirynx, i3l 1 20 

sSdU^S ,fiJ’ *”“* »*■*“-» 
Skrthn, 333 n, 
Smyrna, j4p a6S 
£*Wj, So, 191, 473 

Soisdianj, Si-], 101-4, "9i lii-a, 199, 
170, 475, 47J1 

Sogdun 79. "if, 187, 301-4, 
363,411 

Sogdbns, 80. 478 
Somaliland. 367, 4! j 
Son river (SoajrKJs)! 144 
Sonjpa^ zw 
Sopeirhes^ joS 
Sophaga&enps, jor| 

*W J8?« 39* "f 393 rt. 
SqpflrOclKp 94, 3U 
Sophon* 589 n. 
Sosibiu*, 44j j; in Egypt, 440 
Mttui (town), 13 
SouH»e# 237-8* 14a 
Spahiris, 305 n. 

**« 
SpilteiSM, J0», 331, j4rt 144, J46-S, 498; 

Witts power, )4<; ends Greek ruk in 
the Faropamtadae, 330; coins, 334, 

„ f«3, 309-jo, 316 
SpalyTi*, 116, 331, 340-,, 344-6 
Spitameaes, in. 112, 447,476 

Siu-nM Ch’ien, 181-3, 3“ ** J°J, 3”, 
341 it, 36a, 471, 477, 313-14 

Sdsinor, 71, 1164, 
Stasis, 13 

Stephanus, 119 fl., 443, 484, 483*. 
jufihiry Index II 

Stoics, 41-1, 387 

Strabo, 113, 187. 4**, 44i*4*4i 470* 483, 
Jlf- SttfiAfihcti Index II 

Stnjio IK 4^f t*» uj-dj 3?i+ *99, ji4i 

*I7-;19p 3^3-47JI^7p 4¥> 
itrato II, 126, 117_ pj 
SmtqniK {wife of Aniiochus I)* iG8 
SoMionke {wife of Eumenes II\ 185 
Srrasonicea in Cana, ji 
Sudines, 43, 63 
Sfidras, 173, 433-4, 436 

iU£ **3> JJ3i coin-type, 91. 
jm Helios, Sufya 

SiHigas, 173, 31J, 380. 43J 
suraahna, 147, i ^oh i te, 334. S& Surasumc 
Sumatreftep 14% 169, 334-j. ij7P 240, 2&jt 

*7U }|S3 3 20* 44<t JO] 
Suiaf, j 30, 134 
Surer, rhe, 93, 103, 114, 3*5, 4,3, j«; 

lakes Mervp Merv; kingdom of, 49, 
3«, 6f, 104, 109, 344-7, 494, 499, jot. 
V Cjondqphires^ Vonones 

Surenai, 38, 31-1, 343, 499 
>unjg3snj of Phrates, iij 
SQrya, lit, 394 

Susa, 11,61,93, 316, JJtp JT1. JSl, j®7,434, 
44 E a 485; account ofp 27-302 caaspni- 
t™ 1?P_ J®* dcruchs 2[p 23; poeiryp 
19 n manumbsidfis at, Apadana 4lET 
io]it ic^-fip 478; and Ancioehus IV, 18, 
3 ‘4t 464-&V ctiy^oddoi Narnii 

Susia. ^cTos 
S»JI, 133, ifit, 170, 119, 137, 141, 388, 

111; river, 137 
Syagros, 368 
Syracuse, id, Si 
Syria, 3*, 63,123, 310, 361, 371, 374, 377, 

4*9. 44J 
Syrians, tp, n, i9f 319 
Syriro, Set Sirynx 
Szechuan, 87 

Tadwtttt, ftf, 417 
Ti^oraep 516^17 
TagourtMii, ^16^17 

a8tp 28 jp 477; account of. 
598-9; meaning oft 291-7: Tochari, 

n°f Glwh, 396-7; lhc legend¬ 
ary Ta-hia, ^97-8, 300 



INDEX m 
Tai-Tsong, 164 

Takoraioi, 516-17 
T2mb™, 4 n.7 1 j 
Taiugra (Persia), 1 r 
Tao-ki, 34? 
Tapuzia, 86, 219, 293 
Tarim basin, 84, 1*9-11. 5™ Chinese 

Turksstm 
Tarmita, 11H 
Tashkent, 71, 37s, 307 
Tankette, 95 
Tamila: before Demetrius (Bh£r)> 6ir 

IM-7* lf*» 1*4, 1*7^ 158* E?omag4 104, 
i6i; Demetrius' capital (Sirkxp), 137, 
179; under Greek rule, nSp 159, 169, 
*7?* ^74 3*3* 3*s, "wnt^ iSf, 438; 
coin-type* of, 163-4 313, 403 - under 
Saea rule, 144 311-1, 347; under Par- 
tbianF 164, 33940; inscriptions from, 
S3, 136 m, 137^ 144 3rSn., 389, 494 
yoo, 502 

Tarile^ IJO, 169, ±49 
Ta^in, 27Mi, 311, 474; Chang-klen 

on, 307-6, 474~7i the heavenly hone, 
308—10 

Taiirene 441 
1 eheran hoard, 36a 
Tele pirns, i<H, Jl6, 331, 394, 496-7; 

chronology, 497-?, jw-ij types, 333; 
monogrinw, 331, 400, 4D4, 497 

1cos, if 3 n., 449 
Iep£ rlis5arp to6 
Terek Pass, 3^ 179 
Termedh, 116-17 
Teucros* *9 
Thagouroiy a8j, ii5» 917 
IlmJes, 436 • 
I riar descrc, 106 
Thetnlsoitium, 9 a., 11 
Theocritus, 249* 4*0 m, 510 
TJwodamss, in, ,13, j8* ,92, 504 
Theodoras Ddiiaputrm, 125 n, 369, 391, 

39a n, 
Theodorui the meridarch, 141*., 388, 

Jf*i 39* *+ 
Theodoras son of Theoms, 389, 39a n, 
Tbeophib, 147, (^4,171, *34-*, 143, ij;Bh 

371-1 
Thcophtlus, 164, 320, 392 
Theophrastus, 371 
TTteOnas <Thavara), 3B9, 39a n. 
Thera fBajc-criaJ^ 11, 110 
Therogonos, 353 
TheragShaH 253 
Thibet, Thibetan, 107, ir3J jrf 

Thocari, 515, 517 
Thogm, 285, 517 
Thngari, 'jr*, *t? 
Thracians, 9, 70, 11S 
ftpMPrt, fIJ 

Thronia, S*t Babylon Thxonia 
Thybrasscne, 441 
Tiberias, 10 
Tien-shan Range, if r, 290 
Tigraios, 441, 48* 
TlgranM, jo 

T3> 17, 
Tiniiirchus, 21 a, 318-19, 4*7 
Timirra, 389, mj, win,, 4,8 
llridates I of Pazthia, 6js 74 
Tin dates (usurper), 53, 306, 346 
Ttesa Mogaliputta, 167 
Toehari, 84, 110-11, 17^ 184-*; not the 

Ta-hia, 395-6; part of the Xuetbchi, 
285^7; race and language discussed, 
286—90; forms of the name, 115—19 

Tocharinn, 289 
Tocharistan* 190^ 305, *15 

*9° 
Togara, lij, $16 
TOs, 4 ft, SB, i9J, 438 
Tosmos^ 295 
Trapeius (Arabia), 66 
Tnurianes 88^-9, 9** 114* n?. *93* ^95 
Trigartas, 139, 314 
Tripoli*! 2*6 
Tritonfi), jidl, ji*-9,194 
Trog^ts, 14 3, 224± * 1 f J«JurtAirt Index i 1 
fcTrogtis* source*, 154, 231, 233., 24^ agzT 

aSO, 193, 306^7, 381, 469, 473, *1 Hi** 
attempt to reconstruct, 45-50 

Tsade„ 508 
Ts^in, 310-11 
Ttaugarap zg6ff 517 
Tukhait, 286, *Tf 
Tu-f in, 350 
Tuhia, 221 
Tupac Yupanqtii, 385 
Ttardetani, rof 
Turfan, l ro, a7*P 189-90 
Turkic 287-8 
TusKaspa, 147 
Tyre (India), 10, 329 

Ujiain, 150-1, 1&4, 230, 243, |||i 173, 443, 
501 

United Provinces, iJS 
Z/^uuWff 42 J n., 416 
Urasaka, 125 ir. 
Vrga, 363 



index 

Urwk, 6, aj-fi, *8-9 
Utopias, 179 
UzIsqi channd* 491-3 

VlfcJlSUVilf, lQlf 111 
Varrot ^S-90 

VatudcVJ, if 41-. 3f*> 3J« 
Vasumitra, ia& 
Vatasvjka* ICjJ-2 
KayO-pur&Ut! 1 33 rut 314 n. 
VScinry (coin-type), 90* 18&, 194 217, 

an, 503-4, (oy 
Vic lory of Sampthrai:ep 91, 13.^ 395 
Vsdisa, 1 JJp if*, t?«* i77p 31J5 Jftop 4^ 
Viknayaij 4?J 
VikrniTui Era, 3J5, 3^ 4?4, 501 
V ikramodit><3, jjf, fOI 
Virgil, 41 
Vishnu, i}7,171, jSt, 391, 406 
Volog*i« I, ft, 4Sj 
VqnonfiS 344-7 

W,ik.ftanT 304 

Wen-chung, 197, 1J9-4J. m V*, ^71 
Whitt India , 33-4, 470 

Wima Kadphises Iln X14 388 fi.* 354 403, 
m 

^"ou-ti-Iap, 339-41 
Wu-stin* rto-l 4 27G-7, 280, 2S4 fl6; 

horses, 309 

Wu-ti, »79,197, J*B 109-10, *73-1 

X fartist), ?f-6, *09 
Xetres, 80, 91, 47* 
Xylirvepotij, 144, 4B1 n. 

Vafcshi, ii! 
Vakshifs), 139, 231-3, 40* 
Yimuilffl! 417 
Yaudheyas, 1,9, 314 
Yavwa, the „ tjo 

Yavanafs), tip, 144 145, M»p I Hi HSfr 
itf?T 17Ip III* J86. MOb 4S2r-fp 474: 
meaning pfj 417-18; Cavalry, ai8p 374, 
38 3»374* 183; not Ta-hia, i?6; 
in Lbe cave inscriptions, 2 54-$! 371-3 * 37G 

Yavaniki, 383 
Yenisei* ioti* m 
Ycvanni, 417 
Ym-mq-fg, 339-42, 4)8, *7J, 497 
Yttnafs), 129* I4S; meaning 4%?~l% 

Yoruka, if7,197. 4'*. 4»°, 43»: the word 
discussed, 41 A-1 ft 

Yonakas (Meinmder's f»), 167, 414, 
*!«, 418-19, 4*2, 432-3, 4IJ 

\ onak t, 340 
Yonn or Yoaa (mfne)p 85 
Yuaji-d J37, 340, 341-3, 349, 418, 473 
Ytleh-cb, l»i. III, 317. 383, 377, 413, 

fed, (id; history, i7i-6, 178-8°, iftj, 
291 i strength, JOO; composition, x84-7* 
517> m Asil7 Tochari; rate and language* 

<snA a** Tochari; conquest "of 
Bitcciij 183^ jop-i; relations wiih 
Bartra^ 304; coins^ 303-4 j alliance with 
Cllinx, 341 

Vuffa, the, 4f3, 4f6 
Vuga-purSm, 118,132, Mf, if3, l<46, 178, 

100, 
Yung-I ^ 
Yunnan, l5§ 
Yu-rien (Khomn), 477 

Zathalias. ra 
Zamaspes, 17 it, 19, 39 
Zarang, Zarangians, 14 
Zarmgiine, 9; 
Zwaipa, 114-if, 131 
on nT 14 
ZeiAnises, 313-4, fofl-t 
Zenodotl'um, I t 

t jr 481-2, 485 
Uj <Sa 

Zeu? (Olympian). 190-1, 193; as coin- 
iypeP enthronedy 190-4 364 466 

Zeus {of Kapifia), 97, 138, I ST-*, 163,1139 
ji4p 39*1 as coin-Type of 
KapEsa, enthroned, 211-1 224 333-4^ 

^31^ 404 417, 497t foi 
Ziggurai of OpisV 3<5o 

Zoilus I, 319-20, 3f6-7, 4Jf 
Zoilus tl, 316-28, 3(6-7, 4(( 

w, itTfi, 4^5* 4f®-9 
?-bu ywg-k ut), 197, 339-4r, 4*8 
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PRINCIPAL GREEK AND LATIN PASSAGES 
COMMENTED ON 

(page numbcfs In Jjracbti) 

Appian, Syr. ij {446-7, -no) 
Arrian, Aoob. vii, i, j-fi (41^) 
Aihenacus, v, m a (251-3; from 

Her adieus) 

XI, 4673, b [(0&-t0: from Aristoxenus) 
Diodorlls, XVIII, 7, 9 (71) 

Herodotus, in, 17 (478) 

in, 94, 102-5 (106-8) 

Isidore, Parikitin Swarms, 18, 19 (470-1) 
Justin, XV, 4, xa (46-7, j8t) 

XLI, £, J (199 tad n.) 

juj, 6,1 and j (219-23) 
xi.1, 6, 4 (144) 

Uvy, t, 4$, 7 (mi) 
XXXV, 47, 5 (446) 

XXXVI, (7, j (35) 
XXXVII, 44, 11 and 18 (37) 
XXXVIII, 17, it (jf) 

Mttr Epitome, 55 79-84 (4*9"30 
OG/S ajj (194-4) 
Penplur, 41 (148) 

47 CM?) 
49 (373-j) 
6* {443-4) 

Pliny, vip u (51G) 
V|, 47 (13 It.) 
VI, +8 <*Sj) 
vi* 51 (140, 4811-94?; from Varra) 
VI. ff (84, W) 
VI* IJI {460^1- from Alexander1 s be- 

madia) 
vx, 71 (136] £ ultimately from "Tragus* 

source') 
vi, 11 (mo-ei) 
VI, 91 (96-7, 99) 

VI, 9« (*44. 4* * '*■) 
V), 96-IOI (368-9) 

v, 9*. 107, no, 149. 131(481-3) 
vi, 117(711.) 
VI, 147 (213) 

VI, j <Sd (66 m.) 

Plutarch, Alexander, 63 (1(3) 
Alexander, 64 (429—31) 

Cranui, Jt (38) 
Cronus, 33 (51-3) 
Morulia, jiIf (48-50, 318) 
Afntaifu, SllD,E (164, 266) 
Sulla, 13 (371) 

Polybius, X, 31, 4-1J (13-16, 20) 
x, 48, 2-8 <490 
xxxi, 9(1 0,(46j-0 , , 

Picudo-Ariileilj Litrer oft gg 187-494 
(41^-8, 431-J. 433-6) 

Pseudo-Lnciarip Mdaytt, 11^19 ($3-4) 
520 {484-S) 

Ptolemy,. viT 10 (II-90) 
vi, 10, 4 (443) 
vut 1 6 (511-11} 
vii, t* 42 (*}?-&) 

VII* I* US'S-?) 
vi it 1*46*47(145-53) 
vn, 1, 3? (231-7) 

Sleprtamis* J.V. 69-^1) 
J.v. “Ajjum (lie n* S) 
ImYm l0ji)[)\3 CI4P—5O) 

Strabo* ii, 73 (4U-90: from Patrades) 
xi, 50& (444 ^ from PiitrodK) 
xi, 509 (468-90: from Era[Osttime$) 
xi, 511 (1SJ-4) 
Kip *13(91 ft.) 
mp 514 (460-1: from Eiatoiihnics) 
xi, 116 (143-5= from Apollodona) 
XI, Ji7 from Unesicmiu) 
XVT (116 and n*) 

XV, 6M (*43? from Apollodp rus) 

xv^ats {44 B.) 
xv, 6S6 (144 rL: from ArisEobuIus) 
JCV, 693 (136? from Adstobulus) 
xv, 69S (144-5: from A poll od mis) 
xv, 7*1 (461: from EratouJimcs) 
xv, 714 (174) 
xvp 714 (ioo3 from Eratosthenes) 
XVI, 781(444) 

Trqgus, PraL XIJ (H4 ff J) 

ProL X1M IJ1S6) 

ProL XU1 (306-7) 





1. Eul h ydcmii!* in nld 

1. EuEhydein.115 nil j ptrdl^TCC coin 

j. Demetrius. 

4. Anfiirucliti*. 

5- EmtiydcmiK tl. 
A, Demetmis II, 

7. Dctncirtu* 11 on bis unique tail inbuilt 
q- JciradracliTO' 

8. Pantskoo. 

9. A^athcjcfc’*, 

10, Eucraridb*-. 
11. Eucnitidc* (M^jltncd'i, 

11. Hdfudes. 
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Seleucus II 

Stmjctis UI 

m Slllecxs IV 

AyrigciiL'S 111 

I 

PEDIGREE' OF THE EUTHYDEMIDS AND EUCRATIDES 

TO iHOW 1BE FICTITIOUS DESCENT FROM ALEXANDER 

/■. = t- v aviifh fn* Jaaghm of Darius HI of Persia 

jip&ffta* Ctli SELEUCLS | 

I r 
AsTiDdius I 

AKnocirtfS II 

Stratonice 
m Artarathra UI 

if Cappadocia 

Laodice 

m, Mitfaridates tf 

jf Ponnis 

daughter m. Diodotcs/ gcDeof of the 
EacEdan ^strapy 

chvs Demetrius I 

Dewmitrs II 

Antii CHISS I / 

Antic chu 

Laolirc n. UcBoelfc, ? Jent. il of a satrap v daughter in. EuTHYonara of Magnesia 

f ’ ! 

J--- 
EucftATIDES 

1 
I 

J 1 UI 

Heuoclks 

Dutmtic'*. 

[ 

T n 
J^rfnMftua ? Al"OLLOTXJTUi* 

? EUCHATt JtS Ut EL'THTDKHt/S II Dl MITHIUS II 
"7-P ~1 
P ANT A LEO w AGATHOCLBS Ag U«k 

m. M NANBf.lL AnTIMAOHOS II 

| a general 

& At ft 

' Imm.tcrial riamcs are onii tied. For the tull Sdleudr pet -^nae set: LAIl viri. T . , *_ . ^ i, 
4 The historical Row, whom Aleonder married, w* a iughier id t!» Ractnan baron OatyarUH. He also manned a deoghier of Danis IIS, «nf ““ff4' 
t The historical Apwu, whom Seimaeus married, was*da= ghrer ot the Sogdan baron Spimmenes. hit almost certainly an Achaememd on her mn lei ■ * - 
4 Diodettis H can only Lave been Diodoui’ son by - fotn et mamage, 
5 Cernnly of tlw royal house, and more probably Diinctr as’ bro trier tlian a collateral. 

* Possibly Helioeles' son. 
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